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PREFACE.
VARIOVS motives

have led to this publication.

The

Tracts of which it consists are all of great, and some of
them of extraordinary

rarity.

And they are interesting,

partly from their containing

some of the earliest indica-

tions of those liberal commercial
rally diffused--partly
and reasonings

principles now so gene-

from their embodying

that were supposed

truth of theories which, however
universally
them

assented

having

writers.

been

They

knowledge

to;

of the

erroneous,

and, further,

much

afford

referred

an epitome

17th

century,

And
provide

against

desirable,
the

commercial

both in its theory

treatises of such importance

to

of

to by subsequent
of the

and reprinting

their being lost, and render

the

were long

from some

and practice.
volume,

it seemed

statements

to demonstrate

by collecting
in a separate

imminent

them accessible

risk

of

to future

inquirers.
They are as follows, viz.
I. A Discovrse

of Trade, from :England vnto the :East-

Indies ; answering

to diuerse Objections

vsually made against the same.

which are

By T. M. 1621.
II.

iV
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II. Th.e Treasure

of Traffike,

or a Discourse

raigne Trade; wherein is showedthebenefit
moditie arising to a Common-Wealth
by the

skilfull Merchant,

III.

and Captaine

England's

Treasure

Ballance

IV.

in the

Interest

Increase

Kingdom.
V. England's

of the

VI.

Store,

By Samuel Fortrey,

1677.
Languens,

shewing the Grounds
and Decay
Strength;

Discourses

wherein
Lover

are causeless.

of his

National

with Application

King

and

of Trade:
Wealth

and

to the late and present

upon Trade;

Considerations

is demonstrated

or A Discourse

of Land-Rents,

Increase of Money.

1673.

and Reasons of the Increase

the Cases of the Interest,
VIII.

Esq.

of this

or, a Dialogue between

State and Condition of England,
United Provinces.
1680.
VII.

Consisting

and Trade

of our Complaints

a real and hearty

Countrey.
Britannia

or, the

Trade is the Rule of our

and Improvement.

Content and Complaint,
By

Trade;

by Thomas 1V[un, of London,

Great Happiness;

that a great part

City of London.

by Forraign

Written
1664.

England's

or Kingdome,

By Lewes Roberts,

of the

of our Forraign

Treasure.
Merchant.

and com-

and by a well ordered

Commerce and regular Traffike.
Merchant
1641.

of For-

France,

principally
Coynage,

and the

directed
Clipping,

to
and

1691.

on the East-India Trade;

wherein

all the Objections to that Trade are fully answered.
With a Comparison
Trades.
1701.

of the East-India

and Fishing
The

PREFACE.

V

The first and third of these Tracts were written by
Mr. Thomas Mun, of whom we know nothing, except
that he was an eminent merchant of London, and a
Director

of the East India Company.

Though

pub-

lished in 1664, the second and principal Tract had been
written several

years previously.

the Dedication

to Lord Southampton,

fixed to it, says:

"my

among merchants,"

Mr. Mun's

father was in his time famous

a mode

of expression

which he

would hardly have used had not a considerable
elapsed since his father's death.
his "Circle of Commerce,"
refers to Mun's
speaks

of its

period

And iVIisselden in

published in 1623, (p. 36,)

Tract on the East India Trade, _ and
author as an accomplished

rienced merchant.

and expe-

Perhaps therefore, we may not be

far wrong in supposing,
raign Trade"

son, in

which he pre-

that the '" Treasure by For-

was written

as early as 1635 or 1640.

Mr. Hallam is inclined to think it may have been a
little carlier.t
The doctrines in Mun's tracts are
substantially

the same ; and they

are also the same

with those in a petition presented by the East India Company to Parliament in 1628, which was written by Mum
Previously

to the formation

of this Company,

1600, it had been the policy of England,
nations,
metals,

to prohibit

the

exportation

in

as of other

of the precious

which were then reckoned the only real wealth

that a country could possess.

But bullion being one of

the most advantageous articles of export to the East, this
prohibition
* The first Edition of this Traot is said to have appeared in
1609,but we have only seen the SecondEditionof 1621.
Literature of Europe, IV. 385.

vi
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prohibition

was relaxed,

under certain conditions,

favour of the East India Company.

in

And whatever may

now be thought of it, this, when taken, was a considerable step in advance ; and in no long time it was much
and strenuously

objected to, as being

sound principle
interests.
On

and highly injurious to the public
this occasion Mun came forward in

defence of the Company.

subversive

of all

He did not, however, take

his stand on the broad ground that the exportation
of bullion to the East was advantageous because it
was more valuable there than here.
He had recourse
to a more subtle

theory,

and

tried

to reconcile

the

interests of his clients with the opinions then generally
entertained.
In this view he contended that the
exportation
tageous,
modities
wards
amount

of bullion

because
in

India,

sent

to

most

the

of bullion

had originally

by the

Company

they employed

of which

Continent,

whence

a

in their

stead than

expended

famous

upon

doctrine

them

And hence

the

Trade,

is, of an excess of exports

that

com-

part

was imported

been

was advan-

it to purchase

was after-

in

greater
India.

of The Balance

of

over imports;

the excess being, it was taken for granted, necessarily
paid in gold and silver. No sophistry was ever more
completely

successful.

Its influence was not confined

to England, but extended to most other countries.
rule that in dealing with strangers,
more to them

yearly than

wee consume

value ''_ was looked upon as infallible.
proclaimed

alike by philosophers

The

"wee must ever sell
of theirs

in

Its merits were

and merchants, while
statesmen

Post,
p. 19.5.

tRY,
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statesmenexertedthemselvesto give it a practical
effect.

Agriculture,

ceased

to

be

commerce,

objects

of

and

public

""balance of trade" was regarded
national

solicitude,

of its increase ;

of premiums and boun-

ties on the one side, and of restrictions
tions on the other, was set in motion
favourable.

It

soon, however,

customs regulations,
be enforced,
current

became

were not sufficient
had

and prohibito render it
obvious,

that

how vigilantly soever they might

flow in the desired

consequently,

The

as the only source of

wealth, and the only measure

and all the complex machinery

manufactures,

to make the

channels.

to still more

golden

Recourse

stringent

was,

measures.

Treaties and alliances were entered into and set aside,
fleets were sent to sea, armies were embodied, and
sanguinary

conflicts

globe, in the
advantage,

vain

waged in every
attempt

to seize a mere

quarter

to realize

of the

an imaginary

ignis fatuus/

And

such

and so powerful was the delusion, that long after its
fallaciousness had been fully demonstrated
by North,
and Hume, and Smith, and others, it continued to
maintain
times

an unimpaired

Parliament

ascendancy.

was annually

Even in our own

congratulated

on the

excess of the exports over the imports.
The gilded
image of clay and mud stood for more than a century,
an object of slavish adoration,
been rent in all directions.
The treatises,

after its foundations

in which the

theory which had such

results, was first brought

forward,

most

must

skilfulty

liberal curiosity

defended,

and attention.

had

and in which it is

always be
Few

objects

delusions

of

have
been

viii
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been

so widely spread as that to which they gave rise,

and of few have the consequences

been so disastrous.

The second Tract in this Volume, published in 1641,
is by Mr. Lewes Roberts,

captaine

of

He had previously published,

in

1638, in one volume folio, a sort of encyclopaedia

of

the city of London."
commercial

knowledge,

of Commerce."
ments

" merchant

called the "Merchant's

And

introductory

it appears

to that

been in the employment
Constantinople,
to England,

and

work,

that

subsequently

of that

Mappe

some

state-

after having

of the Levant

he became,
a member

from

Company

at

to his return

Company,

and of the

East India Company.
He had evidently been very
well informed, and master of all the mercantile knowledge

of his time.

should

be found

the free exportation

It is highly to his credit
at this

early

period,

that he

in favour of

of gold and silver; of low customs;

and of coins of the standard
weight and fineness.
Roberts' Tract contains the earliest notice of Manchester as a seat of the cotton manufacture.

The fourth of the following tracts, first published

in

1663, and re-printed in 1673, was written by Samuel
Fortrey, Esq., a gentleman of the King's bedchamber.
It contains a forcible argument
and the author is favourable
foreigners

in favour of enclosures;
to the policy of allowing

to settle in the kingdom,

to hold lands, and

to enjoy the other privileges of Englishmen,
restrictions

as Parliament

under such

may think fit to enact.

this tract is chiefly remarkable

for its having

But
powerfully

PREFACE.
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fully assisted in raising and perpetuating
against

the trade with France,

which resulted

after in its almost total prohibition.
substance

of a statement

that prejudice
not long

Fortrey

gives the

which he alleges (but without

quoting any authority for the fact) had been presented
to Louis XIV, in which the value of the commodities
annually exported from France to England is estimated
at above 2,600,000/., and that of the commodities exported from England to France

at about

1,O00,O00l.;

"By which it appears," says he, " that our trade with
France is at least 1,600,000L a year clear lost to this
kingdom"

(p. 234.)

worthless

statement,

acquiesced
Tract

this

appears

vague

and,

to have been

has

been
during

with

felo-de-se

referred
the

France

policy

to over

discussions

in 1713,

by

which

what had been, and might,

known anonymous

Fortrey's
over

again,

on "the commercial

in _indication

we labottred

of that

to suppress

but for our interference,

have continued to be, an extensive
branch of trade.

The fifth tract

and

indeed,
generally

in at the time and for long after.

especially
treaty

And

and advantageous

in this volume, a Dialogue by an unauthor, was published in 1677.

The

speakers are Content and Complaint, the last of whom
dwells on what were then reckoned principal grievances, viz.

the

exportation

of money

occasioned

by

the supposed adverse balance in the trade with France,
extravagance
in living, the influx of foreigners, the
inclosure of commons, the too great multiplication of
traders,

&c.

But these and other alleged

are satisfactorily

disposed

of by Content,

grievances
who shows
that

X
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that instead of deserving
innocuous
decided

that name, they are either

or advantageous.

The author is at once a

and an intelligent

trade_ on private
and cmigration.

expenditure,
Were

the present moment,
amend,

except,

opponent of restraints

on

and on immigration

the tract to be re-written

at

there would be nothing in it to

perhaps, the style;

and in that there

is little to object to.
The next, or sixth of the annexed tracts,
siderable
peared
the

treatise, intituled

in 1680.

author.

a con-

Languens,"

We have no certain

The late

it to Mr. William

"Britannia

ap-

knowledge

Mr. George Chalmers

Petyt, who published

of

ascribes

some political

writings ; but this is doubtful.
This treatise

exhibits

a curious

error,

intelligence

author

is to show that agriculture,

and

medley of truth and

prejudice.

The

aim

of the

manufactures,

and

trade, were at the time in a very depressed,

or, as he

terms

that

it,

"consumptive

condition."

condition was partly a consequence
of treasure,
from France

and elsewhere;

this

of the exportation

arising out of the importation

tion of the navigation

of luxuries

and partly of the opera-

laws, the monopolies of the East

India Company and other

trading

ration privilcges, &e.
It is certain, however, that
of industry

And

for _vhich the

associations,

the depressed
author

corpo-

condition

endeavoured

to

account, was wholly imaginary ; that instead of falling
off, all sorts of industrial
occupations,
wealth, and
population,
the

were

Restoration

very
and

materially
the

increased

Revolution;

and

between
that the
amount

rREFAC_,
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amount of treasure in the country

was considerably

greater than at any former period. But notwithstanding
this fundamental error, the work contains sundry
statements not to be found elsewhere, of much interest in regard to various branches of our domestic
resources, and of lhose of the United Provinces and
other

foreign states.

estimating
institutions
verts,

And though

the character

the author

erred in

and influence of some of the

and circumstances

his observations

upon which he animad-

are, notwithstanding,

for the

most part, to a greater or less extent, well founded.
The seventh of the following tracts,

and the most re-

markable in many respects of any that appeared in the
course of the century, was written by the Hon. Sir
Dudley North,

brother

been

resided

for a considerable

dominions.

bred

to the Lord Keeper Guildford.

Having

After

a Turkey

and again

Sheriff of London
having

been

period

Sir

in the

Dudley
Ottoman

his return home, he was made suc-

cessively a Commissioner
Treasury,

merchant,

of the Customs,

of the

during

afterwards

Customs.

then of the
He

was also

the reign of James II.;
called upon

to account

and
for

some rather questionable proceedings in that capacity,.
it must be admitted, that he defended hlmseff in a way
more creditable

to his shrewdness

or straightforwardness.
too common to incur
might

be his

than to his honesty

But such conduct was then
much censure ; and whatever

defects

as a

politician,

they

neither

obscured nor perverted

his views in regard to questions

where party interests

and prejudices were not directly

affected.
_2

His acuteness

and experience

as a man of
business

xi_
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business, made him peculiarly
conveniences

alive to the many in-

and disorders that were occasioned by

the state of the currency, which then consisted principally of silver coins, that were so much clipped and
degraded, that

a guinea

was ordinarily rated at f_om

278. to 288. or upwards.
on the

Having reflected maturely

subject, he determined to bring the principles

of the coinage and the state of the coin, with a view
to their amendment, before the House of Commons,
of which he was a member.
But losing his seat in that
assembly,
the

he embodied his opinions on the subject,

importance

_ exaggerate,

of which

in

the

it would not be easy to

original,

comprehensive,

and

admirably written tract now reprinted, which he
published in 1691.
It is, however, supposed, that
for some reason or other he had soon after consented
to its suppression.
exceedingly scarce,
pression,

At all events it speedily became
so that, to use his hrother_s ex-

cc it hath been ever since utterly

a copy not to be had for money." _
indeed,

snnl_ and

It was believed,

to be entirely lost; but luckily this was not

the ease.

A copy, which had belonged to the Rev.

Rogers Ruding,
was purchased

author of the

work on the coinage,

at the sale of his library by a gentle-

man of Edinburgh,

who printed a few copies for dis-

tribution among his friends ; and we have since picked
up three copies of the original impression, from one of
which the subjoined reprint has been made.
North

is an uncompromising

mercial freedom.

advocate

of com-

He is not_ like the greater number

* North's/z/yes of t_ _rort_, 8vo. ed. I.II. 173.

.o°
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her of his predecessors,

Xlll

well-informed

on one

sub-

ject, and erroneous on others. An Achilles without
a heel, he has no vulnerable points, no bounties,
no duties,

no prohibitions.

throughout,

consentaneous

His
in its

system

is sound

parts,

and com-

plete.
His reasoning in defence of a moderate
se_norage
is quite conclusive.
Had it been acted
upon,

the new silver coins issued

recoinage

of 1696-98,

immediately,

the great

would not have begun,

to disappear;

century would, speaking
improved.

during

almost

and the currency of last
generally,

have been vastly

In commercial matters he shows that nations

have the same interest as individuals.

He exposes the

folly of t]_ink_ng that any trade advantageous to the merchant can be injurious to the public;

and he ridicules

the efforts to retain the precious metals in a country by
dint of Customs regulations,

pronouncing them to be

no better than attempts to hedge-in the cuckoo! "For"
as he truly observes, "' no people ever yet grew rich by
policies; but it is peace, and industry, and freedom,
that bring trade and wealth, and nothing else."
The last tract in this volume, "' Considerations on the
East India Trade," was published in 1701 ; and notwithstanding the deference so justly due to North, it
probably also is the ablest and most profound.

A con-

troversy was carried on for several years previously to
its appearance

between the home manufacturers

the importers of East Indian silks and cotton

and
stuffs.

The former did not fail to resort to the arguments
invariably
substitution

used on such occasions,
of Indian

affirming that the

for English goods occasioned
the

xiv
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the

ruin

of our manufactures,

the

coin, and the impoverishmeut

Such arguments

could not be

the

exportation

of

of the kingdom.

successfully

resisted

without showing the hollowness of the assumptions on
which they were founded, and, maintaining in opposition to them, that it is for the public advantage
buy whatever may be wanted,

to

in the cheapest markets.

And this the author has done in a very masterly manner,
with great force of reasoning and variety of illustration.
He has discussed the most specious objections that have
been made, or that may be made, to his doctrine, and
has shown that none of them are well founded; that
the important

practical

principle which

he has laid

down, does not operate by fits and starts, but continuously at all times and in all places ; and that it can
never be departed

from without loss and injury to the

public. "He is, also, the first who has conclusively shown
the advantage of employing machinery, and cheaper
methods of production, in the manufacture
of commodities;
instead

and who has proved that such employment,
of being

tageous to them,
community.

injurious

to the labourers

is advan-

as wel] as to the other classes of the

And in doing this, he has set the powerful

influence of the division of labour in a very striking
point of view, and has illustrated it with a skill and
felicity which

even Smith

has not surpassed,

but by

which he most probably profited. ''¢
Mr. Macaulay

has passed a very high eulogium

on

this tract : "" The pamphlet on the East India Trade is
excellent, first-rate.
I have seen nothing of that age
equal
* Ziterature of Politival Economy, p. 100.
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equal to it.

Davenant's

ject are contemptible

XV

two tracts on the same sub-

in comparison."

It is to be regretted

that we have no information

regard to the author of a treatise,
commended.
We have sometimes
to suppose that it might
of Mr. Henry

Martin,

the Spectator.

have proceeded
who contributed

from the pen
some papers to

But we are not disposed

stress on this conjecture.
That this admirable tract

in

which has been so
been half inclined

to lay much

should have had, when

published, little or no influence, is wholly to be ascribed
to the author

being very far in advance of his age.

It

required a long series of still more powerful lights, and
a far wider experience, to dissipate the prejudices which
swayed his contemporaries

and their successors.

It may very likely be supposed that we should have
given a place in this collection to the tracts of the
celebrated Sir Josiah Child, long the leader, or rather
dictator,

of the East India Company,

greatest and most
But the statements

and one of the

successful merchants
of his age.
in his tract on the Trade to India,

published in 1681, are very similar to those in Mun's
tract on the same subject, which we have laid before
the

reader;

Trade,"
last

though

his

" New

Discourse

of

be a work of much merit, and has frequently

been referred
the

and

to, yet, as it has been often reprinted,

time,

perhaps,

1751, and is of common

by

Foulis

occurrence,

of Glasgow,

it was destitute

of that rarity which has been a principal
tion to a place in this volume.
LoNDon, January, 1856.

in

recommenda-

A

DISCOVRSE
of Trade,
From England vnto the East-Indies"
_Answering to diuerse Obiections which are
vsually made against the same.
The second Impression correceed and amended.

By T. M.

LONDON.
Printed by Nicholas Okes for Iohn PyTer.
1621.

Brief Notes directing to the
seueral parts which are handled
in the

Answeres

made

_o the foure

Objections against the EastIndia Trade in the Discourse following.
The parts of the first Objection,
page 7.

1. T N

the first part is shewed the necessary vse
Drugges, Spices, Indico, Kaw-silke, and
Callicoes.
page 8.
2. In the second part is declared the great summes
of ready monies which are yearely saued to Christendome in #enerall, by fetching the wares of the EastIndies directly in shipping from thence,
page 10.
3. In the third part, is proued, that the Trade from,
England to the East-Indies doth not consume, but rather
greatly increase the #enerall stocke aud Treasure of this
Realme.
page 17.

J_¢

The parts of the second Obiection
Page 28.
1. In the first part is set forth
and that the timber, planke, and
Kingdome for the Imildin# of
become scant nor dearer since

the noble vse of
other Materials
Shipping, are
the East-India

Ships ;
of this
neither
Trade

beganne,
page 24.
2. In the second part is shewed the great strength of

THE

TABLE.

shipping and warlike prouisious, which the East-India
Company haue always in readinesse for the seruice of
the Kingdome.
page 25.
The parts of the third Objection,
page 26.
1. The East-India
Trade doth not make

victuals

deare, but is a meshes to increase our plenty,
page 27.
2. It breedeth more Mariners then it doth ordinarily
consume, and disburtheneth the Kingdome of very many
leude people,
page 28.
3. It hath not destroyed any other Trade or shipping
of this Realme, but hath encreased both the one and the
other ; besides the great addition of it selfe vnto the
strength and traffique of this Kingdome.
page 30.
4. It cloth not increase the number of the poore of this
Realme (as is erroneously supposed) but it cloth maintayne and releeue many hundreds of people by their
imployments, and Charitie.
page 34.
5. It doth saue the Kingdome yearely 75000.1. sterling,
or thereabouts, of that which it was accustomed to spend
in Spices and Indico onely, when they were brought us
from Turkey and Lixborne.
page 35.
The parts of the fourth Obiection,
Page 37.
1. The East-India Trade doth not hinder the imploy.
merit of his Maiesties Mint.
page 38.
2. The proposition to put downe the East-India Trade
is grounded vpon idle and false reports, tending to the
great hurt of the King and his people,
page 39.
3. A briefe Narration of a Kingdomes riches, with
the route principall causes which may decay the generall
stocke and treasure of this Realme in particular.
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Trade from England
the East-Indies
Answering
are vsually

to diuerse
made

:

Obieetions
against

vnto
which

the same.

He Trade of Merchandize,
is not onely that
laudable
practise whereby the entereourse
of
Nations is so worthily performed_ but also (as I may
terme it) the very Touchstone of a kingdomes prosperityfwhen
therein some certen rules shall be diligently obserued.
For, as in the estates of priuate
persons, we may aeeompt that man to prosper and
growe rich, who being possessed of reuenues more or
lesse, doth accordingly proportion his expences; whereby
he may yearely aduanee some maintenance for his posterity.
So doth it come to passe in those Kingdomes,
which with great care and warinesse doe euer vent out
more of their home commodities, than they import
and vse of lorraine wares ; for so vndoubtedly the
remainder must returne to them in treasure.
But
where a contrary course is taken, through wantonnesse
and riot, to ouerwaste both forren and domesticke
wares, there must the money of necessity be exported,
as the meanes to helpe to furnish such excesse, and so
by the corruption of mens conditions and manners,
many rich countries are made exceeding poore, whilst the
people
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people thereof, too much affecting their owne enormities, doe lay the fault in something else.
Wherefore,
industry to encrease, and frugalitic to
maintaine,
are the true watchmen of a kingdomes
treasury;
euen when, the force and feare of Princes
prohibitions cannot possibly retaine the same.
And therefore, as it is most plaine, that proportion
or quantity, must euer bee regarded in the importing of
forren wares ; so must there also be a great respect of
quality and vse ; that so, the things most necessarie
bee first preferred, such as are foode, rayment, and
munition for warre and trade ; which great blessings,
when any countrie doth sufficiently enioy; the next
to bee procured are wares, fitting for health, and arts ;
the last, are those, which serue for our pleasures, and
ornament.
Now, forasmuch, as by the prouidence of almighty
God, the Kingdome of England, is endowed with such
aboundance of rich commodities,
that it hath long
enioied, not onely great plenty of the thing before
named, but also, through a superfluity, hath beene much
inriched with treasure brought in from forraine parts ;
which hath giuen life vnto so many worthy trades,
amongst which that vnto the East-India by name; the
report whereof, although it is already spread so famous
through the world; yet notwithstanding, heere at home,
the clamorous complaints against the same, are growne
so loude and generall, that (my selfe being one of the
Society) it hath much troubled my priuate meditations,
to conceiue the means or true grounds of this confusion.
But at the last I resolued my selfe, that the
greatest number of these exclaimers, are led away in
ignorance; not hauing as yet, discerned the mysteries
of such waighty affaires ; some hauc beene transported
with enuy, as not participating
in the said Society, or
beeing thereby hindred
(as they conceiue) in some
6
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other trade;
and others, wholly corrupted
in their
affections ; who whilst they willingly runne into these
errors, doe also labour diligently to seduce others ; that
so, this good and glory of the Kingdome, might be
subuerted
by our selues, which by the policie and
strength
of Strangers,
cannot so easily be abated.
Wherefore, it is now a fit time to meet with such
iniurious courses, by a true Narration of the passages
in the said East-India Trade ; answering to those seuerail obiections, which are so commonly made against
the same; That so these mis-vnderstandings
and errours
may bee made knowne vnto the whole body of this
Kingdome, which at this present time is most worthily
represented in those noble assembhes of the high Court
of Parliament ; where I hope the worth of this rich
Trade, shall be effectually inquired, and so in the end
obtaine the credit of an honorable approbation.

The first Obiection.
It were a happie thing for Christendome (say many men)
that the Nauigation to the East-Indies, by way of the
Cape of Good hope, had neuer bene found out, For
in the fleetes of shippes, which are sent thither yearely
out of England, Portingall,
and the Lowcountries;
The gold, siluer, and Coyne of Christendome, and par.
ticularly of this Kingdome, is exhausted, t'o buy
vnnvcessarie wares.

The Answere.
He matter of this Obieetion is very waighty, and
therefore, it ought to be answered fully; the which
that I may the better performe, I will diuide the same
into three parts.
1. In the first, I will consider, the necessary vse of
7
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the wares, which are vsually brought out of East-India
into Europe; namely, Drugs, Spices, rawsilk, Indieo,
& Callicoes.

The _.part

2. In the second; I will intimate the manner &
meanes, by which the said wares haue beene heretofore,
and now axe brought into Europe.
3. In the third and last; I will proue, that the
treasure of England is not consumed, but rather greatly
to bee increased by the performance of the said Trade.
Touching the first; Who is so ignorant, in any

thee°neernethvse
of lr_-Iamous_ commonwealth, which will not consent to the
dian wares, moderate vse of wholesome Drugges and comfortable
Spices?
Which haue beene so much desired in all
times, and by so many Nations; not thereby to surfeit,
or to please a lickorish taste (as it often happeneth,
with many other fruites and wines) but rather as thing_
most necessary to preserue their health, and to cure
their diseases; euen as it is most notably set forth by
Sir Thamaz some learned men, who haue vndertaken, to write vpon
E/yoshisCas-this
subject;
and therefore, it shall bee altogether
tle of health.
Rem_rt Do- needlesse heere to discourse vpon their seuerall operadoneu_his
tions and vertues, seeing that, he that listeth, may be
history of
P/an_.
well instructed therein; if hee will peruse the volumes
The French which are penned by the learned, for the benefit of all
Acad_ny
second part, those, who shall make vse thereof.
& others.
But if peraduenture, it be yet further vrged; that
diuers nations hue without the vse of Drugges and
Spices: The answer is, That either such people know
not their vertue; and therefore, suffer much by the
want of wares so healthfuU, or else, they are most
miserable ; being without means to obtain the things,
which they so much want: but sithence I intend to
be briefe, I will insist no further vpon this point; For
the Obiecters might as well deny vs the vse of Sugars,
Wines, Oyles, Raysons, Figgs, Prunes, and Currandes;
and with farre more reason exclaime against Tobacco,
8
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Cloth of gold and Silaer, Lawnes, Cambricks, Gold &
Siluer lace, ¥eluets, Sattens, Taffaties, and diners other
manufactures yearely brought into this Realme, for an
infinite value; all which as it is most truej that whilest
wee consume them, they likewise deuoure our wealth;
yet neuerthelesse, the moderate vse of all these wares
hath euer suted well with the riches and Maiestie of
this Kingdome.
But I will come to the Raw-silks and Indico; this
being so excellent for the dying of our woollen-cloathes,
thereby so much esteemed in so many places of the
world; that for ornament, together with the great
relicfe & maintenance of so many hundreds of poore
people ; who are continually imployed, in the winding, France and
b the Low
twisting, and weauing of the same ; Insomuch, that Y countries of
the cherishing of this busines (as his Maiestie, for his late yeares
part is graciously pleased to performe, in remitting the do
make
great
quanimpost of Silke) it may well be hoped, that in short tlties of
time, industry will make the art to flourish, with no .w_ought,..
•., .......
BIIKe;,OIWlllOrl
lesse happinesse to mls Kingdome, then it hath done wares they
(through many ages) to diuerse States in Italy, and wereheretoforeserued
lately also to the Kingdome of France, and to the fromItaly.
vnited Prouinces of the Lowcountries.
l_ow as touching the trade of Callicoes, of many
sorts, into which the English lately made an entrance ;
although it cannot bee truly sayd, that this commodity
is profitable for the state of Christendome in generall
(in respect they are the manufacture of Infidells, and
in great part the weare of Christians) yet neuerthelesse,
this commoditie, likewise is of singular vse, for this
common wealth in particular; not onely therewith to
increase the trade into lorraine parts; but also thereby,
greatly to abate the excessine prices of Cambricks, Holland, and other sorts of Linnen-cloath;
which daily
are brought into this Kingdomc, for a very great
9
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And this shall suffice concerning
Sheweth
the summe of money.
manner &
the necessary vse of the Indian wares ; In thc next place,
the meanes I will set forth the manner and meshes of their
by which
lndian wares importing into Europe.
haue beene
It is an errour in those men; who thinke that the
and now mto
are trade of the East.Indies into Europe had first entrance
brought
EuroTe.
by the discouery of the Nauigation by the Cape of
Good-hope.
For many yearcs before that time, the
traffique of those parts, had his ordinary course by
shipping from diuerse places in the Indies;
yearely
resorting with their wares to Mocha in the Red Sea,
and Bals_a in the Persian-Gulfe:
From both which
places, the Merchandize (with great charges) were after
transported
ouer land by the Turkes vpon Caramels,
50 dayes iourney, vnto Aleppo in Soria, and to Alex.
andria in Egypt, (which are the Mart Townes, from
whence diuerse Nations, as well Turkes, as Christians,
doe continually disperse the sayd wares by Sea into
the partes of Europe :) by which course, the common
enemie of Christendome (the Turke) was Maister of the
Rates vpon Trade; which did greatly imploy, and inrich his Suball
sorts2Rofper iects, and also fill the Coffers of his owne customes,
Spices
cent. Raw- which bee exacted at very high rates ; But by the proSilkes
teemedesabout uidence of almightie God, the discouerie of that Naui.
2. per cent. gation to the East-Indies
by the Cape of Good-hope
Indico about (now so much frequented by the English, Portingalls,
8. per cent. and Dutche; and also attempted,
by other Christian
Kingdomes) hath not onely much decayed the great
commerce, betweene the Indians and the Turkes in th_
Red Sea; and in the Persian Gulfe (to their infinite
hurt, and to the great increase of Christian trade,) but
it hath also brought a further happincsse vnto Christendome in generall, and to the Realme of England in particular, for the venting of more English commodities ;
and for exporting of a lesse quantitie of siluer out of
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Europe, vnto the Infidells, by many thousand pounds
yearely, then hath beene accustomed in former times;
as I shall proue most plainly by that which followes.
And First, it will be neeessarie to set downe the
quantitie of Spices, Indico, and Persian Raw-silke
(which is yearely consumed in Europe) and in them
all to consider the cost with the charges to lade the
same commodities
cleare aboard the Shippes from
Aleppo; and the like of all the setfe same wares, as
they halle beene vsually dispatched from the Portes
of the East-Indies;
wherein, will appeare that happinesse, which many do so much oppose; especially our
owne Countrie-men, vnder the gilded tearmes of the Such people
Commonwealth ; whilest being indeed either ignorant, the
as affect
goodnot
of
or ill affected, they doe not onely grosly erre them-this Kingselues, but also cause others to hinde_ as much as in dome.
them lieth, the glorie and well-fare of this Kingdome ;
but leauing them, I will set downe tile sayd wares in
their quantitie and prizes as followeth ; and first,
At AlepTo.
Ibs.
1.
6000000. of Pepper, cost with[
charges at Aleppo at 2s.the lb. / 600000 -450000.
of Cloues at 4s. 9d. the_ 106875
pound .................................
150000. of Mace at 4s. 9d. the_
pound .................................
_
400000.of
Nutmegs,
at
28.4d.the}
pound .................................

s.

d.

O0
10

00 The
quantltm
of Spice,
In00 dico,
and
Persian Raw-

35626 --

00 --

46666 --

13

00 Sflke, yearely
consumed in
04 Europe.

06

08

....00

00

,.. 10

-- O0

350000. of Indico at 48.4d. the t 75833
pound.................................
1000000. of .Persia raw silke at} 600000
12s.the pound .....................
1465001

Now foUoweth the same wares both for quantitie &
qualitie at their seuerall prizes as they axe to be bought
and laden eleare of charges.
11
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In the F_C-IndieJ.
lbs.
I.
6000000. of Pepper cost with)
charges in lnd/a 28. 0_d. the_ 62500
pound .................................
!
4_0000. Clouesat 9d. the pound.
16876
150000.Macesat 8d.the pound...
5000
400000. Nutmegs at 4d. the|
pound.................................
(
6666
350000.Indico at14d, the pound 20416 _
1000000. Persia Raw-silke at 8s.|
the pound ...........................
f 400000
511458 _

_.

d.

00

00

O0
O0

O0
O0

13
12 _
00
05

04
-- 04
00
08

The exportaSo that by the substance, and summes of these
tion ofofthe aceompts, it doth plainely appeare, that the buying of
value
953543.1.ster-the sayd quantitie of Raw-silkes, Indico, and Spices,
ling
out of may be performed in the Indies, for neare one third
Christendome into
part of the ready moneys, which were accustomed to
T_r]cey
bee sent into Turkey to prouide the same; So that
yearelysaued, there will bee saued euery yeare the value of 953543.1.
4s. 4d. sterling of readie moneys, that heretofore hath
beene exporteth
out of Christendome into Turkey;
which is a matter of such note and consequence, that
it may seeme incredible, before the circumstance bee
dulie considered;
and therefore least I should leaue
the matter in doubt, it is requisite, that I doe make an
explanation of some particulars.
And principallie, it must not bee conceiued, that
this great aduantage, which hath beene spoken of, is
onely the Merchants gaine ; for the Common-wealth
of Christendome, hath a very great part thereof in the
cheapenes of the wares, as shall be (God willing) proued
hereafter in his due place.
Secondly, the time of the Merchants
forbearance,
and interest, is retie long : his aduenture and assurance
much dearer; his charges of shipping, victuals, Mariners, and factors their wages, far greater, then by the
12
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voyage into Turkey for the same wares; so that the
former great difference must bee vnderstood in these
particulars;
whereby we may perceiue to our comfort,
that the Materialls of the kingdome, & the imployments
of the subjects (in flew of readie moneys) becomes Instance
a verie great part of the price which is paid for the only, that ten
shillings irasaid Indian wares; which cannot hurt the State (as ployed in
some erroniously
suppose) but greatly helpe it, as PeTTer in the
East-Indies,
I shall better proue in that which followeth,
will require
First therefore, I shew for an vndoubted truth, That thirty and
flue shillings
the Persians, Moores, and Indians, who trade with the forall charges
Turkes, at Aleppo, Mocha, and Alexandria,
for Raw-whatsoeuerto
deliuer it in
silkes, Drugs, Spices, Indico, and Callicoes;
have London.
alwaies made, and still doe make, their returnes in
rcadie money : for other wares, there are but few which
they desire from forraine partes ; some Chamblets, Cor.
rall, wrought silke, woollen-cloth, with some trifles, they
doe yearely vent in all, not for aboue 40. or 50. thousand pounds sterling; which is no valuable summ in
respect of that wealth which is carried from Aleppo and The great
Constantinople into Persia for Raw-silkes, when least, Summes
of
money _hmh
500000. pounds sterling Per annum : and from Mocha the Persians
about 600000. pounds sterling (likewise yearely into and
Indians thecarrie
India), for returne of Callicoes, Drugs, Sugar, Rice, yearely out
Tobacco, and diuerse other things.
So here is still of Turkey.
a very great Commerce maintained
betweene those
Infidels; not onely for the Callicoes of many sortes,
and other wares (which concerne their owne vse)but
also for the Raw-silkes of Persia, which are altogether
transported into Christendome.
How worthy an enterprise
is it therefore in the
English East-India Companie? by whose endeauours,
there is now good hope to turne a great part of this
wealthy Trade into England, by shipping directlie from
the Persian-Guile, whereby the imployments, traffique,
and Customes of the Turkes, may be still more and
13
more
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more impayred; & the general Treasure of Christen.
dome much less consumed;
as is alreadie performed
for the businesse of Spices and lndico.
And who shall then doubt our want of Siluer to
mainetaine the Trade ? if by this way wee doe obtaine
the Silke, which with more aduantage & conueniencie,
will draw the money to this Mart, then it hath beene
heeretofore conueyed vuto those remote dominions of
the Turke.

Marcellis
sendeth

And least peraduenture
it should bee thought, that
the traffique in those parts by the Christians for the
Persian Silke, is performed by change for other wares,
or by the money which proceedeth of the sales of many
rich commodities, which yearely they sell at Aleppo,
Alexandria, Constantinople, and these parts :
The answere is, that neither the Venetians, French,
nor Dutche, doe vent so much of their owne Country
commodities in those parts, as doe prouide their necessarie wants of the proper wares of Turkes : such, as are
the fine Raw-silke, made in Soria, Chamblets, Grogcrans, Cotten-woolles,
Cotten-yarne,
Galfles, Flax,
Hempe, Fleece-woolls, Rice, Hides, Waxe, _ diuerse
other things ; so that still their raw-silkes of Persia,
must be bought with ready money.
Only the English
haue more aduantage then any other Nation in this

yearely to
kinde, for they vent
AlepTo &
cloathes, Tinne, and
Alexandria
at least
the proceed thereof,
500000.1.ster-quantitie of part of
ring, and little

•

so great a quantitie of broadeother English commodities, that
doth not onely prouide a sufficient
the said Turkish wares (which fit

or no wares, their vse,) but also a proportion of about 300. great
]renlcesends balles of Persia Raw-silke yeerely.
about
the
And ff in any yeere, they chance to buy a greater
value of
looo(_.1. & quantitie of silke, then must 8z do they furnish the
a great value
same in ready moneys from the Portes of MareeUis,
in wares.
The Low_ay,
Ligorno, Venice, or the Netherlandes. Neither
countries
are these the onely meanes, whereby the Empire of the
14
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who for the maintenance of Axtes and Trade, doe pronide Raw-silkes out of Sicilia for the value of 500000
pounds sterling at least yearlie ; and for the payment
thereof they doe vent at Naples, Palermo, Messina, and
The ready
those parts a certaine quantitie of Florence-Rashes and
moneyswhich
are yearely some other wares,, for about 150000. pounds sterling
carriedfrom
some States per annum i So the rest, being 350000.1. sterling, is
of Italy into supplied all in readie moneys ; which treasure they doe
_icilia.
willingly forsake, to procure their Trade; for experience hath taught them that Trade is their imployment_ & doth returne them treasure, for by those silkes
(being wrought, transported & sould at Franckforde
and other Marts) they haue the better meanesj to
furnish their contracts with the King of 8paine in
Flanders; and so from Spaine the Siluer must returne
again to Italy.
But if I should runne out in this and
other particulars (fitting our purpose) it would make
me too tedious, and so carrie mee beyond my ayme,
which is to be briefe.
Wherefore, I will proceede to cleare some doubts, in
those men, who perhaps not hauing the knowledge of
occurrents in lorraine partes, might thinke, that neither
Venice, nor Marcellis haue the meanes or yet the
mindes, to exporte such great Sommes of readie
moneys, yearely out of those Dominions;
especially
Marcellis being a part of France, where laeighbourhoode doth daily tell vs, that Gold and Siluer may not
be eonueied out of that Kingdome, for any valuable
Somme, more then is permitted for the neeessarie vse of
Trauellers;
Yet neaerthelesse
experience hath likewise
taught vs, that for the effecting of those Trades
(whereof wee now speak, _ which they esteeme so
much) there is a free extraction out of the sayd places,
of moneys both gold and siluer; whereof with them
there is no want; for_ the said wares do procure it
abundantly.
16
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First, to Marcellis, it commeth not onely from Genouay,
Ligorne, Cartagenia, Malliga, 8: many other Port townes
of Spaine and Italy, but also from Paris, Roane, Sainct.

How
Marcellisand
Veniceare
furnished
with ready
Malloes, Tolouse, Rochell, Deepe, and other Cities O:moneys.
France ; who want not meanes to haue great store of
Rialls and Dollers from Spalne and Germany.
And in like manner, the Venetians dispersing the
sayd Raw-silkes, and other wares into the seuerall
States of Italy, Germany, 8: Hungarie, (who haue but
few commodities fitting their barter or exchange: but
onely moneys) are therewith aboundantly serued ; For
the mines of Hungarie and Germany affoord good
quantitie of gold & siluer; And likewise the States of
Italy, especially Genouay, Florence, and Millane, haue The Italyan
euer store of Rialls out of Spaine in satisfaction of (loe
Merc
ha_..s
iurnlsll
many great disbursments,
which those Merchantes the king of
make for that King in his occasions of Italy and Spaine
with
money in
Flanders; of all which, I might make a large discourse, Italy and
but I conceaue I hane sayd sufficient, to shew how the Flanders.
trade of the East-Indies hath beene, and now is brought
into Christendome generally:
what money is yearely
sent out; by whom; & the possibilitie, or meanes
which they hane to performe it. I will therefore in the
next place, satisfie the Objectors; that it is not the
East-India Trade, which wasteth the Gold, and Sfluer,
Coyne,
tieular.

or other

treasure

of

this kingdom

in par-

For first, who knoweth not_ that gold in the EastIndies hath no ratable price with Sfluer v• Neither hath
the Sfluer coyne of England any equall value with the
Spanish Rialls according to their seuerall prices here;
Beaides that, his Maiestie hath not authorized
the
East-India
Companie, to send away any part of this
kingdomes Coyne, either Gold, or Siluer ; but onely
a certaine limited summe of lorraine Siluer yearly;
17
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which as they dare not exceede, so neuer haue thcy
as yet accomplished the same.
For it doth plainely appeare in their bookes; that
from the originall and first foundation of the Trade, in
How much Anno 1601. vntill the moneth of Iuly, Anno 1620. they
money and
wares the
haue shipped away onely 548090.1. sterling in Spanish
East-India
Rialls, and some Dollers;
whereas by licence, they
Company
might haue exported in that time720000.1, sterling.
haue
sent
forth euer
Also they haue laden away in the same tearme of
sithenee
the
xix
yeares, out of this Kingdome 292286.1. sterling in
beinning of
this Trade. Broad clothes, Kersies, Lead, Tinne, with some other
English and forraine commodities ; which is a good
Addition, and vent of our wares, into such remote
places;
at all.

where

heretofore

they haue

had no vtterance

The vent of
And note, I pray you, how time and industrie hath
ErCq.
lish wares
increased in bettered
this Trade, when in the last three yeares,
the Indies.
there hath beene sent more wares to the Indies, then
in the xvi. yeares before ; and yet our expectation is not
at the highest; for those new borne Trades within the
Red Sea, and in the Persian Gulfe, doe bid vs hope for
better things, as lately by letters from Spahan, we
vnderstand of great quantity of Raw silke prepared by
the English factors, which (by Gods assistance) wee
may expect here about the moneth of August next ;
with encouragement
also, to vent our English cloth,
and Kersies in good quantities ; the like of Iron, Tinne,
& other things; whereof experience (of those alreadie
sould) hath ginen vs sufficient approbation of their
validitie.
Our stocke
And now (omitting much matter which might be
may be much written touching the discoueries of other Trades from
increased by
Trade from one Kingdome or port to another, in the Indies: with
Port
Port the commodities thereof, whereby the imployment of
in thetoIndies.
our shippes, together with the stocke of money and
18
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goods which is sent out of England in them, may be
much increased) I will draw to a conclusion of the The moneys
sent to the
point in hand ; and shew, That whatsoeuer Summes oI Ind_ is all
forren readie moneys are yearcly sent from hence into forraine
the East-Indies,
His Maiestie in the letters Pattents Coyne.
granted to that Company, hath notwithstanding
with The gastsingular Care prouided, that the brethren of the Com- Ind/a Cornpanie are
pany, shall yearely bring in as much siluer, as they obligedto
send forth ; which hath beene alwayes truly performed, bring in as
much money
with an ouerplus, to the increase of this Kingdomes as they carry
treasure. Neither is it likelie, that the money which ou_of the
is thus contracted for, by the Companie at certaine Realme.
prices, and to be deliuered them at times appointed,
would bee otherwise brought into England, but onely
by vcrtue 8_ for performance of the said contracts;
for without this assurance of Vent together with a
good price for the sayd moneys, the Merchants would
vndoubtedly make their rcturnes in other wares ; the
vse and extraordinarie consume whereof, would be

Tobacco,Raysons,
Oyles,
and Wines,
whereofthere

found lesse profittable to the Commonwealth, when the is
norather
want,
but
matter should be duly considered, as I shall yet further too much
endeauour to demonstrate.
Smoake.
And here I will suppose, That the East-India Companie may shippe out yearely 100000.1. sterling; yet
it is most certain, that the Trade being thus driuen
with such sums of ready moneys, it will not decay but
rather much increase the treasure of the kingdom;
which to proue, I will briefely set downe the substance
of the English Trade vnto the East-Indies, concerning
the quantitie of the seuerall sortcs of wares, to be
yearely bought there and sold here: with the vsual
prices giuen for them in both places. And first, I will
beginne with their Coste and charges laden cleare
aboard the shippes in the East-Indies.
19
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In the East-Indies.
I.

8.

d.

13 -

04

5626 _

00

00

2500
1666

00
13

O0
04

200000
Indico at 14d. the t
pound of.................................

11666

13

04

107140
China .....................
Raw silkes at}
7s. theofpound
50000 of CaUicoes of _euerall 1
sorts, rated at 6s. the peece_
one with another ....................

37499

00

00

15000

-- 00

00

100000

O0

O0

A proportion
lbs. of Pepper
of
such Trade 2500000
the pound
............at 2d. ob. •/
as
is hoped
yearely
to be
brought into
this Realme
from EastInd/a

26041 --

150000
Cloues at 9d. the/
poundof .......................
150000 of Nutmegs at 4</.the_
pound ...................
....
_
50000 of Maces at 8d. the/
f
pound ................................

Allthe sayd Merchandize haue beene often experienced,
or bought at or about the prices aboue written; & we doe
hope for our parts

(besides

the Trade

of Raw-silkes

from

Persia yearely,
to lade from the Indies, such quantitie
of the seuerall sortes of wares as are here set downe, (if
it shall please his Maiestie, to protect and defend vs'coneerning the Articles of agreement
made with the Dutche,
that they may not violate any of them to our hindrance
or damage) al which wares in England
will yeeldc (as
1 doe eonceaue)
the prices hereafter
following, Viz.
In England.
I.
2ti00000 lbs. of Pepper at 20d.[
208333
,
the pound .......................
J_
]50000 of Cloues at 68. the_
pound .................................. /
45000 ---150000 of l_utmegsat 2s.
6d._
_
18750_
thepound........................
50_00
Mace at 6s. the}
pound of .................................
200000
Indico at 58. the /
peuud of..............................
107140 of China Raw silkes at|
20s. the pound ...................
50000 poeces of Callicoes of|
seuerall sorts, rated at 20s. }
the peece one with another J

,.

00

50000
107140
50000 .....

d.
08
00

O0 ..... O0

15000_00

49420.3
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8.
06

00
00 ....
-- 00 _-

00
00

00.

00

06

08
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So that here would be our owne money againe; and ttow much
more, the somme of 394223.1. 06 s. 08.d aduanced the king- .
• .
'
domes stocke
towards the generall stocke of the Klngdome.
For may increase
although the East-India
Company shall disburse the yearely by
trading to
greatest part of the sayd somme aduanced vnto his the EastMaiestie for custome and impost; and also vnto the Indies.
Factors, Officers, and Mariners, for wages, together 2500. Tonnes
with the cost of shipping, Victuals, Munitions, Assu-ofwillladehome
shipping
rance, and the like; yet all these (the Materialls o_all the wares
shipping onely excepted) are but transmutations, and from
aforethe
written
no consumption of the Kingdomes stocke.
JEast-I_wlles.
But ff any man object, and say, that the sayd com- materialls
And the of
modities being brought into England (as is before the said shipwritten) they are either consumed in the land, or being Ping (vnwrought) is
transported into forraine partes, they are changed into worth about
other wares ; So that still wee want our 100000.L in 15000.1.sterling.
readie money :
1 The answere is; first, that in the occasion of this
dispute, wee must conceaue the said wares to be of no
vse for this kingdom, but onely for so much, as doe
concerne the Trade thereof.
2 And secondly, in the said Trade, wee must cSsider,
that although the said goods bee sent out, and returned
home in other wares from forraine partes ; yet still they
are negotiated to the increase of the sayd stocke, & for
the imployment of the subjects.
Lastly, if there bee a resolution to determine and
end the businesse : who doubteth,
that the whole India wares
value may not bee presently returned hither in ready
moneys?
For in Italy, Turkey, and other places,
where they are most vendible to profit, there likewise
is the money free to bee exported at all times and by
whomsoeuer.
And as it is most certain, that some other Merehandizes, sent out of this Kingdome were the meanes
to bring

in the 100000.1. in readic
21

moneys, which is
here

will
bring
readie
moneys into
the Realme.
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We haue no here supposed to be sent and imployed in the Eastother meanes Indies (as aforesaid) so likewise, there is the same power
to procure
Treasure but in these Indian wares, to procure other sums of readie
by
Trade and moneys, to be brought into this kingdome : For let no
Merchandize.
man doubt, but that money doth attend Merehandize,
for money is the price of wares, and wares are the
proper vse of money ; so that their coherence is vnsepaThe French & rable.
And if the French & the Venetians made any
the Vene_iansdoubt
of this, they would not so willingly permit the
send
the
value of
value of 600000.1. sterling, or more in Spanish Rialls
6ooooo.l.sterling yearely and Dollers, yearely to bee carried out of their Dominions
in ready
into Turkey: whereof three quarter parts at least are
money into imployed, onely for the buying of Persia Raw-silkes,
Tur_e_.
which commoditie doth presently enable them with
ready money from diuerse other States to performe the
Trade
maketh some Trade; whereby their wealth doth much increase, and
States very their people are greatly imployed.
So to conclude
rich
which
this
point,
I
will
onely
adde.
that
the
East-India
Trade
haue little
other meanes, alone (although it bee driuen in no amplier manner
then is afore written)is a meanes to bring more treasure into this Realme then u!l the other trades of this
kingdome
ther.

(as they are now managed) being put toge-

For if the rule be true, that when the value of our
If the genetall Trade of
this Kingdome doth
export a
greater
waresvalue
then

commodities exported doth ouerballanee the worth of
all those lorraine wares which are imported and con-

it doth iraport
then yearely,
doth
our treasure
increase,

and true inquiry it will bee
lance of all our other trades
vnto so great a summe of
trade alone doth ouerbaUance

sumed in this Kingdome, then the remainder of our
stocke which is sent forth, must of necessity returne
" vs in Treasure.
I am confident that vpon a diligent
found, that the ouerbaltogether will not amount
money as the East-India
in this kinde.

The trade to
And to make the matter yet more plaine, whereas it
the Eastis already said that 100000.1. in money exported may
Indzes may impo_ about the value of 500000. pounds sterling, in
22
wares
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wee must vnderstand

that be said to export 480000
part thereof to bee properly called our importation that pounds, and
this Realme doth consume, which is about the value of to import
12oo00.1.
120000. pounds sterling yearely.
So the remainder yearely. So
being 380000.1. is matter exported into forraine parts the ouerin the nature of our Cloath, Lead, Tin, or any omer
J" 360000
ballance is
natiue commodities, to the great increase of this King- pounds sterdomes stocke, and that also in so much treasure, so ling.
farre as the East-India Trade can bee rightly vnderstood
to subsist in this particular.
For as all humane actions haue their termination Euery action
and ends, so likewise there must be an end assiened o.ughtespeCiallyco De
vnto the affaires of the East-Indies;
which are then considered
truely said to be finished, when this Realme is serued, in his end.
and the remainder of those wares which are sent from
hence beyond the Seas, sold there, and conuerted into The Eastmoney ; which likewise from thence may bee brought which
Indianare
wares
sent
away freely, and without the danger of Law or prohi- beyond the
seas, are sold
bition,
and haue
Forasmuch therefore as it is well knowne to many their finall
men, that moneys are thus procured by the sales nf
inmoney,
-- end
which
might
Indian wares to profit, in the parts of Turkey, and at bee brought
Ligorne,
Genouay, the Netherlands,
Marcellis, and into
thisin
Realme
other places : yet notwithstanding
if all the sayd coyne,
or any part thereof should bee diuerted from this
Realme by some other new imployments or affaires_ it
must neuerthelesse
be granted, that the said India
wares hath their finall end in moneys.
But I will
cease to heape vp any more arguments, to prooue a
matter which is already made so plaine; wherefore
leaning this Objection, I will endeauour to glue answer
to the next.
The second Objection.
The timber, Plancke, and other materialls, for making
of shipping, is exceedinglie Wasted, and made dearer,
23
by

that kinde, if
our
other
trades
did
not dinert
the same
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by the building of so many great Shippes, as arc
yearely sent to Trade in the East-Indies ; and yet the
State hath no vse of any of them vpon occasion. For
either they are not here; or else they come home verie
weake, and vnseruiceable.
The Answere.
His East-India Trade seemeth to bee borne and
brought vp au Vnthrift, for it wasteth and consumeth all ; Neither doth it good to any.
But the Objection in some part is very weake:
in the rest it is mistaken.
The 1. part
concerneth
the
folly of
the Obiection.

and

For first, concerning the weaknesse thereof; would
men hare vs to keepe our woods and goodly trees to
looke vpon ? they might as well forbid the working of
our woolls, & sending forth our cloth to forraine parts ;
for both are meanes alike to procure the necessarie
wares, which this Kingdome wanteth.
Doe they not
know that trees doe line and grow ; and being
great, they halle a time to dye and rot, if oportunity make no better vse of them ; and what more
noble or profitable vse then goodly ships for Trade and
warre? are they not our barns for wealth and plenty,
serning as walles and Bulwarkes for our peace and
happinesse ? Do not their yearely buildings maintaine
many hundred poore people, and greatly increase the
number of those Artesmen which are so needfull for
this common wealth ?

The prouiAnd is not all this good performed also (with great
dence of the pronidence) by bringing in yearely store of Timber,
East-Indla
company for and other prouisions from Ireland ?
Why then, where
Timber
&
is
the
great
wast
and
dearnesse
?
I
am
sure, the EastPlanke.
India Company findes it not; for whereas they do
onely buy their prouisions in Hampshire, Essex, Kent,
24
and
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and Barkeshire, in all which places they now may haue The Ea_both Timber, Planks, Sheathing boards, Trenalls, --_
Trade
_uu I_//a
hath not
the like, both for goodnesse and price, as cheape (yea indeared the
better cheape) than they haue beene this fifteene yeares '• materialls
which serue
and likewise in all that course of time their bookes doe to make
plainely shew that those wares haue neuer varied shippes.
much; for if they hane risen any smal matter in one
yeare they haue fallen as much the next.
And yet
I pray you obserue (besides the East.India Companies
buildings) the many goodly shippes, which are daily
made for other priuate Merchants
(such as England
neuer had before :) and that which is most remarkable,
is, the continuall late buildings of his Maiestie, thereby
ycarely adding more strength and glory of great Ships
to his Royall and matchlesse Nauy; so that heere we
see this supposed wast and want is not considerable.
Yea but, say they, the East-India shippes are neuer
here, to serue the Kingdome vpon occasion : Or ff they
be at home, they are weake, and wffit for seruice,
In trade of Merchandize
our Ships must goe and
come, they are not made to stay at home ; yet neuerthelesse, the East-India company are well prepared at
all times, to serue his Maiestie, and his Kingdomes,
with many warlike prouisions, which they alwayes
keepe in store ; such as Timber, Planks, Iron-workes,
Masts, Cordage, Anchors, Caske, Ordinance, Powder,
Shot, Victualls ready packed, Wine, Sider, and a world
of other things, fitting the present building, repairing
and dispatch of Shippes to Sea : as may be plentifully
seene in their yardcs and storehouses at Deptforde, and
more especially in those at Blackewall;
which are
growne so famous, that they are daily visited & viewed
by strangers, as well Embassadors, as others; to their
great admiration of his Maiesties strength, & glory, in one
onely Company of his Merchants, able at short warning
to set forth a fleet of Ships of great force & power,
25
For

The 2. part
sheweth the
mistaking in
the Obieetion.

The warlike
prouision
which the
_st-lndia
Company
keepe in
store.

His Maiesties
strength in
the
E_stIndia
Cornpanic alone.
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to all men who please truely

to be informed, That the East-India Company (besides
their fleete of Shippes, going and comming, & also
abiding in the Indies) are continually building, repairing, rigging, victualling, and furnishing to Sea, with
all prouision needefull for such a long voyage, some
7. or 8. great shippes yearely; which are to bee seene
at an Anchor in the Riuer of Thames in a great forwardnes some 5. or 6. moneths together, before they
commonly depart for the Indies, which is about the
moneth of March : & they are no sooner got off from
the coast of England, but shortly after, is the season
of our ships to returne from the Indies; who come not
home so weake as some would haue them; for how
often hath experience beene made of our shippes which
haue performed two or three seuera]l voyages to the
The shippes
East-Indies _ Yet at their returne, they haue beene
which
returne from indocked, new trimmed and lanched out againe, fitted
the Eastfor the like voyages, in lesse then two moneths.
But
Indies home,
may be re- it will be needles to spend any more time in shewing
payred in a the errors of this 2. Objection : therefore I will rather
very short
time.
come to the handling of that which foUoweth,
The third Obiection.
The voyages to the East-Indies do greatly consume our
victuals, and our Mariners:
leauing many poore
widdowes and children vnrelieued ; Besides, that many
Ships are yearely sent forth to the East-Indies, and
few we see as yet returned; Also, this Trade hath
greatly decaied the Traj_que _ shipping, which were
wont to bee imployed into the Streights : And yet the
said Trade of the East-Indies, is found very vnprofitable to the Aduenturers : Neither cloth the Commonwealth finde any benefit by the cheapenesse of Spice and
Indico, more then in times past.
26
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The Answer.
Why, what a world of mischiefes haue wee heere ?
1. (Dearth.
2. |Mortality.
3. _Destruction.
4. |Beggerie.
5. [And neuer a whit the neere.
A very Teame of calamities, drawing on to misery ;
is it not then high time to seeke a remedy ? Yes
verily, and it will be easily done, because these euils
neuer were (as yet at least) procured by the East-India
Trade, as I shall shew, by answering all the parts in
order as they stand: and first of Dearth.
It is both naturall and inst, that euery Kingdome, T_first Part
State, or Common-wealth, should feed and cherish vu concerneth
the Natiue people of all degrees and conditions what'-Dearth.
soeuer, to their preseruation of life and health, with
such meanes and moderation, as their plentie shall
affoord; and this is not only due to them in the time
of their aboad at home, but also vpon all occasions of
voyages into other Countries beyond the Seas, wherein
they shall be imployed for their owne maintenance,
and for the good of the Common-wealth.
Now therefore concerning the prouision of victuals Themanner
(which in this Kingdome is yearely prepared for the howt_
East
1.12(Ua Uo131setting forth of those Ships which saile to the East-puny do
Indies) it is well knowen to many men, that it is alwaies victuaUtheir
ships.
proportioned, for about 18. moneths; whereas commonly the voyages proue a yeare longer: so that this
ouer-plus of timej is furnished with victuals of forreine
parts.
And likewise for the Bread and Bisket, which is
shipped

from

hence;

hath.

it not alwaies

bene made

of

French Corne, purposely brought ouer hither, (and
that at a deare rate) onely to preseru¢ the plentie of
27
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owne graine ? vntill now of late dales that thc Farmers
here begin to cry out and say, that the cheapnesse of
Corne doth disinable them to pay their deare Rents:
Thus doe the East-India
Company euery way accommodate their proceedings for the good of the Kingdome.
And further concerning their Drinke, is it not a very
great part water?
Some Wine and Sider, and but
little Beere.
Also the Flesh they eate, is Beefe and Porke, and
that onely for three dales in a week ; the rest of their
victuals is Fish, some Butter, Cheese, Pease, Oatemale,
and other things; all which is proportioned into a very
sparing dyet to euery man by allawance : so that heere
is no excesse nor ryot, or any other meanes to make
our victuals scant and deare, as is by some erronionsly
supposed ; but rather by this course of life, our plenty
is much aduanced.
And so I will glue answer to the
next part, which is Mortalitie,
and great decay of
Mariners.
The Second
_Part
concerneth
Mortality.

The life of man is so precious, that it ought not
lightly to be exposed to dangers; And yet we know,
that the whole course of our life, is nothing but a passage vnto Death ; wherein one can neither stay nor
slacke his pace, but all men run in one manner, and
in one celeritie ; The shorter liuer runnes his course
no faster then the long, both haue a like passage of
time ; howbeit, the first hath not so farre to runne as
the later.
Now, it is this length of life which Nature seekes
and States likewise endeuour to preserue in worthy
men; but none are accounted so worthy in this nature,
saue only they, who labour in their vocations and functions, both for the publike good, and for their priuate
benefit.
Thus may wee esteeme

our good Mariners,
28

to be of
no
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: but take them Oood Mar-

from their laudable and accustomed imploymentsj Io
"r accounted
iners are
want of voyages to Sea ; we see what desperate courses worthy men
they do then attempt, by ioyning, euen with Turkes and monwealth.
in a ComInfidels, to rob and spoile all Christian Hations; so
that we may conclude, wee must not onely breed vp
Mariners, but also seeke by Trade, to giue them a
maintenance.
Well, all this is true, but (say they) the East-India
Company doth neither breed nor maintaine, but destroy
the wonted number of our Mariners.
How can this be, when it is most certaine, that
England (besides the East India fleets) had neuer yet
more shipping then at this present ? neither do any of
them stay at home for want of Mariners, no, not at
this time, when many hundred Saylers are employerl
in extraordinary seruice, for his" Majestic in a royall
fleete of ships, now at Sea: besides those great numbers
of our best Marriners, which haue beene and daily axe
wasted and taken prisoners by the Turkes ; so where
is this want, or what is our misery more then the want
of true information in those that are so ill perswaded of
omc Company ?
Is it not eertaine, that as the East India voyages are The breeding
long, so likewise in Natures course many should die by of 400 Marl- they
' - at "nome. _ --rid
to ners
yearely.
length of time, although
staid
_
Besides,that
recompence the losse of those that die, doe not the East the
feare
of
a few
mens
India company with great prouidence, yearly ship out death ought
at least 400. Landmen in their fleets, which in one not to ouerTr. _
throw or
voyage proue good Mariners to serue the _mguome hinder the
and Common-wealth, vnto which many of them were performance
a burthen before they obtained this employment ? "_
And actions
of honorable
for
thus is the Kingdome purged of desperate and vnruly the seruice of
people, who being kept in awe by the good discipline the
and King
commonat Sea, doe often change their former course of life, wealth.
and so aduance their fortunes.
29
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OurMariners Neither indeed are these voyages so dangerous and
ownedisorderedlife, mortall, as is reported; for how many of our Ships
is that whichhaue gone 8_ come from the Easl Indzes, without the
killeth
ofthem.many losse of flue men in a hmldreth ? Others again haue had
worse successe in the first beginning, when the seasons,
the places, and their contagions were not so well known
vnto vs ; yet time hath taught vs many things, both
for the preseruation of health, and speedier performance
of our voyage then heretofore. But the Method of my
discourse, bids me write more of this in the next part,
which is destruction ; and this I must diuide into two
parts.
In the first I wil consider the want of diuers ships
sent to the East Indies, which are wasted there.
And in the second, I will answer the supposed ouerthrow of the Turkey trade, together with much of our
shipping which were wont to be employed thither.
Thethird
First therefore concerning the decay of our ships in
Part conthe
Indies, it cannot bee denyed, but there hath been
cernesthe
decay of ship- great spoile of them in these three last yeares; not by
ping which the dangers of the Seas, or by the strength of enemies;
hauebeene
sent to the
but by vnkind and vnexspected quarrelswith our neighIndies.
bouts the Hollanders, who haue taken and surprised
twelue of our ships at seuerall times, and in sundry
places, to our vnspeakeable losse and hinderance ; togeOur troubles ther with the death of many of our worthyest Marwiththe
riners, who hane beene slaine and died prisoners vnder
Dutch.
their hands : and this hath so much the more encreased
the rumour of their mortality. Neither list I here to
aggrauate the fact, more then thus, briefly to gine
answere to the obiection: for our late vnion with the
Dutch, doth promise a double reeompence of gaine in
time to come.
And they who make this Trade so poore and vnprofitable, are much mistaken in the reckoning; for the
present losses which causeth many aduenturers so much
30
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to despaire, is not in the substance of the Trade, but
by the euill accidents which haue befalne the same:
and to make this point more plain, I must yet declare
some other particulars : in which I will endeuour very
briefly to set down the summe of the whole businesse,
which the English hath hitherto performed in the East
Indies.
First, therefore I doe obserue that since the begin-The summe
ning of this Trade, vntill the Moneth of Iuly last Anno of
to the
the affaires
East
1620. there haue beene sent thither 79. ships in seueraU Indies euer
voyages, whereof 34. are already come home in safetie, since the
Trade began.
richly laden.
4. bane been worne out by long seruice,
from Port to Port in the Indies : two were ouerwhelmed
in the trimming there : sixe haue bin cast away by the
perils of the Seas: twelue haue bene taken and surprized by the Dutch, whereof diners will be wasted,
and little worth before they be restored: and twenty
One good ships do stil remaine in the Indies.
So this
is a true account of our ships.
And next concerning
our stocke, it is a certaine Account of
truth, that in all in the said ships there hath beene all
money
andthe
goods
sent out in ready money as well out of this Realme, as which hath
from all other places wheresoeuer
beyond the Sea the
beene
sent to
East
(which hath not beene landed in this Kingdome) the Indies euer
value of 548090. pounds sterling in lorraine coine : and since the
beginning of
together with the said money, there hath beene shipped the Trade.
the value of 292286. pounds sterling in sundry sorts of
English and lorraine Commodities ; all which moneys
and wares amounting vnto 840376. pounds, haue been
disposed, as hereafter foUoweth.
First, there hath been lost 31079. pounds sterling,
in the six ships which are cast away: and in the 34.
ships, which axe returned in safety, there hath beene
brought home 356288. pounds sterling in diuers sorts 356288.1.
• _ ....
sterling hath
of wares, which haue produced here m _ngtana mwaras beene rethe generall stocke there of 1914600.1. sterling; for mrnedfrom
31
the
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the charges arising here, is but a change of effects from

one to another, as hath beene said before in this discourse : So there ought to remaine in the Indies, to be
speedily returned hither, 484088. pounds : neither can
we conceiue that our charges and troubles with the
Dutch, will haue wasted more then the odde 84088.
pounds sterling : so that I am confident, that there yet
remaineth 400000. pounds sterling of good estate, for
both the ioynt stockes.
And what a great value of
There reIndian goods this sum of money may (by Gods blessing)
mains
yet in shortly return in our ships, which are there ready to
the East
Indies to be bring them, the example here doth teach vs to make
returned
home from vp the reckoning.
So that notwithstanding
our great
thence about charges of discoueries, our losses by danger of the Seas,
4ooooo.1.
our quarrels and infinite hindrance by the Dutch : yet
sterling.
heere the kingdome hath, and shall haue her stock
againe, with a very great encrease, although the Merchants gaines concerning
the two ioynt stocks, will
proue but poore, in respect of the former voyages,
which hauc not had the like hindrance.
And thus in a few lines may be seene, much matter
truly collected with some paines, out of the diuers
volumes of the East Indian Bookes.
Concerning
Now concerning the decay of Trade and shipping,
the decay of which were wont to be imployed into Turkey. I doubt,
shipping and
Trade into
that in time it will likewise be affirmed, that the East
Turkey.
India Company, haue hindred the vent of our white
Cloath in the Netherlands, which to report were a very
strange thing.
But (praised be God) to our comfort,
we see the great increase of goodly Ships, daily built
and imployed, by the Turkey Merchants, with vent of
more of our English Cloath (by the one third part at the
least) then in times before the East India Trade began.
Yea, but (say they) we haue lost the trade of Spices,
and Indico, from Aleppo into England.
Well, I grant they haue; yet the Kingdome hath
32
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found it with more profit by another way; and they
likewise are recompenced with a greater Trade, by the
exporting from hence of the selfe-samc commodities,
into Italy, Turkey, and other places : neither can it be
lesse profitable for this Kingdome, to turne the Trade
of Raw-silkes from Aleppo, and to bring them from the
Persian gulfe, with one third part lesse money, then
it doth now cost in Turkey ; Besides, that by this
meanes, the money proceeding of our English Cloath,
Tin, and other wares in Turkey (not finding commodities fitting to returne for England) would vndoubtedly be brought home in Gold, as it hath beene performed heretofore,
when by superfluitie
of stocke The Turkey
sent from hence in Spice, together with our English Merchants
can and will
wares; the Merchants
(being thereby furnished with iustifie this
a sufficient quantity of Turkish commodities) brought truth.
home the remainder of their stock of those ycares in
gold, for a great value.
Thus doth it plainely appeare, that these reuolutions
of Trades, hane and doe turne to the good of the
Common-wealth;
neither hath the affaires of the East
Indies impaired or decaied any other trade, Shipping
or Mariners of this Realme ; but hath mightily increased them all in it selfe. Wherefore let vs now
take a view of this noble addition of the kingdomes
strength and glory.
But this I must not do, by setting downe the number
of our English shipping now in the Indies, or lately
gone that way; for they haue beene heaped thither,
these three last yeares together without returne, sane
onely flue ships in all that time; the rest haue beene
kept there to oppose the furie of the Dutch: but now
we are at vmon, we shall (by Gods assistance) daily
expect diuers great ships with returnes.
And for the future time, this Trade I do conceiue, The strength
will royally
maintain ten thousand tuns of shipping of
the ships.
East
.
India
33
continually :
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continually:
(That is to say) going, and returning, &
abiding there in the Indies: which said shipping will
employ two thousand and flue hundred Marriners at
least : and the building with the repairing of the said
ships, here at home, will set to worke flue hundred
men, Carpenters, Cawkers, Caruers, Ioyners, Smiths,
and other labourers, besides many officers, and about
120. Factors, in seuerall places of the Indies.
And so
from these matters of great consequence, I must begin
to write of Beggerie.
The fourth
The pouertie of Widdowes and Fatherlesse is matter
Part
of
great compassion, and doth alwaies moue Christian
concernes
the pouertie hearts to commiseration
and charitie; whereby many
of widdowes, receiue reliefe & help of those whom God hath blessed
&c.
with better meanes:
but how this pouerty should
totally be preuented, it seemeth not onely difficult, but
altogether impossible: For, besides the euill accidents
and miseries, which euer attend on our humanity, we
see how many daily (euen through their owne folly and
wilfulnesse) do as it were desperately plunge themselues into aduersity.
And thus the number of those
is great, who hauing the charge of _rife and Children,
are notwithstanding
altogether
without meanes and
artes to procure their maintenance;
whereby some of
them wanting grace, do run a desperate course, and
The East
India Trade
doth
manyemploy
poore
men, & deboist
whichpeople,
other
trades refuse.

haue vntimely ends.
Others againe, being better
inspired, seeke for imployment,
but find it not, or
with great difficulty:
for, who doth willingly entertaine a man poore and miserable, charged with a
family, and peraduenture
debauched in conditions ?
Neither do any of our other Merchants voyages to
forraine parts accept of those Nouices who neuer haue
beene vsed to the Sea: So that when all the other

Wages before doores of charitie are shut, the East India gates
hand is not wide open to receiue the needy and the poore,
giuen in
other Mer- them good entertainment, with two moneths wages
34

stands
gluing
before
hand,
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hand, to make their needfull prouisions for the voyage: chants royAnd in the time of their absence, there is likewise ages,neither
yet so great
paid vnto their wiues for maintenance,
two other wages as the
moneths wages, vpon account of euery yeares seruice : East India
and also if any chance to die in the voyage, the Wife company pay.
receiueth all that is found due vnto her husband (ff he
do not otherwise dispose it by will :) and this often
happeneth to be more money then euer they had of
their own together in any one time.
And likewise, are not many poore Widdowes, Wiues, When did
and Children,
of Black-wall,
Lime-house,
Ratcliffe, Widdowes
any of these
Shadwell, and V_apping, often relieued by the East beg for reIndia Company, with whole Hogsheads of good Beefe liefe
in our
Churches,as
and Porke, Bisket, and doales of ready money ? Are others often
not diuers of their Children set on work to pick Okam, doe7
and other labours fitting their age and capacitie ? The East
What might I not say of repayring of Churches, main- pany
Indiatheir
Comtenance of some young Sehollers, relieuing of many charity.
poore Preachers of the Gospell yearely with good
summes of money; and diuers other acts of charitie,
which are by them religiously performed, cuen in the
times now of their worst fortunes ? for all which I hope
there shall be a reward vnto them and theirs. And so
I come to the fifth part of this third Objection.
And here I must intimate how much they are
deceiued, who thinke that Spices and •Indico
are no
.
better cheape in England now, then m times past,
before the East India Trade began,
For, it is an vndoubted truth, that in those daies we
often paid sixe shillings or more for a pound of Pepper,
and seldome or neuer lesse then three shillings and
sixe pence the pound; whereas since the Trade hath
come directly from the Indies, it hath been bought
commonly at seuerall prices, betweene sixteene pence
and two shillings the pound.
But I will make the
difference of price appeare more plainly, by setting
35
downe

Thefifth Part
_n_rneth
me
cheapnesse of_pice
and
this Indico
presentat
in respect of
former times.
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downe the quantities of Spices and Indieo, which arc
yearely spent in the Realme of England, together with
the lowest prises, which they were wont to sell at,
when wee brought them from Turkey and Lixborne;
and the like concerning their vsuall prises now, that
wee bring them from the East Indies directly ; And
first as from Turkey.
Prices of
400000. ll. of Pepper at 3.% 6. d. the n. 70000.1. 002.00. d.
Spice and
40000. of Cloues at 82. the n __
16000--00--00.
Indico in
former times. 20000. of Maces at 9. s. the n. __
9000--00--00.
160000. of Nutmegs at 4. s. 6. a. the 11.36000--00--00.
150000. of Indico at 7.s. the pound. 52500--00--00.
183500--00---00.
And the selfe same quantitic and sorts of wares, arc
commonly sold at the prices here vnder written now in
these later times.
Prices of
400000.
II. of Peppcr
Spice and Indico in these 40000 of Cloucs at
latter times. 20000 of Maces at
160000 of :Nutmegs
150000 of Indico at

at 20. d. the 11. 33333).

06. s. 08. d.

62. the n
12000--00--00.
6. s. the n
- 6000--00--00.
at 2. s. the n. __ 20000--00--00.
5. s. the n. __
37000--00--00.
108333--06--08.

So that this Trade in Spice and Indico onely, doth
saue the Kingdome yearly 74966). 132. 0_.d. which is
a matter worthy to bee obserued; and so much the
Lesse than
18. thousand
pounds
sterling in the
Indies, will
buy Indico
Spice to
and
serue this
Realmewhich
for a
yeare,

rather, because it is a certaine truth, that lesse than
a quarter part of this sum of money which is thus
saued yearely, shall buy in the Indies the full quantitie
of all the seueraU sorts of wares before written, which
doe scrue for a yeares prouision for this ttealme of
England; but still it must be remembered, that the
custome, impost, wages, victuals, shipping, and other
36
charges
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will be a greater is not halfeso

summe then the money which is paid for these wat-u_
.....
muChas
it spendethm°neY
in the Indies ; but as I haue noted before, the said beyond the
charges
do not consume the Kingdomes
stocke, Curraus
seas tobuy
although it doth greatly abate the Merchants meanes, onely,or to
And to conclude this point, I will adde vnto that buy Tobacco.
which hath beene said; that the commodities onely
which we now send yearely into the East Indies, and The wares
onely which
Persia, are of sufficient value there, to returne vs are sent out
Indico, Spices, Drugs, and all other sorts of Indian of this kingdome into the
wares, (Raw-silkes of Persia onely excepted) for one East Indies
yeares consume, or more in this Kingdome ; So that are of suflinow all the money which is sent forth in our Ships, cient
value
to furnish
doth procure an ouer-plus of the said wares, to the this Realme
furtherance of Trade from India hither, and after from with an ouerplus of all
hence to lorraine parts againe, to the great imploy-manner of
meat of the Subjects, and inriching of this lZealme, Indian wares
(Persian
both in Stocke and Treasurie;
all which is matter very lZaw-Silkes
worthy to be diligently obserued; And so I come to onely exglue answer vnto the fourth and last Objection
cepted )
The fourth Obieetion.
It is generally obserued, that his Maiesties Mint hath
had but little imployment euer sithence the East India
Trade began; Wherefore it is manifest, that the onely
remedie for this, and so many euils besides, is to put
downe this Trade: For what other remedy can there
bee for the good of the Common-wealth ?
The Answer.
His fourth
p_'ts :

objection

may be diuided

1. (An euill declared.
2. _A remedy propounded.
3. kAnd counsell demanded.
37
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The ferst Part
And first concerning the Euill or want of Siluer,
coneerneth
his
Maiesties I thinke it hath beene, and is a generall disease of all
Mint.
Nations, and so will continue vntill the end of the
world; for poore and rich complaine they neuer haue
25000 pounds enough: but it seemeth the malady is growen mortall
waight
at
here with vs, and therefore it cries out for remedie:
least
of Siluer
yearely
Well, I hope it is but imagination
maketh vs sicke,
melted
downe
when
all
our
parts
be
sound
and
strong;
For who
into Plate,
besidesold knoweth not the inestimable treasure of this KingPlate new
dome in Plate, possessed by the people thereof, almost
fashioned_as
by credible of all degrees ; in such measure, as neuer hath beene
report,
seene in former ages ?
There hath
And for his Maiesties Mint, it is well knowne, that
beene
coyned
there
hath been coyned in flue yeares together since
great store
of Gold and the East India Company began, 6214. pounds waight of
Siluer
in his Gold, and 311384. pounds waight of sterling money ;
Majesties
Mint since
all which Gold and Siluer doe amount vnto the summe
the
IndiaEast
Trade of 1213850. pounds of sterling Money ; How then doth
began,

There hath
beene
little
or no Sfluer

this Trade
Mint ?

turne

the currant

and imployment

of the

But vpon the sight of this truth, perhaps it will be
said, That wee must resort vnto the present times, (the
Mint being idle now.)

coyned in
To which I answer, That likewise the Mint had little
some
yeares,
or
no imployment for coynage of Siluer in former
when the
East India
times, when the said Company did not export aboue
Company
fifteene or twenty thousand pounds sterling at the
sent out
verysmaU

sums of
money.

most per annum; no, nor yet in the yeares 1608. and
1612: when in the former they shipped out but
6000.1.-00.s.-00. d.and in the latter, but 1250.1.-00.s.-00.d.
sterling.
So that both wales we see, that the Mint
hath had very great imployment flue years together,
since the East India Trade began; and also it hath
beene without imployment diuers years, when the East
India Company haue sent away but very small summes
of money; wherefore of necessity there must bee some
38
other
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other causes and meanes wherby our Siluer is not
exported only, but also it is not imported into the
Realme as in former times.
For we haue not had the
meanes by oar owne plentie, nor by the scarcity of our
neighbours (for the space of the last foureteene yeares
together) to send out hundreds of Ships laden with
Come, as in times past, which was returned home in
Sfluer; but rather of late yeares (as is much to be
feared) a great quantity of our money hath beene
carried out of the Kingdome, for that corne which hath
beene brought vs from the East Countries, and other
places, to supply our wants.
Thus times doe change,
and our fortunes change with them : neither list I to
make this matter
plaine, by setting downe those
meanes, which heretofore brought vs store of money,
euen out of France and other places, which now are
ceased. But without any further medling in the Mint,
I will come to the remedy which some propound,
by putting downe the East India Company.
But heere our comfort is, that the Obiectors

Somecauses
and meanes
which
were
wont to bring
Siluer
into
the Realme,
are ceased at
this
time.present

are not The Second

our Iudges, whose wisedome 8_ integrity labouring for concerneth
Part
the honour of his Maiestie, and the good of his King- the putting
dome, wfl soon perceiue the mischiefes of this supposed East
downeIndia
of the
remedle.
And that the pretended euil which many Trade.
with malice chase, is that great good, which other
Nations seeke by polheie and strength to keepe, and
likewise to obtaine.
In which proceedings, it concerneth vs, especially to obserue the diligences and
practices of the Dutch ; who with more gladnesse would The
IndiaEast
Trade
vndertake the whole Trade to the East Indies, then is greatly
with any reason we can abandon that part therof, desired
by
other Chriswhich we now enjoy; neither can our restraint from tian Nations.
the Indies keepe our Siluer from thence, as long as the
Dutch go thither:
for we know, that deuices want not
to furnish such designes ; add when their Ships returne
from India shall not oar Siluer out againe to help to
39
pay
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pay a double price, or what they please, for all those
wares which we shall want for our necessities ?
The Dutch
Thus should the Dutch increase their honour, wealth
might
strong grow
& rich and strength, whilest we abate, grow poore and weake
by our deat Sea for want of Trade ; and call you this a Remedy ;
struction.
no, rather tearme it Ruine, Destruction, or what you
list; And so I come vnto the conclusion, or last part.
The third
And here I must confesse my selfe aground, for
Pc_rt
this matter is much too high for my handling : besides,
concerneth
the couneel my excuse is faire, hauing already done my task to
which
the
clearc the East India Trade from imputation l the
0bieeters
demand,
which, for want of learning, although I haue performed without variety of words or eloquence: yet it
is done with all integrity of truth, in euery particular,
as I shall be ready to make proofe vpon all occasions
which may be offered.
And yet before I make an end, although I cannot
satisfie eucry roans desire, in such measure as is neccssarie : yet I thinke it not amisse to performc the same
so farre as I am able by common practise, and my
obseruations in the Trade of Merchandize, which is my
profession.
And first therefore, all men do know, that the riches
or sufficiency of cuery Kingdome, State, or Commonwealth, consisteth in the possession of those things,
which are needfull for a ciuill life.
This sufficiency is of two sorts : the one is naturall,
and proceedcth of the Territorie it sclfe : the other is
artificiall, and dependeth on the industry of the Inhabitants.
The riches of
The ttealme of England (praised be God) is happily
kingdome
possessed
of them both : as first, hauing great plentie
is of two
sorts,
of naturall riches, both in the Sea for Fish, and on
the Land for Wooll, Cattle, Corne, Lead, Tin, Iron,
and many other things for Food, Raymcnt, & Munition; insomuch, that vpon strickt tearmcs of need,
40
this
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may
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without
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of any

other

But to liue well, to flourish and grow rich, wee must
finale meanes by Trade, to vent our superfluities; therewith to furnish and adorne vs with the Treasure and
those necessarie wares, which lorraine
Nations
do

This kind of
industry
maketh some
Countries
which are
poor m themafford: and here industry must begin to play his partj seines,to
not onely to increase and guide the Trades abroad; growrich and
strong by
but also to maintaine and multiply the Arts at home : other Nafor when either of these faile, or are not effected with tions, who
such skill as their mysterie shall require, then doth the haue
greater
means,
and
Common-wealth
abate and growes poore; neither is are lesse
this easily perceiued at first, vntill some euil accidents industrious.
do stir vp our diligence to search out the true causes,
that so they being remoued, the effects may cease.
And this is the subiect of our discourse which we now
pursue.
That which

I haue

hitherto

deliuered,

hath

beene

altogether Negatiue, still defending and prouing by
arguments, that the East India Trade hath not hurt
this Common-wealth;
and now changing my stile,
I must affirme as fast the true causes of those euils
which we seeke to chase away.
These causes then (as I conceiue) are principally
foure,
.
1. The first is the breach of Entercourse by iorrame
Nations.
2. The second is the abuse of the exchanges
vs and other Countries.

betwixt Siluer.

3. The third is neglect of dutie in some Subjects.
4. The fourth is our dammage in Commerce with
Strangers.
Now concerning all these, I might make
discourse ; but my purpose is onely to
meaning of euery point in order, as briefely
And first for the breach of Entcrcourse;
¢1

Foure Principall Causes
which carry
away our
Gold and

a very large
cxplane the
as I can.
by this I
vnderstaml
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Thefirst
vnderstand those Nations, who haue either debased
Cause
their
Standard, or else ouer-valued the price of their
coneerneth
the Standard. Coynes from that equiualence which formerly they had
with the Standard and Moneys of this Realme; And
also doe tollerate, not onely their owne Moneys, but
Proceedings also the Coyne of other Countries (and especially of
against
course. enter-this Kingdome) to be currant with them at higher
rates, then the prizes of the Exchange;
by which
courses (being directly against the Entercourse) there
is a greater cause giuen of exportation of the Moneys
of this l_ealme, then otherwise there would be. For
although this is done with great danger to the exporters
of the same, (it being an acte against the Law of the
Land :) yet notwithstanding
Couetousnesse, being euer
conuersant in wicked actions, thinketh nothing vnlawfull, which promiseth a certaine gaine; and how to
remedie this euill practice, I finde it not easie. For
the debasing of the Coyne, or raising the price thereof
in this ttealme, would much impouerish the estates of
particular
men, and yet in the conclusion, would
prooue a businesse without end: for who doth not
conceiue that which would follow beyond the Seas
vpon any such alteration here with vs ? so that still the
euill will remaine, vntill we find some other remedie.
The second
And for the exchanges of money, vsed betwixt
Cause
Nations, although the true vse thereof is a very lawdconeerneth
the ]_xable and necessarie practise, for the accommodating of
changes
of
affalres, and furnishing
of Trauellers in
moneys with Merchants
lorraine
their occasions, without the transporting of Coyne from
Countries.
one State to another, with danger and losse, both to
the publique and priuate wealth;
yet is the abuse
thereof verie preiudiciall vnto this Kingdome in particular ; whilest in the Interim the benefit doth arise
-vnto other Countries, who diligently obseruing the
prizes whereby the moneys be exchanged, may take
aduantage, to carry away the Gold and Siluer of this

42
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Realme at those times, when the rate of our sterling The practise
money (in Exchange)
is vnder the value of that of
those
strangers
Standard, vnto which place they are conueyed.
For here in this
in respect the prizes of the Exchanges doe rise and make
Realme,who
a Trade
fall according to the plentic or scarcitie of money, by Exchange
which is to be taken vp or deliuercd out, the exchange of moneys.
is hereby become rather a Trade for some great
monyed men, then a furtherance and accomodation of
reall Trade to Merchants,
as it ought to bee in the
true vse thereof.
And thus many times money may be made ouer
hither by Strangers, to a good gaine, and presently
carryed beyond the seas to a second profit, and yet the
mischiefe ends not here : for by this meanes the takers
vp of money in lorraine Countries must necessarily
driue a Trade to those places, from whence they draw
their moneys; and so doe fill vsvp with lorraine cornmodities, without the vent of our owne wares, but for
this great euill there is an easie remedie:
And so
I come to handle
Dutie.

the next cause, which is neglect

Forraine
ware_
brought in
with our
ready moneys
carried out of
of this Realme.

Neither is it my intent to write of Duties in their The third
seuerall kinds; but onely of that kind of duty which ¢avze
concerneth
is heere thought to bee neglected by some men in their neglect of
seuerall vocations.
As it might peraduenture come to dutms.
passe, in those who haue the working of his Majesties
Coyne, either Gold or Siluer: if diligent care be not
had in the size of euery seuerall peece, to answer Justly
to his weight:
for howsoeuer vpon triall of many
peeces altogether, the weight may bee found according
to the couenants, and within the remedies ordained in
the Indentures : Yet notwithstanding
many of those
peeces may be sized too light, and other _s much too
heauy; which giueth the greater aduantage to some
people, to carry away that which is ouer-weight, and to
leaue vs them which are too light, ff they leaue vs any.
48
And
5

Our heauy
money is conueyed
beyond
the seas,
and
melted downe
into
here plate
in the
Realme.
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And this misehiefe is not single; for thereby also
some Goldsmiths, regarding
profit more then duty,
may be the more readily drawne to melt downe the
heauy Coyne into Plate, & other ornaments, both of
Gold and Siluer.
But what might we thinke of those men who are
placed in authority and office for his Majesty, ff they
should not with all dutifull care discharge their trust
Anno 17.
concerning that excellent Statute, wherein it is ordered,
Edw. 4.
that all the moneys recciued by strangers for their
Merchandize,
shall bee employed vpon the commodities of this Realme ? the due performance
whereof
would not only preuent the carrying away of much
Gold and Siluer, but Mso be a meanes of greater vent
of our owne wares : whereof I purpose to write something more in the next part, which concerneth our
commerce with strangers.
Thefourth
And now I come to the last point, which I feare is
Cause
not
the least amongst the Causes of our want of money
concerneth
oureommerce (so farre as any such may be:) and let it not seem
with
strange to any man, that Trades should hurt and
strangers,
impouerish a Common-wealth,
since it hath beene
alwaies accounted
an excellent means to help and
enrich the same: for, as this truth cannot be denycd
Vnskilfull
with reason, so it is likewise most certaine, that the
Merchants
vnskiffull managing thereof, hath euer proued a great
ouerthrow
our Trades. decay vnto those :Nations who haue beenc entangled
with such errors.
And are not the examples too frequent in many of our owne Merchants, who not onely
by the perils of the Seas, and such like misfortunes,
lose their goods, but also euen through want of knowledge, wisely to direct their affaires, doe ouerthrow their
whole estates: neither may we properly call this their
losse, but rather the Kingdomes losse in them. Wherefore it were to be wished, that this mysterie of Merchandizing might be left onely to them, who haac had
44
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education thereunto;
and not to be vndertaken
by
such, who leauing their proper vocations, doe for want
of skill in this, both ouerthrow themselues, and others
who are better practised,
But there is yet a farre greater mischiefe by our
Trades beyond the Seas, when peraduenture,
there
might be imported yearely a greater value in forraine
wares, then by any way or meanes we doe export of
our owne commodities ; which cannot otherwise come
to passe, then with a manifest impouerishing of the

Merchants by
educat_°n are
onely fit to
trade in
lorraine
parts.

men Judge, for what a great value wee may hope hereafter to export yearely, when vnto these Spices we may
(by Gods assistance) adde the infinite worth of Rawsilkes, Indicos, Callicoes, and some other things: All
which are to be issued in the nature of Cloth, Lead,
Tinne, or any of our owne Merchandize, to the enriching of this Kingdome, by encrcasc of the Common
stocke.
So then, to conclude this poynt, we ought not
45
to

Trade, by
exportation
of Indian
wares
to
forraine
parts.

tIow rich_
Common:
Commonwealth.
For as it is a certaine cause to make wealths may
vs ricL, both in stock & treasure, when we shall carry becomepoore
out a greater value of our owne goods then we bring
in of lorraine wares; so by consequence, a course contrary to this, must of necessity worke a contrary effect.
Neither is this importation
meant otherwise then
concerning those wares which are consumed in this
Realme:
for the commodities which are brought in,
and after carried out vnto forraine parts agalne, cannot Forraine
hurt, but doe greatly helpe the Commonwealth,
b-Y wares
brought in
encrease of his Maiesties Customes and Trades, with for Transit%
other imployments
of the subiects: by which parti-cannot
hurt,
but greatly
culars I might yet set forth the glory of the East India helpe the
Trade, which hath brought into this Reulme in 15. Commonmonths space, not ouly so much Spice as hath serued wealth.
the same for the sayd time; but also, by the superfluitie thereof, there hath beene exported into forraine
parts about 215000. pounds sterling.
So then let all Hopes
to
encrease
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to auoid the importation of forraine wares, but rather
willingly to bridle our owne affections, to the moderate
consuming of the same: for otherwise, howsoeucr the
East India Trade in particular is an excellent meanes
greatly to encrease the stocke of money which we send
thither yearely, by returning home flue times the value
thereof in rich commodities;
all which (in short time)
may be conuerted into Treasure, as is plainly sbewd
already in Page 21.
Yet notwithstanding,
if these
The
partiIndian
wares
thus
brought
home,
cannot
be
spared
to
cular Trade
to the East serue for that purpose of Treasure, but must be sent
Indies will forth together with our owne natiue commodities, and
bring
great
store of
trea- yet all little enough to prouide our excesse and extrasure into this ordinarie consume of lorraine wares: then is it likeo
if
the generall
Tradeof this
Kmgdome
doenot
hinder and
consumeit.
Realme,

wise as certaine, that the generall
Kingdome doth hinder and diuert the
the said Treasure, by ouer-ballaneing
wares exported, with the importation
consume of forraine commodities.

Trade of this
comming in of
the value of our
and immoderate

Therefore, forasmuch as the number of the people in
this Realme are thought to be greatly increased of late
time (both in themselues and strangers) whereby necessarily the commodities of this Kingdome, and also
lorraine wares, are the more consumed and wasted
(a double meanes to abate the Commonwealth) it
therefore concerneth vs all in generall, and eucry man
in his particular, to stirre vp our minds, and diligence,
to helpe the naturall commodities of this l_ealme by
industrie, and encrease of Arts ; seeing that the materials cannot bee wanting to make such Stuffes, and
other things as are daily brought vnto vs from forraine
The Dutch in parts, to the great aduantage of Strangers, and to our
particular,
are said to
no lesse dammage.
Neither should we neglect the
reape such riches which our Seas affoord, whilest other Nations
infinite
by their labour doe procure themselucs great Treasure
wealth
yearelyby
from the same. And as the diligent performance of
46
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these things, would plentifully maintaine the poore, this fishing
and much increase the common stockc of this King-Trade,
withoutthat
more
dome: so likewise for the better furtherance thereof, certain know__ledge thereof
we ought religiously to auoid our common excesses u_ I dare not
food and rayment, which is growne to such a height set down the
in most degrees of people (aboue their abilitie) that it seemeth
sum, it so
is now beyond all example of formcr ages. Neither is vncredible.
it needfull for me to set downe the particulars of these
abuses; for they are too well knowue: and I am confident, that the wisedome of our Gouernement
doth
endeuour to see them as well amended, to the glorie
of God, the honour of the King, and the
good of the Common-wealth.
ATfteTt.
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TO THE

RIGHT

HONOURABLE
THE

LORDS

and COMMONS
1N THE

High Court of PARLAMENT
now assembled.

Ardon more
me Right
if amongst
other
serious Honourable,
present affaires,
I presumeyour
to
dedicate to your acceptance and perusall this short
discourse of forraigne Traffike: It hath ever beene
accounted a branch of En#lands I_oyall Stem, and a
commoditie, that for many yeares, hath brought a
wonderfull
Revenue
to Englands diadem l It now
presseth to your presence as an agrieved weight, laden
with many fetters, imposed thereon by the covetoushesse of some, and by the Envyers of our prosperous
Traffike, yet seeing that like religious Pilots you guide
the helme of our Kingdome with your hand, whilst
your eyes are fixed on heaven, taking from thence the
conduct of your earthly directions, it hopes by that
your
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your good and gracious aspect to be now freed from
them all, and florish againe in its first lustre.
It is
now about forty yeares since it began to be ingrafted
in our English Climate, and ever since found our soyle
proper for its further grouth, but if it find not your
Honors favourable protection
and future cherishing,
a few yeares more may see it withred and reduced to
its first nothing.
I dare not undertake in this discourse
to demonstrate the burthens that cloggeth it in this
Kingdome,
the severall
Societies
of incorporated
Merchants of the Citie of London being called before
you, will best particularise
the same, onely I have
labour'd to shew, what may best gaine it in those parts
of this Kingdome where it is wanting, and augment
that portion thereof in those places where it is settled
already.
Let not then, Right Honorable, so excellent
a Jem, and so hitherto
profitable
and eminent a
revenew, for want of a little of your helpe, die in your
dayes, nor yet perish in our age, but release it from
those subtle Gives, that cunningly have been intruded
upon its liberties, and goes about to kill the root
thereof, decking it once againe as primarily, with some
of those lasting and beautiful immunities that can
and may make it live longer, and spred it sclfe much
fairer, that the times to come may deservedly attribute
to your names and memory that splendor & glory it
shall obtain by your benignity, so shall the King, our
gracious Soveraigne, have just cause to commend your
care for your preserving to Himselfe and Kingdome,
this so noble a Royalty, your Honours
be justly
applauded for imploying your industrious hands and
heads in pruning, and lopping the disordered branches
of so excellent a graft, and the Merchants
of this
Kingdome
that have hitherto
sowne in Expectation, live in hope to reape a fruitfull crop of their
forraigne
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forraigne adventures, and hartily pray for the good
successe of all your other weighty affaires, and
amongst the rest, so shall ever ascend the devout
Orisons of
Your Humble Servant

L. R.

Merchant of London.

[541

To The READER.

C

Owrteous
is needlesse
for man
mee ahere
to tell
you,
how Readers,
good a Itcommon
wealth#
Regular
merchant

is, nor yet trouble you in relating the severall

benefits aeerewmg to a Kingdome, by his adventrous paines
and industry, this short discourse, though unpohshed, if welt
eo_idered,
will I holge Sud_eientty speake the one, and
qusstionleese make good the other.
21[y well-wishes to oux
Countries present
Commerce, and the enlazgement
thereof,
the great
insensible

need in _he encouragement to the one, and the
raise and decay of the latter, was herein, and

still is my greatest hope and object: I have late_ discerned
that our industrious
iNeighbours
were ready at a deare
rate

to purchase

that

treasure

by Traffike,

which wee our

selves, by means of the enviers of our Countreys forraigne
Trade, were ready to yeeld them gratis, wad as it were
unsought, and for nothing;
yet if it _nay be right_ said,
as undoubtedO/ it may be accounted, that F_mglands trade
is Englands
trea*ure, why should our gracious King and
his people lose that so excellent a profit in a moment, which
cost his Merchants so many yeares to eompasse, and 80 many
hazards and charges to obtaine and settle, a few priviledges,
and a little protection, a fa_re aspect, and a gentle encouragement, frora both these honourable assemblies, will quickly
settle this JKingdomes Trajfike, and not only preserve it in
its present

_lvndou/r,

but also easily augment

and enlarge
it

To the Reader,
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it, which will adde a wondergCull honour to our Soveraigns
_ame, throughout
the World, and an eminent commodity
and lprog_t to the subjects of all h_s JOomsnione, which every
true 6_abieet I thinke cloth earnestly wish for, amd every honest
Merchant doth truly pray far, as cloth unfainedly,

Lewes

Roberts,

Merchant,

Captaine of the City of
LONDON,

and
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Hat we are not borne for our selves, is a saying
no lesse ancient, then true:
the heathens
as

No Man is
well as the Christians have held it a rule worthy to born for himbe practised, and every good man, of what quality and selfe,but for
his Countrey.
profession soever, that will give evidence to the world
of his faire intentions, for the benefit, either of the
publike or private, are daily seene to follow and
observe it.
The religious Divine, that with much labour and
long study, having
learned
himself the wayes of
Godlinesse, is daily noted to take care and pains, to
instruct
others therein:
the valiant souldier that
weares his sword to defend himselfe, yet is ever ready
to draw the same in defence of his Countrey;
the
skilfull Lawyer, that hath learned by the Lawes to
make good his owne interest and right, is ever also
ready to right the title of others, and the judicious
Merchant, whose labour is to profit himselfe, yet in
all his actions doth therewith
benefit
his King,
Countrey, and fellow Subjects.
Politicians that have written of State Government,
1
have
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Three ways have observed three principal] meanes, whereby a Kingwhereby a is dome may be inriched, the first whereof is by arms
Kingdome
inriehed,
and conquest, but this way must be confessed to be,
both chargeable, bloody, & hazardable.
The second
is, by planting of colonies, building of well scituated
Townes, and the like, and this is also accounted
uncertain,
chargeable, and tedious.
But the third
and last is by traffike, and forraigne trade, which is
held the most certain, easiest, and soonest way; money
and time must bee consumed to effect the two former;
but immunities, priviledges, and liberties to the Merchant, will not only assure, but perfect the latter.
The ArtsIn the management of these, there is required an
man
is
still
orderly
proceeding, and Salomons counseU is the safest,
the best counsellor in his that his advice is still to bee taken, who is best versed
own
proin the way that is prescrib'd;
when our salvation is
fession.
doubted, we apply our selvs to the learned Divine;
when our countrey is invaded, the souldier is the best
director: when lawes are to be instituted, the lawyer
proves the best counsellor:
so when a Countrey is
properly seated for traffike, and the soveraigne willing,
by forraigne Commerce to inrich his Kingdome, the
Merchants advice is questionlesse best able to propagate
the same.
Parents la- To iurich a Kingdome is a worke of great excellency,
bour toinrieh and fittest the study of the Soveraigne, and where
their posterity,
many things may concurre to effect it, that only is
to bee chosen, which is most ikcile, and least troublesome. Many men plant trees, though they are sure
never to see the fruit thereof, and thus the child
oftimes enjoyes his predecessors labours.
King Henry the eight did enjoy the benefit of Henry
the seventh, and other his Fathers and Predecessors
prohibition of the exportation of our English wool, and
the setling of cloathing here, and the drawing of
Flcmings
hither,
to make our manufacturies
in
2
Eagland,
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England, and this turned him and his Kingdome to
more profit than the suppression of so many religious
houses, and the annexion of so many old rents to his
Crown. Edward the sixth, though in his infancy, yet
saw how those haunse-townes
flourished, where his
English Staples were setled, and had he gon forward
with his design, of settling the same in England, in
apt and fit townes, for traffike, as he once intended,
doubtlesse it had beene the most politick and surest way
to inrich his Countrey, as ever had beene put in practice
since the conquest, and his successors should have
seene the fruits therof, in the opulency of their
Towns, the riches of their Countrey, and abundance of
shipping, as now Holand doth witnesse unto us.
The consideration
of this, and my wel-wishes to the
inlarging and benefitting of my Countrey by traffike,
and for the advancement
of the Merchants thereof,
hath drawne mee in this short Treatise to set downe
in a briefe manner, the commodities, that doe arise
to a Common-wealth, by skilfull Merchants and by a
well ordered and regular trade, and Commerce, therewithall shewing, how this Commerce may bee facilitated,
and how disturbed, how advanced, and how ruind, and
how by the good government
thereof, it may prove
both profitable and honourable
to a Countrey, and
how by the ill management
and irregular
courses
thereof, it may bee both prejudiciall and dishonour.
able.
Statists

have noted, that the Arts and Sciences are

very many, that are commodious and beneficiall to a
Common-Wealth,
and which consequently beget abundance, wealth, and plenty, not only to the Prince in
his owne particular, but also to his people and Countrey
in the generall, but yet amongst all others they
confesse none is more conduceable
thereto,
then
Traffike and commerce especially when the same is
3
governed
b

Edward the
sixth,
Staple his
of
Trade.

Thescopeof
this discourse
forthe
benefit
of _Eny/and,
and their
Traffike.

No one way
more condueibletoinrieh
a Countrey,
then
is forra_gne
tratfike.
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governed and managed, both by well ordered rules,
and by regulate and skilfull Merchants;
and to the
end, that the youth of this Kingdome, may be incouraged
to undertake
this profession, the painefull
Merchant
cherished in the prosecution thereof, and
the Prince induced_to
give them imunities and protection: the particular commodities and benefits, and
commodities
that arise by Traffike, shall be here
demonstrated, and ff by my discourse the same shall
he fouud really such, as by me and others it is con.
ceived and here aleaged; the same may in the future
be the more furthered and protected, and being found
otherwise, it may as in reason it ought, bee both discountenanced and suppressed.
The riches
Now the aboundance, plenty, and riches of an estate
consist in 3
or
nation, may be said, principally to consist in three
things.
things.
I. In naturall commodities or wares.
2. In artificial commodities or wares.
3. In the profitable use and distribution,
Commerce and Traffike.

of both by

Naturall
Vnder the title of naturall commodities, may be
commodities comprehended,
such wares as are used in way of
or wares,
What.
merchandizing, 8_ are such as either the earth doth
naturally 8_ originally afford, or such as by the labor
of the land is brought forth, and these I account the
naturall riches, that bring plenty to a Kingdome or
Countrey.
NaturaU
Now the earth in it selfe may be said, to produce
commodities
two
severall sorts of naturall commodities, thence
of 2. sorts.
drawne from the very intrailes thereof, such as is gold,
silver, copper, lead, and the like. The second are
wares growing on the face thereof, such as are fruits,
trees, graine, &c. and both these I terme naturall
commodities, as produced either by the benefit of the
Climate, soile, or temperature of the earth, where the
4
same
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same are taken up, planted, or found growing, and
doe become thus to inrich a Countrey, as a man would
say, of themselves ; but yet by the meanes of Commerce
How they
and Trafilke, contributing thus naturally to the benefit inrich a
and use of the inhabitant, and to the furtherance
of Coun_rey.
universall Commerce ; those things whose plenty (otherwise without Traffike, and transport to other Countries,
where such is wa_ting) would prove altogether fruitlesse, unnecessary, and peradventure
prejudiciall unto
theowners and possessors, and this hath beene manifested
in some parts of those rich Kingdomes of India, some
years past, by their great quantity of spices, drugs,
and Jemmes, which, not by the Commodity of Traffike,
carried thence away, exported and vented into other
parts, and to remoter Countries:
these excellencies
NaturM1
which nature herein afforded them, would be preju-Commodities
are prejudidiciall to them, and their ground over-laid with sundry ciall to a
(though otherwise)
excellent
trees,
and exquisite Countrey,
without the
Minerals, whose fruit or worth would thus not be helpe of
requested nor sought after, neither by their neighbours, Traflike.
nor yet by forraigne Nations, where the same are
wanting, and which would consequently no way benefit
a Countrey, nor yet by Commerce and commutation,
supply them with those things in lieu thereof, that
they in their necessities stand more in need of.
Againe, the earth, though notwithstanding it yeeldeth fitsThe
beneof the
thus naturally the richest and most precious commo. Earth negdities of all others, and is properly the fountaine and lected by
mother of all the riches and abundance of the world, [oh°m' and
partly as is said before, bred within its bowels, and
partly nourished upon the surface thereof, yet is it
observable, and found true by daily experience in many
countries, that the true search and inquisition thereof,
in these our dayes, is by many too much neglected and
omitted, which indeed proceedeth from a hberty that
every man hath to doe, with that his owne part thereof,
5
which
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which he possesseth what he pleaseth, proposing commonly to himseffe, a care to find out that which will
bee most profitable to him for the present time, and
because the rich and great of this world, and those
that possesse the greatest part thereof, are seldome
or never seene to reside upon their whole estate, nor
yet found to husband their owne good, farther in this
point (either by their serw_nts or themselves) then by
a present benefit and quickest profit, their farmers and
tenants are oftnest observed to occupy the same; who
like gleaners, sucke and draw thence the present profit
TheFarmers and daily benefit thereof, eating up the heart and
eate the marrow of the
marrow of the same, with greedy art, and continuall
earth, to the labour, not minding, or indeed not regarding the future
prejudice
of interest and good of the possessor: & on the other
the
owners.
side, where we find the owners themselves to reside
upon their owne, yet tis observable, that some of them
through Ignorance,
some by negligence, and too
many by bad husbandry, content themselves with the
yearely rents thereof, or at most with the Revenues,
that their predecessors drew therefrom before them;
as being loath to take the paines, either by industry,
improvement or care, to increase those their demesnes
and estates, either by planting, cleansing, or manuring
a waste or barren piece of ground, or by drayning a
marshy bogge, or the like, and thus to inrich themselves by a faire advancement of their own; which in
some lorraine Countries, hath o2 late dayes taken such

Sundry

effect, partly by good orders, but especially by example,
that Princes themselves, and States have thought it
a worke worthy their owne paines, and study, as the
late labours of the State of Venice in Polisona de

Princes the
have Rovigio,
of the Duke of Toscany, about Leghorne: Pica
studied
advancement and Creso, of the Duke of Ferrara in the Valley of
of their
Comachio, of the States of Holand, in sundry and
estates.
diverse parts of the Low-Countries,
doe manifestly
6
witnesse,
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witnesse, which hath wrought such good effect, that
they have thereby much benefitted themselves and
subjects, and by this meanes,
have quickned
the
diligence
of the industrious,
and punished
the
negligence of the sloathfull, yet notwithstanding
all
the laborious hand, and paines of manj to plant, sowe,
or bring things growing in, or upon the earth, to their
perfcction;
the excellent
temperature
of Soyle or
Climate, to bring forth either Jemmes, Spice, drugs,
or grains, naturally produced from it, and whatsoever
else the bounty and goodnesse of the Earth can
naturally, or by labour yeeld or affoord to mankind;
yet it must be here concluded, that all this would,
neither in it selfe, inrich the inhabitants,
nor yet
bring abundance to a Kingdome or estate without the
benefit of Commerce, and Traffike, which distributeth
the same into forraigne parts, and by commutation with
forraigne Nations, convert this naturall benefit of the
Countrey, to the common benefit and plenty of those
that are found to possesse, inhabite, and abide thereupon.
The second thing which I observed, that did inrich

No commodity cana
inrich
Countrey,
withoutthe
helpe of
Traflike.

The artificiall
waresand
a Kingdome, is by artificiall commodities and wares, commodities
and these by a generall title, I may call the manufac- ofa Countrey,
tories of all commodities,
what.
In which two principall things are considerable, con- 2 Considerable points
ducing to universall Traffike, and to the benefit of a therein.
Kingdome.
First the number of the work-men, or Arts-masters, 1Thenumber
and this in the first place affords the aboundance of of work-men.
the things wrought: and secondly their sufficiency, 2 Their abiliability, and skilfullnesse, and this is it that gives the ties.
true credit to the fabrikes and worke it selfe, and to
the merchandizes so wrought and perfected.
Now the over great number of workmen in all Many unskilfuUArts-men,
manufactories, would of it selfe be not ouely impro-is hurtfull to
7
fitable Trailike.
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fitable to commerce, but also hurtfull, if they were not
also as good, skilfull, and as cunning in their Art and
mysterie, therefore to the end, not onely to make them
such, but also to keepe them so, and multiply them.
Wee see in many Countries, many societies and publike
houses, erected for all sorts of manufaetors, wherein
some the poor and needy are instructed, the skilfull
and good are cherished, ineouraged, and rewarded,
and in other the lasie and sluggish punished and
imployed.
The excellent The Germans in this point, I thinke exeell all other
industry
of nations, who willingly admit of all skilfull Arts-men,
the
Germar_,
to set men on into their societies and corporations, though otherwise
work.
strangers unto them, and of what nation and mystery
so ever, incouraging them by large allowances and
salaries, to practise with them, and teach and instruct
their fellow townsmen.
And if otherwise ignorant, yet
are they then admitted to learne and practise what
they see, by which course it is observed, that some
of their Cities and especially their haunse Townes,
The fruits
flourish in all wealth, and are abounding in all riches,
thereof,
though otherwise peradventure, deprived of all naturaU
commodities, and furtherances
of trade whatsoever.
And to this end, was first granted and erected, the
The originall Companies, Brother-hoods,
Halls, and societies of these
of london.
the Halls mysteries, in the City of London, many of which were
in
at first founded with large immunities, and great priviledges, to be incouragements
to the said manufactories, and to set the poore of those societies a worke,
and the better to cherish these mysteries and Arts.
ManyPrinces Many of our Princes have caused their names to be
haveofbeen
registred,
in their societies and Corporations,
for
free
Halls
in/,ondon,
honour and incouragement to their Halls and Brotherhoods: and yet when all this is done, it must be
granted, that neither the multitude of good able and
skilfull worke-men, nor yet the great quantity of rcall
8
and
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and substantiall
manufactories,
made and aboundingArtifieiall
in a Kingdome,
can of it selfe either fully and commodities
inrich not a
throughly inrich or bring plenty to a place, without Kingdome,
the helpe of Commerce, which is the arme and hand without the
helpe of
that must distribute, and send abroad both that store Traffike.
& quantity of artificiall commodities so wrought, and
must export, and vent it into forraigne parts, as being
otherwise a superfluity and overplus, and more indeed
then the Country it selfe standeth in need of; and
in fieu thereof, importeth and bringeth in by commutation and exchange, those things, and such as the
place it selfe standeth in want of, and is thereby scene
to be onely and properly inriched, for the worke-men
by this meanes become to be incouraged,
and the
manufactories
to be preserved, in their reall and substantiall goodnesse, worth, and value, to the honour
of the Kingdome, benefit of the inhabitants, 8_ to the
furtherance and inlargement of the generall Commerce
and Traffike thereof.
These two points thus considered and granted, and
that neither the naturall commodities of a Countrey,
be they ner'e so rich or precious, nor yet the artificiall
commodities of a Kingdome, be they never so many
or excellent, can of themselves, without the assistance
of Traffike, benefit a common-weale, or bring plenty
or aboundance thereto;
and consequently inrich the
same. Come we in the next place to the third point,
which is this trade it selfe, which of it selfe and by
it selfe, can supply all defects, either of naturall or
artificiaU commodities, and that without the assistance
and helpe of either, can yet produce both, and is alone
effectuall to accomplish and perfect the same, though
in a barren place, affording nether in the prosecution,
preservation, and augmentation thereof; foure generall
considerations, are in the next place to be noted and
observed,
9
The

Traffike is
only able
inrich
a to
Country,

whichisofbarit
selfe
ren.

Foureconsiderations
in the
prosecution,
preservation,
and
augmentation
of
trade.
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i Whatwares
The first consideration is grounded upon those wares
what not.
and commodities, that a well ordered Traffike is to
export or not to export to the stranger, or forraigne
country and people.
The second consideration
is grounded upon these
2 What to re- wares and commodities, which this trade must receive
celve, and
what not.
from strangers or forraigne Countries, and their Entrie
or import into a Kingdome or estate, or not to receive
them, and banish the Commerce thereof.
3 Vvhat may
The third consideration,
is grounded upon the facifacilitate, and
ease this
lity and ease of this Commerce in generall, collected
trade,
by practise of forraigne nations, and accompanied with
the meanes of the augmentation thereof.
4 What corn- The fourth and last consideration,
is grounded upon
modity
and
the
commodity
and
benefit
of
this
Traffilke
in generall
benefit, this
trade proto a Kingdome or estate, where the same is orderly
duceth to a
and regularly practised, and that by skilfull and disKingdome
creet Merchants, bred up thereunto.
First what
First then it is diversly observed, and that in sundry
wares are to Countries, what the commodities and wares in thembe exported,
& what not selves are which a well ordered Traffike ought to export
and carry, into forraigue Countries and nations with
whom they have Commerce.
t Those
Where in most countries it is generally observable,
whereof
a
that
those wares are only to be carried out, by way of
place hath
aboundanee, merchandize, whereof the place it selfe hath aboundance
and how far. and plenty, of which after that the place or Country is
sufficiently furnished, the exportation thereof may be
admitted and allowed, as contrarywise those commodiThose which ties which the place may want, or stand in need of, are
a place may
stand m need in no sort admitted to be exported, nor in like manner
of, are not
those, whereof forraigne parts may use to the hurt and
to cxpt_rt, and

exportable.

Northosethat prejudice of the place it selfe, where we abide and remay be used maine, as Armes, Horses, provisions, ammunition, or
to the hurt of things designed to Sea or war, or the like. And amongst
the place.
the rest in many countries, it is noted that the exporta10
tion
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tion of gold and silver, is also forbidden and prohibited, _or gold, and
though in many places ill observed, and in some sliver.
countries againe, the same is allowed and tollerated, so
that the differing lawes of sundry Princes, in divers
Kingdomes upon the exportation of gold and silver, as Gold and silin some prohibited, and in some allowed and admitted, _.er,by
some
exportable,
will in this place be worth our observation, and the and by some
rather that the reasons given thereupon, may be ex-not
amined, and the benefit or prejudice arising thereby
observed, where the same is either granted or denyed.
First it must be considered and granted, that silver The reason
and gold is not growing in every Region, and therefore why
some
Prmeesforbid
as things in themselves scarce, and by all Princes sought the exportaafter, may be accounted a forraigne commodity, and the tion thereof.
rather, for that the same carrieth with it, the preheminence, and predomlnancy over all other commodities,
whatsoever the worldly rich doe possesse, and therefore
by reason of the excellency, power, vertue, generall use,
and need of it, when once it entereth into some countries and Kingdomes;
the Princes thereof forbid the
exportion and carrying out of the same, upon sharpe
penalties and severe punishments for feare of the want
and scarcity which may arise, and come thereby, yet
it must likewise bee considered, as a thing granted and The same
found true by experience, that in some countries and found of no
j.
, ,.
..
_ . _ , effect,where
free Townes, where _ne expormuon mereoI is treely the contrary
allowed and admitted, and the carrying out openly per- is allowed.
mitted by authority;
no such want or scarcity is discerned; but contrariwise,
all abundance
and plenty
thereof is noted, so that this being granted, the exportation thereof may bee allowed without prejudice to
the state or Kingdome where we abide: now forasmuch
as that this point will hardly find admittance in the
opinion of many of our Sage Politicians, I will a little
enlarge my selfe thereupon,
endeavouring by forraigne
example to make good this my assertion.
11
There
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An example
There is two differing countries, the one a great
of
both
for
Kingdome_
where gold and Silver in the greatest plenty
proofe.
groweth, and the prohibition
of exportation
therof,
strictly observed and most looked into, and the other a
petty Dukedome, whose Prince is not owner, of neither
silver, or gold Mines at all, yet publikely, and by
authority admitteth an exportation of this commodity,
shall serve here for demonstration
and Example of this
The King
of
Spasne,
richest
in
Mines, forbiddeth exportation of
gold and
silver,

point.
The King of Spaine then, being possessor of all the
rich mines of silver and gold, in the West-Indies,
found in themselves of farre greater value, then all the
other mines yet discovered throughout the world, hath

through all his Dominions, strictly prohibited by sharpe
lawes, the exportation of his monies, out of any his
Countries, and hath by sundry subtile decrees, and
politicall ordinances, endeavoured to debarre all other,
both neighbouring, and remote Kingdomes, and People
else of partaking of his Spanish Reals, yet for all this
it is observed, that the necessities of his great and ambitious undertakings,
and the urgency of the ComYet finds
merce of that his barren and poorc Countrey,
ensmall
benefit
forceth
a
passage
and
current
dispersing,
will
he,
nill
by these
restrictions, he, thereof into all Countries over the face of the
earth, so that in the height of all his store and plenty,
and when hee was involved in the greatnesse of his
greatest aboundance,
his Countrey
and Kingdomes,
were yet notwithstanding,
and still are, noted to be
both scant, dry, and needy, of both silver and gold,
and the common Commerce and Traffikc of his most
eminent and richest citties, to bee wholly performed by
And
his
counthe use of blacke, and of Copper monies, to the great
tries are
traded most, disorder and confusion of his trade, and the generall
with
black- ruine and undoing of his Merchants and people, and
monies.
Turkey with though by this means, Turkey, with whom hec is, and
whom Spain ever hath bcenc, in greatest enmity, should consequently
12
be
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be more bare of his eoynes, yet wee finde, that have is ever in
either lived, or do Traffike thither, that almost through- aboundanee
_ar, yet hath
out all the Grand Seigniors Dominions, which are both of Span_s]t
ample, large, and spacious; there is no silver coyne of Rlalls.
note currant, but the Spanish Riols, and the same not
carried thither by the hand of war, or the necessity of
his designes in those parts, but by the hand of Commerce, and concurrence of Traffike, which fills all those
Countries, and that m great abundance therewith.
Now the Duke of Florence, which is onely the Lord
The Duke
of a pettie, but pretty Seigniory, barren in its selfe of
hathFlorence
uo mines
of mines, both of Silver and Gold, maketh contrari, admits exwise no open restriction, nor publike prohibition of ex- portatlon,
hath abund-yet
porting, of either gold or silver ; and whereas in Leg- anee of Rials.
horn, his only noted maritine towne of trade, a million
of Ducats are freely and yearely openly laden, and
shipped away, yet the Countrey wants it not, nor is
found any way to be scant thereof, nor is it seenc,
seldom to arise, or fall in price or value ; nor yet is
there
noted any brasse or copper monies in use
amongst his Merchants in Traffique and CSmerce, so
that by this experienced demonstration,
Spaine that
should have most, is the most barren, for all their proNote.
hibitions, and Toscany, that should have least, affords
the most plenty, by reason of its liberty of exportation
and freedome in the Commerce thereof.
But it may
be here alledged, that the naturall infertility of Spaine,
and the naturall plenty of Tuscanie, may partly occasion, or else inforce the same; to which I answer and
grant, this may have some concurrence, but no necessity; For when as Spaine in its lowest ebbe became Spathe in its
fortunately owner of the rich West-India, that Prince lowestebbe,
then by this meanes had silver, but yet he wanted the the
cameowner
to be of
other materials of Commerce, for the performance of the Westthat countries Traffike, which other places could best India.
afford him, and which his monies might best, and did
13
then
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then procure him ; and when the Portugal, by his happy
discovery, had the East-India
trade alone, yet he
wantcd Rials to purchase the commodities of East-India,
which Spaine was then best able to afford him, but both
these Kingdomes joyned now in one, and bowing to
one and the same Scepter, it is observable that the
West-India afords, now the monies to drive the EastIndia trade withall, and the East-India affords the rich
spices, and drugs which must procure the sundrie need-

drove
the
East-India
trade, andthefUll diversity of European commodities, to drive the
East-India
l/Vest-India Traffike withall;
so that a man would
affords
the
imagine
Spaine
as
it
now
stands,
should not at this day
spice, & th_tt
drives the
want any manner of thing to make it abound, either in
West-India monies, or in wares and commodities, and yet we find
trade.
it to be both bare and poore in their Commerce ; and
notwithstanding,
the so strict prohibition
of the exportation of their silver and gold, and the authorizing
of so much Copper-monies current amongst them, yet
still his Kingdomes to remaine in great need and want
thereof.
Tus]caniesfer- And as for the fertility and plenty of Tuscany, though
isattri-it
must needs be in some sort granted, yet its riches
more
to the trade, and aboundance is to be attributed,, rather to the trade
then to the of the place, and to the excellent government of the
Country.
Countrey, in matters of Commerce, then to the naturall
Observablem Climate thereof, or industry of the inhabitants,
for it
3Traffike
rules of
is noted, that three well advised rules in Traffike, hath
brought it to this height that now it is.
1
The first is the allowance of free and publike exportation of monies.
The second is the easie duties and customes, paid
upon all merchandize to the Prince.
3
And the third is the goodnesse, and reall value of
the Coyne current throughout the Duke dome :hut this
is from my purpose.
This one example then I hope will suffice, to make
14
good
tility,
buted
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good the point before-going,
(whereto many others
might be alleadged) to prove that this tolleration of exportation of monies, makes not in it selfe the scarcity
of silver and gold, nether yet the prohibition thereof
makes the aboundance, but I will proceed no further Merchauts
in this point, save by way of caution, advise all Mer- themselves
must submit
to
chants to submit themselves, to the Lawes and ordi-the Lawes of
uances of Princes, and conforme themselves to the cus- Princes,
where they
tomes of the Kingdomes and places to which they Traffike.
Traffike; which almost varies in every Countrey, one
commodity being in one Kingdome prohibited, which
in another is permitted and allowed; as we find, that
Lead, a native commodity of this land, is lawfully exportable in England, but is all counted a Contrabanda, Some wares
transportable
and prohibited
exportation in Spaine, and in many in some
other Countries, when once it is imported • and we find Countmes,
and prohithat Woolls are prohibited also in England, yet allowed bited in
in Spaine, Iron againe allowed in Spaine, but prohi-others.
bited in France, and Salle-cloth, Canvas, and the like,
allowed in France, yet prohibited in Spaine; so is gold
and silver, as aforesaid is mentioned, forbidden in JEngland, Spaine, and France, yet allowed in Marsellia,
Leghorne, Barbary, Turkey, and in many other places.
Divers reasons are given by States-men, for the pro- Reasonsfor
bition of some peculiar commodities, as I said before, tion
the prohibiof cornbut indeed many of them are impossible to be observed modities, unin the execution ; for that Countrey that will maintaine possibleto
be
kept.
a free Commerce with his neighbour, makes in one
Countrey, one commodity lawful], which in an other is
not lawfull, unlesse all commerce might be made by a
kind of Example, and bartering of Commodities against
commodities, and that also practised in regard of the
merchandise or wares, which are not very necessary,
and not in regard of those that are for the place of our
aboade, and whereof wee cannot passe without; and
in this case Merchants
are forced to have recourse to
15
their
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their forraigne parts, and then they must take a law from
them, in either giving them other merchandises, which
may be as necessary for them, as theirs are for us, or
in paying or contenting them with ready monies for the
same, however it happen, this is found the generall
A generall Rule in this point, that a Kingdome and State doth
rule observed
•
in prohibited commonly admit of the exportation and carrying out
Commodities. of those commodities, and wares, which are native and
growing in their Dominions, or of that whereof they
have store and plenty, not regarding the lawes of other
Countries,
but yet some prohibitions
in these very
places, are made of exporting of some commodities of
war-fare, as is scene of Iron Ordnance in England, and
the like, for the possessing thereof by our neighbours,
might at one time or other, annoy and prejudice our
selves, or the place and countrcy of our aboad: within
the compasse of this consideration is also comprehended
hrtificiall
those artificiall commoditms, and wares, which are not
wares which
are not ex- to be carried out and exported, and such are they as
portable,
how far. and have not received their intire perfection at home, as is
ordained by wools m England, which is not allowable,
till wrought into cloath, and yet not in cloath neither,
till the same hath received all necessary and fit perfection, by dressing, dying, and the like, for thus the
meanes of workeman-ship
is taken away from the
Artist, and workman, which in some certaine workes,
and fabrikes, exceedes the price of the substance, and
matter it selfc, and thereby their lively-hoods deprived
them, and a powerfull furtherance and helpe of Commerce is by this occasion cut off, and hindred.
The care of
This point is by some Princes so narrowly watched,
some Princes
to set their
and so vigilantly looked into, that they are not satispeople on
fled with those materials, that grow amongst themworke,
selves, and in their owne countries, but they covet by
all industry to draw others from their neighbours, or
forraignc nations, to employ their subjects, and to put
16
their
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their people on worke, by this meanes, much enriching
themselves, and honouring their Countrey; and adding
a great helpe to the publike Traffike thereof; selling and
venting them thus once wrought, even to those Nations,
who many times have first sold and furnished them
with the very first materials of the said Manufactories.
Examples of this practise we find many, and that in
sundry Countries and places, as the Florentine, who of
all others exceeds in silk Fabrikes, yet at first provides
much of his raw silke, in Valentia, in Spaine, in Naples,
and other the neighbouring
Countries, and having
wrought and perfited the same in Toscany, returncs it
to the proud and lasie Spaniard, and to other places in
Damasces, Sattins, Taffeta's, and the like; so bringing
it backe wrought, to the self same place whence it first
came out raw, to be sold and vented.
The Dutch likewise, buyes his Woolls in _paine,
car-

Exam_)les

of

the
Floren-in
tznescare,
this point

And of the

ties it home to his owne house, there spins it, weaves thelrlastwarsDUtch'
before
it, and workes it to perfection, then brings it backc with 3paine.
into Spaine, in Sarges, Sayes, and such like stuffes:
and so there againe sells the same to good profit, and
vents it.
The towne of Manchester in Lancashire, must be also And of Manchester.
herein remembred, and worthily, for their encouragement commended, who buy the Yarne of the Irish, in
great quantity, and weaving it returne the same againe
in Linen, into Ireland to sell; neither doth the industry rest here, for they buy Cotten wooll, in London,
that comes first from Cyprus, and Smyrna, and at home
worke the same, and perfit it into Fustians, Vermilions,
Dymities, and other such Stuffes ; and then returne it
to London, where the same is vented and sold, and not
seldome sent into forraigne parts, who have meanes at
fax easier termes, to provide themselves of the said
first materials.
Now though it may be wished, that all other parts of How
farchethis
is to be
17
our rished.
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our Countrey, could be so industrious, as thus to procure materials of Fabrikes, for the inriching of themselves, and inlarging of this Kingdomes Traffike, yet
we find it in some places, an impossible thing to be
performed: for where the Traffike or exportation of a
native commodity, is of greater consequence to the
Countrey, and over-valueth the commodity imported,
it.is safer then, and better to preserve the native, and
to neglect the forraigne, then by too much preservation
of the forraignc, to neglect and ruine the native.
Besides, the native commodity may be rich, and in
its selfe, a necessary commodity, but the forraigne a
meaner, and tending peradventure
more to excesse,
and superfluity, then to need and necessity, as the
great quantity of native clothes, that are yearely shipped
into Turkey, by the Levant or Turkey Company, having
their full workeman-ship,
and perfection m England,
brings in returne thereof, great quantity of Cotten,
and Cotten-yarne,
Grograme-yarne,
and raw silke into
England, (which shewes the benefit accrewing to this
Staple and
Kingdomc by that Company,) for here the said cloth is
native
cornfirst
shipped out, and exported in its full perfection,
modities of a
Kingdome, dyed and drest, and thereby the prime native commo.
are in the
ditie of this Kingdome,
is increased, improved, and
first place to
be cared for. vented, and the Cotten-yarne
and raw silke, that is
yearely imported and brought in, is more (as experience
tells us) then this Kingdome can spend, vent, or any way
utter, either raw, in the same nature as it is brought in,
or wrought in this Kingdome into manufactories : here
the first as the most uscfull, native, and excellent is to
be first preferred and cared for, and the other yet so
much cherished, that it may as much as possible it can,
And the for- be wrought here, and perfited into Stuffes, partly to
raigne that
sets the Sub- give a consumption to the materiall it selfe, partly to
ject
onnext
worke,
in the
to set the poore Artist here on worke, but principally to
be cherished, further the generaU Commerce of this Kingdome and
]8
Countrey
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Countrey, and to helpe a valueable returne, for the English cloth exported: some States have seriously entred
into consideration of this point, and have indevoured
with all posible care, the furtherance thereof, where it
was defective, as King James of famous Memorie, King da,nes,
inordered as I have been informed, that the white cloth his provident
_T
care m this
shipped hence to the Netherlands, by a ±_onobstante point.
should have every tenth cloth thereof, died and dressed
here, thus indeavoring by a wholesome order, to bring
the whole shipping quantity, in use amongst them, that
by this meanes, in time to come, all the said shipping
might be drawne, to be dyed and dressed in our own
Country, and not to be shipped white, as was then in
use, and is still, to the great prejudice of that clothing ;
but had his Majesty then been pleased, to grant the
lader thereof, some extraordinary priviledge, or to be
free from custome, for any such cloth so shipped,
in its full perfection, it would doubtlesse before this
time, have wrought better effects in th_s point, then
hitherto we see the former order hath brought to passe.
Some again to fm'ther the same, have eased the The indeanative manufactories of their Countries, of all customes, other
yours Piinces
of some
imposts, and such like duties in the vent or exportation, in this point.
thereby incouraging their Subjects to make them, and
their Merchants, to send them abroad, and transport
them, and some have againe, charged the forraigne Manufactories, which tended not immediately to need or
use, with heavie taxes, thereby deterring the importation, and cherishing the native worke-man to make the
same, and to i_deavour the obtainement of perfection
therein at home.
Some have also eased all raw materials, that have
beene imported, being commodities, tending to set the
poore subjects on work, as is Cotten, Hempe, Yarne,
Flaxc, Woolls, raw silke, and the like; and all these
practised in some places, have met with a happy suc19
cessc
7
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cesse, which hath both inriched the Subject, set the
poore native artists on worke, and proved the maine
furtherer of the Commerce of that Kingdome, where
the same hath been daily, and industriously put in use
and practised.
Second conThe first point grounded upon the considerable besideratlon
nefit
of a well ordered Traffike, being thus handled,
what commodities are and having concluded what wares and commodities
to
be remay be exported, and what may not, out of an estate
ceaved,and
what not.
or Kingdome, & what hath beene practised by forraigne
nations with good successe ; I come now to the second
consideration
before mentioned, declaring what wares
and commodities must be receaved, and what must
not be receaved into an estate, by the limitation of a
well ordered trade and Commerce.
All commodi- Some observing
States-men
have noted that a
ties tending
to riot, are to Prince should stop the entry, and importation by Combe probibited merce, unto all commodities, that tends to riot or eximportations.
cesse, as the principall meanes that impoverisheth
a
Kingdome, though many times it inrich the trader,
and Merchant,
amongst which precious Stones, rich
Jemmes, exquisite perfumes, costly unnecessary Spices,
and r_ch Stuffes, which serve more for pompe and
show, than for need and use, are principally noted.
With their
But how difficult in an age or Kingdome of peace
difficulties, and plenty, this may be effected, I leave to the said
statesmen
to determine,
yet presuppose that these
commodities, such as they are, be admitted their importation, the Prince and soveraigne may notwithstanding be in his owne particular a gainer, though
the subject or Countrey therein prove loosers, for if the
use, or rather abuse of these commodities in a Kingdome, be so inveterate, as that the same cannot be
hindred, by a moderate prohibition, yet they may be
charged with such great customes and Imposts, as the
20
merchant
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merchant
or importer may have no great desire to
bring them in any quantity, fearing he shall not obtain
the price they cost him; and the subject will likewise
have no earnest desire to buy them, in regard of the
deaxenesse thereof, and though that somctimcs this
consideration will not, nor doth not restraine the rich
and wealthy of a Kingdome, from procuring and purchasing such merchandises, yet the soveraignes treasure will by this meanes be augmented, and by this
way it may supply in place of punishment, for the riot
and cxcessc in private persons, and on the other side,
the Subject desisting from the excesse, though the
Soveraigne gaine not thereby, yet that Commonwealth
will be both improved and benefitted, by this chiefe
and good husbandry.
Now for such other commodities as may be receaved Needfull
and imported, those are most welcome, which are noted wares
ever to
be receaved.
to be the most needfull, 8z what the Countrey and inhabitants thereof wants, and such as tend to need or use,
are still the most desired, Graine, Butter, Cheese, and
all provisions for food, should every where be freely
receaved, and that without duties or customes thereupon, as in Leghorne, in Taskanie, in Spaine, and in
many other places: The Merchants and bringcrs in of
such, have ever a reward allowed them, to incourage
them to a readinesse at all times, to bring in the same
againe, at another time and season.
Also all ammunition for the defence of our Countrcy, _eedfull for
and for the offence of our enemies, as Horses, Armes, wars.
Powder, Cannons, Muskets, Bullets, Match, and all
provision for Shipping, as Planks,
Timber, Masts,
Pitch, Cordage, Iron, Saile-cloth and the like, are ever
to be receaved.
Thirdly all such commodities,

as may set the

poore And wares

or richer sort on worke, by making of sundry
that se: athe
• sorts .of Subjec
Fabrikes, either of Linen, and Woollen, silke or the work, are to
21
like, be receaved.
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like, as are Cotten Wooll, and yarne, of which is made
¥ermillions,
Fustians, Demities, & such others, also
fleece-wooll, of which is made woollen-cloth,
Sayes,
Sarges, Perpetuanas,
Bayes, and sundry other sorts,
comprehended
under the name of new Drapery with
us, also Grograme-yarne
of which is made, Iames,
Grograms, Durettes, silke-mohers,
and many others
late new invented Stuffes, l_laxe, Hempe, and the
Yarne thereof, of which is made all sort of Linens,
fine and course, all Ropes, Tackles, Cables, and such
like used in shipping,
all raw-silke, and throwne,
whereof is made all manner of Silke-Laces, Sattins,
Plushes, Taffeta's, Cally-mancos, and many others, all
silver and gold in thred, and Bullion, whereof is made
silver and gold Lace, Cloth of gold and silver, and
many others, which may set on worke, not onely the
poore industrious working Subjects, imploy the monies,
and estates of the rich, but also much further Navigation and Commerce, and generally inrich the 1)rince
and Kingdome, by the second Traffike of these Manufactories.
Yet with cer- Yet many of these commodities and wares_ are to
taine
Llmi- bee receaved with some certaine
restrictions,
and
tations.
limitations,
according to the judgement
and discretion of the Soveraigne; For if by incouragements
or
Immunities,
the Merchant
brings in the first materiall, as 1 may say, Cotten-wooll, the yarne thereof may
then be prohibited,
fbr thereby part of the poore
marts labour is taken away, and so in Hemp, and
Flaxe, and the like, if it be imported in good aboundance, the yarne thereof may be prohibited, for the cause
before mentioned, and so may also such petty manufactories be denyed entrance, as playing Cards, gold
and silver thred, and the like, whilst wee have the
principall materials, whereof the same is or may be
composed, & perfitted
at home.
And thus much
22
shall
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shall serve to have said, concerning what wares may be
receaved, and what may not be receaved into a King- 3tionsisto
considerafacidome, by the rules of a well ordered Traffike, the facili- litate, & ease
taring and acquisition of this Traffike, in a Countrey or Trafficke.
place, comes in the next consideration to be handled.
The politike estate .....
of Venetia, the Iudicious Duke of of
The
practises
sundry
Tuskanie, the cunmng
Hollanders. the mdustrmus Pri_aces,to
hauns townes, and others, that much indeavour and augment
Trade.
studie this point, have noted, and found out many
particular points, which they have put in practise, as
the most effectuall, operative, and efficient, conducing
to the facilitating, ease, and augmentation
of Traffike
in generall, which gathered out of their practises, wee
may put in use, and apply to our selves, for the
increase of a Countries forraigne Traffike, which principally are these.
First to further

by all meanes, the commodious

car- 1 To further

riage of goods and merchandize both by Land and by the
commodiou,_carriage
water, either by Boats, Cartage, Horses, or other such of goods &c.
eonveiances, wherein is considerable as a thing necessary, that the Rivers be navigable or made so if possible,
by labour, Art and industrie, then to remove all hintiring _Iills, Bridges, fishing weares,: Bankes, Sholds,
and such like impediments that may any way let or
hinder the same.
Secondly, that no Lord, or adjoyning commanding _ No tolle
borderer, impose either custome, tolle, taxe, or duties upon
Rwers,
bridges
&c.
upon the commodities, and wares so carmed in Boates,
Lighters or Barges, passing or repassing thereupon,
or heavie acknowledgements,
passing over Bridges,
Causeyes, or the like, that may disturbe the publike
Traffike, or be a charge to the generall Commerce of
a Countrey.
Thirdly, to keepe the Seas, and streames, free and 3 To free the
safe from all Pyrats, thecves, and robbers, as the prin- Seas from
cipall disturbers of the universall Traffike, of King-Pyrats
23
domes
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domes and nations, and the greatest overthrowers
of
the navigation, and Commerce of Cities and Countries.
Fourthly, to safeguard the Ports, Harbours, Roads,

4 To maintaine Boyes,
Lights, and and Sca-Crcckcs, from them, to maintaine where is
Castles, &c. necessarie, fortified places, to defend the pursuedj and
to offend the pursuer, to maintaine and conserve the
keyes, Peeres, molds, and other places of moredge,
fastnings, anchoredge, and the like, and to set up and
maintaine, Beacons, Watch-Towres,
Lights by night,
Sea-marks, and Boyes, for the safeguard of Mariners
sayling either by night or day.
5 Tokeepthe
Fiftly, to keepe the Land wayes and passages, free
wayes
from
and
safe also from Theeves and Robbers, to mend
theeves, &c.
Causeys, high-wayes
and decayed Bridges, to build
alberges, Innes, lodgings and places of safety whare
none is, in fit and commodious places, for the reposing
and rest of men and beasts of carryage, where all
accommodation,
both for men and horses travelling,
may be had at easie and reasonable rates and prises,
and where all needfull things may bee obtained, for the
travailer which he may ordinarily stand in need of.
6 To main
Sixtly, to maintaine posts, and post-horses,
by
taine the
Posts, &c. Land, and post barkes by Sea, also all Letter-carriers,
and such like foot-posts, with priviledgcs, and fit stipends, for their paincs and care therein.
7 To put
Seventhly, not to suffer any Monopolies, Pattents,
downe Monopolies, &e. and grants to private men, which may hinder the
liberty, and frcedome of Traffike, and if such bee discouvcrcd, and found out, to punish the same rigorously
and severely.
8 To invite
Eightly, to inwte by priviledges,
the industrious
industrious
strangers,
and
Merchants,
to
bring
and
import unto
strangers by
priviledges, us, the wares and commodities, which wee cannot want,
and those whereof the Countrey it selfe stands in need
of, and that which may either advantage the publike,
er the defence of the Countrey it selfe.
24
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Ninthly, to discharge
all great custome, heavie
imposts, and duties upon all goods and merchandize,
or at least wise upon the Subjects goods, and upon all
needfull and usefuU commodities, or if the same stand
not with the commodity of the Prince, yet at least
wise so much of these customes
_;c. as the necessity of the state will beare, and trade may well permit,
without overthrowing
of the generall Traffike, and
Commerce of the Countrey, and the dependances thereupon.
Tenthly, to estabhsh such Lawes, and ordinances for

_ To discharge
great a3!
customes.

lO To establish Sea
Merchants, and merchandizing affaires, and Sea causes, Lawes, for
as that there be not onely faith and assurance, pre-Merchants &
served amongst all negociators, Sea-faring men, and navigator.
merchants whatsoever, but also amongst all manner of
buyers, and sellers, and that there be likewise severe
punishments decreed for fraudulent & publike deceavers,
bankerouts, and robbers of the common Traffike, of a
nation or Countrey.
Eleventhly, that in case of differences, debates, con- 11 To erect a
troversies, and the like accidents, hapning in Traffike Court
chants.of Meramongst Merchants,
there may be a summary, and
speedy Justice executed, either by a quickned law, or
a Court of Merchants, as it is observed and practised
in many Countries, especially in that which concernes
strangers, who oftentimes are noted to forbeare their
Traffike into a place, no lesse, in regard of the charge
and tediousnesse of suits, then for the tretchery and
falshoods of the inhabitants of the Countrey.
Twelfthly, and forasmuch as a permutation of Corn- 12TheCoynes
ri current
be
modities cannot bee well made, without a certaine pce
constanttoand
set downe upon all merchandises, and that they cannot good&c.
negotiate with all sorts of people, simply by Exchange,
but that it is necessarie to make use of the monies and
Coynes of Princes, in their severall distinct Countries,
the value, price, and estimation thereof, must be
25
therefore
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to
merchants,
and why ?
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therefore certaine, constant and firme, otherwise it
wotfld bring a confusion to the generall Commerce of
a Kingdome,
and every commoditie must then bee
governed in esteeme and value, according as the monie
shall bee current in prme.
Neither is this onely sufficient, but the reall goodnesse,
and true value of these Coines must bee easie, to bee
judged, and knowne, not onely by the waight thereof;
but also by the eye, and sound of the same, if it bee
possible, the which may bee the easier done, if there
bee no metalls used in Come current, but onely silver
and gold, which is sufficient in themselves, to expresse
all summes, and quantltie, how httle and small soever,
and if everm peece both of silver and gold, bee Coyned
by a ccrtaine waight, thicknesse, and greatnesse, and
m forint of certaine medalles, as the GaECIANS, LATINS,
HEBREWES,
PERSIANS,
and EGYPTIANS,
in old time did
use, it would prove a difficult thing for a man to be
deceived therewith,
and it would bee facile for all
strangers, and Merchants,
to bee soone experienced,
and acquainted with them.
Thirteenth, whereas some ignorant estates and forraigne nations, doe contemne Merchants,
and metchandizing, and such as exercise Traffike, holding and
undervaluing, the Art of merchandizing
in its selfc, as
base and sordid, which too often is found in many
places quickly to decay the publike commerce of some
Kingdomes, for thereby it commeth to passe that they
which have gotten a httle wealth, retire themselves
speedily to embrace some other vocation, to the which
the common people carry more respect and honour,
then to this.
It being a thing, which in all civill and well
governed Kingdomes, ought carefully to bee avoyded,
and removed, for the good and furtherance
of the
Traffike thereof; now indeed it must be granted, that
26
there
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there bee certaine trades, which should bee left to the
poore and common people, to inrich themselves by:
but there are others, more noble, which they only cal_
best execute, that are conversant in forraigne Countries,
which is that of Merehaudizing in remote parts, by the
benefit and commodity of the Sea, and that by persons Merehanqualified and versed in forraigne regions, which in 1_most
'" dlziugprofitis the
selfe is the most knowing, profitable, beneficiall, and able in an
excellent in an estate, as shall bee shewed in this fol-estate"
lowing Treatise, and to these more honour and respect
should be attributed, then i_ now done, both in France,
and in some other Countries, for if m all estates, the wise,
judmious, and prudent Counsellours of a Prince, have
thought it fitting, and requisite to invite the Subjects by
honour, to the most dangerous and hazardable attempts
and actions, which may bee profitable and conduce to
the benefit and profit of the publike;
these two oI
Navigation by Traffike, and of Commerce by navigation, being of that concurrent qualitie, and united disposition, they should propound
and attribute
more
honour to those that shall deale therein, and exercise
the same, then now it is noted they doe. And ff true
Nobilitie should have taken its foundation,
(as the Why such
Iudicious and Learned have observed heretofore) from should
be
honoured.
the courage of men, and from their Valour, there is no
vocation, wherein there is so many usefull and prmcipall parts of a man required, as in these two, for they
are not onely to adventure
and hazard their owne
persons, but also their estates, goods, and what ever
they have, amongst men of all nations, and Customes,
Lawes, and Religions, wheresoever they are inhabited.
And that not onely in common casualties, mishaps,
and dangers, but sometimes to wrastle and stand even
against the foure Elements, combined
together, to
threaten their ruine, and destruction,
which is the
strongest and most remarkable
evidence and proofe,
27
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that possibly can bee alledged or spoken, of the con.stant and firme resolution of a man.
This sole point and consideration, hath beene the
occasion, that some States have beene of opinion, and
thought that this doore should be opened, to the
adventuring Merchant to attaine unto Nobility, so as
the Father and the Sonne have continued succesfully for
some ages therein_ and which is scene in some sort to
be practised in some places at this day, and if those
Noble-men, (the upholders of a Land or Kingdome)
who are commonly the richest and greatest in an
estate, should practise and addict themselves to this
Commerce, and Sea-Traflike (as some beganne to doe
in Oueene ELIZASETHS daies) being a thing not prejudiciall, nor hurtfull to their honour, or to their noble
condition, doubtlesse it is, and would bee more honourable unto them, then to bee Vsuercrs, and Bankers,
as is observed in Italy, and many other Countries as
the_ are, or to impoverish themselves, in doing of
nothing, or nought worthie of note, but neglect their
owne occasions, iu spending, lavishing, and wasting,
when peradventure
they never gather any thing to
what they have, or what formerly was left unto them,
by their Ancestours.
The benefit
Hence would grow many advantages, both to the
of
Trade publike and private, for that they that thus deale in
of the
Nobles
and rich in a traffike, having thus meanes, courage, and sufficiencie,
kingdome, for this Conduct and Enterprise, the same would bee
farre greater, and more eminent in it selfe, then now
it is, setting thus more ships to sea, and by being consequently better armed, and better furnished;
and
whereof the state in time of need, might make good
use of, for its safety and defence; and withall it would
carry the reputation of that :Nation, farre further into
• remote Regions;
the which they cannot doe, who
being poore, and having little or no stock, but of one
28
ages
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ages gathering, or peradventure taken up at Interest,
and borrowed from others, wanting both power, meanes,
and courage, either to hazard themselves in great, and
eminent Enterprises,
or to wade through the same,
being once entred thereinto.
And for other particular Interest,
this Commerce
being wisely managed, and discreetly handled, what
hazard soever they should run, there is more to be
gotten thereby, then to be lost; And if Gentlemen in
generall would thus apply themselves to traffike, as
some within these late yeares have beene observed to
doe, and that without wasting of their estates by vast
Expences, or importuning
their Soveraigne by disorderly demands and gifts, they should by all likelihoods benefit themselves more in one yeare, by a well
govern'd traffike at sea, then peradventure at Court by
ten years waiting and solicitations.
Finally, to conclude this point, Expermnce hath
taught, and teacheth us daily, where those of great
purses, and good judgements
have exercised traffike,
and where such have beene backed and encouraged by
a gracious and furthering Soveraigne, and by a Prince
that loveth Navigation, and favoureth Traffike ; it hath
mightily enriched both themselves, and the Princes and
Estates, under which they have liv'd; as by the late
examples of the Portugal, Hollander, Spaniard, and Venetian is made knowne, and manifested unto all the world.
Next to erect and settle an office of assurance, with 14.To erect
fit and skilfifl Iudges, which should determine, and give office.
an assurance
speedy Execution in their Decrees and Acts, betweene
Adventurers, to avoide demurs, delayes, and hindrances,
that happen by tedious suites in adventures
at sea
amongst Merchants.
Fifteenth, the only meanes conceived to settle the 15. To erect
Commerce
and Traffike of a Nation into forrai_ne s°me Companies.
Countries by sea, in the which the best purses will not
29
bee
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bee drawne to hazard themselves in the Enterprise, is
to compell the Merchants which trade at sea, to one
and the selfe certaine place and countrey, to joyn one
with another in a corporation, and Company, and not
to make their Traffike by themselves asunder, or apart ;
for although that adventuring apse% the Gaine would
probably be the greater to the Adventurers, when the
enterprise succeeds happily; yet it is to be considered,
that the losse which may happen, would wholly ruine
him that attempts the danger alone; and if in making
a joynt Company, or Socmty, the Gaine should turne
to be the lesse; yet it is ever more assured, and the
disorders by Traffike by a good government is still
removed; and the losse being borne by many, it is
consequently the lesse to every one that is interested
therein;
and thus dividing the Trade of the whole,
according to either the places, or coasts where the same
is made, forbidding them to attempt one upon anothers
priviledges; and prohibiting
all other private Subjects
(of what quality soever) which shall not be Members or
free Brothers of those Societies, to negotiate into those
parts upon great penalties, and appointing certaine
Govcrnours,
or others the greatest adventurers,
to
order and regulate the said Traffike and Companies;
which Rules have found such good successe, both in
Holland, England, and else-where, that it hath beene
one of the maine causes, that hath brought the traffike
of London, and of Amsterdam, to that present height
and greatnesse, as it is now observed to be.
16. To lend
money to the
Merchant
out of the
common
Treasurie.

Next, for the furtherance
of the Traffike of some
Kingdomes, it hath beene observed, that great summes
of monies have beene lent gratis, or upon easie rates
and security, to skilfllll Merchants,
out of the soveraigne, or common Treasurie, which hath also found
such good successe, as that the customes of that Prince
have bcene thereby much increased, the kingdome
30
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enriched, the poore set on worke, and the native Commodities thereof, vented to all parts of the world
thereby.
In the next place, it hath beene noted mainely to 17.By transfurther the trafllke of a Kingdome, the transportation portation
of
Bils.
of bils of debt, from one man to another, m liew of
monies, as is used in some Countries;
for thereby
many Law suits are avoyded amongst Dealers, errors
in Merchants accounts cleared, the Princes customes
increased, the great stocke of the Kingdome, which
continually
lyeth in all Negotiators hands m dead Bils
and Bonds, employed, Traffike it selfe qmckned, and
such a benefit enjoyed thereby to the Common-wealth,
as cannot expressed.
In the next place it hath beene observed in some 18. Example
places, where the poore for want of abilities cannot of
the Prince,
a maine
Furtrade, and where the great or rich have not will, or therer of
dare not adventure their Estates in forraigne Traffike, Trade.
that the examples onely of the Prince hath throughly
effected it, and proved a maine Furtherer of the generall Commerce and Traffike of his Countrey; which
doth not only hold in this matter of Trade, but in all
other state matters whatsoever;
for then it will be
impossible for the rich Subjects to forbeare, when they
see their Soveraignc bend his mind, and addict hlmselfe
therunto.
For the wise have observed, that Princes
cannot frame an Age unlike unto themselves;
and that
it is easier (as one said) for Natm'e to erre, then that Cassiod.li. 3.
a Prince should form a Common-wealth
unlike himsel_b :Iust if they be wicked, regular if they be dissolute, chaste if they be immodest, and reli_ous if they
bee impious.
Neither is it thus in these our dayes; H_story it
selfe warrants the point, and makes it good in all
former ages. For, under Romulus it was found that
Rome was warlike; but under their Soveraigne Numa
31
they
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they were religious, under the Fabritii they were continent, under the Catoes Regular, under the Gracchi
seditious, under the Luculli and dntonines, intemperate and &ssolute; under Constantine the Great the
Empire is Christian, but under Iulian idolatrous: Therefore, for conclusion, if the Prince love the Sea, his
Subjects will be all Sea-men; and if he be a Lover of
trade and traffike, the rich and powerfull of his Kingdomes, will be all Merchants.
In the next place, it hath beene noted as an effectuall
meane, whereby traffike may be obtained and settled
where none is, is by erecting a staple of trade, and to
indow the same with freedome of traflike, which briefly
may be termed to containe some of these before recited
partmulars, especially those of great priviledges, and
small customes ; for this will gaine Trade where none
is, and being gotten mightily increase the same, when
this shall fall out to bee in a Countrey, where God and
Industry hath blessed the Land and people with wares,
that are either rich or usefull, it will soone beget, maintaine, and inlarge the Trade of the place, so made a
staple, as above is said.
Now for as much as this staple is in many countries
a thing unknown, and that many men are ignorant of
the benefit that the same may produce, I will a little
inlarge my selfe thereupon, and in few words shew how
it may turne a Kingdome to profit, and by perusing
the commodity it affordeth to other nations, conceive
it may yeeld the like to that Prince that coveteth the

A staple of
trade what.

same, or putteth this rule in practise : A staple of Trade
is a place then, where large immunities and priviledges,
are granted to all Merchants of what nation soever;
sometimes extending to native commodities onely, and
sometimes to forraigaae, and sometimes to both, with
free liberty, to export and import all manner of wares,
custome free, when, whither, and by whom they please,
32
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paying a small acknowledgement
onely in liew of the
said custome to the Prince, and wheresoever the same
hath thus been scene to be settled in a Kingdome, it
hath beene noted much to encourage the inhabitants
thereof, and force them in a short time to become
either great Merchants,
or industrious
Furtherers
thereof; for the same would yeeld them occasion to
be sharers in the traffike of other Countries, whereof
before they neither had any profit, nor yet the Prince
any customes thereby, the benefit of this staple of
Trade may be thc better discerned by looking upon The benefit
the practise of those Countries, where the same is out of a_stapleby
.....
" the experim use, and especially by our Neighbours the Nether- enee of other
landers, where the same is practised with wonderfull Countries.
industry, paines, care, and conducible profit, instanced
by these examples.
First it is well knowne to us, and all the world, that No timber
they have there no timber, nor yet Forests of any sort, ill .Holland,
of their own growth, yet the freedome of Trade begets _nvdYt_:htY_
them such fit materials, that the same builds them ple thereof.
yearely above a thousand sayle of ships, partly serving
to their owne use, but principally to sell to others ; and
that the huge pales of wainscot, Claboard and Deale
are in their staple Cities.
Next, they are found to have no corn growing almost No corne
in all their countries ; for it is the East Countrey that there, and
.
,_ yet _ney nave
affords the same in abundance ; yet wee Know that the the staple
greatest Store-houses, and staple Granaries of graine, thereof.
is by the freedome of their trade in the low Countries;
for Amsterdam
(if report may gaine credxt) is con.
tinually stored with 8. in 100000. quarters, besides
what is by trade daily sold away and vented.
The maine shooles, and massy bulke of Herrings, No fish
-

there,

yet the

from whence the industry and traffike raiseth to them staple therof
so many millions yearely, proceeds merely out of our is in ttolland.
English seas; but yet the great Fishery (to the shame
33
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and wonderfull dxshonour of England) is in the Lowcountries; wherewith not onely their owne occasions
at home are plentifully supplyed, but all Christcndome
besides abundantly stored, it being computed, that they
send forth yearely into other Countries, above one
hundred thousand last, which _ee may account to bee
two hundred thousand tuns.
1%Vineyards The large and mighty w(st Vineyards, and _eat
nor salt in
Holland, yet quantity and store of salt, is noted to be in France and
they have the Spaine, yet _he great Vintages, as I may say, and
staplethereof,
staples both of Salt and Wine, is found in the Netherlands, whereby they imploy yearely above a thousand
sayle of their shipping.
I% Woolls
there, andyet
they
staplehuve
of the
many Factories.

The Wooll, Cloath, Lead and Tinne, and divers staple
English commodities, are properly and naturally
of
Englands production, but yet to the dishonour and
prejudice of England, the great Manufactorms of Dying,
Dressing, _c. of them are seene in the Low-countries,
whereby they not onely imploy their poore by labour,
but their Mariners by shipping, and often times undersell the English, both in their owne countries, and
abroad, with these and other our owne commodities.
Many others in this kind may be produced ; for it is

Light eustomes in
crease Oracle,to be noted, that wheresoever such a staple of trade is
and heavy
erected, kept and maintained, there all forraigne and
ruines it.
native commodities doe abound, tbr the supply of any
other countrey, that may or doth want the same; and
where the customes upon _{erchants goods is small, it
easily draweth all nations to trade with them; and
contrariwise
where great impositions
are laid upon
Merchants goods, the traffike of the place, will be seen
soone to decay, to the prejudice of that place and
kingdom.
Example
The difference thereof is made evident in any two
thereof between _E_- townes of severall Princes Dominions, in the one, where
/and and
customes are easie, and there Merchants
doe flock
Hd/_nd.
34
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together
from allpartsof theworld,and abundanceof
forraigne
commoditiesarefrom allcountries
imported
thither,
thatbenefit
theMerchant,the people,
and the
Prince; and in the other,where the customes axe
heavie and burthensome
to a Merchant,
and heavie
upon his wares, and there none comes, nor brings any
commodities, but what hee knows is liable, and must
pay this custome to his and the countries great prejudice;
which by an example or two I shall here
manifest.
Two ships laden at Burdeux, of equall burthen, and In a ship of
of three hundred tuns, the one goeth for England, come
300 tuns
from
and the other for Holland; she that commeth into Eng- Burdeux.
land, payeth for custome, Prividge, Butleredge, and
other charges thereon by booke of rates, one thousand Paying in
• Enqland
two hundred pounds and upwards, before she bee dis- 1260. and in
charged, and the other going for Holland is discharged Holland 60.1.
there for threescore pound sterlin, or there abouts; so
that after they have there nnladen their said ship, and
custome being paid, and the wines sold, the buyer can
transport them againe into some other countrey; and, if
hee should in the second place but gaine this custome
that was paid in England, yea or halle so much, hee
would thinke to have gained very well thereby : but it
is not possible for any English man to pay this great
custome in England, and to transport them againe into
another Kingdome, but he must be a great loser by
them; for the Hollander can stiff undersell him, and
yet be a gainer thereby.
The like may bee alleaged of two ships, of two hun- In 2oo. tuns
dred tuns a peeee, comming alike laden, with 200. tuns of Tobacco.
of Tobacco from Barmuda, Saint Chr_topher, or any
other English Plantation: now, this 200. tuns paying
custome, &c. in England, will amount unto ]0000
pounds, whereas in Holland the said 200. tuns will bee
cleared for 120. pounds.
Now though the said 200.
35
tuns
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tuns of Tobacco should he here againc shipped out
within the yeare, and the impost repaid him, yet the
Merchant
loseth infinitly
by bringing it into the
kingdome, which he would account for wonderful]
gaine, might hee enjoy thc same upon all the whole
parcell towards all his adventure, interest and charges.
These smMl
But some Princes may imagine that this will too
customes will
increase the much diminish their customes, and draw their Revetotall cusnewes to a low estate : but I rather hold the same will
tome of a
Kingdome. bee a meanes to increase the same; for though a Prince
should for the ease of his people, and the augmentation of the trade of his Countrey, take but a small
custome upon all forraigne goods imported, and thus
exported, with the reservations mentioned in the second
consideration
of trade; yet he may have a moderate
custome to be paid him, upon all goods vented within
the Kingdome, as is now used in England; and the
multiplicity of trade, which will be procured by this
staple, and small custome, whereof there is not otherwise acerewing to the Prince any profit at all, will much
increase the same in the totall.
Presuppose, that this
staple of trafl]ke, ihrthered with such immunitms, and
smalncss of customes, were in some one, two, or threc
convenient Towns settled here in England, let us consider the good in generall, that by the former assertion
would produce to us.
Benefit
First the Merchants would be enabled, to export the
arising to
commodities of France, Spaine, Italy, Turkey, and BarEngland by
a staple of
bary, and of the East and West India, into the Kingtrade,
domes of Germany, Poland, Denmarke,
Swethland,
Pomerland, Sprucia, and Lifeland, and the merchandize
of those other countries, which are both many and
usefull, will againe be transported from the said staple,
to those Southerne and Westernc Countries, and hereby
the Merchants would mightily flourish by this inlargement of trade.
36
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Secondly, &vers sea-Townes, where this staple should
be kept would be very much enriched.
Thirdly, the Mariners and shipping of this Kingdome, would hereby come to be very much enlarged
and imployed.
Fourthly, many poore people, and other handy crafts
men and labourers, would be hereby set on worke, and
imployed.
Fifthly, the honour and reputatioD of this Kingdome
will be much advanced in other countries, and much
Bullion would thereby come to be imported.
Sixthly, it will keepe all sorts of graine at a reasonable price, both for the buyer and seller, and the
countrey should alwayes bee well provided with corne,
if dearth should happen, and thereby also retaine our
coyne, which upon such an occasion is usually exported.
Lastly, the customes of England would be much
increased by intercourse of trade, both by Importation
and Exportation
of all sorts of forraigne commodities,
whereof we have no use our selves, and whereof His
Majesty hath at present no custome at all, because
there is no such course of trade in use.
Having thus shewed how this staple of trade is to
he setled, and what benefit it brings with it to that
countrey where the same is erected, and may bring to
us were the same here settled ; and because in all Kingdomes it is a worke of time and much difficulty, and
that our ordinary States-men doe neither seriously consider, nor truly weigh the real[ benefits that arise to a
Kingdome and people by the hand of traffike; I will here
in the last place, for conclusion of this consideration,
shew that a maine Furtherer of a countries traffike, and
the only way for the preservation thereof, being once
acquired, is to settle by authority
of the Soveraigne
a selected number of able and discreet Merchants, with
power

and sufficient

priviledge,
37
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orders of traffike, and irregular Traders, and to reduce
the same to such orders, and constitutions
as may
stand with the benefit and good of the Soveraigne, his
countrey and subjects;
and these merchants to be
either sworne and admitted into the Princes counsell,
or have a superintendency
over the generall Commerce
of the kingdom, by themselves entituled
as Statemerchants,
or Merchant
States-men;
the benefit of
whose endeavour, skill, judgement, and discretion thus
authorised, I shall by these few rules offer to the consideration of the Iudicious.
By inlargement of
traffike.

]t is by all Statesmen accounted a truth undeniable,
that the wealth and welfare of all countries (where the
subject exerciseth traffike with forraigne nations)is
mainely furthered, and much advanced by the regular
orders, and merchantlike rules thereof, and more especially in that of Englands, by nature commodiously
seated to that end, and of purpose; the procurement
of which wealth and welfare by the inlargement
of
Commerce, and the well ordering
and regulating
thereof, cannot be so fully effected, nor the hindrances
fore-seene, nor the prejudices so soone avoided by a
meere States-man, as the same can be by a discreet
Merchant, qualified with power from the Prince to that
purpose.
2 By imporSecondly, the importation of Bullion to the Princes
ration
and
Mint,
or exportation of his coyne out of his countrey,
exportation
of Bullion.
cannot be so well fore-seene and prevented as by the
Merchant, who by the course of traffike, knowes the
impediments of the one, and the preventions of the
other.
3. By underThirdly, the under-valuing
of the home-bred, and
valuing
of
native
commodities
of
a
Kingdome,
and the overnative wares.
valuing in that Kingdome of forraigne commodities,
with the discommodity of both to the common wealth,
nor the causes thereof, cannot be so well knowne to a
38
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States-man, nor by him be prevented, as the same can
to a Merchant, qualified with power thereunto.
Fourthly,
Inventions,
cannot be
Merchant,
priviledges

the inlargement
of trade by any new 4. By new
Plantations, or Discoveries of new traffikes, Plantations.
by any so well furthered, as by a quahfied
who best knowes by reason of his trade, what
are fit to be granted, what customes inwards

and outwards to be imposed, and for the incourage.
ment of the Merchants, and Vndertakers in these said
courses.
Fifthly, it is granted that the greatncssc of customes, 5. By rising
and other duties upon Merchants goods, in all places and
falling
of customes.
diminisheth the trade of a Kingdome, and the smalnesse of the same inlargeth the trade thereof; now
a meere States-man conceives not what commodities
are fittest to be eased, and which are to be raised for
the common good, and profit of the trade of that
Countrey.
Sixthly, the generall imployment of all the poore of 6. By imploya kingdom in the workmanship of native, and home- ment
of in
workemen
bred commodities, and forraigne materials imported (now the Manutoo little regarded by many States-men in many King- factories.
domes) may with more ease and speed be put m Execution by a States-merchant
then by a meere Statesman, as is scene in the dying and dressing of clothes
in England, and in the prosecution of the Fishing-trade,
lately here set on foot by the care and industry of
divers noble personages, and lost for want of experienced men in that profession to manage the same.
Seventhly, as a matter worthy of a Princes conside- 7. By fur.-- nishing deration, the furnishing of decayed haven Townes, wlrn cayed- towns.
inhabitants, Mariners, and shipping in a kingdome, and
the needfull helps and furtherances thereto, with a profitable trade to maintaine both, to their, and the Prince
and countries good, is better performed by a Merchant,
then by a meere States-man.
39
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8. By proriding
¢orne inof
dearth,

Elghthly, the eontinuall furnishing of a Kingdome
with corne at cheape rates, yea even in times of Dearth,
the want whereof some yeares past the last great
Dearth, inriched Holland for seven yeares following,
and impoverished .England flfll as long, by their exportation of two millions of pounds, as is conceived that
yeare out of all ports of this Kingdome in gold, wherein
a meere States-man knows not the way, neither how to
provide for the one, nor yet how to prevent the other ;
which notwithstanding
a Merchant can with ease, and
better husbandry accomplish and performe.
9. By setling
Ninthly, the sctling of a staple, or freedome of trade
of
a
staple
in
a kingdome, in commodious and fit places, with fit
of trade.
and advantageablc priviledges, and how the same is to
be governed and directed, and wherein to be restrained
and limited, is onely within the knowledge of a Merchant, and fittest for his direction, which a meere
States-man
doth not so well understand,
nor can
judge of.
10.By weakTenthly, Salon,on saith, that wisdome is better then
ning the
the weapons of warre, therefore a Merchant can in
enemies by
trade,
times of warres with forraigne Princes, better direct how
to weaken his enemies, in course of their traffike, and
preiudice them in the point of their profit, and crosse
their designed intentions,
for provision of warfare,
more then the best States-man can doe by open hostility.
11.By treaEleventh, In concluding of a peace, or in the making
tises
of
peace
of
leagues, and amity with forraigne Princes, the Merin trade.
chant can advise of the fitting conditions, to bee insisted
upon, and obtained in the point of traffike, for the
advancement of his King and Countrey, which a Statesman doth not so much regard, nay many times not yet
undersfand.
12. By forTwelfth, A Merchant that hath beene resident, many
raigne intel- yeares in forraigne parts, and sometimes hath remained
ligence.
40
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all that time in one and the same Countrey, and hath
afterwards
continuall
advice from his Factors there
resident, by reason of his daily trading thither, of all
the occurrences of the place, with their provisions made
there for arming of horse, foot, or shipping, must needs
consequently
understand
thereof, and the affaires of
those parts, better then those that never were there,
or but cursorily to see fashions, and that peradventure
many yeares before that time.
Thirteenth,

A Merchant

knowes by his observations

13. By suppressing of
in course of trade, that there bee some trades in a trades depenKingdome,
which cannot subsist, nor bee driven dinguponexo
without exportation of the coyne of that kingdome portationof
eoyne.
and place, or which cause the diversion of Bullion from
the Mint of that place, which are not to bee cherished,
as those trades are which doe neither; all which a
meere States-man cannot so well comprehend, and
take notice of.
Fourteenth, A Merchant doth know that there be 14. By chesome trades againe, which cannot subsist without this rishlng
some
trades that
exportation of the coyne of a kingdome, and have a subsistby
necessary dependance thereon, which yet notwithstand- coyae.
ing are to be cherished, sometimes equall, sometimes
above other trades, by reason that the same trade
begets another advantageable trade, that doth more
profit to the kingdome, then the exportation of that
coyne doth prejudice the same, which a States-man can
neither discerne, nor take notice of.
Fifteenth, A Merchant doth know what decrees and 15. By acts
ordinances made in a Kingdome,
doe further and prejudiciall
to trade.
enlarge the trade thereof, and which againe in themselves doe hurt and prejudice the same: also what
decrees and ordinances are enacted in forraigne states or
countries, that are injurious and hurtfull to the trade
and countrey where he abides, and how to meet with,
and prevent the same by counter Decrees, and Regu41
lations ;
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which a meere States-man

doth neither

know,

nor can of himselfe prevent or have notice of.
Sixteenth, A Merchant doth find by his traffike into

_oeldyin
r'ag gthe
e as- forraigne parts, what commodities, and what nations are
orders in
eased by forraigne Princes within their dominions, to the
trade,
end that by charging of some, and easing of other
some, they covet to benefit some nations more then
other, and further the vent of some commodities more
then others, redounding to the prejudice and ill consequence of the Kingdome of his aboade and residency;
which the Merchant can in a short time both prevent
and remedy, to the good of that Kingdome where bee
lives; but the States-man
cannot in a long time find
out, nor yet being found out remedy it, till peradventure the remedy be worse then the disease.
17. By earrySeventeenth,
A Merchant
knoweth what commoing
out
or
in
dities
can
bee
drawne
out
of
another
countrey, to the
of commodities hurtfull benefit of his owne, and what commodities are carried
or beneficial out of his owne countrey, to the prejudice (as Ironto a kingdome.
Ordnance are in England,) or benefit of another, and
can by regular orders in the course of traflike hinder
the importation, and exportation of what is hurtfull,
or any way dammageable to the Kingdome of his aboade,
and further the importation
and exportation of such
commodities as are prejudiciaU to the traffike of the
strange and remote Countrey ; which the States-man
for want of knowledge in merchandising cannot effect
or accomplish.
18. By imEighteenth,
A Merchant
can advance his Countrey
portation
of
by
the
importation
of
materials
for Manufactories
to
materials
for Mauufac- bee wrought at home, and by this meanes set multitories
tudes of poore on work, to the great benefit of the
place of his aboade, and can by reason of his travels
into forraigue parts, where hee sees the naturall and
profitable commodities of other Nations, transport the
same, and sometimes plant them in his owne native
42
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soyle, for his Countries good and honour; which the
States-man cannot without great difficulty pcrforme
and effect.
Lastly, the Merchant best knowes what Decrees are 19. Forraigne
constituted
in forraigne Countries, that hinder the Navi- decreesthat
.....
prejumce
gatlon, and dimlnmh the shipping of the countrey of navigation
his aboade, and what orders and injunctions
are and shipping.
imposed at home, that insensibly ruine and destroy
the same, either by meanes of grants, made to private
persons to the prejudice thereof:
or by innovations
imposed by Farmers, or other Vnder-officers,
that
either destroyeth
the same, or tendeth to the discouragemcnt
of Sea-men;
which meere States-men
cannot so soone discerne, nor yet in fitting times
remedy.
To conclude this point, having thus shewed the
courses that are used in sundry Countries, for the
setling, preserving, and au_o_nentation of Commerce in
generall, and withall considered how farre in his ownc
person z Merchant
is able to benefit, and advance his
Countrey and place of his aboade, and how a staple of
trade may bee erected, settled, and priviledged with
fitting liberties, to gaine an ample traffike where none
is, and shewed withal] the commodities that arise to
the Countrey, where the same is so settled and maintained.
I will now, for conclusion of this third consideration, The endearun through and briefly survey the marvellous care, cost yours of sundryPrinces
and paines, that severall Princes have willingly beene to gaine trafat and undergone, to compassc the same.
fike.
By what hath beene saide then in this consideration,
and upon this point, it may be gathered, that the
obtaining and acquisition of a traffike at the first is
very difficult, being as a precious Iewell which must
.....
be sought after, courted and purchased with many _ :... ":: :".. "...:. '.:
priviledges, liberties & immunities, and aoln@tim_s with : ": _ ":" "" .
A_ .... ':-.
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the very example of the Prince bimselfe, because that
the honour, benefit, and commodity that doth still
attend it (as I shall declare in the close of this discourse) extends it selfe both to the Soveraigne, his
Nobles, Kingdome, and subjects in generall: and to
the end that it may appeare, that all hdicious Princes,
and Politick States-men have thus judged thereof, and
found the effects of the same answerable to this my
assertion;
I will here briefly declare, and shew the
industrious paines, and painefnll endeavours of sundry
the wisest Princes of Europe, to acquire, purchase, and
ohtaine this so excellent a Iewell.
The practise
The Dukes of Toscany, being ever accounted expert
of Florenceto
the Duke Exchangers, finding that their Dukedome, by reason
of
get the trade of the want of a Sea-port, for the receit of shipping,
of25eg£orne, was very unfit to entertaine
a trade by Navigation,
purchased the town and Territol T of Leghorne, of the
Common-wealth of Genoa, at the rate (as some report)
of one hundred and twenty thousand Dollers (it being
then a poore Fisher-towne,
capable only to receive
small Barkes, and that of no considerable burthen)
and did, for the iulaxging of his traffike by sea, adde
a faire and pretty new-built Towne to the old, fortifying the same with Wals, Ditches, Castles, a Bannia for
his slaves, and a Lasseretta, or a Pest-house, to receive
both the goods and persons of such as should arrive
there from contagious and infected parts ; then he gave
a dwelling to all for seven yeares gratis, that would
come to inhabit there, then bee erected a watch-Tower
with a strong mould to preserve the ships that anchor
there from the violence of all weathers; he gives his
Merchants many priviledges, cuts a ditch for twenty
miles, to convey and cary up all commodities to Pisa,
and so to Florence the Metropolis of his Dukedome;
'/.:'.'_ :' t_ conclude, by making it a free scale, and that all
' ": : ../aan_er".o_ :g_QdS,.wares, and monies may bee freely
':": .' ..... :'" ": ".":. "..':-':': ":" :A4
shipped
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shipped inwards, and outwards, without any charge or
custome; and that when commodities doe arrive, which
the purses of his subjects will not, or cannot purchase,
he hath himselfe bought up the same, and that sometimes to his losse and prejudice, he hath I say by these
and other the like meanes within this 25. or 30. yeares,
made this the greatest port of traffike in all the
Mediterranean
seas, to his owne great honour, and to
the exceeding profit, and commodity of himselfe, and
all his subjects in generall.
The Hollanders, who have neede of all the politike landers
Of the Holto
helps that can be, to support the charges of their war support their
against a potent enemy, who is continually ready at trade.
their doores to give them the alarme, yet so well doe
study this point of traffike, and make so much of
Commerce in their countrey, where indeed they hold
but a hand-filll (as it were) of land to abide in ; though,
I say, they have annuall Armies afoot, which doth cost
them infimte, vaste, and great sums to maintame and
nourish, and that their very bread, meate, and beere
which is eaten by them, doth first pay the States an
excise thereon;
yet in all their extremities, dangers
and debts, they have erected many staples of trade in
their co,retries,
and also raised an East-India
and
West-India
Company of Merchants, with large priviledges, which they have prosecuted
with happy &
good success, wheron, notwithstanding
their great
disbursements,
they impose little or no customes at
all, their interests are easie, their Companies countenanced,
and protected
by the Estates, and their
Fleets are ready in our Channell, to safe-guard and
defend both the Merchants, Mariners, and Fisher-men
from the depredation, and violence of either enemies or
Robbers.
I am not able to recount
and industry the ¥enetians
.45

how, and with what care tf _be
mainta_ne _]_eix _raffi_e, y_efi_n_,
and
_, ,
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and the liberties
of their subjects;
in point of
Commerce they ease them of eustomes, give large
priviledges to their Mariners, injoyne their ancient
gentlemen, and Clarissimi to use the sea, make daily
sundry advantagable decrees and orders for the suppressing of forraigne traffike, and advancing of their
owne, keepe a selected Court of the best experienced
Merchants, to superintend other Commerce, and have
a stocke ever in readinesse by the name of Cottimo to
expend both in Turkey and other places, for the defence
of their Merchants and their Estates, from all wrong
and injuries.
Yet none of these comes neere the care and industrious prudence, practised by Iohn and Emanuell, Kings
of Portugall, in erecting, prosecuting, and setling the
trade of the East India, with such provident decrees
and immunities
for the ordering of their returnes,
Lectures
for the instruction
of their Pilots, and
Sea-men, building of Forts and Holds to make good
and preserve their traffike, to their exceeding honour
and profit in getting those small Ilands of India ; but
of most notable consequence, Mosambike, Ormus, Dieu,
Goa and .Mallacca, fit Receptacles of trade and strength,
and which have to this day preserved to them the
Commerce of all others, the parts of India.
Isabella,
that famous Queene of Castile, having by her Christian
Piety spent her owne estate in prosecution of the wars
against the Moors of Granada, Murtia, 8_c. when yet
she and her
husband Ferdinando's
Crownes and
Revenues were drawne dry, and farre ingaged in
chasing those Barbarians out of their gingdomes, then
when Henry the seventh, accounted amongst the wisest
of our English Kings, had unhappily refused Columbus,

•:..
the Genoes his offer, for the discovery of the Westerne
,': ." _. :':'..Coptinent,
now termed America, then I say being
.. ".: "* "': '.', :l.a_en W_th _.
.'.::
_.":.:..
"":'::.":-

greatest debts and engagements, her
:::" ":#t6..
Coffers
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Coffers empty, her Church plate spent, and all drawne
to the lowest ebbe by loanes and interests, then did
shee for incouragement
to all her subjects, and for to
comply with the resolution of the brave Italian, pawne
her owne wearing Iewels, to set him out m three
Carrels; where how he thrived, and how that Kingdome, Prince and People have beene bettered thereby
ever since, the whole Christian world may witnesse at
this day, as England hath had just cause to repent of
ever after.
But Henry the seventh having now scene his errour, Of tte,_.
and apparently
discerned what bee had lost by his the 7 of
parcimony, endeavoured to mal/e amends to his King- £_nd.
dome, and people, calling hither Sebastian Cabot, also
a skilfull Pilot, Genoes giving him both encouragement,
honours,
and employment;
but the issue of his
endeavours did not answer that King's expectation,
though after his life the same was prosecuted in King
Henry the eighth's dayes with various successe.
And though Margaret Countesse of Flanders did, in
envy to him, set up Perkin Werbeque to disturbe the
peace of England, and that that mocke Prince came
at length to bee a Scullion in his Kitchin; yet that
wise Prince found another more noble revenge to himseffe, and more profitable to his people, by setling here
the Manufactories
of Clothing, and the strict prohibition of the Exportation: of English wool:s, which
cost him in two yeares (as I have beene informed)
neare one hundred thousand pounds, a mighty masse
of monies, the Prince and times considered:
but
England soone found the benefit thereof; for in etnno
1515. the English having removed their staple from A_o 1515.
Bridges to Antwerpe, where the aforesaid Kings of
Portugall had then settled their Contractors, for the
vent of their new gained East-Indian
spices, it was
noted by those Registers of Commerce kept in that
47
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place, and left to posterity by Guicciardin_ that hath
written their Chronicle, that the English Company of
Merchant-adventurers
did bring thither clothing to the
summe of
, which was in
value 9. of 15. parts of all the other commodities and
wares brought thither of all other the nations whatsoever.
Of Edward
the 6.

What a brave designe Edward the sixt his Grand.
child had, for the setling of sundry staples for that
and other commodities in England, and how that by
reason of the then poverty of his Merchants,
bee
intended,
upon security, to lend them out of his
Treasury great summes for the effecting thereof; I
have briefly touched before, and for conclusion of this
Of Queene
point, looke a little into Queene Elizabeths dayes, who
Eliza_h.
though she was ever accompanied with state affaires of
mighty consequence, sometimes at home, and sometimes abroad, yet was she ever so careful to set
forward traffike, and encourage Navigators, that both
Earls, Lords, Knights, Gentlemen, and of every degree,
willingly thrust themselves in search of new traffikes
and adventures, and to her dayes are wee beholding
for the trades of Barbary and Italy, and other places,
and for the discoveries of Turkey, Egypt, India, Russia,
Muscovia, and Greenland, and the trades setled by the
English therein ; which hath since found such fortunate
successe, to the benefit of our now happy Soveraigne,
and his Crownes, that the customes were in her time,
some yeares before her death, famed but at fourteen
thousand
pounds,
which Smith, commonly
called
Customes
Customer Smith, in one yearc petitioned for reliefe,
increased
50. yearesin
in as having beenc a loser thereby, and now in lesse than
£ngland,
fifty yeares is come to five hundred thousand pounds
from
14 to yearely, if report gaine credit to the Kings purse ; and
500.thousand
pounds a
how much more the Farmers have made thereof, His
yeare.
Majesties custome bookes can best manifest.
If then
48
Princes
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Princes of all ages, and the wisest of all Princes, have Princes that
have gained
made it part of their study, and have in many occur- traffike must
rences prejudiced themselves, and their estates, to win be carefull to
this so excellent a benefit, how carefull need all Princes preserve it.
to be when the same is brought to perfection, to
preserve and cherish it, and not to suffer the liberties
of their Merchants to be incroached upon, the freedome
of their traffike, to be fettered by heavy imposts,
customes, and Innovatlo_s,
which are like Cankers
that doe insensibly eate out and ruine a trade before
the Prince, or the wisest of his Counsellors, can see
how to prevent or remedy it.
The want of this care, and provident foresight hath Townes
have lostthat
lost many kings the traffike of their Kingdomes, which their traffike
were the best Iewels of their Crownes, and the richest by want of
• care and good
flower in their Diadems : The want of good orders m order.
_he government
of the trade of Antwerpe, and the Antwerpe.
imposing of heavy customes upon the Merchants there
trading, hath within this fifty yeares brought that
Towne ,to the lownesse wherein now wee see it. Lyons Lyons.
in France hath suffered wonderfully
by the same
inconveniences ; and Marsilia
within the dayes of Marsilia.
my knowledge had a wonderfull
great traffike for
many places of Turkey, Barbary, Spaine, and other
kingdomes, and was then able to shew many ships
imployed in merchandise,
carrying thirty and forty
peeces of Ordnance, and now which is not above 24.
in 25. yeares past, the best of their vessels have not
above ten peeces, and of those but very few neither.
Here I could also particularize the fetters, Incroach- English Eastments, and Intrusions
that have within these late India trade.
yeares been laid upon the East-India
traders
oi
England, and their liberties, and what they have
suffered both abroad and at home, by the ill wishers
of their prosperity;
but what will it availe them, or
benefit our countrey, to travel] into the disturbations,
49
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crosses, and afflictions, which they have, to their
prejudice, felt, and to their losse suffered ? It sufficeth
me here to say, that the want of due and timely protection, and incouragement
from the Estate, hath
reduced them to that bad point, and low passe, wherein
we now observe them to bee ; and that for the future
erecting of such a brave society, a great deale of time,
and money must be expended, and many larger immunities then formerly must be granted, ere the same
can be reduced to that pristine flourishing estate we
lately have beheld it to be in.
Turkey, and
I could also here, by way of addition, say somewhat
Moscovia
of those disturbances, that the Turkey, Moscovia, and
Companyin
F,ng/and,
other Companies of London have groaned under; but
I trust the goodnesse of our Soveraigne, and the
wisdome of his Counsellors, will rectifie the same, or
remunerate them by fitting encouragements some other
wayes; lest thereby the same be reduced to the present
condition of the East-India Company, to His Majesties
great losse and dishonour, and to the wonderfull prejudice of his people and kingdomes.
Now, having thus handled the 3. first considerations
of trade, and observed that neither
naturall nor
artificiall commodities of a kingdom
can inrich a
cotmtrey without the helpo and hand of traffike; and
then shewed what commodities
by a well ordered
traffike, a Kingdom must suffer entrance, and what
prohibit, and what againe to send out, and also what
to forbid, and withall shewed the particular
meanes
and wayes that Princes are observed to use to gaine,
settle, preserve, and augment the same with the
laborious and studious courses that have beene taken
by sundry late Princes to obtaine and purchase this
so beneficiall a commodity: I come now to the last
The reasons point and consideration before mentioned,
that doe
rest is for the most part comprehended,
50
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reasons and causes that move all estates, Kings and move Princes
to covet trade
Empires to covet the same, which I may say doth in theirKingextend it selfe into foure heads and principall parts,
domes.
The first is, that traffike with forraigne nations is 1 Honournotable in respect
of the honour and reputation able
thereof.
Secondly, excellent in point of riches, both to the 9 Rich.
King, his Countrey, and Subjects.
Thirdly, eminent in regard of strength offensive and 3 Strong.
defensive, that it brings with it to the Countrey and
Princes where it is orderly managed, and regularly
practised by skilfull Merchants.
First then, a well governed traffike, practised in a Traffikeis
Kingdome, by judicious and expert Merchants,
_n honourable
to the people
forraigne and remote countries, will easily bee _o-ranted,and country.
and confessed to bee both honourable, and of singular
reputation, both to the Soveraigne in his particular,
and to the nation in generall.
I need not seeke farre
for examples, nor search much for arguments to make
this good and manifest, but only looke upon this our
kingdome wherein wee five. How had ever the name
of the English beene knowne in India, Persia, Moscovia, Experienced
or in Turkey, and in many places else-where, had not in the
the traffike of our Nation discovered and spread abroad English.
the fame of their Soveraigne Potency, and the renowne
of that peoples valour and worth ? Many parts of the
world had, peradventure
even to this day, lived in
ignorance thereof, and never dreamt of the inhabitants
of so small an Iland, had not the traffike of the
Merchants
by Navigation
made it famous over all
those remote Regions.
Nay, the Portu#als, and Hollanders, an obscure people, And in the
in comparison of the English, and enjoying but a Portugalland
handfull of those subjects, that are comprehended Hollander.
under the Scepter of great Britaine, have by this onely
meanes given witncsse and good testimony, to many
51
powerfull
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powerfull remote nations, of their

countries

worth and

honour.

What brought the Portugall nation to be famoused
in Affrica and Asia, or the Spanish name to bee
notable in America,
but her traffike and Commerce.
The cornmerce, and

It is not our conquests, but our Commerce ; it is not
our
swords, but our sayls, that first spred the English
not the conquests of the name in Barbary, and thence came into Turkey, Armenia,
English
have Moscovia, Arabia, Persia, India, China, and indeed
made them
famous in
over and about the world; it is tile traffike of their
India.
Merchants, and the boundlesse desires of that nation
to eternize the English honour and name, that hath
enduced them to saile, and seek into all the corners of
the earth.
What part is there unsearched, what place
undiscovered, or what place lyes unattempted
by their
endeavours, and couragious
undertakings?
most of
which hath beene accompanied with such fortunate
League con- successe, that they have contracted Leagues and Amity
tracted by
with the Mogull, Persian, Turke, Moscovite, and other
the English
Merchants mighty forraigne Princes in their Soveraignes name, and
withforraigne
to his honour; which even in our Fathers dayes was
Princes.
not knowne to us, either to have any such condition,
or being the Merchants
of England.
And to speak
truth of London, maintaining now at their charge an
Agent in Moscovia, an Ambassadour and three Consuls
in Turkey, and certaine Presidents and Agents also in
India, Persia, and many other places thereof, which
httheirown by computation
cannot cost them lesse then one
charge
100000.1.

hundred

yearely,

may be alledged is for their own profit, & the benefit
of their traffike into these parts) yet for as much as
that it is not chargeable to their
Soveraigne, nor
prejudieiall, but profitable to his Kingdomes, it must
be granted that the same brings honour to his name,
and a great benefit both to him and his subjects; and
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The Danes and Swedish nations are potent, and the The Danes,
French are yet more powerfull in Europe; yet if you Sweedsand
Germansnot
travell into India, Persia, and many of those Easterne knowne in
Kingdomes of the world, they know of no such people, India, &c.
Kings or Countries, but hold all Europe to be inhabited
by the Portugals, English and Dutch; nay the French
are hardly knowne in Moscovia and Russia, save by
name, but not by their worth or actions;
and the
Emperour of Germany, the greatest of our Christian
Princes, for all his eminence and power in Christendome, is not in India, knowne, no nor yet in Persia,
save for some leagues, which the Sophy would sometimes have contracted with him, to the prejudice of
Turkey and the Ottoman Empire.
So that by what hath becne said, the Commerce of
Merchants, though many times it be accompanied with
losse and prejudice to themselves, and estates, and that
they are enforced to expose their fortunes to the mercy
of mercilesse stormes and tempests, & be subject to the
Lawes of Heathenish
Princes, and groan under the
heavy customes of many Soveraignes and Infidels ; yet
is it still attended upon with a great deale of honour to
their owne Prince, and reputation
to his subjects:
Therefore I will conclude here this point, that a well
ordered traffike managed by skilfull Merchants,
hath
beene, and ever will be, honourable to that Kingdome
and Soveraigne, where the same is duely practised, and
carefully protected, and preserved.
The second point is in regard of Riches, and the 2. Traffike
is excellect
benefit that traffike bringeth with it, where the same in point of
is preserved with fitting priviledges, and practised with Riches,two
regular order and method ; and this Riches extendeth wayes.
itselfe two wayes.
In the first place to the Soveraigne, his Nobles and 1 To the
King and his
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Gentry, Nobles.
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Interests.
2 To hls
people.
How it inrmheth the
King.

How the
Nobility.

How the
countrey,
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Secondly to his subjects, the inhabitants in generall ;
As to the Sea-men,
Husbandmen,
Artificers,
Labourers, and others.
First for _he Prince, or Soveraigne, it particularly
inricheth him by his customes and imposts, imposed
inwards, and outwards upon all commodities and wares,
either imported or exported, in or out of his Kingdomes and. Dominions, by the Merchant, and also by
venting, and dispersing of such wares, and merchandises, as hee appropriateth to himselfe, either by purchase, prerogative, or by right of his Crowne; as we
find it to doe by the Gabell of Bay-salt, to the King
of France, by the property of silke to the King of
Persia, by the Mines of Copper to the grand Signior,
and by the preemption of Tyn to His Majestic of gngland, and next it proveth beneficiall to the Nobility
and Gentry, by the improvement of their lands, by the
improvement
of their lands, by the sale and working
of their clothes, by the use of their Timber, by the
vent of their Cattle, Graine, and other provisions, and
in many regards, which experience daily maketh evident, both in this, and all other Kingdomes where the
same is practised.
Secondly, it inricheth the inhabitants of a countrey
in the generall, by setting Arts-men on worke, by imlatoying the poore, by furthering and incouraging of all
professions whatsoever; for every Arts-man, Workeman and Artificer, is conducible one way or other to
traffike, and every hand is set on worke, where a well
governed Commerce is observed to be driven, and exercised by judicious and skilfull Merchants, and to the
whole countrey in generalt it is found beneficiall by
venting the native commodities of that land, as experience tets _s, in Persia by the vent of their raw
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silkes, in France by the vent of their Wines, Oyles,
Lynens, Graine, &c. in Zante by the vent of their
Corrence, in Spaine by the vent of their Vetoes, Fruits,
Sugars, &c. and in England by the vent of their
Tinne, Cloath, Lead, &c. as the like may be said of
many other countries.
Thirdly and lastly, it produceLh strength and safety 3 Traffike
.....
produeeth
to the Kingdome and people, where me same is amy strength two
and orderly practised,
wayes.
Now this strength and safety may be considered two That which
begets
wayes; either defensive or offensive; if my former wealth, also
assertions be granted, That a well ordered trade doth doth beget
enrich a Prince, his nobles, gentiles and Subjects, as strength.
of necessity it must, it will be easie for mee to make
good this point also ; for that which produeeth Riches,
doth consequently also beget strength and safety, so
farre forth as treasure is accounted the principal nerve
and sinnew of war, either offensive, or defensive ; but to
come to some particulars.
It furnisheth
the Prince, and his subjects, having How traffike
maritime ports, with plenty of shipping, and store of doth beget
Mariners, to manage and sayle the same, in all occasions strengsh.
of the state and countrey by sea; and it furnisheth the
same with all fitting Ammunition
of and for warre, as
Powder, Armes, and other the like necessaries ; and by
land it maketh the countrey a Magazine, not only for
war-like provisions,
brought in for the use of the
Prince, and the Kingdome it selfe, but also for all other
neighbouring countries that stand in need thereof.
I may here fitly bring in Holland to make good this An excellent
plot of the
point to all the world, who, though exercised in con-Hollanders
tinuall warfare, and daily pressed, and sometimes op-to inrieh
pressed by a potent
Enemy; yet their industrious themselves
traffike into forraigne parts, is handled and practised with
so much benefit, countenanced from the State and good
Iudgement, that the same doth not onely supply their
55
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owne occasions, with what warlike provisions they want,
but withall have thereof in such abundance, that from
their owne states they furnish freely all other neighbouring countries whatsoever therewith;
for the Artsmen that arc by them employed daily, in building of
ships, casting of Artillery, making of Muskets, shot,
powder, swords, pikes, corslcts, cordage, Canvas, and
the like Habiliments
of warre, doe not only supply
their owne turnes, and necessities, and that both cheape
and plentifull ; but herein proceed so farrc, contrary to
the politike Rules of many countries, that they sell,
and vent their over-plus;
yea even to the Spaniards
their very enemies conceiving it, no ill trick of thrift,
nor yet small point of State-stratagem,
to draw thus
the monies and wealth of their greatest adversaries to
be a reward to their owne labour and industry, and so
sell as it may be said (for monies to their foes) the very
sword, which peradventure may afterwards be imploycd
in the cutting of their owne throats, but being instruments considerable, and which must necessarily be had
in warre, and which will be by their enemies had elsewhere for monies, if not of them, they chuse rather
thus to sell them, and so by permitting an unusuall
policy of state, cndeavour for their monies to give them
with their owne consents, and that voluntarily, and of
their owne accord, what they cannot with their best of
policie otherwise prevent, and what their enemies will
bee furnished withall, in despight of their utmost
endeavours else-where.
I need not insist further upon this point, having
declared the honour, benefit, and strength, both offensive and defensive, which doth arise to a Commonwealth or Countrey by a well ordered traffike, managed
by Regular and Iudicious Merchants,
I could here
adde to what I have said before in the behalfe of the
Merchant,

and shew that

as hee can in many things
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advance his countrcy before a meere States-man, so
also declare the Nobility of his art, and the excellency
of his profession, no one vocation in the world requiring
a more geuerall knowledge, and inspection into all
other professions then this doth; and withall make it
appeare, that hee is the best of Common-wealths men,
both towards his Prince, and fellow-subjects;
and that
for the most part all other professions live, and have
their subsistence from others, hee only giving by traffike
a lively-hood to others, and no way dependent, but
upon hlmselfe, and his owne labour and endeavours;
as it will easily appeare to any judimous man that shall
examine his profession, and compare the same with
others.
But I will conclude this discourse, and take it by
what hath beene said for granted, as for a truth undeniable, That the excellency of a well ordered traffike,
is such and so singular, and the effects thereof so
notably beneficiall to a kingdome, and in its selfe so
admirable, and the discreet and skilful Merchants endeavours so laudable, and his art so eminently honorable, that it reqmreth and duly challengeth
_I Royall Protection, and Reall Encouragement from
all Kin!IS a_d Princes, a faire respect.frown all Nobh%
a lot_efrom all perso_z, and well wishes frora all those
their Co_tntreymen, that tender the Profit, Advancement tlnd Honour, both of the King and Countrey, _;c.
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To the Right Honourable

THOMAS
EARL OF

SOUTH-HAMPTON,
Lord High Treasurer of England,
Lord Warden of the New Forrest,
K_dght of the _ost Noble O_'de_"
of the Garter,
(_nd one
Privy
MY

of His

Majesty's

most

IIonourc_ble

Council.
LORD,

I

Present this ensuing Treatise to your Lordship as
its proper Patron, to whom, by vcrtue of your
great Trust (the greatest, doubtless, m this Kingdome) the management of his Majesty's Treasure, and
improvement
of lns tl_evenue, are most peculiarly
committed.
The title of it (Englands T_'easure by Forraign Trade)
alone bespeaks your notme, the Argument
(being of
publick a nature) may inwte your perusall, but the
Tract itself will, I hope, deserve your Lordships Protection.
It was left me in the nature of a Legacy by
my Father, for whose sake I cannot
one of my best Moveables, and as such
your Lordship.
He was in his time famous amongst
well known to most men of business,

but value it as
I dedicate it to
Merchants, and
for his general
Experience
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Experience of Affairs, and notable Insight into Trade;
neither was he less observed for his Integrity to his
Prince, and Zeal to the Common-wealth:
the serious
Discourses of such men are commonly not unprofitable.
To your Lordships judgement I submit this Treatise,
and my presumption herein to your Pardon.

My Lord,
Your most faithful and
oSedient Servant,
Jo_N

MuN.
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OR.

The Ballance of our Forraign Trade is the
Rule of our Treasure.
Y Son, In a former Discourse I have endeavoured
after my manner briefly to teach thee two things.
The first is Piety, how to fear God aright, according
to his Works and Word The second is Policy, how to
love and serve thy Country, by instructing lhee in lhe
duties and proceedings of sundry Vocations, which either
order, or else act the affairs of the Common-wealth ; In
which as some things doe especially tend to Preserve, and
others are more apt to Enlarge the same: So am I to
speak of Money, which cloth indifferently serve to both
those happy ends.
Wherein I will observe this order,
First, to show the general means whereby a Kingdom
may be enriched; and then proceed to those particular
courses by which Princes are accustomed to be supplied
with Treasure.
But .first of all I will say something of
the Merchant, because he must be a Principal Agent in
this great business.
CHAr. I.
The Qualities which are required in a perfect Merchant
of Forraign Trade.
He much
so
love and
in the
service
knowledge
of our Country
of those consisteth
duties which
not
are to be performed by others, as in the skilful practice
1
of
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of that which is done by our selves; and therefore
As it is very (my Son) it is now fit that I say something of the
commendabte
to know what Merchant, which I hope in due time shall be thy Vocais to bedone tion : Yet herein are my thoughts free from all Ambiby others in
tion, although I rank thee in a place of so high estimatheir places:
So it were a tion ; for the Merchant is worthily called The Steward
.qreatshame
of the Kingdoms Stock, by way of Commerce with other
to beiqnorant ....
.
in the'duties l_auons_
a work OI no less Reputation than Trust,
of our own which ought to be performed with great skill and eonVocatiom.
science, that so the private gain may ever accompany
the publique good. And because the nobleness of this
Profession may the better stir up thy desires and endeavours to obtain those abilities which may effect it
worthily, I will briefly set down the excellent qualities
which are required in a perfect Merchant.
1. He ought to be a good Penman, a good Arithmetician, and a good Accomptant, by that noble order of
Debtor and Creditor, which is used oncly amongst Merchants;
also to be expert in the order and form of
Charier-parties, Bills of Lading, Invoyces, Contracts,
Bills of Exchange, and Policies of Ensurance.
2. He ought to know the Measures, _re]ghts, and
Monies of all forraign Countries, especially where we
have Trade, & the Monies not onely by their several
denominations, but also by their intrinsique values in
weight & fineness, compared with the Standard of this
Kingdom,
without which he cannot well direct his
affaires.
3. He ought to know the Customs, Tolls, Taxes,
Impositions,
Conducts and other charges upon all
manner of Merehandize exported or imported to and
from the said Forraign Countries.
4. He ought to know in what several commodities
each Country abounds, and what be the wares which
they want, and how and from whence they are furnished with the same.
2
5. He
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5. Pie ought to understand, and to be a diligent
observer of the rates of Exchanges by Bills, from one
State to another, whereby he may the better direct
his affairs, and remit over and receive home his Monies
to the most advantage possible.
6. He ought to know what goods are prohibited to
be exported or imported in the said forraign Countreys,
lest otherwise he should incur great danger and loss
in the ordering of his affairs.
7. He ought to know upon what rates and conditions
to fraight his Ships, and ensure his adventures from
one Countrey to another, and to be well acquainted
with the laws, orders and customes of the Ensurance
office both here and beyond the Seas, in the many
aceidents which may happen upon the damage or loss
of Ships or goods, or both these.
8. He ought to have knowlege in the goodness and
in the prices of all the several materials which are
required for the building and repairing of Ships, and
the divers workmanships of the sam% as also for the
Masts, Tackling, Cordage, Ordnance, Victuals, Munition, and Provisions of many kinds ; together with the
ordinary wages of Commanders, O_cers, and Mariners,
all which concern the Merchant as he is an Owner of
Ships.
9. He ought (by the divers occasions which happen
sometime in the buying and selling of one commodity
and sometimes in another) to have indifferent if not
perfect knowledge in all manner of Merchandize
or
wares, which is to be as it were a man of all occupations
and trades.
10. He ought by his voyaging on the Seas to
become skilful in the Art of Navigation.
l l. He ought, as he is a Traveller, and sometimes
abiding in forraign Countreys, to attain to the speaking
of divers Languages, and to b_ a diligent observer of
3
the
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the ordinary Revenues and expences of forraign Princes,
together with their strength both by Sea and Land,
their laws, customes, policies_ manners, religions, arts,
and the like; to be able to give account thereof in all
occasions for the good of his Countrey.
12. Lastly, although there be no necessity that such
a Merchant should be a great Scholar; yet is it (at
least) required, that in his youth he learn the Latine
tongue, which will the better enable him in all the
rest of his endeavours.
Thus have I briefly showed thee a pattern for thy
diligence, the Merchant
in his qualities;
which in
truth are such and so many, that I find no other profession which leadeth into more worldly knowledge.
And it cannot be denied but that their sufficiency doth
appear likewise in the excellent government of State at
Venice, Luca, Genoua_ Florence, the Low Countreys, and
divers other places of Christendom. And in those States
also where they are least esteemed, yet is their skill
and knowledge often used by those who sit in the
highest places of Authority:
It is therefore an act
beyond rashness in some, who do dis-enable their
Counsel and judgment (even in books printed) making
them uncapable of those ways and means, which do
either enrich or empoverish a Common-wealth, when
iu truth this is only effected by the mystery of their
trade, as I shall plainly show in that which followeth.
It is true indeed that many Merchants here in England finding less encouragement
given to their profession than in other Countreys, and seeing themselves
not so well esteemed as their Noble Vocation requireth,
and according to the great consequence of the same,
do not therefore labour to attain unto the excellence
of their profession, neither is it practised by the Nobi.
lity of this Kingdom, as it is in other States from the
Father to the Son throughout their generations, to the
4
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their names and families : Whereas the memory of our There is _w_'e
richest Merchants is suddenly extinguished;
the Son ]wnorand
profit _n on
being left rich, scorneth the profession of his Father, Industrzo_s
conceiving more honor to be a Gentleman
(although life, tl_a__z a
qreat _nhertbut in name), to consume his estate in dark ignorance tance whic]_
and excess, than to follow the steps of his Father as wastethfor
want of
an Industrious Merchant to maintain and advance his vertw.
Fortunes.
But now leaving the Merchants praise we
will come to his practice, or at least to so much
thcrcof as concerns the bnnging of Treasure into the
Kingdom•
CHA_. II.
The means to enrich this Kingdom, and to encrease our
Treasure.

Lthough or
a Kingdom
be enriched
by other
gifts
received,
by purchasemaytaken
from some
Nations, yet these are things uncertain and of small
consideration when they happen.
The ordinary means
therefore to increase our wealth and treasure is by For- Forraig_
•
Trade _s the
rmgn Trade, wherein wee must ever observe this rule; to ru& of our
sell more to strangers yearly than wee consume of Treasure.
theirs in value. For suppose that when this Kingdom
is plentifully served with the Cloth, Lead, Tinn, Iron,
Fish and other native commodities,
we doe yearly
export the overplus to forraign Countreys to the value
of twenty two hundred thousand pounds ; by which
means we are enabled beyond the Seas to buy and
bring in forraign wares for our use and Consumptions,
to the value of twenty hundred thousand pounds : By
this order duly kept in our trading, we may rest
assured that the Kingdom shall be enriched yearly two
hundred thousand pounds, which must be brought to
us in so much Treasure;
because that part of our
5
stock
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necessarily be brought home in treasure.
For in this case it cometh to pass in the stock of a
Kingdom, as in the estate of a private man; who is
supposed to have one thousand pounds yearly revenue
and two thousand pounds of ready money in his Chest :
If such a man through excess shall spend one thousand
five hundred pounds per annum, all his ready mony
will be gone in four years; and in the like time his
said money will be doubled if he take a Frugal course
to spend but five hundred pounds per annum, which
rule never faileth likewise in the Commonwealth, but
in some cases (of no great moment) which I will here °
after declare, when I shall shew by whom and in what
manner this baUance of the Kingdoms account ought
to be drawn up yearly, or so often as it shall please
the State to discover how much we gain or lose by
trade with forralgn Nations.
But first I will say something concerning those ways and means which will
encrcasc our exportations
and diminish our importa=
tions of wares; which being done, I will then set down
some other arguments
both affirmative and negative
to strengthen that which is here declared, and thereby
to show that all the other means-which are commonly
supposed to enrich the Kingdom with Treasure are
altogether insufficient and meer fallacies.
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CHAP. III.
The particular ways and means to encrease the exportation of our commodities, and to decrease our Consumption of forraign wares.
He revenue or stock of a Kingdom by which it is
provided of forraign wares is either Natural or
Artificial.
The Natural wealth is so much only as can
be spared from our own use and necessities to be
exported unto strangers.
The Artificial consists in our
manufactures and industrious trading with forraign
commodities, concerning which I will set down such
particulars
as may serve for the cause we have in
hand.
1. First, although this Realm be already exceeding
rich by nature, yet might it be much encreased by
laying the waste grounds (which are infinite) into such
employments
as should no way hinder the present
revenues of other manured lands, but hereby to supply
our selves and prevent the importations
of Hemp,
Flax, Cordage, Tobacco, and divers other things which
now we fetch from strangers to our great impoverishing.
2. We may likewise diminish our importations, ff we
would soberly refrain from excessive consumption of
forraign wares in our diet and rayment, with such often
change of fashions as is used, so much the more to
enerease the waste and charge; which vices at this
present are more notorious amongst us than in former
ages. Yet might they easily be amended by enforcing
the observation of such good laws as are strictly practised in other Countries against the said excesses;
where likewise by commanding their own manufactures
to be used, they prevent the coming in of others,
7
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3. In our exportations we must not only regard our
own superfluities, but also we must consider our neighbours necessities, that so upon the wares which they
cannot want, nor yet be furnished thereof elsewhere,
we may (besides the vent of the Materials) gain so
much of the manufacture as we can, and also endeavour to sell them dear, so far forth as the high price
cause not a less vent in the quantity.
But the superfluity of our commodities which strangers use, and may
also have the same from other Nations, or may abate
their vent by the use of some such like wares from other
places, and with little inconvenience; we must in this case
strive to sell as cheap as possible we can, rather than
to lose the utterance of such wares.
For we have
found of late years by good experience, that being able
to sell our Cloth cheap in Turkey, we have greatly
encreased the vent thereof, and the Venetians have lost
as much in the utterance of theirs in those Countreys,
because it is dearer.
And on the other side a few
years past, when by the excessive price of Wools our
Cloth was exceeding dear, we lost at the least half our
clothing for forraign parts, which since is no otherwise
(well neer) recovered again than by the great fall of
The State i_ price for Wools and Cloth.
We find that twenty five
someoccasionsin the hundred less in the price of these and some
ma21.qa_n
most,when other Wares, to the loss of privatc mcns revenues, may
private n_en
raise above fifty upon the hundred in the quantity
b_ their re-

venuesget
least,

vented to the benefit of the publique.
For when Cloth
is dear, other Nations doe presently practice clothing,
aud we know they want neither art nor materials to
this performance.
But when by cheapness we drive
them from this employment, and so in time obtain our
dear pricc again, then do they also use their former
remedy.
So that by these alterations we learn, that
8
it
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it is in vain to expect a greater revenue of our wares
than their condition will afford, but rather it concerns
us to apply our endeavours to the times with care and
diligence to help our selves the best we may, by making
our cloth and other manufactures without deceit, which
will encrease their estimation and use.
4. The value of our exportations
hkewise may be
much advanced when we perform it our selves in our
own Ships, for then we get only not the price of our
wares as they are worth here, but also the Merchants
gains, the charges of ensurance, and fraight to carry
them beyond the seas. As for example, if the Italian
Merchants should come hither in their own shipping
to fetch our Corn, our red Herrings or the like, in this
case the Kingdom should have ordinarily but 25s. for
a quarter of Wheat, and 20s. for a barrel of red herrings, whereas if we carry these wares our selves into
Italy upon the said rates, it is likely that wee shall
obtain fifty shillings for the first, and forty shillings
for the last, which is a great difference in the utterance
or vent of the Kingdoms stock. And although it is
true that the commerce ought to be free to strangers
to bring in and carry out at their pleasure, yet nevertheless in many places the exportation of victuals and
munition are either prohibited, or at least limited to
be done onely by the people and Shipping of those
places where they abound.
5. The frugal expending likewise of our own natural
wealth might advance much yearly to be exported unto
strangers;
and if in our rayment we will be prodigal,
yet let this be done with our own materials and manufactures, as Cloth, Lace, Imbroderies, Cut-works and
the like, where the excess of the rich may be the employment of the poor, whose labours notwithstanding
of this kind, would be more profitable for the Commonwealth, if they were done to the use of strangers.
9
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6. The Fishing in his Majesties seas of England,
Scotland, and Ireland is our natural wealth, and would
cost nothing but labour, which the Dutch bestow willingly_ and thereby draw yearly a very great profit to
themselves by serving many places of Christendom
with our Fish, for which they return and supply their
wants both of forraign Wares and Mony, besides the
multitude of Mariners and Shipping, which hereby arc
maintain'd, whereof a long discourse might be made
to show the particular manage of this important business. Our fishing plantation likewise in New-England,
Virginia, Groenland, the Summer Islands and the Newfound-land,
are of the like nature, affording much
wealth and employments to maintain a great number
of poor, and to encrease our decaying trade.
7. A Staple or Magazin for forraign Corn, Indigo,
Spices, Raw-silks, Cotton wool or any other commodity whatsoever, to be imported will encrease Shipping,
Trade, Treasure, and the Kings customes, by exporting
them again where need shall require, which course of
Trading, hath been the chief means to raise Venice,
Genoa, the low-Countreys, with some others; and for
such a purpose England stands most commodiously,
wanting nothing to this performance
but our own
diligence and endeavour.
8. Also wee ought to esteem and cherish those trades
which we have in remote or far Countreys, for besides
the encrease of Shipping and Mariners thereby, the
wares also sent thither and receiv'd from thence are
far more profitable unto the kingdom than by our
trades neer at hand ; As for example ; suppose Pepper
to be worth here two Shillings the pound constantly,
if then it be brought from the Dutch at Amsterdam,
the Merchant may give there twenty pence the pound,
and gain well by the bargain; but ff he fetch this
Pepper from the East.indies, he must not give above
10
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three pence the pound at the most, which is a mighty The tra_ck to
advantage, not only in that part which serveth for our the East
own use, but also for that great quantity which (from Indies
is our
most profithence) we transport yearly unto divers other Nations abletrade zn
to be sold at a higher price- • whereby it is plain, that ushp_opo_o_
hot fi
q
we make a far greater stock by gain upon these Indian and KingCommodities,
than those Nations
doe where they dora"
grow, and to whom they properly appertain, being the Wefretmore
.
5y the Indian
natural wealth of their Countries.
But for the oetter waresthan
understanding
of this partmular, we must ever dis-the Indians
tinguish between the gain of the Kingdom, and the themselves.
profit of the Merchant;
for although the Kingdom between
A distinction
the
payeth no more for this Pepper than is before sup.. Kingdoms
posed, nor for any other commodity bought
in forraign _ain
and the
....
_ferchants
parts more than the stranger receiveth from us for profit.
the same, yet the Merchant payeth not only that price,
but also the fraight, ensurance, customes and other
charges which are exceeding great in these long voyages; but yet all these in the Kingdoms aceompt are
but commutations
among our selves, and no Privation
of the Kingdoms stock, which being duly considered,
together with the support also of our other trades in
our best Shipping to ltaly, France, Turkey, the East
Countreys and other places, by transporting and venting
the wares which we bring yearly from the East Indies ;
It may well stir up our utmost endeavours to maintain
and enlarge this great and noble business, so much
importing the Publique wealth, Strength,
and Happiness. Neither is there less honour and judgment
by growing rich (in this manner) upon the stock of
other Nations, than by an industrious encrease of our
own means, especially when this later is advanced by
the benefit of the former, as we have found in the
East Indies by sale of much of our Tin, Cloth, Lead
and other Commodities, the vent whereof doth daily
11
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9. It would be very beneficial to export money as
well as wares, being done in trade only, it would
encrease our Treasure _ but of this I write more largely
in the next Chapter to prove it plainly.
10. It were policie and profit for the State to suffer
manufactures
made of forraign Materials to be exported custome-free, as Velvets and all other wrought
Silks, Fustians, thrown Silks and the like, it would
employ very many poor people, and much encrease the
value of our stock yearly issued into other Countreys_
and it would (for this purpose) cause the more forraign
Materials to be brought in, to the improvement
of
His Majesties Customes.
I will here remember
a
notable increase in our manufacture
of winding and
twisting only of forraign raw Silk, which within 85.
years to my knowledge did not employ more than 300.
people in the City and suburbs of London, where at
this present time it doth set on work above fourteen
thou_nd
souls, as upon diligent enquiry hath been
credibly reported unto His Majesties Commissioners
for Trade.
And it is certain, that if the said forraign
Commodities might be exported from hence, free of
custome, this manufacture
would yet enerease very
much, and decrease as fast in Italy and in the Netherlands. But if any man allege the Dutch proverb, I_Ave
and let others live ; I answer, that the Dutchmen notwithstanding their own Proverb, doe not onely in these
Kingdoms, encroach upon our livings, but also in other
forraign parts of our trade (where they have power)
they do hinder and destroy us in our lawful course of
living, hereby taking the bread out of our mouth,
which we shall never prevent by plucking the pot from
their nose, as of late years too many of us do practise
12
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to the great hurt and dishonour of this famous Nation ;
We ought rather to imitate former times in taking
sober and worthy courses more pleasing to God and
suitable to our ancient reputation.
11. It is needful also not to charge the native commodities with too great customes, lest by indearing
them to the strangers use, it hinder their vent. And
especially forraign wares brought in to be transported
again should be favoured, for otherwise that manncr
of trading (so much importing the good of the Commonwealth) cannot prosper nor subsist. But the Consumption of such forraign wares in the Realm may
be the more charged, which will turn to the profit ot'
the kingdom in the Ballance of the Trade, and thereby
also enable the King to lay up the more Treasure out
of his yearly incomes, as of this particular I iutend to
write more fully in his proper place, where I shall
shew how much money a Prince may conveniently lay
up without the hurt of his subjects.
12. Lastly, in all things we must endeavour to make
the most we can of our own, whether it be Natural or
Artificial; And forasmuch as the people which live by
the Arts are far more in number than they who are
masters of the fruits, we ought the more carefully to
maintain those endeavours of the multitude, in whom
doth consist the greatest strength and riches both of
King and Kingdom: for where the people are many,
and the arts good, there the trafflque must be great,
and the Countrey rich.
The Italians employ a greater
numbcr of people, and get more money by their industry and manufactures
of the raw Silks of the
Kingdom of Cicilia, than the King of Spain and his
Subjects have by the revenue of this rich commodity.
But what need we fetch the example so far, when we
know that our own natural wares doc not ymld us so
much profit as our industry?
For Iron oar in the
13
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Mines is of no great worth, when it is compared with
the employment and advantage it yields being digged,
tried, transported,
bought, sold, cast into Ordnance,
Muskets, and many other instruments
of wax for
offence and defence, wrought
into Anchors, bolts,
spikes, nuyles and the like, for the use of Ships,
Houses, Carts, Coaches, Ploughs, and other instruments for Tillage.
Compare our Fleece-wools with
our Cloth, which requires shearing, washing, carding,
spinning, Weaving, fulling, dying, dressing and other
trimmings, and we shall find these Arts more profitable
than the natural wealth, whereof I might instance
other examples, but I will not be more tedious, for
if I would amplify upon this and the other particulars
before written, I might find matter sufficient to make
a _large volume, but my desire in all is only to prove
what I propound with brevity and plainness.

C_AP. IV.
The Exportation of our Moneys in Trade of Merchandize is a means to encrease our Treasure.
His Position is so contrary to the common opinion,
that it will require many and strong arguments to
prove it before it can be accepted of the Multitude,
who bitterly exclaim when they see any monies carried
out of the Realm; affirming thereupon that wee have
absolutely lost so much Treasure, and that this is an
act directly against the long continued laws made and
confirmed by the wisdom of this Kingdom in the High
Court of Parliament,
and that many places, nay Spain
it self which is the Fountain of Mony, forbids the
exportation thereof, some cases only excepted.
To all
which I might answer, that Venice, Florence, Genoa,
14
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the Low Countreys and divers other places permit it,
their people applaud it, and find great benefit by it;
but all this makes a noise and proves nothing, we must
therefore come to those reasons which concern the
business in question.
Frrst, I will take that for granted which no man of
judgment will deny, that we have no other means to
get Treasure but by forraign trade, for Mines wee
have none which do afford it, and how this mony is
gotten in the managing of our said Trade I have
already shewed, that it is done by making our commodities which are exported yearly to over ballance
in value the forraign wares which we consume;
so
that it resteth only to shew how our moneys may be
added to our commodities, and being jointly exported
may so much the more encrease our Treasure.
Wee have already supposed our yearly consumptions
of forraign wares to be ibr the value of twenty hundred
thousand pounds, and oar exportations to exceed that
two hundred thousand pounds, which sum wee have
thereupon
affirmed is brought to us in treasure to
ballance the accompt.
But now ff we add three huntired thousand pounds more in ready mony unto our
former exportations
in wares, what profit can we have
(will some men say) although by this means we should
bring in so much ready mony more than wee did
before, seeing that wee have carried out the like
value.
To this the answer is, that when wee have prepared
our exportations of wares, and sent out as much of
every thing as wee can spare or vent abroad : It is not
therefore said that then we should add our money
thereunto to fetch in the more mony immediately, but
rather first to enlarge our trade by enabling us to
bring in more forraign wares, which being sent out
again will in due time much encrease our Treasure.
15
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For although in this manner wee do yearly multiply
our importations to the maintenance of more Shipping
and Mariners, improvement of His Majesties Customs
and other benefits: yet our consumption of those forraign wares is no more than it was before; so that all
the said encrease of commodities brought in by the
means of our ready mony sent out as is afore written,
doth in the end become an exportation unto us of a far
greater value than our said moneys were, which is
proved by three several examples following.
1. For I suppose that 100000.L being sent in our
Shipping to the East Countreys, will buy there one
hundred thousand quarters of wheat cleer aboard the
Ships, which being after brought into England and
housed, to export the same at the best time for vent
thereof in Spain or Italy, it cannot yield less in those
parts than two hundred thousand pounds to make the
_erchant
but a saver, yet by this reckning wee see the
Kingdom hath doubled that Treasure.
2. Again this profit will be far greater when wee

most.qainfug trade thus in remote Countreys, as for example, if wee
to the Corn- send one hundred thousand
pounds into the East_no_zu,ealth. Indies to buy Pepper there, and bring it hither, and
from hence send it for Italy or Turkey, it must yield
seven hundred thousand pounds at least in those places,
in regard of the excessive charge which the Merchant
disburseth in those long voyages in Shipping, Wages,
Victuals, Insurance, Interest, Customes, Imposts, and
the like, all which notwithstanding
the King and the
Kingdom gets.
3. But where the voyages are short & the wares
rich, which therefore will not employ much Shipping,
the profit will be far less. As when another hundred
thousand pounds shall be employed in Turkey in raw
Silks, and brought hither to be aftcr transported from
hence into France, the Low Countreys, or Germany,
16
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the Merchant shall have good gain, although he sell it
there but for one hundred and fifty thousand pounds :
and thus take the voyages altogether in their Medium,
the moneys exported will be returned unto us more
than Trebled.
But if any man will yet object, that
these returns come to us in wares, and not really in
mony as they were issued out,
The answer is (keeping our first ground) that if our
consumption of forraign wares be no more yearly than
is already supposed, and that our exportations be so
mightily enereased by this manner of Trading with
ready money, as is before declared:
It is not then
possible but that all the over ballance or difference
should return either in mony or in such wares as we
must export again, which, as is already plainly shewed
will be still a greater means to encrease our Treasure.
For it is in the stock of the Kingdom as in the
estates of private men, who having store of wares, doe
not therefore say that they will not venture out or
trade with their mony (for this were ridiculous) but
do also turn that into wares, whereby they multiply
their Mony, and so by a continual and orderly change/'he Prover3
of one into the other grow rich, and when they please saith, He that
turn all their estates into Treasm'e ; for they that have hathhath
monyWare
Wares cannot want mony.
by the year.
Neither is it said that Mony is the Life of Trade, as
if it could not subsist without the same; for we know
that there was great trading by way of commutation
or barter when there was little mony stirring in the
world. The Italians and some other Nations have
such remedies against this want, that it can neither
decay nor hinder their trade, for they transfer bills of
debt, and have Banks both publick and private, wherein
they do assign their credits from one to another daily
for very great sums with ease and satisfaction by
writings only, whilst in the mean time the Mass of
17
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Treasure which gave foundation to these credits is
employed in Forraign Trade as a Merchandize, and by
the said means they have little other use of money in
those countreys more than for their ordinary expences.
It is not therefore the keeping of our mony in the
Kingdom, but the necessity and use of our wares in
forraign Countries, and our want of their commodities
that causeth the vent and consumption on all sides,
which makes a quick and ample Trade.
If wee were
once poor, and now having gained some store of mony
by trade with resolution to keep it still in the Realm ;
shall this cause other Nations to spend more of our
commodities than formerly they have done, whereby
we might say that our trade is Ouickned and Enlarged?
no verily, it will produce no such good effect: but
rather according to the alteration of times by their
true causes wee may expect the contrary ; for all men
do consent that plenty of mony in a Kingdom doth
make the native commodities dearer, which as it is to
the profit of some private men in their revenues, so is
it directly against the benefit of the Publique in the
quantity of the trade; for as plenty of mony makes
wares dearer, so dear wares decline their use and
consumption, as hath been already plainly shewed in
the last Chapter upon that particular of our cloth;
And although this is a very hard lesson for some great
landed men to learn, yet I am sure it is a true lesson
for all the land to observe, lest when wee have gained
some store of mony by trade, wee lose it again by not
trading with our mony.
I knew a Prince in Italy
(of famous memory) Ferdinando the first, great Duke
of Tuscanie, who being very rich in Treasure, endeavoured therewith to enlarge his trade by issuing
out to his Merchants great sums of money for very
small profit; I my self had forty thousand crowns of
him gratis for a whole year, although he knew that
18
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I would presently send it away in Specie for the parts
of Turkey to be employed in wares for his Countries,
he being well assured that in this course of trade it
would return again (according to the old saying) with
a Duck in the mouth.
This noble and industrious
Prince by his care and diligence to countenance and
favour Merchants in their affairs, did so cncrease the
practice thereof, that there is scarce a Nobleman or
Gentleman in all his dominions that doth not Merehandize either by himself or in partnership
with
others, whereby within these thirty years the trade to
his port of Leghorn is so much encreased, that of a
poor little town (as I my self knew it) it is now
become a fair and strong City, being one of the most
famous places for trade in all Christendom.
And yet
it is worthy our observation, that the multitude of
Ships and wares which come thither from England, the
Low Countreys, and other places, have little or no
means to make their returns from thence but only in
ready mony, which they may and do carry away freely
at all times, to the incredible advantage of the said
great Duke of Tuscanie and his subjects, who are
much enriched by the continuM great concourse of
Merchants from all the States of the neighbour Princes,
bringing them plenty of mony daily to supply their
wants of the said wares.
And thus we see that the
current
of Merchandize
which carries away their
Treasure, becomes a flowing stream to fill them again
in a greater measure with mony.
There is yet an objection or two as weak as all the
rest: that is, ff _ee trade with our Molly wee shall
issue out the less wares; as if a man should say, those
Countreys which heretofore had occasion to consume
our Cloth, Lead, Tin, Iron, Fish, and the like, shall
now make use of our monies in the place of those
necessaries, which were most absurd to affirm, or that
19
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the Merchant had not rather carry out wares by which
there is ever some gains expected, than to export mony
which is still but the same without any cncrease.
But on the contrary there are many Countreys
which may yield us very profitable trade for our mony,
which otherwise afford us no trade at all, because they
have no use of our wares, as namely the East Indies
for one in the first beginning thereof, although since
by industry in our commerce with those Nations we
have brought them into the use of much of our Lead,
Cloth, Tin, and other things, which is a good addition
to the former vent of our commodities.
Again, some men have alleged that those Countries
which permit mony to be carried out, do it because
they have few or no wares to trade withall: but wee
have great store of commodities, and therefore their
action ought not to be our example.
To this the answer is briefly, that ff we have such
a quantity of wares as doth fully provide us of all
things needful from beyond the seas: why should we
then doubt that our monys sent out in trade, must not
necessarily come back again in treasure; together with
the great gains which it may procure in such manner
as is before set down ? And on the other side, if those
Nations which send out their monies do it because
they have but few wares of "their own, how come they
then to have so much Treasure as we ever see in those
places which suffer it freely to be exported at all times
and by whomsoever ? I answer, Even by trading with
their Moneys; for by what other means can they get
it, having no Mines of Gold or Silver ?
Thus may we plainly see, that when this weighty
business is duly considered in his end, as all our humane
actions ought well to be weighed, it is found much contrary to that which most men esteem thereof, because
they search no further than the beginning of the work,
20
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judgments,

and leads them Our/_,,_,_e
actions Otl(l]¢t
into error: For if we only behold the actions of the es2ec_a_/j'to
husbandman
in the seed-time when he casteth away 5econs_,lered
much good corn into the ground, we will rather aecompt in t]_etrends.
him a mad man than a husbandman:
but when we
consider his labours in the harvest which is the end
of his endeavours, we find the
encrease of his actions.
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of
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all things
good or
this mony is either gotten or lost in forraign trade by
the over or under ballancing of the same, as I have
already shewed. It resteth now that I distinguish the
seeming plenties of mony from that which is only
substantial and able to perform the work: For there
are divers ways and means whereby to procure plenty
of mony into a Kingdom, which do not enrich but
rather empoverish the same by the several inconveniences which ever accompany such alterations.
As first, if we melt down our plate into Coyn (which
suits not with the Majesty of so great a Kingdom,
except in cases of great extremity)
it would cause
Plenty of mony for a time, yet should we bc nothing
the richer, but rather this treasure being thus altered
is made the more apt to be carried out of the Kingdom,
if we exceed our means by excess in forraign wares, or
maintain a war by Sea or Land, where we do not feed
and cloath the Souldier and supply the armies with
our own native provisions, by which disorders our
treasure will soon be exhausted.
21
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Again, if we think to bring in store of money by
suffering forraign Coins to pass current at higher
rates than their intrinsick value compared with our
Standard, or by debasing or by enhancing our own
moneys, all these have their several inconvenieneies
and difficulties, (which hereafter I will declare), but
admitting that by this means plenty of money might
be brought into the Realm, yet should we be nothing
the richer, neither can such treasure so gotten long
remain with us. For ff the stranger or the English
Merchants bring in this money, it must be done upon
a valuable consideration,
either for wares carried out
already, or after to be exported, which helps us nothing
except the evil occasions of excess or war aforenamed
be removed which do exhaust our treasure: for otherwise, what one man bringeth for gain, another man
shall be forced to carry out for necessity ; because there
shall ever be a necessity to baUance our Accounts with
strangers, although it should be done with loss upon
the rate of the money, and Confiscation also if it be
intercepted by the Law.
tlow we must The conclusion of this business is briefly thus.
That
get
Treasure
as
the
treasure
which
is
brought
into
the
Realm
by
to make it
our own.
the ballance of our forraign trade is that money which
onely doth abide with us, and by which we are enriched: so by this "plenty of money thus gotten (and
no otherwise) do our Lands improve.
For when the
Merchant
hath a good dispatch beyond the Seas for
his Cloth and other wares, he doth presently return to
buy up the greater quantity, which raiseth the price of
our Woolls and other commodities, and consequently
doth improve the Landlords Rents as the Leases expire
daily: And also by this means money being gained,
and brought more abundantly
into the Kingdom, it
doth enable many men to buy Lands, which will make
them the dearer.
But if our forraign trade come to a
22
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stop or declination by neglect at home or injuries
abroad, whereby the Merchants are impoverished, and
thereby the wares of the Realm less issued, then do
all the said benefits cease, and our Lands fall of price
daily.

CHAP. VI.
The Spanish Treasure cannot be kept from other Kingdoms by any prohibition made in Spain.

LL discovered
the Mines inof the
Goldsundry
and Silver
yet
places which
of the arc
world,as
are not of so great value as those of the HZest-Indies
which are in the possession of the King of Spain : who
thereby is enabled not onely to keep in subjection
many goodly States and Provinces in Italy and elsewhere (which otherwise wolfld soon fall from his obeisance) but also by a continual war taking his advantages doth still enlarge his Dominions, ambitiously
aiming at a Monarchy by the power of his Moneys,
which axe the very sinews of his strength, that lies
so far dispersed into so many Countreys, yet hereby
united, and his wants supplied both for war and peace
in a plentiful manner from all the parts of Christendom, which are therefore partakers of his treasure by
a Necessity of Commerce ; wherein the Spanish policy
hath ever endeavoured to prevent all other Nations
the most it could: For finding Spain to be too poor
and barren to supply it self and the West-Indies with Thepolitic
those varieties of forraign wares whereof they stand in and ben_ of
•
.
Spain by the
need, they knew well that when their Native Corn-trade to the
moditles come short to this purpose_ their Moneys ]_astIndies.
must serve to make up the reckoning; whereupon they
found an incredible advantage to adde the traifick of
23
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last of these being employed in the first, they stored
themselves infinitely with rich wares to barter with all
the parts of Christendom for their Commodities, and so
furnishing their own necessities, prevented others for
carrying away their moneys: which in point of state
they hold less dangerous to impart to the remote
Indians, than to their neighbour Princes, lest it should
too much enable them to resist (if not offend) their
enemies.
.And this Spanish policy against others is
the more remarkable, being done likewise so much to
their own advantage;
for every Ryal of Eight which
they sent to the East-Indies brought home so much
wares as saved them the disbursing of five Ryals of
Eight here in Europe (at the least) to their neighbours,
especially in those times when that trade was only in
their hands: but now this great profit is failed, and
the mischief removed by the English, Dutch, and
others which partake in those East-India
trades as
ample as the Spanish Subjects.
It is further to be considered, that besides the disability of the Spaniards by their native commodities
to provide forraign wares for their necessities, (whereby
they are forced to supply the want with mony) they
have likewise that canker of war, which doth infinitely
exhaust their treasure, and disperse it into Christendom
even to their enemies, part by reprisal, but especially
through a necessary maintenance of those armies which
are composed of strangers, and lie so far remote, that
they cannot feed, clothe, or otherwise provide them
out of their own native means and provisions, but must
The e_'ectsof receive this relief from other Nations : which kind of
war
is far different to that which a Prince maketh

diff:ereat

*n.qTreasure. upon his own confines, or in his Navies by Sea, where
the Souldier receiving money for his wages, must every
day deliver it out again for his necessities, whereby
24
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the treasure remains still in the Kingdom, although it
be exhausted from the King: But we see that the
Spaniard (trusting in the power of his Treasure) undertakes wars in Germany, and in other remote places,
which would soon begger the richest Kingdom in
Christendom
of all their mony; the want whereof
would presently disorder and bring the armies to confusion, as it falleth out sometimes with Spain it self,
who have the Fountain of mony, when either it is stopt
in the passage by the force of their enemies, or drawn
out faster than it flows by their own occasions ; whereby
also we often see that Gold and silver is so scant in
Spain, that they are forced to use base copper money,
to the great confusion of their Trade, and not without
the undoing also of many of their own people.
But now that we have seen the occasions by which
the Spanish treasure is dispersed into so many places
of the world, let us likewise discover how and in what
proportion each Couutrey doth enjoy these Moneys,
for we find that Turkey and divers other Nations have
great plenty thereof, although they drive no trade with
Spain, which seems to contradict the former reason,
where we say that this treasure is obtained by a Necessity of Commerce.
But to clear this point, we must
know that all Nations (who have no Mines of their own)
are enriched with Gold and Silver by one and the
same means, which is already shewed to be the ballance
of their forraign Trade: And this is not strictly tycd
to be done in those Countries _her_ the fountain of
treasure is, but rather with such order and observations
as are prescribed.
For suppose England by trade with
Spain may gain and bring home five hundred thousand
Ryals of 8. yearly, ff we lose as much by our trade in
Turkey, and therefore carry the mony thither_ it is not
then the English but the Turks whmh have got this
treasure, although they have no trade with Spain from
25
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whence it was first brought.
Again, if England having
thus lost with Turkey, do notwithstanding
gain twice
as much by France, Italy, and other members of her
general trade, then will there remain five hundred
thousand Ryals of eight cleer gains by the ballance of
this trade : and this comparison holds between all other
Nations, both for the manner of getting, and the
proportion that is yearly gotten.
But if yet a question should be made, whether all
Nations get treasure and Spain only lose it ? I answer
no ; for some Countreys by war or by excess do lose
that which they had gotten, as well as Spain by war
and want of wares doth lose that which was its own.

CHAP. VII.
The diversity of gain by Forraign Trade.

'N the
there Commonwealth,
are three sorts
of
gain,course
the of
firstforraign
is thattrade
of the
which may be done when the Merchant
(who is the
principal Agent therein) shall lose. The second is the
gain of the Merchant, which he doth sometimes justly
and worthily effect, although the Commonwealth be a
loser. The third is the gain of the King, whereof he
is ever certain, even when the Commonwealth
and the
Merchant shall be both losers.
Concerning the first of these, we have already sufficiently shewed the ways and means whereby a Commonwealth may be enriched in the course of trade,
whereof it is needless here to make any repetition,
only I do in this place affirm, th _t such happiness may
be in the Commonwealth, when the Merchant in his
particular shall have no occasion to rejoyce.
As for
example, suppose the East.India
Company send out
26
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one hundred thousand
pounds into the East-tndies,
and receive home for the same the full value of three
hundred thousand pounds ; Hereby it is evident that
this part of the Commonwealth
is trebled, and yet I
may boldly say that which I can well prove, that the
said Company of Merchants
shall lose at least fifty
thousand pounds by such an adventure if the returns
be made in Spice, Indico, Call_coes, Benjamin, refined
Saltpeter, and such other bulkey wares in their several
proportions according to their vent and use in these
parts of Europe.
For the fraight of Shipping, the
ensurance of the adventure, the charges of Factors
abroad and Officers at home, the forbearance of the
Stock, His Majesties Customs and Imposts, with other
petty charges incident, cannot be less then two hundred
and fifty thousand pounds, which being added to the
principal produceth the said loss. And thus we see,
that not only the Kingdom but also the King by his
Customs and Imposts may get notoriously, even when
the Merchant
notwithstanding
shall lose grievously;
which giveth us good occasion here to consider, how
much more the Realm is enriched by this noble Trade,
when all things pass so happily that the Merchant is a
gainer also with the King and Kingdom.
In the next place I affirm, that a Merchant by his
laudable endeavours may both carry out and bring in
wares to his advantage by selling them and buying
them to good profit, which is the end of his labours ;
when nevertheless
the Commonwealth
shall decline
and grow poor by a disorder in the people, when
through Pride and other Excesses they do consume
more forraign wares in value then the wealth of the
Kingdom can satisfie and pay by the exportation of
our own commodities, which is the very quality of an
unthrfft who spends beyond his means.
Lastly, the King is ever sure to get by trade, when
27
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shall lose seve-

rally as afore-written,
or joynfly, as it may and doth
sometimes happen, when at one and the same time our
Commodities are over-ballanced by forralgn wares consumed, and that the Merchants success prove no better
than is before declared.
But here we must not take the King's gain in this
large sense, for so we might say that His Majesty
should get, although half the trade of the Kingdom
were lost; we will rather suppose that whereas the
whole trade of the Realm for Exportations and Importations is now found for to be about the yearly value
of four millions and a half of pounds ; it may be yet
increased two hundred
thousand pounds per annum
more by the importation and consumption of forraign
wares. By this means we know that the King shall
be a gainer near twenty thousand
pounds, but the
Commonwealth shall lose the whole two hundred thousand pounds thus spent in excess.
And the Merchant
may be a loser also when the trade shall in this manner
be increased to the profit of the King; who notwithstanding shall be sure in the end to have the greatest
loss, if he prevent not such unthrifty courses as do
impoverish his Subjects.

C_Av. VIII.
The enhansing or debasing our Moneys cannot enrich
the Kingdom with treasure, nor hinder the exportation
thereof.
Here are three ways by which the Moneys of a
Kingdom are commonly altered.
The first is
when the Coins in their several Denominations
are
made currant

at more or less pounds, shillings or pence
28
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than formerly.
The second is when the said Coins are
altered in their weight, and yet continue currant at
the former rates.
The third is when the Standard is
either debased or enriched in the fineness of the Gold
and Silver, yet the Moneys
values.

continue

in their

former

In all occasions of want or plenty of Money in the
Kingdom we do ever find divers men, who using their
wits for a remedy to supply the first and preserve the
last, they fall presently upon altering the moneys ; for,
say they, the raising of the Coins in value will cause
it to be brought into the Realm from divers places in
hope of the gain : and the debasing of the monies in
the fineness or weight will keep it here for fear of the
loss. But these men pleasing themselves wi_h the
beginning onely of this weighty business, consider not
the progress and end thereof, whereunto
we ought
especially to direct our thoughts and endeavours.
For we must know, that money is not only the true Money is the
measure of all our other means in the Kingdom, but ra_ure
our otherof
also of our forraign commerce with strangers, which m_am.
therefore ought to be kept just and constant to avoid
those confhsions which ever accompany such alterations.
For first at home, if the common measure be
changed, our Lands, Leases, wares, both forraign and
domestique
must alter in proportion:
and although
this is not done without much trouble and damage
also to some men, yet in short time this must necessarily come to pass ; for that is not the denomination
of our pounds, shillings and pence, which is respected,
but the intrinsique value of our Coins; unto which we
have little reason to add any further estimation or
worth, if it lay in our power to do it, for this would be
a special service to Spain, and an act against ourselves A nota/_
to indear the commodity of another Prince.
Neither *erv_efor
can these courses which so much hurt the Subjects, Spare.
29
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any way help the King as some men have imagined:
for although the debasing or lightning of all our mony
should bring a present benefit (for once only) to the
Mint, yet all this and more would soon be lost again
in the future great In-comes of His Majesty, when by
this means they must be prod yearly with mony of less
intrinsique value than formerly; Nor can it be said
that the whole loss of the Kingdom would be the
profit of the King, they differ infinitely ; for all mens
estates (be it leases, lands, debts, wares or mony) must
suffer in their proportions, whereas His Majesty should
have the gain only upon so much ready mony as might
be new Coined, which in comparison, would prove a
very small matter : for although they who have other
estates in mony are said to be a great number, and to
All the ready
mony in th_s
Kingdom in
eateemedat
little more
than one
million of
pounds,

be worth five or ten thousand I. per man, more or less,
which amounts to many millions in all, yet are they
not possessed thereof all together or at once, for it were
vanity and against their profit to keep continually in
their hands above forty or fifty pounds in a family to
defray necessary charges, the rest must ever run from
man to man in traffique for their benefit, whereby we
may conceive that a little mony (being made the
measure of all our other means) doth rule and distribute great matters daily to all men in their just
proportions:
And we must know likewise that much
of our old mony is worn light, and therefore would
yield little or no profit at the Mint, and the gain upon
the heavy, would cause our vigilant neighbours to carry
over a great part thereof, and return it presently in
pieces of the new stamp ; nor do we doubt that some
of our own Countrymen would "_urnCoiners and renter
a hanging for this profit, so that His Majesty in the
end should get little by such alterations.
Yea but say some men, If His Majesty raise the
mony, great store of treasure would also be brought
30
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into the Mint from forraign parts, for we have seen by
experience that the late raising of our Gold ten in the
hundred, did bring in great store thereof, more than
we were accustomed to have in the Kingdom, the which
as I cannot deny, so do I likewise affirm, that this
Gold carried away all or the most part of our Silver,
(which was not over-worn or too light) as we may
easily perceive by the present use of our Moneys in
their respective qualities : and the reason of this change
is, because our Silver was not raised in proportion with
our Gold, which still giveth advantage to the Merchant
to bring in the Kingdoms yearly gain by trade in Gold
rather in Silver.
Secondly, if we be inconstant
in our Coins, and
thereby violate the Laws of forraign Commerce, other
Princes are vigilant in these cases to alter presently in
proportion with us, and then where is our hope ? or if
they do not alter, what can we hope for ? For if the
stranger-merchant
bring in his wares, and find that
our moneys are raised, shall not he likewise keep his
Commodities untill he may sell them dearear?
and
shall not the price of the Merchants exchange with
forraign Countries rise in proportion with our Moneys ?
All which being undoubtedly
true, why may not our
Moneys be carried out of the Kingdom as well and to
as much profit after the raising thereof, as before the
alteration ?
But peradventure some men will yet say, that 1I our
Moneys be raised and other Countries raise not, it will
cause more Bullion and forraign Coines to be brought
in than heretofore.
If this be done, it must be performed either by the Merchant who hath exported
wares, or by the Merchant who intends to buy off our
Commodities: and it is manifest that neither of these
can have more advantage or benefit by this Art now,
than they might have had before the alteration of the
31
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For if their said Bullion and forraign Coins
be more worth than formerly in our pounds, shillings
and pence, yet what shall they get by that when these
moneys are baser or lighter, and that therefore they
are risen in proportion ? So we may plainly see that
these Innovations are no good means to bring treasu_
into the Kingdom, nor yet to keep it here when we
have it.

C_Ar. IX.
A Toleration for Forraign Coins to pass currant here
at higher rates then their value with our Standard,
will not encrease our Treasure.
He discreet Merchant for the better directing of
his trade and his exchanges by bills to and from
the several places of the world where he is accustomed
to deal, cloth carefully learn the Parity or equal value
Merchants do of the monies according to their weight and fineness
or ought
compared with our Standard, whereby he is able to
know
the to
_velghtand
know perfectly the just profit or loss of his affairs.
fineness of
And I make no doubt but that we trade to divers
forrai#_

Coins.

places where we vent off ottr native commodities yearly,
to a great value, and yet find few or no wares there
fitting our use, whereby we are enforced to make our
returns in ready mony, which by us is either carried
into some other Countries to be converted into wares
which we want, or else it is brought into the Realm
in Specie; which being tolerated to pass clLrrent here
in payment at higher rates then they are worth to be
Coined into sterling mony ; that seemeth very probable
that the greater quantity will be brought in : but when
all the circumstances
are duly considered, this course
likewise will be found as weak as the rest to encrease
our Treasure.
32
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First, the toleration it self doth break the laws of
entereourse,
and would soon move other Princes to
perform the same acts or worse against us, and so
frustrate our hopes.
Secondly, ff mony be the true measure of all our
other means, and forraign Coins tonerated
to pass
current amongst us, at higher rates than they are
worth (being compared with our Standard) it followeth
that the common wealth shall not be justly distributed,
when it passeth by a false measure.
Thirdly, ff the advantage between ours and forraign
Coins be but small, it will bring in little or no Treasure, because the Merchant will rather bring in wares
upon which there is usually a competent gaine. And
on the other side ff we permit a great advantage to
the forraign Coins, then that gain will carry away all
our starling mony, and so I leave this business in a
Dilemma, and fruitless, as all other courses will ever
prove which seek for the gain or loss of our treasure
out of the ballanee of our general forraign trade, as I
will endeavour yet further to demoffstrate.

CaAe. X.
The observation of the Statute of Imployments to be
made by strangers, cannot encrease, nor yet preserve
our Treasure.
O keep our mony in the Kingdom is a work of
no less skill and difficulty than to augment our
Treasure: for the causes of their preservation and production are the same in nature.
The statute for employment of strangers wares into our commodities
seemeth at the first to be a good and a lawful way
leading to those ends: but upon th' examination of
33
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the particulars,
we shall find that it cannot produce
such good effects.
:For as the use of forraign trade is alike unto all
Nations, so may we easily perceive what will be done
therein by strangers, when we do but observe our own
proceedings in this waighty business, by which we do
not only seek with the vent of our own commodities to
supply our wants of forraign wares, but also to enrich
our selves with treasure : all which is done by a different manner of trading according to our own occasions
and the nature of the places whereunto we do trade ;
as namely in some Countrys we sell our commodities
and bring away their wares, or part in mony ; in other
Countreys we sell our goods and take their mony,
because they have little or no wares that fits our turns,
again in some places we have need of their commodities, but they have little use of ours ; so they take
our mony which we get in other Countreys : And thus
by a course of traffick (which changeth according to
the accurrrents
of time) the particular members do
accommodate each other, and all accomplish the whole
body of the trade, which will ever languish if the
harmony of her health be distempered by the diseases
of excess at home, violence abroad, charges and restrictions at home or abroad: but in this place I have
occasion to speak only of restriction,
which I will
perform briefly.
There are three ways by which a Merchant may
make the returns of his wares from beyond the Seas,
that is to say in mony, in commodities, or by Exchange.
But the Statute of employment doth not only restrain
mony (in which there is a seeming providence and
Justice) but also the use of the Exchange by bills,
which doth violate the Law of Commerce, and is indeed
an Act without example in any place of the world
wherc we have trade, and therefore to be considered,
34
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that whatsoever (in this kind) we shall impose upon
strangers here, will presently be made a Law for us in
their Countreys, especially where we have our greatest
trade with our vigilant neighbours, who omit no care
nor occasion to support their traffique in equal privileges with other Nations.
And thus in the first place
we should be deprived of that freedom and means
which now we have to bring Treasure into the Kingdom, and therewith likewise we should lose the vent of
much wares which we carry to divers places, whereby
our trade and our Treasure would decay together.
Secondly, if by the said Statute we thrust the
exportation of our wares (more than ordinary) upon
the stranger, we must then take it from the English,
which were injurious to our Merchants, Mariners and
Shipping, besides the hurt to the Commonwealth in
venting the Kingdoms stock to the stranger at far
lower rates here than we must do if we sold it to them
in their own Countreys,
as is proved m the third
Chapter.
Thirdly, whereas we have already sufficiently shewed,
that ff our commodities be over ballanced in value by
forraign wares, our mony must be carried out. How
is it possible to prevent this b)" tying the Strangers
hands, and leaving the English loose ? shall not the
same reasons and advantage cause that to be done by
them now, that was done by the other before ? or ff
we will make a statute (without example) to prevent
both ahke, shall we not then overthrow all at once?
the King in his customes and the Kingdom in her
profits ; for such a restriction must of necessity destroy
much trade, because the diversity of occasions and
places which make an ample trade require that some
men should both export and import wares ; some export
only, others import, some deliver out their monies by
exchange, others take it up; some carry out mony,
35
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others bring it in, and this
quantity according to the good
the Kingdom, over which only
it will rule all the rest, and
Statutes are no i-ules either
Treasure.

in a greater or lesser
husbandry or excess in
if we keep a strict law,
without this all other
to keep or procure us

Lastly, to leave no Objection unanswered, if it should
be said that a Statute comprehending
the English a8
well as the stranger must needs keep our money in the
Kingdom.
What shall we get by this, ff it hinder the
coming in of money by the decay of that ample Trade
which we enjoyed in the freedom thereof? is not the
Remedy far worse than the Disease ? shall we not live
more like Irishmen than Englishmen, when the Kings
revenues, our Merchants,
Mariners,
Shipping, Arts,
Lands, Riches, and all decay together with our Trade ?
Yea but, say some men, we have better hopes than
so ; for th' intent of the Statute is, that as all the
forraign wares which are brought in shall be imptoyed
in our commodities, thereby to keep our money in the
Kingdom : So we doubt not but to send out a sufficient
quantity of our own wares over and above to bring in
the value thereof in ready money.
Although this is absolutely denied by the reasons
afore written, yet now we will grant it, because we
desire to end the dispute: For if this be true, that
other Nations will vent more of our commodittes than
we consume of theirs in value, then I affirm that the
overplus must necessarily return unto us in treasure
without the use of the Statute, which is therefore not
onely fruitless but hurtful, as some other like restrictions are found to be when they are fully discovered.
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CHAP. XI.
It will not increase our treasure to enjoyn the Merchant
that exporteth Fish, Corn or Munition, to return all
or part of the value in Money.
ictuals and Munition for war are so pretious in
a Commonwealth, that either it seemeth necessary
to restrain the exportation altogether, or (if the plenty
permits it) to require the return thereof in so much
treasure : which appeareth to be reasonable and without
difficulty, because Spain and other Countries do willingly part with their money for such wares, although
in other occasions of trade they straightly prohibit the
exportation thereof: all which I grant to be true, yet
notwithstanding
we must consider that all the ways
and means which (in course of trade) force treasure
into the Kingdom, do not therefore make it ours: for
this can be done onely by a lawful gain, and this gain
is no way to be accomplished but by the overballance
of our trade, and this overballance is made less by Somerestr/o
restrictions:
therefore such restrictions do hinder
increase of our treasure.
The Argument is plain,
needs no other reasons to strengthen
it, except
man be so vain to think that restrictions would

the
and
any
not

cause the less wares to be exported.
But ff this likewise should be granted, yet to eajoyn the Merchant to
bring in money for Victuals and Munition carried out,
will not cause- us to have one peny the more in the
Kingdom at the years end; for whatsoever is forced in
one way must out again another way: because onely
so much will remain and abide with us as is gained and
incorporated into the estate of the Kingdom by the
overballanee of the trade.
This may be made plain by ali example
87
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an Englishman, who had occasion to buy and consume
the wares of divers strangers for the value of six
hundred pounds, and having wares of his own for the
value of one thousand pounds, he sold them to the
said strangers, and presently forced all the mouy from
them into his own power; yet upon cleering of the
reckoning between them there remained
onely four
hundred
pounds to the said Enghshman
for overballance of the wares bought and sold; so the rest
which he had received was returned back from whence
he forced it.
And this shall suffice to shew that
whatsoever courses we take to force money into the
Kingdom, yet so much onely will remain with us as
we shall gain by the ballance of our trade.

CHAr. XlI.
The undervaluing of our Money which is deliwred or
received by Bills of Exchange
here or beyond the
Seas, cannot decrease our treasure.
He Merchants Exchange by Bills is a means and
practice whereby they that have money in one
Countrey may deliver the same to receive it again in
another Countrey at certain times and rates agreed
upon, whereby the lender and the borrower are accommodated without transporting
of treasure from State
to State.
These Exchanges thus made between man and anan,
are not contracted at the equal value of the moneys,
according to their respective weights and fineness:
First, because he that delivereth his money doth respect
the venture of the debt, and the time of forbearance ;
but that which causeth an under or overvaluing of
moneys by Exchange, is the plenty or scarcity thereof
88
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for Amsterdam, then shall our money be
in Exchange, because they who take up
seeing it so plentifully thrust upon thcm,
make advantage to themselves in taking
an undervalue.
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And contrariwise, when here is scarcity of money to
be delivered for Amsterdam, the deliverer will make
the same advantage by overvaluing our money which
he delivereth.
And thus we see that as plenty or Plenty of
scarcity of mony in a Common-wealth
doth make all Mony makes
the Exchanqe
things dear or good cheap • so in the course of exchange c]_eaT
' and'all
it hath ever a contrary working;
wherefore in the other things
next place it is fit to set down the true causes of this dear.
effect.
As plenty or scarcity of mony do make the price of
the exchange high or low, so the over or under ballance
of our trade doth effectually cause the plenty or scarcity
of mony: And here we must understand,
that the
ballance of our trade is either General or Particular.
The General is, when all our yearly traffique is jointly
valued, as I have formerly shewed; the particular is
when our trade to Italy, France, Turkey, Spain, and
other Countreys are severally considered : and by this
latter course we shall perfectly find out the places
where our mony is under or overvalued in Exchange:
For although our general exportations
of wares may
be yearly more in value than that which is imported,
whereby the difference is made good to us in so much
treasure;
nevertheless the particular trades do work
diversly:
For peradventure
the Low Countreys may What kinds
bring us more in value than we sell them, which ff it of plenty or
t_araityof
be so, then do the ]Low Countrey Merchants
not only mo_ mab_
carry away our treasure
to ballance the accomptthe'_'_nge
between us, but also by this means mony being plen- h/gh or t0_.
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tiful here to be delivered by exchange, it is therefore
undervalued by the takers, as I have before declared;
And contrariwise if we carry more wares to Spain, and
other places than we consume of theirs, then do we
bring away their treasure, and likewise in the Merchants
exchange we overvalue our own money.
Yet still there are some who will seem to make this
plain by Demonstration, that the undervaluing of our
money by Exchange doth carry it out of the Kingdom :
for, say they, we see daily great store of our English
Coins carried over, which pass current in the LowCountries, and there is great advantage to carry them
thither, to save the loss which the Low-Countrymen
have in the Exchange;
for if one hundred pounds
sterling delivered here, is so much undervalued, that
ninty pounds of the same sterling money carried over
in spec/e shall be sufficient to make repayment and full
satisfaction of the said hundred pounds at Amsterdam :
Is it not then (say they) the undervaluing of our Mony
which causeth it to be carried out of the Realm ?
To this objection I will make a full and plain
Answer, shewing that it is not the undervaluing of our
money in exchangej but the overballancing of our
trade that carrieth away our treasure.
For suppose
that our whole trade with the Low-Countries for wares
brought into this Realm be performed onely by the
Dutch for the value of five hundred thousand pounds
yearly ; and that all our commodities transported into
the said Low-Countries be performed onely by the
English for four hundred thousand pounds yearly:
Is it not then manifest, that the Dutch can exchange
only four hundred thousand pounds with the English
upon the Par pro Pari or equal value of the respective
Standards?
So the other hundred thousand pounds
which is the over ballance of the tradej they must of
necessity carry that away in mony. And the serf
40
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same loss of treasure must happen if there were no
exchange at all permitted:
for the Dutch carrying
away our money for their wares, and we bringing in
their forraign Coins for their commodities, there will
be still one hundred thousand pounds loss.
Now let us add another example grounded upon the
aforesaid proportion of trade between us and the Low
Countreys.
The Dutch (as aforewritten) may exchange
with the English for four hundred thousand pounds
and no more upon the equal value of the monies,
because the English have no further means to satisfie.
But now suppose that in respect of the plenty of money,
which in this case will be here in the hands of the
Dutch to deliver by exchange, our mony (according to
that which hath been already said) be undervalued ten
per cent. then is it manifest that the Dutch must
deliver four hundred and forty thousand pounds to

T)_eu_lervaluing of.
our _o'nz] an
Exchange is
the
Strangers
loss and our

have the Englishmans four hundred thousand pounds gain.
in the Low Countreys: so that there will then remain
but 60000. pounds for the Dutch to carry out of the
Realm to ballance the accompt between them and us.
Whereby we may plainly perceive that the undervaluing of our money m exchange, will not carry it
out of the Kingdom, as some men have supposed, but
rather is a means to make a less quantity thereof to
be exported, than would be done at the Par pro pa_.
Further let us suppose that the English Merchant
carrieth out as much wares in value as the Dutch
Merchant bringeth in, whereby the means is equal
between them to make their returns by exchange
without carrying away of any mony to the prejudice
of either State.
And yet notwithstanding
the Dutch
Merchant for his occasions or advantage will forsake
this course of exchange, and will venture to send part
of his returns in ready mony.
To this the answer is, that hereupon it must follow
41
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of necessity, that the Dutch shall want just so much
means in exchange with the English, who therefore
shall be forced to bring in the like sum of mony from
beyond the Seas, as the Dutch carried out of this
Realm; so that we may plainly perceive that the
monies which are carried from us _ithin the ballanee
of our trade are not considerable, for they do return
to us again : and we lose those monies only which are
made of the over-ballanee of our general trade, that
is to say, That which we spend more in value in
forraign wares, than we utter of our own eommodities.
And the eontrary of this is the only means by which
1 The Canker we get our treasure.
In vain thereforefore hath Gerard
of Englands Malynes laboured so long, and in so many printed
Commonbooks to make the world beleeve that the undervaluing
wealth.
2 Freetrade, of our money in exchange doth exhaust
our treasure,
3 Lex Mer- which is a mere fallacy of the cause, attributing that
eatoria.
4 The Centre to a Secondary means, whose effects are wrought by
of trade,
another Principal Efficient, and would also come to
pass although the said Secondary means were not at
all. As vainly also hath he propounded a remedy by
keeping the price of Exchange by Bills at the par pro
pari by publick Authority,
which were a new-found
Office without example in any part of the world, being
not only fruitless but also hurtful, as hath been sufficiently proved in this Chapter, and therefore I will
proceed to the next.

CHAr. XIII.
The Merchant who is a mere Exchanger of money by
Bills cannot iuerease or decrease our treasure.
Here are certain MerChants which deal onely
upon all advantages in th' Exchange, and neither
42
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export nor import wares into the Kingdom, which
hath caused some men to affirm, that the money which
such mere Exchangers bring in or carry out of the
Realm is not comprehended
in the ballance of our
forraign trade; for (say they) sometimes when our
sterling mony hath been undervalued
and delivered
here for Amsterdam at 10. per cent. less than the equal
value of the respective Standards, the said mere Exchanger may take here one thousand pounds sterling,
& and carry over onely nine hundred thereof in specie,
which will be sufficient to pay his Bill of Exchange.
And so upon a greater or a lesser summe the like gain
is made in three months time.
But here _e must know, that although this mere
Exchanger deal not in wares, yet notwithstanding
the
money which he carrieth away in manner afore-written
must necessarily proceed of such wares as are brought
into the Kingdom by Merchants.
So that still it
falleth into the ballance of our forraign trade, and
worketh the same effect, as if the Merchant himself
had carried away that money, which he must do if our
wares be overballanced,
as ever they are when our
money is undervalued, which is expressed more at large
in the 12. Chapter.
And on the contrary, when the mere Exchanger
(by the said advantages) shall bring money into the
Kingdom, he doth no more than necessarily must be
done by the Merchant himself when our commodities
overballance forraign wares. But in these occasions
some Merchants had rather lose by delivering their
money at an under-value in Exchange, than undertake
to hazard all by the Law; which notwithstanding
these
mere Exchangers will perform for them in hope of
gain.
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CHAP. XIV.
The admirable feats supposed to be done by Bankers
and the Merchants Exchange.
Lthough I have already written something concerning the Merchants Exchange, and therein of
the undervaluation
of our money, and of the mere
Exchanger, with their true causes and effects ; Nevertheless it will not be impertinent
to pursue this business yet a little further, and thereby not only to
strengthen
our former Arguments, but also to avoid
some cunning delusions which might deceive the unskilful Reader of those books entituled, Lex Mercatoria,
pag. 409. and The maintenance of free trade, pag. 16.
wherein the Author Gerard Malynes setteth down the
admirable feats (as he termeth them) which are to be
done by Bankers and Exchangers, with the use and
power of the Exchange : but how these wonders may
be effected he altogether omitteth, leaving the Reader
in a strange opinion of these dark mysteries, which
I cannot think he did for want of knowledge, for I
find him skifful in many things which he hath both
written and collected concerning th' affairs of Merchants, and in particular he discourses well of divers
uses, forms and passages of the Exchange, in all which
as he hath taken great pains for the good of others, so
do his Works of this kind deserve much praise: but
where he hath disguised his own knowledge with
Sophistry to further some private ends by hurting the
public good; there ought he to be discovered and
prevented_ unto which performance (in this discourse
of treasure) I find my serf obliged, and therefore I
intend to effect it by shewing the true causes and
means whereby these wonders are done, which Malines
44
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attributeth
to the sole power of the Exchange.
But
first for order I think it fit to set down the particular
feats as they stand in his said books.
The admirable feats to be done by Exchange.
1. To lay their mony with gain in any place of the
world where any exchange lyeth.
2. To gain and wax rich, and never meddle with
any Princes commodities.
3. To buy any Princes commodity, and never bring
penny nor pennyworth into the Realm, but doe that
with the Subjects mony.
4. To grow rich and live without adventure at Sea
or travaile.
5. To do great feats having credit, and yet to be
nought worth.
6. To understand whether in conjee_re their mony
employed on Exchange, or buying of wares, will be
more profit.
7. To know certainly what the Merchants gain upon
their wares they sell and buy.
8. To live and encrease upon every Princes subjects
that continually take up mony by Exchange, and
whether they gain or no.
9. To wind out every Princes treasure out of his ._}
Realm whose Subjects bring in more wares than they
carry out of the Realm.
10. To make the Staple of money run thither where
the rich Prince will have it to be brought, and pay
for it.
11. To unfurnish the poor Prince of his provision of
mony, that keeps his wares upon interest mony, if the
enemy will seek it.
12. To furnish their need of mony that tarry the
selling of their wares in any Contract untiU they make
them come to their price.
45
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13. To take up mony to engross any commodity
either new come or whereof they have some store, to
bring the whole trade of that commodity into their
own hands to sell both at their pleasure.
1¢. To hide their can'ying away of any Princes
mony.
15. To fetch away any Princes fine money with his
own or any other Princes base money.
16. To take up Princes base mony and to turn into
his fine mony, and to pay the deliverer with his own,
and gain too.
17. To take upon credit into their hands for a time
all the Merchants mony that will be delivered, and pay
them with their on-n, and gain too.
18. To make the Realm gain of all other Realms
whose Subjects live most by their own commodities,
and sell yearly tile overpluss into the world, and both
occupie that encrease yearly, and also their old store
of treasure upon exchange.
19. To undoe Realms and Princes that look not to
their Commonwealth,
when the Merchants
wealth is
such, that the great houses conspire together so to rule
the Exchange, that when they will be deliverers, they
will receive in another place above the Standard of the
Mint of the Princes mony delivered: and when they
will be takers, they will pay the same in another place
under the Standard of the Mint of tile Princes money
taken up.
20. To get ready mony to buy any commodity that
is offered cheap.
21. To compass ready mony to get any offered
bargain out of another mails hands, and so by outbidding others oftentimes to raise the wares.
22. To get a part and sometimcs all his gains that
employeth mony taken up by Exchange in wares, and
so make others travail for their gain.
46
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23. To keep Princes for having any Customs, Subsidies or Taxes upon their mony, as they employ it
not.
24. To value justly any Wares they carry into an)"
Countrey by setting *hem at that value, as the mony
that bought them was then at by Exchange in the
Countrey whither they be carried.
If I had a desire to amplifie in the explanation of
these wonders, they would afford me matter eno_gh
to make a laa'ge volume, but my intent is to do it as
briefly as possibly I may without obscurity.
And
before I begin, I cannot chuse but laugh to think how
a worthy Lawyer might be dejected in his laudable
studies, when he should see more cunning in Lex
Mercatoria by a little part of the Merchants profession,
then in all the Law-cases of his learned Authors : for
this Exchange goes beyond Conjuring; I think verily
that neither Doctor Faustus nor Banks his Horse could
ever do such admirable feats, although it is sure they
had a Devil to help them ; but wee Merchants deal not
with such Spirits, we delight not to be thought the
workers of lying wonders, and therefore I endeavour
here to shew the plainness of our dealing (in these
supposed feats) to be agreeable to the lau(_able course
of Trade.
And first, To lay our Money with gaine to any place
of the World where Exchange lieth.
How can this be
done (will some men say) for Amsterdam,
when the
losse by Exchange is sometimes eight or ten per cent.
more or lesse for one moneths usance ? The answer is,
That here I must consider, first, that the principal
....
efficient cause of this loss, is a greater value m vvares
brought from Amsterdam then we carry thither, which
make more Deliverers then Takers here by Exchange,
whereby the Money is undervalued
47
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taker:
hereupon the Deliverer, rather then he will
lose by his Money, doth consider those Countreys,
unto which we carry more Wares in value than we
receive from them;
as namely, Spain, Italy, and
others;
to which places he is sure (for the reasons
aforesaid) that he shall ever deliver his money with
profit.
But now you will say, that the money is
further from Amsterdam than before; How shall it be
got together ? yes, well enough; mad the farther about
will prove the nearest way home, if it come at last
with good profit ; the first part whereof being made
(as we have supposed) in Spain, from thence I consider where to make my second gain, and finding that
the Florentines send out a greater value in cloth of
Gold and Silver, wrought Silks, and Rashes to Spain,
than they receive in Fleece Woolls, West-India Hides,
Sugar and Cochineal, I know I cannot miss of my
purpose by delivering my money for Florence ; where
(still upon the same ground) I direct my course from
thence to Venice, and there finde that my next benefit
must be at Frankfort or Antwerp, untill at last I come
to Amsterdam by a shorter or longer course, according
to such occasions of advantage as the times and places
shall afford me. And thus we see still, that the profit
and loss upon the Exchange is guided and ruled by the
over or under ballance of the several Trades which are
Predominant and Active, making the price of Exchange
high or low, which is therefore Passive, the contrary
whereof is so often repeated by the said Malines.
To the second, fourth, fourteenth, and twenty-third,
I say, that all these are the proper works of the
meer Exchanger;
and that his actions cannot work to
the good or hurt of the Commonwealth, I have already
sufficiently shewed in the last Chap. and therefore here
I may spare that labour.
To the third.
It is true, I can deliver one thousand
48
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pounds here by exehauge to receive the value in Spain.e,
where with this Spanish money I can buy and bring
away so much Spanish wares.
But all this doth not
prove, but that in the end the English money or
commodities must pay for the said wares: for if I
deliver my thousand pounds here to an English-man,
he must pay me in Spain, either by goods already sent
or to be sent thither;
or if I deliver it here to a
Spaniard, he takes it of me, with intent to employ it
in our wares; so that every way we must pay the
Stranger for what we have from him: Is there any
feats in all this worthy our admiration ?
To the fifth, thirteenth,
twentieth, and twenty first,
I must answer these Wonders by heaps, where I finde
them to be all one matter in divers formes, and such
froth also, that every Idiot knowes them, and can say,
that he who hath credit can contract, buy, sell, and
take up much money by Exchange, which he may do
as well also at Interest:
yet in these courses they are
not alwayes gainers, for sometimes they live by the
losse, as well as they who have less credit.
To the sixth and seventh.
Here is more poor stuff;
for when I know the current price of my Wares, both
here and beyond the Seas, I may easily conjecture
whether the profit of the Exchange or the gain which
I expect upon my Wares will be greater.
And again,
as every Merchant knows well what he gains upon the
Waxes he buyeth and selleth, so may any other man
do the like that can tell how the said Merchant hath
proceeded : But what is all this to make us admire the
Exchange ?
To the eighth and twelfth.
As Bankers and Exchangers do furnish men with money for their occasions, so do they hkewise who let out their money
at interest with the same hopes and like advantage,
49
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which many times notwithstanding
fails them, as well
as the Borrowers often labour onely for the Lenders
profit.
To the ninth and eighteenth.
Here my Author hath
some secret meaning, or being conscious of his own
errours, doth mark these two Wonders with a _r in
the Margin.
For why should this great work of enriching or impoverishing
of Kingdomes be attributed
to the Exchange, which is done onely by those means
that doe over or under-ballance
our Forraign Trade,
as I have already so often shewed, and as the very
words of Malynes himself in these two places may
intimate to a judicious Reader ?
To the fifteenth and sixteenth, I confess that the
Exchange may be used in turning base money into
Gold or Silver, as when a stranger may coin and bring
over a great quantity of Farthings, which in short time
he may disperse or convert into good money, and then
deliver the same here by exchange to receive the value
in his own Countrey;
or he may do this feat by
carrying away the said good mony in specie without
using the exchange at all, if he dare venture the
penalty of the Law. The Spaniards know well who
are the common Coiners of Christendome,
that dare
venture to bring them store of Copper money of the
Spanish stamp, and carry away the value in good Ryals
of Eight, wherein notwithstanding
all their cunning
devices, they are sometimes taken tardie.
To the 17. The Bankers are always ready to receive
such sums of mony as are put into their hands by
men of all degrees, who have no skill or good means
themselves to manage the same upon' the exchange to
profit.
It is likewise true that the Bankers do repay
all men with their own, and yet reserve good gain to
themselves, which they do as well deserve for their
50
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ordinary provision or allowance a_ those Factors do
which buy or sell for Merchants by Commission: And
is not this likewise both just and very common ?
To the 11. I must confess that here is a wonder Lex Meroatoria, pa#.
indeed, that a poor Prince should keep either his wars 410.
or wares (I take both together as the Author sets them Maintenance
down both ways differing in his said two books) upon offree trade
interest mony; for what needs the Enemy of such p" 17.
a poor Prince deale with the Bankers to disapoint him
or defeat him of his mony in time of want, when the
interest it self will do this fast enough, and so I leave
this poor stuff.
To the 19. I have lived long in Italy, where the
greatest Banks and Bankers of Christendom do trade,
yet could I never see nor hear, that they did, or were
able to rule the price of Exchange by confederacie,
but still the plenty or scarcity of mony in the course
of trade did always overrule them and made the
Exchanges to run at high or low rates.
To the 22. The Exchange by bills between Mcr-Exchanqe
chant and Merchant in the course of .trade cannot hi_uteranot
Prince_

hinder Princes of their Customs and Imposts : for the their _mony which one man delivereth, because he will not, torn,.
or hath not occasion to employ it in wares, another
man taketh, because he either will or hath already
laid it out in Merchandize.
But it is true, that when
the wealth of a Kingdom consisteth much in ready
mony, and that there is also good means and conveniencie in such a Kingdom to trade with the same
into forraign p_rts, either by Sea or Land, or by both
these ways; if then this trade be neglected, the King
shall be defeated of those profits : and if the exchange
be the cause thereof, then must we learn in what
manner this is done; for we may exchange either
amongst our selves, or with strangers; if amongst our
selves, the Commonwealth cannot be enriched thereby;
51
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for the gain of one subject is the loss of another.
And
if we exchange with strangers, then our profit is the
gain of the Commonwealth.
Yet by none of these
ways can the King receive any benefit in his customes.
Let us therefore seek out the places where such exchanging is used, and set down the reasons why this
practice is permitted ; in search whereof we shall only
find one place of note in all Christendome, which is
Genoua, whereof I intend to say something as briefly
as I can.
The present
e_ateof the
wealth of
Oenoua.

The State of Genoua is small, and not very fertile,
having little natural wealth or materials to employ the
people, nor yet victuals sufficient to feed them ; but
nevertheless by their industry in former times by forraign trade into tEgypt, Soria, Constantinople, and
all those Levant parts for Spices, Drugs, raw Silks and
many other rich wares, with which they served the
most places of Europe, they grew to an incredible
wealth, which gave life unto the stren_h
of their
Cities, the pomp of their buildings, and other singular
beauties.
But after the foundation
and encrease of
that famous City of Venice, the said trades turned that
way. And since likewise the greatest part thereof
cloth come into England, Spain, and the Low Countreys
by navigation directly from the East Indies, which
alterations in the traffique, hath forced them of Genoua
to change their course of trading with wares, into
exchanging of their mony; which for gain they spread
not only into divers Countreys where the trade is
performed with Merchandize,
but more especially they
do therewith
serve the want of the Spaniards in
Flanders and other places for their wars, whereby the
private Merchants are much enriched, but the publique
treasure by this course is not encreased, and the
reasons why the Commonwealth of Genoua doth suffer
this inconvenience, are these.
52
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First and principally, they are forced to leave those
trades which they cannot keep from other Nations,
who have better means by situation, wares, Shipping,
Munition and the like, to perform these affairs with
more advantage than they are able to doe.
Secondly, they proceed like a wise State, who still
retain as much trade as they can, although they are
not able to procure the twentieth part of that which
they had.
For having few or no materials of their
own to employ their people, yet they supply this want
by the Fleece-wools of Spain, and raw Silks of Sicilia,
working them into Velvets, Damasks, Sattens, Woollendrapery, and other manufactures.
Thirdly, whereas they find no means in their own
Countrey to employ and trade their great wealth to
profit, they content themselves to do it in Spain and
other places, either in Merchandize, or by exchanging
their monies for gain to those Merchants who trade
therewith in wares.
And thus wheresoever they live
abroad for a time circuiting the world for gain; yet
in the end the Center of this profit is in their own
:Native Countrey.
Lastly, the government
of Genoua being .4ristoevade, they are assured that although the publique get
little, yet if their private Merchants gain much from
strangers, they shall doe well enough, because the
richest and securest Treasure of a Free State, are the
riches of the Nobility (who in Genoua are Merchants)
which falleth not out so in a Monarchy, where between
the comings in of a Prince, and the means of Private
Men, there is this distinction of meum _ tuum, but in
the occasions and dangers of a ttepubliek or Commonwealth, whe_
Liberty and Government
might be
changed into Servitude, there the Proper substance of
private men is the publique Treasure, ready to be spent
with their lives in defence of their own Soveraignty.
58
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To the 24. If a Merchant should buy wares here
with intentions
to send them for Venice, and then
value them as the Exchange comes from thence to
London, he may find himself far wide of his reckoning:
for before his goods arrive at Venice, both the price of
his Wares and the rate of the Exchange may alter very
much.
But if the meaning of the Author be, that this
valuation may be made after the goods arrive, and are
sold at Venice, and the money remitted hither by
ExchaI_ge, or else the money which bought the said
wares here may be valued as the Exchange passed at
that time from hence to Venice; Is not all this very
common and easie business, unworthy to be put into
the number of Admirable feats ?
To the tenth.
Although a rich Prince hath great
power, yet is there not power in every rich Prince to
make the staple of Money run where he pleaseth : for
the Staple of any thing is not where it may be had,
but where the thing doth most of all abound.
Whereupon we commonly say, that the Spaniard, in regard
of his great treasure in the West Indies, hath the
Fountain or Staple of money, which he moveth and
causeth to run into Italy, Germany, the Low Countreys,
or other places where his occasions doe require it,
either for e Peace or War.
Neither is this effected by
any singular Power of the Exchange, but by divers
wayes and means fitting those places where the money
is to he employed.
For ff the use thereof be upon the
confines of France to maintain a War there, then may
it be safely sent in specie on Carriages by Land ; ff in
Italy, on Gullies by Sea; ff in the Low Countreys, on
Shipping by Sea also, but yet with more danger, in
regard of his potent enemies in that passage.
Wherefore in this occasion, although the Exchange is not
absolutely necessary, yet is it very useful. And because
the Spaniards want of Commodities from Germany and
54
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the Low Countreys is greater in value than the Spanish
Wares which are carried into those parts, therefore the
King of Spain cannot be furnished there from his own
subjects with money by exchange, but is and hath
been a long time enforc'd to carry a great part of his
treasure in Gallies for Italy, where the Italians, and Bow
the are
Italians
amongst them the Merchants of Genoua especially, do enabledto
take the same, and repay the value thereof in Flanders, J_rnish
•
. Spain with
whereunto they are enabled by their great trade with mons in
many rich commodities which they send continually Flan_ers.
out of Italy into those Countreys and the places thereabouts, from whence the Italians return no great value
in wares, but deliver their money for the service of
Spain, and receive the value by Exchange in Italy out
of the Spanish Treasure, which is brought thither in
Gallies, as is afore-written.
So that by this we plainly see, that it is not the
power of Exchange that doth enforce treasure where
the rich Prince will have it, but it is the money
proceeding of wares in Forraigue
trade that doth
enforce the exchange, and rules the price thereof
high or low, according to the plenty or scarcity of
the said money; which in this discourse, upon all
occasions, I think I have repeated neer as often as
Malynes in his Books doth make the Exchange to
be an essential part of trade, to be active, predominant, over-ruling the price of Wares and Moneys, life,
spirit, and the worker of admirable feats.
All which
we have now briefly expounded;
and let no man
admire why he himself did not take this pains, for then
he should not onely have taken away the great opinion
which he laboured to maintain of the Exchange, but
also by a true discovery of the right operation thereof,
he should utterly have overthrown his par pro pari ;
which project (if it had prevailed) would have been a
good business for the Dutch, and to the great hurt of
5'5
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this Common-wealth,
as hath been sufficiently proved
in the 12. chapter.
Now therefore let the learned Lawyer fall cheerfully
to his hooks again, for the Merchant cannot put him
down, if he have no more skill than is in his Exchange.
Arc these such admirable feats, when they may be so
easily known and done in the course of trade ? Well
then, if by this discovery we have eased the Lawyers
minde, and taken off the edge of his admiration, let
him now play his part, and take out a Writ of Errour
against the Par pro Pari; for this project hath misinformed many, and put us to trouble to expound
these Riddles.
Nay, but stay awhile, can all this pass for current, to
slight a business thus, which (the Author saith) hath
been so seriously observed by that famous Council, and
those worthy Merchants of Queen Elizabeth of blessed
memory, and also condemned by those French Kings,
Lewis the 9t_. Philip the fair, and Philip de Valois,
with confiscation of the Bankers goods ? I must confess that all this requires
an answer,
which in part is
already done by the Author himself.
For he saith,
that the wisdome of our State found out the evil, but
they missed of the remedy; and yet what remedy this
should be no man can tell; for there was none applyed,
but all practise and use in Exchange stand still to this
day in such manner and form as they did at the time
when these Feats were discovered, for the State knew
well that there needed no remedy where there was no
disease.
Well then, how shall we be able to answer the
proceedings of the French Kings who did absolutely
condemn the Bankers, and confiscated their goods?
Yes, well enough, for the Bankers might perhaps be
condemned for something done in their exchanges
against the Law, and yet their profession may still be
56
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lawful, as it is in Italy and France it self to this day.
Nay we will grant
likewise that the Banks were
banished, when the Bankers were punished;
yet all
this proves nothing against Exchangers, for Kings and
States enact many Statutes, and suddenly repeale them,
they do and undo; Princes may err, or else Malynes
is grossly mistaken, where he setteth down 35. several
Statutes and other ordinances enacted by this State in
350. years time to remedy the decay of Trade, and yet
all are found defective; only his reformation
of the
Exchange, or Par pro pari, is effectual, if we would
believe him; but we know better, and so we leave
him.
I might here take occasion to say something against
another project of the same brood tlmt lately attended
upon the success of this Par pro pari, as I have been
credibly informed, which is, the changing and rechanging here within the Realm, of all the Plate,
Bullion and Monies, Forraign or Sterling, to pass only
by an office called, The Kin#s Royal Exchanger, or his
Deputies, paying them a Peny upon the value of every
Noble: which might raise much to their private good,
and destroy more to the publique hurt.
For it would
decay the Kings Coinage, deprive the Kingdom of
much Treasure,
abridge the Subjects of their just
liberty, and utterly overthrow the worthy trade of the
Goldsmiths, all which being plain and easie to the
weakest understandings,
I will therefore omit to amplify
upon these particulars.
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CRAr. X¥.
Of some Excesses and evils in the Commonwealth, which
notwithstanding decay not our Trade nor Treasure.
T is not my intent to excuse or extenuate any the
least excess or evil in the Commonwealth,
but
rather highly to approve and commend that which by
others hath been spoken and written against such
abuses.
Yet in this discourse of Treasure, as I have
already set down affirmatively,
which are the true
causes that may either augment or decrease the same :
so is it not impertinent
to continue my negative declarations of those enormities and actions which cannot
work these effects as some men have supposed.
For
in redress of this important business, if we mistake the
nature of the Malady, we shall ever apply such cures
as will at least delay, if not confound the Remedy.
Let us then begin with Usury, which if it might be
turned into Charity, and that they who are Rich would
lend to the poor freely; it were a work pleasing to
Almighty God, and profitable to the Commonwealth.
But taking it in the degree it now stands ; How can we
well say, That as Usury encreaseth so Trade decreaseth ?
For although it is true that some men give over
trading, and buy Lands, or put out their Money to
use when they are grown rich, or old, or for some
other the like occasions; yet for all this it doth not
follow, that the quantity of the trade must lessen; for
this course in the rich giveth opportunity presently to
the younger $;poorer Merchants to rise in the world,
and to enlarge their dealings;
to the performance
whereof, ff they want means of their own, they may,
and do, take it up at interest: so that our money lies
not dead, it is still traded.
How many Merchants,
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and Shop-keepers havc bcgun with little or nothing of
their own, and yet are grown very rich by trading
with other mens money ? do we not know, that when
trading is quick and good, many men, by means of
their experience, and having credit to take up money
at interest, do trade for much more than they are
worth of their own stock ? by which diligence of the
industrious, the affairs of the Common-wealth
are increased, the moneys of Widows, Orphans, Lawyers,
Gentlemen and others, are employed in the course of
Forraign Trade, which themselves have no skill to
perform.
We find at this present, that notwithstanding the Poverty we are fallen into by the Excesses and
Losses of late times, yet that many men have much
money in their chests, and know not how to dispose
thereof, because the Merchant will not take the same
at interest (although at low rates) in regard there is
a stop of trade in Spain and in France, whereby he
cannot employ his own meanes, much lesse other mens
moneys.
So that for these, and some other reasons
which might be aUedged, we might conclude, contrary
to those who affirm, that Trade decreaseth as Usury
encreaseth, for they rise and fall together.
In the next place, we hear our Lawyers much condemned; the vexation and charges by multiplicity of
Sutes do exceed all the other Kingdomes of Christendome, but whether this proceed from the Lawyers
Covetousness, or the Peoples Perverseness, it is a great
question.
And let this be as it may, I will inquire no
farther therein than our present discourse doth require,
concerning the decay of our Trade, and impoverishing
of the Kingdom : Sure I am, that Sutes in Law make
many a man poor and penniless, but how it should
make us trade for less by one single penny, I cannot
well conceive. For although amongst the great number of them who are vexed and undone by eontro59
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versles, there be ever some Merchants; yet we know,
that one mails necessity becomes another muffs opportunity.
I never knew as yet, a decay in our Trade
and Treasure for want of Merchants, or Means to
employ us, but rather by excessive Consumption of
Forraign Wares at home, or by a declination in the
vent of our Commodities abroad, caused either by th_
ruinous effects of Wars, or some alterations in the
times of Peace, whereof I have spoken more fully in
the third Chapter.
But, to conclude with the Lawyers,
I say, that their noble Profession is necessary for all,
and their Cases, Quillets, I)elayes and Charges, are
mischievous to many ; these things indeed are Cankers
in the Estates of particular
men, but not of the
Common-wealth,
as some suppose, for one mans loss
becomes another roans gain, it is still in the Kingdome,
I wish it might as surely remain in the right places.
Lastly, all kind of Bounty and Pomp is not to be
avoided, for if we should become so frugal, that we
would use few or no Forraign wares, how shall we then
vent our own commodities ? what will become of our"
Ships, Mariners, Munitions, our poor Artificers, and
many others? doe we hope that other Countreys will
afford us money for All our wares, without buying or
bartering for Some of theirs ? this would prove a vain
expectation;
it is more safe and sure to run a middle
course by spending moderately, which will purchase
treasure plentifully.
Again, the pomp of Buildings, Apparel, and the like,
in the :Nobility, Gentry, and other able persons, cannot
impoverish the Kingdome; if it be done w.ith curious
and costly works upon our Materials, and by our own
people, it will maintain the poor with the purse of the
rich, which is the best distribution of the Commonwealth.
But ff any man say, that when the people
want work, then the Fishing-trade would be a better
60
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employment, and far more profitable; I subscribe willingly.
For in that great business there is means
enough to employ both rich and poor, whereof there
hath been much said and written ; It resteth only that
something might be as well effected for the honour and
wealth, both of the King and his Kingdoms.

C_AP. X¥I.
How the Revenues

and Incomes of Princes may justly
be raised.

'Ow
whichthata Kingdom
we have may
set be
down
enriched
the true
with course
treasure;by
In the next place we will endeavour to shew the ways
and means by which a King may justly share therein
without the hurt or oppression of his Subjects.
The
Revenues of Princes as they differ much in quantity,
according to the greatness, riches and trade of their
respective dominions ; so likewise is there great diversity used in procuring the same, according to the
constitution of the Countreys, the government, laws
and customs of the people, which no Prince can alter
but with much difficulty and danger.
Some KingB
have their Crown Lands, the first fruits upon Ecclesiastical Livings, Customs, Tolls and Imposts upon all
trade to and from forraign Countries;
Lones, Donations and Subsidies upon all necessary occasions. Other
Princes and States leaving the three last, do add unto
the rest, a custom upon all new wares transported
from one City, to be used in any other City or place
of their own dominions, customs upon every alienation
or sale of live Cattel, Lands, Houses, and the portions
or marriage mony of women, licence mony upon all
Victualling houses and Innkeepers, head mony, Custom
61
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upon all the Corn, Wine, Oyl, Salt and the like, which
grow and are consumed in their own dominions, &c.
All which seem to be a rabble of oppressions, serving
to enrich those Princes which exact them, and to make
the people poor and miserable which endure them ;
especially in those Countrcys where these burdens are
laid at heavy rates, at 4, 5, 6, and 7. per cent. But
when all the circumstances
and distinction of places
are duly considered,
they will be found not only
necessary and therefore lawful to be used in some
States, but also in divers respects very profitable to
the Commonwealth.
First there are some States, as namely Venice,
Florence, Genoua, the united Provinces of the Low
Countreys, and others, which are singular for beauty,
and excellent both for natural and artificial strength,
having likewise rich Subjects: yet being of no very
great extent, nor enjoying such wealth by ordinary
revenues as might support them against the suddain
and powerful invasions of those mighty Princes _vhich
do inviron them;
they are therefore
enforced to
strengthen themselves not only with confederates and
Leagues (which may often fail them in their greatest
need) but also by massing up store of treasure and
Munition by those extraordinary courses before written,
which cannot deceive them, but will ever be ready
to make a good defence, and to ot_end or divert their
enemies.
Neither are these heavy Contributions
so hurtfull to
the happincsse of the people, as they are commonly
esteemed: for as the food and rayment of the poor is
made dear by Excise, so doth the price of their labour
rise in proportion;
whereby the burden (if any be) is
still upon the rich, who are either idle, or at least work
not in this kind, yet have they the use and axe the
great consumers of the poors labour; Neither do the
62
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rich neglect in their several places and callings to
advance their endeavours according
to those times
which do exhaust their means and revenues; wherein
if they should peradventure fail, and therefore be forced
to abate their sinful excess and idle retainers ; what is
all this but happiness m a Commonwealth, when vertue,
plenty and arts shall thus be advanced all together?
Nor can it be truly said that a Kingdom is impoverished where the loss of the people is the gain of the
King, from whom also such yearly incomes have their
annual issue to the benefit of his subjects ; except only
that part of the treasure which is laid up for the
Imbhque good; wherein likewise they who suffer have
their safety, and therefore such contributions
are both
just and profitable.
Yet here we must confess, that as the best things
may be corrupted, so these taxes may be abused and
the Commonwealth
notoriously wronged when they
are vainly wasted and consumed by a Prince, either
upon his own excessive pleasures, or upon unworthy
persons, such as deserve neither rewards nor countenance from the Majesty of a Prince:
but these
dangerous disorders are seldom seen, especially in such
States as are aforenamed, because the disposing of the
publique treasure is in the power and under the discretion of many; Neither is it unknown to all other
Principalities
and Governments that the end of such
Excesses is ever ruinous, for they cause great want
and poverty, which often drives them from all order to
exorbitance, and therefore it is common policy amongst
Princes to prevent such mischiefs with great care and
providence,
by doing nothing that may cause the
Nobility to despair of their safety, nor leaving any
thing undone which may gain the good will of the
Commonalty to keep all in due obedience.
But now before we end this point in hand, we must
68
remember
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remember likewise that all bodies are not of one and
+,_om_
_tate_
cannotmLbxint,but by
the means of
heavy tax¢8,

the same constitution, for that which is Physick to one
man, is little better than poyson to another;
The
States aforewritten_
and divers others like to them
cannot subsist but by the help of those extraordinary
contributions, whereof we have spoken, because they
are not able otherwise in short time to raise sufficient
treasure to defend themselves against a potent enemy,
who hath power to invade them on the suddain, as is
already declared.
But a mighty Prince whose dominions are great and united, his Subjects many and
Loyal, his Countries rich both by nature and _afilque,
his Victuals and warlike provisions plentiful and ready,
his situation easy to offend others, and difiiSult to be
invaded, his harbors good, his _avy strong, his alfiance
powerfull, and his ordinary revenues sufficient, royally
to support the Majesty of his State, besides a reasonable
sum which may be advanc'd to lay up yearly in trea-

Princes, who sure for future occasions : shall not all these blessings
have nojust (being well ordered) enable a Prince against the sudcauseto lay d .....
extraordinary
aln invasion of any mighty enemy, without imposing
and heavy, those extraordinary and heavy taxes? shall not the
theirtaXes
UU_e_ts
.on wealthy and loyal subjects of such a great and just
Prince maintain his Honour and their own Liberties
with life and goods, alwayes supplying the Treasure of
their Soveraign, untill by a well ordered War he may
inforce a happy Peace?
Yes verily, it cannot otherwise be expected.
And thus shall a mighty Prince be
more powerful in preserving the wealth and love of his
Subjects, than by treasuring up their riches with unnecessary taxes, which cannot but alter and provoke
them.
Yea, but say some men, we
all this by example taken from
Monarchs oi Christendome, wh%
which here are termed ordinary,
64
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or the most of the other heavy Contributions.
All which
we grant, and more; for they use also to sell their
Offices & Places of Justice, which is an act both base
& wicked, because it robbeth worthy men of their
Merits, _ betraycth the cause of the innocent, whereby
God is displeased, the people oppressed, and Vertue
banished from such unhappy Kingdomes:
Shall we
then say, that these things are lawfull and necessary
because they are used ? God forbid, we know better,
and we are well assured that these exactions are not
taken for a necessary defence of their own right, but
through pride and covetousness to add Kingdome to
Kingdome, and so to usurp the right of others : which The _inl,ter
actions of Impiety are ever shadowed with some fair en& wh/c_
....
somegreat
pretence of Sanctity, as being done for the {3atholic Princes have
Cause, the propagation of the Church, the suppression in laying
• /_avy taxe,
of Hereticks, and such like delusions, serving onely co upon their
further their own ambition, whereof in this place it 8_jeaz.
shall be needless to make any larger discourse.

CaxP. XVII.
Whether

it be necessary for great Princes
store of Treasure.

Efore wemay
set down
the quantity
Princes
conveniently
lay
hurting the Common-wealth,
it will
whether the act it self of Treasuring
in common conference we ever find

to lay up

of Treasure
which
up
yearly without
be fit to examine
be necessary : for
some men who do

so much dote or hope upon the Liberality of Princes,
that they term it baseness, and conceive it needless for
them to lay lip store of Treasure;
accounting the
honour and safety of great Princes to consist more in
their Bounty, than in their Money, which they labour
65
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to confirm by the examples of Cmsar, Alexander, and
others, who hating covetousness, atchieved many acts
and victories by lavish gifts and liberal expences. Unto
which they add also the little fruit which came by
that great summ of money which King David laid up
and left to his son Solomon, who notwithstanding this,
and all his other rich Presents and wealthy Traffique
in a quiet reign, consumed all with pomp and vain
delights, excepting only that which was spent in building of the Temple. Whereupon (say they) if so much
treasure gathered by so just a King, effect so little,
what shall we hope for by the endeavours of this kind
in other Princes?
Sardanapalu8 left ten millions of
pounds to them that slew him. Darius left twenty
millions of pounds to Alexander that took him; Nero
being left rich, and extorting much from his best
Subjects, gave away above twelve millions of pounds
to his base _]atterers and such unworthy persons, which
caused Galba after him to revoke those gifts. A Prince
who hath store of molly hates peace, despiseth the
friendship of his Neighbours
and Allies, enters not
only into unnecessary, but also into dangerous Wars,
to the ruin and over-throw (sometimes) of his own
estate: All which, with divers other weak arguments
of this kind (which for brevity I omit), make nothing
against the lawful gathering and massing up of Treasure by wise and provident Princes, if they be rightly
understood.
For first, concerning those worthies who have obtained to the highest top of honour and d_nity, by
their great gifts and expences, who knows not that
this hath been done rather upon the spoils of their
Enemies than out of their own Cofers, which is indeed
a Bounty that causeth neither loss nor peril ? Whereas
oll the contrary, those Princes which do not providently lay up Treasare, or do imoderately consume the
66
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same when they

have it, will sodainly come to want Ex_s and
bounty b_ing_
and misery ; for there is nothing doth so soon decay t_.q.
gery, .
as Excessive Bounty, in using whereof they want the whichmalce_
means to use it. And this was King Solomons case, vise
most inmendetheir
notwithstanding
his infinite Treasure, which made him hea& how to
over-burthen his Subjects in such a manner, that "_
extort andffet
_Ior mony into
this cause) many of them rebelled against his Son their hand_.
Rehoboam, who thereby lost a great par_ of his dominions, being so grosly mis-led by his young Counsellors.
Therefore a Prince that will not oppress his people,
and yet be able to maintain his Estate, and defend his
Right, that will not run himself into Poverty, Con.
tempt, Hate, and Danger, must lay up treasure, and
be thrifty, for further proof whereof I might yet roduce some other examples, which here I do omit as
needless.
Only I will add this as a necessary rule to be
observed, that when more treasure must be raised than
can be received by the ordinary taxes, it ought ever
to be done with equality to avoid the hate of the
people, who are never pleased except their contributions be granted by general consent: For which purpose the invention of Parliaments is an excellent policie
of Government, to keep a sweet concord between a
King and his Subjects, by restraining the Insolency
of the Nobility, and redressing the Injuries of the
Commons,
without engaging a Prince to adhere to
cither party, but indifferently to favour both.
There
could nothing be devised with more judgment for the
common quiet of a Kingdom, or with greater care for
the safety of a King, who hereby hath also good means
to dispatch those things by others, which will move
envy, and to execute that himself which will merit
thanks.

_4
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a Prince may conveniently
up yearly.

lay

Hus far we have shewed the ordinary and extraordinary incomes of Princes, the conveniency
thereof, and to whom only it doth necessarily and
justly belong, to take the extraordinary
contributions
of their Subjects.
It resteth now to examine what
proportion of treasure each particular Prince may conveniently lay up yearly.
This business doth seem at
the first to be very plain and easy, for if a Prince have
two millions yearly revenue, and spend but one, why
should he not lay up the other P Indeed I must
confess that this course is ordinary in the means and
gettings of private men, but in the affairs of Princes it
is far different, there are other circumstances
to be
Forraig_
_'rademua
give proportion to a
Pr/nces treasure which
laid up
yearly,

considered; for although the revenue of a King should
be very great, yet if the gain of the Kingdom be but
small, this latter must ever give rule and proportion
to that Treasure, which may conveniently be laid up
yearly, for ff he should mass up more mony than is
gained by the overballance of his forraign trade, he
shall not Fleece, but Flea his Subjects_ and so with
their ruin overthrow himself for want of future sheerlugs. To make this plain, suppose a Kingdom to be
so rich by nature and art, that it may supply it serf
of forraign wares by trade, and yet advance yearly
200000l. in ready mony : Next supppose all the King's
revenues to be 900000l. and his expences but 400000/.
whereby he may lay up 300000l. more in his Coffers
yearly than the whole Kingdom gains from strangers
by forraign trade; who sees not then that all the mony
in such a State, would suddenly be drawn intb the
68
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Princes treasure, whereby the life of lands and arts
must fail and fall to the ruin both of the publick and
private wealth ? So that a King who desires to lay up A Pr/n_
j whose_wbmuch mony must endeavour by all good means
_oject s have but
maintain and encrease his forraign trade, because it is l_ttleforralq_
1

the sole way not only to lead him to his
also to enrich his Subjects to his farther
Prince is esteemed no less powerful by
rich and well affected Subjects, than
much treasure in his Coffers.

, Trade cannot

own ends, out lay uT much
benefit : for a mony.
having many
by possessing

But here we must meet with an objection, which
peradventure
may be made concerning
such States
(whereof I have formerly spoken) which are of no
great extent, and yet bordering upon mighty Princes,
are therefore constrained to lay extraordinary
taxes
upon their subjects, whereby they procure to themselves very grcat incomes yearly, and are richly provided against any Forraign Invasions; yet have they
no such great trade with Strangers, as that the overbalance or gain of the same may suffice to lay up the
one half of that which they advance yearly, besides
their own expences.
To this the answer is, that stil the gain of their
Forraign Trade must be the rule of laying up their
treasure, the which, although it should not be much
yearly, yet in the time of a long continued peace, and
being well managed to advantage, it will become a
great summe of money, able to make a long defence,
which may end or divert the war. Neither are all the
advances of Princes strictly tied to be massed up in
treasure, for they have other no less necesssary and
profitable wayes to make them rich and powerfull, by
issuing out continually a great part of the mony of
their yearly Incomes to their subjects from whom it
was first taken; as namely, by employing them to
make Ships of War, with all the provisions thereunto
69
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belonging, to build and repair Forts, to buy and store
up Corn in the Granaries of each Province for a years
use (at least) aforehand, to serve in occasion of Dearth,
which cannot be neglected by a State but with great
danger; to erect Banks with their money for the encrease of their subjects trade, to maintain in their pay,
Collonels, Captains, Souldiers, Commanders, Mariners,
and others, both by Sea and Land, with good disciMunltionfor pline, to fill their Store-houses
(in sundry strong
war o_ght to places) and to abound in Gunpowder,
Brimstone, Saltbe Iceptin
diversplaee, peter,
Shot, Ordnance,
Musquets,
Swords, Pikes,
of the _tate,
Armours, Horses, and in many other such like Proto prevent the
lossof all by visions fitting War ; all which will make them to be
trechergin
feared abroad, and loved at home, especially if care be
onep/ace,
taken that all (as neer as possible) be made out of the
Matter and Manufacture
of their own subjects, which
bear the burden of the yearly Contributions;
for a
Prince (in this case) is like the stomach in the body,
which ff it cease to digest and distribute to the other
members, it doth no sooner corrupt them, but it
destroyes it serf.
Thus we have seen that a small State may lay up a
great wealth in necessary provisions, which are Princes
Jewels, no less precious than their Treasure, for in
time of need they are ready, and cannot otherwise
be had (in some places) on the suddain, whereby a
State may be lost, whilest Munition is in providing:
so that we may account that Prince as poor who can
have no wares to buy at his need, as he that hath no
money to buy wares; for although Treasure iz said to
be the sinews of the War, yet this is so because it doth
provide, unite & move the power of men, victuals,
and munition where and when the cause doth require;
but if these things be wanting in due time, what shall
we then do with our molly ? the consideration of this,
doth cause divers well-governed States to be excoeding
70
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provident and well furnished of such provisions, especially those Granaries and Storehouses with that famous
Arsenal of the Venetians, are to be admired for the
magnificence of the buildings, the quantity of the
Munitions and Stores both for Sea and Land, the
multitude of the workmen, the diversity and excellency
of the Arts, with the order of the government.
They
are rare and worthy things for Princes to behold and
imitate; for Majesty without providence of competent
force, and ability of necessary provisions is unassured.

ChAr. XIX.
Of some different

effects, which proceed from Naturall
and Artificiall Wealth.

I_
the latter
of the third
Chapterconcerning
of this Book,
have
alreadyend written
something
Natural and Artificial Wealth, and therein shewed how
much Art doth add to Nature ; but it is yet needful to
handle these particulars apart, that so we may the
better discern their severall operations in a Commonwealth.
For the effeeting whereof, I might draw some
comparisons from Turkey and Italy, or from some other
remote Countreys, but I will not range so far, having
matter sufficient here in Great Britain and the united
Province8 of the Low Countreys, to make this business
plain: wherefore in the first place, we will begin with
England briefly, and onely in general terms, to shew
the natural riches of this famous Nation, with some
principal effects which they produce in the disposition
of the people, and strength of the Kingdome.
If we duly consider Englands Largeness, Beauty,
Fertility, Strength, both by Sea and Land, in multitude of warlike People, Horses, Ships, Ammunition,
71
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advantagious situation for Defence and Trade, number
of Sea-ports and Harbours, which are of difficult access
to Enemies, and of easie out-let to the Inhabitants
wealth by excellent Fleece-wools, Iron, Lead, Tynn,
Saffron, Corn, ¥ictuals, Hides, Wax, and other natural
Endowments;
we shall find this Kingdome capable to
sit as master of a Monarchy.
For what greater glory
and advantage can any powerful Nation have, than to
be thus richly and naturally possessed of all things
needful for Food, Rayment, War, and Peace, not onely
for its own plentiful use, but also to supply the wants
of other Nations, in such a measure, that much money
may be thereby gotten yearly, to make the happiness
compleat.
For experience tellcth us, that notwithstanding that excessive Consumption of this Kingdome
alone, to say nothing of Scotland, there is exported
eornmunibus annis of our own native commodities for
the value of twenty two hundred thousand
pounds
Sterling, or somewhat more ; so that if we were not
too much affected to Pride, monstrous Fashions, and
I_iot, above all other Nations, one million and an half
of pounds might plentifully supply our unnecessary
wants (as I may term them) of Silks, Sugars, Spices,
Fruits, and all others; so that seven hundred thousand
pounds might be yearly treasur'd up in money to make
the Kingdome exceeding rich and powerful in short
time.
But this great plenty which we enjoy, makes us
a people not only vicious and e_cessive, wastful of the
means we have, but also improvident
& careless of
much other wealth that shamefully we lose, which is,
the Fishing in his Majesty's Seas of gn#land, Scotland,
Thefrults of and Ireland, being of no less consequence than all our
/d/_ess,
other riches which we export and vent to Strangers,
_ich
are
Englands
whilest in the mean time (through lewd idleness) great
¢_nmon
multitudes of our people cheat, roar, rob, hang, beg,
reprovhes

amony
_tra_ers.

cant, pine, and perish, which by this means and main72
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tenance
might be much enereased, to the further
wealth and strength of these Kingdomes, especially by
Sea, for our own safety, and terrour of our enemies.
The endeavours of the industrious Dutch do give sufficient testimony of this truth, to our great shame, and
no less perill, if it have not a timely prevention: for,
whilest we leave our wonted honourable exercises and
studies, following our pleasures, and of late years
besotting ourselves with pipe and pot, in a beastly
manner, sucking smoak, and drinking healths, until
death stares many in the face ; the said Dutch have
well-neer left this swinish vice, and taken up our
wonted valour, which we have often so well performed
both by Sea and Land, and particularly
in their The Netherdefence, although they are not now so thankful as to landersinacknowledge the same. The summ of all this is, that gratitude.
the general leprosie of our Piping, Potting, Feasting,
Fashions, and mis-spending of our time in Idleness and
Pleasure (contrary to the Law of God, and the use of
other Nations) hath made us effeminate in our bodies,
weak in our knowledg, poor in our Treasure, declined
in our Valour, unfortunate
in our Enterprises,
and
contemned by our Enemies.
I write the more of these
excesses, because they do so greatly wast our wealth,
which is the main subject of this whole Books discourse: and indeed our wealth might be a rare discourse for all Christendome to admire and fear, if we
would but add Art to Nature, our labour to our natural
means, the neglect whereof hath given a notable advantage to other nations, & especially to the Hollanders,
whereof I will briefly say something in the next place.
But first, I will deliver my opinion concerning our
Clothing, which although it is the greatest Wealth and
best Employment of the Poor of this Kingdome, yet
neverthelesse we may peradventure employ our selves
with better Safety, Plenty, and Profit in using more
73
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Tillage and Fishing, than to trust so wholly to the
making of Cloth; for in times of War, or by other
occasions, if some forraign Princes should prohibit the
use thereof in their dominions, it might suddenly cause
much poverty and dangerous uproars, especially by our
poor people, when they should be deprived of their
ordinary maintenance, which cannot so easily fail them
when their labours should be divided into the said
diversity of employment, whereby also many thousands
would be the better enabled to do the Kingdom good
service in occasion of war, especially by Sea; And so
leaving England, wee will pass over into the United
Provinces of the Netherlands.
As plenty and power doe make a nation vicious and
improvident,
so penury and want doe make a people
wise and industrious:
concerning the last of these I
might instance divers Commonwealths of Christendom,
who having little or nothing in their own Territories,
do notwithstanding purchase great wealth and strength
by their industrious commerce with strangers, amongst
The Hollan- which the united Provinces of the Low Countreys are
ders improve-now of greatest note and fame: For since they have
mere
and
cast off the yoke of Spanish slavery, how wonderfuUy
industry.
are they improved in all humane policy ? What great
means have they obtained
to defend their liberty
against the power of so great an Enemy ? and is not
all this performed by their continual industry in the
trade of Merchandize?
are not their Provinces the
Magazines and Storehouses of wares for most places of
Christendom, whereby their Wealth, Shipping, Mariners, Arts, People, and thereby the publique Revenues
ThosePr/me8 and Excizes are grown to a wonderful height ? If we
_/h_/h
ng_u do _o_ compare the times of their subjection, to their present
the D_t¢_,
estate, they seem not the same people ; for who knows
would as resdaUly re*/_ not that the condition of those Provinces was mean
theSpaniard, and turbulent under the Spaniards government, which
74
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brought rather a greater charge than a further strength
to their ambition; neither would it prove over difficult
for the neighbour Princes in short time to reduce those
Countreys to their former estate again, if their own
safety did require the same, as certainly it would if the
Spaniard were sole Lord of those Netherlands ; but our
discourse tends not to shew the means of those mutations, otherwise than to find out the chief foundation
of the Hollanders wealth and greatness; for it seems a
wonder to the world, that such a small Countrey, not
fully so big as two of our best Shires, having little
natural Wealth, Victuals, Timber, or other necessary
amunitions, either for war or peace, should notwithstanding possess them all in such extraordinary plenty,
that besides their own wants (which arc very great)
they can and do likewise serve and sell to other Princes,
Ships, Ordnance, Cordage, Corn, Powder, Shot, and
what not, which by their industrious
trading they
gather from all the quarters of the world: In which Muvh Policy,
courses they are not less injurious to supplant others but little
(especially the English) than they are careful to tt°nesty"
strengthen themselves.
And to effect this and more
than hath been said (which is their war with Spain)
they have little foundation besides the Fishing, which
is permitted them in His Majesties Seas, being indeed
the means of an incredible wealth and strength, both
by Sea and Land, as Robert Hitchcock, Tobias Gentleman, and others have pulished at large in print to
them that list to read. And the States General themselves in their proclamation have ingeniously set out
the worth thereof in these words following, The great
Fi_hin_ and catching of Herrings is the chiefest trade
.
.
and Frinvipal Gold Mine of the Umted Promnees,
whereby many ttwusande of Honsholde, Families, Handicrafts, Trades and Occupations are set on work, well
maintained and Fro_er, especially the sailing and navi75
gation,

Tart of the
_
Prodamation,
d_ted in the
Hague, 19.
July 1624.
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gation, as well within as without these Countreys is kept
in great estimation; Moreover many returns of mony,
with the encrease of the means, Convoys, Customs and
revenues of these Countreys are augmented thereby and
prosper, with other words following, as is at large
expressed in the said Proclamations,
set forth by the
States General for the preservation
of the said trade
of Fishing ; without which it is apparent that they
cannot long subsist in Soveraignty ; for if this foundation perish, the whole building of their wealth and
strength both by Sea and Land must fall; for the
multitude of their Shipping would suddainly decay,
their revenues and customs would become small, their
Countreys would be depopulated for want of maintenance, whereby the Excize must fail, and all their
other trades to the East Indies or elsewhere must faint.
So that the glory, and power of these Netherlanders
eonsisteth in this-fishing of Herrings, Ling and Cod in
His Majesties Seas. It resteth therefore to know what
right or title they have thereunto,
and how they are
able to possess and keep the same against all other
:Nations.
The answers to these two questions are not difficult:
for first, it is not the Netherlandish Author of Mare
/_/berum, that can entitle them to Fish in His Majesties
Seas. For besides the Justice of the cause, and examples of other Countreys, which might be alleged,
I will only say, that such titles would be sooner decided
by swords, than with words ; I do beleeve indeed that
it is free for the Fish to come thither at their pleasure,
but for the Dutch to catch and carry them away from
thence without His Majesties licence, I harbour no
such thought.
There may be good policy to connive
still, and so long to permit them this fishing as they are
in perfect league with England, and in war with Spain.
But if the Spaniards were Masters of the United
76
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Provinces as heretofore, it would neerly concern these
Kingdoms to claim their own right, and carefully to
make as good use thereof for increase of their wealth
and strength, to oppose that potent enemy, as now the
Netherlanders do, and are thereby well enabled for the
same purpose: by which particular
alone they are
ever bound to acknowledge their strong alliance with
England, above all other Nations, for there is none
that hath the like good means to lend them such a
powerful maintenance.
Nor were it possible for the Mone 9 and
. fishinq cornSpaniard (if he had those Countreys again) to make pareil.
a new Foundation
with the power of his money, to
encrease his strength, either by Sea or Land, to offend
these Kingdoms, more than he is now able to perform
with the conveniency of those Provinces which he hath
already in his possession ; for it is not the Place, but
the Employment, not the barren Netherlands,
but the
rich Fishing, which gives Foundation, Trade, and Subsistence to those multitude of Ships, Arts and People,
whereby also the Excises and other publick Revenues
are continued, and without which Employment all the
said great Dependences
must necessarily disbandon
and fail in very short time.
For although I confess,
that store of money may bring them materials (which
they altogether
want) and Artsmen to build them
Shipping, yet where are the wares to fraight and
maintain them?
if money then shall be the onely
means to send them out in Trade, what a poor number
of Ships will this employ ? or if the uncertain occasions of War must support them, will not this require
another Indies, and all too little to maintain the tenth
part of so many Ships and Men as the Hollanders do
now set on work by the Fishing and other Trades
thereon depending?
But ff it be yet said, that the
Spaniard being Lord of all those Netherlands,
his
expence of the present War there will cease, and so
77
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this power may be turned upon us. The answer is,
that when Princes send great Forces abroad to invade
others, they must likewise encrease their charge and
strength at home, to defend themse_lves; and also we
must consider, that if the Spaniard will attempt any
thing upon these Kingdomes, he must consume a great
part of his Tresaure in Shipping, whereby the means
of his invading power of Money and Men to land will
be much less than now it is in the Low Countreys:
Nor should we regard them, but be ever ready to
beard them, when our Wealth and Strength by Sea
and Land might be so much encreased by the possession and practise of our Fishing, of which particular
I will yet say something more where occasion shall be
offered in that which followeth.
And here in this
place I will onely add, that if the Spaniard were sole
Lord of all the Netherlands,
he must then necessarily
drive a great trade by Sea, to supply the common
wants of those Countreys, whereby in occasion of war,
we should have means daily to take much wealth from
him ; whereas now the Spaniard using little or no
trade in these Seas, but imploying his Ships of warre
to the uttermost of his power, he only takes, and we
lose great matters continually.
Now concerning the second question, Whether the
Hollanders be able to possess and keep this fishing
against all other Nations.
It is very probable, that
although they claim now no other right than their
own freedome in this Fishing, seeming to leave the
like to all others ; yet if the practice of any Nation
should seek either to Fish with them or to supplant
them, they would be both ready and able to maintain
this Golden Mine, against the strongest opposition
except England, whose harbours
and In-lands with
other daily reliefs are very needful, if not absolutely
necessary for this employment,
and whose Power also
78
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by Sea, is able (in short time) to give this business disturbance, and utter ruin, if the occasion should be so
urgent as is afore supposed: Neither is it enough for
any man to contradict all this by saying the Hollanders
are very strong by Sea, when both Sea and Land
encounter them with a greater power: we must observe
from whence their strength doth grow, and if the root
may once be spoiled, the branches soon will wither;
and therefore it were an error to esteem, or value them
according to the present power and wealth, which they
have obtained by trade or purchase; for although this
were far greater then indeed it is, yet would it soon be
consumed in a chargeable war against a potent enemy,
when the current of those Accidents may be stopt
and turned by preventing the substance it self (which
is the Fishing in His Majesties Seas) that gives Foundation, and is the very Fountain of their strength and
happiness:
The United Provinces (we know) are like
a fair bird suited with goodly borrowed plumes ; but
if every Fowl should take his feather, this bird would
rest neer naked : Nor have we ever seen these Netherlanders as yet in their greatest occasions to set forth
neer so many ships of war at once as the English have
often done without any hinderance
of their ordinary
traffique;
It is true indeed, they have an infinite
number of weak Ships to fish with, and fetch Corn,
Salt, ._c. for their own victualling and trading, the like
to fetch Timber, Plank, Boords, Pitch, Hemp, Tar,
Flax, Masts, Cordage, and other Ammunitions to make
those multitudes of Ships, which unto them are as our
Ploughs to us, the which except they stir, the people T]_ lgeth_.starve ; their Shipping therefore cannot be spared from/and_r8
their traffique (as ours may if occasion require) no not
for a very short time, without utter ruin, because it is
the daily maintenance
of their great multitudes which
gain their living but from hand to mouths upon which
79
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also depends the great excises, and other publique
revenues, which support the State it self: Neither
indeed are those Vessels strong or fit for war; and in
their proper use of Fishing and trade they would
become the riches, or the purchase of a potent Enemy
by Sea, as they partly find by one poor town of
Dunkirk, notwithstanding
their great charge of Men of
war, strong Convoys, and other commendable diligence,
which continually they use to prevent this mischief:
but if the occasion of a more powerful enemy by Sea
should force them to double or treble those charges,
we may well doubt the means of their continuance,
especially when (by us) their fishing might nevertheless
be prevented, which should procure the maintenance.
These and other circumstances make me often wonder,

Men who
Sa_eeak
bff
orlonor when I hear the Dutch vain-gloriously
to brag, and
tradition, not many English simply to befieve, that the United Profrom reason, vinces are our Forts, Bulwarks, Walls, out-works, and
I know not what, without which we cannot long subsist
The Holagainst the Spanish forces ; when in truth, we are the
landersmain main fountain of their happiness, both for war and
supportarace
is Englands
peace ; for trade and treasure, for Munition and Men,
qoodAlliance. spending our blood in their defence; whilst their people
are preserved to conquer in the Indies, and to reap the
fruits of a rich tra_que out of our own bosoms; which
being assumed to ourselves (as we have right and
power to do) would mightily encrease the breed of our
people by this good means of their maintenance,
and
well enable us against the strongest enemy, and force
likewise great multitudes of those Netherlanders them.
selves to seek their living here with us for want of
better maintenance:
whereby our many decayed Seatowns and Castles would soon be re-edified and populated in more ample manner than formerly they were
in their best estate.
And thus these forces being
united, would be ever more ready, sure, and vigorous
80
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than a greater strength that lies divided, which is
always subject to delays, diversion, and other jealousies,
of all which we ought not to be ignorant, but perfectly
to know, and use our own strength when we have
occasion, and especially we must ever be watchful to
preserve this strength, lest the subtilty of the Dutch
(under some fair shews and with their mony) prevail,
as peradventure they lately practised in Scotland, to
have had a Patent for the possessing, inhabiting, and
fortifying of that excellent
Island of Leuris in the
Orcades ; whose scituation, harbours, fishing, fertility,
largeness and other advantages, would have made them
able (in short time) to offend these Kingdoms by
suddain invasions, and to have defended the aforesaid
Fishing against his Majesties greatest power, and also
to send out and return home their Shipping prosperously that way, to and from the East and West Indies,
Spain, the Straohts , and other places, without passing
through his Majesties narrow Seas, where in all occasions this Kingdome now hath so great advantage to
take their Ships, and prevent their best Tradesj which
would soon bring them to ruine, whereby (as they well
know) we have a greater tie and power over them than
any other Nation.
And howsoever the said Island of
Lewis might have been obtained in the name of private
men, and under the fair pretence of bringing Comerce
into those remote parts of Scotland; yet in the end,
when the work had been brought to any good perfection, the possession and power would no doubt have
come to the Lords, the States Gdnera], even as we
know they have lately gotten divers places of great
Strength and Wealth in the East Indies, in the names
and with the purse of their Merchants, whereby also
their actions herein have been obscur'd and made less
notorious unto the world, untill they had obtain'd their
ends, which are of such consequence, that it doth much
81
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concern this Nation in particular, carefully to observe
their proceedings, for they notoriously follow the steps
of that valiant and politick Captain, Philip of Macedon,
Where force
whose Maxim was, That where force could not prevail,
fail*, yet
he always used bribes, and money to corrupt those who
moneyprevails; thus might advance his fortune;
by which policy he gave
hopesthe
foundation
to
a
Monarchy;
8_ what know we but that
Bollanders.
the Dutch may aim at some such Soveraignty, when
they shall find their Indian attempts and other subtil
plots succeed so prosperously ? Do we not see their
Lands are now become too little to contain this swelling people, whereby their Ships and Seas are made
the Habitations
of great multitudes ? and yet, to give
them further breed, are they not spared from their
own wars to enrich the State and themselves by Trade
and Arts? whilest by this policy many thousands of
strangers are also drawn thither for performance
of
their martial employments, whereby the great revenue
of their Excises is so much the more enereased, and all
things so suhtilly contrived, that although the forraign
souldier be well paid, yet all must be there again expended; and thus the Wealth remains still in their
own Countreys; nor are the strangers enriched which
do them this great service.
I have heard some Italians wisely and worthily discourse of the natural Strength and Wealth of England,
which they make to be matchless, if we should (b_atin
part) apply ourselves to such policies and endeavours
as are very commonly used in some other Countreys
of Europe; and much they have admired, that our
thoughts and jealousies attend only upon the Spanish
and French greatness,
never once suspecting, but
constantly embracing the Netherlanders
as our best
Friends and Allies; when in truth (as they well observe) there are no people in Christendome
who do
more undermine,
hurt, and eclipse us daily in our
82
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and Trades, both abroad and a_ home;

and this not only in the rich Fishing in his Majesty's
Seas (whereof we have already written) but also in our
Inland trades between City and City, in the Manufactures of Silk, Woolls, and the like, made here in
this Kingdom, wherein they never give employment or
education in their Arts to the English, bfit ever (according to the custome of the Jewes, where they abide
in Turkey, and divers places of Christendome) they
live wholly to themselves in their own Tribes. So
that we may truly say of the Dutch, that although
they are amongst us, yet they certainly are not of us,
no not they who are born and bred here in our own
Countrey, for stil they will be Dutch, not having so
much as one drop of English bloud in their hearts.
More might be written of these Netherlanders pride
and ambitious endeavours, whereby they hope in time
to grow mighty, ff they be not prevented, and much
more may be said of their cruel and unjust violence
used (especially to their best friends the English) in
matters of bloud, trade, and other profits, where they
have had advantage and power to perform it : hut these
things are already published in print to the view and
admiration of the world; wherefore I will conclude,
and the summ of all is this, that the United Provinces,
which now are so great a trouble, if not a terrour to
the Spaniard, were heretofore little better than a
charge to them in their possession, and would be so
again in the like occasion, the reasCns whereof I might
yet further enlarge; but they are not pertinent to this
discourse, more than is already declared, to show the
different effects between Natural and Artificial Wealth:
The first of which, as it is most noble and advantagious, being alwayes ready and certain, so doth it
make the people careless, proud, and given to all excesses; whereas the second enforceth Vigilancy, Lite83
rature,
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rature, Arts and Policy. My
that as England doth plentifully
fully capable of the other, that
as worthily eonjoyn them both
mation of our vicious idleness,
these famous Kingdomes.

wishes therefore are,
enjoy the one, and is
our endeavours might
together, to the reforand greater glory of

CaAr. XX.
The order and means whereby we may draw up the
ballance of our Forraign T?ade.
Ow, that we have sufficiently proved the Ballance
of our Forraign Trade to be the true rule of our
Treasure;
It resteth that we shew by whom and in
what manner the said ballanee may be drawn up at
all times, when it shall please the State to discover
how we prosper or decline in this great and weighty
business, wherein the Officers of his Majesties Customes are the onely Agents to be employed, because
they have the accounts of all the wares which are
issued out or brought into the Kingdome ; and although
(it is true) they cannot exactly set down the cost and
charges of other mens goods bought here or beyond
the seas; yet nevertheless, ff they ground themselves
upon the book of Rates, they shall be able to make
such an estimate as may well satisfie this enquiry ; for
it is not expected that such an account can possibly
be drawn up to a just ballance, it will suffice onely
that the difference be not over great.
//0v wemust
First therefore, concerning our Exportations,
when
_)_Y_

our

Exportatlon8 we have valued their first cost, we must add twentyandlmporfive per cent. thereunto for the charges here, for fraight
_u/om.
of Ships, ensurance of the Adventurer, and the Merchants Gains; and for our Fishing Trades, which pay
84
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no Custome to his Majesty, the value of such Exportations may be easily esteem'd by good observations
which have been made, and may continually be made,
according to the increase or decrease of those affairs,
the present estate of this commodity being valued at
one hundred and forty thousand pounds issued yearly.
Also we must add to our Exportations
all the moneys
which are carried out in Trade by license from his
Majesty.
Secondly, for our Importations of Forraign Wares,
the Custome-books serve only to direct us concerning
the quantity, for we must not value them as they are
rated here, but as they cost us with all charges laden
into our Ships beyond the Seas, in the respective
places where they are bought : for the Merchants gain,
the charges of Insurance, Fraight of Ships, Customes,
Imposts, and other Duties here, which doe greatly_
indear them unto our use and consumption, are notwithstanding
but Commutations
amongst our selves,
for the Stranger hath no part thereof: wherefore our
stud Importations
ought to be valued at twenty five
per cent. less than they are rated to be worth here.
And although this may seem to be too great allowance
upon many rich Commodities, which come but from
the Low Countreys and other places ncer hand, yet will
it be found reasonable, when we consider it in gross
Commodities, and upon Wares laden in remote Courttreys, as our Pepper, which cost us, with charges, but
four pence the pound in the East Indies, and it is here
rated at twenty pence the pound: so that when all is
brought into a medium, the valuation ought to be made
as afore-written.
And therefore, the order which hath
been used to multiply the full rates upon wares inwards
by twenty, would produce a very great errour in the
Ballance, for in this manner the ten thousand bags of
Pepper, which this year we have brought hithcr from
85
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The Trad_ to the East Indies, should be valued at very near two
the East not hundred and fifty thousand pounds, whereas all this
Ind/es/s
onely#reat
in Pepper in the Kingdomes
accompt, cost not above
it self, 5ut it fifty
thousand pounds, because the Indians have had
clothalso
make our
no more of us, although we paid them extraordinary
other trades dear prices for the same. All the other charges (as
muchgreater
than they
I have said before) is but a change of effects amongst
were.
our selves, and from the Subject to the King, which
cannot impoverish the Common-wealth.
But it is true,
that whereas nine thousand bags of the said Pepper
are already shipped out for divers forraign parts;
These and all other Wares, forraign or domestick,
which are thus transported
Outwards, ought to be
cast up by the rates of his Majesties Custome-money,
multiplied by twenty, or rather by twenty-five
(as I
conceive) which will come neerer the reckoning, when
we consider all our Trades to bring them into a
medium.
Thirdly,
ported or
esteemed
Kingdom
And what
here, the
deducted.

we must remember,
that all Wares eximported by Strangers (in their shipping) be
by themselves, for what they carry out, the
hath only the first cost and the custom:
they bring in, we must rate it as it is worth
Custom, Impost,
and pety charges only

Lastly, there must be good notice taken of all the
great losses which we receive at Sea in our Shipping
either outward or homeward bound: for the value of
the one is to be deducted from our Exportations,
and
the value of the other is to be added to our Importations: for to lose and to consume doth produce one
and the same reckoning.
Likewise if it happen that
His Majesty cloth make over any great sums of mony
by Exchange to maintain a forraign war, where we do
not feed and clothe the Souldiers, and Provide the
armies, we must

deduct

all this
86
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out of our
Exportations
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Exportations
or add it to our Importations;
for this
expence doth either carry out or hinder the coming in
of so much Treasure.
And here we must remember
the great collections of mony which are supposed to be
made throughout the Realm yearly from our l_ecusants
by Priests and Jesuits, who secretly convey the same
unto their Colleges, Cloysters and Nunneries beyond
the Seas, from whence it never returns to us again in
any kind; therefore if this mischief cannot be pre-Two
Contrarzes which
vented, yet it must be esteemed and set down as a are both
cleer loss to the Kingdomc, except (to ballance this) we pernicwus.
will imagine that as great a value may perhaps come
in from forraign Princes to their Pensioners here for
Favours of Intelligence,
which some States account
good Policy, to purchase with great Liberality;
the
receipt whereof notwithstanding
is plain Treachery.
There axe yet some other petty things which seem to
have reference to this Ballance, of which the said
Officers of His Majesties Customs can take no notice,
to bring them into the accompt.
As namely, the
expences of travailers, the gifts to Ambassadors and
Strangers, the fraud of some rich goods not entred
into the Custom-house,
the gain which is made here
by Strangers
by change and re-change, Interest of
mony, ensurance upon English mens goods and their
lives: which can be little when the charges of their
living here is deducted;
besides that the very like
advantages are as amply ministred unto the English
in forraign Countreys,
which doth counterpoize
all
these things, and therefore they are not considerable in
the drawing up of the said Ballance.

87
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CBAP. XXI.
The conclusion upon all that hath been_ said, concerning
the Exportation or Importation of Treasure.

He sum
of all of
thatthehath
been spoken,
the
enriching
Kingdom,
and th'concerning
encrease
of our treasure by commerce with strangers, is briefly
thus.
That it is a certain rule in our forraign trade,
in those places where our commodities exported are
overballanced in value by forraign wares brought into
this Realm, there ore"mony is undervalued in exchange;
and where the contrary of this is performed, there our
mony is overvalued.
But let the Merchants exchange
be at a high rate, or at a low rate, or at the Par pro
pari, or put down altogether;
Let Forraign Princes
enhance their Coins, or debase their Standards, and let
His Majesty do the like, or keep them constant as
Lhey now stand; Let forraign Coins pass current here
in all payments at higher rates than they are worth
at the Mint; Let the Statute for employments by
Strangers stand in force or be repealed; Let the meer
Exchanger do his worst; Let Princes oppress, Lawyers
extort, Usurers bite, Prodigals wast, and lastly let
Merchants carry out what mony they shall have occasion to use in trafflque.
Yet all these actions can
work no other effects in the course of trade than is
declared in this discourse.
For so much Treasure
only will be brought in or carried out of a Commonwealth, as the Forragn Trade doth over or under
ballance in value. And this must come to pass by a
Necessity beyond all resistance.
So that all other
courses (which tend not to this end) howsoever they
may seem to force mony into a Kingdom for a time,
yet are they (in the end) not only fruitless but also
88
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flouds which

down their banks, and suddenly remain
want of waters.

bear

dry again for

Behold then the true form and worth of forraign
Trade, which is, The great Revenue of the King, The
honour of the Kingdom , the Noble profession of the
Merchant, The School of our Arts, The supply of our
wants, The employment of our poor, The improvement of
our Lands, The Nurcery of our Mariners, The Walls of
the Kingdoms, The means of our Treasure, The Sinnews
of our wars, The terror of our enemies. For all which
great and weighty reasons, do so many well governed
States highly countenance the profession, and carefully
cherish the action, not only with Policy to encrease it,
but also with power to protect it from all forraign
injuries : because they know it is a Principal in Reason
of State to maintain
and defend that which doth
Support them and their estates.
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To

The most High

and mighty

MONARCH.
CHARLES

the

II.

May it Please your most Excellent Majesty,

Aving some years since (with so great
boldness) presumed to present this unworthy Treatise to your most Sacred MAJESTY;
the which having
received, not onely your
Majesties pardon, but Favour and Countenance;
I am incouraged to renew it again with the satisfaction to have had thoughts,
sutable to your
Majesties inclinations, as appears by your Majesties gratious approbation of many particulars
contained in it; By which great success I am
imboldned

imboldned,
once again humbly to crave your
Majesties
favorable
Pardon
and protection,
having
being,

no

greater

ambition

than,

The

onely

your Majesties most Loyal and
faithful Subject and
Servant,

SAMVEL

FORTREY.

To the

Reader.

I giving
Have to
been
ashamed
at my
own ofconfidence
in
anyoften
so much
trouble,
or loss
time, as ; the
reading this undeserving paper.
But it having been
first Published in the year 1663. when my zeale to the
PubTick, more than my ability prevailed with me, to
venture the hazzard of such an Undertaking ; And since
,finding my Endeavour more acceptable, than I had
reason to expect, and no more Copies remaining whereby
to gratifie such friends as seemed very desirous of them :
I have again renewed them without any alteration ; That
it may appear, how many things have hapned since,
according to my wish ; and how my mean thoughts have
found concurrence, in the worthiest Councils. And if
my endeavours herein have been any wayes successefull,
or beneficiall to any, I have attained the end I aimed at.

Sam. Fortrey.

ENGLANDS
INTEREST
AND
IMPROVEMENT.

NGLANDS
Interest
and Improvement
consists
chiefly in the increase of store and trade.
Store comprehendeth
all such commodities, as either Of storeand
the soil, or people of this nation are capable to produce, trade in
•
general.
which are either uscfuU at home, or valuable abroad.
Trade is the means, by which a nation may procure
what they want from abroad, and vent to the best
advantage, what ever may be spared of their own
increase at home.
Of store there axe properly two sorts, natural and
artificial.
Our natural store may also be divided into three
parts.
First, the annual increase of the soil, which consists
chiefly in corn of all sorts, and all the best sorts of
cattel.
Secondly, the product of our Mines, of lead, tin,
iron, coal, aUum, and the like.
Thirdly, the great plenty of fish our seas naturally
afford, of which we might reap unknown advantages,
were our fishing trade rightly improved.
Our Artificial store consists in the manufacture and
Industry of the people, of which the chiefest in this
nation are the manufactures of woollen clothes, and all
7
other
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other sorts of woollen stuffs, linen cloth, silk, stuffs,
ribbandings, stockings, laces, and the like.
In trade there may be likewise said to be two kinds.
The one, trade at home, one with another: the other,
our trade, or traffick abroad with strangers.
And in each of these particulars, by the bounty of
nature and divine providence, this nation doth not
onely equal any neighbour countrey, but far excels all
in the most profitable advantages.
Of the trade
iD.ance we know to be a nation, rich, populous and
of France.
plentifull;
and this onely by the increase of its own
store, raised both by the fruit of the soil, and industry
of the people; consisting in corn, wine, and many sorts
of fruits, and great manufactures
of all sorts of silks,
linen clothes, laces, and many other rich commodities,
which do not onely store them at home, with what they
need, but by the overplus provides for all things else,
they necessarily want from abroad;
with plenty of
money to boot.
Of the trade
Holland hath not much of its own store, especially
of Holland. not answerable to supply the wants of that nation ; and
yet by their industrious diligence in trade, they are
not onely furnished with whatsoever the world affords
and they want, but by the profit of their trade they
excel in plenty and riches, all their neighbour nations.
Riches a_
Two things therefore appear to be chiefly necessary,
PeoTleneces- to make a nation great, and powerfull ; which is to be
_ry to
incr_ the rich, and populous; and this nation enjoying together
greatnessand
all those advantages with part whereof onely, others
_r
of a
nation,
grow great and flourishing; and withall, a Prince, who
above all things delights and glories in his peoples
happiness:
this nation can expect no less then to
become the most great, and flourishing of all others.
TheTrdudie*
But private advantages are often impediments
of
jarivate interests often are

toputlivk
advantages.

publick profit; for in what any single person shall be
a loser, there, endeavours will be made to hinder the
8
publick
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publick gain, from whence proceeds the ill sucees that
commonly attends the endeavours for publick good;
for commonly it is but coldly prosecuted, because the
benefit may possibly be something remote from them
that promote it ; but the mischief known and certain
to them that oppose it : and Interest more than reason
commonly sways most mens affections.
Whereby it may appear, how necessary it is that the
publick profits should be in a single power to direct,
whose Interest is onely the benefit of the whole.
The greatest thing therefore that any Prince can
aim at, is to make his dominions rich and populous,
and by what means it may be effected in this nation,
beyond all neighbour countreys, I shall endeavour to
demonstrate:
People and plenty are commonly the
begetters the one of the other, if rightly ordered.
And first, to increase the people of this nation, per- ttow to

invrea_e the

mission would be given to all people of foreign coun-people of this
treys, under such restrictions as the state shall think nation.
fit, freely to inhabit and reside within this kingdom,
with liberty to buy or sell lands or goods, to import or
export any commodities, with the like priviledge and
freedom that English men have.
This would quickly increase the number of our
people, and multiply our riches : for those people that
would come from other countries to inhabit here, would
also bring their riches with them, which if they laid
out in the purchasing of estates, or improvement of our
trade, or were onely their persons rightly employed, it
might very much increase, both the riches and power
of this nation.
But it may be demanded

why we should expect that Why

people should leave their own native eontreys to e°_ef°reignersm
desireto inhaand inhabit here, when they enjoy already as many bit here.
priviledges as here are offered them.
These masons may be given,
9
First,
i6
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First, that this eountrey in it self is as pleasant, or
more pleasant, healthfull, fruitful and temperate then
any other.
T_ second
Secondly, that our laws, government, and disposition
_n.
of the people, I may say, are not onely as good, but
much better then any other, for the ease, quiet, peace
and security of a people.
l_thlrd
Thirdly, if our trade and manufactures
were but
reason,
improved to that advantage, as they are capable of,
there would be no countrey in the world, where industrious people might improve their estates, and grow
more rich, then in this; and the hope of gain commonly bears so great a sway amongst men, that it is
alone sufficient to prevail with most."
_efourth
Fourthly, this being the most eminent and intire
reaaon,
countrey of all others, that profess the Protestant Religion (which profession is very numerous in most of the
other countreys of Europe, but many of them under
constraint and danger, and the free liberty of mens
consciences with security to their persons, being above
all things most desirable) it cannot be doubted, or
denied (were those impediments removed, that now
may hinder) but we might be sufficiently stored with
wealthy and industrious
people, from all parts of
Europe.
P_a_r_
And were there not so many divine reasons to prefer
sh_ng the the Protestant Religion before all others, as being
advantarje_
the Prince
doubtless above all the most free from vain and superthi_ nation stitious beliefs and ceremonies, being the onely model
b3/pre- _ .
f_r/_¢ the oz true piety and vertue, without those allays of preProtestant
tended pious evils, that some abound with; contriving
lkligi°n°nlY'by
murder, treason and mischief, to advance their
opinions : I say, if there were not these reasons for it,
but that the Protestant Rehgion wanted this unvaluable worth, to prefer it before others, and suppose it
onely equal with the rest; yet in humane prudence it
10
is
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First, because thereby, he remains the onely Supreme, Thefirst
under God, in these dominions ; and controllable by rea.,on
none : whereby his power in government is much confirmed, and the peace of his people secured; when ff it
were otherwise (as in some it is) that mens consciences
were at the dispose of others ; who use their power
onely to the advancement of their own wealth, pride &
greatness ; it cannot be avoided, but that the Princes
Interest and theirs may often differ; which can never
happen but to the Princes great hazard, and peoples
ruine; of which truth, there have been already too
many sad examples in this kingdom; so as I conceive,
there needs little more to be said to perswade a Prince,
to prefer his own peace, security and freedom, above
the perswasions of any, that onely seek their own
private Interest and advantage.
Secondly, for the Prince of this nation, to profess Thesecond
the reformed Protestant Religion, is a matter of greatest reason.
policy & prudence, for the advance of his own power
and greatness:
For as it is said before, considering
how desireable the countrey is in it self, and the only
chief in Europe of this profession; and the hazardous
and dangerous condition of those in other countries,
the power that the perswasions of mens consciences
have to prevail with them, he may always be assured
of this, that where any of this profession in other
eountrey% shall happen to be persecuted or injured by
a stronger party of a contrary belief, their refuge will
certainly be to him, either to be received as his Subjects in his own countrey, or else to offer their service
to help him to become Lord of their own; or otherwise, ff quarrels or differences should happen to arise
between this Prince and the Prince of any other neigh°
bout country, if they should make war upon him,he
11
would
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would be assured of friends abroad to lielp to divert
them, or ff he should find it fitting to attach others, he
cannot want confederates and assistants in the prosecution of his design, especially ff there be any thing of
pretence of Religion in the case: which is seldom
wanting, where it is any ways serviceable to advance
a design.
But by the way it is to be observed, that as this may
be of certain advantage to this Prince against others,
so would it be of like mischief to himself or worse,
should he suffer the Interest of any other Prince to
have the like advantage against him ; and in this kind
there is but one profession which is so considerable,
either amongst our selves at home, or in countreys
abroad, that is worthy the taking notice of, and it is so
Catholick as I shall not need io name it.
The danger
And though Christians ought not to persecute one
for theprince another, and that onely for small differences in opinion,
of this nation
to tolerateany when what is right or wrong for the most part remains
otherRdigion, a doubt and uncertain ; whil'st the evils are onely certain
that such disputes produce.
And as it may be truly said, Morality may be short
of true Religion, yet it is most certain, that no Religion
can be pure that wants true morality; I shall onely
therefore make this short observation, That that Religion which shall endeavour to advance it self by all
immoral and wicked ways and means, must needs be
in that particular much defective.
And though this
be commonly practised
by most, yet certainly the
danger is greater from that whose profest principle it
is, than from such others, who (though often guilty)
yet wholly disown it. And what Prince, or state is
likely to escape mischief, or be secure; when opportunity is offered to those, who by ties of conscience are
obliged to ruine it; and have Interest
and subtilty
enough to contrive the same ? all which being rightly
12
weighed
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weighed and considered, it is evident, how perilous,
and desperate a thing it might prove, if it were onely
on account of policy, and self-preservation, for a Prince
to admit or countenance such things, which have not
the least shew or appearance of good, or advantage,
but in all likelihood, of most certain hazard and ruine,
both to Himself and State.
But granting what is said to be tl_e, yet what can
be objected against the countenancing,
or at least
toleration of all such other sorts of Christian professions, who pretend they have not the will, nor probably
can have the power, to contrive or act any thing considerable to the damage, or disquiet of the Prince or
State.
It may be answered, that the toleration of all such
in it self doth not appear altogether so dangerous to the
Prince, or State : But if the nature of man be rightly
considered, together with the common zeal in matters
of Religion, you shall finde that commonly things of
the smallest consequence make the greatest differences:
and, as the same faith and belief, doth very much
increase love and affection, so contrariwise difference
in opinions, do only beget & engender contempt, &
animosities towards one another ; by which means the
Prince shall at no time be either quiet, or secure.
For
should the Prince suffer all indifferently, and not elect
some one which should always be countenanced, and
maintained
as the chief, and most universal profession
of his kingdom: the confusions would be so great, and
the Princes Interest so small amongst them, for want
of any dependency on him; that a kingdom so derided
against it self, could not stand.
And on the other side, should the Prince first settle
a government in the Church, as it is at this day, and
then give toleration to all others; the mischievous consequence would not be much less: for first, all such
13
as
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as would withdraw, would not without grudging pay
their dues to Parsons, from whom they receive no
recompence, nay rather, whom they contemn and hate.
Secondly, upon all invasions from abroad, or rebellions at home, the Prince shall be sure to have all such
Ibr his enemies, as shall be so tolerated.
First, because of their certain hatred to the present
Church-government
: by which they conceive, that they
receive many injuries, and oppressions.
Secondly, in hope every one to advance their own
party, could they remove the power in being; each
imagining their own opinion as the most worthy, would
first take place.
And lastly, where such advantages are offered, to
strengthen any discontented party, no Prince can hope,
or expect to be long quiet or secure.
These mischiefs and inconveniences, having of long
time been so obvious, it hath been thought by some,
that a strict uniformity in Church-government,
is the
onely means to prevent all the aforesaid inconveniences.
I conceive it cannot well be denied, but then care
would be taken, that what is so imposed, be onely such
things as are barely necessary and such as may agree
best with the quiet and preservation of the State. And
in this also good regard would be had, to the most
sober way of the same profession in other countrcys;
which would much advance the design aforesaid, and
in all likelihood would preserve the Princes power more
entire, and his people in greater fidelity, love and
peace.
But to return to the cause that first moved this

discourse, as a means to multiply people, and enrich
the kingdom, it may be objected;
Objections
First, that it doth not appear that people are wanting,
against the but rather that we have already too many, if we conways and
means tomd-sider
the number of poor people that are found in
a_y peo/_.
14
every
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every place ; and it might be prudence, first, to employ
these, before we endeavour to multiply more.
Secondly, that to give the like liberty and priviledge
to foreiners, that English-men have, might be a means
to undo the natives;
for foreiners by their Correspondents abroad, and industry at home, will gain all
the trade to themselves, and also by purchasing
of
estates, will make our land much the dearer.
It is answered first; It is true considering
our The0/_'ect/on_
present condition, how trade is decayed, and the little an_cred.
encouragement
people have to industry,
we have
already more people then are well employed;
but I
conceive, it is so much the greater damage to the
Prince, to have his people both few and poor; but ff
the manufactures
and other profitable employments of
this nation, were rightly improved and encouraged,
there is no doubt but the people, and riches of the
kingdom might be greatly increased and multiplied,
both to the profit, and honour of the Prince.
Secondly, that any Englishman, of the like ingenuity
as a stranger, will have the like advantage of trade, as
any stranger can have, as to the exportation or importation of any commodities, for they may have their
correspondents
abroad as well as the other: yet, suppose they could not, it would be no damage to the
kingdom, but an advantage, if the Subjects by this
means be more plentifully and cheaply provided with
all forein commodities, & may gain a better price, and
vent for their own, and the number and Interests that
can pretend to suffer hereby, are so few, & inconsiderable that it bears no proportion with the advantage.
And further, by this liberty to foreiners, we should
quickly attain to the perfection of those manufactures,
which now we so highly value and purchase so dear
from abroad:
for many of the best Artists of other
countreys, no doubt in short time would be transported
15
hither
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hither, perhaps no less to the benefit of this nation,
then the like encouragement
hath been in former
times, by the improvement of our art of clothing; and
by which practice the Hollander at this day reaps
unknown advantages.
And as for raising the price
and value of our lands, or of any thing else that is our
own ; it is of so great an advantage, that it might be
wished, nothing were cheap amongst us but onely
money.
Of
our natuBut to proceed in order, and first of our natural
ral store
store, and annual increase of the soil, the annual prcfit
and increase of the soil of this kingdom, consists chiefly
in corn of all sorts, flax, hemp, hops, wooll, and many
more such like; and also the best sorts of cattel, as
bullocks, horse and sheep; and the greater our increase is of any of these commodities, the richer may
we be; for, money, and all forein commodities that
come hither, are onely bought by the exchange of our
own commodities;
wherefore by how much our own
store doth exceed those necessaries we want from
abroad, by so much
increased amongst us.
T)_oset]_inejs
to becMefly
i._re_eLt_t
least eharqe,
and are of
greatest value
a_road,

will the

plenty

of money

be

Our care should therefore be to increase chiefly those
things which are of least charge at home, and greatest
value abroad; and cartel may be of far greater advantage to us, then corn can be, if we might make the
best profit of them; for that the profit we can make of
any corn by exportation, is much hindred by the plenty
that neighbour countreys afford of that commodity, as
good or better than we have any. Wherefore, could
we employ our lands to any thing of more worth, we
could not want plenty of corn, though we had none of
our own; for what we should increase in the room of
it, of greater value by exportation, would not onely
bring us home as much corn as that land would have
yeelded, but plenty of money to boot.
16
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Of eattel, the most considerable are horse, sheep,
and bullocks, in all which we do not onely excel in
goodness all other countreys, whereby we can vent the
profits of them at far greater rates, but we may also by
our singular advantage, in the increase of those cartel,
have the sole trade, being able so far to exceed our
own wants, as to furnish all our neighbours, who must
be forced to good rates, no other countrey affording
the like for goodness, or scarce sufficient for their own
USe.

And might we freely have the liberty to export
them, or so much of them as may be fitting, we should
need no laws to hinder the exportation of corn ; for we
should find thereby a profit, so far exceeding that
which might be raised out of every acre, that we might
better afford to give a far greater price to buy it, than
we can now sell it for. For the profit of one acre of
pasture, in the flesh, hide and tallow of an Ox; or in
the flesh, wooll and tallow of a sheep ; or in the carcase of a horse, is of so much greater value abroad,
than the like yield of the earth would be in corn ; that
the exportations of this nation might be at least double
to what it is, ff rightly disposed.
Wherefore it is to
be wished, that the Supreme power would so far tender
the publick good, in which it is so much concerned, as
to remove all impediments, and promote all endeavours,
which tend to so great and publick an advantage.
The greatest impediments in this Improvement are The impedichiefly these,
.mentsof this
_mTrovement.
First, men cannot make the best of their own lands.
Secondly, wlien they have, they cannot sell the
increase of it to the best advantage.
And these may
be thus amended.
First, by a liberty for every man to enjoy his lands Hovto re_wv¢
them, a_Mfirst

in severalty and inclosure; one of the greatest Improve- by inclo_zre.
ments this nation is capable of; for want whereof, we The damage
17
find
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that haTTen_ find by daily experience, that the profit of a great part
fo_ _
of
inclosure,
of the land and stock in this kingdom, as now imployed,
is wholly lost.
And this appears, in that the land of
the common fields, almost in all places of this nation,
with all the advantages that belong unto them, will not
let for above one third part so much as the same land
would do inclosed, and always several.
And on the
great Commons, a house with commoning wil not let
for one quarter so much, as it would do were its proportion several unto it. And all this by reason of the
many several Interests:
whence it is, that men cannot
agree to employ it to its properest use, and best advantage: whereby much land is tilled with great labour,
and small profit; and much land fed to the starving of
the eattel, and the impoverishing the inhabifants;
to
the increase of nothing but beggery in this nation;
all which inconveniences, would by inclosure be prevented.
Objectlon8
against
inclosures.

But it may be objected, that many other ineonvenienees would happen by inclosure;
and chiefly, it
would cause great depopulations and scarcity of corn,
as hath been conceived by former Parliaments;
which
appears by their opposing, rather than advancing of it :
upon this opinion, that inclosure would convert the
lancLto pasture; one hundred acres of which, will scarce
maintain a shepherd and his dog, which now maintains
many families, employed in tillage ; and by experience
it is found, that many towns, which when their lands
were in tillage had many families, now they are inclosed,
have not so many inhabitants in them.
To this I answer,

TheObj_ion8 First, that inclosures would not have been opposed,
amnoered, had it not appeared, that most landlords endeavoured
it; which is a greater argument of Improvement : for,
did not the landlord suppose it would improve his land
to a higher value, he would never have been perswaded
18
to
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to do it; and the reason why it would have been of greater
advantage to the landlord, is, because the tenant could
make more profit of it, or else we should not finde
them so greedy after pasture, at so high a rate, when
they may have arable enough for half the value ; and
this proves inclosure is profitable, since the same land
is thereby raised to a far greater value.
Secondly, as for Corn, it would be nothing the
scarcer by inclosure, but the rather more pleat;full,
though a great deal less land were tilled : for then every
ingenious husband would onely plow that land that he
found most fitting for it, and that no longer than he
found it able to bring him profit : so as he would out
of one acre, raise more corn than in the common field
can be raised of two, whereby one acre would be saved
for other uses, besides the charges of mens and cartels
labours;
whereas in the common fields, where the
tenant doth not plow, the profit of the land is lost ;
whereby he is forced to a continual plowing, though to
the ruine and damage both of the land, and of himself:
so as that land, labour, and charge is lost, which otherwise might be imployed, to the profit and advantage of
the kingdom.
Thirdly, as to depopulations
by inclosures, granting
it inereaseth plenty, as cannot well be denied, How
increase and plenty can depopulate, cannot well be
conceived: nor surely do any imagine that the people
which lived in those towns they call depopulated, were
all destroyed, because they lived no longer there; when
indeed they were onely removed to other places, where
they might better benefit themselves, and profit the
publick.
Certainly they might as well think the nation undone,
should they observe how London is depopulated in a
long vacation, when men are only retired into the
eountrey, about their private and necessary employ19
ments
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ments; and the like might they think of the countrey
in the Term time, yet a man is not thereby added, or
diminished to the nation.
Fourthly, as many or more families may be maintained and employed, in the manufacture of the wooll
that may arise out of one hundred acres of pasture,
than can be employed in a far greater quantity of
arable; who perhaps do not always finde it most convenient for them to live, just on the place where the
wooll groweth ; by which means cities and great towns
are peopled, nothing to the prejudice of the kingdom.
Wherefore then if by inclosure the land it self is
raised to a greater value, and a less quantity capable
of a greater increase, and if really it causeth no depopulations, but at most a removal of people thence;
where without benefit to the publick, or profit to themselves, they labored and toiled, to a more convenient
habitation, where they might with less pains greatly
advantage both: And if the manufactures
and other
profitable employments of this nation are increased, by
adding thereto such numbers of people, who formerly
served onely to waste, not to increase the store of the
nation, it cannot be denied, but the encouragement of
inclosure, where every marts just right may be preserved, would infinitely conduce to the increase and
plenty of this nation, and is a thing very worthy the
countenance and care of a Parliament.
Of our

Mines.

In the next place, the product of our Mines of lead,
tin, iron, coals, allum, and the like, may also be
accounted amongst the annual increase of the soil, and
the product of these are onely obtained by the labour
and industry of the people, and are very serviceable at
home and profitable abroad; and therefore the increase
of them doth very well deserve all just encouragement.

_lhour
Lastly, the great plenty of fish our seas naturally
ing-tra&, afford may be accounted amongst our other annual
20
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increases, and the profit of these onely depend on
peoples labour, and that in such a kinde as it doth not
onely increase the plenty and wealth of the kingdom,
but also may be very serviceable to preserve and increase the honour and safety of our nation, by increasing our shipping ; especially if some course were taken
to prevent others from robbing us of so great a treasure, and therefore very worthy of the publick care to
maintain and incourage; but the concernment of this
is already so well known to every one to be so great, as
it is not needfull to discourse it further.
In the next place, our manufactures
are to be con- Of our man_
sidereal, on which chiefly depends both the wealth and lactates"
prosperity of this kingdom: for by the increase and
encouragement
thereof, the Subjects are employed in
honest and industrious callings, maintained and preserved from want, and those mischiefs which commonly
attend idleness : the people furnished at home with all
things both of necessity and pleasur_ ; and by the overplus procure from abroad, what ever for use or delight
is wanting.
The chief manufactures amongst us at this day, are
onely woollen clothes, woollen stuff, of all sorts, stockings, ribbandings, and perhaps some few silk stuffs, and
some other small things, scarce worth naming; and
these already named so decayed and adulterated, that
they are almost out of esteem both at home and
abroad.
And this, because forein commodities are grown into Our rnanufazturers

_e'rff

so great esteem amongst us, as we wholly undervalue _nuehdecayed.
and neglect the use of our own, whereby that great Y/_ereasons.
expence of treasure, that is yearly wasted in clothing,
furnitures, and the like ; redounds chiefly to the profit
of strangers, and to the ruine of his Majesties Subjects.
And this will more plainly appear, if we examine
the vast sums of money the French yearly delude us of;
21
either
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either by such commodities as we may as well have of
our own, or else by such others, as we might as well
in great part be without: whereby no doubt our treasure will be soon exhausted, and the people ruined, as
this particular may make appear, which not long since
was delivered in to the King of France, upon a design
he had to have forbidden the trade between France
and England; supposing the value of English commodities sent into France, did surmount the value of those
that were transported hither.
A catalogue
1. There is transported out of France into England,
of
French
great
quantities of velvets plain and wrought, sattins
commodities
3tearly tran_- plain and wrought, cloth of gold and silver, Armoysins
portedlnto
and other merchandises of silk, which are made at
England.
Lions, and are valued to be yearly worth one humdred
and fifty thousand pounds.
2. In silk, stuffs, taffeties, poudesoys, armoysins,
clothes of gold and silver, tabbies, plain and wrought,
silk-ribbands and other such like silk stuffs as are made
at Tours, valued to be worth above three hundred
thousand pounds by year.
3. In silk ribbands, gallowns, laces, and buttons of
silk, which are made at Paris, Rouen, Chaimont, S. Estienes in Forrests, for about one hundred
and fifty
thousand pounds by year.
4. A great quantity of serges, which arc made at
Chalons, Chartres, Estamines and Rhemes, and great
quantities of serges made at Amiens, Crevecoeur, Bitcourt, and other towns in Picardy, for above one
hundred and fifty thousand pounds a year.
5. In bever, demicastor and felt hats, made in the
city and suburbs of Paris ; besides many others made at
Rouen, Lions, and other places, for about one hundred
and twenty thousand pounds a year.
6. In feathers, belts, girdle, hatbands, fans, hoods,
masks, gilt and wrought
looking-glasses,
cabinets,
22
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watches, pictures, cases, medals, tablets, bracelets, and
other such like mercery ware, for above one hundred
and fifty thousand pounds a year.
7. In pins, needles, box.combs, tortois-shell combs,
and such like, for about twenty thousand pounds a
year
8. In perfumed and trimmed gloves, that are made
at Paris, Rouen, Vendosme, Clermont, and other places,
for about ten thousand pounds a year.
9. In papers of all sorts, which are made at Auvergne,
Poictou, Limosin, Champagne and Normandy, for above
one hundred thousand pounds a year.
10. In all sorts of iron-mongers wares that are made
in Forrests, Auvergne, and other places, for about fourty
thousand pounds a year.
11. In linen cloth that is made in Britainy and Normandy, as well course as fine, there is transported into
England, for above four hundred thousand pounds a
year.
12. In household-stuff, consisting of beds, matresses,
coverlids, hangings, fringes of silk and other furniture,
for above one hundred thousand pounds a year.
13. In wines from Gascoigne, Nantois and other
places on the river of Loyer, and also from Bourdeau_v,
Rochel, Nante, Rouen and other places, are transported
into England for above six hundred thousand pounds
a year.
14. In aqua vitro, sider, vineger, verjuicc, and such
like, for about one hundred thousand pounds a year.
15. In saffron, castle-sope, honey, almonds, olives,
capers, prunes, and such like, for about one hundred
and fifty thousand pounds a year.
16. Besides five or six hundred vessels of salt, loaden
at Maron, Rochel, Bouage, the isle of Oleron, and isle
of/_ee,
transported
into England, and Holland, of a
very great value.

So as by this calculation,
23

it doth
appear
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appear, that the yearly value of such commodities as
are transported
from France to England, amount to
above six & twenty hundred thousand pounds.
And the commodities exported out of England into
France, consisting chiefly of woollen clothes, serges,
knit stockings, lead, pewter, allure, coals, and all else,
do not amount to above ten hundred thousand pounds
a year.
By which it appears that our trade with
France is at least sixteen hundred thousand pounds a
year, clear lost to this kingdom :
Whereby the King of France, finding it would prove
to his loss, to forbid the trade with England, soon laid
aside the design; however raised the customs of some
of our English commodities, by which means the vent
of those commodities
is very much lessened
and
hindred.

Jl(ean_to
redress thi_

mi_hief,

Hereby it may appear how insensibly our treasure
will be exhausted, and the nation begger'd, whil'st we
carelessly neglect our own Interest,
and strangers
abroad are diligent to make their advantages by us.
But most of these evils would be easily prevented, if
onely his Majesty would be pleased to commend to his
people, by his own example, the esteem and value he
hath of his own commodities, in which the greatest
Courtier may be as honourably clad, as in the best
dress, Paris, or a French Taylour can put him in ;
besides it seems to be more honourable for a King of
England, rather to become a pattern to his own people,
than to conform to the humours and fancies of other
nations, especially when it is so much to his prejudice.
This alone, without further trouble, would be at
least ten hundred thousand pounds a year to the
advantage
of his people; for the Courtiers always
endeavour to imitate the Prince, being desirous to
obtain his favour, which they can no way better do,
than by approving his actions in being of like humour :
24
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and the Court being the copy that the Gentry strive
to write after, and the rest of the people commonly
follow ; it appears of what great consequence and advantage the good example of a l_rince, is to the benefit of
his people.
And whereas it sometimes hath been thought pru-Ex_pence in
deuce in a Prince, to forbid and discountenance
the appard
to be
countenanced
excess of apparel in his Subjects ; whereby many of the under some
nobility themselves have ruined their families, and most restrictions.
of the Gentry have been impoverished;
whereby the
great expence and waste of treasure in that vanity doth
appear:
yet I conceive, in a convenient manner it
rather ought to be maintained, and encouraged, onely
observing these rules.
First, that the vanity of the expence do not depend
on such commodities, as have too much of the substance of gold, silver, or silk; whereby the publick
treasure is wasted and lost.
Secondly, that we impoverish not ourselves to enrich
strangers,
by that unnatural
vanity, in preferring
foreign commodities though worse, before our own,
that are be_er.
Thirdly, that the excess of this expense consist
chiefly in the art, manufacture
and workmanship
of
the commodity made in our own countrey; whereby
ingenuity would be encouraged, the people employed,
and our treasure kept at home, so as the Prince would
be nothing damnified by the excess: for the ruine of
one would raise as much another of his Subjects ; and
money would thereby be more moving, which would
be a great encouragement,
and satisfaction
to the
people.
To name the particulars of such commodities as
would hereby be increased, would be endless and needless, when in a word it is, whatever at present we
purchase from abroad, which we might as well raise of
25
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our own at home. But some perhaps may say, that this
would destroy our trade abroad, for many of our commodities are vented, by the exchange of them for other
commodities we bring home in return.
I answer, it is no prejudice to lose that trade which
is a loss to keep ; and if our importations of forein
commodities be of far greater value than our own
exportations,
our treasure must needs be wasted to
even the balance; and so our own people remain idle &
poor, for the vent of one thousand pounds worth of
commodities abroad, is of little advantage to the people,
if thereby they are hindred of the vent of two thousand
at home.
The Intere_
Wherefore these particulars considered, it is evident
of increasethe
the Prince, of what great concernment
it is to a Prince, to ento
rnanufacture_
courage and increase the trade, and manufacture of his
and trade of own people.
And so much concerning trade at home.
his people.
Concerning
In the next place concerning our trade abroad with
our trade
strangers: and this would also be encouraged, and
abroad,,_
what is freely increased by all means possible, and when any commoto beexpomd, dity is raised to the greatest height it is capable of, it
should be free for exportation, under so reasonable
customs, that the Merchant may afford his commodity
abroad, as cheap as others, or else he would not be able
to vent it.
Whatfreelz/ to Secondly, all forein commodities that are usefull, to
beiml_rted, improve our own manufactures and trade abroad, and
cannot be raised here, should be brought unto us under
easie customs, the better to enable us at an easie
exchange, to vent our commodities abroad.
What to be
Thirdly, all forein commodities whatsoever, that are
fiindred and only useful to be spent within the nation, 8_ that have
/_reve_ted.
already all their perfection, as fruits, sugars, wines,
linen cloth, laces, silks, & what else can receive no
addition here, and are not to be again transported;
such commodities should pay extraordinary
customs,
26
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but should not be forbidden to be brought in: For by
this means, these commodities will be so dear to the
people, that it will much wean them from so lavish an
use of them, as might otherwise be, and for such things
as we are capable to raise, it will much increase it cf
our own; whereby the State will raise a good revenue,
and the countrey save their wealth, that would be
wastfully spent abroad, and so increase our own manufactures at home.
Fourthly, the increase of our land in any kinde
(except sheep alive and mares) that have already all
the perfection that we can add unto them, should be
free for exportation, under reasonable customs ; and of The exportation of horses
all things this nation is capable to raise, there is not of greatest
any one of so great profit, as the exportation of horses, advantage.
which of all commodities is of least charge to be raised
at home, and of greatest value abroad.
But to this
may be many objections.
First, that it will make horses dear.
Objections.
Secondly, that the exportation of stone-horses may
be prejudicial, by furnishing others with our breed.
Besides, it may enable our enemies who may invade
us, and we shall also weaken our selves by sending
away our best horses; with other such like objections.
But to these it is answered,
First, as for the dearness of any thing we sell to answered.
The Objections
strangers, the more money we get for it by how much
the dearer it is; and the only way to be rich, is to
have plenty of that commodity to vent, that is of the
greatest value abroad; for what the price of any thing
is amongst our selves, whether dear or cheap, it matters
not ; for as we pay, so we receive, and the eountrey is
nothing damnified by it; but the art is when we deal
with strangers, to sell dear and to buy cheap ; and this
will increase our wealth.
Secondly, to vent stone-horaes, would be of far better
27
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profit then to vent geldings ; for that a stone-horse will
give far more money, with the same charge to us,
besides the loss of many horses in gelding; and as for
any prejudice to our breed, I conceive it no danger, if
mares be not transported;
for one horse will cover
twenty mares as well as twenty horse may do : wherefore the increase of the horses do nothing increase the
breed; and in France where we should best vent our
horses, they have always horses enough, and of very
great value and goodness, sufficient for stallions; but
they have neither mares nor conveniency to breed; for
the contrey generally is all champion, corn-fields, and
vineyards, and also so unsafe to venture any cartel of
such worth without stone walls to guard them, that
scarce all the summer, either horse or cow is left
abroad in the night, without a guard ; besides, if they
could breed, the breed of it self would prove degenerate, and soon be lost, the countrey being naturally
improper for it.
As for enabling our enemies to invade us, I conceive
there is but little danger in that.
At present we have
amity with all those countries that desire our horses,
and if at any time it should be found fitting, to forbid
the transportation
of them, the prejudice that might
happen by those already transported,
would soon be
past ; for of five hundred horses that should be transported, I verily belecve in less than five years, there
would scarce be five remaining.
Yet further, it doth not concern us to fear any such
power in our neighbours, we having no frontiers subject
to sudden incursions; but our defence consists chiefly
in another strength which is our ships at sea, which
should they be insufficient to guard us, I doubt the
enemies want of our horses would be but small security.
And as to the weakening of our selves, by sending
away our best horses, whereby we may want for our
28
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own use, this I conceive is a groundless fear, and
wholly mistaken; for the good profit we should make
by a free vent of this commodity, would encourage
every ingenious husband, to be well provided with what
is so profitable ; and every man would endeavour, not
onely to increase his breed but also to be curious in
the goodness of them; so as it will rather be a double
advantage to us ; for as by the profit of those we send
abroad, we shall greatly increase our wealth, and far
more by this means than by any other this countrey is
capable of, out of its own store ; so we shall also have
more choice, and plenty of this so serviceable and
profitable a creature, both for' use and pleasure.
By the improvement of our trade as aforesaid, both

Concerning

the return of
at home and abroad, whereby our exportations of com. money by
modities would exceed our importations, a very great excl, ange.
8_ signal advantage would acrue not commonly taken
notice of, and it is the profit we should then make of
our returning
money, by bills of exchange, in which The lorejudice
at this present we suffer an unvaluable loss: for as it atpresent.
is said before, our importations exceeding our exportations, our coin & treasure must needs be wasted to
even the balance and consequently more money drawn
by exchange out of the countrey than is returned back
again; whereby we are forced to give far more than
the intriusick value of the thing, to receive our monies
beyond the sea, to supply our occasions, the number
being greater of those that desire to receive moneys
abroad, then of those that want it at home; for it is in
this as in all other commodities, Where the commodity
is scarce, and the vent great, the purchase is alwaies
dear; and the forein Merchant finding our necessity, Our coin and
makes his advantage upon us incredibly to our loss ; bulliontran,s• ported,and
so that by this means it also happens, that our corn the reason.
and bullion is transported;
it being found more profitable then returns by exchange, for the reasons afore29
said :
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Our gold

said : and our gold being of less value at home then it
is abroad it hath been all conveyed away within these
and the
_on.
few years: and laws to prevent it shall always prove
fruitlesss, when it is advantageous to do it ; there being
means sufficient to be found to effect it, by such as
shall find it profitable.
I.a_s to trreWherefore to make laws to hinder the exportation
vent it fruit/ess.
of coin or bullion, I conceive altogether useless.
First, because it doth nothing prevent it where it is
intended;
and Secondly, in many eases it is most
advantageous to do it. For in some countreys, some
commodities are no way to be purchased at cheaper
rates, than by money in specie: and if by the right
ordering and disposing of our trade, our exportations
did exceed our importations, in value; our coin and
bullion would be daily increased ; there being no other
means to even the balance of trade.
transported

Concerning
our
and money
coin.

And here it may not be altogether improper, to
speak something concerning our money and coin, which
is also a commodity as well as the rest; in which these
particulars are chiefly to be respected.
Bow chiefly
First, to consider and examine if the gold to silver,
beconsidered
in
England, be of the like proportionable value; as the
in relation to
other nations, gold to silver, in France, Spain, Holland, and other
forein eountreys.
Secondly, to consider the allay of gold, and silver,
in England, to that of other countreys.
Thirdly, to consider if the coin be of equal value
with the currant price of bullion, the charge of coining
onely deducted.
Lastly, how to order our coin, so as may be most
honourable and profitable to the nation.
To the first, it doth appear that the gold in England
doth not bear so good a value to silver as it doth in
France, and other forein countreys;
whereby all our
gold is exported, and not our silver.
30
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Secondly, the allay both of gold and silver in ,England, is finer than in other parts; which is rather a
prejudice, then an advantage, it giving no more in
forein countreys, than onely according to the weight by
their standard, without consideration to the purenesss.
Thirdly, our coin is not equal to the true value of
the silver, the coinage onely deducted;
for by the
imperfection of our mint, the pieces of the same value
are made so various, that some shillings will weigh
fourteen pence, and some not above eight pence ; which
afterwards, being new weighed over, and culled by the
goldsmiths, through whose hands most of our bullion
passeth, the heavy ones are picked out, and onely the
leight ones, and those of under value, pass for currant;
which is a most eminent abuse and wrong to the publick.
Wherefore lastly, in prevention to these inconveniences, First, our gold would be raised in proportion
to silver, at least equal with what it bears in France, and
other countreys; and ff it be desired to increase, chiefly,
that species, a small addition to the value will soon do it.
Secondly, the allay would be made the same, with The imperfection of our
that in other eountreys of .Europe, with whom we mint and
chiefly traffick,
abuse8at
Thirdly, the abuses happening by the imperfection Bow _oorder
of our mint, as light and false money in abundance; our mint, so
as to prevent
any ill-favoured and imperfect false stamp being hardly most of the_
to be distinguished from the true, might easily be pre- abusesand
vented, by a more exact and curious stamp, as may eas _.il-_nconvey
be made by the way of milling ; whereby not only the
coin will be more beantffull, but also more equal in
weight, and much more difficult to be clipped and
counterfeited:
especially ff care be taken, to make the
pieces large and thin; which will not onely shew more
great and noble, but will many ways be more easie to
be distinguished from false, as by the sound, stiffness,
weight and colour: it being both so difficult, and
31
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money so formed, as few will

Ooneernin_
Next, in order to our trade abroad, and safety at
our
shil_.'ng
home,
our shipping and navigation is to be considered ;
and navvgation.
the increase and preservation whereof, is of great concernment to the Interest, safety, and well-being of this
nation ; for which the late act for trade, by the late
pretended Parliament,
did wisely provide, by ordering
that no foreiner should bring any commodity hither, but
what was the growth of their own countrey; Whereby
the Hamburger and Flemmin U, that run hackney all the
world over, were a little stayed from coming hither
crowding so thick, with all forein commodities as they
were wont to do; whereby little, or no employment
could be found for our own vessels ; every thing being
so plentifully brought hither by them ; and at cheaper
rates, than we our selves could fetch them.
Objections
But some perhaps may object, that, Sure it was an
aqainst it.
advantage to us, to be so cheaply and plentifully stored
with forein commodities, when we cannot be so cheaply
furnished by own shipping; for that we are at far greater
charge, both in goodness of shipping, number of our men,
and chargeable maintaining of them more than others.
TheO3jevtions I answer, It is true, that the same commodity
answered,
brought hither in any of our own vessels, cannot be
afforded so cheap as what might be brought by others;
by reason indeed, that our shipping is much more
chargeable, and better manned than any other : but this
being rightly considered, it is rather an advantage than a
prejudice to the publick; for, if commodities be thereby
any thing the dearer, here at home, yet, we buy them
as cheap abroad as any other ; and all that others would
have gained of us by the carriage, will now be earned
by our own people ; and whatever it costs the dearer to
the purchaser here, is no prejudice to the publick, when
our own nation receives the profit of it; especially it
32
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by the increase of that, in which consists

the

greatest honour and safety of the kingdom.
Some
might therefore think, that it might be of no less
advantage, to forbid other nations to fetch any of our
commodities, but to keep to our selves the benefit of
the portage of them by our own shipping.
I answer, should we do this, we can expect no less,
but that other nations would do the like towards us,
whereby we should be very much prejudiced.
First, in that we should then lose the advantage
which now we have, in bringing forein commodities
home; and besides, we should perhaps, want the vent
of our own commodities, which certainly will always
sell best, wher most chapmen are found to buy them ;
so as by how much the cheaper they can transport
them, so much the more they will be contented to give
us here; moreover, the greatest part our Manufactures,
are of so great value, and so light of carriage, that a
small advantage in the price, or a little better vent,
will soon compensate the loss of the portage of them;
but indeed, if the Hamburger and lZgemming, were pre=
vented in the carriage of some of our more sluggish
commodities, as sea-coal, lead, iron, allure, fish; or the
like, where the charge of the carriage many times is
greater, than the whole value of the commodity it seif,
this might possibly increase something our Navigation,
and yet hinder nothing the vent of those commodities,
which others cannot at all be without; and we shall
not much need to fear their requiting us in the same
kinde ; for neither the Hollander, nor Hamburger, have
any such commodities of their own, as we need care to
fetch ; who are the onely nation, that employ themselves in this kinde of trade.
It may not also be improper, to reflect a little upon
the benefit this nation doth, or may receive by forein
Plantations.
33
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What chiefly
I conceive, no forein Plantation
should be underto becons;deredin
the taken, or prosecuted, but in such countreys that may
increasing increase the wealth and trade of this nation, either in
and prefurnishing us, with what we are otherwise forced to
serving them. purchase from strangers, or else by increasing such
commodities, as are vendible abroad ; which may both
increase our shipping, and profitably employ our people;
but otherwise, it is always carefully to be avoided, especially where the charg is greater than the profit, for
we want not already a countrey sufficient to double
our people, were they rightly employed ; and a Prince
is more powerful that hath his strength
and force
united, then he that is weakly scattered in many places.
But, To descend to particulars, viz. what commodities
are most desireable and of greatest advantage, and what
countreys and climates are most proper to increase
them, would be too tedious to treat of here.
Concerning
There yet remains something to be said concerning
Merchants
Merchants,
associating themselves in companies;
the
associating
themselvesin benefit or prejudice whereof hath been often controcompanies,
vetted, but something difficult to determine.
Objections
It is true, It is opposed by many, conceiving the
_.ai_st it.
free liberty of trade would be much more advantageTheo_jections
answered,
ous in the general, because these companies, keeping
the trade to themselves onely, will have what commodities are to be vented abroad at their own price, and
at an under-value;
none having occasion to buy them
but themselves:
wherby the workmen are many times
discouraged, and sometimes undone.
And on the contrary, what commodities are brought home in exchange,
they sell at what unreasonable
rates they please, the
whole commodity remaining in their hands; whereby
the people in general, are very much damn;fled, and
the companies onely enriched;
whereas, ff the trade
were free, our own commodities having more chapmen,
would sell at better rates, and what is brought home
34
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This is for the most part a truth, yet, rightly considering the thing, it rather seems an advantage in the
whole, then the least prejudice;
for indeed, as they
make their profit at home, so they make no less advantage abroad; for the whole commodity being in their
hands, they will make the most that can be made of it;
none having the like commodities to undersell them:
and the like advantage they have again in what they
buy ; whereby in truth, our own commodities are sold
the dearer to strangers, and forein commodities bought
much the cheaper; when both would happen contrary
in a free trade; where each will undersel the other, to
vent most; and also purchase at any rates, to prevent
the rest : besides, many times the trade is wholly lost,
particulars
being often too weak to maintain
and
undergo it, and there is nothing less of a commodity
vented by a Company, than by single persons : for they
will always furnish, as much as the trade requires; the
more they vent, the more being their profit• Whereby
it may appear, that Companies both vent our own
commodities to the best advantages and buy cheapest
what we want from strangers ; and the prejudice that
may happen by them to the workmen,
or homechapmen, is fully recompensed by the clear profit they
return to the publick; of which they are members, as
well as others. But if their particular profits be thought
too great, it may be something moderated by a free
liberty, that every one that please, may be admitted
of the Company, on fit and reasonable terms.
In the last place, concerning the use of money; which What Interest
being the life and sinews of trade, it hath been the most "proper
• •

to _e allowed

opmmn of some that, The greater use were allowed forfo r the use of
money, the more would be the profit of the publick; mone/t.
for that strangers, finding a greater benefit to be made
35
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of their money here, then other where, would send it
hither; whereby money would be much more plentifull
amongst us.
Indeed, I should be of their opinion, if as soon as by
this means, great sums of money were transported
hither, all their money should be confiscate to the publick ; but if otherwise, sure it cannot be denied, but the
greater the use the more the profit to the usurer, and
loss to the debter; so as in a few years, we should finde
our selves so little enriched thereby, that when the
principal should be again recalled, we should find but
little money left ; all our own being wasted in use:
wherefore indeed the true benefit to the publlck is, to
set the use of money as low, or rather lower than in
our neighbour-countreys
it is; for then they would
make no profit out of us, by that means ; but rather
we on them.
And it is the clear profit that we get out
of our own that will make this Nation rich ; and not
the great sums we are indebted to others.
Many particulars more might seasonably be discoursed of, and this already touched, possibly by some
other might be more exactly and amply treated on ;
but these being the,most material things that I could
call to memory, and most conducing (in my opinion)
to the emprovement and prosperity of the Nation, and
consequently to my present design ; I shall satisfie
my self with this Essay; hoping the subject being so
worthy, some other and more skilful and knowing
Pen, may be provoked to enlarge it further.
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BETWEEN

Content and Complaint.
Content. "HOw

1/

do you do, Mr. Complaint ?
Complaint. Your Servant Sir,

glad to see you well : What News ?
Cont. Why, all the talk is of the Blazing
Whale that's come to Colchester.

I'm

Star, and

Compl. God grant they forbode no ill News, I'm
afraid on't. The French King they say is at Callice.
Cont. Well, what then, I hope he knows the way
back to Paris.
Compl. Nay he need not come hither, here are
enough already to eat us up, I profess there's no trade,
I don't know what we shah do, there is not a penny
stirring, and men break like mad, if these times hold
we shall be all undone.
Cont. You Complainants are a sort of the worst condition'd people in the World, I won't say 'tis impossible for God to please you, but I'm sure his Blcssings

of Peace and Plenty won't.
7
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Compl. Plenty say you! yes, here's
of broken Merchants and Citizens.

plenty

euough

Cont. True, one of them of a sort is too much, but
yet I dare say there is more wealth in England at this
time, than ever was at any before his Majesties Happy
Restauration.
Compl. What then makes the Complaint ?
Cont. Because such as you are hardly ever well when
you are doing otherwise.
Compl. You talk strangely.
Cont. Well, I think 'tis so easie to make out, that
while we are drinking a glass of Wine, I may convince,
or put you to a non-plus.
Compl. Say'st thou so? Well I'le try, but instead
of Wine let's drink a dish of Coffee; for I profess
whatsoe're you think, I find them hard times.
Cont. Well, a match, but I suppose you go thither
because 'tis the Complaining School, and you may be
entertain'd with false jealousies an hour for a penny.
Come Boy give me a dish of Tee, for I'm for something
that heats and wets, and by its sweet taste give some
reason to be contented.
Compl. For all this give me some Coffee.
Cont. Well, now let's hear your Complaints, and we'l
consider them one by one.
Compl. There are a great many at present, I'le only
mention five, viz.
1. Carrying the Money out of the Nation.
2. People's over high living.
3. The too many Foreigners.
4. The Enclosure of Commons.
5. The multitude of people that run into trade, and
sell so cheap that one can't live by another.
Cont. Arc these your great Complaints?
I can
hardly forbear laughing, for these rightly considered
are some of our main temporal advantages.
A great
8
encrease
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as to be the

envy of the whole world.
Cornpl. I should be glad if 'twere so, I pray let's
hear what you can say for the exportation of money.
There's law against it, and a great many wise men complain of the East India Company for that reason.
Cont. I must not gainsay Law; there was once a law
to stint the making of Malt ; but some of our Gentlemen are now of other minds, witness the Act for
exportation of Beer, Ale, and Mum.
The complaints
against the East India Company, if they were for the
Nation's happiness, would they were encouraged, and
let it go as our Parliament shall in their wisdom think
fit, but some wise men think it best as 'tis, however 'tis
our great advantage to export Money : For the aforesaid Our great
Company brings in a great many more goods than we advantage to
consume, the over-phs whereof is exported : By which exportmoney.
part I suppose none will dispute a profit.
Wherefore
whatsoever they bring in more, must be all exported,
(we being already over stockt) which undoubtedly will
enrich us according to its proportion.
But this they
cannot do without money.
For I suppose them men
that very well understand their own interest (by which
I am apt to judge all) and do think that if they could
sell that cloth in India for two and twenty Shillings,
which costs them here twenty, and sell enough, they
would never carry out one penny: for they pay no
freight out, and two and and twenty Shillings if it be
really two and twenty Shillings, will buy more goods
than twenty shillings will do. But if the Indians will
not buy our goods, they must have our money, or we
must knock off that Trade which the Dutch will heartily
thank you for, and give you a golden god to boot.
Comp. Ah but we consume abundance of their Commodities here.
Cont. Best of all, for the more Call_eo _ e use, the It is more
9
less profitable for
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and that saves abundance

of wealth

otherCalllc°'foreignthan
by being to us (at first hand especially) much cheaper;
linnen,
and also pulling down the price of forreign linncn, I
have heard some say almost half.
But about this India
trade you may see more at large by ingenious Mr. Mun;
and a Letter call'd The East-India
trade a most profitable trade to the Kingdom, printed 1677.
IVorway
Comp. This is something, but what think you of the
tradea profit- _.
.
able trade. _vorway-traoe that takes away so many of our Crown
pieces ?
Cont. I think well of that too, for that kind of timber
we cannot be without, and I suppose our land can be
better imploy'd than in great groves of such like. It
also employs a great shipping, and makes us build
Houses, Ships, and Cases for Merchandise, at cheap
rates, and if we might have a thousand Saw-Mills, for
ought I know they might do us as much kindness as
Engine Looms, and for all the talk of the short sighted
Rabble, employ twice the people too.
Compl. You speak plain, but what think you of the
French trade ? which draws away our money by wholesale. Mr. Fortrey whom I have heard you speak well
of, gives an account that they get sixteen hundred thousand pounds a year from us.
The French
Cont. 'Tis a great sum, but perhaps were it put to
Trade
a pro- vote in a wise Council, whether for that reason the trade
fitableTrade.
should be left off, 'twould go in the negative.
For
Paper, Wine, Linnen, Castle-Sope,
Brandy, Olives,
Capers, Prunes, Kid-skins, Taffaties, and such like we
cannot be without;
and for the rest which you are
pleas'd to stile Apes and Peacocks (although wise Solomon rankt them with Gold and Ivory) they set us all
a-gog, and have encreas'd among us many considerable
trades: witness, the vast multitudes
of Broad and
Narrow silk Weavers, Makers of Points, and white
and black Laces, Hats, Farms, Looking-Glasses,
and
10
other
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other glasses as I'm told the best in the world, Paper,
Fringes, and gilded Leather, which in a short time is
like to be made as cheap here, as in Holland or any other
place.
Wine of several fruits, Sider, Saffron, Honey,
Spirits, and such like: and some cause improvements
by farther Manufacture,
others we export with great
profit, and have a great variety to satisfie all sorts of
Markets, causing their Neighbours that sell the like, as Variety of ,
•
•
ca
wares ior au
Salt, Wine, Lmnen, & • to sell as much cheaper with markets a
abundance other advantages• I must confess I had great advantageous.
rather they'd use our goods than money, but if not, I
would not lose the getting of ten pound, because I can't
get a hundred ; and I don't question but when the French
gets more foreign trade, they'l give more liberty to the
bringing in foreign goods.
And I think you'l be
ashamed to deny the Canary's a little when Spain yields
you so vast quantities. I'l suppose John a Nokes to be a
Butcher, Dick a Styles an Exchange man, your self a
Lawyer, will you buy no Meat or Ribbands, or your
wife a fine Indian Gown or Farm, because they will not
truck with you for Indentures, which they have no need
of? I suppose no, but ff you get money enough of
others, you care not though you give it away in specie
for these things : I think 'tis the same case.
Compl. 'Tis well if it be as you say, but what think
you of your next proposal ? Our High Living.
Cont. He that spends more than he is able to pay A general
High Living
for, is either fool or knave, or in great necessity ; but a great imI suppose not this to be the Nations case; for ff it provement to
were we must owe more to other Nations than they to arts.
us, though we gave them all we have to boot, which
if you think, most of the Merchants that have foreign
Factories in the East or West Indies, Africk, Streights,
Spain, Portugal, Baltick_ East Countrys, Hanse, Towns,
Scotland, Ireland, with France and Holland too, will
condemn you. But our height puts us all upon an
]1
industry,
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industry, makes every one strive to excel his fellow, and
by their ignorance of one anothers quantities, make
more than our markets will presently take off; which
puts them to a new industry to find a foreign Vent,
and then they must make more for that market; but
still having some over-plus they stretch their wits farther,
and are never satisfied till they ingross the trade of the
Universe.
And something is return'd in lieu of our
exportations, which makes a further employment and
emprovement.
If it won't do this, why do you complain of France
getting our money for their trifles ? if it will, why
should we not encrease it as high as ever it is possible ?
If we make six considerable Laces and export but one.
I suppose for it we may bring in more money than the
first cost of them all; which is fax better than to
import one and let our people sit idle for want of
imployment.
The former
The Venetian, Spaniard,
Portugeeze, Dutch, and
_reat tradem. English have drove the great trade of the world, and
fetcht the gold and silver: but when they had done,
they eagerly carried it to France to buy their guegawes,
and thereby made them always considerable : and I had
rather get a thousand pound by lace and fringes, than
nine hundred by the best broad-cloth
that ever I
yet saw.
That honest way that finds most employment and
gets most money, is sure the best for any Nation, and
this fine manufacture joyn'd to our shipping will perhaps make us the most potent the Sun shines on.
Take away all our supernecessary
trades, and we
shall have no more than Tankard-Bearers,
and Plowmen ; and our City of London will in short time be like
an Irish Hut, or perhaps Carthage mentioned in Virgil
Travestie.
If you have reason, here's
12
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not, should I bring ten thousand undeniable arguments
you'd still complain.
Compl. I meet but with very few of your mind : but
I pray let's hear your thoughts of the next proposal?
which is, That 'tis our happiness to have abundance of
Foreigners, for I'm sure the general cry is that they
eat the bread out of our mouths, they sell their goods
when we can't, they work cheaper than we, live in holes,
pay neither scot nor lot ; and if we should have many
more of them, sure we should have nothing to do.
Cont. You are never well full or fasting ; you cry up Invitation
the Dutch to be a brave people, rich, and full of Cities, of Foreigners
that they swarm with people as Bee-hives with Bees; vantage.
a great adif a plague come, they are fill'd up presently and such
like ; yet they do all this by inviting all the World to
c6me and live among them.
You complain of Spain
because their Inquisition is so high, they'l let no body
live among them, and that's a main cause of their weakness and poverty.
You find fault because some of our
people go to Ireland and the Plantations,
and say we
want people at home to fill our Cities and Countrie
towns, and yet you'l allow none to come and fill up
their rooms. Will not a multitude of people strengthen The advanus as well as the want of them weaken Syain _ sure it titudes.
tages of Mulwill. Would you not be glad if the Duke of Lorrain
should destroy as many Villages in France as are destroy'd in Alsatia, and thereby destroy 100000 people ?
I dare say the most part of you would. I pray then
would it not do as well if an hundred thousand French
would run away lea_dng their houses to drop, and
fight against the French King, or at least work for
money to pay taxes to them that will ? I think you
won't gainsay it. In Sr. Walter Raleigh's observations concerning the causes of tlm magnificency and
opulency of Cities, 'twas the best policy that old Rome
13
had
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had, and by it they were brought to their height.
Tamerlan the great was of the same mind, and Constan.
tinople owes its greatness to the same contrivance.
Would not Foreigners li_ng here consume our corn,
cattle, cloth, coals, and all kind of things we use ? and
would not that cause our lands to be better till'd, and
our trades increas'd ? would they not bring several new
trades with them, or help to encrease those we have ?
Examples of witness the Flemmings in the time of Edward the third,
profit by For-the Colonies of Colchester, Canterbury, and Norwich,
feigners,
the Silk-trade in Spittle-Fields, the Tapistrey-makers
in Hatton Garden, Clerkenwel, and elsewhere, Mr Todin
the rare Pewterer in St. Martins Lane, the Husbandmen in the Fenns, and divers others, and doth not every
Trades-man among them employ two or three English
to attend them either in making tools, winding silk, or
such like, besides buying all their materials here ? Do
you think the first rough materials of a piece of silk
of six pound a yard costs twenty Shillings ? is not the
other five pound better earnt and spent here, than to
give the whole six pound to France for't ? No man in
England loves it better than I, and I love no Nation
more than another, but for their vertues, or as they
relate to the welfare of England : but some of our great
complainers will spend a groat when they are not worth
two pence, and work but two or three days in the week,
therefore others out-do them.
Strangers pay neither scot nor lot, tis true, but 'tis
because they are disturb'd, and are hardly suffer'd (or
at least eneourag'd) to take houses, but otherwise they'd
quickly be like us, and the next generation would not
be known from ]_nglish.
You seldom hear of any disturbance
they make in
the State, for they are not all of one mind, and cannot agree ff they would, they come for safety, quiet]_
ness,
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ness, anct livelyhoods, for which and other good reasons,
if the Parliament
think fit, I could wish there would A hearty
Wish.
twenty thousand come in next year.
Comp1. At this rate all the World would be invited
hither.
Cont. Amen, say I ; for then our King would be
universal Monarch, and I'd never fear a prejudice
either to Church or State if all were to be hang'd that
should teach them causeless complaining principles.
Compl. Enough of this, but if you are for Enclosures the poor will complain of you, and curse you to
the pit of Hell; and a great many of the rich will give
you but little thanks.
Cont. All this signifies nothing; one good reason prevails more with me than all their cries and curses, if
they were ten fold : and I'm sure that God is a God of
reason. As for the Gentry I respect them highly, but
a great many are more rul'd by a vulgar error, and false
maxims, than the dictates of their own reason.
But
ff I thought it would not be much for the advantage
both of Gentry and Commonalty I would not say a
word more on't. But I pray consider that inelos'd
ground will sometimes yield treble to what common
will, but ff sow'd with Clover, Sant-foin or such like,
sometimes six, eight, or tenfold, when Corn bears a
good price, and 't-is for the Land's
advantage 'tis
plow'd too, and after the Crop is off sow'd with Turnips
or such like, and this with the help of good tillage and
dung (which our good Husbandmen
know now pretty
well how to procure) done every year, when the other
must lye wast one in three.
A great deal will-be turn'd into Orchards and Gardens, four or five acres of which sometimes maintains
a family better, and employs more labourers than fifty
acres of other shall do.
Hops, Saffron, Liquorish,
Onions, Potatoes, Madder, Artichocks, Aniseeds, and
15
Coleseeds

Enclosure
and
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Colcseeds will thrive but ill in Common Fields, and I
suppose none will denie an Acre of these to yield more
money than so much _heat:
Whither goes it then?
why, surely into the owners purse or labourers pockets.
For the cry that the poor will be starv'd, it is not
worth a rush, for few of them make the benefit for lack
of stock, and perhaps they spend as much time in
looking after their titts, runts, and tupps, as would gain
them by an indifferent Handy craft, twice the profit.
And how that parish that traded but for ten thousand pounds a year, and now for twenty thousand,
should be more likely to famish, and twice or thrice the
employment for the poor starve them, I confess is to
me a paradox.
Ever since old Tusser's time, it has
been observed that where there's most common, there's
least good building and most poor.
Enclosure must needs encrease more great and small
cattle, and an encrease of Hydes, Tallow, and Wool,
with finer manufactures of them than formerly, can
never either depopulate or impoverish.
Compl. I must confess that most men yield it to be
most profitable.
But is it lawful to take away that we
have enjoy'd time out of mind ? and we must not do
evil that good may come on't.
Whether it
Cont. I must confess this is your main argument, and
be
lawful
to
I
being
neither Diwne nor Lawyer perhaps may not
enclose.
give to it so good an answer as ten thousand wiser men
can do. But 'tis well that I have prov'd it profitable :
But I suppose this Island before it was inhabited to be
all Common; which was something altered by the first
Occupants, and encreas'd according to the good husbandry, populacy, and needs of the people, and why
this prescription should not prevail as much as yours,
I know not. It doth in America, and I believe all the
world over. In Chi_a I hear there is not an Acre of
Common Land.
16
I must
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I must confess I know no Statute that gives full power
to enclose all the Common-Fields,
in the Kingdom;
but in my weak judgment there are several that do
much encourage it. Especially when it is for the advantage of the whole ; witness the two first Acts for
enclosing the Fenns, and the ¢ Jac. II. for part of
Herefordshire, cans'd by the good husbandry of some
of the inhabitants.
And I think the 3 Edw. 6. _ 3.
will go a great way. And the inducement and ground
of the Act call'd Trade encouraged 15 Car. 2. 7. runs
thus verbatim.
Forasmuch as the encouraging of Tillage ought to be The reasons
in an e_pecial manner regarded and endeavoured, and eall'd
for theTrade
Act
the surest and effectuallest means of promoting and ad- encouraged.
vancing any trade, occupation or mystery, being by
rendring it profitable to the users thereof, and great
quanlities of Land within this Kingdom for the present
lying in a manner waste, and yielding little, which might
thereby be improv'd to considerable profit and advantage
(if su_cient encouragement were given for the laying
out of cost and labour on the same) and thereby much
more Corn produced, greater numbers of People, Horses,
and Cattle employed, and other Land also rendered
more valuable.
How fax the inducements
and grounds of Acts of
Parliament run, I know not, but they shew their designs; and how this can be done better than by Enclosure, my ignorance won't reach to; but I have
prov'd it most advantageous to the owner, and I think
wealth and a treble
labour, will quickly encrease
People, Horses, and other Cattle, the plenty whereof,
of necessity must quickly make other Land more
valuable.
17
i9
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If leave were given, all the barren land in England
I suppose would soon be improv'd.
I believe you'l be asham'd to urge the 25. of Hen. 8.
and 13. because the cheapness of our Corn, Cattle,
Wool, Pigs, Geese, Hens, Chickens, and Eggs, arc in a
great part the ground of your complaint.
I chiefly aim at that we call Common Field-Land,
where men claim a propriety, and can say, Thus many
acres are mine ; but for the other that lye always open,
if the Lord of the Manor gets all in his own hand, or
the Parishioners can agree, I wish 'twere all so serv'd,
and I think there's few with good reason can be
against it.
As for the King;s Forests and Chaces, if they were
imparkt, and kept to himself, I believe timber would
thrive ne'r the worse, or the neighbouring corn, nor
perhaps would there be a less breed of good Horses ;
But arguments are endless.
Boy give me t'other dish
of Tee.
Compl. I pray do nothing rash/y, but drink first.
Well suppose I grant that you have law and reason
enough on your side : what will you do against the beggarly multitude, that will pull down your Fences, turn
Cattel in, and spoil your Corn, or what other improvements you shall make in your new Enclosure?
ff you sue them you know the old Proverb, Sue a
Beggar, &c. and they have nothing to lose, their
punishment will nc'r make you satisfaction, and except
you have a large purse, and courage too you may
chance be tired.
Away to inCont. 'Tis true, this is a great impediment
to the
close
in
spite
good
work,
but
a
great
many
have
conquer'd
it,
and I
of the Rabble.
believe had the former ages went the same way to
work, which an ingenious Justice, and another of my
good friends (whom you well know) have done, we
18
should
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should long e'r this have had more Milk and
Honey. For instead of narrow Ditches and high banks,
which might quickly be thrown down and fill'd with
ease, they have made their Ditches, seven, eight, or
ten foot wide, six foot deep, and carried away all that
should make a hurtful bank, planted quick, and with
Damms, stop water to fill up as high as they can or
think necessary.
By this means the Rabble want materials to refill, unless they_l bring it with them, or
dig one ditch to fill another.
But as what relates to
Ryots, Trespasses, and other law tricks, the CountreyMen I believe are wise enough.
Comlol. This is a way indeed, surely this will do or
nothing, but let them inclose or do in the fields what
they will, what can you say for the multitude
of
Trades-men ?
Cont. Say for them ! I have said enough in what I
said just now of Foreigners:
but however something
more.
That man that gets most money over and above his
expences, surely will be richest: so likewise will that
trade : but suppose there were formerly twenty LinnenDrapers, (or any other Traders) and they clear'd each
five hundred pounds a year, it will amount to ten thousand pounds ; but now there are forty Drapers, and by
under-selling
each other they clear each but four
hundred pounds a year, this will make sixteen thousand
pounds.
I suppose this Company do plainly thrive:
But should eighty get but three hundred pounds each,
it would amount to four and twenty thousand pounds
besides the employment of four times the Ships and
Labourers, with the the like encrease of his Majesties
Customs, and this is the case of most of our old trades,
only besides the quantity of men, the particulars have
most of them so much increas'd their quantities, that
19
with
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with less profit they every year spend more, and give
their Children better portions.
Moreover there are a multitude of new Trades; and
that variety of Arts should undo a Nation, I believe
was never known in this world or in Utopia.
When you keep Bees, you are loth to suffer Drones
among them.
Good Bees are the seventeen Provinces,
and you cry them up to the skies, and say that two or
three years peace will make amends for all the Calamities they have endured this War: but the like Industry in England, added to a prodigious Plenty, will
quite spoil us.
The advantaDo not some of our Trades-men
spend one or two
ges of many
Traders.
hundred pounds a year, whose parents never saw forty
Shillings together of their own in their lives?
Doth
it not make the Capons and Custards go off at a good
rate?
Doth it not mightily encrease his Majesties
revenue, by Customs, Excise, and Chimney-Money?
Doth it not make a tax light, by having many Shoulders
to bear the burden?
And were it not for this, his
Majestie must like Spain and Denmark, when he hath
occasion to hire ships, from perhaps his ill-humour'd
:Neighbours.
But God be thanked things are in a
better case, and if I should live forty years longer, I
hope to see London as big again, and all the Towns in
England strive to imitate it
Compl. Well, I'l trouble you no more at present,
and confess that what you say seems to have a great
deal of truth in't; but I don't know, people do complain.
h disswasive
Cont. And ever will; but I prithee leave off this
from tourhumour of murmuring,
either disprove what I have
muting.
said, or for shame blush to complain.
Remember that
you are a rational creature, don't make your own and
others lives uncomfortable
by refusing to enjoy those
20
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Blessings Providence hath heap'd upon you: St. Paul
with far less liv'd a happier life. What Comfort can
his Majestie have, when for all his good Government,
Care, and Protection, you reward him with a mess
of Complaints?
Don't Judaize and complain more
when you are fed with Manna and Quails, than when
you fed on Leeks and Garlick. Murmur not like Corah
and his Crew when your King is a Moses. You know
that of 600000. that came from _Egypt, there went but
two into the Land of Canaan. Most of the rest perished
for this crime.
When .Moses beg'd any great Matter
of God, he commemorated his former loving kindnesses,
and 0 God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob was of great
concern in a Jews petition.
'Tis the remembrance
of
the French King's Victories makes him go on with
courage : And would we but consider the great things The word irawe have done, it would perhaps make us beheve nothing possible
a
great discouto be impossible either in Arms or Arts. Let's bless rager of Arts.
God for all his mercies, and particularly for our good
King, whose greatest Care hath been to keep us in
peace, and procure us plenty, which I think will prove
better arguments to gain any needful thing, than the
irksom and causeless eamplaints of a thousand generations. The sum of all is this; If we have great Magazines for War, and multitudes of brave Ships ; If we Signs of
have a Mint employ'd with more Gold and Silver than Wealth.
in a considerable time they can well coin; If it be an
affront to cause one to drink in any worse mettle than
Silver, if great part of our utensils be of the same : if
our Trade be stretcht as far as any trade is known ; if
we have six times the Traders and most of their Shops
and Ware-houses better furnisht than in the last Age;
if we have abundance of more good debts abroad than
credit from thence; if many of our poor Cotagers
children be turn'd Merchants and substantial Traders ;
21
if
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if our good Lands be made much better, and our bad
have a six-fold improvement;
if our houses be built
like Palaces, over what they were in the last Age, and
abound with plenty of costly furniture; and rich Jewels
be very common; and our Servants excel in finery the
Great ones of some Neighbour-Nations;
if we have
most part of the trade of the World, and our Cities
are perhaps the greatest Magazines thereof; if after a
destructive plague and consuming fire, we appear much
more glorious ; if we have an universal Peace, and our
King in such renown that he is courted by all his
Neighbours, and these only the marks of poverty, then
I have been under a great mistake: But ff it doth
otherwise appear, as certainly it doth to all rational men.
Then I may still go on with my maxime and say,
We have more wealth now, than ever we had at any
time before the Restauration of his Sacred Majestie.
The Jews were never well setled till the time of

Saul, and then Wealth flow'd in like water spilt upon
the ground: you might see it coming, and it being a
stranger they stood gazing and cry'd ahah! witness,
2 Sam. 1.24. David's
lamentation
over Saul, He clothed them in
Scarlet, and put ornaments of Gold upon their apparel.
But in David's own time it grew to a pretty handsom
brook; but in Solomon's time to a profound River.
Our
nowcomBut
then the custom of their Wealth took away the
plaints.
sense of it, they cry'd that times were hard, there was
nothing to be got, they were the old ones that got
estates, he that would get one then, must have tug'd
hard for't; and that such like talk they had, is witness
Solomon's reproof, Say not thou, the former times were
better than these, for thou dost not enquire wisely concerning this.
Just thus it hath been with England, Queen Elizabeth's time was like Saul's, when by taking a few
22
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Spanish Ships, and almost beginning a Navigation,
made us cry ahah!
In the time of King James and
Charles_ for want of Silver the Gold made a pretty
handsom glistering, but now Gold doth much abound,
and Silver is hard-any thing esteemed off It flows in
so often like a deep river, there is hardly any notice
taken of it.
Compl. I must confess I can't answer you, but surely
that which every body saith, must needs be true.
Cont. Well if you are so wilful as not to be convine'd, I'm sorry, but however this advantage to my
self I'll reap, I'l give God thanks for his great Bless- A good resoings, and enjoy them while you sit murmuring
and lution.
repining for what you don't want, and like Midas starve
in a monstrous plenty.
However consider what follows.
Neither murmur ye as some of them also murmured, 1 Cot. 10. 10.
and were destroyed of the destroyer.
Wo unto them, for they have perished in the gainsay. Jude 11.
ing of Core.
These are spots in your Feasts of Charity.
12.
And are murmurers and complainers, walking after 16.
their own lusts.
Your murmurings
Lord.

are not against us, but against the Exod. 16. 18.

Do all things without murmurings.
Phil. 2. 14.
And the people spake against God, and against Moses, Numb. 21.5.
wherefore have you brought us up out of ._gypt, to die
in the Wilderness ? For there is no Bread, neither is
there any water, and our soul loatheth this light bread.
And the Lord sent Fiery Serpents among the people, 6.
and they bit the people, and much people of Israel dyed.
Many when a thing was lent them reckoned it to be Ecdua 29. 4.
found, and put them to trouble that helTed them.
Till he hath received he will kiss a roans hand, and for 5.
23
his
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his Neighbours money he will speak submisly: but when
he should repay, he will prolong the time and return
Rev. 22. 11. words of grief, and COMPLAIN
OF THE TIMES.
He that is filthy let him be filthy still.
Come Boy take money.
However dear Friend, farewel.
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The
Courteous

Preface.

Reader,

Y Original Design was to examine by what means our
:English Land-Rents,
lately fallen, might be universally advanced ; which 1 have principally Tur.
sued; but have found such a Concatenation
and Sympathy
between the interest of Land and Trade, and between these,
and that of the Government ; That I have been carried into
all the Considerations you will meet with; a Task I little expected when I first began, and which I could never have supported with any Alacrity, but u/flon hope, that when it shall
undeniably ap£ear to every one, that these Interests
are
the same, there may follow that general Amity and mutual
Assistance to each other, which render a Nation happy and
secure,

Though my Intention
be thus, dust and Innocent, yet I
cannot but doubt what Approbation
this Discourse _nay _neet
with from many of those who have a _nain suffrage/_
crying
up a new Book ; since it is upon a Subject much out of mode;
8o much, that the very naming it is a matter of Ridicule
amongst many of ou/r sprightly men : It is really of such a
nature, that it hath not lead me to seek for Smiles, Dinners,
or other more solid Gratifications,
by flatteri/ag any predominant humours, Vices or t)a6sious, or to ¢nake an lnterest by
espousing or eanvasing any doubtful Points in :Religion : As
little can 1 hope from the Criticks, ( I mean our great Masters
in Expression :) Trade being a matter of business, and the
business of the ordinary people, at least, e_ually w_th the
rest;
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rest ; I have not endeavoured to dress it up with Curiosity
of Phrase, by conforming myself to the Laconiek or Ciceronian way, studying for Metaphors,
spruce worde, or the
renowned Antithesis;
nor do I find these flowers will very
ajatly mingle with the _'otions of Trade; which are so unfortunate,
as to have little or no Cognation with Love and
:Honour, or those other common Themes of ll/Tt which denominate a man a neat Author by the .Elegancies they inspire
him with : But this is not all, I am afraid you will think
Trade is the very Antipodes
to all good breeding, when Z
shall further tell you, that (had I been sud,_ciently _ualis/ied )
it hath not permitted me to grati fie the Learned with any of
the niceties or finismes of our most fashionable Studies ; nay
it hath obliged me to hazard the very enmity of others, by
imTeaching many Trivate and oppresswe Interests, whose SilverSmiths may be highly provoked;
and when I thought to _uali_e any Resentments
of that nature, by wa,ing all :Reflections on particular persons, Z an, now told, that perhaps my
Caution this way may disgust others ; whence I cannot but be
sensible that these Papers want much of those endearments which
render many of our Prints so acceptable; And being under these
Apprehensions,
I could not but have some Compasszonate
thoughts of my Book-Seller ; who must look very melaucholly,
when some of his customers shall ask for the Ancien_ Forreign Histories
and Poets, the new Philosophical
Complements, and Books of Astrology,
the Treatise of the Art of
Memory, or Swimming ; or such l_ke Rarities ; Others for
the Monstrous
Leviathan,
Behemoth,
and Garagantua:
Others for the new :French ]_omanee, the Spiek and Span
new Play, and the new Satyrs ; Others for the new Books of
Cookery, (for we are arrived to a mighty judgment i/a eating :)
Others for the JBooks of the World in the Moon, Terra Incognita, Lues Yenerea, and Westminster
Drollery, &c. JBut
upon the sight of the Title _Page of thzs, (because it is of
Trade) shall condemn it as fit only to be read by Milleners
and Bxehangemen.
JBut recollecting, that we have yet a far greater numoer of
others, under all Characters and _Proft_ssions, who bear a
due
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due affection both to our Government
and People, I have
adventured upon making thzs Dzscourse publick ; as not d_spairing of their Vindicatwn,
being assured they wall never
think he hath deserved ill, who hath done no more than
endeavour to advance and secure the common Interests of
both ; in which I should be always happy to be ,nstrwmental,
but especially then, when the Natwn zs under present d_bficulties and eminent dangers; JEst then certainly zt more imports
every man to seek the Common S_fety, than any the most
tempting Additzons to his own private Fortune.
Should the
Mariners in a Ship stand trifling and sporting, or contending for Offices, or other gain, on the Decks, whilst a gaping
Leak in the Keel lets in the Ocean, we should think them httle
better than phrenetical;
surely in such an JEx_gence every
man on board ought to give his utmost assistance; he that hath
no share in the Cargoe hath yet a life to lose, no man would
then slink back to escape the dirt, or for fear he should be
lookt on as a busie-body.
How Jar the present Gondition of
our Trade wall bear such a Simile, I shall submit to your Consideratwn upon what fotlows; wherezn I have, not knowingly,
mis-represented
any thing, but with _W utmost applwatwn
endeavoured to discover and speak the truth of as much as I
have thought fitfor me to meddle u_qth.
:Yet I am not so very a Jockey, nor so arrant a Tradesman in writing, as to desire your ,mplicite belief that all I
am about to utter is without Imperfectzon.
I am assured you
will least expect it upon a Subject whwh hath the reputation
of being so Comprehensive
as this, and seems to require the
ascertaining of so great a variety of Facts, that no man u/Ton
his single experience
can pretend to know them ; The consideration whereof might have deterred me from engaging in it,
and may _ou from the perusal, were it not that some of these
Facts, which make the Constitutions
of Trade, and therefore the Causes of the rest, are notorious and capable of l_ttle
Controversie, whence the rest being the e_rects may be easily
calculated; a course used and allowed i_ all Arts and Sciences, and I conceive with more eertaznty on this Subject
than on any other; from

whence greater

and more notable
Discoveries
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D_eoveries have been made, than by the most vigilant l_ui8itiona into all the Revolutions of Facts: Columbus found
out the Indies in his Stud/y ; so did Archimedes
the most
stupendous
Gonelusions in the _athematicks.
It must be
confessed many of those other Facts relating to Commerce,
which are the effects, are of greater obscurity, most of them
being _'orreign, and are so numerous, that they branch into
almost as many parts as there are humane Actions ; yet of
these, some are more obvious, and more important than others,
whereof, as oeeadons offer, I have endeavoured to give you
some aeeompt where Iean
speak with any good assurance;
wherein, if you meet with any defect, you may please to attribute it to this, That I am neither Omniscient nor infallible; I
have also the old excuse at hand, viz. Importunity
of ]?fiends,
that common Midwife of _Books, besides the frequent
Interruptions I have really received by my own ordinary Aff_airs,
which ('tis probable) has caused many abrupt breaks and misexpressions, which I have not had time to review and rectifie ;
hoping that I have however _oken Intelligibly;
and professing, that I have as well considered and digested the deliberative and reasoning part as my Intellectuals will give leave:
and if I do not fail in that shall be contented, since it must
be admitted that Z have written as becomes a man, who hath no
better or more discerning faculty than that of his reason: I
have no ambition to be accoml)ted an Irrefragable,
or Printed
Author;
being sensible the most Angelical Writers have had
their failings, and that whosoever -publishes his thoughts in
_Print, breaks that (oftentimes profitable) reserve which cunning men a_eet, wad exposes his _uiet to the Mahce and Impertinenees of vulgar 2gefleetions ; which nothing but a sincere
love to my Country,
and the Consideration of its present
Oirvucnstanee8 could oblige me to dispense with.
I shall be well satisfied if I have served the _Public a little,
or made a stop towards it, whivh, at least, I hate I have done,
ide in a matter 03° high Gousequence I have but stirred quesnecessary to be cleared by abler heads; .Experience hath
been sho_ what aebmirable perforraanve_ have ensued, when a
weak F_,ssay hath kindled a Common ]_mulation, for then
eertainO]
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eerta_ly must the brightness of Truth appear (discharged
from that rust and foulness which time or corruption hath
brought upon it) when the Intellectuals
of men are carried
into a rational ferment;
this I take to be the true use, and
most virtuous
design of writ_nff, and is all I desire, let
those men wear :Bays and Lawrel, and be hum'd, and clapt,
who are fonder of such Trophies than

Your humble Servant,

Philanglus.

THE

THE

Introduction.
T Individual
hath beenMen
the inCommon
and Business
of
England, Design
as elsewhere,
to obtain
su_cient l_evcnues in Money to the end they may secure
themselves from Necessities and Shifting, and live plentifully; And yet it may be undeniably and uncomfortably observed, That whilst every one hath eagerly pur.
sued h/s private Interest, a kind of Common Consumption hath crawled upon us : Since our Land-Rents
are
generally much fallen, and our Home-Commodities
sunk from their late Price and Value; our Poor are
vastly increased, and the rest of our People generally
more and more feel the Want of Money ; This Disease
having grown upon us in times of Peace, when no Forfeigners have Exhausted us by War-like Depredations,
may very justly amuse us ; and the more, when at the
same time, we observe that some of our NeighbourNations, lately our Equals, or much our inferiors, are
become so prodigiously Rich and Powerful on a sudden,
(I mean the lqtrench and Dutch :) Certainly these mighty
Productions must have some great and vigorous Causes,
whi-ch have been very furiously working of later years,
and such as have not fallen under Common Observation :
The Nations and Races of People are the same, and the
1
Countries
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Countries of England,
France, and Holland, stand
where they did, they are not removed an Inch; nor do
the English seem to have lost their Understandings; they
are as cunning in their private Contracts as ever, and
appear nothing inferior to the French and Dutch in most
parts of Literature ; I question not but that they know
all the Ancient Languages and Histories as well, that
our Academicks are as subtile in all the Criticisms of
Aristotle; that they have travelled as far into the most
abstruse parts of his Logiek, Physicks, and Metaphysicks ; and yet have we still grown poorer and poorer ;
So have we excelled in divers necessary parts of Learning; We have had as Able, Eloquent, and Eminent
Lawyers and Clergy-men as ever, and as Notable Physitians, and the Nation seems to have grown more
Learned, and therefore Wiser than before, by the late
vast increase of these Ranks of men.
The present Disadvantages we are under, are therefore commonly attributed to Accidents of divers kinds,
as mens present particular Fancies dictate, in which the
greatest part are contented to rest satisfied without farther
enquiry, whilst they have some Prospects of Gain in the
Imployments they are severally educated to; Some ascribe
the fall of Rents to an over-great increase of Corn, by
the ploughing up of Parks; Others to the modern Parsimony in Housekeeping,
the lessening of Gentlemens
Retinues, and leaving off the old laudable Custom of
plentiful Suppers, which they suppose occasions a less
Consumption of Victuals: others attribute this, and the
want of Money in the Country, to the great resort of
People to London, and quarrel at the New Buildings, as
the Hives and Receptacles which draw them thither;
others to the banking up of Treasures in the Coffers of
some unknown Grandees, Church-men,
Lawyers, or
Citizens, of which they are highly confident, for else,
they say, what is become of the money ? then for the late
2
Progress
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Progress and Trophies of the French, many look upon
them as the meer effects of the Despotick or Arbitrary
Power of that Monarchy or of the personal cunning of
some men now living in France ; I remember I heard one
Gentleman say, that the French Genius was up, wherewith he gave himself and others good satisfaction :
Others will have it, that the late Enemies of the Fretich
wanted Valor and Conduct, but that if the French had
the English to contend with, their Glory would soon be
laid in the Dust : For the Dutch, there are those who
will argue their l_iches and Populacy to proceed from
the peculiar Industry of that Nation, and that such an
Eternal Toil is not supportable by any other ; Others, to
their small Expense in Diet and Habit, others to particular Circumstances in the time and manner of their
Defection from Spain; to their l_cgister of Titles and
Contracts, and their cheap and easie decision of LawSuits.
Of all other things we seem to be most secure in the
matter of Trade ; we have many who taking themselves
to be born or intitled to so much a year in Land, do
consider Trade as no otherwise necessary in a Nation,
than to support younger Brothers, and are ready to
thrust all Publique Taxes upon Trade, that they may
ease the Land; Others who pretend to enquire into it,
hear the Customs are much risen of late years, and then
rest satisfied that we have a mightier Trade than ever :
We have also some Merchants and Shopkeepers who get
Estates, and buy Land on a suddain, which is loom
upon as an Argument of a good Trade; We find their
mighty and numerous Shops and Warehouses, full of
goods, and do not hear them complain of Trade, Or that
Land is brought to 14, or 16 years purchase, or that they
buy at a much abated yearly value.
Some, indeed, justly apprehending a Disease in our
Trade, by the decay of our Home Manufactures,
and
3
an
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an excess of Forreign Importations,
have judiciously
expressed themselves in it; these Notions whilst in
Embrio, have been ralleured by our Modern ]:)rolls, in
their new Manufacture of Plays.
There are others, who with more Design and Gravity,
tell us, That the Notions and Improvements of Trade,
are of a dangerous tendency,
because they threaten
part of the present Jurisdiction of our Spiritual Courts,
and the gain of many Offices, by some requisite Toleration of Conscience, and other mittigations relating to
Trade, and upon this Occasion the same Objectors proceed to argue the Improvements of Trade to be of as
bad Consequence to the State, by filling the Nation with
Trading-Religious
Dissenters, or by a necessary moderating of the present Custom-Rates : They also insinuate,
that we ought not to look for such a perfection of Trade
under a Monarchical Government,
but to dispose of our
selves otherwise as we can ; We have others that say,
Trade is a misterious thing, and not intelligible in any
part of it, without a long Apprentiship, and therefore
wholly refer themselves to the Merchants and private
Traders;
Others that 'tis Mechanical, and not Gentleman.like.
But if it fall out that these are all mistaken Opinions,
if Trade alone hath produced the afore-mentioned Effects
in England, France, and Holland, If the rise and fall
of Rents absolutely depend upon it ; If Liberty and Propetty be made valuable by Trade only, and are not valuable or safe without it; If a Nation may be made strong
or weak by the meer different Operations of Trade; If
the Taxing or burthening of Trade must reduce all LandRevenues, if the easing of Trade either in the particular
Custom-Rates, or otherwise, will make the whole Revenue
of the Customs greater, or else much enhance all other
publick as well as private Revenues; If a mighty Trade
be consistent with a Monarchical
Government?
(where
4
there
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there is Property and Liberty :) If it be a false and
o_cious Scandal to this form of Government, to oj_rm
the contrary, if England of all other Nations, be naturally most capable of the Advantages of Trade, but yet
the Trade of England of late years hath been Consumptive ; If the late Policies of our Neighbour-Nations have
rendered our old established Methods of Trade insufficient, if we have divers late innovated Obstructions in
our Trade, if this hath caused an oYer-ballance of Forreign Importations,
If our National Industry hath been
imployed to enrich Forreigners, if our own Treasures
have been exhausted by our own Trade, and will soon be
swept away in the present course of it, Nay, even notwithstanding our late Prohibition
of French Goods, if
the Objections against the enlarging and bettering of our
Trade arise from private Interests, in contradiction to
the Publique, or from Passion or Humour, and if this be
intelligible to every man of sense, that will take the pains
to enquire into it.
Then certainly it must follow,
That it does much import all English Gentlemen,
Owners of Land, and others, who take themselves to be
sharers in the National Interest, to examine the past and
present State of our Trade, and to seek for a legal Regulation of it ; And that all private Interests destructive
to our Trade ought to be relaxed, and given up for the
future.
Private Interest is that many-headed Monster, I am
chiefly to encounter with, in which if any particular
person shall take himself to be concerned, I shall desire
him to consider, whether his own Condition would not be
more truly honourable and safe under more open Methods
of Trade?
I shall pray him to look into the nature of
meer private Interest, which if he do, he must confess
it the same Principle that leads men into Cheats_ Theirs,
and all those other base mercyless and execrable ¥illanies,
5
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which render the Actors Criminous, and odious by the
Sufferings and Injuries they bring upon others.
Then if any man's particular way of Gain be so prejudicial to Trade, as to occasion the continual Beggery
of Thousands of his Countrymen, is not this more then
equally mischievous to so many thousand Thefts ? But
what if this Beggery must unavoidably cause many thousand actual Thefts, nay Murders and Enormities of all
kinds, and as it grows more Universal, must bring the
Nation into an impotent and indefenseable weakness ?
Have we any amongst us that will be yet tenacious of
such ways of Gain ? Will they tell us that they are
not punishable by any Laws in force ? 'tis pity they are
not. So there was a time when in Old Rome, there was
no direct Law against Parricide: But that they may no
longer shelter themselves under this Umbrage, it were
highly necessary that Laws were made to control them,
and to remove all Obstructions in our Trade.
That Trade is of this National Importance
and
Influence, and that the Trade of England in particular,
hath been and continues under these Disadvantages, will,
I think, suj_ciently appear to any indifferent Reader, by
the following Discourse;
Of which having given the
Reader a tast, by way of Introduction,
I shall proceed
to what I have undertaken, and shall begin with some
Preliminaries,
of which part are serf-evident, and for
those that are not (being not able to say all at once) refer
the Reader to the following Sections.

SECT.
6
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SECTION

I.

Trade National or Private, Home or Forreign Treasures
Imported by Trade, thence Land-Rents,
Populacy
increased, the Revenues of all Ranks of men depend
upon Trade, People and Treasure make National
Strength, particular Advantages in Treasure, the difference between Ancient and Modern Wars, Naviga.,
tiou supported by Trade, this necessary for the Secu.
rity of an Island, and therein the farther scope of
the whole.
Rade is either National or Private : The National
Trade doth influence the Wealth and Strength
of a whole Nation, and therefore is not the only Concern of Merchants.
Private Trade hath regard to the particular Wealth
of the Trader, and doth so far differ in the scope and
design of it from the National, that a private Trade
may be very beneficial to the private Trader, but of
hurtful, nay of very ruinous Consequence to the whole
National;
as will appear.
I shall speak of National Trade, which is properly
divided into Home Trade, and Forreign Trade.
The Home Trade in every Nation hath dependance
on the Forreign Trade : if a Nation hath no Gold or
Silver-Mines
within its own Territory, there is no
practicable way of bringing Treasure into it (in times
of Peace) but by Forreign Trade: And if such a Nation be not enriched by Imported Treasure, its Home
7
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Trade can only be managed by Exchange of Goods
for Goods.
But if Treasure be Imported, then may its Home
Trade be managed by buying and selling for money.
And from hence may the Lands in such a _ation
come to yield a money Rent, which is the produce or
profits of Land sold for money.
In which Case the price of Home Commodities, and
consequently the yearly Rent of Lands in a Nation
which hath populacy and property, will hold proportion
with the quantity of the National Treasure;
and will
rise or fall as the Treasure does increase or diminish.
For where there is an increase of Treasure in a
Nation which hath property, this will ordinarily diffuse
amongst the people by the necessity and succession of
Contracts; and then the people having universally more
money than before, the Seller will not be so necessitous
for money as before, and will have a greater choice of
Chapmen, who will be more able and ready to buy.
These numbers of Chapmen will inevitably raise the
Market one upon the other, as is demonstrable by
common and undeniable Experience and Fact; And
therefore I shall lay it as a ground in Commerce, That
the plenty of Chapmen, who have plenty of money, will
cause a higher and quicker Market for any desireable
Commodity, especially if the Seller be not so necessitous
for money as to be forced to snap at the first offer.
And that on the other side, where there be fewer
Chapmen, who have less money, and the Sellers themselves are more necessitous, they must and will sell
lower; This must inevitably happen in a Nation where
there is little money.
For instance, If there were but 500/. Sterling in
England, an Ox could hardly be worth a peny, nor
could the Revenue of all England be 500L per annum,
or not above ;
8
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It follows then, that a Forreign Trade (by increasing
the National Treasure) will advance home Markets, and
the value of Lands in England.
I shall admit that ff a Nation can be Victorious in
War, and can plunder the Conquered, some Treasures
may happen to be Imported this way; But certainly
those who consider it, will rather desire to be enriched
by Trade than by War, since in the Course of Trade,
far mightier Treasures may be gotten with Peace,
Innocence, Security, and Happiness to the People, who
cannot be Victorious
in War without Bloodsheds,
Rapines, Violences, and Perpetrations
of all kinds;
they also must be subject to perpetual difficulties and
hazards in the hardships and event of War, which will
disturb or subvert the Home Trade, nor can the Treasure of a People so imployed circulate in the Markets
to any advantagious degree; or should we have any
such Bravoes or Knights Errant as would rather purchase Wealth by Fighting than by Industry, yet are
these imaginary Conquests absolutely impracticable at
this day without the assistance of Forreign Trade ; as
will be shcwn.
But first upon the former grounds I shall add, that
a Forreign Trade (if managed to the best advantage)
will yet further advance the values of Lands, by necessitating a vast increase of people, since it must maintain great multitudes of people in the very business of
Trade, which could not otherwise be supported, (as will
also fi_rther appear): All which having the Rewards of
their Labours in their hands, will still enlarge the
choice of Chapmen to the Sellers, and there being so
many more persons to be fed and cloathed, there must
be a far greater home Consumption of all the products
of Land.
And hence must arise a kind of Competition amongst
the people who shall farm or purchase
9
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Revenue of Land is certain, and grows higher daily,
as the Treasure and People increase, which must cause
Land to rise as well in the years' purchase, as in the
years' value; nay, the very Earth must receive an
inevitable Improvement by their Industrious
numbers,
whilst every one will be able and willing to possess
and manure a greater or lesser part, according to
his occasions; there is hardly any Land in England
but may be improved to double the value, and very
much to treble and more.
This necessary Improvement
of Rent and Land is
verified in the Forreign instance of Holland, and in
such of our English Lands as lie near great and populous Corporations ; And on the other side, we see that
in Spain and Turkey, and also in such parts of England and Ireland, where there is little Trade, and fewer
people, there lie great quantities of Land which yield
little or no profit; and hence I conclude, That the
Revenue and Value of Land will simpathize with the
National Trade.
There are indeed certain Ranks of Men of honourable and necessary Imployments
and Professions in
every Nation, whose Revenues do not so immediately
arise from Trade; such are O_cers greater and less,
Lawyers, Physicians, and such like.
But though these are not placed in the direct Channel of Trade, yet 'tis very plain they derive their
Revenues from it ; being supported in their Grandure
and Gains at the cost of the Land-Holders and Traders;
who will be more capable and willing to give them
greater Gratuities and Fees, when their own pockets
are fuller ; and as the People, Trade, and Contracts do
increase, there will be more Law-Suits and Diseases,
and ordinarily more Fees and Gratuities, so will there
be more Houses built, more Apparel made, and more
Imployment

of

all sorts for
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And from hence it also follows, That a Forreign Trade
managed to the best advantage, will make a Nation
vastly stronger than naturally it was, because money
and people do ordinarily make National strength.
Money is necessary for the purchasing of many Provisions for War by Land or Sea, as Arms, Victuals,
Ammunition, materials for Shipping, and many others,
which being gotten, yet neither Souldiers nor Seamen will now adventure themselves at the mouths of
Cannon and Musket without pay, whereof the further
Consequence is that the Prince and Nation which hath
the greatest Treasure, will finally have the Victory, and
probably with little or no fighting.
For being enabled by their Treasure to keep themselves in a posture of War, they will oblige their Enemies to the like Expence, till their Enemies Treasures
are exhausted, and then their Armies and also their
Councils will dissipate.
This shews the difference

between

the

ancient and

present Course of Hrar, for anciently the event of War
was tried by frequent Battles, and generally succeeded
as one Nation was Superior to the other in personal
Strength and Roughness;
But since the Wealth of the
Indies came to be discovered and dispersed more and
more, Wars are managed by much Treasure and little
Fighting, and therefore with little hazard to the richer
Nation.
And hence also doth it appear that in the present
condition of the World, it is in a manner impossible
for a Nation to gain Riches by Conquest and Plunder,
unless it hath first store of Treasure at Home, which
cannot otherwise be gotten than by Forreign Trade.
Also money will command the Service and IAves of
any poorer and rougher Nation, It will purchase the
11
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Assistance of Forreign Princes, It will indear their great
Ministers, open their Cabinets, engage true and close
Correspondencies, and poison their Councils: It will pass
unseen through Rampiers, Fortifications, and Guards,
into Cities and Forts, and will surprize them without
the tedious hazards of Seiges; It will purchase Governors and Generals, and like Lightning will consume
the Heart of a poorer Nation, whilst its Countenance
and Outside shall remain fresh.
So are people necessary to Guard the Treasures,
and defend the Nation, who will be more or less true
and serviceable to the National Interest, as they have a
greater or lesser share in it; he that hath somewhat of
his own, and lives Comfortably, will stoutly defend the
Nation against Invaders ; But if a People be poor
and miserable, their Condition being uneasie, it will
be indifferent to them who is Conqueror;
nay they
will hope for a better Condition by turning the Tables ;
so is it of dangerous Consequence that the People
should become vitious, because it generally weakens
their Bodies, Courages, or Faiths: In all which the
excellency of a great and well regulated Forrcign Trade
may be discerned, since it will render the People l_ich,
and ordinarily ¥irtuous;
as will also appear.
But Forreign Trade may bring a particular advantage
to an Island by a great Navigation, without which its
impossible for any Island long to defend it self against
a Forreign Enemy potent in Shipping, for the Invaders
circling an Island with their Ships, may sail from Place
to Place, and Rob, Spoil, and Kill, before the Natives
can, by long Land-Marches,
apply their Courage and
Land-Forces
to resist them; which must necessarily
distract and weary out the most valiant People on the
Earth: this hath been evident by many Demonstrations
in England, which hath been often Conquered by
Forreigners for want of a sufficient Naval Force, parti12
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cularly by the Romans, nay by the Saxons, Danes, and
Normans ; but hath more often repulsed Forreigners,
whilst we have been most powerful at Sea ; and therefore the constant Policies of this Kingdom have long
aspired too, and enjoyed a Soveraignty of the Sea, and
kept a narrow and jealous watch on Neighbour-Nations,
lest they should aggrandize their Naval Strengths.

SECT.

II.

The several kinds of Forreign Trade, of trading with
Home or Forreign Navigation, some general Application.

T will be then proper to consider how a Forreign
Trade may be driven to most Advantage for the increase of National Treasure, People, and Navigation.
A Forreign Trade may be driven by a Nation with
Forreign Navigation, or with Home Navigation.
A Forreign Trade driven with Forreign Navigation,
is when a Nation sells its Commodities at Home to such
Forreigners as come thither to Buy and Export them.
This sort of Forreign-Trade
may enrich a Nation
with Treasure more or less, as the Commodities so sold
are of greater or lesser quantity and value.
But it is very plain, that ff the Natives had Exported
the same Commodities to the same Forreigners in Shipping of their own, the same Commodities would have
yielded a greater Rate in the Forreign Ports, because
the Natives must have been also paid for the Carriage ;
whioh by so much would have increased the National
Gain ; wherefore it is more advantagious for a Nation
to Export its own Commodities by Navigation of its own.
13
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But it will not follow, that 'tis therefore necessary
or fit to confine all Exportations to Home Navigation
by Penal Laws, especially in England, as will be shewn.
Nor does it follow that a Nation which doth Export
its own Commodities,
shall be alwayes richer than
another that sells at home ; for the Commodities of one
Nation sold at home may yield ten times more money
at home than the Commodities exported by the other
shall yield abroad, and therefore must make it ten times
richer.
This may be verified in the Trade of France; whose
Commodities sold at home to the Dutch, English, and
others, for many years past, have brought vast quan°
titles of money into France, perhaps more than all the
Neighbour Nations have gotten by their exported Commodities, by wlfich means, and no other, France is
become the Terrour of the World, as I shall more
particularly and fully shew.
A beneficial Forreign Trade, with home Navigation,
may be said to be of two sorts.
The one consists in the meer Exportation oi home
Commodities into Forreign Nations where they may be
vended, of which I have spoken before.
The other, in Trading and Huxtering from Port to
Port.
The benefit of Trading or Huxtering
from Port to
Port consists in buying Commodities cheaper in one
Porreign Port, and selling them dearer in some others ;
in which case the Nation Trading ordinarily gets more
or less, in proportion, as the Merchants buy for less
and sell for more, and as the Stock and Navigation
imployed in this sort of Trade is more or less.
The Dutch being to buy much of their Victuals,
Cloaths, and other necessaries from abroad, and having
little Commodities of their own to Export, put themselves upon this Trading from Port to Port ; which Trade
14
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they have improved to that degree, that they are become, as it were, the Common Carriers of the World,
imploying near 30000 Trading-Vessels, (including those
which belong to their Fishery.)
In this way of Trade
have this Industrious
People yearly bought up vast
quantities of French Manufactures
and Commodities,
and uttered them again for present profit in other parts
of the World, not foreseeing those dangers they have
been bringing upon themselves and all Europe.
The English have never attained to near so Universal
Manufacture as the French, or so general a huxtering
Trade as the Dutch ; But yet until this last Age had a
greater proportion of each then the Dutch or French ;
their Trade hath chiefly consisted in the Exportation of
their own Commodities,
and Manufactures
made of
their own home Materials ; of which that of our H/_ooll
being the Principal, was long thought and really still
is, or might be, the greatest and richest in the World ;
This, with our exported Tin, Lead, Iron, Allome, Fish,
and other valuable things, brought in a sufficient quantity of Forreign Commodities to serve our National
Occasions, Pomp and Ornament,
and left an Annual
Increase of Imported Treasure, which in length of time
had much enriched the Nation, though our neat Annual
Gain by Forreigu Trade did never bring in much above
250000/. or 300000 per annum increase of Treasure, one
year with another (taking any number of 20 years
together) as may be reasonably collected by what win
follow ; nor was that a Contemptible Gain (as the Trade
of this part of the World formerly stood) since it had
rendred this Kingdom as Rich and Happy at home, and
as formidable abroad, as any in Europe.

15
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III.

Of Forreign Trade consisting in Exportation,
of the
advantages of home Manufactures, and Manufactures,
incidently other home Trades, and Imployments are
considered; and which of them enrich a Nation ; of
the Fishing-Trade, and the annual exporting of Corn.
He National Gain, by Forrelgn Trade, consisting
either in vending home Commodities to Forreigners,
or in Trading i_om Port to Port ; It may be fit to be
considered how these branches of Trade may be improved to the utmost.
Home Commodities vendible and exportable to Forfeigners, are either such as are Capable of little or no
Manufacture, as Coals, &e.
Or else such as may be manufactured, which may be
called the Principles or Materials of Manufacture ; such
are Wooll, Silk, Flax, Hemp, Tin, Iron, Skins, Corn,
and others.
Most materials of Manufacture
are of small value
whilst raw and unwrought,
at least in Comparison of
the Manufacture,
since by Manufacture
they may be
made of five, ten, or twenty times their first value,
according to the Workmanship ; which is proved by the
Woollen, Silk and Linnen Manufactures,
and almost
infinite others; wherefore ff a Nation hath naturally
any Materials of Manufacture,
it is far more advantagions to Export them in Manufacture, rather than
the raw Materials, because the Manufacture is so much
more valuable, and will make a return of five, ten, or
twenty times more Treasure to the Nation than the
raw Materials.
Besides, it is most dangerous
16
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of Manufacture, since it may transfer the Manufacture
it self into some Neighbour Nation, and with it the incident Riches and Populacy. : by which means a Neighbour-Nation
may become five, ten, or twenty times
richer and stronger than that Nation which doth Export
its Materials, and those innocent Materials may in a
short time return in the shape of armed Men and Ships,
to the Terror and Confusion of an unwise and lazy
People.
But ff Forreigners will vend their raw Materials of
Manufacture, it is necessary., or highly convenient for a
Nation to Import them, and put them into Manufacture
at home ; after which, this Manufacture may be either
exported and sold for much more than the Materials
cost, or being used at home, will prevent the necessity
of Importing the like from abroad, by which the Nation
will save to the value of the Manufacture : Thus do the
French and Dutch manufacture Forreign Silk, Spanish
and English Wool], and many other Forreign Materials,
which they Export and sell again with prodigious
advantage.
The sorts of Manufacture are so various, and almost
infinite, that there is no People so great or numerous
but may be universally imployed by it ; There are many
which relate to Eating and Drinking, many more to
Apparel of all sorts, Furniture of Houses, Equipage,
Navigation, War, Literature and Science, unnecessary,
but acceptable Toyes, to gratifie the humors and follies
of Men, Women, and Children, under all which generals,
there are so many species of Manufactures,
that the
very naming of them would make a Volume ; some are
of simple Materials, some of mixt.
The Labours of the People bestowed this way, must
necessarily glomerate the Riches of the World, and
must render any Nation a prodigy of Wealth;
for
whilst
2!
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are thus con-

tinually improving the value of some Commodity or
other, they work for the Nation where they live as well
as for themselves ; If 100000 Manufacturers
get 61.per
annum a piece, the Nation must gain or save 600000l.
per annum by their Labours, (supposing the Materials
to be meliorated only to the value of their Wages ;)
If the number of the Manufacturers
be greater, or if
the same number gain more a piece, then is the National
gain still greater and greater in proportion:
All which
is too evident in the present instance of France, and the
contrary of that of Spain, which although supplied with
the Wealth of the Indies, is, for want of home Manufactures, the poorest and weakest of all Nations, and
the most dispeopled.
For by Manufactures,
a Nation may support many
hundred thousands of Families, besides the meer Tillers
of Lands and Keepers of Cattel, which increase of
people shall live well, without being a clog and vexation
to the Landholders,
and shall be highly beneficial to
the rest of the Natives in times of Peace, as otherwise
they will not be ; and as the people increase, so may
the kinds and quantities
of Manufacture;
the very
Women and Children may ordinarily get good Livelihoods in Manufacture.
Hence must follow a sweet Harmony in a Nation
which hath property, when every one's Hand and ttead
is employed, and when there comes a reciprocation of
advantage to the Landholders, and all others, as necessarily there must; And as Manufacture seems a kind
of debt to the laborious part of the people, who by
nature are intitled to live ; so it is the highest of all
Charities ; as it is most substantial and universal ; What
signifies the distribution of a little broken meat amongst
a few Wretches, in Comparison of the support of hundreds
18
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dreds of thousands
of Families?
And lastly, it is
attended with the promised Rewards of Charity, viz.
Plenty, Glory, and Prosperity to a whole Nation.
This, and what hath been said in the last Section,
may administer
occasion to consider what sorts of
Trades, Imployments,
and Professions do add to the
Riches of a Nation, and what not.
It is evident that all sorts of home Manufactures
must advance or save the :National Wealth, the like
may be said of those who are imployed in the FishingTrade, so may the Trade and Profession of a Merchant
add to the :National Riches.
There are another sort of home-Traders, who live
meerly by buying cheaper and selling dearer at home,
such are Retailers of all sorts in the City and Country,
whom we call Shopkeepers ; of which a convenient number are necessary in every :Nation to keep open Marts
and Markets for the vending of Commodities ; These
may advance their private Stocks and Estates by buying cheaper and selling dearer, but cannot (meetly by
this way of Trade) add a peny to the :National Riches,
so that it may truly be said of one poor Manufacturer,
that he adds more in a year to the Wealth of the :Nation
than all such Retailers and Shop-keepers in England.
And if these Shop-keepers
deal over-much in Consumptive Forreign Wares, they may assist in the beggary
of the Nation ; so may the Trade of a Merchant export
and exhaust the National Riches, ff he trade over-much
in meer Consumptive Importations.
And therefore though the gain of the persons imployed be one main end and design of all Trades and
Imployments, and in that respect they are all alike;
Yet they differ in this ; That in some of them the persons imployed do immediately or ultimately gain money
from Forreigners ; But in the other, they gain from the
people, and from one another.
19
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Of the last sort, are all Imployments relating to the
Law and Physick, so are Oj_ces of all kinds (which I
do not say to insinuate any of these Imployments to be
useless in a Nation, or to diminish from that due respect which ought to be given to Men of Place.) There
is no question but they are highly necessary for the
Regulation of the Body-Politick,
and the Body-Natural; so are the Clergy for the Information of Mens
Consciences ; and therefore in every Nation convenient
numbers of the people ought to be set apart for these
purposes ; But as far as they are Imployments, and intended for private gain, 'tis plain they add no Treasure
to the Nation, but only enable the persons so imployed
to share and heap up the Treasures already Imported;
The like may be said of all other ways of living by
racer Literature and the Pen, and some inferior In-land
Imployments
mentioned before; It must therefore be
of dangerous Consequence if the Trade of a Nation run
into over-much Shop-keeping, or if too many of the
people withdrawing themselves from Manufactures, and
the beneficial parts of Trade, should throng themselves
into the Clergy, Law, Physick, Literature, and such
other Professions as bring no increase of National
Riches; And the rather, because these Imployments
and Professions are narrow, and can support but a few
Families in a Nation with convenience ; so that it may
endanger Depopulation, and by their numbers will prejudice one another ; Whereas Manufacture and a great
Forreign Trade, will admit of and oblige an increase of
people even to infinity: And the more the Manufacturers increase, they will the more enrich one another,
and the rest of the people ; It may then be proper to
inquire how the Manufactures
of a Nation may be
increased and improved.
This may be done either by enlarging former Manufactures, or by introducing new ones.
20
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New Manufactures
must be first taught, and then
encouraged, and ff made of Forreign Materials,
the
Materials must be Imported, after which, as the people
find the sweet of their Labours, it is not to be questioned
but that they will throng into the Imployment;
they
that want Bread, Cloathes, and other necessary Comforts, will be glad to obtain them honestly; Thus our
King Edward the Third (a Wise and Victorious Prince)
invited over the Flemmings to teach his Subjects the
Woollen Manufacture;
And thus have the French
Policies invited over the most Exquisite Manufacturers
into France from all parts of the World; these with
their Schollars were first imploycd at the Charge of the
Government ; but the Manufactures
soon afterwards
diffused into the gross Body of the people.
Without these primary Encouragements
and Superintendence
of the Government,
it will be hard to
nourish up any new Manufacture, or to enlarge any old
ones, at least, suddenly, to any great degree.
Amongst the Exportations, the Fis]dng-Trade ought
not to be forgotton, since according to modern Calculations, the meer Fishing-Trade for Herring and Cod on
the Coasts of England and Scotland imploys above 8000
Dutch Ships or Vessels, 200000 of their Sea-men,
and Fishers ; And the Herrings and Cod sold by the
Dutch in Forreign
Countries, do bring an Annual
profit of about 5000000l. per annum Sterling to

See Mr.Smith
of Improvements, pa.
26s, 269, 270,
computes the
whole profit
of this Fishery
to be sterten
millions

ling. per

manner, inall a
that
Nation : besides
which, 'tis accounted
that gained by
there are at least 250000 people more imployed and otherNations.
malnta£ned at Home about this particular Navigation,
making of Fishing-Nets,
and the curing, ordering,
and preparing of the Fish, &c. besides the Island,
Newfound-Land,
and Greenland, fishings of very great
advantage.
But the ordinary Exportation
of Corn out of the
Annual
21
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Annual increase, hath been accounted most dangerous,
and of all others the most unprofitable, because of the
possibility of a dearth ; which besides the hardships
of it, will give opportunity to Forreigners of drawing
away vast Treasures in a trice.
But if a Nation doth store up Corn in cheap years,
the people will be secure against a Dearth, and yet
when Corn is excessive dear in Neighbour-Nations,
may
then take their time to furnish them, and by that means
will make much greater Advantages than by ordinary
Exportation;
And for this reason have the modern
Policies of some wise Nations in Trade, contrived and
erected publick Storehouses or Conservatories for Corn.
I shall conclude with the words of Sir Walter Rawleigh, in his excellent Observations upon Trade, presented to King James.
"Amsterdam is never without
" 700000 quarters of Corn, a dearth in England, France,
"Italy, or Portugal, is truly observed to enrich Holland
"for seven years after; For example, the last Dearth
" six years past, the Hamburghers, Embdeners, and Hol" landers, out of their Storehouses furnished this King"' dora, and from Southampton, Excester, and Bristol
"only, in a year and half, carried away near 200000l.
"Then what great quantities of Corn did they Trans"port from round about the Kingdom ? from every
"Port-Town,
from the City of London, and other
"Cities ? it cannot be esteemed less than two Millions :
"to the great decay and impoverishment
of the Peo.
"ple, discredit to the Merchants,
dishonour of the
"Land,
&c.'"
Suppose then a Dearth or Scarcity of Corn happen
once in twenty or thirty years, the Annual Labours of
the People in the produce of the exported Corn axe lost ;
'tis also a bulky Commodity, and makes but a small
yearly return, and the Forreign price and vent of it is
very
22
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very casual, and incertain, for which Reasons, of latter
years, the ordinary exporting of Corn is used only by
some poor Nations, who have little other Trade.. 'tis
said the French King hath Ordered publick Stores and
Conservatories of Corn.

SECT.

IV.

Of Forreign Trade from Port to Port, the Nature and
Advantage of it, differs from meer Carriage, and meet
Importation ; the necessity of a Home Storehouse : The
ordinary Exporting of Money or Bullion, of dangerous
consequence ; how to be avoided : The Fishing-Trade,
and Trade from Port to Port, are the Nursery and
Support of Sea-men, and Sea-towns ; The Condition
of Ours ; The National Advantages of England for all
sorts of Trade, yet hath the least share.

ince the Trade from Port to Port will cause a great
Navigation, and also bring in very much Treasure,
and therefore if it be added to the Trade of Exportation,
must render a Nation the Miracle of Riches and Power ;
I shall next consider what this Trade from Port to Port
really consists in, and by what methods it may be driven
most advantagiously to a Nation.
A Trade from Port to Port may be most properly so
called, when a Merchant of one Nation buying Goods
in another, the Property becomes his, and he carries
them to a third Forreign Market on hi8 own account;
23
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thus the Dutch buy up, Export and sell the French Manufactures and Commodities ; But if a Dutch-man carry
French Goods to bc sold in a Forreign Market, on a
French-man's account, taking a certain Rate for the
Hire of his Ship; this is not properly a Trade from
Port to Port, but is meer Carriage ; which sort of Imployment (though it may seem least reputable)
may
increase the National Treasure, as the Navigation used
in it is more or less, and may imploy many Sea-men.
A Trade from Port to Port doth also differ from meer
Importation, which is, when the Merchant does Import
Consumptive Commodities, which are spent at Home,
in which case, if the importations are e_cessive, it may
truly be called The Disease of Trade, since it must cause
an :Exportation of the National Stock of Treasure, and
thereby may soon ruine a Nation, as will be shewn;
But so cannot a Trade from Port to Port, truly so
called, because the Goods bought being sold or bartered
off, at other Forreign Ports, must be ultimately converted into more and more money, and thereby increase
the home Treasure.
This Trading from Port to Port, does not wholly
consist in the Carriage of a Commodity from one Port
directly to another ; nor can be so driven to any great,
or ordinary Advantage ; for the Merchants thus Imployed, must either Trade little, or else must glut the
Ports they go to with an over-great quantity of Goods
of the same kind ; and therefore for the full improvement of a Trade from Port to Port, it is generally necessary, That the Merchants should first unlade at Home,
which will inevitably render a Nation so Trading a
compleat and mighty Storehouse of all Forreign Manufactures and Commodities;
and then from this infinite
Miscellany of Goods (as the Merchants observe their
time for a Market and the Ports they go to) they may
freight their Ships with such sortible Commodities and
24
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Cargoes as are proper and vendible to advantage ; Thus
are the Dutch Provinces become the mighty Storehouse
of the World ; the Plenties of the World do grow and increase in other Countries, but there are the Stores, and
thence do their Merchants furnish themselves for all
sorts of Voyages ; "Thus they Transport the Merchan"dizes of France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Turky, the East
"and West Indies to the East and North-East Countries

See Sir William
BookTemple's
of the
Dutch CaT . of
Trade, pug.
210, 232.

"of Pomerland, Sprusland, Muscovy, Poland, Denmark,
"' Norway, Liefland, Swedeland,
Germany; and the
" Merchandizes of the last mentioned Kingdoms they
"transport
into the Southern and Western Nations,"
as Sir Walter Raileigh long since noted, nor is a Trade
from Port to Port practicable, or can be improved to
any considerable or valuable degree, unless the Nation
be made an universal Storehouse.
In the Trade from Port to Port there must be some
kinds of Original Exportation, because the Merchant
cannot purchase Forreign Goods in a Forreign Port
for nothing.
And one would think it should hardly be a question,
whether in this way of Trade it be most profitable to a
Nation to Export Manufacture, or other home Commodities, or Money, or Bullion.
But of late years many of our Merchants very much
•
contend for a Liberty to Export Money or Bulhon
as advantagious to the Trade of the Nation, and have

Stat.restralning the Exportation of
Money and
Bullion are 9

gotten an Act of Parliament to Legitimate the ex-E. 3. Cap. 1.
porting of Bullion, contrary to many other former u/t. 4. 5th 5
Statutes, and now Bullion and Money also are become )_ H. 7.23.
our usual exportable Commodities.
19 H. 7. 5.
But I shall oppose the ordinary
Exporting
of
Money
TheExpor-•
.
.
¢ativ.....
or Bullion in Trade, especially as the Constitution of lion Licensed
our Trade now is, for the Reasons following :
by
a short
Clause
of 15
First, I shall admit that the exporting of 'rreasure Car..2, Cap.7.
in the Trade from Port to Port may increase Treasure, _
25
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provided that the Merchant makes wise Bargains, and
his Ships return safe, neither of which is altogether
certain ; But supposing the Merchant be both so wise
and fortunate, yet 'tis very plain that in this way of
Trade the Merchant cannot bring more new Treasure
to the Nation than the Merchant by his judicious and
prosperous dealing and Voyage can Add to the Original
Sum he carried out.
But had the Merchant taken off and exported to the
same value in home Manufacture or Commodity, 'tis as
plain that the very vending or bartering of that Manufacture or Commodity, would have been a farther Gain
to the Nation, to the full value of the Manufacture. or
Commodity exported;
since the ;Manufacture or home
Commodity sold would finally resolve into Treasure,
nay, though the Merchant gain but little or nothing in
this case, yet the Nation must be a Gainer to the value
of the Manufacture or other Commodity exported.
As suppose a Dutch or English Ship go with exported
Treasure to France, where the Merchant buys French
Wine for 1000/. which afterwards _he carries into the
Sound, and there sells it for 1300l. the Merchant hath
brought but 3001. new Treasure or Credit to the Nation;
But had the Merchant Exported Herrings or home
Manufacture,
and by Sale or Barter of his Fish or
Manufacture had purchased the same quantity of Wines,
which afterwards he sold for 1300/. the Nation must
presently have a new Addition of Treasure or Credit
for the whole 1300l. In which last Case the Nation
gets a new 10001. by the labours of the Fishers or
Manufacturers,
besides the 300l. got by the Merchant;
if the Merchant had got nothing, yet the Nation had
gained 1000/.
Secondly, In this last Case great numbers of Manufacturers, Fishers, &c. are kept and well maintained at
Home, whereas the ordinary Exportation
of Money
26
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must make them idle and useless; whereof the further
Consequence is, that the ordinary Exportation of Money
must inevitably depopulate a Nation, if it be of any
great extent of Territory ; so must the Exportation of
Bullion be attended with the same mischiefs for the
same reasons:
The Exportation
of Bullion does also
open a way for the Exporting of Coined Treasure,
without any hazards of Seizure, by melting down the
most valuable Coin into Bullion.
But I expect to be told that Hamburgh and Holland,
_yc. do allow of and use the Exportation of Treasure.
To which I answer, That there is no parallel between
such Countries as these and England; For these are
little Territories, much consisting of Merchants, their
Agents, Factors, and dependents,
who live by meer
Merchandize, that the rest of the people being but few
(in Comparison of what are necessary to people so great
and fertile a Nation as England) may be supported with
much fewer and lesser Manufactures and home Employmeats; and therefore that the Exporting of Treasure
must be less dangerous, and perhaps may be the more
necessary there, because by the fewness of people, and
consequential restraint of Manufactures, their Merchants
may be confined in the bulk and variety of home Commodities to Export.
If it be said that no Nation can be so stored with
home Commodities, as to answer all Forreign Ports
and Markets, and therefore that it may be sometimes
necessary to Export Treasure in every trading Nation ;
This perhaps may be true in some degree ; But this is
another question ; and in the mean time it remains that
it is most profitable to a Nation to Export home Commodities (where it may be done) rather than Money or
Bullion, and therefore that the Merchants ought to be
restrained from it as much as it is possible.
Then as to the other question, how far it may be
27
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necessary in a Nation to Export Money in Trade, It
must depend upon the greater or lesser Improvement
of the National Trade.
For as a Nation hath a more universal Manufacture
and Fishery, more ])rinks, Fruits, Curiosities, and Delicacies of its own, its Merchants will be more and more
enabled to Fraight themselves outwards with home
Commodities;
These mighty Stores of home Commodities can only be had in great fertile and populous
Nations.
But suppose a Nation be not, or cannot be so fully
stored with home Commodities as to Answer all Forreign
Markets, yet its Merchants first Exporting home Commodities to Ports where they are Vendible, may by a
Barter, Sale, or :Exchange of these, and an eternal
Succession of Voyages and Contracts, make the Nation
where they live a Storehouse to Perfection;
and will
then have the choice of all Merchandizes on the Earth
to Export ; and therefore may ordinarily and beneficially
Trade to any Forreign Port without exporting Treasure ;
And if they may, they will, because else they will loose
the benefit of the Market for the goods they may reExport;
Thus even the Dutch originally Exporting
Herring, Cod, Earthen Wares, Woollen Cloth, Linnen,
and of late Silks, and other home Commodities, and
having by the Barter or Sale of these compleated their
home Storehouse, can ordinarilybuy at Foreign Markets,
without Exporting Treasure;
By this means are the
Dutch enabled to Trade as they do to Swedeland, IAefeland, and Norway, where by selling or bartering of their
own and Forreign Commodities, they provide themselves with the materials of Pitch, Tar, Hemp and Flax,
necessary for Navigation, and with Timber, and other
Commodities, for their use at Home, and Trade abroad,
whilst the same Commodities cost the English some
1000001. per annum, since the decay of our Cloth-Trade
28
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into those Ports;
which kind of Trade is doubtless
advantagious
to some Merchants (else they would not
continue it ;) But does help to drain the Nation of its
Treasure.
I do not say the Dutch never Export Treasure, but
that by reason of their Forreign Storehouse, they arc
under no such ordinary necessity to do it ; and in fact
Export little or none to many other Countries, where
the English Trade with much: whereof I shall have
occasion to say more.
I shall conclude, that where the Home and Forreign
Trade of a great and populous Nation is duly Regulated,
and sufficiently Improved, there will be little necessity
to Export Treasure.
To which I shall add, That the Exporting of Treasure
in a Nation, having ill methods of Trade, must be yet
more dangerous, because it facilitates meer Importation,
and in England is chiefly serviceable to it, as will appear.
If a Trade from Port to Port be Improved to any
great degree, it must necessarily very much increase
the National Treasure, and numbers of people, especially
Sea-men.
If 20000 Trading Vessels add 300l. per annum a piece
to the National Stock yearly, the yearly National Gain
must amount to 6000000l. per annum, and so in any
greater or lesser proportion, as the Navigation or Gain
is greater or less ; of which we have a plain Example in
the Dutch, who in about Ninety or 100 years time have
arrived to a wonderful Wealth and Strength by it,
though they have been always forced to buy much of
their Victuals and Materials of Clothing, all their
Materials of Shipping, and many other chargeable
Necessaries from Forreigners, which must be a prodigious Annual Expenee.
A Fishing-Trade
is one great and certain Nursery of
Sea-men, and brings Wealth and Comfort to Sea-Towns;
29
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But a Flourishing Trade from Port to Port will make
better and more Sea-men, inrich Sea-towns more, and
will Imploy very considerable
numbers of people at
Land, in Building, Manufacturing, Repairing, and other
ordering of the Shipping, Tackle_ and Goods Imported
and Exported, besides the Merchants
and their more
immediate Dependants ; Thus do we see the Towns
upon our opposite Shores abound in Riches and People,
whilst our own Sea-towns languish more and more.
And from hence it may appear, that for the utmost
advance of this Trade, it is necessary there should be
very much Shipping in a Nation, multitudes of Seamen, great Stocks continually imployed in Merchandize,
great numbers of Merchants, and lastly safe Ports and
Harbours.
I shall end this with some retrospect to the last
Section, by observing, that no Nation in the World is
naturally so adapted for a mighty Trade of all sorts as
England.
First, Because it hath more excellent Native Commodities than any one Nation in the World, as Copper,
Lead, Iron, Tin, Allome, Copperas, Saffron, Fell, the
mighty Commodity of Wooll, Corn, convertible into
Beer, and Transportable, besides near 100 others, which
are capable of near 1000 sorts of Manufactures, as Sir
Walter Rawleoh observes.
That it is one of the most Fertile of Kingdoms, and
therefore out of its own Stores might support almost
infinite numbers of people both for Manufactures at
home, and Trade abroad, especially as the Island might
be improved.
That it hath more and safer Ports and Harbours
than almost all the :Nations in Europe put together.
That it is better scituated for the Northern, Eastern,
Southern and Western Trades than any other Nation.
That the Herring and Cod, with which the Dutch
30
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drive so mighty a Trade, are caught in our English
Seas, upon our own Coasts and Shores, and may be
managed with more ease and advantage by the English,
than by any other Nation.
And to conclude, That our People are strong and able
for Work at Home, generous and adventurous abroad,
and such as all the rest of the World have most coveted
to commerce with, and naturally as ingenious, industrious, and willing to labour as any part of Mankind,
so long as they can have a reasonable fruit of their
Labours, which hath been evidenced by many former
undeniable Experiences.
Notwithstanding
all which Advantages, England hath
had very few consideral_ie iVIanufactures, some of which
are lost, and the rest decaying; nor have we any considerable remaining Trade from Port to Port, or FishingTrade, of which there are doubtless some Reasons and
Causes very fit to be understood 'and regulated, since
the Wealth, Strength, Happiness and Safety of England
immediately depend upon it; I. shall therefore in the
three next ensuing Sections give an Account of such
particular Obstructions in our Trade, as have fallen
under my notice.
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That our Home and Forreign Market is Incumbered, and
prejudiced by extraordinary and unequal Charges, and
Cloggs in our Merchandize above what are in our
Neighbour-Nations,
viz. In the building and furniture
of our Ships, Victuals, Sea.mens Wages, Customs,
Interest-Money,
3_c. with the Consequences in our
Manufactures and Forreign Trade; more particularly
of the decay of our Woollen Manufacture:
our JExportations now confined to our Importations and Ira.
ported Treasure, how to be enlarged, our casual
dependence on the Trade of Spain.

Upposing
aforesaid Grounds
this or any
of Trade,
other viz.
Nation
All sorts
had ofall
Home
the
and Forreign Materials of Manufacture, sufficient numbers of People, and those instructed in Manufacture,
supposing them never so industrious, that there were
no want of Ships, Sea-men, or Stocks of Money, Ports
or Plenties at home, yet there is another thing necessary, which is a good and quick Vent and Market for
Commodities ; without which all Manufactures
will
decay and expire, all other Exportations must fail, and
the Trade from Port to Port can be no longer practicable or valuable.
For ff the Manufacturer cannot sell his Manufacture,
he hath laboured to his great loss; so ff a Merchant
buy Goods at one Forreign Port which he cannot sell
at another Forreign Port, he hath at least lost his
Voyage, and the Charge of it; so ff the Market be not
absolutely closed up, yet ff it be prejudiced and spoiled
to any great degree, the Merchant
or Manufacturer
will either discontinue presently, or will Trade less and
less, and will fling up speedily ff the Market doth not
32
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mend; for ff men of Trade cannot sell for reasonable
profit, but will be forced to live much worse and poorer
than other men of the like degree and estate in the
same Nation, they will not continue long in so unprofitable a Toil.
The Home and Forreign Market bear such a Simpathy
one with the other, that Obstructions in the Market at
home, may arise from Obstructions
in the Forreigu
Market, as well as immediately from Causes at home.
For ff the Forreign
Market for Exportable Commodities fail in any degree, there must be a less and
worse Vent and Market at home for these Commodities;
if the Forreign Market come to take off a lesser quantity
yearly than before, or at a lesser price, the Natives
must sen a lesser quantity, and at a lesser price, to
their Exporters and Merchants, who will not buy more
than they can Yend again, nor so dear that they
cannot vend them with sufficient profit.
Now the course of our English Forrcign Merchandize hath begotten an Obstruction in the Forreign
Market, because our Merchants are liable to greater
Charges in their way of Trade than the Merchants of
our Neighbour Nations.
For all necessary Charge of the Merchant in his
course of Trade is super-added to the Original Cost of
his Commodity, so that the Merchant, upon sale of
the Commodity Exported, is under an Obligation to
pay himself his Charge, and yet to sell so, that he may
make himself a reasonable gainer besides.
Then if a Forreign Merchant bring the same Manufacture or Commodity to the same Forreign Port with
less charge, he will be able to under-sell the EnglishMerchant as much as his charge is less, and yet shall
get reasonable profit.
And if the Merchants of other Nations be able to
sell for less, they will, nay perhaps must,
33
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that they drive an open Trade, and upon their distinct
Stock) for then being incapable of combining to Impose
prizes, and desiring a quick Market (which is the life
of Trade,) they will be worked down by the Forreign
Buyers to take as moderate profit for their Goods as
they can afford them at.
The Consequence of this is, that the English Merchant must either forbear Exporting, or else must sink
his prizes on the English Manufacturers, whereby the
English ManufaCtures must be stifled or discouraged.
'Tis true, That if a Nation hath some rich and
necessary Material and Manufacture
within it self,
exclusive to other Nations, it hath the Monopoly of
this Manufacture
to the rest of the World, and therefore cannot be under-sold, bat may vend it so as to
pay all extraordinary Charges with sufficient gain to
the Manufacturer
and Merchant ; which was heretofore the Case of England in the Woollen Manufacture.
But if a Manufacture or Commodity be common to
England and Holland, or England and France, and the
Hollanders or French can bring this Manufacture
or
Commodity cheaper to a third Forreign Port than the
English, the Hollanders or French under-selling
the
English, will beat the English out of the Manufacture;
It is accompted that the odds of two per cent. nay of
one per cent. will produce this advantage.
An inequality of Charge on Merchandize must also
influence the Trade from Port to Port; For ff the
English and Dutch Merchant coming to the same Port
with the same Forreign Commodity,
the Dutch can
ordinarily under-sell the English; it must also be of
the same Consequence in this " .% of Trade.
This happens to be the Case between the English
and Dutch, the Dutch being upon their defection from
Spain, driven into great Exigencies, and therefore
becoming studious and emulous how to advance their
34
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Trade, have contrived all imaginable ways how to
Trade cheap, whose Example other NeighbouringStates and Kingdoms have followed in a great degree,
and the French amongst the rest, whilst the English
do not only proceed in their former more chargeable
methods of Trade, but have clogged their Navigation
and Merchants more and more, whereof I shall give
some Instances, and shall leave the Computation of
the odds to the Reader.
First, The Dutch have found and long used such a
way of building their ordinary Trading Ships and
Vessels, that they will sail with eight or ten men,
when an English built Ship of about the same Burthen
shall not sail without near thirty men, so that the
English Merchant must ordinarily be at more Charge
for Wages and Victuals by two Thirds than the Dutch.
Secondly, The English Customs for Forreign Goods
Imported and Re-exported
(though half the Customs
paid are returned
upon Re-exportation)
are near
twenty times greater than the Dutch Customs, and for
some home Commodities Exported, if not for all, are
greater than the Dutch or French Customs, which does
work a further Charge on the English Merchants.
For,
Thirdly, By this means our English Merchants are
ordinarily forced to keep near a fourth part of their
Stocks dead at home to answer Customs, so that a
Dutch Merchant
may drive the same Trade with a
much less Stock.
Fourthly, The late Act of Navigation, and the Act
of 14 Car. 2. Cap. 11. confining the English Trade to
Shipping built with English Timber (which is now
exceeding scarce and dear.) The Dutch, French, Danes,
Hamburghers, _c. can have Ship-Timber in Germany,
France and Denmark, for less than half the price of
ours. So by means of the same Acts of Navigation,
35
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have the Dutch and French their Cordage, Masts, Sails,
Tackle, Pitch and Tar, (being all necessary and chargeable Ingredients
of Navigation)
very much cheaper
than the English, so that the Hollanders, or French,
or Danes, nay, almost any other of our :Neighbours,
can build and apparel a Ship, or fit up and repair, at
a less charge by haft than the English can do; the
reason of this is more at large Discoursed by Mr. Roger
Cooke in his late Ingenious Treatises Of Trade.
is Car.2.Cap. And Fifthly, By means of the late Irish Acts against
9. & so Car. Importation
of Cattel the Dutch and French can
2. Cap.
and do Victual their Ships cheaper with Irish Victuals
than the English can do in England, whereas before,
England could Victual cheaper than any Nation in
Europe.
Note, no InSixthly, The English pay 6 per Cent. Interest for
retest
is
alMoney,
and the Dutch but 3 per Cent. or less, which
lowed in
France.
is to our English Merchants
of a strange ill Consequence, if we consider our extraordinary
C]_arges in
Victuals Wages, Shipping, and the money kept dead
to answer Customs, besides the Interest of the Stock
actually imployed in Merchandize
and Wares;
for
the Interest,
with Interest
upon Interest running
up continually,
does still increase the Charge and
Clogg upon our Merchants, but especially must disable us to make Enqland a Storehouse of Forreign
Goods, since although they should be bought and
Imported
as cheap as in Holland, they must yet
become dearer for Re-exportation
by the odds in the
Interest ; ff the Annual Interest per Cent. were the
same, yet the odds in the Stock imployed would
produce a vast odds in the Interest.
Seventhly, The Act of :Navigation obliging us to sail
with _ of our English Sea-men (of which we have but a
few in Comparison of the Dutch, who have at least ten
times more than we) hath given occasion to our Sea36
men
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men to raise their Wages : To all which may be added
our present Charge of Passes, supposing that any Forreign Nation can Trade without Passes, or procure
them for less money : the like may be said of our late
Charge of Ballastage, _fc.
Nay the Dutch are so curious, that for more cheapness and convenience, they build Ships of divers makes,
sorts of Timber, and manner of Tackling, for almost
every Trade : whereas the English build or use but one
sort, and that the most chargeable.
Suppose then, that the English and Dutch should
both Manufacture Silk, Linncn, Woollen, &e. and that
an English and Dutch Merchant buying up these Manufactures at the same Rate at Home, should Export
them to a third Port where they are Vendible, 'tis
plain that the Dutch Merchant being at less charge by
at least two thirds for Wages and Victuals, at less
charge for Customs or Port-Duties, at a less charge by
half in building and fitting up his Ship, and being so
much eased in the Interest of money, and other the
said particulars, may under-sell the English Merchant
a great many times 2 per Cent.
But much more will he be able to under-sell the Sir Walter
English Merchant
in the Trade
because of the excessive height

from Port to Port,
of our Customs for
Re-exported,
or ff an En-lish
,g

Rawleigh,in
his
time, ohserves, That
if
Enqlish
andanHolland

Goods Imported and
Merchant go directly from one Port to another, he Ship of UOO
will still lie under the other inequalities of Charge.
Tun
piece
be ata DantNor are the English for the same Reason capable of z/c_,the ttolany Imployment in meer Carriage
for any Forreigners,/an&r
.should
......
serve the
unless, perhaps, during the _on_lslons
of a Wax Merchant
amongst other Nations.
cheaper
lOOl.thanbythe
And for the same Reasons the English can never English,
drive any considerable Fishing-Trade, though we pay being
sailed
with nine
or
no Custom for Fish.
This cheapness of the Dutch,
37
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English Car- Navigation and Trading, doth not only give advantage
penters
but to the
their oldkeep
way and preference to their own Manufactures,
of building to Manufactures
of all other Nations where there is an
this day,
know
no and open, free and reasonable Market ; as suppose the Dutch
other,
buy French, German, or Italian Manufactures as cheap
as the English Merchant can buy the like Manufactures
in England, he may be able to under-sell the English
Merchant and Manufacture in a third Port, with gain
to himself.
And hence it is that the Dutch, and other Forreign
cheap Navigation, hath given rise and growth to the
French, Dutch, German, Italian, and other Forreign
Manufactures;
which, with the difficulties on our Trade
at home, hath worked us out of near all our Manufactures, except what remains to us of our CloathingTrade.
So the cheapness of the Dutch, and other Forreign
Navigation and Trading, hath in a manner beaten us
out of all the Trade from Port to Port, and FishingTrade ; the English retaining httle from Port to Port,
but the East-India Trade, for Calhcoes, Pepper, &c. a
Trade which continues upon a particular reason, distinct from all the rest, as I shall also shew in the next
Section.
And upon the former Reasons, and others mentioned
in this and the two next Sections, we must expect that
the Dutch and French may in a short time destroy our
remaining
Woollen Manufacture ; the Dutch taking
advantage of our mis-management
of our Cloth-Trade,
of which I shall give a further account, found ways
of getting our fine Woo]], which mixing with fine
Spanish, and by that mixture making a cheaper and
more serviceable fine Cloth than with all Spanish, have
been long high our Competitors in the Trade of fine
Cloth, and have near actually beaten us out in the
Northern Eastland and German Trades, and share with
38
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us in the Turky-Trade, both Dutch and French getting
what quantities they please of our long and middhngWooll out of England and Ireland (which they now
have cheaper than the English Clothiers from Ireland)
do mix it with French, Polonia, or other Forreign
Woo]is, (which are two thirds cheaper than ours) and
therewith make vast quantities of coarse Cloths, Druggets and Stuffs, which being acceptable and Merchandizable, they Export to Spain, Portugal, Germany, and
most other Parts.
Their Competition in the Cloathing-Trade,
joined
with some Polonian, Silesian, German, and other later
Manufactures of coarse Woolls, have already sunk our
Forreign Market and Vent ; this hath sunk the price
of our raw Woo]i, as necessarily it must, and as their
Manufactures increase, and ours does expire, the French
and Dutch must have our Wooll for what they please;
and if they cannot have it at their own Rate at one of
our Ports, they will go to another, and our necessitous
People having their Wooll in their hands, will sell
almost at any Rate ; which is so far the Case in Ireland
already, that is there openly Exported at 6 or 7s. the
Tod ; and then ff we compute what a Tod of Wooll
may stand the French or Dutch in, considering their
cheap mixtures of French, Polonish, and other course
Woo]is, we may very suddenly expect to have our
iEnglish Woolls at about 4s. the Ted; for ff the English
Clothier gives more for his Materials than the French
or Dutch, he cannot live: It is now in most parts of
England at about 12s. or 13s. the Ted, in some places
at 10s. where of late years it was 30 and 40s. the Ted.
The French and Dutch have long maligned this
English Manufacture_ and have now made a mighty
progress towards its extirpation,
and therein of the
great support of our English Nation;
(doubtless the
WooU-Sacks were placed in our House of Parliament
89
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to give us a precaution of it :) The Dutch of tate have
been somewhat checked in the Turky-Trade
by the
War ; but the French are more vigilant and vigorous
in the increase and vent of their Woollen Manufacture
than ever ; and the Dutch are now at Peace again.
I know some alledgc, that these Nations may support
their present Woollen Manufacture without our Wooll,
which our own English Clothiers, on their own experience, deny ; They say that a mixture of fine English,
and fine Spanish, makes a Cloth so much cheaper and
more serviceable than of all fine Spanish, That it must
needs beat out any Forreign Manufacture made of all
fine Spanish, (which is always near twice as dear as
our finest English Wool]) and therefore have the English
and Dutch near subverted the Venetian Cloth-Trade in
Turkey; On the other side, They say that the German,
Polonia, Silesian, and French, are so coarse of themselves, that although they may be wrought into an ill
sort of Composition, perhaps fit for Sailors, or such
like; yet it is not Merchandizable ; but in mixture
with English or Irish; good dressing and dying will
make very vendible and serviceable Stuffs, Druggets,
and coarse Cloths.
Nor is there any shadow of reason to believe otherwise, considering how Ravenous the French and Dutch
have been after our Woo]l, since they set up their
Woollen Manufactures;
why have they and their
Agents been lurking on our Coasts and in our Creeks
to filch it away for so many years ? why have they
given treble as much for it as for Polonia or French ?
shall we think the Dutch and French such Fools and
mad-men as to make so laborious and dear a Purchase
of an unnecessary Commodity ? We are
fine Sclavonian Wool]s which the Dutch
but withall that they are not comparable
of any considerable bulk; and are assured
40
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should best understand it, that no Nation but England
hath a sufficient store of Wooll to drive a Forreign
Trade of any Consequence.
There is no question, but that ff we did manufacture
all our Wooll, we might again near Monopolize the
Merchandize and Forreign Trade of Woollen-Cloathing,
though perhaps some Forreign Manufactures of coarse
Woolls might be kept up for the use of the ordinary
poorer people at Home ; at least it must be admitted,
that if we did manufacture all our English and Irish
ltZooll, it would find vent in the World, since it is now
all manufactured in England, France and Holland, and
doth find vent in the aforesaid mixtures; by which the
bulk of the Manufacture must be much increased.
Theu if the question be how we shall arrive to the
sole Manufacture of our own English and Irish Wooll_
it must appear upon what hath been said, that the only
safe Expedient must be by easing our Navigation and
Trade equally with Forreigners, in which Case having
so much advantage in the Materials, we could not fail
of an answerable
success in the Manufacture;
long
Experience hath demonstrated that the meer prohibiting
of the Exportation of Wooll is but a Cobweb, the Dutch
and French being constantly supphed with what quanties they please to have, and ever will be, as long as
their advantages in Trade will enable them to give
more for our Woolls than our :English and Irish Natives :
for so long the Interests of our People will teach them
ways to Elude or Baffle the l_rohibition ; For this
reason our late Act of 12 Car. 2. Cap. 22. which makes
it Felony to Export Wooll, hath nothing remedied the
mischief.
Upon what hath been said, I may further
add, That those who think to better our Trade in
general by the forceable subversion of the Dutch Trade
and Navigation, are as much mistaken; since the Hatsburgers, and other Trading
States, the French, and
41
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other Kingdoms, who have eased their Merchandize
and Navigation,
would then take the place of the
Dutch, and would share the Trade, and exclude the
English, unless our Trade were equally eased.
I shall conclude this Section with this farther Observation, That for the opening of a sufficient Forreign
Vent and Market for our Home Commodities, whether
Manufactures, Fish, or others; it is not only necessary
to remove all unequal cloggs on meer Exportations, but
also those on Imported Goods ; because that whilst the
English Merchant, by the Charges on Imported Goods,
is ordinarily disabled to Trade from Port to Port, the
value of our English Exportations must be in a manner
confined to the value of the Goods Imported, and consumed at Home, and the Treasure we Import in specie
yearly.
Whereas were the cloggs on our Imported Goods
taken off, we might yearly vend of our own Home
Commodities to the value of all the Forreign Goods
we should then Import and Re-export, to serve the
Occasions of all other Nations,
(for these we might
purchase by Barter or Sale of our own) whereby our
Exported Home Commodities would then amount to
much more_ probably to more than ten times the value
they now do yearly ; All which in the course of Trade
from Port to Port would resolve into more and more
Treasure and Riches of all sorts.
And therefore, let the Treasure now Imported in
specie be more or less, 'tis evident, that were our Merchants enabled to Trade from Port to Port, as the Dutch
and others can and do, as our Manufactures,
and other
Home Commodities, Exported yearly, would be vastly
more in quantity and value, so would the Treasure
Imported yearly.
Secondly, The Exportation of English home Commodity is yet farther confined, when instead of home
42
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Commodity to answer the Imported Goods and Treasure,
we Export so much Treasure as we do ; In which Case
if the Treasure Exported be more than is Imported
yearly, this Kingdom must insensibly be beggered by
meer Trade.
This may be feared to be our Case, because there
are very few Forreign Nations (I think none worth the
naming but Spain) where our Merchants can ordinarily
sell our Commodity for ready money, or with so much
advantage, that they can afford to return with the price
received, but will be obliged to better their Adventures
by laying out the money again on Consumptive Forreign
Goods, or else apply it to satisfie Forreign Debts by
Bills of Exchange;
This many of our Spanish Traders
do, so that our Merchants Import much less Treasure
than they receive ; and it may not be improper to be
added here, that whilst the virtue of our whole Trade
(as now managed) does still depend so much on that
with Spain, our Support is very single and casual, and
the Consequence must be fatal, should the Spaniard
be rendred either unable or unwilling to Trade longer
with us; our Case is already thus far worse than it
was, that Spain is grown poor and weak, and the Dutch
and French share and grow upon us in this Trade.
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SECT. VI.
Other Cloggs on our Trade, viz. The late Acts of Navigation, which, with the other di_culties, have begot
Monopolies;
made our Navigation
yet dearer, so
Forreign Materials of Manufacture
cause meer Importations, hinder our Forreign vent of Victuals,
obliges a sudden Consumption of our remaining ShipTimber, particular dangers and consequences thereof;
Our Navigation cannot be increased whilst we are
restrained in Trade : The Exhausting of our Treasure
must subvert our Navigation : The advantages of Forfeigners, of Trading by Companies, and the different
Nature of ours, more particularly of our African and
East-India
Companies and Trade: divers ill Consequences of Joint-Stocks ; therein more of Monopolies.
Long Land Carriages to London ; the Market there
delayed.
Odds in Interest-Money must prejudice our
Manufactures : private Interest observed.
Our affectation of Forreign Commodities:
the prejudice of
obstructing the vent of Manufactures.
Our Manufacturers liable to be imposed upon by our Merchants,
and by Ingrossers, a disadvantage by the Restitution
of half Customs on the Re.exportation.
T being natural, That the continuance of one inconvenience should beget many others, it hath so fallen
out in England.
Our Natives discerning the odds of Charge between
our own and Forreign Navigation, and being therefore
tempted to Trade in Forreign Ships, or to deal with
Forreign Importers, (which threatned the subversion of
our English Navigation, and the Importing Trade of
44
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our English Merchants)
instead of Regulating
our
Navigation,
the late Act of Navigation was made,
whereby, and by other Acts, our English Exportations are expressly or virtually confined to our own
English built Shipping, so is the Importation
of Forreign Goods, or else to the Forreign Natives of whose
growths or productions they are ; which restraint hath
begotten, or (jointly with the other cloggs on our
Forreign Merehandize)
hath heohtned , these farther
Inconveniences.

12 Car. 2. ca.
18. 13 Car. 2
c. 14. 14Car.
u. ca. 11. 15
Car. 2. c. 7.

First, It hath given a Monopoly to our own Merchants
upon our Manufacturers and People, for our own exportable Manufactures and Commodities.
Secondly, It hath given a Monopoly to our own
Merchants upon all the people of England, for Goods
Imported.
Thirdly, The said Act of Navigation obliging the
English to buy Imported Goods only at those Ports,
or of those Natives, of whose growths and productions
they are, hath given Monopolies to all Forreigners on
the English for Goods of their respective growths See Mr.Coke's
and productions ; the Danes (for instance) taking ad-Third Treavantage of it, very much raised their Prizes and Cus- rise of Trad¢.
toms upon us, for Pitch, Tar, and Timber, forcing us
to pay near double what we did, and to pay them in
money, where we used to barter with them for Commodity; the like may be said of the French, those of
the Canary-Islands, and others, particularly the Leiflanders, for raw Hemp and Flax; at the best we are
but at mercy.
Fourthly, this Act hath made our Navigation yet
more chargeable than before, because the aforesaid Forreign Materials of Pitch, Tar, raw Hemp and Flax arc
thereby made very much the dearer i It doth also render
English Ship-Timber still dearer and dearer, which
must more and more disable and discourage us in the
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building of Ships for Trade, and gives a great and
dangerous advantage to our Neighbours in the building
of Ships of War so much cheaper than we.
Fifthly, This dearness of Shipping must the more
prejudice the vent of our Manufactures
made of our
own Materials, and disable us in the Trade from Port
to Port, for the Reasons in the last Section.
Sixthly, The same dearness of Shitting, with the other
unequal charges on our Forreign Merchandize, must
render all Forreiffn materials of Manufacture imported
much dearer in England than in other NeighbourNations, (such are Hemp, Flax, Silk, and many others
of great consequence)
and then our Manufacturers
buying the Materials dearer, are obliged to sell their
Manufactures
dearer, which must hinder their vent at
home as well as their Exportation abroad, and consequently the rise and growth of all our Manufactures
made of Forreign Materials,
and accordingly we see
our Manufactures of Linnen, Cables, Sails, Sea-Nets,
and Silk of all sorts, are some of them in a manner
lost, the rest much decayed ; which I the rather mention, that this, and what I say elsewhere, may take off
some ignorant and unreasonable
Reproaches against
the English Manufacturers, for not selling some Manufactures so cheap as in other Nations, since they are
necessitated to it by these and some other difficulties
upon them, which I shall take notice of in this and the
next Section, as I shall have occasion.
Seventhly, This restraint to our dear English Navigation, and Charges on our Merchandize, does by Consequence
tend to introduce the Disease of Trade,
consisting in meer Importation ; for as our Manufactures
expire, there is a farther occasion of Importing Forreign Manufactures,
especially ff on this, and other
Accounts, they may be sold cheaper here than our own:
And hence it is, that we have a prodigious increase of
46
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Imported Linnens, Silks, &c. and that we are of late
forced to buy much more of our Cables, Cordage, Sails,
and divers other Manufactures from the Dutch, French,
Germans, _c. than formerly we did; in all which ore"
Merchants must be greater gainers for a time, because
our occasions for Forreign Goods being greater, they
Import and sell the more at home ; and from more and
greater Sales must get the more money of our Natives,
and the rather, because of their Monopoly on the rest
of the people for Imported Goods, which does enable
them to sell so at home, as to reimburse themselves all
their Charges, with extraordinary profit.
Eighthly, The said Kestraint excluding great numbers of Forreign Ships from our Ports must hinder the
vending of great proportions of our Beef, Pork, Corn,
Beer, Clothing, and other Necessaries.
Ninthly, The dearness of the English Timber, arising
from the scarcity of it, the said Act doth oblige us to
a kind of impossibility, there being not Timber enough
in England to support any considerable Navigation, at
least for any continuance
of time i which small remnant of Timber we are forced to spend so fast in the
building or repairing of ordinary Vessels, that we shall
soon see the end of it, and then in any great Exigence
we must seek out for Forreign Timber to build Ships
of War, for which the Timber now remaining might be
reserved.
Tenthly, Whereas the increase and support of Navigation depends on the ordinary Imployment
of Ships
and Sea-men in Trade, of which far the greatest numbers are to be maintained in the Fishing-Trade, and
Trade from Port to Port, the English being, by the
Acts of Navigation, and other dij_culties, disabled from
those Trades, can never increase their Navigation, and
upon a small increase of Shipping must be over-clogg'd.
47
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Eleventhly, The Act of Navigation giving Forreigners
SeeMr. Coke'selection either to sell their Goods to the English at
Treatises
OJ home, or to Import them into England, is so far from
Trade, this
largely and incouraging our Navigation,
that it hath put it into
most ratio- the choice of Forreigners whether theirs or our Shipnally discoursed,
ping shall be imployed, which, with the dearness of
ours, hath already increased the Navigation
of our
Neighbours, but hath reduced ours.
And lastly, As the dearness of our Navigation and
course of Merchandize established by this Act does run
us into an Excess of Importations, our Treasures must
be exhausted, and then the remnant of our Shipping
must be becalmed, and our Sea-men will leave us, as
they already do, which I shall more particularly observe
in the following Sections.
In the mean time it must be apparent, that if we had
disposed our selves to a cheaper way of building and
sailing our Trading-Ships
(being as practicable here as
in Holland) and had eased our Merchandize and Trade
to an equal degree, these, and all other the aforesaid
Mischiefs, had been prevented, and we might have
supported a more swelling and beneficial Navigation
than that of the United Provinces; who are so far from
making use of any Expedient of this Nature, that they
allow Free Commerce to all Forreigners, and their Ships;
nor can the like Expedient be found in any Nation on
the Earth, who have or aspire to a great Navigation or
Trade; 'Tis confessed the like Act was made by the
Rump, but 'twas on the occasion of their Dutch War,
and intended (as 'tis said) to exclude the Dutch from
the benefit of our Trade and Ports ; however it were,
we are not to learn the Rump might be mistaken in
their Calculations.
If the people of a Nation have free Liberty to sell
at home to all Merchants, they must necessarily have
48
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the utmost choice of Chapmen for Manufactures
and
home Commodities, and by consequence the best and
utmost Market and Vent as far as the Stocks, Treasures,
Industry, Navigations and Occasions of the World will
bear, and it is known that the most thrifty Merchants,
and near Livers, and those that Trade most universally,
and with the greatest Stocks, and cheapest, are ordinarily able to buy dearest, and sell cheapest; and if our
Natives were un-confined, they would have Liberty to
deal with any Forreigners on the Earth thus qualified ;
But our Natives being restrained to our own Merchants,
and their own National Stock in Merchandize ; let the
particular Stocks of our Merchants be never so small,
let them Trade never so dear, or so little, let them live
never so high and costly, yet our Natives Manufactures
and others must pay for all, by selling cheaper to our
Merchants, and buying of them dearer ; for the Merchants are in a capacity to buy so and sell so at home,
as to satisfie themselves, and maintain the Equipage
they live in, with much overplus.
But our Clothiers, and some others, have complained,
that they are yet farther confined in their choice of
Chapmen, since of the English Merchants they are confined to thg Trading Companies and their stocks ; which
does first give me occasion to consider the Constitutions
of our English Forreigu Trading-Companies,
and of
what consequence they are in Trade.
This I shah do (as I think it will appear) without
any partiality, protesting that I bear no malice or personal ill will against any Company, or Member of any
Company, in England, but on the contrary, have an
high esteem for as many of these and other Merchants
as I am acquainted
with, having found them very
worthy men, and such as much desire the general
Good, and therefore hope they will close with the Common Interest in what relates to themselves
49
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Particular men have too long flattered themselves
with a corrupt opinion, that they may gain by the common loss, and that it will hold out their times, which I
do not say with any particular Reflection on these, or
any other Traders ; being the ordinary maxim or prudential of our cunning men of all kinds.
Of the first and more ancient sort are our Regulated
Companies, or such as are so called, such are the Turky,
Hamburgh, Muscovy, and Eastlaud Companies, whose
Incorporations have been always aecompted Legal, being
intended for the better Regulation of some particular
Forreign Trades, and for the raising and support of
Common Charges, and for those purposes are enabled to
act by Committees.
The Members of these Companies trading on their
distinct stocks, seem to leave the same choice of Chapmen to our Manufacturers,
wherefore I cannot observe
but that such Companies might consist with a Flourishing Trade, ff according to their appellations they be
really Regulated, (that is) provided all English-men
(according to their Right) be left at liberty to become
Members, and Trade, upon Terms that are not oppressive. Secondly, That these Companies be not permitted
to make such By-Laws for their private ends, as may
prove advantagious to the Members of the Company,
but prejudicial to the Nation ; a thing very practicable,
as suppose they should prolong their times of buying
our home Commodities, or confine the Market to some
such particular places at home as may be convenient for
themselves, but injurious to our Manufacturers,
or
other Natives, or should Trade to few Ports where they
can have extraordinary Rates and Terms, when they
might Trade to more, and consequently
vend more
Commodity ; or should endeavour to set the Dice on
Forreigners,
Forreigners

by Arbitrary prizes, or otherwise, whereby
may be disaffected with our Commerce;
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experience hath shown that private interest hath carryed some of them into such or the like irregularities,
it would be too long to instance in particulars,
I shall
only say, that those of the last sort made Forreigners
the more Impatient till they had set up their woollen
Manufactures.
Our East-India and Affrican Companies are of another The present
kind, and of a latter creation, having gotten Pattents of East-India
Pattent,
the Sole Trade of great part of the World exclusive to the granted 13
rest of his Majesties Subjects, which they manage upon That
Ju/y 166o.
to the
Joynt-stocks ; of which I shall shew the general] ordi- Ajy_r/canCom_
nary consequences, and then examine how far they are pany since.
applicable to the particular Cases of these Companies.
First, in the nature of such Companies they must be
as injurious as may be to all home-Manufactures
made
of our own material]s, and the vent of our other ex.
ports, because by trading on a Joynt-stock they make
but one buyer, and therefore have a Monopoly for all
exportable goods proper only for the Forreigu Nations
within their pattents, and must contract the choice of
Chapmen for all other goods proper for these and other
Countrys ; now the confining of the Market and choice
of Chapmen in any degree is dangerous and prejudiciaU to Trade, and in a larger sence may be called a
Monopoly, but it is far more mischievous when the
Election is totally lost, for then those who have the
Monopoly may, and therefore will, buy at their own
prizes.
Secondly, for the same reason they must be yet more
injurious to home-Manufactures
made of forreign materialls; for first, they will sell the materialls as dear,
and then buy the Manufacture as cheap as they please ;
which must subvert any Manufacture in a trice, especial]y if made of forreign materials bought cheaper by
forreign Manufacturers ; suppose then the East-India
Company by their Commodity of Money, should so far
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divert the market as to beat out the Tarky Company in
the trade of Raw-Silks, at what rates would our Silkweavers buy raw-silks ? or will it be said a Company on
a Joynt-stock, will so much value the National interest
as to sell as low as the Commodity is sold for in other
Nations ? or ff it will be said, who will believe it ? was
ever any such thing done either by the English, Dutch,
or East-India Companies ? did they ever yet endeavour
to beat out one another in trade by low selling ? No,
this is never the effect of choice ; were a third EastIndia Company in France on a Joynt-stock, they would
hold up the prizes ; the advantage got to a Nation by
underselling is the effect of necessity, or high convenience ; when the Sellers being infinite, some of them
are ready, and all long for dispatch and a new adventure, whereby they work down one another to as low a
prize as the Commodity can be afforded at ; of all which
we have an undenyable example in the present Affrican
Company, who were no sooner Constituted, but they
raised the price of imported red-wood, which before
was sold at 26. and 28l. per Tun, to 80/. per Tun, which
must make our exported dyed Cloaths of all sorts so
much the dearer ; and being an intolerable
rate, put
our Dyers upon finding out the use of Saunders, which
they still continue ; and as a farther confirmation of
this, and what I said before, I shall add, that after the
Erection of this Company, all goods proper for that
Trade only sunk at least 15/. per Cent. nor would the
10th part of the same goods be vended to the said
Company as there was before, to our Merchants driving
an open Trade.
Thirdly, For the same reason such a Company must
be as injurious to the Trade from port to port ; For
having also a Monopoly in selling, they may and will
impose Arbitrary
prizes on the buyers, and then the
Merchants
or Re-exporters
who buy goods so dear,
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must be undersold by any other Nation which drives a
free and open Trade to the same place from whence
they are Imported ; this is self-evident, and therefore I
should not instance in Fact, but that I have it on good
Authority;
that even in the East-India Trade, which
is Atledged to be out of the common Rules of Trade,
whilst the Trade was open, viz. In the years 54, 55, and
56, our Merchants sold the Indian Commodities so low,
that they furnished more parts of Europe then since we
have done, nay, Holland and Amsterdam it self; and
that this very much sunk the Actions of the Dutch
East-India Company: a thing which stands with teason ; and which therefore recommends an open Trade to
India, if it may be so driven with lo_g continuance,
whereof I shall farther consider.
Fourthly, These Companies having also Monopolies
on these Forreign Natives with whom they Trade, may
set Arbitrary
prizes upon them, for our home-Manufactures exported ; and will get more,_ by selling a little
very dear, then by selling much more at moderate
profit: and though the Joynt-stock
imployed be not
su2_cient to manage the Trade any thing near the full
advantage, yet those interested in it will have reason to
be satisfyed with the returns they make, since in proportion to the Stock, they may be very great ; and for
the same reason, may be well contented to Trade to a
few Ports where they can have great rates.
5ly, The industry, courage and ingenuity of all the
rest of the Natives (by which as much as by stock all
Trade is improved) are shut out, which must not only
be a prejudice to the Trade in general, but is a hardship put on the rest, who by their birth-rights are
equally intituled to all Trade ; upon all which aeeompts,
the Legality of sole importing, sole buying, and sole
vending, hath been formerly brought in question, and
53
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denyed in our greatest Judicatures i and should it be
generally admitted, by the same reason, the rest of our
Forreign Trade might be inclosed to two or three more
Companys, and then we should have but three or four
Chapmen or Shops for all Exported and Imported Commodities; nay the whole might be granted or reserved
to one Company, or one man: in any of which Cases
what would become of property ? Such is the Case of
the general body of our Merchants already, that having
in a manner lost the Eastland and Northern Trades,
they are shut out of the ,4ffrican, Indian, and Persian,
Chinese, and other mighty Trades within those Patents :
since this out of the French trade, and therefore are
thronged into the Streights, and other narrow remnants,
and yet is this the usual preferment of most of the
younger Sons of the Gentry of England.
Sixthly, Though our other Merchants on their single
accompts export much treasure, yet cannot it so easily
be done, or not in so great Quality, as by such a Company ; whose Joint stock having a great credit, can take
up as much ready money as they want ; whereas those
who will not trust a single trader with a 100/. in mony
will trust him with 500l. worth of Commodity, as common experience shews: and 'tis affirmed, that during
our trade in 54. and 55. we exported more Commodities,
viz. cloth, add other things, then since we have done.
To this is Objected, that the East-India trade so far
differs from others, that it cannot be supported, or not
with so much advantage and security, ('which I admit to
be all one) without a Joynt stock, which ff true, there
is no doubt but it ought to be so managed.
This then
is one great Question, in the mean time I hear nothing
of this so much as alledged for the Affrlcan Company :
the reasons given, depend ui)on pretended
Facts in
India, viz. the necessity of great common charges in
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gratifying and corresponding
with the Indian Princes,
and keeping Forts and _Forces for the defence of our
Factories there, which they say could never be supported but out of a Joynt stock in Trade.
To which others answer, 1st. that it may be true,
great common charges are necessary, _ much greater
then our Company are at, but that common charges may
be rais'd by a regulated company on Goods imploy'd in
Trade, or on other parts of the Traders Estates, if the
Company are Impower'd to make Levies, which is no
more then every Parish are enabled to do for ChurchPoor and other things : and that 'tis the same thing for
a man to be assubjected to Levies oat of that part of
his distinct stock which is not in trade, as 'tis to make
good any publick charge or loss out of his Joynt-stock.
Or Secondly, they say, that if this Trade be taken
into the protection of the Government, it will have the
Joint stock of the Kingdom to secure it, the same by
which we are all secured : they offer what we were able
to do in our open Trade in 1654. 55. and 56. But as
a demonstration, urge the example of the Portuguese,
who in an open Trade (I do not mean in an Anarchy
nor without conduct and order) made near or full as
great a progress in this Trade as the Dutch, whilest
their Government gave sufficient assistance, which they
say, also answers what hath been objected from the supposed disorder of our Trade in those parts, should it lye
open, and the capacity the Natives would be then in, of
setting the dice upon the English:
and as a further
answer to this they say_ the same thing may be objected
against all other open Trade in the World.
But then those for our Company, object the example
of the Dutch, who being a Nation so wise in Trade, successflfily manage the East-India Trade by a Company
on a Joint stock; which being matter of fact, is beyond
all the Argument in the World.
55
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To which is answered, that this Example proves that
a Company in a Joint stock may make a great progress
in it, but does not disprove the like, or a greater progress under a regulated or open Trade.
2ly. That on the first constitution of this Company,
and ever since, the Dutch, had most of the Trade, from
Port to Port, and carriage throughout the rest of the
World; and therefore might with less disadvantage to
the rest of the Dutch Merchants inclose this to a Company.
See the pre_
31y. That that Company was occasioned by the distinct
sent lowCounstate of Bands or voluntary
Associations of Merchants in the
the
trys, Printed several Provinces, who first undertook this Trade, which
in 69 Writ•
." _ . being soon after the Union, and the Provinces having
ten by A/. A.
Fellow of the Originally seperate rights, the said Associations had
Royal gociety not so good a correspondence
as was necessary, which
154, 5_6_
P_8, 9.
could never fall out under a regulated
Company of
one Nation.
SeeMandel- 41y. That the constitution
of this Company being
sloe's Travels,intended for a present Kcconcihation
of these inp. 285.
terests, was Originally
but for 21. Years, and was
afterwards continued, because the Company growing
so rich and powerfull both abroad and at home, the
Members were generally chosen States, and therefore
above any attacque at home from the rest.
51y. That as the Dutch Company is constituted, and
have managed this Trade, it hath redownded to almost,
if not fully to as general an advantage, as if managed by
an open or regulated Trade: in which they say our
Company is much defective ; & that supposing a Joint
stock necessary, or highly convenient, yet if we might
manage ours to more National advantage, it were but
fit it should be done.
To prove this might be done, those for a more open
Trade urge, that our now East-India patent contains
near or fully one third part of the World, and there56
fore
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if not thousands

of Note the Affrican Cornparts, that whereas their priviledge begins at the Cape of panys Patent
good Hope, it is from thence above 4000 Miles, upon the contains from
Coast of Affrick to the Red Sea, in all which they do n-to Mouthto
the _qtreights
the
Trade to one Port, and very little, if any thing, in the Red Cape of good
Sea; which they say might be done to considerable ad-//ope.
vantage, and much more to Persia, then we now do ;
That in India, our Company do not Trade to above 20.
or 30. Ports, nor vend our Woollen Manufactures
at
above 3. or 4. Ports, and there very dear, who sell again
much dearer, and to Ingrossers, which hinders the vent:
that in China, or Japan, they have no Trade at all, Printed in
' where (to use the words of the Author of the Book (77.) pug. 9.1.
' in defence of the Company,) in all likelyhood more
' considerable quantities of our Woollen Manufactures
' might be vended, and from thence, in return thereof,
' Gold, Silver, and Copper, might be brought to supply
' at least, in a great measure, the Trade in other parts
' of India, without carrying so much out of Europe :
' But these Trades (he says) are not so easily gained
' as some fancy, great hazards of considerable stocks
' must be run, _c:
Whereas, they say were a greater share of the industry and vigour of the Nation now pent up, and
greater stocks now worse imployed, or idle, let into this
Trade, we might hope for a great Trade to the Ports
now of no use to the Company, for that in fact the
Dutch Company Trade to all Ports in India, China,
Japan, _c. and drive a mighty Trade to Persia with the
Commodities
of those Countreys, viz. Spice of all
sorts, _;c.
2dly. They say by this our want of a sufficient Commerce in India there is a very small Navigation imployed in this mighty Trade, of what might be, being
not above 20. or 30. Ships to and from India in a
direct course, and in India so inconsiderable that it is
57
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not worth the noting : That for this reason, and because
we there vend so little Commodity, our Company does
Trade with vast quantities of exported Treasure, insomuch that upon search of the Custome books of the
Port of London only, it appeared by the Entrys, that
the Gold and Silver exported for India by the said Company from the 2d. of March 1673, to the llth. of
March 1674, amounted to 500. sixty odd thousand
pounds Sterling ; besides what might be entred in the
out-ports, and without entry privately exported, which
those that understand this Trade will not think a little :
the Author of the aforesaid Pamphlet confesses, that
from the end of the Year 1674, to the beginning of the
Year 1675, was exported to India about 400000l. more,
in which perhaps we have reason to be suspitious of his
modesty : (It were a ]qationall work to search the entrys for this and the other Years succeeding) that 'tis
the exporting of this Money that endears our Company
to the Indian Princes, and buys their protection, who
otherwise might destroy them if they would, our Company, having not above 2 or 300 people in their fort
St. George, including Factors and Agents of all sorts, and
at Bombey fewer.
Whereas, that on the other side the Portuguese whilst
they had the Trade of the Indys, though under no
Company, supported a vast Navigation there to serve
the occasions of those mighty Empires and their own ;
that since the Dutch have supplanted the Portuguese;
they have yet a greater, having there thousands of Ships
Trading from Port to Port in the Indies, Persia, &e.
Besides 50, or 60, (if need be) more Men of War, and
keep great Armies in pay : That they have gotten many
spacious Countrys, Islands, and Populous Citys of their
own, whereof Batavia is near as big and rich as Amsterdam ; besides divers Tributary Kingdoms, whom they
have forced into a profitable eomplyanee, and were it
58
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not for fear of the English power at home, could dayly
rain us at their pleasure ; that by the greatness of their
Trade in these parts, they gain so considerably, that
they can fraight home their great Fleets with the most
valuable Commodities in the Indies ; being the result of
their industry in those parts, not of their exported
Money.
31y. That the Subscribers to our East-India
Stock
were originally but few, and the Stock but small, that
divers of the shares being now bought in and consolidated into particular hands, there are not above 60. or
80. persons or thereabouts considerably concerned in the
Joynt stock; that although the Stock be not near sufficient to manage even the present Trade, and therefore
could admit of more Depositums of Money, which would
let in a greater number of our people, the Company to
prevent the necessity of it, do take up 4 or 500000/. at
Interest at 5 per Cent. which by their dear Sales at
home yields them 20 or 30 per Cent. or more ; that as
the Trade redounds to the benefit of few at home, so to
as few in India, the Companies, Factories and imployments being few, and most lye divided amongst men of
mean condition, who will depend solely on the Company, being originally HospitaU Boys or such like, and
all others restrained to Tra_ck, Frequent or haunt the
Indies, or places within their Pattent, by a Clause
therein, under penaltys of Imprisonment, Seizures and
Confiscations, frequently and severely exerted by the
Company, how legally I leave to be examined: That
upon this accompt, even those few Seamen or others
whom they permit to deal for themselves, can make
little profit, being charged with great Mulcts, made
payable to the Company at their discretion for all the
Commodities they export or import.
Whereas the original Stock of the Dutch company See Mande_
was 6000001. and this in the year 1602. and the Num- sloe,
285. Travils
State
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Countrys159. her of the Sharers in the Dutch Company of all sorts,
160.Dutch
In 1608.and of those considerably concerned, are vastly morc,
the
_-Ind/a
than in our English Company, proved by their OrdiStock was
.
nary Councils or Chambers of Curators of this their
maneup near
3 Millions
Company m each Province; besides their Superiour
Sterling, be- Assemblies, amounting to great Numbers,
all which are
sides great
dividends,
but Deputies of far greater Numbers ; that besides their
Present State Navigation Trade, Judicature, and War in the Indies,
of the
Uni- let in Multitudes of others, into very profitable imployted
Provinces
pa 163 our ments, so that fil effect they make up another potent
East-India
Stock actu- Government, for the aid of their Nation in all exigencies.
ally pald 1660 I have been the more copious on this particular Subwasbut the ject, first, because of the apprehensions
or pretences of
368000l.
Trade so ill, some, that our stupendious
advantage in this Trade
that effects
in 1665.gives us a kinde of National security, so that no sooner
our
were sold at can others mention any defect in our Trade, but they
70
Cent. are presently told of our Trade to the Indies, the wealth
andper
farther
Subscriptions of the Indies, and our Navigation to and in the Indies.
refused:but
And yet I shall admit, though with little reputation
the
act of 15
Car. 2 Licen-to the rest, that our East-India
Trade, such as it is,
cingthe Ex- seems the most flourishing branch of the whole, and
porting of
Bullion and therefore that the Gentlemen concerned in this Comforreign
pany have evidenced their conduct in thc present way of
Cl_eYn_oa_nyTrade.
betaking
21y. I shall not much contest but that the Indian
themselves to
this Commo-Commodities consumed at home, and re-exported, may
dity, hath
(as the rest of our Trade is now managed) prevent the
occasioned
the support of exportation of near as much money to our Neighbourthis Trade to ing Nations, viz. by the use of Callicoes instead of other
the
present Linnens, by a Barter of these and the rest of our Indian
degree.
Commodities in France and other parts for other Consumptive goods ; in which there is an advantage, because
the less money we part with to our :Neighbours, they
will be in the less capacity to hurt us, but this does not
prove the Indian goods re-exported bring in the Treasure exported to India, since the whole, or a great share
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of it may be, and is by the circulation of forrcign contracts, finally resolved into other consumptive Importations ; of so dangerous a consequence it is to export
money.
But suppose the Indian goods, re-exported, bring us
in more Treasure, yet is it evident from such Facts as I
have mentioned before as are admitted by the Company,
and such as are indisputable,
that this pal_ of our
Trade (which before 165_. was managed by the like
Company) was never improved to any great or considerable degree, in comparison of the progress made by all
other Nations which have undertaken it : whereof there
must be causes and reasons highly necessary to be examined and regulated; I shall add, that for those other
Facts relating to the present debate which seem of less
notoriety, they arc such, as to my knowledge were
affirmed by many credible witnesses, and by them intended to he proved before a Committee of the House
of Commons, upon the occasion of a Petition there formerly exhibited by the Clothyers, but having attended
several days, were never heard, because the Parliament
was engaged in other things, and afterwards Prorogued;
but I doubt not they are all ready to attest the same
and more before that Judicature ; which I say, that it
may not be thought that I have lightly or officiously
reported any of the aforesaid allegations to the same
Judicature,
I shall leave it to be determined by what
expedients to enlarge this Trade, being in a matter
of this Importance
contented
to have opened some
questions and Facts relating to it: I am so free from
any malice to the Company, or any man so much as
concerned in it or envying their gains, that for a more
easy Composure of things, I hartily wish there may be
found some more beneficiall Nationall and comprehensive way of Managing this Trade by a Joynt stock, that
thereby the present Interests of the Gent. of this
61
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Company may be secured, nay and improved; if this
cannot be done, then submit it to farther consideration
how just and reasonable it is that these Gent. should
have compensation for what they shall really lose by
the Dissolution of the Company.
I shall conclude this wiLh remarking,
First, that the
Dutch East India Company Trading on a Joynt-stock,
and therefore with as much disadvantage
to their reexporting
Merchants
as the English, hath been a
means to preserve us this Limb of Trade from Por_ to
Port in Callicoes, Pepper_ &c. and propably the rather
because our Trading in Money hath so far debosh'd
the Indian Market, that the JDutch are not over-ready
to deal for these Commodities, and therefore principally apply themselves to their richer Spice lrade,
whereof they h_ve the Monopoly.
This restraint of our Market to our own Merchants
and Companies, hath yet brought a farther mischief
upon our Manufactures, because our Companies being
seated in London, our Natives are forced to bring their
Manufactures thither by Land Carriages, some of which
are so long that they arc as chargeable as a ¥oyage to
Spain or Turky, Quantity for Quantity;
all which is
superadded to the originall charge of the Manufacture;
our Clothiers have also complained, that when they
have brought their Cloaths to London, they have been
frequently and long delayed before they have been able
to vend them; which whether it hath proceeded fi'om
any correspondence
or Intelligence between the Companies, their Committees or Ageutsj their want of
Stocks or universall Trade, or fi'om the dearness of our
course of Merchandize, and the consequentiall obstructions in the forreign Market, or from all together, I
shall not positively unde_¢ake to say : But certain it is
that in this ease our Clothiers for want of a quick
Market lose the Interest of so much of their Stocks as
62
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lyes dead, which also is super-added to the first cost of
their Manufacture;
but yet being made necessitous
by delay, and confined to the London Market, are
forced to sell cheap : and then are the poor Manufacturers most miserable, when on the one hand the
charges they are at oblige them to sell dear, but yet
are confined in their just demands.
It may be remembered here that the odds in Interest
of Money between England and Holland, and England and
France, (where none is allowed to be taken under the
highest penaltys)must
as much prejudice our Manufactures as our forreign Trade, by the unequal1 charge
it brings on our Manufacturers,
which charge is still
increased as they are longer delayed.
The freedom of the Market being of so great importance ; it must also follow, that the like Cloggs and incumbrances put upon the Trades of Ware-house keeping and Shop-keeping,
must have ill effects on the
National Trade, because these Trades make up the
publick Marts and Markets, as lmth been said.
From the Contents of this and the last Section it
may be observed, that
course of Merchandise,
and restraints
on the
Merchants
should be

is not only necessary to ease the
but to remove all other Cloggs
home Market ; for though our
able to Trade as cheap as for-

reigners, yet if it should lye in their disposition to impose on the rest of the people, (whether Manufacturers,
Shop-keepers or others) the Merchants might gain much
more then now they do, but our Manufacturers
knd
other Natives might be still sufferers in some degree;
'tis too apparent that our English Clothiers have made
so ill Markets at London, that they have lived poorly
and got little or nothing, whilst the Merchants have
lived splendidly and laid up money, the like may be
said of others.
And here it may be farther observed how predomi63
nant
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nant private interest batb been amongst us, and how
finely it bath spun the thread; our Land-holders have
thought to ease themselves by thrusting great part of
the publick Charges upon Trade, the Merchants in
Exchange have gotten Monopolies on the Land-holders,
and people for all goods exported and imported ; and
of these some Companies trading on Joint Stocks have
got 11lonopolies exclusive to the rest; but at the same
time we have given all forreign Nations Monopolies on the
English, in all which we have been eagerly seeking to
get advantages on one another, but have laid our selves
open to Forreigners;
who (whilst we scramble for the
present wealth in the Nation) take it out of our fingers
at their pleasure.
To which may be added as a farther obstruction to
the growth of our Manufactures,
that our people have
gotten a vain and imoderate affectation and use offorreign
Manufactures and Comodities ; which must necessarily
sink the Market at home for our own of the same kind;
for the same quantity of home Commodity wanting of
its former vent, must stagnate and lye on the owners
hands, who either will not be able to sell it at any rate,
or must sell it much the cheaper.
This deadness and cheapness of any Manufacture,
on
this or any other occasion, will have a very ill Consequence; for it must presently sink the Manufacturers
wages and discourage the Master of the Work ; and
then in case the Market doth not mend in some reasonable time, they will withdraw both their labour and Stock.
Nay this, or little better, must be the ordinary fate
of all our Manufactures,
by the meer want of a Forreign vent; for as any of our Manufactures which supply
our National use, draws in more and more of our
people till the Manufacture becomes too bulkey to receive a full vent at home, it must then equally stagnate on
the hands of all that are concerned in it; at least render
64
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them necessitous, and endanger the Manufacture:
the
increase of imported raw-silk from Turky in barter for
our Cloath, occasioned the increase of our Silk Manufacture; what is now like to become of it may be seen.
Before I go to the next Section, I shall yet observe
these farther inconveniences
from the aforesaid constitutions and course of our Forreign Merehandize.
First, That our Manufacturers being confined to buy
of our own Merchants and Companies, are not only
subject to buy Forreign materials of Manufacture at
such prizes as they can and will please to afford them,
but must be contented to buy worse materials than
other nations make use of, in case our Merchants for
their own gain, or by negligence of their Factors, import worse.
2dly, That Forreign materials of manufacture being
thus straitly Imported into England, gives our Traders
frequent opportunity to ingrosse Imported Commodities,
(both materialls
of Manufacture
and others,) and
thereby to impose 3 times the currant price in other
Nations upon our Manufacturers or other buyers, which
must not only disable our Manufactures,
but hinder
re-exportation;
this ingrossing Trade is the daily design
of a sort of Cunning men amongst us ; which with stealing Customes, and importing and vending Prohibited
goods, are the ordinary methods of getting an Estate
on a suddain.
3dly, The seeming ease we have by a restitution of
half Customes upon re-exportation, is so far from being
really such, that it not only leaves the great disproportion and charge mentioned in the last Section, but in
Cases where our imported materials of Manufacture
are re-exported, bring a further unequall charge on our
English Manufacturers;
because that when re-exported
and sold, the Forreign buyers are eased of about haft
the duties paid, especially ff sold so near as Holland or
65
France ;
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France; of what consequence then must this be in the
Silk-Manufacture?
(Supposing
Holland or France
could no be otherwise provided of Raw Silk) and so in
others, but more particularly in our Imported Dying
Stuffs, and Raw Sugars from the West Indyes, which
are materialls peculiar to the English; but by this disadvantage in re-exportation
are now mostly Manufactured by Forreigners;
of which I shall have occasion
to say more, upon Consideration
of our present Plantation-Trade,
in the mean time, upon what hath been
already said, and what I shall adde in the next Section,
let any man Judge how causelessely our poor people
are taxed with dear Selling their Manufactures,
with
Sloath and other inconsiderate
Reproaches by such as
live at ease.
SECT. VII.
Forreigners eased in Trade ; Other clogs and di_culties
upon ours ; Want of poTalacy , incidently of extream
prizes of victuals, and how the duration of Land-Rents
may be secured, our people restrained from Manufactures; the Abuse of the Act of 43 Eliz. 2. Act of
5 Eliz. cap. 4. Meer prohibitions of no value. Freedomes and pre-emtions of Corporations, with the consequences: Free-Schools and Scholar-like Imployments :
Forreign
Protestants
hindered from transporting
hither; want of Toleration of Protestants Dissenters;
the objections briefly considered: Elections in Corporations.
Monopolyes of New Manufactures:
delay
and charge in some Law-Suits.
Tyths of Hemp,
Flax, and Fish, more of Customes, and incidently of
Taxes.

Rom
the foregoing
how
dangerous
it is to clogSections,
Trade. Itit isappears
like putting
a pound weight at the end of a pole, which is heavier
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then 20 times so much placed at the hand, for so a
small impost or difficulty on Trade shall work down all
Land revenues more then the sums actually paid : Nay
Land-Rents will rise under greater Taxes, where home
and t_ol_eign Trade is left open and free, as experience
hath shown in Holland and elsewhere.
2dly. That the charges and Clogs on Trade are to be
estimated tolerable or inconvenient
by Comparison, as
they are more or less than the charges on Trade in
other Nations, and therefore, That it is of high importance to watch the pollicics of other Nations in Trade ;
if other Nations Trade with as much disadvantage to
their Natives as the English, they never can out-strip
us ; But if they ease and facilitate their Trade at home
and abroad, So must we, else they will beat us out.
What then are we to expect whilest our neighbouring Forreigners continue to have the aforesaid advantages upon us in com'se of Forreign _V_erchandize, when
also the home-vent
of their Manufactures
is not confined to the Merchants of one Nation, nor Companyes
of one Town, when their Manufacturers
are not obliged
to the charge of long Land-carriages,
nor opprest with
delays, but can sell when and where they please, and
to all Merchants
Aliens, as well as to their own, and
therefore
have an unlimitted
and most profitable
market.
The odds in PoTulacy must also produce thc like odds
in Manufacture;
plenty of people must also cause cheaThesse of wages: which will cause the cheapnesse of the
Manufacture;
in a scarcity of people wages must be
dearer, which must cause the dearncsse of the Manufacture; But this populacy I speak of, must not be
understood of those people which the Exteut of Territory makes necessary for the meet tilling of the
ground, keeping of Cattle, &c. for in this sence there
is no doubt but the grand Seigniors or Spanish Domi67
nions
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nious are more populous then Holland; The populacy
I intend and which only can be serviceable to Manufacture, are those exuberant numbers which cannot
find Imployment in husbandry, nor otherwise but in
See Sir W//- Trade ; m which sence France and the United Provinces
glare Temples
Book of the are most populous; their Trade and people have grown
Unitedpro- up together, having nourished one another; the like
v/nc_, Ch. 6. may be said of some parts of Germany and Italy.
The peopling But on the other side England never was so populous
of/re/and
here intended as it might have been, and undenyably must now be
was to supply far lessc populous then ever, having so lately peopled
the losse by our vast American Plantations and Ireland;
the decay
the Irish Massacre being of our Manufactures hath much depopulated our Inland
computed at Corporations of the Villages Adjacent;
the decay of
about 150000
persons be- our Fishing Trade our Sea-Towus ; I know this want
sides what
of people is hardly credible with many who see no
the
growing
farther then their own ease and gain; they will tell us,
plentys of
Ireland have we have so many people already that we know not
invited over what to do with them ; which is true, and so they have
dayly.
in Spain, where their Villages are in a manner forsaken,
and many of their great Cities and Towns lic half
empty; most of their ordinary people having no employment at home, are gone to America, those that
remain chiefly consisting
in Gentlemen,
Lawyers,
Officers and Shopkeepers, with their necessary men of
husbandry and servants: I must not omit Priests and
beggars, since to the honour and comfort of Spain they
make about a fourth or fifth part of the whole; there
little or no support for other ranks of men : how near
this we are in England let any man judge, or how soon
we shall come to it through the decay of our Manufactures ; What an uproar have we already in an English Parish if a poor young couple happen to marry, or
a man with Children chance to get into a house ? how
Star7.Ja¢o$.
39 E//z. they are tossed from Justice to Justice, and from pillar
4th
4.14Car.2.12 to post, by vertue of the several Acts for settlement of
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poor?
And what joy there is when these clogs are
removed? which acts and prosecutions regularly and
daily force many out of the :Nation, and in effect banish
them by Act of Parliament ; 'Tis like, that besides the
Inquisition,
the proud Spaniards had some such expedients as these to be rid of this kinde of lumber; they
would be now glad of those laborious drudges to encounter the populous French.
Being upon this Subject I cannot omit to observe,
the bad consequences of some others of our late Laws,
made to raise the prizes of Victualls, which doubtless
were projected for the raising Land Rents, viz. the Acts
for Transportation of Corn, and the Acts against the
Importing Irish and Scotch Cattle, which had they the
full effects intended, must much assist both in depopulating the Nation, and Subverting our remaining Manufactures ; For ff the Manufacturer
buys his VictuaUs
at excessive rates, at what rates must he sell his Manufacture, or how shall he live ? especially in a time when
his Manufactures
fall upon his hands daily? but this
will mainly dissatisfy some, who will have no Manufacture or Trade, if the price of the Victualls must not
be excessive, for then say they, how can the vallue of
Lands be raised ? to which I answer, First, that the
products of Lands do not wholly consist in Victualls,
and that much Land is to be applied to many other as
profitable, and (perhaps more profitable ways) than for
meer Victual]s, especially in a Nation abounding in
Trade and People; for this I shall refer to our Copious
Books of Husbandry, which then may do us much
good, but little or none before.
Secondly, That though Victualls be not at a very
excessive price, yet if there be a quick and great market
at a midling price, it will raise and hold up the vallue
of Lands, as experience hath proved of late years.
But Thirdly, it is impossible the vallue of Lands
69
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can be much raised by the meet raising of the price of
¥ictualls,
especially in a Nation but thin of people;
nor would such a Revenue endtu'e or be tollerable ; perhaps the Spanish Dons did once raise the prizes of
Victualls, o1" suppose they should do it now, what
weighty effect would it have, unless to drive all the rest
of the Spaniards into America; But that which will
most certainly and durably raise the Revenue of Land
must be the encrease of Treasure and Trading people;
suppose the people of England were trebled, 'tis plain
that the Land must yield treble the produce in meer
¥ictualls, else the people must starve ; but these people
will not starve, especially trading people, nor will they
live needily or scarcely, if they carl help it, and will
therefore set themselves and others to the improving of
all corners of Land in the Nation, till our Lands produce more then treble the ¥ictualls
they now do, a
thing very practicable, and then supposing Victualls as
cheap and cheaper then now, Land will ordinarily be
treble its present vallue, especially if we consider how
much may be then applyed to raise Hemp, Flax,
and other necessary and profitable things, with the
By the Maps increase of Wool, Hides, Tallow, @. And as the
of is
England
it
found people increase, so will the vallue of the Land : there is
to contain
no doubt but England upon the utmost improvement
29568000
Acres besides might maintain 6 times its present number of people,
that which is nay 10 times, with an indifferent use of that mighty
allowed for plenty of Fish our own Sea affords us ; there is as little
High-ways,
all the United doubt but upon a great increase of people and money,
Provinces are Victualls will be rather too dear, and that Laws may
hardly so big
as Yorkshire. be then requisite to restrain the price.
Such was the ancient populacy of England, that we
had formerly Statutes made in restraint of the exportation of Corn, our Flesh also found vent, though our
people kept Lents, Ember-weeks, and Fasting days;
wherein they fed on Fish and white meats, and yet we
70
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read of Famines in those days; whereas now we finde
it necessary to export all the Corn we can, we eat very
little Fish, and have made Acts against the importation
of Forreign Cattle (which by the way gave a Monopoly
to a few English and Welch breeding Counties on all
the rest of the Nation,) and yet we thought our markets
over-clogged.
But England is not only prejudiced by the paucity of
people, but we have another rank of Statutes which
hinder very many of those we have from applying themselves to Manufacture:
one is the Stat. of 43th Eliz.
cap. 2. which according to the intention of it seems
necessary now when we have such a vast increase of
poor; but such is the Arbitrary latitude given by the
Act to Over-seers and Justices, that many of our Laborious people well able to work, by clamour or favour
get Parish maintenances, choosing rather to live lazily
by this means, assisted with some pilfering.
Then we have the Stat. of 5th Eliz. cap. 4. which
(though it gratifies the blinde avarice of some of our
Corporation men) is more prejudicial, by restraining
our people to work in Manufacture,
unless they have
served an Apprentiship full seaven years, which is so long
a term of drudgery and slavery before they can reap
any fruit of their labors, that Parents
are deterred
from patting their Children Apprentices to Manufacture; nor will many of our Youths or young men be
brought to it especially the most apt and docile, and
those of ripeness of years, of which many would be
more perfect in 3 or 4 years then others in 10, and
therefore they betake themselves to other more easy
and ready Imployments, or else live Idle.
The same Act does very strangely provide that no
man shall take an Apprentice for Woollen Manufacture
in any Town Corporate, unlesse such Apprentice be his
Son, or the Father or Mother of such Apprentice have
71
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the clear yearly vallue of 40s. Inheritance,
nor in any
Market-Town or Village unlesse he be his Son, or his
Father or Mother have the clear yearly value of 31.
Inheritance, which clause apparently shuts out at least
5 parts of the people in 6, from the Woollen Manufacture ; and by consequence tends to the depopulation
of our Inland Towns, the increase of Rogues, Vagabonds and poor; These difficulties on Trade begot
the Act of the 43. JEliz. and many others of the like
nature, and thereby much work for our Justices.
Which by the way may give occasion to observe how
vain it is to make Acts against Rogues, Vagabonds, or
Poor, nay against thefts or Murthers, how little the
Houses of Correction,
Whipping-posts,
Pillories, or
Gallows can prevail, whilst our other Constitutions
drive our People into necessities, nor any prohibitory
or penal Law, ever have the intended effect, unless the
Grounds and Causes of the mischiefs be removed; of
which I shall say more when I come to speak of our
late Prohibition
of French Goods. Amongst the restraints on our Englizh Trade, the inclosure of Trade
to the Freemen o/ Corporations and Guilds, may be
deservedly mentioned as one.
This Priviledge is claimed by most, or all of our
ancient Corporations, and might be well intended at
first by the Donors, but as now used is very prejudicial;
for the Power of admitting Free-men being generally
lodged in a Cotmeel or Committee of a few Free.men,
any Forreigner (and such they call all those who are
not Sons or Apprentices of seven years standing to a
Free-man in the same Town) must /ray his Freedom
before he can exercise any open Trade there; for which
these Free-men are left at liberty to demand as great
and arbitrary Price as they please, or ff they will, may
wholly refuse; whence it commonly follows, that most
Beginners in Manufacture, and other Trades, being
72
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Forreigners, and having but small Stocks, can never
obtain Freedom,
and without it are burthened
and
plagued
with by-Laws,
Penalties,
Distresses,
and
Seizures ; nay, if a Man be exquisite in his Trade, he
shall hardly get a Freedom for Money, in a Corporation where there are more free of the same Trade, for
then he is lookt on as a dangerous person, and likely to
eat the bread out of their mouths, (as they phrase it)
in which they will gratifie, and influence one another,
being the common cause, and can easily do it: The
fewer Free-men there axe in a Trade, they think the
rest may get the more; and thus are most of our
ancient Corporations and Guilds become oppressive Oligarchies, excluding or discouraging the English Subjects
from Trading in our greatest and best situated Towns,
where the Markets are ; and which axe therefore the
most proper and ready Seats for Manufacture, and
other Commerce : For this, and the Act of the 5th of
Eliz. our Corporation-men
have only this to say, That
care ought to be taken, that none but persons skilful
should exercise any Trade, which is true; but the Law
of necessity, common sense, and experience, provides
sufficiently for this, since an unskilful Artificer or
Trader will not find imployment, and therefore must
receive due punishment
by his own Ignorance: 'Tis
confessed, Manufactures may be made deceitfully, which
may disgrace and prejudice our vent abroad; but this
fraud is an Act of Skill, which cannot be discovered or
prevented, without the daily scrutinies of Judicious
Persons; for which our other former Statutes have
already made some provision, but defective; it were to
be wished, there was a constant Judicature
of Men
knowing in Trade in every County to supervise the
sufficiency of Manufactures:
In the mean time this
Argument for the support of the Act of the 5th of
Eliz. and Freedoms must appear very fallacious, since
73
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• both the Act and the Freedoms serve only to exclude
the English Subjects, and of those many of the most
skflful, from Trade, and by inclosing Manufactures to
a few, hinder their growth, and make them far dearer.
A farther inconvenience of these Freedoms is, That
the pre-emption of our Manufactures,
and Imported
Goods, in most of our inferiour Corporations
and
Cities, as well as in London, is in a manner inclosed
to the Number and Stocks of the Free-men, and is very
much subject to their pleasures, by reason of their
union and correspondence
in Counsels: So that he
who would escape the long Land-Carriages to London,
and London Companies, must fall into the hands of
these other Free-men ; these Free-men have generally
so brave a time of it, that they can live in ease and
plenty, (every Shop resembling an Office) whilst the
laborious part of our Traders are ready to perish l
which Priviledges could not have survived the Statute
of 21 Jac. against Monopolies, but that they are saved
by a special Proviso in that Statute ; so civil were the
Burgesses of Corporations at that time.
Our Trade being thus clogged, and the very Avenues
to Manufactures so.much narrowed and choaked up, it
doth not a little help to the subverting of our Manufactures, and other Trade, that the Passages to other
Preferments are made so open and easie, at present I
mean all those that depend upon Literature, in which
our Youth are led from step to step by all manner of
Incouragements;
First, by the multitude of our late
endowed Free Schools, where every ordinary Man's
Son is taught Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, for a small
matter; and then is above Manufacture : Then we have
two mighty endowed Universities, where there will, at
least, be hope of preferment, let the throng be never
so thick ; and thence they have farther and more comfortable prospects; and in the mean time live easie, at
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little or no charge, as Servitors, or on small Stipends,
till they become Scholars of Houses, _;c. others of
these Free-School-Boys
grow Pen-men of all sorts;
and all these are a sort of Gentlemen-like ways of living,
which intitle them to be called Masters, which gives a
main temptation both to parents and Children; who
on the other hand, see the contemptible and miserable
condition of our poor Clothworkers, and other ordinary
Artificers, who at the best are called Mechanick Fellows ;
and what is yet farther mischievous is, that our Youth
thus educated, never reading any thing of Manufacture, Exportation, or Importation,
in Homer or Firgil,
or their Colledge Notes, and being from thence carried
to other Studies, which have no cognation with Trade,
can Qrdinarily have no sensation of the advantages of
it; like a Bowl which hath a rub at hand, the farther
they go, the more they are divided from it; whence it
hath unfortunately
ensued, that our Men of Learning
are either generally silent in this matter, or else, being
inclin'd to think it the sole concern of the dirty and
servile part of the People, speak of it with contempt,
and some with reflection ; by whom most others being
influenced, we are still pretending to be more accurate
in Logick and Philosophy,
(which howsoever other.
wise useful, do not add two-pence a year to the
Riches of the Nation) we continue to squeeze all the
sapless Papers and Fragments of Antiquity ; we grow
mighty well acquainted with the old Heathen Gods,
Towns, and People; we prize our selves in fruitless
Curiosities; we turn our Lice and Fleas into Bulls and
Pigs by our Magnifying-glasses ; we are searching for
the World in the Moon with our Telescopes; we send
to weigh the Air on the top of Teneriffe ; we invent
Pacing Saddles, and Gimcracks of all sorts ; all which
are voted Ingenuities,
whilst the Notions of Trade are
turned into Ridicule, or much out of fashion.
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In all which we are very short of the Policies of our
Neighbours, the French, Datch, and other trading and
wise Nations; who on the one hand have no Laws or
Constitutions to restrain or exclude their People from
Manufacture, nor to Ferret them away; and on the other,
do consider Trade as an Honorary and almost Sacred
thing, and do highly esteem and cherish their Manufacturers, as well as their other necessary Traders.
Now should these restraints and discouragements
on
our own People and Trade be removed, it would doubtless much advantage
our Trade in some time; but
would not bring us so sudden an increase of Peop]e,
Manufactures, Ships, and Riches, as is highly requisite
for the carrying on of a mighty Trade, or perhaps for
our National security; nor can these so suddenly be
had, but from other parts of the World, where they
axe moving; Men, Ships, or Riches, do not grow on
the Trees, nor yet drop out of the Clouds.
Besides the
But we have such another rank of Laws against ForCommonLawreigners,
that we are not to hope Forrelgners will come
these
Statutes, 1 R. 3. hither ; I mean those which disable Forreigners from
9.21
H.8.8.16.
22 H.
13 trading in England; therefore we must first have a
32 H. 8. 16: Law of general Naturalization
of Protestant-For95
H.
S.
9.
reigners,
though
to
the
displeasure
of many of our
14H. 8. 3. 4
/_. 7. 23. and own self-interested ignorant Traders, nor will that do,
many others without a Repeal of the Act of the 5th Eliz. Cap. 4.
of
formerwhich and a compleat
Regulation of our Trade ; for neither
date,to
are added 12 Manufacturers
or Merchants will remove from their
Car. 2. 16. 14
Car. 2. 11. own Countries hither to sit idle ; nor will all this bring
an_ 1,_Oar. us over any great Numbers, without some Toleration of
9.. 7.
their Consciences, no not of Forreign Protestants, who
differ much from us in several Points which they think
material; all which is demonstrated .in Fact by the
success of His Majesties Proclamation at the beginning
of our last Dutch War; by which Forreigners, then
under the utmost terrors, were invited to the Liberties
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and Plenties of England; but we see few or none of
them came or stay:d with us on this incouragement:
In this the Dutch have a further advantage upon us,
since they allow free Ports, free Trade, and all other
National Freedoms to Forreigners ; whereby their Peopie of all sorts, their Navigation and Stocks in Trade,
have increased continually.
So arc the most considerable French Ports Free,
(unless for Goods prohibited, as in Holland some are ;) no
sooner was Dunkirke in the Hands of the French King,
but he made it a Free Port; so hath he invited all Forreign Artificers into France, by granting them as great,
or greater Freedoms than his own Subjects enjoy.
There are yet otliers of our Laws, which must prejudice our Trade of all sorts, and give a farther advantage to the Dutch and French, I mean those which
inflict Penalties on Protestant Dissenters;
not only
because they may hinder the transplanting of Forreign Protestant
Artificers
or Merchants,
but because they disable many of those we have in England
already, from carrying on any manner of Trades ; and
ff so, then in effect they are not People, since they
cannot answer the ends of People, but are rather the
Trunks and Signs of Men in a Nation, their Industries
and ingenuities being lock'd up; Suppose two or 300000
of our own People disabled, it may be presumed more
than a Million per Annum loss to the Nation ; what
then may be our loss by the shutting out a far greater
number? perhaps ten times the number of Forreign
Protestants, and those of the richest, the most mercantile, and the best Manufacturers of Europe.
That this is the Case of dissenting Protestants in England, must be very plain to those who shall consider the
Statute of 20/. a month, and those ¥olumes of other
Statutes made before and since the King came in
against Non.Conformists;
most of which were intended
77
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against Papists, and occasioned by former Popish Treasons, but reach all Protestant Dissenters, who, besides
the bare Penalties, are liable to the daily charge and
trouble of Informations, Actions, and Indwtments in our
Courts of Law, and as many or more Libels and Presentments in our Spiritual Courts; our Constables,
Church-wardens, and Grand-Juries are upon their Oaths
constantly bound to accuse them ; ff they omit, 'tis at
every other Mans pleasure to inform, and some or other
will not fail of it; thus are Dissenters brought into the
hands of the O_cers of both Courts, whose duty it is
to prosecute ; these may delay for a time, whilst they
are paid for their favours, or until notice be taken of
it, but no longer, and then must follow a Seizure of
Dissenters Persons or Estates, or both; Besides all
which, particular Justices of the Peace are by several
late Statutes authorized and obliged to Convent, Convict, and make Levies; which sufferings being aeeompanied with a continual Anxiety of mind, our Protestant
Dissenters cannot possibly apply themselves or their
Stocks to Manufacture or other Trade.
See Sir WilWhilst on the other hand, both the Dutch and
llam Temple, French, and most other of our neighbouring Nations, any
Chap. of Religion,
thing famous for Trade, allow Liberty of Conscience
to Protestant Dissenters, at least to such a degree, as to
enable them to trade : Which is all that the Interest of
Trade requires; 'tis true, that now of late we have
heard the Frenc_ King hath given some greater discountenance
to Protestants
than heretofore, (whether
to gratifie the Romish Clergy, who may be otherwise
very useful to his present designs, and whom he daily
and visibly endears by all signal demonstrations
of
favour, (if we may believe our Gazets) or for what
other reason, I shall not undertake to say) however not
so, as to disable the French Protestants from Trade.
What farther hardships he may put upon French
78
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Protestants, or other his Trading Subjects, in case they
shall have no other Asylum or Shelter to repair to,
time may shew.
This being the case in the matter of Toleration between us and these our subtile and potent Neighbours,
the Question is, what is to be done ? A long Surfeit of
experience hath demonstrated,
that the Penal Laws,
though accumulated and imbittered to as great a degree
as hath been desired, are not a sufficient expedient
to reduce Protestant Dissenters.
To propose any thing
which shall subvert our present Church of England, is
that which I shall not do ; conceiving it for the honour
and safety of the Nation to support a flourishing National Church, and that the present Protestant Church
of Eug!and hath in all respects the best Title to it.
On the other side, to rest under our present Disadvantages by the want of a convenient Toleration of
Dissenting Protestants, must disable us from making
that sudden, and full improvement of our Trade, as
otherwise we might, and as perhaps may be found
necessary for our support against those Forreigners who
already do, and daily will more exceed us in Treasures
and People, ff they shall let in, and we continue to shut
out, so mighty a share of each.
Here then there seems a difficulty, which deserves
and requires our utmost prudentials to clear, by a Toleration of Protestant Dissenters, consistent with the
preservation of our present Church of England in all its
Rights; I am perswaded none of the Generous Dignitaries, or Members of our Church, would oppose such
a Toleration;
some there have been, who could never
think themselves happy, unless others were miserable,
and have loved Cruelty for Cruelty's sake; the most
infamous for this was Phalaris, who was at last brought
to roar in his own Brazen Bull; nor is this a time for
Men to gratifie their humours
79
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it may prove perilous towards the whole; rather let our
Hearts melt with a tender and charitable Commiseration to these our Fellow-Country-men,
who by their
Birth-right
are intitled to Magna Charta equally with
our selves, but are incapacitated to enjoy the advantages
of it, meetly for Conscience, when by no other overt
Act they have forfeited their Hereditary Claims, when
their sufferings undeniably demonstrate
they are no
Hypocrites, and therefore that they suffer for what they
cannot help; let us observe, that God never planted or
propagated his Truth by Temporal Power, that he was in
the small Voice, not in the Thunder, or the Whirl-wlnd :
Let us consider the original meekness of Christians,
whose .4nathema's against Dissenters were only accompanied 'with Admonishments, and meer Excommunications, without any Writ to take the Body_ or make
Levies on Mens Estates; Let us remember that we
have flung off the Yoke of Papal Tyranny, founded on
a pretended
infallible
conclusive Church Authority,
superinduced upon Christians by a Conspiracy of Romish
Priests_ as subservient to their Ambition, Pride, Easej
and Luxury; that ff persecution were then wholly unwarrantable, it is now far more incoherent.
When our
present Church professes it self fallible, both our
Church, and all Protestant Religion it self, are derived
from no other Principle than the Fallibility of all
Churches, at least in their Decrees ; when our first
most famous Protestant Doctors carried on the Re-

Mr. Pox.

formation in opposition to their National Churches and
Laws, such were Luther, Calvin, Bezaj and many others
abroad, and our Martyrs at homej whose Glorious
Sufferings are celebrated by one of our own former and
most Learned and Pious Divines, as the chief Gemms
which truly beantifie our present Church : Let it never
be said, that the Interests or Temperaments of our present Church are inconsistent with our National Wealth,
80
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Happiness, and Security, or obstruct our progress towards
them; this would give too great an advantage to her
publick and private Enemies:
Let us industriously
amass all the just Considerations we can to facilitate
these great ends, by some Toleration of Protestant Dissenters, being it is so important,
I say of Protestant
Dissenters, because these having no forreign dependance on the Pope, have reason to be endeared and knit
up to the NationM Interest by the common protection
and security of their Estates and Families, equally with
the rest : As for the Popish Party, I am confident that
after so many late accurate Treatises, and Authentick
Narratives, of the dangerous Principles,
and horrid
treasonable Practises, of the Priests, and others of the
same I)_rty, none will think it necessary, or possible,
that I should add one syllable to prove that Party unfit
for a Toleration.
Such being the high Motives to make us wish for a
Toleration
of Protestant Dissenters, I shall, with all
deference to Authority,
and without any of those passionate reflections which usually incumber this debate,
briefly endeavour to examine the dangers objected,
which are,
First, an apprehension of a necessary great increase
of Dissenters, and this (as some will have it) to such a
degree, as to swallow up the present Church ; a very
strange supposition for those who have Scripture and
Antiquity on their side: On the contrary, it may be
justly hoped, that the Church of England may then
reconcile all those whom Penalties cannot reduce; and
the rather, because when the Penalties are gone, all
Parties must resort to reasoning and sanctity, which
are the proper and only means of making Impressions
on Mens Understandings and Consciences; Penalties
may bring in Atheists and Hypocrites, but can never
work a real change in any Mails opinion, unless when
81
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the sufferings of Dissenters proselyte others, (being a
kind of Argument of the truth of what is so asserted,
at least amongst the vulgar or middle sort ;) our present
Protestant
Church of England must therefore have an
advantage this way; and yet on the other side, will retain
that of being vindicated by the Government, in as much
as all publick Divine Service in the Parish Churches will
remain in the form now used in our present Church, and
all Church preferments inclosed to the Clergy of the
same Church ; which Priviledgcs, being consistent with
a Toleration, may continue secured to our Church by our
present Penal Laws in force for that purpose, with an
addition of such others as may be thought necessary;
whence it will follow ; first, that it will be more for the
ease and convenience, nay and Interest of the Laicks to
conform, rather than to seek farther for Dissenting Con-

Dr. Heylln
observes,that
aftel: the Toleration of
Protestants
in France,
theotherParty in Religion having
the countenance of the
State,and the
Prescription
and Possession of so many years to venticles, whose Ministers they must help to maintain ;
confirm the which Convenience, with the Countenance of Authority
same, is in as
prosperous
a given to the National Church, is a great matter, since
condition,
it will bring in all those, who being good Christians in
both for
Power and the main, are yet little affected with the Points in difPatrimony, ference, which are the generality, as may be seen by
as any tha_ their equal resort to the Parish Churches before and
acknowledgeth the since His Majesties Restoration.
But secondly_ it will
Authority
of
then
be
yet
more
the
interest
and
advantage of all
the Popes of
Rome. Geogr.Clergy-men to conform, by the great and Honourable
176.
preJerments they may this way hope for, which they
cannot otherwise obtain.
The other grand Objection against a Toleration of
_Protestants, is the danger of the Temporal Government; which seems yet stranger than the other, if we
consult our Reasons, which must tell us, that Men at
ease will be better satisfied than when in pain; that
Men who arc kept innocently and profitably busie, who
by their Industry can live well, support their Families,
and gain Estates, will be less apt to study, or do misS2
chief
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chief to the Publick than those, who being disabled
from all such Imployments,
are daffy goaded with
penal Laws, a condition which perhaps may be thought
more grievous in England than the like hardships m
Turky and Muscovy, where all suffer alike, when in
England our Protestant Dissenters hear much of Magna
Charta, and see others enjoy the full fruit of i_, but are
precluded themselves, and this for meer difference in
Religious belief. But why should I labour to evince
that which Experience hath demonstrated ; we have the
great Instance of France, and the like m the Kingdom
of Poland, in Holland, Switzerland, Hamburg, and other
parts of Germany ; All which Nations have been at
peace, at least about Religion, ever since the Tolerations
given, as some of them could never be before, particularly France : which must appear to proceed from
the pacifique virtue of Toleration, not from the coercive
power of Standing Forces, or despotick Monarchy, as
some would have it, because that of Poland is regulated,
and the rest are Republicks.
'Tls notorious that before
the French Toleration many of that :National Church
had or pretended to have as fearful Apprehensions of
the effects of it; but we see what Councils did prevail
even amongst the Popish Party, and what hath followed ? We find France the most powerful of :Nations,
and the French King so confident of his Protestants,
that he long intrusted his mighty Armies, in the hands
of Monsieur Turenne_ a Protestant till near his death :
On the other side we have the Example of Spain, whose
execrable and inexorable Cruelties towards dissenters
hath mainly Assisted in the present poverty and weakness of that Nation:
_¥e may then conclude that Persecution is a stale piece of policy, which p_rhaps might
have born a debate in Harry the 8th's time, but is now
tryed to our hands:
the French or Spanish

And let any man judg whether
Church be now most flourishing,
83
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or most likely to continue; the French Church and
Church-men will certainly get ground with the French
Victories, for which they are as much beholding to the
French Protestants as to the rest.
Let us not therefore be wholly insensible that the Church of England
may fall under the worst circumstances
of danger,
otherwise than from Protestant Dissenters ; as suppose
England should ever be reduced to such a condition as
to be no longer able to bear up against foreign Powers,
what then would become of our present Church ? what
sort of men would then push into our Bishopricks,
Deaneries, and other Church-Preferments
? a Fatality
which we ought therefore to provide against by a Union
of Protestant interests and affections and increase of
Traders, as far as safely we may ; in which Foreigners
are grown so nicely vigilant, that not long ago we
might observe the policies of the great French King and
the great Duke of Tuscany curiously Angling for the
Jews; for when the French King had made Marseilles a
free Port (which was about 12 years since) the Jews
planted at Leghorn, induced by an offer of protection
at Marseilles, and the sweeter situation of that place,
resolved to transplant,
which the Great Duke discovering, applyed his utmost endeavours to prevent it ;
which he did by making an Edict, That ff any Christian
bought a Jews house, it should be forfeit.
In England
a Jew cannot buy a house.
I am no Advocate for Dissenters or Jews, but for the Common Interest of England, by which that of the Church of England must
stand or fall. And being now speaking of somewhat
that concerns Religion, there occur to my memory two
plain Texts of Scripture, one is, that of two evils we are
to choose the least, and another that a Kingdom divided
cannot stand.
I shall desire the Reader to couple these
considerations
with what I shall say in the following
Sections concerning the present posture of this and our
84
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Neighbour Nations, and then he will not accuse me of
having made an unnecessary digression.
Whilst we are calculating the best expedient to bring
in forreign Protestant Artificers, and forreign Manufacturers, it is fit that notice should be taken of that
Clause in the Act of 21 of King James chap. 3. which
leaves the Inventers of new Manufactures at liberty to
obtain Patents for Monopolies for one and twenty years,
which Statute being in construction extended to all
Manufactures already used by Foreigners that are not
used here, hinders the introducing, or growth and perfection of any new forreign Manufactures, and makes
it the business of our more observant Travellers to
hauk after Monopolies.
There is no question but several other obstructions
to the Trade of England might be observed, partieularly that the carrying on of Elections in Corporations of latter years with so much drinking, is very
prejudicial to our Manufactures;
for men (upon this or
any other occasion) being once debauched, hardly ever
retrieve themselves, and are therefore lost to ]YIanufacture and the Nation.
Our Fishers have complained that in several parts
they are forced to pay Tyth for the Fish they catch on
their own Coasts, in which the Dutch, and other Fishermen have the advantage to the value of the Fish, and
must therefore disable our Trade of Fishery in those
parts.
It hath also been noted that the payment of Tyth
out of our Hemp and Flax, does as much disable the
increase of Hemp and Flax in Englaud, the rest being
made so much the dearer to the owner, that it is not
vendible, as otherwise it would be ; and thereby prevent our great forreign Importation of Hemp and Flax.
These being things of so great Importance
to the
Nation, may deserve a full Examination and remedy,
85
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whatsoever the particular interests of some Incumbents
of Churches may suggest to the contrary.
Lastly, we have a farther complaint from the Traders
of all sorts, of the tedious and chargeable proceedings
in some Courts of Justice, occasioned by Writs of
Error, and Suits in Chancery, in which last Court many
are hung up for seven years and more, and are forced
to expend much more than the money they justly sue
for; Our little Courts, especially about London, are as
destructive to poor Seamen, Manufacturers
and other
laborious people, where in a Suit for a disputable Groat,
or meer malice, they are easily led in, or forced to
spend three or four pound ; if but thirty or forty shillings 'tis enough to ruine such poor wretches and their
Families, which hath caused many thousands to perish
in Goal, or fly from their Habitations
and Countrey,
since the erection of several new inferior Jurisdictions.
Here again we may look back and observe the mischievous effects of private and mistaken interests, pride
and humor ; which I shall not recapitulate, but should
here conclude this ,Section;
but that having mentioned the greatness of our Customs amongst the incum" brances on our Trade, I am willing to clear my self
from insinuating
or wishing any Diminution
of His
Majesties Revenue; nor would the moderation of the
Customs work any such effect, (at least in the Judgments of wise men who have considered it) were the
other obstructions on our Trade regulated ; of this Sir
Walter Raleigh took notice of very early in his Observations upon Trade, presented to King James, in these
words.
' Of this their smallness of Custom, (meaning in
'Holland,
Hamburgh, &c.) inwards and outwards, we
' have daily experience;
ibr if two English Ships, or
' two of any other Nation, be at Burdeaux, both laden
' with Wine of 300 Tun apiece, the one bound for Hol86
land,
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'
'
•
'

land, or any other of the Petit States, the other for
England ; the Merchant shall pay above 900l. here,
and other duties, when the other in Holland, or any
other Petit State shall be cleared for 50l. and so in all

'
'
'
'

other Wares and Merchandizes
accordingly;
which
draws all Nations to traffick with them ; and although
it seems but small duties which they receive, yet the
multitudes of all kind of Commodities and Coin that

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

is brought there, and carryed out by themselves and
others, is so great, that they receive more Customs
and Duties to the State by the greatness of their Cornmeree in one year, than England doth in two years ;
for the 100th part of the Commodities are not spent
in Holland,. but vented into other Countries; which
make all the Country-Merchants
to buy and sell, and
increase Ships and Mariners to transport them.
' My travels and meaning is not, neither hath been,
to diminish your Majesties Revenues, but exceedingly
to increase them, _c.
' All Nations may buy and sell freely in France, and
there is free Custome outwards twice a year ; at which
times our Merchants
do there make their sales of

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
•

English Commodities, and do buy and lade their Bulk
with French Commodities to serve for the whole year;
and in Rochel in France, and in Brittain, free Custom
all the year long; except some small Toll, which
makes free Traffick, and makes them flourish.'
To this he adds an Instance in Genoua, formerly the
Store-house of Italy : But after they had set a Custom
of 16per Cent. all Nations left trading with them; but
that on the other side, the Duke of Florence, by setting
a small Custom at Leghorn, had brought all the Trade
thither:
Thus did this great Man of his time express
himself.
But admitting, that by the moderation of our Customs Rates, our present publick Revenue in Customs
87
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should be somewhat sunk; yet how easily might this
Revenue be made good by a Land-Tax, or by some
Excise upon Extravagancies,
and Forreign consumptive
Commodities spent at home, without the least prejudice
to Trade ? Thus do the Dutch raise far more than the
Revenue of our Customs; and ff by this means the
private Revenue of our Land must universally rise,
and the people better be enabled to pay any other
Taxes, why should the Land-holders,
or any on pretence of Service to His Majesty, oppose it ? Suppose
His Majesty had a Custome of 5s. in the Pound on all
the English Treasure exported, would any Man for the
sake of the Custom, and out of zeal to His Majesties
Interest, promote the Exportation
of all the English
Treasure ? How much this is the Case of the present
English Customs, doth, and more largely will appear.
Certainly it was very unfortunate for England, That
when Sir Walter Raleigh wrote these and other his excellent Observations on Trade, our Counccls were under
an earnest pursuit of the Plantation-Trade,
on which
great Customs were projected; for so it hath hapned,
that whilst our Neighbour Nations have been vigilant
to ease and facilitate their ways of Trade, the Trade of
England hath continued under the former disadvantage,
and is incumbred
with new charges and difficulties of
later years; all which in Conjunction have worked us
out in all the Particulars
meutioned before, and in
divers others ; and in recompence of these losses, our
Plantation. Trade hath robbed and prevented us of some
Millions of our Poople; amongst which very many
being, or might have been Manufacturers, the Nation
hath also lost many more Millions of Pounds in the
loss of their Manufactures.
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SECT. VIII.
That a Nation may grow poor by Forreign Trade, viz.
by an excess of meer Importations, illustrated by some
Observations : this facilitated by exporting Money or
Bullion; the fatal Consequences and Symptoms of a
Consumptive Trade, decay of Manufactures, other ways
of living over-stocked, fall of Rents, general Poverty,
an increase of Criminals of all sorts, Depopulation;
some Application to the present Case of England, and
amongst others the occasion of the new Buildings about
London ; of Incontinency, Cunning, &c.
S a Nation may grow Rich and Populous, and
consequently strong by Forreign Trade ; so may a
Nation grow poor and dispeopled, and consequently
weah by Forreign Trade; nor is there any possible or
practicable way for the Treasure of a Nation in peace,
to be exhausted and exported into another Nation to
any considerable and sensible degree, but by Forreign
Trade.
This must necessarily happen by the excess of meer
Importation, viz. when the Commodities imported from
abroad, and spent at home, do cost more than the
National gain by Trade amounts to; as suppose such
yearly Importations into England should cost two Millions, and the National gain by Exportations or otherwise should amount but to 1500000/. the Nation of
England must yearly lose 500000l. of its Treasure by
Trade, because so much must yearly be exported by the
English Merchants to satisfie the over-ballanee.
That the ;English Trade might fall into such a Consumption, is easily and highly credible.
89
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For suppose the utmost neat gain of our former
English Trade amounted to but 300000l. per An' one
year with another ; then if the Exportations and beneficial Merchandize of England should become worse by
4DO0001. per An' one year with another than before,
the Nation of England must lose 100000/. per An' of
its National Treasure, though our yearly Importations
be no more in value than before; whence it appears,
that by this means the same Importations may become
excessive.
So though our Exportations,
and the beneficial part
of our Merchandize, continue as valuable as before, yet
if our yearly Consumptive
Importations
grow to be
more in value by 400000l. per An' than before, the
Nation must also in this case lose 100000l. per An" by
Trade.
But what ff both the beneficial part of the Trade
grow worse, and also the Importations increase ? Certainly this must cut deepest on the National Stock, and
must soonest grind it out ; for then ff the beneficial part
grow worse by 4000001. and the Importing part be increased 400000l. per An' value, the Nation must then
lose 500000l. per Annum; or suppose but to half those
values in each, the Nation must lose 100000/. per
Annum.
To accommodate these Hypotheses to England ; first,
we may conclude, that the beneficial part of our Trade
hath grown much less and worse yearly, by reason of
the unequal cloggs and difficulties on our Home and
Forreign Trade.
And that on the other side our Importations must as
necessarily be increased, both by the decay of our own
former Manufactures
at home, and by our modern
gawd'ry and affectation of foreign Goods; and as our
Trade from Port to Port hath become more impracticable to any advantage, the Exporters of our remain90
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lag Manufactures
and other home-Commodities,
must
either come back empty, or else must freight themselves
homewards with such consumptive foreign Commodities,
as for Gawdry, Novelty, Cheapness, or Lyquorishness,
will dazle, tempt and bewitch our People to buy them ;
in which course of Trade our Merchants may gain considerable proportions of our remaining Treasures as long
as there is any in the Nation.
Nay, rather than sit idle, they will, and do freight See Mr Mun
themselves outwards with meer Ballast and Bills
.of Foreign
°J Trade, Chap.
Exchange (by which the Importation of foreign Bullion 1'2.p. s3, to
92.and that
or money is prevented : ) or if Bills of Exchange can- the over halnot reasonably be had (as they usually cannot to those lanceofTrade
Countries where we are overballanced in Trade) then in
any particular
Counthey export Mony and Bullion, and buy and import try, causes
Consumptive Goods which are spent at home ; which the Exehange
_
. to he high, so
kind of Trade deserves rather to be called l_bre_gn that the exPedling, than Merchandise.
porting of
money shall
It may be remembred here, how much the beneficial save the Merpart of our Trade may be prejudiced by the loss of chant lOl.per
or more,
100000 of our Manufactures, and what odds the same aC:_t_eexloss may produce in our Importations, since if they get change is.
but 6l. per Ann. a peice, it must sink the former gain
by Trade no less than 600000l. per Ann.
And on the other side, that if a Million of Families
or Persons in a Nation, do one with the other consume
to the value of 20s. a piece more, yearly in foreign
Manufactures,
Drinks, &c. than before, this must increase our Importations to the value of a Million per
Ann. which I observe here to shew how imperceptibly
an over-ballance of Importation
may creep upon a
Nation ; and that the Reader may with the less difficulty conjecture
at the late and present ballance of
Trade in England.
It must also much assist this Importing Trade, if the
Merchants shall export Mony, or Bullion; especially in
91
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such a Nation as England, where a Trade from Port to
Port is not ordinarily practicable to any advantage: for
in that Case the Goods Imported being spent at home,
the Treasure Exported must be lost to the Nation ; and
as long as the English Mercha_at can have Bullion or
Mony to Export, and can have a vent for his Importations at home, his private gain will never oblige him
to complain of the want of Exportable home-Manufactures, or the Clogs upon Trade, especially in England,
where our Merchants have such a Monopoly of those
Importations on the rest of the People.
This Consumptive Importing Trade must be of very
fatal Consequence in its Nature; for first, whilest the
National Stock is greater, it will exhaust the Treasure
almost insensibly ; but as the Treasure grows less and
less, it will work more palpably and grievously, because
it will consume more and more of that little which
remains.
And as the National

Treasure

comes to be more and

more diminished, the People must generally have less
and less, which must cause the price of all home-Commodities, and consequently
Land-Rents
to fall continually, the home Manufactures must be choaked and
stifled by Importations, so that both the Farmers and
Manufacturers must fling up ; the values of their Stocks
must be contracted, and will be eaten out by Rent,
Wages and other standing charges before they are
aware; men cannot provide against misfortunes which
have unseen Causes: and as home-trade grows worse
and worse, Industry it self must be tired and foiled, to
the great amazement, as well as affliction of the People.
For at the same time Liberty and Property may remain inviolated, many Merchants shall grow rich and
shall be well satisfied as long as there is Vanity and
Money at home; so shall their Retailer8 and Salesmen
of foreign Wares, such are Mercers, Lacemen, Linnen92
Drapers
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Drapers, Exchange-men,
Grocers, Vintners and most
others ; there may seem to be the same Navigation for
a time, the Customs must also necessarily much increase
as the Importations
increase (especially in England
where the Customs on Importations
are so high) and
by that means may cause a reputation
and sound of
Trade amongst many, when indeed such a swelling of
the Customs does only denounce their growing poverty
and ruine.
It may be these ranks of men, who stand not in the
direct Channel of Trade, may seem to flourish for a
time, as Oj_cers, Lawyers, Physitians, and others: nay
perhaps some Oj_cers may have greater opportunities
of gain during the first Convulsions of a growing
Poverty ; since the necessities of men obliging them to
be more Criminous, it may for a while occasion greater
and more frequent gratuities, and a more absolute subservience ; so may many Lawyers get more than ever
whilst mens Estates are rending to pieces, ('as doubtless
did some Bricklayers get Estates by the burning of the
City). So perhaps sickly men whilst they can, may
strain hard to secure the Faith and Care of their Physitians with as good Fees as before, so some Clergy-men.
Scriveners and Pen-men of all sorts, Usurers and such
others may seem to stem the torrent better than the
Landholders and Manufacturers,
whose Revenues immediately depend on the home-market, and who make
up the gross body and strength of a Nation; many of
these former rankes of men (being at ease themselves)
may seem insensible of the Common Afflictions, but
must be gradually involved with the rest.
And the sooner, because as men fling up their Farms
and Manufactures,
and others are discouraged, multitudes of' those that want Imployments, observing what
other sorts of men continue to live at some ease, will
naturally

and inevitably

throng themselves
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like, viz. importing Merchandise,
Retayling,
Shopkeeping, the Law, Clergy, and Priesthood of all sorts,
OJ_ces, Scrivening, Solliciting, and Physick : by which
these Imployments must be so over-clogged, that they
will be hardly able to live by one another ; vast numbers of others must betake themselves to Inn-keeping,
Ale-keeping,
Victualing, _c. and those who have little
or no stocks or literature, and therefore cannot crowd
themselves into some of these ways of Livelihood must
lye on the Parish, or being higher or worse minded
must fall to Cheating, Canting, Shifting, Periury, Forgery, _Vhoredom, Sherking, Chipping, Coyning, Buffooning, Tumbling, Pimping, Pilfering, Robbery, _c. for
their ordinary maintenances ; the more honest or industrious will transport themselves into foreign part_,
as soon as they have opportunity, rather than live miserable at homes especially if they have an Ireland and
Plantatwns to go to ; nor is it possible (as I conceive)
for any Laws or Penalties
effectually to restrain the
swelling numbers of any of the former professions, but
by opening the beneficial and Comprehensive
Imployments of Manufactures,
Farming, &c. ; nor can the
daily increase of Ale-houses, or of Frauds, Perjuries
and Criminals of all sorts be otherwise corrected ; no
Statutes, nay, or Preaching, though never so learned or
florid, can prevail with necessitous men.
But the increase of these former more Gentlemanlike, Scholar-like, Retailing and Shopkeeping-Imployments, must yet bring a farther inconvenience, viz. a
more general affectation of Finery and Gawdery, than
before; for these being sedentary and easie professions,
will not only admit of, but occasion greater curiosity in
Apparel, Modes, and dresses than the active and laborious ways of living by Farming or Manufactures.
And as this Gawdery grows more in use it will spread
amongst the rest, and thc People emulating one another,
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will be gawdy as long as they can, though never so
poor; which must support and increase Foreign Impor.
tations, whilst every one is contending who shall have
the finest Foreign Livery, so will People thus at leisure
most naturally fall into the habits of drinking and other
ill Courses.
Too many of these symptoms of a Consumptive
Trade may be generally observed in England; of late
years any man who had but an indifferent Stock might
have set himseff to Tillage, Grazing, Daiery, Cloathing,
Fulling, _c. in almost any part of England, and might
not only have maintained his Family plentifully, but as
his Stock and Ingenuity
were more or less, might have
left an Estate behind him ; it was not extraordinary for
a man thus employed to get an Estate of 3, or 4000l.
some 10, some 20, some 30000l. whereas now, and of
these later years these home-imployments
have been
the usual Shipwracks of mens Stocks and Estates in
most parts of England, or so dull and cold that men
can hardly endure to live so meanly.
Our late Wealthy Yeomanry are impoverished, or
much reduced in their stocks, a man shall hardly find
three in a County able to rent 3, or 400l. per Ann. they
are forced to sink their Rents on the Gentry continuaUy_
or else to fling up their Farms ; much Land is fallen a
fifth part, some a fourth part, some a third part, some
to half of the late Rent, (unless in some few Countys
in whose benefit the Irish Acts were made, and there
Rents are not risen and are now like to fall low enough : )
by which continual contracting of Rents the very earth
seems to shrink and consume under us, and whilst many
of our late opulent and mighty Gentry since the general
decay of their Revenues have been striving to support
the antient honour and dignity of their Families, theyare
become immerged and fettered in inextricable debts and
securities; great numbers of our Clothier8 and other
95
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Manufacturers
are undone, or have given up; the rest
remain under a languishing hope of better Markets:
and multitudes of those people, whose Labours brought
Mony, Trade and Comfort to our Corporations,
are
now become chargeable burthens:
it being computed
that our Poor are increased to near ten times their late
number within this ln st twenty years, and that their
maintenance doth cost the Nation 400000l. per Ann.
constant Tax.
On the other side, the increase of those sorts of men,
whose Imployments
either may prejudice, or else can
add no increase of Treasure to the Nation, is very
visible: by which increase the inconveniencies must be
still the greater; for where the foreign Trade of a Nation is so much driven in importations, the increase of
Merchants will oblige an increase of Importation ; so an
increase of Retailers dealing in foreign Goods, will open
a greater vent for Importations ; suppose such a Retailer sells for 10l. per Cent. profit, the Nation must
lose about nine pence for every peny he gets, what then
shall the Nation lose by the Trade of a Merchant or
Retailer, who by vending Foreign Wares shall get an
Estate of 10, or 20000l. over and besides a profuse
maintenance?
Or what will it signifie to the Wealth
or Glory of a Nation, or City, to have many such
10000/. men as these ? Have we any reason to rejoyce
in such a flourishing Trade ? .These Retailers and Shopkeepers, gleaning the Mony, from the People, hand it
up to the Importers, who export this Commodity in
Trade as occasion does require; and as our Manufactures have decayedf, so have Shop-keepers of all sorts increased ; our Cities and Corporations are stuffed with
them more and more ; there being at least ten times
more in the Nation than were 20_ or 30 years since.
Thus also have we multitudes
of more Lawyers,
Attorneys, Solicitors, Scriviners, and Pen-men of all sorts,
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than of late years we had ; which occasions more Querks,
Tricks, and Cheats in the Law. We have vastly more Authorofthe
Scholars and Clergymen, which a late Author observing, rea_onsof
grounds and
the
thought it necessary to export Tunns of Divines instead contempt of
of Manufacture:
This does cause an universal compe-the
English
Clergy.
tition for Benefices ; of which the needy Laity taking pag. 141.
advantage, make Simonaical presentations, and thence
must follow perjury in Institutions,
and thence seared
Consciences ; but of all other Imployments we have
the greatest questing after Oj_ces; Men will almost
give any thing, say any thing, or do any thing for an
Office ; so that some O_ces which were thought hardly
worth the medling with of late years, will now yield
near ten years purchase for one life, which competition
hath also in a manner virtually repealed thc Statute
against buying and selling of Offices, and obliges those
who buy trusts to sell trusts.
We have also far more
Physitians, men of Medicine and Quacks, especially
Pox-Doctors than ever, so have we (with our poverty)
far more Finery and Gawdery, more Daintyness, Delicacy
and Luxury.
So have we a vast increase of Inn-keepers and Alekeepers both in City and Country, by which the common-people axe debauched, made impious, poor and
effeminate: all which mischiefs do in union cause the
vast increase of new Buildings in and about London ;
for most of the Offices are in London, or there to be
gotten, there is also the ready access to Church-pre.
ferment, and the best and most easie Imployments for
Lawyers, Solicitors, Scriviners, Physitians, and such
others, and the rather, because the publick Taxes and
Importing-trade
drawing the mony up to London, it
will there be stirring as long as we have any in the
:Nation ; whilst the Country is left poorer and barer
every day; and therefore besides these higher ranks of
men, the ordinary People who used heretofore to begin
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upon Farming or Manufacture, hearing of mony in
London, do post from the starving Country, and apply
themselves to the selling of Ale, Brandy, Tobacco,
Coffee, Brokery of all sorts, letting of Lodgings in or
about London, and such like Imployments,
which too
commonly end in Bawdery and the Gallows, by which
there is room made for new Comers and Tenants ; I
have heard it said, that Madrid is grown much bigger
and more Populous of late years.
From these and other sorts of People, both in City
and Country, we have more and more Criminals of all
the sorts and species mentioned before ; our Gaols arc
fuller and fuller, great numbers of which are yearly
executed or transported ; vast numbers of others have
betaken themselves to voluntary exile from this their
_ative Country, in hopes of a better condition, rather
than to endure certain poverty or persecution for Conscience at home ; besides those gone into Ireland, and
the Plantations, there are many thousands of Protestants
gone from us into the Low Countries, into France, into
Germany, and into Poland, where being Woollen Manufacturers, they have taught, and set up this Manufacture, and thereby helped to work our ruine.
These
being of the most strong and able part of our People,
leave their Wives and Children, and other impotent
and lazy People at home.
And thus shall a Nation be inevitably dispeopled, as
well as impoverished by a consumptive Trade; Nay, it
shall hinder the ordinary increase of People by procreation, especially in a Nation where venereal sins are
become general, habitual and shameless ; for the People
being poor, or vicious, or both, dare not, or care not to
engage in the charge or virtuous Obligations of Mar.
riage, (unless here and there where a man gets a Catch
with a Wife which shall be equal to an Office,) but will
rather use unlawful prom_cuous Copulation, which breeds
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no Children, but infinite Claps and Poxes to the common
weakning of Posterity, and present scandal of a Nation:
(thus have our Women also lost their choice of Chapmen for Husbands :) how many of our most beautiful
Women (which might have made good and vertuous
Wives, and brought forth numbers of as beautiful
Children,) are for want of convenient Matches tempted,
or forced for a little mony, to sell their souls to the
Devil, and their delicate bodies to lust and rottenness,
nay to the Gallows, when proving with Child, the
remains of their natural modesty, will not in their
extremities permit them to call Witnesses of their
shame, whilst the Gallants which beget them go free,
and glory in their great performance.
All which mischiefs of a consumptive Trade are yet
more fatal, because the growing vice and poverty which
attends it, will generally bring a languor and difficulty
on mens understandings ; as men sink in their Estates,
their Spirits and Thoughts will be lower and narrower,
and their Minds clouded with anxieties and cares, this
(with the common disability of making advantages upon
Forreigners in the course of Trade) leads them into a
kind of unhappy Cunning, consisting in the over-reaching of one another at home; and he will be accounted
wise, who by any means can shift himself out of the
common wants, nor will he think his own happiness
small, (especially if his beginnings were low) when (like
one standing on the Sands) he can behold the Shipwreck of others.
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SECT. IX.
That a Consumptive Trade must render a Nation still
weaker and weaker: How far the meer establishment
of Absolute Power, or meer Liberty and Property, may
alter the Case.

Rom
since,what
it must
hath also
been
follow,
said that
in the
a Consumptive
first SectionTrade
and
must render a Nation still weaker and weaker.
First, because it must still exhaust more and more
of the National Riches, and sink the value of Mens
Estates.
If the value of private Stocks or Revenues are contracted, Men will be less and less able to pay publick
Taxes; it is impossible for those that have no Money to
pay Money, or for those that have less to pay as much
as those that have more ; and less Taxes must then also
be more grievous than greater were before ; if a Man
having 100L per An' or 1001. Stock, sink 401. per Cent.
of his Revenue or Stock, it is equal to any direct Tax
of 401. per Cent. and then if a Tax or publick Charge
of 5 or 10/. be super-added, it is equal to a former Tax
of 45 or 50/. per Cent.
It must also disable a Nation to continue the Charge
of a War, because the quantity of Money diffused
amongst the People will sooner be drawn out of the
Home-Markets;
and then they can no longer raise
Taxes, and when the Taxes fail, what hope or dependance can there be in the courage of Officers, Soldiers,
or Sea-men? or how shall the continual Supplies of
Warlike Provisions of all sorts be purchased at home
or abroad ?
There
Poverty,

are yet other Concomitants
of a growing
which must render any Nation much the
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weaker, viz. discontents, uneasiness, and heart-burnlngs,
which when begun, are easily fermented into Convulsions,
by which a Nation may be disabled to exert even its
remaining strength.
2. Perfidy and Treachery amongst all sorts; needy
Men are readily tempted to make a Merchandize of
their own Souls and other Mens Lives and Estates, and
those who will betray one another for Money at home,
will be equally wrought upon by forreign Money, and
then may be brought to barter of both Princes and
Countries ; for being once corrupted, they must, like
Women, for ever remain slavishly true to the Intrigue,
lest the Gallant should tell, of which Histories give us
many sad Examples.
But in a Nation where the value of Land, or HomeCommodities, are risen 40 per Cent. he that had 1001.
Revenue or Stock, paying 401. Tax, retains what he
had; and ff the National Treasure be much greater, it
will support the charge of a War much longer, and can
hardly ever be totally exhausted, where there is a considerable Annum Increase of Treasure by Forreign
Trade: This exuberance of a National Treasure will
abso generally support and secure the Spirit and Fidelity
of all sorts of Men.
It must therefore be of most dangerous consequence
to a Nation impoverished by Trade, ff any other neighbour-Nation hath at the same time grown much richer
in Treasure, since in the case of a War it will produce
the like inequahty of Power ; nay if any such richer
Nation shall think fit to keep great Armies and Navies
in pay, (though in times of Peace) so must the poorer
Nation, or else be devoured at pleasure; and thus may
a Nation, drained by the over-ballance of Trade_ be
beggered, and consequently overcome without fighting,
as hath been intimated before.
So ff a Nation

grow generally
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effeminate, debauched,
dispeopled, and undisciplined
than before, it must be much weaker than before,
wherein the danger must be much greater if any neighbout Nation grow far more warlike, more populous and
better disciplined than before.
In which case the better situated, more usefifl, strong,
plentiful, and blessed the Country so impoverished naturally is, and the more it doth abound in beautiful Buildings, Women, or other delicacies, it will the more forcibly provoke the Appetite of a stronger Nation to its
Conquest, the mighty Hunters of the World are for the
most desirable prey; so ff a Nation thus weakned hath
formerly been famous and redoubted for Arms and War;
those who affect glory by Conquest, must have the
greater Ambition to vassalize its People.
From what hath been said it must appear; first, That
a Nation must be estimated weak or strong by comparison,
with the strength or weakness of Neighbour Nations;
ff a Neighbour
Nation grow ten times as strong as
before, the Nation which only retains its usual and
former strength is weak ; but the Case must be yet
worse, if whilst the one hath grown ten times stronger,
the other hath grown much weaker.
2. That in the present state of the World a Nation
cannot grow poor by a consumptive Trade with any
Security.
In such a Case the meer absoluteness of a Monarchy
would not prevent the approaching fatality, (which I
add because Hobbs and others call it a strong Government) absolute Power may suddenly force away that
Treasure which the People have, but cannot create any,
nor can it carry on a War, or even support it self without continual vast expences; and then when the Treasure
is drawn off into the hands of Officers and Soldiers,
(who pay no Taxes) it will be found, that the People
(who have it not) can no more make Brick without
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Straw in this Age, than heretofore;
and will be naturally desirous to change their Masters upon hope to be
treated with less rigor.
Nor on the other side will the meer preservation of a
legal Liberty and Property secure a Nation thus impoverished, without a concurrent improvement of Trade,
for the Reasons before given ; the Blessings which
usually attend these Freedoms wholly, or very much
depend upon the Riches the People are possessed of.
It must be confessed these Freedoms make a necessary step towards the improvement of Trade ; where an
absolute Power is exerted, the conditions of Men are
little better than that of Brutes, being continually lyable
to Imprisonments,
Death, and Confiscations, at the
Pleasure of others ; nay perhaps are worse, by the fears
and terrors Men must be always under, even whilst they
do not actually suffer; which will take away the edge
and life of Industry, and will ruine or drive away the
Merchants, and those who have Stocks in Manufacture,
who neither will, nor can labol/r all their lives for Wealth
under daily expectations of losing what they painfully
get, which in this last Age hath obliged the French
Monarchy to permit divers Immunities to their Manufacturers, and of late to their Fishers and other Maritime Traders, which have now gotten the reputation of
established Laws ; at least they are such as are satisfactory to the French Natives, who cannot have, nor are
acquainted with better terms, and who are of themselves
so numerous, that they stand in no need of Supplies of
People from abroad ; and therefore of no greater invitations of this nature to bring in Forreigners, and the
rather, because their Trade is otherwise so much eased
and incouraged (of which I shall have occasion to say
more ;) so have the great Dukes of Tuscany in this
last Age been curiously vigilant to provide for the
Freedom of Traders, both Domestiek and Forreign:
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The Dutch, Venetians, HumSurghers, and other Trading
States do yet farther secure the Liberties and Properties
of their Natives, and others, under their several Jurisdictions, by fundamental and unalterable Constitutions.
Which being admitted, it doth not follow that a
Nation which hath meer Liberty and Property, without
other requisite incouragements,
shall drive any great
Trade ; we have an Example in Genoa, at this day, a
Republick, where, because they set a Custom of 16
per Cent. on Goods Imported, they lost their Trade of
Forreign Merchandize to Le#horne, made a free Port
by the Duke of Tuscany ; what then may we hope for
from the meer Liberty and Property of the English,
when in England the Customs are generally higher, and
our other difficulties on Trade are yet more grievous
than the Customs _ by the Accompt we have from our
first Discoverers and Planters in America, most of these
poor Nations had a Home-Liberty
and Property.

SECT.

X.

Further presumptions of our late National Overballance
in Trade ; an Account from the Mint in November 75.
and thence our former Ballance of Trade estimated.

Shath
a further
Evidence that
Trade
been Consumptive,
andour
thatNational
I may silence
the prevarications of some whose private Interest or
Passions (which are but the fermentations of their
Interests) teach them to affirm the contrary, I shall
take notice of the following Aecompt taken and Printed
in November 1675. for the clearing a Debate then before
a Committee of Parliament, intituled as followeth.
An Account of all the Gold and S_lver Coined in his
Majesties Mint within the Tower of London, from the
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first of October 1599. being the forty first year of the
Reign of Queen Eliz. to November 1675. being 76 years,
divided into four parts; shewing how the Coin of this
Kingdom did increase in the three first parts, proportionable to the increase of Trade and Navigation, and
how much it hath decreased in the fourth ;part.
Gold and Silver Coined. Totals by Tale. Yearly Medium.
From the first of Octob.
1599. to the last of
March 1619. was Coined four Millions seven
Hundred
seventy nine
Thousand three Hundred
and
fourteen
Pounds thirteen
Shillings and four Pence ;
which was per An' two
Hundred
forty
five
Thousand
ninety two
Pounds Eleven Shillings
/.
& six Pence .....
4779314
FromthelastofMarch
1619. to the last ofMarch
1638. was Coined six
Millions nine Hundred
thousand
forty two
Pounds eleven Shillings
and one Peny; which
wasper An' three Hundred sixty three thousand one hundred &sixty
Pounds two Shillings
one Peny farthing . . 6900042
Fromthelast of March

s.d.
13 4

I.
s. d.
245092 11 06

11 1

363160

02 1_

1638. to May 1657. was
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Gold and Silver Coined. Totals by Tale. Yearly Medium.
Coined seven Mflfions
seven
three

Hundred thirty
Thousand
five

Hundred
twenty
one
Pounds thirteen
Shillings fourpence farthing; which was per An"
four Hundred and seven
thousand
and twenty
seven Pounds nine Shfl-

I.

lings one PenyJ penny. 7738521
From May 1657. to
Nov. 75. being 18 years
and a half, was Coined
three Millions two hun-

s.

d.

l.

s.d.

13 4¼ 407027

9 l½

dred thirty eight thousandnine hundred ninety seven Pounds sixteen
Shillings and three farthings; about oneMilhon
of which was Harp and
Cross Money, and broad
Gold, _e. re-coined;
which deducted, there
remains but 2 Millions
twohundredthirty
eight
thousand nine hundred
ninety seven Poundsl 6s.
three farthings ; which
wasperAn' but one hundred twenty one thousand 26/. eighteen Shilhngs and four Pence..
2238997
The total of all Gold
& Silver Coined in these
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Gold and Silver Coined. Totals by Tale.
76yearsfrom the first of
Octob. 1599. to Novemb.
1675. was Coined twenty one Millions eight
hundred fifty one thousand eight hundred seventy six Pounds fourteen Shillings
seven
1.
Pence haff-peny.
. 21851876
The Coin yearly increased in the 2d part,
from the last of March
1619. to the last of
March 1638. more than

s.d.
14 7_

in the first part, one
hundred and eighteen
thousand
sixty seven
Pounds ten Shillings
seven pence farthing ;
the Total thereof is two
Millions two hundred
forty three thousand two
hundred eighty three Yearly Increase. Total Increase.
PoundsoneShillingtwo
l.
s.d.
L
s. d.
pence ......
118067 10 4 2243283 01 02
The Coin yeaxly increased in the 3d part,
from the last of March
] 638. to May 1657. one
hundred sixty one thousandnine hundred thirty
four Pounds 17s. 7½d.,
the Total thereof
is
three Millions seventy
six thousand seven htm107

dred
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Gold and Silver Coined. Yearly Increase. Total Increasv.
dred sixty two Pounds
fourteen Shillings ten
1.
s. el.
1.
s. d.
pence half-peny.
. 161934 17 7_ 3076762 14 10_
The Coin hath yearly
decreased in the fourth
part, from May 1657.to
this present November
1675. being thetast eighteen years and half, two
hundredeighty sixthousand Pounds ten Shillings nine pence halfpeny; the total whereof
is five Millions two hundred ninety one thousand and nine Pounds
nineteen Shillings
pence farthing..

four
. 286000

10 9_ 5291009

19 4_

This prodigious decrease of Coin in the last eighteen
years, does undeniably evidence a vast decay in our
Trade : but since, even in these latter years, there hath
been somewhat above 120000/. per An' Coined, as appears by the Account, it doth seem to administer an
Objection, that still there hath been some National
gain by Trade, though much less thau before.
But this does not follow, for if more Money hath
been exported yearly daring these last eighteen years
than hath been Coined, the National Treasure must be
dimiuished: Now if we have been over-ballaneed, more
Money must be exported ; so that it will resolve into
the former Question.
It is a vain thing to say, that the exportation of
Money in Spede stands still prohibited; so is the exporting of Treasure prohibited in Spain under the
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highest Penalties;
and yet because Spain is overballanced
by consumptive Importations,
Forreigners
continually carry it away; so that were it not for their
Mines, there would not have been the value of a Peny
left in Spain many years since ; nor can their Mines so
answer this mighty drain by a consumptive Trade, but
that the Treasures of Sl_ai_ are drawn lower than in
any Nation in Europe.
And therefore though th_ ordinary trading with
exported Money is condemnable, as that which tends
to the subversion of Manufacture and People, and facilitates meer Importation ; yet I cannot recommend
prohibitory Laws as a means to _top the exportation
of Money, unless at the same time the Methods of
Trade be regulated.
'Tis now become more practicable by the Liberty
given for the Exportation of Bullion; for upon any
great emergency, for Bullion, (as for instance) upon the
going out of an East-India Fleet, Standard-Silver hath
risen from 5s. the Ounce to 5s. 4d. the Ounce; which
being about 10 per Cen& must not only hinder the
Coining of Bullion, but must cause our weighty Coin
to be melted into Bullion, and so exported as it hath
been noted before.
And upon the like occasions 'tis observable,
Gulnnies rise to 22s. apiece, _ broad Gold to
apiece, which does evince, that those who use
Trade do not confine themselves to Bullion.
So 'tis notorious to those who understand our

that
24s.
that
Nor-

them and Eastern Trade, and our Trade to France, the
Canaries, Turkey, &c. that we yearly export great quantities of Treasure to those and other Countries, and
that we do not stick at Coined Money, being closely
put up in Packs of Goods or Barrels, or however may
be made lawful and laudable lVlerehandize by melting;
whence it is come to be so commonly asserted a Com-
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modity; and then if we look back and observe how
little hath been Coined in the 18 years since (57) being
but 121026L per An', it must be highly credible, that
we have exported much more Money yearly than we
have Coined.
But to make the over-ballance yet more evident, it
will be necessary to find out, if possible, what was the
yearly Treasure the Nation gained by Forreign Trade,
at any time in this last Age; and in the next place,
how much our Exportations and beneficial part of our
Trade have since failed, and our Importations increased
in quantity and value.
The increase of Home-Treasure

must

either

be in

Coined Money, or in Plate, made up for Home-uses ;
for all Bullion imported must either be converted into
one of these at home, or else be re-exported, and then
'tis not superadded to the National Home-Treasure.
Now if we look back to the Accompt from the
Mint, we may conclude, that during those 76 years,
our Trade did never add more to our Coin yearly than
407027/. 9s. lld. for any number of 20 years together;
this being the utmost Medium comprized in theAceompt.
Plate Coined
And this being in the 18 years before (57,) was not
by
the
King
all
the meet product of the Trade of these very years,
at Oxon, and
Parliament for 'tis well known that during those years we had
at _.

good quantities of our own Plate Coined into Money,
'tis not possible for me to ascertain- bow much ; but ff
it were a Million, it ought to be deducted out of the
Medium of those years.
So during those 18 years, our Trade might yet add
less to our Coined Money, v/z. in case our Forreign
Trade did then export any of our Coined Money, the
like may be said of any other of the said 18 years or
Mediums in the Accompt; and then must all the
Money so exported be also deducted out of the .4nnual
Gain of those years.
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I believe none will expect that I should adjust the
yearly quantity of Money exported by stealth in our
Forreign Trade before (57,) I shall leave it to the consideration of the indifferent Reader upon what I shall
add; but 'tis evident, that our Merchants did formerly
use to export Money, by the prohibitory Statutes made
on that occasion.
It may be also further evident, that the yearly quantity of Money so exported before 57 was considerable;
for before the 76 years mentioned in the Accompt, we
must have had some stock of Money in the Nation,
which supposing to be but six Millions, then adding
what more was Coined during the said 76 years, we
must have had near 30 Millions of Coin in the Nation
before 57, had none been exported; whereas no intelligent Man will say we had then half that Sum ;
which ff doubted I shall have occasion to enforce further; and if this be admitted, the Consequence must
be, that our Forreign Trade and occasions did even
before 57 carry off near half as much Money as was
yearly Coined ; and then our National yearly Gain in
Coined Treasure would not be near to the aforesaid
full Mediums Coined, nor to above half the Mediums,
(taking any number of years together.)
Nor can we reckon or allow of above 500001. per
Annum for increase of Home-Plate, during any of the
said 18 years, considering that much Plate is always
brought back to the Mint, or turned into Bullion, as
other new Plate is made ; and that at this allowance
for Plate, in any twenty years time there would be a
Million increase of Home-Plate in the Nation.
Upon the whole the Reader may observe what our
utmost National Gain in increase of Treasure possibly
might be, and upon the aforesaid grounds may deduct
from any of the Mediums as he shall think reasonable,
wherein I shall not pretend to confine him, though in
111
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my private Judgment I cannot estimate our utmost
National increase of Treasure by Trade during any of
the said 76 years to be above 250000/. per Annum, or
thereabouts, for any twenty years together.
Considering which,-ff the indifferent Reader shall
reflect on what hath been said in the 5th, 6th, 7th and
8th Sections, ff he there find that our Trade hath been
under such difficulties, as must necessarily work us out
of all the parts of it, whilst our Neighbours are enabled
to snatch it from us : If he there find undeniable Instances of it in some Particulars, he may for the same
Reasons conclude the like in all others ; and by Consequence that our National Trade long before this, became
less beneficial than it was by 250000£ per Annum;
it hath been always found most safe to be governed by
the Causes and Reasons of things, but the concurrent
impoverishment of our People, and other the Symptoms, Plague-sores, and Spots of a consumptive Trade
do further evidence it.
It is confessed it would be of great use, ff the odds
in our past and present National Forreigu Trade might
be certainly stated; a difficult, if not impossible task :
Since it requires an ant_o,_
well as modern experience in Forreigu Trade, and not of any one Trader
only, but of so many as have traded into all Parts;
of those that are curious, intelligent, and impartial, and
have minded the tmblick Interest as well as their own ;
perhaps if a sufficient number of such as these did
assemble, they might, upon debate, and with reference
to their Books, bring the Compute very near the truth ;
but nothing of this hath been done of late ; and whosoever shall promiscously consult our Traders apart,
will find them various- Then for our Custom-Books
old or new, though they might be useful for some things,
yet they cannot ascertain us in the odds of the Forreign
values of any Exported or Imported Goods, nor of the
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quantity of Imported prohibited or smuggled Goods,
nor (as I conceive) of our former or present FishingTrade, (Fish paying no Custom) nor of the gain of
Carriage, nor of the Trade from Port to Port ; without
which the certain odds in the Ballanee cannot be calculated ; and therefore for my own part I rest chiefly
on what hath been said ; believing myself secure whilst
I keep my self to the rational part, which cannot be
refuted but by Reason: Whereas I am apprehensive
that should I descend to examine our Ballance of Trade
by the particular effects of the foregoing Causes, these
being matters of Fact, and very mauy, and most of
them Forreign, and of less Notoriety, may be liable to
Exceptions or Cavils of particular Men, as their different
Sentiments or Interests may dictate ; it being as easie
to deny as affirm, and as hard for many Readers to
determine the truth in these matters;
whereby the
sincerity of the Relator may be drawn into question;
and at such times, when he shall have no opportunity
to defend himself: and I am not insensible,
that
amongst so many Facts as the nature of this Subject
hath forced me to mention, (whereof I must speak
much upon the credit I give to others) 'tis impossible
there may be some slips, even by the transcribing
of
Papers: Upon these Considerations, I had thoughts of
laying aside part of the three next Sections as needless,
and neglected somewhat of that Curiosity I intended,
but being perused and approved by some Friends
amongst the rest of these Papers, they have perswaded
me to publish them as they are, upon apprehension
that they will enforce what I have already said, though
left so general, and will give the Reader a further
useful light into the past and present nature and conditiou of our Trade and Nation : and since they do not
bind up the Reader to precise Quantities and Values,
can admit of little altercation;
in which I have been
113
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the more ready to comply, upon hopes that I may
awaken and spur on the virtuous emulation of others to
a more compleat disquisition into the several branches
of o,xr Trade, and that the treader will think me the
more excusable in this and the rest I have undertaken,
when he shall observe the present Subject so Copious,
and so little laboured by other Writers, that I have no
common Places or beaten Tracks to follow, as in other
Studies.
This I assure the Reader, that amongst the following
instances, or elsewhere, there are no wilfull or affected
errors, and that I have not affirmed any thing which I
do not know, but upon such Authority as I have reason
to believe highly credible, and am confident that whatsoever mistakes in Fact the Curious may find out in
what I have already said, or shall say, there are none
such as do in the least impeach the force or reason of
this Discourse, and then must be admitted immaterial.
To which I shall add, that by the following Essay, I
do not pretend to that difficult work of adjusting the
present Ballance of our Trade, but to evince, that the
former Ballance of our Trade (as it may be computed
from the aforesaid Accompt, from the Mint or ot]aerwise) is grown consumptive in some degree ; which I
think will appear to the indifferent Readers satisfaction,
upon consideration of some late decays and defalcations
in our Trade, wherein I shall confine my self to such
as have happened long after the beginning of the 76
years mentioned in the Accompt, from the Mint, many
of them within 20 years last.
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XI.

Particular decays in our Exportations, and the beneficial
parts of our Trade ; Instances in the decay of our
Forci[Tn-Trade for Woollen Clothing, in the several
Countries and Ports we Traded to, in the sinking o]
the foreign price of this Manufacture, so of exported
Wooll in our foreign victualling Trades for Flesh,
Butter, Cheese, _c.in our Irish Trade, and Scotch Trade
for almost all sorts of Commodities: Irish Wooll increased: The Expiration of the Irish Acts will not now
revest that Trade, but prejudice us more, and in what :
decays in our several former and late Fishing-Trades, in
our Fore,n-Trade
for Stockings and Hats in our exports to the Canaries, in the Foreign-Price of our exported Tyn and Lead, and the Price and quantity of
exported Pewter, in our Trade from Port to Port, our
former and late prejudices in our Plantation-Trade,
incidently of our Navigation and other things.

I
Shall
from begin
one particular
with our Exportations,
to another, in andas
this and
I shall
the next
pass
Section, shall desire the indifferent Reader tp put such
an estimation on our losses in Trade, as he shall think
reasonable;
and shall first instance in our Woollen
Manufactures, as being our principal Commodity, and
certainly of the most general and necessary use, (and
therefore in its nature the best)in the World.
Before Edward the thirds time the Flemings :Manufacturedour Wooll, and had the Merchandize of it,
which gave the original Foundation to the former Wealth
aad Popularity of the Netherlands.
Edw. 3. observing the great advantages the Flemings
made of our Wooll, brought over some Flemish Manufacturers, who by degrees taught the Manufacture of
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Cloaths of all sorts, Worsted and divers others, partieularly mentioned in our Statutes of former times:
and as the English more applied themselves to it, and
increased ours (as soon as they did) so did that of the
Flemings decay.
For first, the English had the materials cheaper than
the Flemings, not only by the odds in the carriage out
of England, but becmlse the raw Woolls afterwards
exported were charged with great Custom_ and Duties
to the King, as appears by the Acts and Writings of
those times.
Secondly, Because the Manufacture was continually
incouraged, and taken care of by Laws for that purpose,
as also appears by our Statute.Book.
Thirdly, At that time we had none of the present
Clogs on our Manufactures, which have either become
so by the better Methods of Trade first contrived by
the Dutc_ States, or have been grafted upon us by
private or mistaken interests long since Edw. 3d_ time.
I do not find that there was any absolute Prohibition
of exporting Wooll till the Statute of the 12th of His
now Majesty, chap. 32. yet the example of our cunning
Neighbours now tell us, that Prohibition, accompanied
_rith a due Improvement of Trade at home, are not to
be condemned.
The Flemish Cloath-trade was long since so far reduced, that we had the sole Merchandize of it, yet it
cannot be denyed but the Flemings kept up a Manufacture of a sort of Stuffs and Sayes, (but of no great
bulk) the make whereof the English had not been
taught, till the Duke of _llva about 100 years since by
his Tyranny and Persecution for Conscience, drove
away their Manufacturers, whom Queen Elixabeth like
her wise Predecessor Edward the third entertained,
seating them in Norwich, Colchester, and Canterlmry,
whereby these Manufactures became incorporated into
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the English, to the great advantage of those parts, and
of the Nation in general: they also taught us the art
of making Tapestry.
Before this the English exported great quantities of
our Manufacture
into Flanders, but doubtless more
afterwards, for which we kept a rich Staple at Antwerp,
the Dutch long after they became States were ignorant
of this Manufacture,
whom we therefore wholly supplied, exporting vast quantities of our Cloaths thither,
most Whites, which were there dyed and dressed, and
from these parts transmitted
into the Southern and
South.east Countries of Germany, and many other
Nations : we had also the sole trade up the E/he, and
thereby to the North parts of Germany, Jutland and
Hol_tey_.
We had the sole Trade into Denmark, Norway,
Bwedeland and IAefland, and to the great Territory of
Poland (through Dantzick) by our Eastland Company,
formerly very flourishing, and called the Royal Company.
We had also the sole Trade to the vast Empire of
Muscovy.
All which Trades are snnl_ to a small matter, the
Dutch having set up mighty Woollen Manufactures of
all sorts, and the Flemin_s renewed or enlarged theirs,
our exports to those parts are very much reduced.
Our Hambur#h Company, by whom the North parts
of Germany, Jutland and Holsteyne were supplied, do
not vend near half what they did, the Dutch and other
Manufactures having prevailed upon us in those parts,
both for the Finest and Coarsest Cloaths: what we
now export to Hambur#h are a sort of Cloaths of between 3, and 78. a Yard, and of those not near the
former quantity.
Then for our Eastland Trade it is sunk more, I have
heard several Estimates, all near concurring with what
I find in Mr. Coke's third Treatise of Trade, dedicated Pag. 33, 34.
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to Prince Rupert, viz. That this Company only heretofore usually exported above 20000 Broad Cloaths, 60000
Kerseys, and 40000 Doubles yearly ; but of late years
not above 4000 Broad Cloths, 5000 Kerseys, and 2000
Doubles.
To give this worthy Gentleman his due, he
hath written more materially on the present subject
than any man in this Age, in which he hath not only
demonstrated his deep Judgment, but his great sedulity
and sincerity in the discovery of the truth, professing
himseff ready to make out whatsoever he hath reported,
before any Judicature.
There is too much reason and
fact to warrant the great decay of this Eastland Trade,
when the Dutch Manufacture is arrived to such a degree,
besides which the _ilesian and Polonian Manufactures
of Coarse Woo]Is are mightily increased, so that at
Dantzick, our late great staple, we now sell so little
that 'tis not worth the naming ; we now trade thither
with Treasure, whence we used to Import much; the
like may be said of other Ports this Company formerly
traded to.
Then for Swedeland, the Natives have lately set up a
Manufacture there of their Coarse Woo]Is, as well as
Denmark, Liefland and Norway, are very much supplied
by the Dutch, imposing greater Prices and Customs
upon us for what they vend, and insisting to have
Treasure of us_ where before they bartered for Commodity.
To which I may add, That our late great Muscovy
Trade is in a manner lost; the same Mr. Coke takes
notice that the Dutch send 1500 Sail of Ships into the
_ound in a year, and 40 to Muscovy, we do not send
above seven into the Sound in a year, of which two are
laden with woollen Manufactures, the other five with
Ballast, (and are therefore to buy their foreign lading)
and to Muscovy we hardly send two in three years ;
during the late War we have sent somewhat more.
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We had also the sole trading for woollen
Cloathing into France, of which we vended
there to the value of 600000/. yearly ; but the
French having for these later years set up this
Manufacture
at home, do now supply themselves ; and as their own hath increased, so
have they laid greater Impositions upon ours,
till in (67) the French King set an intolerable
Tax of about 50 per Cent. on all our Cloathing
imported into France, by which our Cloathingtrade to France became in a manner impractieable, nor have the French any occasion to
open this Trade to us again .......
000000
We had also the sole Cloathing-Trade into
Turkey, Spain and its Dominion ; and it must
be confessed, that we have supported
our
Turkey-Trade
better than any other, much
occasioned by our importation of raw Silk
from those parts, for which we used to barter :
but of late years the Dutch are great Competitors with us in the Turkey-Trade, (though
the English may have had the advantage whilst
the Dutch have been engaged in the late
War ;) the French have been long nibling at
this Trade, and both the French and Dutch
largely share with us in the Spanish-Trade..
000000
But what is yet more grievous, we import much
Fine Cloath from the Dutch yearly, and till of late
great quantifies of Stuffs and Druggets from the French,
which French Importation
(only) amounted to the
value of 150000/. per Annum, as Mr. Fortrey in his
Book of Trade reports ; how much of these, or other
French Goods may be imported for the future, may be
guessed from what I shall say in the last Section concerning the late Prohibition of French Goods; in the
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mean time it may be observed, how far our late Monopoly
of the Woollen Manufacture is vanished.
We had also the sole Trade for Woollen
Manufactures
to the Kingdom of Portugal,
which Trade hath been decaying several years,
because of the Competition of the French and
Dutch, but of late hath been worse than ever;
by reason that the Government of Portugal
since the year 1660 hath prohibited the wearing
of English Cloath; having set up this Manufacture of their own Woo]Is; we still drive a
Trade thither for Stuffs, in which the French
and Dutch, as before, are great sharers, and
of late the Portuguese have been attempting
at these Manufactures, having gotten over
some of our English Manufacturers.
We had also the sole Trade into Italy, in
which the French and Dutch are also sharers,
besides the Venctians, who Manufacture and
vend much Cloath in those parts.
8tat. 18, & _o So till of later years the English had the
Car. 9.
sole Trade to Ireland for Woollen Cloathing
of all sorts, but since the late Irish Acts, the
Irish have set up a considerable Woollen
Manufacture
of their own, for Frize and
Stuffs, and now make good Cloath; or ff
they want, are in a great measure furnished
from the Dutch or French, with whom they
now Commerce;
these Irish Manufacturers
increase very much ..........
Besides which, by the late competition of
Foreigners in the Trade of Woollen Manufacture, our Cloaths have gradually and gene-.
rally sunk in the foreign Market from their
former price and value being (according to
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the best estimate I can meet with) sold for
near a third less than they were sold for
within 30, or 40 years last past, taking the
Bales made in one Country with another; some
say at less than a third ; ff at less by a fourth
or fifth than before, this odds alone seems
sufficient to turn the Ballance of our Trade ;
since our whole Woollen Manufacture lately
exported hath been generally agreed to yield
near two Millions per ann. Whatever it were,
our gain in this our principal
Commodity
must be sunk in proportion,
to which must
be added what we fail of the former quantity.
000000
All which by a necessary sympathy is verified in the
present condition of our English Towns and Clothiers ;
of which we may take one obvious instance in the
Town of Reading ; where the late number of Clothiers
being about 160, are reduced to about 12, and the
Poor so increased that they cost the Town about 10001.
per Annum; perhaps in some Towns where Provisions
are cheaper, the Clothiers may bear up somewhat
better; but he that will examine into any other of our
Cloathing Towns, will find the Trade decayed in some
greater or lesser degree, and will hear the Complaints
of these Clothiers, who continue in the Manufacture.
I may add, that our exported W'ooll is s,mk
to about a third of its late price .....
000000
And whereas before the said Irish Acts,
Foreign Ships did use to victual themselves
out of the plenties of England, the Irish being
since forced to fat their own Cattle at home,
and by the cheapness of their Lands being
enabled to sell cheaper than the English,
Foreigners do now victual their Ships out of
the new stores of Ireland, and cheaper than
we eanin JFmg/a_; bywhich we are beat out
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of the Trade of Foreign Victualing: nay, what
is yet harder upon us, the very English Ships
do now ordinarily victual from Ireland: this
Trade of Victualling/is also much prejudiced
by our late Act of Navigation, which does
exclude much Foreign Shipping from our
Ports ; and of what yearly loss this must be
to the English Nation, and more particularly
to the English Landholders,
I submit to
Judgement ............
Also the English, before the said Irish Acts,
Exported vast quantities of Butter to France,
Spain, Portugal, Flanders, Italy, and into
Ireland itself, and Cheese also; but the Irish
by the Stop of Importation
of lean Cattle,
being put to make another Rent of their Land,
have set themselves to the making of Butter
and Cheese, and do not only snpply themselves, but by the cheapness of their Lands do
under-sell us to these Foreigners, and have
therefore in a manner beaten us out of this
Trade; and how much this must affect the
Dairies and Rents of England, and what the
yearly loss to England may amount to, I also
submit to Judgment .........
So before the said Irish Acts, England did
furnish Ireland with Hats, Stockings, Dying
Stuffs, Hides, Fruit, Sugars, Tobaccoes, Silks
of all sorts, Gold, Silver, and Silk Lace, and
Ribbons of all sorts. And before the Act of
15 Car. 2. cap. 7. Intituled, Trade Incouraged
(by which the Importation
of Scotch Cattle
was stopt) England did furnish Scotland with
wrought Wire of all sorts, Haberdashers Ware_
as Hats, Ribbons, Gloves, Buttons, Bandstrings
of all sorts, Upholsterers Ware, as Hangings,
122
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Stools, Chairs, &c. all sorts of Cutlers Ware,
as Knives, Scissers, Sickles, Scithes, all sorts
of Slop-sellers Ware, as Stockings, Caps, course
Shifts, and Frocks : By all which, the English
_Ianufacturers
anal Nation made considerable
Gain.
But the Commerce between England and
Ireland, and England and Scotland, being stopt
by reason of the said Acts, the Irish and Scotch
do otherwise _upply themselves with these
Manufactures, partly by the like Manufactures
set up at home, partly by such other Foreigners with whom they now Trade : And the Scots
upon occasion of the said Act of 15 Car. 2.
imposed a Tax of 90 per Cent. on all English
Commodities Imported into Scotland..
(DO(DO
It is a hard matter to put a just Estimate on these
yearly Losses; for the present I shall leave it to be
computed by our Melancholick English Tradesmen.
By means of the same Irish Acts, we have
also lost the Exportation of English Hops and
Beer from the Eastern, Southern, and Western
Parts of England into Ireland ......
000000
And whereas before the said Irish Acts, England was the Storehouse of Ireland, and did
furnish the Irish with Foreign imported Wares
of all sorts, and our Irish Trade did maintain
above 100 Sail of our Ships sailing between,
besides what were employed outwards with
Commodities of the growths of Ireland; since
the said Acts, the Irish are supplied by the
Dutch, or other Foreign Stores and Navigation,
and are much increased in Shipping of their
own ...............
000000
And as ff the mischief of these Acts would
never have an end, it may be fttrther observed,
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they were the occasion of Increase of Sheep,
and thereby of a vast increase of Wool in
Ireland,
by which the French and Dutch
Woollen Manufactures
are now more plentifully supported, and rather cheaper than the
English .............
000000
And now the Irish, for the former Reasons,
also furnish ourForelgn Plantations, with very
much of their Butter, Cheese, Clothes, and
other necessaries of the growth and product
of Ireland : Considering which, and that those
of New England of late furnish the rest with
Flower, Bisket, Salt, Flesh, Fish, &e. (all which
were formerly Exported from hence) we may
expect our Plantation-Trade
for Sugar, To.
bacco, &c. must ere long be wholly driven
with Exported Money, or with foreign Goods
bought with Exported Money, since by this
means, by the insufficiency of our own homeManufactures, and the growing Imxury of our
Planters, we are forced to send vast quantities
thither already, particularly, foreign Linnens
of all sorts, Paper, Silks, and 14Z_nesof all
sorts, Brandies, and other things mentioned
in the next Section, besides great quantities
of T47inessent i_om the Madera's, paid by Bills
of F,xehange drawn on our Merchants in/A_bon. The consequence of the Whole is, that
the loss of the Irish Trade, and the consequences thereof, have much assisted in the
Impoverishment
of the English, (who bear
almost all the Charge of the Government) and
will eat upon us more and more daily; and
on the other side the Irish, who lately dealt
so cruelly by us, and are a Conquered People,
are made far richer on a suddain, and that the
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Irish Lands do much rise in Rent, whilest the
English sink ............
000000
Having given this Accompt of our direct and Consequential Losses by the Irish Acts, I expect to be
Answered by some, That howsoever these Acts may
have prejudiced
us for the time past, they are now
expired, and that by Consequence we shall now be let
into all the advantages we had before *_heActs made.
This I shall examine before I go further, and with that
Impartiality as I think becomes an Englizhman, without
being byassed by the Situation of my Lands : which if
any man does, this Consequence must appear mistaken.
For first, The Manufacturers
set up in Ireland, will
still Continue to the same prejudice of ours ; and 'tis
highly probable (ff not certain) that they will Improve,
by the cheapness of their Provision and Wages.
Secondly, Having now long used to fatt their Cattle
(with which they do not only continually ¥ictual
all
sorts of Ships, but Forreign T3wns, Armms and Nations, particularly the French, and those of the United
Provinces, besides the Return they make by the Yent
of their Hides and Tallowes) it is not to be Imagined
that they will be so mad as to give up this far more
profitable Trade.
Thirdly, They will breed, manufacture, and Export
as much Wooll, Butter, Cheese, &c. as before.
Fourthly, These Exportations obliging them to Commerce with the French and Dutch, as before, it must be
expected that they will generally still buy such Commodities as they want of the Dutch and French ; and
much the rather, because the Dutch and French, for
Reasons before mentioned, can and will afford them
much cheaper than the English.
What Advantages shall we then have by the expiring
of the Irish Acts ? 'tis confessed, that their Territory
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being large_ most Fruitful, and now plentifully stored
with Cattle, they may carry on their other Trades, and
yet furnish us with abundant Stores of Cattle for our
Money ; which they already do, sending many of their
Cattle near or altogether fatt:
supposing them lean,
yet will not this Nation get 3d. a year by it, but will be
a yearly loser.
For the meer Importing of Irish Cattle, did never
advantage this :Nation otherwise, than as it secured the
Irish in that base way of Trade, and from turning their
National Industry into a Competition with the English
in other Trades; during which time, what Money they
received for their Cattle, they generally laid out in
London, or elsewhere in England, for the Commodities
I mentioned before, and others, by which Ireland was
stored ; :But now I do not see how it can be avoided,
but that they will carry out all or the greatest part of
the :Money they receive, in Specie, which may probably
be little less than 100000l. per Annum, I conceive much more than double that Sum, Considerlng what Victuals and other Commodities
we freight from thence in our Voyages Yearly;
000000
so that the Importing of these Cattle will not
only greatly sink the Welch and Northern
Rents, but all other Rents in a little time ;
which must demonstrate th.e further necessity of Easing
and regulating our Trade equal to the Dutch or French,
who will otherwise thrust us out of this Trade and all
other, and will give a greater Vent to the Irish Commodities daily.
In the mean time we may observe,
that we ought not to be governed by such narrow
Principles as the Situation of our English Lauds, but
by the National Interest.
Lastly, I shall add, That
should we suppose a Compleat restitution of our losses
in and by the Irish Trade, Yet Considering our other
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defalcations in Trade, and our present Poverty, it would
not restore the Ballance of oar Trade, or not to any
such degree, as to secure the Nation.
Our Fishing Trade hath decayed continually
of later years ; we formerly supplied France,
Spain, Muscovy, Portugal, and Italy, with great
quantities of White Herring, Ling, and Codfish, which Trade is now lost to the Dutch,

Mr. _mith
cited before,
reasonably
computes
other Nations
gain,
lOO00000/.
per annum by
this Fishing
Trade only,
whereof the
JDutchabove
5000000/.
Mr. Mun in
63. saith, It
was found
Chat
all our
Exported
Fish,
of all
sorts,amounted to but
140000/.Tvr
a_num_

_French, 8_c. We have only the Trade of Red
Herrings, which we retain; because, before
the Dutch can bring their Herrings upon their
own coasts, they grow too stale to be cured
for Red Herrings : and what a miserable thing
is it for our poor starving Natives to see the
Dutch, and other Foreigners draw such Inestimable Treasures out of our own Seas, and
at our Doors ? This Fishing Trade (bringing
in no Custom) was insensibly lost in the pursuit of oar Plantation-Trade,
on which great
Customs are Imposed .........
So is our Iseland Fishing very much decayed,
where we have not a fourth part of the Trade
we had twenty or thirty years since; the like
may be said of oar Newfound-Land
Fishing ;
and our Groenland Fishing, where we had the
sole Trade, is quite lost : the Dutch had far
beateu us out of these Trades, but the French
of later years have struck into a good share of
the Whole, beating out the English more and
more ; And by the loss of our Fishing Trade,
our National Gain must not only be vastly
sunk, but our Sea Coasts are generally impoverished to a lamentable and almost incredible degree, and our Nation is deprived
of this great and necessary Nursery of Seamen.
Our Foreign Trade for Woven Silk-Stock127
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ings, and Knit Woollen Stockings, is much decayed, by reason that these Manufactures are
set up in divers foreign Countries, which
(though perhaps they are not, nor for Woollen
Stockings can ever be so good as ours) yet
they greatly hinder our Foreign Vent; and
our late great Trade and Exportation of English Hats to Spain, is in a manner lost, being
now mostly supplied by the French.
000000
Our Exportations to the Canary Islands are '
vastly sunk in quantity and value, from what
they formerly and lately were ; of which I shall
speak more particularly in the next Section..
000000
Amongst many other Excellent Materials,
we have in En#land great store of Tyn and
Lead, capable of rich and mighty Manufactares in mixture, and otherwise, as appears by
our Imported Tynned Plates from Germany,
which are computed to cost England near
IO0000L per Annum ; and then what does that
Manufacture
bring into Germany from other
Countreys ? This Art the English were never
taught, but have had a Manufacture of Pewter,
made of our Tyn and Lead, of which we made
and exported far greater quantities to Spain,
than of late Years we have done, since the
Dutch and others came to share with us in
that Trade, so did we export more of it into
France and Holland, in which Countreys 'tis
now prohibited.
We now Manufacture
very
little of our Tyn and Lead, but export these
materials to be Manufactured in other Nations,
to whom we are little better than the Miners;
and though some Forreigners have lately
taught us to make better Pewter than before,
yet the bulk and exportation of it is much less.
128
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Our exported Tyn is sunk more than half its
former forreign Price, and our exported Pewter
above a third, as is also our exported Lead.
000000
Perhaps more instances might be given of decayes in
our Exportations of late Years, though it may be considered that we never had many Exportable Manufactures of very great bulk and value, nor in truth any but
that of our Wooll ; so that ff we so much fail of our
former gain in this Commodity, it must strike deep on
our former Ballance; But much more if we also fail in
so many other Exportations and Beneficial Trades.
And after these losses in our Exporting Trade, a
further Estimate ought to be made of the decay in our
Trade from Port to Port ; for though the English never
wer_e, nor since the Dutch began to trade could be,
considerably Masters of this kind of Trade ; Yet may it
be presumed, that whilst we kept the Monopoly of Cloth,
our Merchants by the Barter and Vent of this Commodity had then more advantagious
Opportunities of
Buying and Selling Forreign Goods in Forreign Ports;
and the rather, because it not only gave the English
an extraordinary
Reputation, but a real preference in
those Parts they then principally Traded to ; besides,
the former Privileges the English long enjoyed in Mus.
covy, enabled them to so much of this kind of Trade as
related to that Empire, which advantage we have lost by
the resumption of those Priviledges, whereof I shall say
more.
But perhaps I may be told, That all our before mentioned Defalcations in the beneficial parts of our Trade,
have been made good by the Accession of the Plantatlo_
Trade in the Reign of King James, (being within the
Compass of the 76 Years mentioned in the Aecompt
from the Mint) and by the Increase of it since; and I
the rather expect this Objection, because this Trade
remaining inclosed to the Subjects of the Crown of
129
England,
_,S
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England, who for Want of other Trade are thrust into
it, it makes a great noise amongst us ; I shall therefore
speak more particularly to it, than yet I have, that I
may leave no Holes for Starters.
It may be Alledged, and must be Confessed, That
this Trade hath imployed a good number of Ships, and
hath brought in great Customs ; but nothing of this is
to the present question, being only, Whether it hath
advantaged the Nation in its Annual gain of Treasure ;
which I conceive this Trade hath not, if ballaneed with
the losses the Nation hath received by it.
All the Gain England can or ever could receive by
this Trade, must be in the Return and Result of those
Commodities
we import from the Plantations,
(viz.
Sugars, Tobaccoes, Dying Stuffs, 8_c.) in Exchange for
so much of our Butter, Cheese, Beer, Woollen Cloaths,
Hats, Shoes, Iron-work, and other home-Commodities
as we Export thither.
Now that the Labours of the same People in Fishing
or Manufactures
at home did, and would have produced
a greater Profit to the Nation than these PlantationCommodities, I think no man, considering what hath
been said before, can so much as make a question.
In
fact our Fishing for White Herring and Cod was deserted for this Trade, and the Continual transplanting
of multitudes of our Manufactures
and other people,
hath inevitably more and more sunk and disabled us in
all Manufactures and home-Employments.
Then for the supposed advantage we have in the
Vent of our home-Commodities
to the Plantations, 'tis
plain they are but our own People; and it must be
undeniable, that had the same People stayed in England_
they would have taken off a far greater Quantity ; for
whereas we now furnish them with some small part of
their Victuals, we should then have supplyed them with
All, v/z. with Bread, Flesh, Fish, Roots, &c. which now
180
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we do not ; and they would have taken off far more of
our Butter, Cheese, Cloathing, Drink, and other home
Commodities, when they had them at hand, and had
been put to no other shifts.
But our infelicity is yet greater ; for our PlantationTrade (though at the best far less valuable to the
Nation than the same People and their Labours at
home) is yet grown much worse than it was 20 or 30
Years since, and must grow worse and worse Con-

tinnally.
This must notoriously appear by what hath been said See before.
in this Section, when by means of the late Irish Acts,
and for other Reasons there mentioned, we are forced
to Export unto, and furnish these our Plantations with
so much less quantities of our own, and so much greater
quantities of Forreign Goods than formerly and lately
we did.
Besides which, by a further Improvidence we have
lost other advantages in this Trade : Our Re-exporters
being to receive back half the Customs (which in this
Trade are very mighty) it hath followed, that the Dutch
coming to be furnished with our Sugars and Dying Stuffs
much cheaper than the English, (as being charged not
with half the Customs) have been by that means able
to set up and beat us out of the Forreign Trade of baked
Sugars, of which they bake and vend above 20 times
the quantity the English do; so do they now use far
the greatest part of our Dying Stuffs, gaining near as
much, if not more, by these Manufactures than the raw
materials yield the :English.
Then, if this Trade did originally subvert or
weaken several better Trades, and besides is
now less valaable than it was, instead of an
Improvement, it ought to be reckoned amongst
the defalcations in our present Trade..
000000
And though it he not so direct to the present ques131
tion
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tion, I shall adde, That we have little reason to boast
of our Navigation in this Trade, when it was the occasion of the loss of a more certain and beneficial Nursery
of Seamen and Shipping in our Fishery, when at the
same time the Strength and Business of the Nation
have been so much contracted by the loss of our People,
when our Planters of New England having gotten a
Considerable Navigation of their own, do Trade from
Port to Port in America, and have in a manner beaten
us out of that kind of Imployment in those Parts; and
when the Irish Shipping, together with the growing
Plenties of Ireland and New England, threaten the like
in the Trade of Exportation and Importation.
To all
which may be added, what we ought to expect in case
the Dutch may retain and Cultivate Surinam as far as
'tis capable, since it will produce as good Sugars and
Tobaccoes as any part of America, and as much as will
serve the greatest part of the World, if not all.
Nay, these Plantations may be Considered as the
true Grounds and Causes of all our present Mischiefs;
for, had our Fishers been put on no other Employment,
had those Millions of People which we have lost or been
prevented of by the Plantations continued in England,
the Government would long since have been under a
necessity of Easing and regulating
our Trade;
the
common Wants and Cryes of our People would infallibly
have obliged it; but much of the Industry of the
Nation being turned this way, and the Plantations
affording room and hopes for Men of necessitous and
uneasie Conditions, and our Lawcs mentioned in the
Seventh Section, posting them away, they have deserted
the Nation Continually, and left us intricated
and
fettered in private Interests and destructive Constitutions of Trade.
And thus, whilest we have been projecting the Increase of Custom_, we have fed our selves
with the Shadows of Trade, and suffered other Nations
1S2
to
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to run away with the Substance.
I am assured, that
the English at Jamaica are now near, if not fully treble
what they were when Sir Thomas Muddiford
was
Governour there, and then they were at least 20000 ;
whence some Conjecture may be made at the rest.
SECT.

XII.

Instances in late Increases and Excesses of our Forreign
Importations, and therein of the Decay of some other
of our own Manufactures
which supplyed our Home
Uses, viz. in Linnens of all sorts, more dear fine
Linnens used; incidently of the late and present
Huswifery
of English Women: In Ticking, in Imported Woollen Manufactures from Holland, France,
and Ireland;
In Cordage, Cables, Sayls and SeaNets ; in Iron_ in Brandy, in Wines of all sorts,
these risen in price; the particular odds in our former and present Canary-Trade;
in Coffee, in Earthen
Ware, Pitch, Tarre, Hemp, Flax, and Forreon Timber
bought dearer, and far more Timber Imported:
In
Imported Silks of all sorts; in Laces, and many
other things, and thereupon our late French Overballance Considered.
To which Added, our late losses
by the French Capers, and Money Exported to France
by our Travellers, _c. The National Overballance
inferred, this cleared by a Deduction of our Trade,
with Relation to the Dutch and French, and therein
of their gradual Increase, and our Decay in Trade;
14thence the Growth of the French and Dutch Revenues and Strengths observed; a farther Calculation
of our late and present Overballance ; incidently of
some further Advantages in Trade Forreigners have
upon us.
N itorder
to take in
a right
MeasureSection,
of the Overballance,
is observed
the Eighth
That ff the
183
benefi_'ial
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beneficial part of our Trade become worse, and
Consumptive Importations
increase, it will sooner
duce an Overballance,
and will cut deepest on
National Stock of Treasure.
Now it will much evidence the Increase of our

the
inthe
Im-

portations, if any of our own Manufactures which are of
necessary Use at home, are lost, or impaired in any
Considerable degree of later Years, because, the People
must be then supplyed by the like Forreign Goods, to
a greater degree than before.
I shall first instance in Linnen, lately a Considerable Manufacture
in Cheshire, Lancashire, and the
Parts adjacent; it was also the Huswifery of our English Ladies, Gentlewomen and other Women ; which
general Employment of our Women, (although most
designed for the private Uses of Families) did keep very
many Thousands of Linnen Looms at work in England, and did supply the greatest part of our National
occasion for Houshold and Coarse Linnens of all sorts.
But all this Manu _acture of L/nnen in Cheshire, Lancashire, and elsewhere, is now in a manner expired;
and the Huswifely Women of England now employ
themselves in making an ill sort of Lace, which serves
no National or Natural Necessity;
most of the rest
spend their times much worse, or arc idle, bringing a
Scandal on themselves and their Families;
so that
there is hadly a working Linnen Loom left in a
County: which Idleness
and Unprofitable living of
our Women, gives the JDutch a farther great Advantage
upon us, whose Vfomen are mainly serviceable in
Trade.
And hence hath followed a great Increase
of FolTeign Imported Linne_ from Holland
and Germany, Dantzick, &c. much of which
since the Decay of our Cloth-Trade into those
Parts, we buy for Money, Bullion, or by Bills
134
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of Exchange, besides a prodigious Increase of
Imported JLinnens from France, which of later
Years hath been estimated to cost the :Nation
at least 500000l. per Annum, which must now
be supplyed from other Forrelgn Parts, and
dearer, if our new Prohibition be observed.
It hath also occasioned a f_r greater HomeConsumption of Indian Calllcoes, 8_c. bought
with Money; and the rather, because the English of all sorts use more Linnen than ever, in
their Apparel, Beds, Curtains, Hangings, &c. 000000
This Importation of Linnen is also become
far more chargeable, by the more general
Use of Dear Fine Hollands, and other fine
Forrelgn Linnens of great Value ; which till
of later Years were only worn by some People of Quality, and by them very sparingly
000000
Thus also is our Manufacture
of Ticking in
Devonshire and Somersetshire much impaired,
and much more Forreign Ticking Imported :
Such is our Importation of Linnen, that at
this day an English Linnen-Draper
who deals
for 80000l. per Annum in Linnen, doth hardly
sell 2001. per Annum English of all sorts .
000000
Suppose all the People in England one with another
bestow 51. a piece more in Forreign Linnen Yearly,
than they used to do; what a Vast Summe must this
amount to ? And this being of so Universal Use, how
soon may the Increase of this Importation
alone turn
the Ballance of the English Trade?
There is hardly
any Nation in Europe but hath a Manufacture
of
Linnen, at least for Home-Uses, except England; from
Scotland we have much, and in Ireland it is a growing
Manufacture much encouraged.
To this may be added the New Importation
of Woollen Manufactures,
viz. Cloths, Stuffs,
135
and
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and Druggets from Holland and France, of a
great yearly value, mentioned in the Eleventh
Section, but proper to be remembered here
000000
And it ought not to be forgotten, that no
sooner had the Irish learned to make Frize,
but presently Irish Frize became a great fashion in England
.........
000000
Our Manufactures
of Cordage for Ships,
Cables, and Sea-Nets, are also much decayed
from what they were, much occasioned by the
late dearness of Imported Hemp and Flax, as
hath been intimated before, and we are therefore forced to import much more of these
Commodities from the Dutch and French; the
Act of Navigation not Prohibiting the Manufacture ; which is worthy to be observed
000000
There hath been a great Increase of imported Iron from Swedeland, Flanders, and
Spain ; by this means many Iron-Works
are
lald down already in Kent, Sussex, and Surrey,
and elsewhere; and the rest must suddainly
follow (if the Importation
continue,) which
will bring at least 50000 Families in England
on the Parish-Charge,
and must sink the
price of all the Woods now employed for IronWorks to little or nothing.
Imported Wire
hath already beat out our home Manufacture
of Wire
............
000000
Our English Distillations of Strong l/gater8
of all sorts, did formerly serve the National
Uses, but of late years, our people at home,
and Mariners abroad, have been supplied with
Imported Brandy from France and Germany,
which being hardly known in England within
less than 20 years, hath of late cost the Nation above 100000/. per Annum .....
136
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So hath the Importation of all sorts of Foreign Wines, vastly increased of later years,
especially out of France. We have also bought
French Wines dearer than formerly, and have
bought them with our Money, Bullion, or by
Bills of Exchange; but formerly with our Exported Commodity
.........
Besides which, we have vast quantities of
Imported Spanish Wines, which till of later
years, we also Purchased with our extorted
Commodities, at the rate of 10l. per Pipe, but
now at about 20l. Ter Pipe, and mostly with
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Money, Bullion, or Bills of Exchange; so that
'tis Computed that of later years it hath cost
England near 2000001. per Annum, in Imported Spanish _Tne, over and above the
value of our Commodities Exported to the
Canaries
............
000000
So, even before the stop of French Wines,
we had very much more Portugal and Rhenish
/¥ines Imported and consumed at home than
ever; besides Italian, Greek, and Smyrna
Wines; ff the Importation
of French Wines
continue prohibited, we must expect as much
more of these and Spanish Wines as will
answer "our present General Debauchery :
many of these Wines were hardly known in
England of late years, and the rest far more
sparingly drunk; but our Imported Wines do
now in the Whole cost the Nation the greater
part of a Million per Annum ......
000000
Thus do we swallow and piss out inestimable Treasures, and contemn our own excellent and more
wholsom Drinks, which might be improved to a much
greater Perfection, both for our Use at home, and
Trade abroad; and whilst every one is an Ambitious
137
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Pretender to a Critical Palate in Wine, and is ready to
impeach the Guilty Drawers for Mixtures, Molossus,
and Arsenick, we are contented to let our Brewers
abuse our own Liquors as they please.
And as ff the English could affect every
thing because it is Foreign, we have also a
new chargeable Importation
of Coffee, which
of all others seems to be most useless, since
it serves neither for Nourishment
nor Debauchery
............
We have also had a vast Increase

000000
of im-

ported earthen Ware from Holland, most of it
made of our own Earth and Lead
....
To these ought to be added such other Importations, as are now bought much dearer
than formerly, spoken of before, but fit to be
remembered
here: Such are Pitch,
Tar,
Hemp, Flax, and Timber from Norway and
I_efland,
being also mostly bought
with
Money, since the decay of our Cloth-Trade
into those Parts; and of these the yearly quantity of imported Timber of all sorts is vastly increased of later years, by reason of the Decay
of our English Timber; so that we are overballanced in our Trade for these Commodities
several 100000l. per _4nnum ......
Nay our so much boasted Turkey Trade is
so far infected by the general Disease, that we
now yearly Export almost as much Treasure
to Turkey, as the value of our Cloth Exported
thither amounts to. Of late years we Exported little or no Treasure thither; Nay, I
have heard that formerly we imported Treasure thence.
In Exchange for the Treasure
and Cloth now Exported, the principal Commodity we Import is raw Silk, this serves our
138
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at

home, except Silk-Stockings,
for which our
chief remaining Foreign Markets are Cales
and Hamburgh.
This Cloth-Trade depending
on the vent of Imported
Silk at home, is
already considerably checked by the continual
Increase of Imported raw Silk from the East
Indies, where our Indian Company buy it with
ExTorted Treasure ; this year they have Imported more than ever. This last Sale they
exposed to be sold no less than 563 Bales of
Raw Silk ............
000000
The JEngl_h formerly wore or used little
Silk in City or Countrey, only Persons of
Quality pretended
to it; but as our National Gaudery hath increased, it grew more
and more into Mode ; and is now become the
Common Wear, nay the ordinary Material
for Bedding, Hanging
of Kooms, Carpets,
Lining of Coaches, and other things : and our
Women, who generally govern in this Case,
must have Foreign Silks ; for these have got
the Name, and in truth are most curious, and
perhaps better wrought, as being most encouraged.
Of the same humour are their
Gallants, and such as they can influence;
and most others.
Our ordinary People, especiaUy the Female, will be in Silk more or
less, if they can; though never so plain,
stained or tattered: Whence hath followed a
vastly greater Importation, and home-Consumption Of the dear Silk-Manufactures
from
Venice, Florence, Genoa, France, and Persia,
and of late from Holland; where they have
improved their Silk Manufacture to a considerable bulk and perfection.
This our Affec139

tation
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tation and Use of foreign Silks having apparently much increased, within about Twenty
or Thirty years past, must produce a great
Odds in the Ballance, and besides hath much
contracted the home-vent of our WoollenStuffs and Cloths, and Beggered our own SilkWeavers. And it may be here taken notice of,
as one of the mischievous Consequences of
our present Importing Trade, That our Merchants to preserve their only home-]_arket,
must bring in such curious and serviceable
Foreign Manufactures
as will beat out our
own. This Importing Trade agrees well with
our Shop-keepers, who can get more by Foreign Commodities, (of which, few or none
know the Prices but themselves,
and the
Merchants)
...........
000000
We have also of late a very chargeable Importation of Laces from Venice and Genoa,
but most of later years from France, all which
are commonly called Points de Venice, amounting to a vast Sum yearly
.......
000000
Of All others our late Overballance in the French
Trade, hath been most Prodigious;
and such have
been the Arts to attain it, that it would re'quire a particulax Treatise by it self: But it will be necessary to
what I have undertaken,
to give some brief Accompt
of it, and in what it did consist ; and the rather, that
something of the Variety of the French Exportable
Manufactures
and other Goods may Appear.
I shall
In Anna (63) begin with what Mr. Fortrey reports in his Book twice
and (7a).
Printed, and Dedicated to his now Majesty, and.therefore I presume of good Authority.
He tells us, That upon a Jealousie the French King
had conceived of the Ballance of the English Trade,
there was an Estimate thereof given in to the French
140
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King; whereby it appeared, that there was yearly
Exported of French Goods by the English, to the value
of 25oo0o0l. viz.
1. In Velvets plain and wrought, Sattins plain and
wrought, Cloth of Gold and Silver, Armosynes and
other Merchandizes of Silk which are made at L/ons,
of a great value.
2. In Silk-Stuffs,
Taffetles, Poudesoys, Armosyns,
Clothes of Gold and Silver, Tabbies plain and wrought,
Silk Ribbands and other such like Silk-Stuffs as are
made at Tours.
3. In Silk Ribbands, Galloons, Laces, and Buttons
of Silk, which are made at Paris, Rouen, Chaimant,
S. Eslieres in Forests.
4. A great quantity of Serges, which are made at
Chalons, Chartres, _Estammes, and Rhemes ; and great
quantities of Serges made at Amiens, Crevecoeur, Blicourt, and other Towns in Picardy.
5. In Bever, Demicaster, and Felt-Hats,
made in
the City and Suburbs of Paris, besides many others
made at Rouen, Lyons, and other places.
6. In Feathers, Belts, Girdles, Hatbands, Fans,
Hoods, Masks, gilt and wrought Looking-Glasses, Cabinets, Watches, Pictures, Cases, Medals, Tablets, Bracelets, and other such like Ware.
7. In Pins, Needles,
Box-Combs,
TortoiseshellCombs, and such like.
8. In Perfumed and Trimmed Gloves, that are
made at Paris, Rouen, Clendosme, Clermont, and other
places.
9. In Papers of all sorts which are made at Auvergne,
Poictou_ I, imo_n, Champaigne_ and Normandy.
10. In all sorts of Ironmongers Wares that are
made in Forrests, Auvergne, and other places.
11. In Linnen Cloth that is made in Brittany, and
Normandy, as well Course as Fine.
141
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19. In Houshold-stuff, consisting of Beds, Mattresses, Coverlids,
Hangings, Fringes of Silk, and
other Furniture.
13. In Wines from Gascoigne, Mantois, and other
places on the River of Loyer, and also from Burdeaux,
Rochel, Nante, Rouen, and other places.
14. In Aqua-vitm, Cyder, Vinegar, Verjuise, anti
such like.
15. In Saffron, Castle-Soap,
Honey, Almonds,
Olives, Capers, Prunes, and such like.
16. Besides 5 or 600 Vessels of Salt loaden at
Maron, Rochel, Borage,
Isle of t_hee.

and

the Isle of Oleron, and

But that the Commodities Imported out of England
into France, consisting chiefly of Woollen Cloathes,
Serges, Knit Stockings, Lead, Pewter, Allom, Coals,
and all else did not amount to above a Million yearly,
which left the over-ballance 1600000/.
'Tis true, that since this there was an Estimate of
the French Overba]lance taken in England by some
English Merchants, from the Entries of the Port o£
London, by which it was computed, that the French
Overballance amounted to about a Million; This was
presented by our Merchants to our Lords Commissioners upon a Treaty of Commerce with France in
(74.) (which came to no conclusion) and afterwards to
the Parliament;
which seems to impeach the Estimate
of the French OverbaUancc reported by Mr. Fortrey,
as to the Quantum.
This I need not contend, since if the French Overballanee had been no more than a Million, it was
enough to impoverish us, considering our Importations
from other Forreign Nations; But that I may not
totally desert Mr. Fortrey, I shall take notice, that
this English Computation was taken from the Entries
of the Port of London only, from whence there may
142
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not be any so Just a calculation for all the rest of our
Ports; and that the Entries do _ot comprehend any
of those French Commodities which were prohibited
by our former Laws, and are therefore Imported without Entry, which are accompted to amount to some
Hundreds of thousand pounds yearly, perhaps near to
another Million.
But on the other side, that the
French Entries must be certain as to the Exportations
from France; that Mr. Fortrey would not be willing to
falsify with His Majestle of England, nor the French
Ministers with the French King, in a matter so important.
Nor is it to be thought that our Importations from
France decreased in quantity or value since Mr. Fortrey
wrote, to the time of the Prohibition, but rather increased ; whereof our Merchants then gave an instance
in /4_nes and Brandies, from the ]_ntrics of the Port
of London, as followeth :
' From Mich. 1663 to Mich. 1664.
There was Imr ported into the Port of London 6828 Tuns of French
' Wine, and then the quantity of Brandy was so small
c and inconsiderable,
that it deserves not to be noted.
' From Mich. (67) to Mich. (69) There was imported
' into the Port of London in the said two years, 17000
' Tuns of French Wine, and of Brandy about 3000
' From Mich. (72) to Mich. (74) Was Imported into
' the Port of London 22500 Tuns of French Wine.
' From Mich. (71)to Mich. (73) Was Imported to
"London, 7315 Tuns of Brandy.
' From Mich. (73) to Mich. C74) Was Imported to
c London, as near as can be computed, 5000 Tuns of
' Brandy, and every Tun of Brandy consuming about
' 5 Tuns of Wine, makes the quantity of 25000 Tuns
' of Wine.
This I the rather take notice of here, because from
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hence it doth also appear, that the Additional Impositions on French Wines and Brandies by our Parliament
in (67) did not make the Importation
of them less
tolerable or practicable than before, and therefore were
only Impositions on the English Subject.
Nay, the French have been able to raise the Prices of
their Wines and Brandies upon us, even since (67)
as the same Merchants represented.
For,
' l_n (67) Langoon Wine in France was not above
' 43 Crowns per Tun, clear aboard.
In Anno (68) the price was
. 47 Crowns.
In Anno (69) .......
54 Crowns.
In Anno (70) .......
52 Crowns.
In Anno (71) .......
55 Crowns.
In Anno (72) .......
50 Crowns.
In Anno (73) .......
56 Crowns.
In Anno (74) .......
70 Crowns.
' And all sorts of Clarrets axe risen double the price,
since the year (67).
So said the Merchants in the year (74) and whosoever will take the pains to look into the Custom-Books,
will find a mighty Increase of Imported French Wine
and Brandy since (74) to the time of the Prohibition;
and that, for several years last past, our Importation
of French Linnen, Silks, and other Commodities, have
also continually grown upon us, whereof we have an
infallible Evidence in the continual Rising of our
Customs.
I have heard that the quantity of French Wines
Imported in 1676 made about 36000 Tuns of Wine_
and that about the years (50) (51) and (52) the quantity yearly Imported was about 3000 Tuns of Wine.
But on the other side, the French Policies have been
as industrious to suppress our English Trade, upon
which they have gradually imposed more and more
Taxes, and at last so great, that it amounts to a Pro144
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' In the year 1632, the Duty on an English Broad
, Cloth Imported into France, was 6 Zivres.
' In _lnno (44) it was raised to 9 Livres.
' In Anno (54) to 30 Livres.
c In Anno (64) to 40 IAvres, and yet did the English
, continue to Export considerable quantities of our
, Woollen Cloathes into France.
' But in Anno (67) being after Mr. Fortrey wrote, it
' was raised to 80 Livres, which is about 50 per
' Cent.

Mr. ¥ortrcy
first Printed
his Book in
(63).

' A piece of Serge in Anno (32) per 1 L/vre.
' In Anno (54) 5 JLivres.
• In (64) 6 Livres.
' In (67) 12 Livres, which also amounting to about
50 per Cent. was equal or worse than an express Prohibition; so that all our Exportations
of our homeCommodities to _France in the year 1669, amounted
but to 171021/. 6s. as it was Calculated from our own
Entries (if my Copy be true.)
It will not be a Digression to shew how Industrious
the French Polices have been to suppress our Trade to
other Nations.
It is now about five years since that our Merchants,
Mr. Mu_
observing the Dutch &, other Neighbour
Nations to of Forreign
Trade pag.
be in War, but ours in Peace; they had now golden 149. Notes,
hopes of driving a mightier Forreign Trade than ever • ' That all the
for which purpose they thought it convenient to buy ''great
Losses
we receive
many Dutch-built
Ships, and somwhat
the rather ' at Sea in
' our Shipbecause they had lost many Ships in the late War:, ping, either
But the Act of Navigation standing in their way, they _outward or
obtained His Majesties License for it.
homeward
' bound,
But thereupon, there presently came out a French ' ought to be
Edict for the seizing of all Ships bought in any Enemie's ''inthe
considered
BaN
Country,which diddiscourage
many of our Merchants'lance
;for
145
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' the one is to from buying any Ships, yet many were bought and
be Deductedescaped
safe to our Ports; these and many English
,' from
our
' ExportaShips our Merchants forthwith freighted and sent out,
, tions ; and •
' the value of m prospect of a swelling Trade, and vast Returns of
, the other
Treasure.
,t from
our
Importa' tions.

But immediately there came out swarms of French
Capers, who seized on those Dutch-built ships, though
they had all necessary Passes ; and from thence, finding the sweetness of it, they fell to taking of our
English-built
Ships, on pretence they carried Enemies Goods_ whereof they themselves would be the
Judges, and did actually seize all sorts of Englishbuilt Ships, laden meerly on the account of English
Merchants,
they took meer English Coasters; nay,
they retook many of our Ships which had been actually
discharged in France; they plunder'd our Ships, and
grievously beat and wounded our generous Seamen
(who never before dream't of any thing but the Sovereignty of the Sea) and killed many.
Then were our Ships carried into the French Ports,
and our Merchants put to prove the property of their
own Ships and Goods before French Judges, in the new
erected French Admiralties, by a long and tedious proceeding ; by which, and also in the French Court, and
by the Treachery of their own Agents_ they were put
to vast Expences.
There were about 400 Sail of our l_Ierchants Ships
seized in this manner, many of which the French
thought fit absolutely to condemn; and such as were
released were kept, some three Months, some six
Months, some twelve Monthsj and some longer, and
then were Discharged with great Damage, by Plunder
and Expence in France, besides the first Violences;
and after all, lost the intended Fruit of their Voyages_
of which, doubtless the French were very sensible:
And what is yet worse, the French Kimj making the
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utmost advantages of every thing, got Thousands of
our Seamen by extraordinary
Pay, to engage in his
Service, to which he doth still indear them by Money,
and all imaginable encouragements.
All which being done in times of Peace, could only
be intended to impoverish and disable our Merchants
Trade and Nation, notwithstanding
their pretence of
carrying Enemies Goods: this is evident as well from
the said Edict, and from the Nature of the whole
Transaction,
as by another Edict set forth by the
French King about the same time, giving Liberty of
Trade to any Nation (without exception) that would
take French Passes; for it being foreseen that the
English would not take any, because of the English
Claim to the Sovereignty of the Seas, it left other
Nations then at enmity with France, at Liberty to
take Passes, and by Consequence
to Trade;
who
accordingly did, and traded without eontroul, particularly the Dutch : So did the Swedish Ships at the same
time openly Trade to and from Holland, and other
Countries then at enmity with France; without any
Disturbance from the French Capers.
This might administer further
Considerations;
I
shall only at present accommodate it to the Matter in
question, being the Overballance of Trade; which must
needs have been the higher upon us, as our Merchants
received more Injuries and Losses of this Nature.
To this I shall add, that it is an incredible Sum of Here may be
added the
Money which our English Gentlemen and Travellers vast Sums
of all sorts spend yearly in France, to learn unprofit- and Riches
whichalready
able Apish affected French Fashions, and Modes in are, and Antheir Carriage, Talk, Cloaths, Eating and Drinking.
nuallywiU be
It is below any of these English Mounsieurs to enquire Transp.orted
-m
.
.
Dy rapists r_
into the Trade of France; This J_xpence is not near Prance, and
baUanced by the Exponce of the French Travelling other
Parts;
but princiGentry, or others in Eng/and; the French that come paUyto
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hither, being ordinarily such as come to get Estates by
vending French Manufactures, Wines and other Commodities, Dancing, Cookery, dye. and_ when they are
grown Rich, do generally Transport themselves, and
their Estates into France, and so Spirit away our
Wealth.
Many of these Losses by the French, being
not comprised in the former instances, require a further ample Valuation
....
I believe other instances may be given of
the late Increase of our Importations, our
Natioual Luxury and folly being such, that our
Merchants find a home-Vent for almost all
sorts of Forreign Goods and trifles in the Universe : These I leave to be added by the observation of others .........

000000

000000

In the mean time, considering what the utmost gain
of our Trade might be, during the 76 years mentioned
in the Accompt from the Mint, it must be evident
from what I have already said, that we have been Overballanced many 100000L tier _lnnum, of later years.
The Particulars I have mentioned in this, and the last
Section, being such as have happened, or worked more
signally and vigorously upon us during the years mentioned in the said Accompt ; which (that I may prevent
Alterations)
I shall endeavour to clear, by a brief
Deduction of our Trade during the same 76 years,
which I cannot do without some Relation to the French
and Dutch Trades; of whose Rise and Growth, and
their Consequential Increase of Strength and Power, I
shall therefore also give some Accompt.
I shall begin with that of the English :
Before the Dutch were cemented into States, the
English had far greater Advantages in Trade than any
Neighbour Nation, by the greater Plenty of our more
excellent Oak.Timber,
Victuals, Numbers of Seame_,
148
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home-Materlals of Manufacture, our great Woollen-Manufactures, our _shery, and other our valuable Commodities
mentioned before: Besides the German, Flemish, and
French Trades.
That of the Sound, and Streights, our
Adventurous
Merchants
and Mariners in Edw. the
Sixth's time Discovered the North-East
Passage by
Sea to Muscovy, which Trade was before driven by the
Merchants
of the Hans-Towns
a-cross the Baltick:
Such was our good success, that by the great Commerce our Merchants brought, and by the Embassies
and Applications of our succeeding Princes, especially
Queen Elizabeth, the Czar granted them a Free Trade
at his Port Archangel, (that is) without paying any
Impost ; which he would not grant to others : whereby
the English became possessed of the whole Trade of a
great Advantage ; besides which, our Woollen-Manufactures were not a little improved in Bulk and Value,
by means of those Flemmings or Walloons driven out
by the Duke of Alva, and entertained by Queen Elizabeth; spoken of before.
In this Condition was our Trade when the Dutch
United Provinces came to a Settlement, being about
90 Years since ; the Dutch hereupon found themselves
obliged to study all Imaginable wayes of Gain by Trade;
For the People driven into these Provinces by the
Spanish Tyranny and Persecution for Religion, were
very Numerous, the Country very narrow, and yielding
httle of the Necessaries of life, and the Long and Continual Charge of their War with Spain very great;
from which Necessity followed much Contrivance and
Industry, and thence those Arts and easie Methods of
Trade which have wrought so great Changes in most
Parts of Europe, if not throughout the world.
First there followed these Alterations in the Trade of
Europe; the Dutch fell into a mighty Trade or Employmeat of carrying and dealing from Port to Port, far
149
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beyond what was ever used in these Parts before; which
Trade they engrossed, beating out the Antwerpians,
English. and all others, Except in what related to Muscovy, (secured to the English by our Privileges there)
and what related to Spain during the Wars with that
Crown; the Portuguese, having before found out the
way by Sea to the East-Indies,
and having by that
cheaper passage beat the Venelians out of that Trade,
and planted mighty Factories and Forces in the Indies ;
the Dutch before, the Year 1600, being informed of
the Riches of that Commerce by one Cornelius Houtman a Fugitive from the Portuguese, engaged in a
Trade thither, and in the Year 1602, by the Authoity
of their Union, established their East-India Company ;
who upon their original Fund, being 600000l. Sterling,
made so great a progress in that Trade, that besides
several Considerable Dividends before made, upon a
Compute in the Year 1608, their Stock was increased
to near Three Millions Sterling : and in this great Carriere very speedily _ supplanted the Portuguese in this
Trade : their success was little less in the Fishing Trade
for White Herrings, Ling and Codfish on the Coasts of
England and Scotland, which they extended beyond
what we ever did, incroaching
daily on the English,
being enabled thereto by their more easie Methods of
Trade; and the English the more disabled by our Application to the Plantation-Trade
in the time of King
James, whereof the Wise Sir Walter Raleigh, by the
occasion of his Travels, taking notice, about 60 years
since gave a Caution of it to King James, shewing the
Reasons, and proving that the Dutch then got 1372000l.
per Annum Sterling by this Trade, by the Accompts
he took at several Ports, (and yet he mentions not
their Trade in the Streights, and but one Port in
France, viz. Roan:) notwithstanding
which the Dutch
still getting advantages upon us, had near beaten us
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out before the end of King James his Reign ; and soon
after became Compleat Masters of it.
Thus was this our Fishing-Trade,
of great and certain Profit, and of high Importance for the Support
of our Navigation aad Coasts, supplanted;
in the place
of this, we had our Plantation-Trade,
of which having
spoken so much before, I shall say no more, than that it
brought in great Customes : Yet, not forgetting, that
King James succeeding Queen Elizabeth, (who to reduce
the late portentous greatness of the Auslrian Family,
had supported the Dutch) made a Peace with Spain,
which gave the English a particular Advantage in the
Trade of Spain for a time, viz. till the Dutch made a
Peace with that Crown ; and since that hath continued
a very beneficial Market for many of our Commodities,
being there vended for ready-money:
Our Trade to
Muscovy remaining secured to us by our Privilege there,
and our Clothing Trade by our WooU, and the ignorance of other Nations in that Manufacture.
We had
a remaining Fishery at Groenland, Iseland, and Newfouudland; we continued some other Exports of lesser
Note mentioned before ; but the Woollen-Manufacture
being our chief Jewel, we kept the Monopoly of it
during the Reign of King James, and for the greatest
part of the Reign of King Charles the First, and generally raised the prices ; by all which, and for that our
Imports were less than of late they have been, the
Ballance of our Trade, during the Reigns of these
Princes, was kept up to the degree, we may Compute
it by the Accompt from the Mint, which though somewhat, was but a narrow scantling, considering how
prodigiously the French and Dutch Trades were improved and grew up by us continually; yet have we
since lost, or much Impaired all these principal Advantages in Trade, as I have already shewn.
Before I shew how these Limbs of our Trade became
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so much disabled, it will be necessary to observe what
Influence the Dutch Trade had upon the French.
All the Exportable
Commodities of any Note the
French formerly, and till this last Age pretended to,
were Corn, Wine, and Salt: whereof that of Corn was
as Considerable as any; the other two being but sparingly Exported, at least in Comparison of what have
been Vended of late Years: besides these, they had
Skins, Tallow, and Woad, and some Fruits of little
Consequence ; which whole Trade could bring in no
great matter.
But the Dutch being ravenous after Trade, and like
Bees thrusting themselves into every Creek or Corner
for Commodities to sell again, and barter away for
Profit, presently gave a fax mightier Vent to the French
Wines, with which they not only plentifully supplyed
most other Nations, but drank good store themselves,
being their principal Home-Consumption;
of Salt they
took off yet greater quantities, not only for present
Merehandize, but to use in their prodigious Fishery.
As the Vent of these grew greater, more were provided
in France; hence also did their Infant-Manufactures
of
Linnen, Silk, Paper, Brandy, and those Numbers of
others enumerated by Mr. Fortrey, and doubtless many
more, grow up to Gyants; the hungry French tasting
the sweet of the Gain, did not fail to supply this basic
People, though doubtless not without the Conduct of
an extraordinary
Wisdom ; Since 'tis apparent, that
the Dutch manner of Trading made the same Overtures
See before in to other Neighbour
Nations ; the wise Sir Walter
Section
the
Raleigh
observed
how
free and easie they had made
7th .Pag.
their Commerce
by lowering their Customes and
Duties ; they let in the French Protestants
by a Tole.
ration, and carefully Superintended
the Increase of
their Manufactures.
Thus as the French Shop came
to have more firings of Delicacy and Variety, it drew
152
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in more Customers, and the English amongst the rest;
and as a great part of Trade is driven in Fantastical
Dresses, and Toys of many sorts, the French took care
to provide an Abundance, with which they gulled the
rest of the World : Hence were their Princes at first
called Fashion-mongers;
but they did not rest there,
they soon became Portentous Tradesmen in the most
solid and valuable Commodities in the World, and
thence Lord Mayors of the Continent ; doubtless the
present French King thinks it his high Concern, and
values himself upon it, of which we have an Evidence
in his nice and early looking into his great Shop-Books
or Entries, to find out the Ballance of his Trade with
England, and by making his Shop easie in the Approach
viz. by his increasing his free Ports, (for in truth, it
would be a very strange Project of Gain, for a Tradesman to set a Toll on every man that comes in at his
Door) the same appears by an hundred other instances.
Thus have the Dutch in a blind pursuit of their particular Interests, built up a Prodigie of Power, which
(having of late propagated a great Navigation of its
own, as I shall more particularly shew) is now so swelling, and of so Serpentine a Nature, that it is ready to
devour those who first gave it life.
The yearly value of the late and present Exports from
France, may be computed by what the English only
took off, which supposing to be more moderate than
Mr. Forlrey Reports, (which yet I do not admit) viz.
but two Millions Sterling, what a vast yearly Sum must
it amount to ? Since there is great reason to think,
and I speak upon the best Authority I can meet with,
that the Dutch have taken off seven or eight times more
yearly than the English ; For besides the mighty quantities of Salt, Wine, and Brandy, which they themselves
Consume, they Export vastly more of these, and A//
other French Commodities, to other _ations ; the French
153
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Trade being indeed the principal foundation of most of
the ordinary Dutch Trade from Port to Port.
Besides the Dutch, the Hamburghers, Lubeckers,
Swedes, Danes, and most or all other Mercantile Nations in this Part of the World, do yearly Freight
themselves at the French Ports, (which must be one
reason, and perhaps as yet the principal, why the
French Language is become so Universal :) whilest the
French take very little Consumptive Commodity from
these, nor yet from the Dutch or English, but East-India
Spice, Callicoes, Syc. a Trade which the French King
hath also manifestly designed to engage in, by an Association and Contribution
of Stock in France, and his
Attempts to get footing in divers places of the EastIndies ; some time will shew what his Success may be,
or whether at a Lump, he hopes to unite the Dutch
Trade and Strengths in those Parts to himself, by an
Union of the Dutch Provinces and their Navigation to
his present Empire ; and whether then our English Factories there will be able to preserve themselves against
daily Violations, and utter Extirpation.
In the mean
time upon what hath been said, let the Reader compute,
how many Millions Sterling must already yearly enter
into France, by the Annual Vent of so Prodigious a
Store of Commodities ; it must be much the better part
of Twenty Millions.
I find it affirmed by a small Piece
lately Printed, Intituled,
An Accompt of the French
Usurpations upon England;
which seems written by a
man of good Judgment, That from the :Northern Countries only, the French Wines now bring in 25 Millions
of Florens; their Salt, 10 Millions of Florens; Brandy,
5 Millions; their Silks, Stuffs, Toyes, and Fripperies,
40 Millions of Florens more. 'What then do the French
receive from all the other Regions of the World, for
these, and other things ?
All which hath been visible in the gradual Increase
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of the French Power, from the time the Dutch Provinces
began to Trade.
It must be admitted that both before
and since the French Monarchy became Absolute (this
being a great and populous Nation) was able to bring
Considerable Armies into the Field ; but they could get
little or no ground by Arms on any of their Neighbours, or soon lost what they got: The People were
abject and recreant, and more the l_dicule, than the
terror of their Neighbours;
the English and Spanish
Treasures and Strengths were notoriously too big for
them ; the English Conquered them several times ; the
Spaniards more lately beat them out of Navarre, Naples,
and _Iillan, and by their Faction in France, drove Henry
the 3d. out of Paris, and most of his other best Cities,
and afterwards not above 80 years _ince supported the
Holy League with Arms and Money against Henry the
4th, under the Conduct of the Duke of Mayence ; both
which Princes fell by the hands of Priests ; for the
Spaniards were then the strongest side. This Superiority
of the Spanish Power made all the Kings of France
from Charles the 8th, to Lewis the 13th reclusive, glad
to seek a Support from the E_;glish ; and the more to
endear themselves, got to be Knights of the Garter
(except Francis the 2d. a King of one year, and no
more) these were, Lewis the 12th, Francis the 1st, Henry
the 2d, Charles the 9th, and the said Henry the 3d, and
the 4th; if we go higher to Lewis the llth, _ho next
preceded Charles the 8th, we may Compute his Treasure
and Grandure by a l_eckoning found m the Chamber of Heyfin's
Accompts at Paris, of 2s. for new Sleeves to his old' Geogr.236.
Doublet, and three Half-pence for liquor to grease his
Boots ; 'Tis like he was the poorer, because he and the
rest paid a kind of Tribute of 50000 Crowns per Annum
to the King of England tbr ]00 years together ; before
this, they were almost continually wasted by the English, till our Dissentions at home called our Forces away,
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leaving Charles the 7th, Predecessor of this Izw/s the
llth, to take Possession of what he pleased, except
Calais.
But soon aider the French Ports were frequented by
the Dutch Navigation, we find the State of France
He began his begin to alter; the said Henry the 4th, having reduced
Reign1589,
in the the Holy League, grew a Mighty Prince, added la
year
and Reigned Bresse, Bearne, and Basse Navarre to the Crown, and
till
Next161o.
Zew/s enjoyed a 10 years Peace, though at last Murthered.
13th, who
Lew/s the 13th. was yet more powerful; besides the
died 1642, Reduction of the Huguenots, and of above 300 Walled
and since, the
present Zew/s Towns then in their hands, he added or revested to that
the 14th.
Crown, the Dukedoms of Barre, and Lorrain, and other
acquests in Germany, Italy, the Belgick Provinces, and
other parts of the Spanish Dominions ; in which, and in
Italy, he was able at once to maintain five Royal Armies
in the Field; keeping no less than 120000 Men in Pay
and Action for many years together, besides his Garrisons; and yet is the Power of France since vastly increased, whereof every man is or has reason to be
sensible.
I shall refer the particular Consideration of
it till the last Section.
In the mean time, I shall only add what I find in
Dr. Heylin's Book of Geography, p. 238, (who being to
give an Accompt of the Revenue of that Countrey) tells
us, 'That Lewis the llth gathered one Million and an
' half of Crowns, Francis the 1st. brought them to three
' Millions ; his Successor Henry the 2d. to slx ; Charles
' the 9th. to seven; Henry the 3d. to ten; Henry the
"4th. from two to five Millions, Sterling.'
This he attributes meetly to the more Despotical Power, and
greater Tyranny of the later Princes ; and might be so
in some measure : For in the time of Charles the 7th.
whilst in War with the English, there was an Act by
the Three French Estates, that the King might raise
Money in case of Necessity ; which Power, 'tis likely,
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was not at first used so immoderately as it was after :
However we cannot think Henry the 4th could leap
from two Millions to five Millions Sterling, without a
great Importation
of Treasure, which does not grow on
the Peoples backs like Wooll ; the advance of the French
Trade and Treasure being the true Reason, we may
believe the Revenue of Lewis the 13th. was raised to
more than double this, viz. Ten Millions Sterling; and
that since it is doubled again, viz. Twenty Millions, (as
good Judges of it as I can meet with say, 'tis now above
Twenty Millions Sterling) For the Treasures of the
World being drawn into France, as into. a Gulf, must
answerably advance that King's Revenue, and diminish
the Treasures of other Nations ; which 'tis probable is
partly the Cause that the Price of most Commochties in
Europe are sunk; since according to the former Maxims,
if there be less Money in the hands of other Trading
Nations than before, they must and will buy for less.
Having thus far pursued the Growth of the French
Trade, and Power ; I shall now return to the English,
as they were invested wiLh the several Trades before
mentioned in the time of our two last Kings, viz. King
James, and King Charles the First, and shall endeavour
to shew, First, how we come to lose the Monopoly of
the Woollen Manufacture;
which was the Effect of
many Concurring
Causes; the Dutch were generally
vigilant after all Trade, and particularly this, so much
they shared with us long before, that they Dyed, Dressed,
and Yended vast quantities of our white Cloaths Exported thither, by which they made an incredible Gain.
Sir Walter Raleigh about 60 years since, in his Observations on Trade presented to King James, proves,
England in 55 years, had lost 55 Millions of pounds by
the Dutch Dyeing and Dressing our white Cloaths;
But withal, the Dutch by their vast Navigation
and
Universal Trading, gave them a greater vent than we
157
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otherwise could do, unless by an equal Regulation of
our Trade, the English had been made as Capable ;
without any tiring of that, this course was taken ; one
Sir William Kokayne, and other Merchants, hoping to
make an advantage to themselves, got a Patent for the
Dyeing and Dressing of our Cloaths, with Power to
hinder the Exportation of our white Cloaths ; wherein
we have our two usual Expedients in Trade, viz. a
Restraint to a Company, and a Prohibition ; by which
our Yent was lessened, and the Dutch the more provoked
to attempt this Manufacture
at home ; to which they
had great encouragement
by their Situation for the
Trade of Germany ; and the rather because our Hamburgh Company, who by their Patent have the sole
Trade on that Coast, for about six or seven hundred
Miles, kept but two Staples, v/z. at Hamburgh and Dort,
remote from each other, and from many of those Countries which they supplied: So as many of those who
come to our Markets, must pass and repass, through
several Principalities, with much Danger and Payments
of Tolls and Taxes ; and besides, we raised our Prices,
and set such terms on the Buyers, that others as web
as the Dutch, were much disaffected; whereupon an
Opportunity was offered: For about the year 1636.
Two hundred Famil'es of our Manufacturers
being
about to forsake Norfolk and Suffolk, and Transport
themselves to our Plantations,
by reason of the then
Persecution of Dissenters, the Dutch invited them into
Holland, where the Dutch did not only'entertain
them,
but in Leyden, Alkmaer, and other places, planted them
Rent-free,
and Excise-free, seven years.
After these
went more and more Colonies, which settled at Rotterdam, Middleburgh, and Flushing, where a fourth part of
the Inhabitants are English, oI of English Extraction :
Besides vast numbers of English dispersed elsewhere in
those Provinces.
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The Dutch having gotten the Manufacturers,
had
half done their work; they wanted nothing but Wool,
which if they might have on any tolerable Terms, their
Advantages in the way of Trade, must enable them to
out-doe us, this they Imported from Spain, England,
and Ireland, and elsewhere, falling amain upon the
Woollen Manufactures of all sorts ; so that about the
year 1640, they pretended to something of a Cloth
Trade in Germany, and soon afterwards took occasion
to supply our Eastland and -5%rthern Markets more
and more; especially with fine Cloth ; getting ground
upon us continually, they bought our Woolls dearer at
first, but have gradually sunk the Prices ; our Vigilant
Neighbours,
the French, started with them, or soon
followed their Example, as did the Flemings, the Silesians, Polanders, and some others mentioned before ;
by all which, these and other Parts of the World were
as much supplied with Coarse Cloths, Druggets, and
Stuff8 ; but the Dutch would not rest here ; Trade was
their business, and they observed, the virtue of ours
(such as we had) depended wholly on Accidents, and
particularly that of Muscovy on our Privilege ; which
therefore they found ways to evacuate, by bestowing
Money amongst the Grandees of that Court, and furnishing them with an Objection against our Merchants,
as being Londoners, and therefore (as they insinuated)
must be concerned as Actors in the horrid Murther of
His late Sacred Majesty, which it was in vain for our
Merchants to dispute, when the Judges were Fee'd on
the other side ; this powerful Metal (whereof the Dutch
are never spaa'ing on such occasions, and therein have a
farther advantage upon us) had so radicated their Interests with the Boyars, that notwithstanding all Applications in an Honourable Embassy to the Great Czar
from his now Sacred Majesty, by the Earl of Carlisle,
our Privilege could never be regained.
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Soon after this, there followed two things convenient
to be taken notice of for the prevention of misapprehensions on either side ; one was, that between the year
(50) and (60) we had an Accidental Opportunity of
increasing our Treasure with the loss of our People,
viz. by the Stocking Ireland with Inhabitants
and
Cattle, after the Reduction of the Irish Rebels, and by
furnishing it with all sorts of Goods and Necessaries,
then much consumed or spoiled by the Wars and Disorders there ; which on a sudden, brought us almost all
the Treasures of Ireland; which supposing but a Million
and an half, or but a Million, was considerable.
Another, which prevented us of as much Money as
we thus got, ff not of more, and doubtless exhausted us
of some; In the year 1654. the late Usurper Oliver
Cromwell (whose guilty fears made him Jealous of the
English, and seek a support from _France) did in Conjunction with France make a fatal War upon Spain;
which, besides the seisure of our Spanish effects, and
our vast Losses at Sea in that War, interrupted our
Trade with Spain, and gave the Dutch better footing,
but opened our French Trade ; at once weakening the
BaUanee of our Trade, and the Ballance of all Europe.
Thus it was before the year 1660.
But in regard
our Imports were then of far less quantity and value
than they were after, 'tis presumeable that our Trade
might be yet beneficial, especially considering our then
Irish Trade ; but our Importations
increasing, we find
what Mr. Mun_ a Principal English Merchant thought
of it, by what he saith in his Book of Trade, Printed in
(63.)
But, as appears by the Preface, was Written some
time before; the words are these, "The whole Trade of
"the Realm for Exportations and Importations is now

Pug. 61.
As forMr.
Jlun's propoaal to Export Money "found to be about the yearly value of four Millions
in Trade. I 'rand a half of Pounds;
It may be yet increased
have
spoken
,_
2000001.
more
by
the
Importations
and Consumption
to it before;
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"of Foreign Wares, by this means we know the King
"shall be a Gainer near 20000/. (viz. by the Customs ;)
"but the Common-wealth would lose the whole 200000/.
"and the King shall be sure in the end to have the

and besides,
he
recommends
the
l_educhon of
the Customs,

c_

and easing

of

greatest loss, if he do not prevent such unthrifty Trade, which
"courses as do impoverish his People." By which words, (if fully done)
.

_

.

-

.

_

"itmightbe

I take it as very plain, that DeIore ne wrote, our _x- then conportations and Importations
were computed to stand venieut.
even ; whmh is the more enforced by the latter words,
viz "That the Commonwealth
would lose the whole
"200000/. the People be impoverished,
"the greatest loser at last.

and the

Then if we compute our Losses since (60),
nay, or (63), viz. By the means of the Acts of
Navigation, which (though first begun by the
Rump, to the prejudice of Trade in their time)
have been since made Laws, and continued to
our greater and daily growing prejudice.
•
By all our direct and Consequential Losses
from the Irish Acts mentioned before
By the Loss or decay of our Scotch Trade .
By the Stop of our Exported Cloathing into
France .............
By the setting up of more Woollen Manufactures in Portugal, Swedeland, and the Palatinate, (to which last Countrey went some
Thousands of our Manufacturers within less
than Twenty years) and by the Increase of
these, and of the Silesian, Polvnian, Dutch,
French, and Flemmish Woollen Manufactures
ever since, by which our Vent must be answerably Contracted ...........

King

000000 To these and
all the rest,
add what
000000 losses have
aecrew'd by
000000 inclosing our
AfricanTrade
to a Company

000000 and JoyntStock,
and by
the Act of
15 Car. 2. 7.
Licensing the
East India

Company,
and all others
to
Exportand
Treasure
such other
late losses, as
being men-

000000 tioned in the
4th. 5th, 6th,

By the continual sinking of the Forreign
Price of our Cloathing ........
By the decay of our Iseland, Groenland, and
Newfound-Laud Fishing-Trades .....
161
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By the sinking of the Foreign Price of our
other Exports mentioned before .....
And lastly, in a Lump by a continual vast
Increase of our Importations of all Sorts and
Species mentioned in this Section, with an
Exportation of Treasure answerable to the
Whole ..............

000000

000000

Our Overballance appears to me to be so much of
late years, that it might be wondred how any of our
late Treasures could yet remain amongst us, did we not
also Consider that our Trade by degrees, in length of
time, had before the year (60) brought a great Treasure
into England, and that these our latest Prejudices and
Losses have not been working upon us' many years.
But if the Overballance continue, it must soon sweep
away what remains;
which Mr. Fortrey Prophetically
foretold in these words :
"Hereby it may appear how insensibly our Treasures
"' must be exhausted, and our Nation Beggared, whilst
"we carelessly neglect our own Interests, and Strangers
"' abroad are diligent to make their advantages upon us.
Sir William Temple, in his excellent Treatise of the
Dutch, does presage the like.
Pag. _31,23_, Having laid it as a Ground, That "Whatever
the
334.
""Exportation wants in value, to Ballance, the Importa"' tion must of necessity be made up with ready Money ;
"he tells us, That by this we find out the Foundation
"of the Riches of Holland, as of their Trade, by Cir"' eumstances already rehearsed; for never any Countrey
"Traded
so much, and consumed so little; they buy
"' infinitely, but 'tis to sell again, either upon Improve"' ment of the Commodity (viz. by Manufacture)
or at
"a better Market : (viz. in the Trade from Port to Port.)
"By all this Aceompt of their Trade and Riches, it
"' will appear that some of our Maxims are not so
"certain, as they are Currant in our Common Politicks :
162
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"As first, That the example and encouragement of
"Excess and luxury, if employed in the Consumption
""of Native Commodities, is of advantage to Trade ; the
"Custom or humour of Luxury, and Expence cannot
"stop at .certain bounds ; what begins in Native, will
"' proceed in Forreign Commodities;
and though the
"example rise among idle Persons, yet the Imitation will
"run into all degrees, even of those, by whose Industry
"the Natibn subsists : and besides, the more of our own
"we spend, the less we shall have to send abroad ; and
"so it will .come to pass that while we drive a vast Trade,
"yet by buying much more than we sell, we shall come to
"be poor.
"Whereas, when we drive a very smal Traffick abroad,
"yet by selling so much more than we bought, we were
"very Rich in proportion to our Neighbours.
This
appeared in Edward the Third's time, when he maintained so mighty Wars in France, and carried our Victorious Arms into the heart of Spain, Whereas in the
28th year of that King's Reign, the Value and Custom of all our Exported Commodities, amounted to
294184l. 17s. 2d. and that of our Imported,
but
38970l. 03s. 06d. ; so as there must have entred that
year into the Kingdom, in Coin or Bullion, or else have
grown a Debt to the Nation, 255214l. 13s. 08d. and
yet we then carried out our WooUs unwrought,
and
brought in a great part of our Cloaths from Flanders.
Whence Two things may be remarked:
First, That
'tls much in vain to increase the value of our Exports,
if at the same time we increase our Imports to a yet
greater value, being now (perhaps) an 100 times more
than their then value.
Secondly, That although Edward the Third revived
the Order of the Round Table, he did not perform his
great Atchievements
by the meer virtue of Knight
Errantry ; there is no doubt but our succeeding Princes
163
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were enabled to make their Conquests in France, by the
advantages of our former Trade, then far more considerable than the French.
I shall only add, that this Consumption by our Importations, will not be prevented, but rather augmented
by our late Prohibition of French Goods ; as I shall
demonstrate in the last Section.

SECT. XIII.
That a Considerable part of our late Treasure is exhausted:
Application
to our Publick and Private
Revenues: Objections Answered, viz. The Plenty of
Money to be let on Securities, Stores of Money in
London, Stocks in Merchandize, the Over-weightiness
of our Coin, &e.
Fter what hath been said, it may seem little
requisite to enquire whether Mr. Fortrey Prophesied a-right, when he foretold the Exhausting of our
Treasure.
If the Diffusive Body of the People be much Poorer
than before, they have much less Treasure than before;
For Poverty is but the privation of Treasure.
Now if
the Question be whether the_:Nation be Poorer, it must
be undeniable from all those Badges of Poverty I have
mentioned before, if any of those particular Men who
find themselves at ease, are yet unwilling to believe it,
they may be further convinced from the universal Cries
of the People, (at least from the Land-holders, remaining
Manufacturers, and their Dependants who make up the
gross and stanch Body of the Nation) they remember
when it was otherwise, when there was a fax greater
plenty of Money in all our inferiour Cities, Corporations_
and Villages; when our Farmers had their Rents before
164
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hand, and had Stocks for every Farm; when they and
our Manufacturers
got Estates, and when vast Taxes
could be readily raised ; and therefore are the most
proper Judges of the odds, who feel the present Scarcity,
and want of Money ; they cannot conspire in a Falsity
of this Nature, but in so general and near a Concern,
The ¥oice of the People hath been taken to be like the
Speech of God. Those that find their Stocks wasted,
or much Contracted, their late Revenues sunk, their
home-Commodities of much less value, their labours in
Manufactures turn to less Profit, or to none at all, the
poor and their Maintenances
vastly increased, the Nation involved in Debts, Money very hard to be gotten
_)r raised in the way of home-Trade, with other Common
hardships, cannot be argued out of their Senses ; Crede
quod habes _ habes, is no Logick in matters of Interest,
but amongst Foals and Madmen ; or let l_[en be never
so good at perswading or believing, yet when their
Estates and Stocks are thus sunk, they cannot answer
the Publlck Emergencies by Payment of as great Taxes
as before.
I should not say more to prove our National Treasure
is much diminished, (taking it to be indisputable;
and
being sensible, that the over-labouring a Truth, may
bring it in question) but having something to offer, by
which (as it seems to me) some nearer Conjecture may
be made of the Quantity of Money thus exhausted, I
shall present it to the Reader, desiring his Excuse, ff he
think it unnecessary.
So great was the Quantity of our late Harp and Cross
Money, before the year (60) that according to the best
Estimate I can make or meet with, it made about 10 or
15 per Cent. of our Common Money in tale in the
Countrey, and more in London, which I do not take to
be the meer Effect of our extraordinary Exports in
165
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Trade, for the years then last preceding, but partly of
the Plate then lately Coined, and our Stocking Ireland ;
but more than either, from our far less yearly Imports
of all kinds several years before 1660.
I must refer it to the Memory, or other Information
of the Reader, whether he Call comply with me in the
aforesaid late quantity of our Harp and Cross Money ;
whatsoever it were, this Money being taken in to be
recoined in the year (60) must, when recoined, produce
the like Quantity of His Majestie's Coin ; besides which,
according to the said Accompt in November (75) there
had then been22389971.moreCoincd
since His Majestie's
Restoration, and since the said Accompt, there hath
been yet more Coyned;
which supposing to be but
6000001. had the Money so Recoyned, and since Coyned
with His now Majestie's Impression, continued in the
Nation, the newMoney under His Majestic's Impression,
must have been much above Three Millions, I conceive
near Four Millions ; and then supposing we had Twelve
Millions in the :Nation, it would have been above 30
per Cent. of our currant Money in Tale, more, were our
whole Treasure less than Twelve Millions.
Whereas we see at this day, that the new Money of
His now Majestie's Impression, does not amount to
above 5 per Cent. of the currant Money in the Countrey,
taking one Payment with another, (especially in such
Counties as lye any thing remote from London) I think
not so much.
'Tis true, that in London, where the Mint and Merchants are, there is some greater quantity of new
money; and perhaps somewhat more of late than
usually; because that by occasion of the late Forreign
Wars, we have had somewhat a better Vent for our
English Cloths, and a greater Exportation of our An.
nual produce of Corn : But yet in London it does not
166
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make neaI' 30 per Cent. taking one Payment with
another ; nor I conceive, more than equal the quantity
of our late Harp and Cross Money.
Now ff the Money in His now Majesties Impression,
be less in quantity than the Harp and Cross Money, it
must follow, that notwithstanding
all the Money since
Coyned, we have less Money in the Nation than we
had in (59 ;) ff our present new Coyn but equal the
Harp and Cross Money, it follows, that we have now
no more Money than in (59). And in either Case,
that as much of our new Coyn as amounts to the said
whole 2238997/. and all the other Money Coyned since
November (75) is also Exported:
For though we may
still have some Coyn of each of the succeeding years
since (59 ;) yet if all of it put together amounts to no
more than the quantity of the Harp and Cross Money
we had in (59,) our Stock of Treasure cannot be more
than it was in (59 :) ff less, then our present Stock is
less.
And if Millions of our new Money, Coyned since (59)
be gone, as, I take it, 'tis evident they are; we may
reasonably Collect that as much or more of our old
Coyn, is also Exported (by the old Coyn, I mean such
as was Coyned in the Reigns of King James and King
Charles the First, and before) of which we had lately
a mighty Store, almost all of it valuable and unclipped,
especially the Gold, whereof we had an abundance commonly passing in home-Trade and Payments, there is
no reason why these Coyns, being as valuable or more,
should not be as good a Commodity in Trade as the
new.

And accordingly we may to our Comforts observe,
that this late mighty Store of old Gold, is in a manner
totally vanished, those few pieces which remain, being
almost taken as Medals, never to be parted with.
If it be said that part of our old Gold is Coyned into
167
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Guinnies, this will not alter the Case_ since our whole
new Coyn is no more in proportion to the old, than
before is noted.
So of our old Silver Coyn, there is very little remaining, but what is much Clipped, or worn; and therefore
not valuable for Exportation.
We have those yet alive
who can remember what a flowing Treasure we had in
all Parts of England, before we had any Harp and
Cross Money, and are now sensible of the general
scarcity and Want of it.
This does let in a further Presumption, that our new
Coyn is diminished to a much greater degree, than it
appears to be : For, suppose we have now but a moiety
of all the old Coyn we had in the year (59), 'Tis plain,
that a moiety of the Harp and Cross Money (had it
remained) would now hold the same proportion to the
old, as the whole did in (59), and so will a moiety of
our new Coyned Money: and thus will it be in any
lesser proportions.
If the new Coyn come to be less in proportion to the
old, than it was before, it is an infallible evidence of the
Diminution of our Treasure, because the old Coyn could
not increase ; But ff the new Coyn come to be more in
proportion to the old Coyn than before, this is no manner
of Demonstration
of the increase of Treasure, since the
decrease of _the old Coyn may produce this Odds.
Thus after the Consumption of our old Gold, we have
more than twenty Guinneys to one Broad Piece; but I
think no body will press it as an Argument of more Gold
in the Nation than we lately had; so having lost so great
a part of our valuable old Silver Coyn, 'tis no Wonder
if our new Silver Coyn seems so much as it doth, especially about London ; perhaps it hath been a kind of
Providence that we have had so much Clipt and worn
Money; since otherwise we might have had as little old
Silver, as we have old Gold; and might have been re168
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duced to our present Store of new Silver Coyn, as we
are to our Guinneys, which might have afforded a
weighty Argument of the increase of our Treasure.
Upon these Grounds, and upon the common Wants,
Necessities, and Decays mentioned before, it may reasonably be concluded, That besides the loss of most of
those Millions Coyned since His Majestie's ttestauration, we have lost many more Millions of the old Coyn
in Silver and Gold; I shall leave the quantity to be
computed by the indifferent Reader:
Those who set
out the said Accompt from the Mint, taking notice of
the great consumption of our Treasure by reason of its
being Exported, did by the same Paper, then estimate
it to be reduced to about four or five Millions, and by
the Nature of that Accompt, they seem no unfit Persons
to make some competent Judgment of this Matter.
Whatsoever
our Coyned Treasure was wh6n this
Accompt was made, 'twas plainly much less then, than
it would have been, had none been Exported;
and
though it must be admitted, that our late Exportation
of our Annual Corn, and what other advantages we had
during the late War, may have somewhat helped us,
yet we have reason to think it farther diminished now,
especially considering our losses at Sea by the Dutch,
and others, before we dis-engaged from the late War,
and since by the French and Algiers Pirates, and the
mony lately and daily exported by Papists departed
hence; to which may be added what we must now
further export by the expiration of the Irish Acts, and
the dear buying of these goods we imported from
France, already added to the former Overballance of
our Importations.
Then let the Reader judg what we are to hope for in
our private and publick Revenues, I shall only endeavour
to put him into a method of conjecturing, leaving the
compute to his greater ingenuity and leisure.
Suppose
169
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we have now 5, 6, or 7 Millions of Treasure in the
Nation ; let him cons:tier how much of this must constantly lye in the hands of Traders to attend the payment of Customs, and the buying up of our vast importations;
how much always is, and must be actually
collected in Taxes, and either lies in the Exchequer, or
in the hands of Officers; and how much does, and
always will lye dead in Banks and other private hands ;
and then, how much will at the same time (I say at the
same time) be employed in the home.Markets
to buy
of the unnual Produce of Lands; perhaps it will not
be half of the Whole : Then recollecting that we have
29568000 Acres of Land in England, what Rent can
they yield, one with the other.
Admitting this whole
Treasure at the same time stirring in the home-Markets, our whole l,_nd-Revenues could not be much; all
the help we have is, that we have many great wasts,
which yielding little or nothing, a greater quantity of
this floating money is applicable to the rest; and yet
to our sorrow we have found that our rents are mightily
sunk, which having not abated so much or speedily
as was requisite, our Yeomanry are generally impoverish't.
Then for our publick Revenue, 'tis as plain, it must
be confined to the stock of Treasure be it greater or
less. We have many who seem to resent the narrow.
ness of his Majestie's Revenue and Supplies, and are
ready to expostulate why they should not be equal to
the French King's; let them consider what may possibly be paid out of our Land Revenues thus contracted, and constantly charged with the maintenance
of our numerous poor; and besides, that the English
having by the constitutions of the Government an undoubted liberty and property, are accustomed to live
• well, and their Representatives, being a part of themselves, in whose disposition it lies to give supplies or
170
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not, will have regard to their own and the peoples
abilities ; should they give extravagantly
it would be
like Diego's Will, and must induce many of those sad
consequences mentioned before; what then if we should
be involved in any long Foreign War, or obliged to
any great extraordinary
publick Charge in time of
Peace, whilst we remain under a consumptive Trade?
which I intimate once more to show the necessity of
improving our Trade.
I shall now answer some common Objections.
The most usual is, That there is now as much money
to be let on good Securities in England, as ihere are
Securities, or rather more; from whence some infer
that there is as much, or more money than ever in
England.
To this I answer, That on the contrary, it only
proves the scarcity of Securities, and therein the
poverty of the Nation ; for personal Security for money
being in a manner lost ; all the floating money to be
let out at interest is thrust upon Land-Securities;
which (were they all good) would take off much less
money than was let out at interest when both Land
and Personal Securities stood: But, as the National
Poverty hath subverted Personal Security, so hath it
crept into the Land ; for mens estates are already so
entangled with Debts, that there is not one LandSecurity in twenty that is good, as dear experience
hath now taught us. Then, the Securities being grown
so scarce and narrow, 'tis no wonder thgt there is now
as much money to be let out as there are Securities,
and more. Thus if a man had IO00L in the Isle of
Shetland, he would there hardly find any Security for it;
which at this rate of arguing would prove the Isle of
Shetland richer than the Isle of Great Britain.
And upon this occasion I shall add, That there is no
possible way for restoring the Securities and Credits of
171
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England, but by restoring its Riches ; no Register can
do it, at least comparable to the other; we may l_egistcr our common Poverty, but nothing will make an
ill man value his credit, or able to satisfie for a Cheat,
but his own private wealth ; nothing can make a man
who is honestly inclined to do a foul thing, but Poverty
and Necessity.
Another Objection, partly answered bcfore_ is, That
there is still as much money in and about London, as
ever; from whence they would argue as much money
in the Nation as before.
I cannot admit this fact ; if I did, the. consequence
is lame and frivolous;
however, because there hath
been such a pother made about the money in London, I
shall give some further account of it.
I agree that there are considerable quantities of
money always lodging in and about London, in some
particular hands : But the reason is, because the King's
Revenue is paid in, and issued out, in and about London. There is also the Mint, and there do our trrincipal
Merchants live, who Trade with so much exported
money or bullion, and keep money dead for the Customs.
This is also the great Port for Forreign Importations;
and the Country Retailers_ who buy them
there and vend them to the people, must send up their
money to London : Upon which and the like occasions,
'tis thought near half the money in England is in
London: The more is the pity; it were much better for
the Nation that there were more home-Manufacture,
with Forreign Stores of re-exportable Goods, and a less
proportion of our money; and the rather because it
stagnates for a time in the hands of Merchants, Banquers, and Scriveners; and facilities the culling, melting, and exportation.
This being the great Sluce of
our Treasure will necessarily draw it from all parts, as
long as we have any in the Nation.
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These Stores of money in London must rather evidence the poverty of the people, who being over hallanced by the money drawn out for Importations and
Taxes, and therefore incapable of answering those payments by Bills or Returns to London ; very much of
our Taxes have been sent up in Carts and Waggons,
and our Country Retailers continually send up money
in specie by the Carriers ; which must drein away that
which remains, in a little time: Nor do those Stores
of money much spread, or benefit the general body of
Traders, even in London; who were never so poor or
broke so fast (tho never so fine) as now. It is impossible that the occasions, vanities, or the remaining stock
of the Kingdom can ever support such a prodigious
Increase of Retailers and Shop-keepers as are in and
about London, being near 100000 in number, when in
Amsterdam there are not 5000.
Nor is it to be objected, That I have not computed
our present Stores of Merchandize or Forreign Effects
as part of the National wealth.
First, because the present question is about the
actual fruit and produce of a National Trade in new
Treasure ; and not about the quantity of our Stores of
Merehandize or Forreign Effects.
'Tis true, That if a Nation whose Trade is truly
regulated, hath a great Store-house of Forreign Goods,
as in Holland, or great Forreign dffects, 'tis very possible and likely that these may produce new Treasure;
and if they do, then is the National gain in Treasure
to be computed, and not before.
For on the other side 'tis possible (even in a Nation
that hath a due ballance of Trade) that such Stores
and Effects may produce no Treasure; for the Forreign
Stores being re-exported may be lost by the perils of
the Sea, or Seisures of Princes or Pirates: we may
remember the late seisures of the English, by the
173
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French Capers; the like casualties do attend Forreign
Effects, for which we may also remember when our
Effects were seized in Spain.
But Secondly, Supposing none of those Casualties,
yet (as a National Trade may be managed) these stores
and Effects shall produce no new Treasure to the
Nation ; as when these Forreign Goods and Stores are,
and must be spent at home; and the Forreign Effects
are continually by Bills of Exchange, applied to pay
for those Forrelgn Goods; so if the Merchants are
sometimes forced to Import and Coyn some Forreign
Bullion yearly, but yet Export it, or the like quantity
of Money or Bullion, the Nation gets nothing; and if
more Treasure be Exported than is yearly Imported,
the Nation loses : in which Case the stock so imployed
in Trade doth prejudice the wealth of the Nation;
since in the Whole it makes up a monstrous Engin
for the Bulgeing out of its Treasure;
and that this
hath been the Case of our English Trade, is plain
enough.

Nor can the Forreign Stock in such a Consumptive
Trade be of any great value, since as some Effects are
gotten by our Merchants in one Forreign Countrey, so
are debts contracted
in another, as long as our Merchants can have credit; and then perhaps our Forreign
debts may be near the value of our Forreign Effects,
and probably more; or however, cannot be thought
equal to our former stock in Trade, when we were not
over ballanced.
There are yet other objectors, who admitting much
of our Treasure Exported, will excuse our Trade, and
assign the cause of it in the over weightiness of our
Coyn, and the undervaluing it in our Forreign Bills of
Exchange, _c.
These are old inconsiderate fancies, sufficiently refuted before, yet I should be more particular in it, had
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not Mr. Mun in his Book of Trade taken the pains to
clear this and the like objections by evident reason and
instances, in six sevcral Chapters, beginning at pa. 62.
proving withal, that nothing but the Overballance of
Trade can exhaust the National Treasure ; to which
therefore I refer the Reader.

SECT. XIV.
People and Treasure the true Pillars of the National
strength: The Odds in the different Vse and imployment of people.
The absoluteness of the French
Monarchy no cause of the present French Grandure :
The late Application of the French Councils to the
Increase of Trade, People, and Treasure ; and the
occasion thereof.
The greater excellency of the Form
of our English Government.
The farther necessity of
Improving our Trade from the Modern Treasures and
Powers of the French;
of their Naval force, the
Algiers Pyracy ; how the French design to engross all
Maritime Commerce; our dangers from France; of
the present condition of the Dutch:
That our late
Prohibition of French Goods will not disable that
Monarchy, nor better our Trade ; meet Prohibitions
of no value: Our great advantages in Trade above
France and Holland:
That a speedy Regulation of
our Trade, _c. would secure us against all Forreign
Powers, and Dangers at home : Of Excises, and other
Taxes.
The certain Increase of his Majesties Revenue ; hence, what occasion for a Parliament, _c.

ttom
whatpower
hath is been
said, it is but
evident
that
National
not Chimerical,
is founded
on People and Treasures ; and that, according to the
different condition of these its true Pillars, it imme175
diately
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diately grows more vigorous or languid; that sufficient
stores of Treasure cannot otherwise be gotten, than by
the industry of the people ; and, That till they have it,
they cannot pay.
People are therefore in truth the chiefest, most fundamental, and pretious commodity, out of which may
be derived all sorts of Manufactures,
Navigation,
l_iches, Conquests, and solid Dominion: This capital
material, being of it serf raw and indigested, is committed into the hands of the Supreme Authority;
in
whose prudence and disposition it is, to improve, manage, and fashion it to more or less advantage; if any
individual Manufacturer
should permit his raw mater/a/s to be Exported into Forreign Countreys, or should
himself make great store of knots and felters in his
Yarn, he would soon have a very slender, or difficult
business of it : so great an odds there is in the different
disposition of the ordinary industry of the people, that
on the one hand, they may be thrust on in the pursuit
of private interest, destructive to the publick, and be
obliged like Cannibals to live by devouring one another,
(by which they must continually and inevitably wound
and weaken the publick :) when on the other, their
ordinary labours, more aptly and industriously methodized, shall as unavoidably aggrandize that Government
which protects them ; and this without the Midwifery
of those Arts, Shifts, and Projections, which otherwise
may be found necessary for its more present Support.
More particularly it appears, That the present French
power, which is now the admiration and terror of the
World, hath no other foundation ; and thcrefbre is not
derived from the meer despotick Forum of that Government, as some would insinuate, but from a prudent
Relaxation of the Rigor of it towards the persons and
Stocks of the Trading part of that people; this Form
of Government being in its nature the most incom176
patible
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patible with Trade, of all others;
nor probably had
Trade ever received any encouragement
in France, but
upon a necessity; this Monarchy being become absolute, was yet low, poor, and despicable; beset round
about with Spanish Forces, Territories, and Allies, and
poisoned with Spanish Pensions within, and therefore
ready to become a Spanish Province: It was then that
this Monarchy
found absoluteness without sufficient
Treasure was but a trifle : That Arbitrary power might
force store of Blood and Tears from the people, but
not of Money, unless they had it : It was then that the
opening and growth of the Dutch Trade presented an
expedient of drawing in greater quantities of the diffused Treasures of the World into France by a Machine
of home-Manufactures,
than
the Spaniards
could
directly from their Mines ; which therefore was embraced by the dying hands of this Monarchy, and supported and improved ever since by a Succession of
understanding
men: which apparently was not done
by any peculiar virtue in this Form of Government,
but by a necessary Abating of its inherent rapaciousness, which otherwise would have swallowed up every
Sols of the stocks imployed in Manufactures and other
Trade, and thereby would have driven away the people;
as may be seen in the strong Governments
of Turkey,
Muscovy, Spain, and others.
The French Councils
discerning
where the true
strength of Empire lay, were not so bewitch't with the
lusciousness of their Arbitrary power as to seek any
such extreme execution of it ; their policies have long
gone another way, as may be infallibly collected from
the effects, and by other lights : so long ago as Henry
the Third's time of France, Bernard de Gerrard Lord
of Haillan, a great Politician in his time, presented an
excellent piece to that King, intituled,
The Estate and
Success of the Affairs of France, thereby representing
177
by
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ky what courses that Kingdom had been, or might be
aggrandized or weakened; amongst others, he highly
recommends the Support of the Populaey, beginning
thus.
" The people are by Justice to be preserved in
" liberty, as well to Trade as to Labour, and to do every
" thing belonging to their degree; by these the King" dora are maintained, and enriched in general, and
" particular ; if they bear the charge of Tailles, so are
" they to be cherished, defended, and sustained by the
"' Nobles, as formerly they were, and now ought to
"' be, from the violences
and oppressions
of their
" Neighbours,
and by the King and Justice from the
" insolence of the Nobles."
For so it was, that the
Nobles or Gentry, being discharged of the Taillcs, had
given up the Constitution
of Estates ; for which, they
had been indulged with a kind of despotick power,
within their own particular Fiefs; from whose barbarities proceeded the greatest sufferings of the people;
whereof this Author is not nice or sparing to give
several instances too long to recite.
I have troubled
you with this citation, because this piece was by the
Author Re-dedicated to Henry the Fourth, whom the
Author tells in his Epistle, That his Predecessor Henry
the 3d. used to read it with an Appetite, and yet the
Author goes so far as to applaud the Antient Constitution
of the Estates or Parliaments
in France,
affirming them to have been the mutual Succour, Medielne, and Remedy both of the King and People in all
their Calamities.
If we come to the Reign of Lewis
the 13th. under the Administration
of Cardinal Richelieus, we may Judg how vigilant the French Councils
were in his time, for the Increase of People and Trade,
by two great Instances mentioned before : First in the
Toleration of Protestants, after a Victorious Reduction
of all their strengths by force of Arms : this mighty
Prince and his wise Ministers overcame all resentments
178
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to advance and cement the glory of his Empire; so
that 'tis observed by Dr. Heylin, " That the Protest-(_eogr. 176
" ants never had the exercise of their Religion with so
" much freedom, as they had after the reducing of
" their Forts and Garrisons to this King's obedience.
Secondly, by moderating of Customs and Port-duties Bernard de
on Merchandizes, which in the Reigns of his Prede- Finances.
Gerrard of
cessors had been raised and accumulated
by about
Twenty several Edicts ; but in his time were in a manner taken off, as appears by what Sir Walter Raleigh See before
Represented
to King James about sixty years since, &ct. 7th.
cited before ; but if we would at once discover how far
the French Politicks have inclined this way, wc may
observe them as they are Digested and Refined in the
prodigious Book, so entitled, written,
as appears,
several years since, (the Authority
of which piece,
though already famous, I shall give a farther account French Poliof) where in the Chapter of Finances, it being first ticks pag.
observed, " That a State is no further Powerful than 10s, lo9.
" proportionably to the Richness of its publick Treasury,
" and the greatness of the yearly Income that main" rains it :" it is laid as a farther unalterable Maxime,
" That the Fundamental Wealth of a State consists in
" the multitude of Subjects; for its Men that Till the
" Ground, produce Manufactures,
that manage Trade,
" that go to War, that people Colonies, and in a word,
"' that bring in Money.
To make way in France for
the multiplying of Men, divers courses are there dic.
tated to oblige both Men and Women to Marry, viz.
By Freedoms and Exemptions in Case they do, and
have many Children, (now established by an Edict)
and by Penalties in case they do not; whence it may
be observed, what Estimate the French Politicks pat
upon Marriage.
In the Chapter of the 3d Estate thus, " There can- Pag. 67.
" not be too great a number of Husbandmen in France,
179
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• " by reason of the Fertility of the Countrey;
and our
"" Corn being Transported
into Forreign Countries, we
" ought to make great Stores of it, and have as much as
" may be in a readiness, (which I am told is also so
" ordered by an Edict.)
Handicraftsmen and Artificers
'" are no less useful; for besides that Manufactures do
" keep men at work, and engage them, they are the
,c Cause that the Silk, the Wool, the Skins, the Flax,
"' the Timber, and the other Commodities that grow in
'" France are made Use of, and that Countrey People
"' have the means to Barter these things, and put them
" off; especially being wrought into Wares, not made
" in Forrcign Parts, we shall grow further Principal
'" Manufacturers,
as we already are of Hats for Spain,
" and Stuffs for all Europe; a Matter of exceeding great
" Consequence. All this quickens Trade, and makes
" Money pass to and fro, which promoteth the Publick,
"' and therewith at once every one's private advantage :
"' There must be Merchants also, for without their
" Industry, the Artificers Shops would be Stores never
" emptied, the Granaries would remain full of Corn,
" and the Cellars of Wines, _c. In the Chapter of
General Orders, Usury is thought fit to be Prohibited
(which is accordingly suppressed by an Edict :) I shall
leave it to ]_nquiry, whether most of the rest of these
roliticks relating to matters at home, are not established by other Edicts; if the Reader would further
observe, how curious the French Politicks are to provide for the Increase and true Use of Populaey, I shall
refer him to the Thirteenth Chapter of this admirable
Tract, directing the Education of Children, and when
'tis fit to Marry them ; and to the Chapter of Commerce, or rather to the whole piece.
By all I have
said, it appears, that although the French Kings have
assumed an Arbitrary Power, the French Politicks have
not rested upon this as a Security, but for the Aggrand180
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izing of that Monarchy, have found it necessary to
rela_ and retire from the severity of this Power, and
to resort to popular Principles: a Matter which may
deserve the Consideration of our New Polititians the
Hobbists,
vernment

who place all the virtue of the French Goin its absoluteness : In the mean time I shall

add, that notwithstanding
what I have said, I do not
pretend
that the Condition of the French People,
though made tolerable to the French, is comparable to
the happiness
of those whose greater Freedoms and
Enjoyments
are secured by Fundamental
Laws and
Constitutions:
But this I shall observe, That whereas
formerly, when this People were wretchedly
poor,
almost every small new Imposition begot an lnsurreclion in France, as the said De Gerrard takes notice,
the French now pay twenty times greater Taxes, with
much more Satisfaction, because they are enabled so
to do; and besides can live far more plentifully than
before, many of the Traders splendidly, and gain considerable Estates; To all which may be added another
particular, in which the late French Politicks deviate
from the usual Jealous Maxims of Ar3itrary Government;
which is a general care to instruct the Plebeians of all
sorts, in the Discipline of Arms.
The late swelling Power of Spain after the Suppression of the Spanish Cortes or Estates derived from
the accidental Discovery of the Indian Mines, and the
present Power of France after the Suppression of the
French :Estates, from as accidental an Improvement of
their Trade, have been the occasion that some, out of
mistake, or design, have much applauded that Form of
Government, when it must be Confessed that the same
Indian Treasure and Trade, would have rendred the
same Nations, under the continuance
of the Estates,
or England under its present Government, much stronger
181
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and more secure, and this, by the advantages
Form of Government.

in this

Despotick, or Arbitrary _lonarchy, was for many Ages
as great a Stranger in this Part of the World, as
Republican Government; As the European Nations by
degrees east off the Roman Yoke, they had before their
eyes the Example of their former Mistress, the Common-wealth of Rome, which became ¥assalized to her
own Servants, by the unlimited Power committed to
Dictators and Generals;
these assuming the Empire by
force, and without title, were uncontrollable
by Law,
and therefore did not only gratifie their own Lusts and
just Fears of being supplanted, by all manner of Cruelties, but their Masters the Soldiers also, by the Spoils
of the Provinces ; nay, and of Italy, and Rome itself;
and yet were they very frequently killed, deposed and
changed by the same force which set them up: To
avoid the Mischiefs on each side, as the Members of
this Empire resumed their National Rights, they universally cemented into a third Form of Government, much
the same with ours; which, ff we truly consider it,
appears purposely, and wisely Calculated to prevent the
Inconveniences of the other two, and yet to take in all
that is excellent in either; For first, we have a fixt
Royal Legal Sovereignty,
which filling the seat of
Majesty, frustrates the Ambitious hopes of others from
stepping into it; Then we have the Constitution of
Parliaments, by whose Intervention,
Liberty and Property are preserved : Thus Revolutions and Oppressions
at home axe prevented.
Then for the strength of this
Government outwards upon Forreign Nations, it must
in the Nature of it, equal, ff not exceed any other,
especially absolute Monarchy;
not only because its
greater freedoms capacitate the People to Trade with
more advantage, as I shall yet more particularly shew,
182
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but because the same freedoms beget a kind of Generosity and Bravery even in the common sort, when
Absoluteness of Government debases their Spirits, and
reconciles them to the Ignominy of being beaten, at
least till they acquire a kind of insolence by long Service in War, which can hardly be called Courage. All
Experience hath warranted this odds between Freemen
and Slaves ; but there is yet a farther odds, when the
Quarrel is National, especially if espoused both by the
King and Parliament ; for then tile individual Animosities of the l_Twle being engaged, the People do not
meerly fight for Pay, but out of Principle, and in
defence of those greater Enjoyments
they have at
home, when the Vassals of Absolute Monarchy are
driven on by the fear of their Despotical Power, which
they would be glad to see subverted, and themselves
delivered.
In an Absolute Monarchy, the Fate of the Whole
depends upon the Prudence of the Monarch;
be his
Empire never so flourishing, he may by one temerarlous
Edict, or other Act, bring all into Confusion: How
great must the Danger then be, when the wisest of
Mortal men are often transported
by Passions, and
otherwise liable to Mistakes .9 The voluntary Councils
of such a Monarch must gratifie his Power by Applauding or Complying with his Resolutions and Sentiments:
But what if there come a weak Prince .9 against which
there is no Security .9 Or suppose the King be left an
Infant ? then all goes to wrack: those Armies which
were the support of the last Predecessor,
wanting
Business and Conduct, fall into Mutinies ; all are working their Ambitious ends, many contending for the
Tuition and Publick Administration;
those that have
it not, supplanting those that have, whereby the Government is endangered: all which was visible during
the whole Infancy of the present French King, though
183
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he had a Mother, and so faithful and wise a Minister
as Mazarine : The high Animosities of the French
Princes and Nobles, carried them into continual Distractions and Civil Wars; so that had the English, or any
other neighbour Nation, then been in a Condition to
have supported the Male-contents, they might have Subverted the French Empire: which mischiefs are totally, or
in a high measure avoided by the Constitution of Parliaments ; without whose consent, Laws cannot be altered,
or Publick Innovations
made ; and who by their course
of Impeachments are a continual
Check and Awe upon
men of indirect and Ambitious
designs:
So that
(according to the excellent Motto of our own Sacred
Prince) it may be truly said of such a Monarchy, and
its Parliaments, that they are to each other Decus $;
Tutamen;
what would have become of the French
Monarchy when their King John was Prisoner in England, had it not been for their Estates, or Parliaments ?
we have reason to believe, That were that Crown and
Nation brought into great Exigencies and Distresses by
any Forreign Power, they would be convened again,
the Constitution
being not there absolutely dissolved,
as the said De Gerrard observes; nothing can be fatal
to such a Government,
but a disunion between the
Prince and Parliament,
and therefore a great part of
the transcendent
Policy of this our Form of Government consists in the high Obligations and means of a
Union: the Prince being invested with the mighty
Prerogatives of making War and Peace, Calling, Prorogueing and Dissolving Parliaments,
and as many
others as fill Yolumes, hath such a Controll on the
Parliament,
that it is generally to be presumed, they
will ever gratifie him in whatsoever is any way consistent with that Trust they are under; on the other
side, the Parliament, being the great and High Council,
and their Consent requisite to all new Taxes, whenso184
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ever the Prince on any emergency desires their Advice,
or a Supply of Money, the People must necessarily
have time to represent their true grievances to him,
whose Princely favour and occasions, will then equally
call upon him to redress what is really amiss; in which
Commutation he must have a far greater advantage
than any bare Tax he receives ; since as it appears, the
true strength
of all Monarchies
and Governments
depend upon well-being Abihties, and Increase of the
Populacy ; which no other Prince hath Comparably so
certain a means to understand and Improve, as he that
hath a Parliament:
To all which may be added, that
mutual Affection which must naturally follow these
Endearments,
and which must render the Prince and
:Nation much the stronger, never to be hoped for in
any other kind of Monarchy:
There are yet farther
Obligations to this Union between the Prince and
People from a just sense of those fatalities which must
follow a disunion; we need not resort farther than to
the Fable where we have an Accompt of a quarrel
between the several Limbs of the Body :Natural, whereof
the Consequence was, that every part grew presently
Languid and Impotent, and ready to yield it self a
Feast to the Ravens.
If then there be the utmost Advantages on the one
side, and Mischiefs on the other, this is all humane
Prudence
can provide;
God himseff hath done no
more in those Divine Institutions which he hath projected for the Support, Felicity, and Security of Mankind : against which, it hath never yet been accounted
any Objection that they have ben violated; nor is it
any against the form of our Government, that it hath
fallen into some Convulsions ; as long as Men are Men,
there will be pravity and irregular Appetites amongst
them, which in some Ages and Circumstances
may be
able to give greater Disturbances than in others ; ff in
185
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any Society of Men, unreasonable and destructive Propositions are insisted upon, or reasonable and necessary
ones refused, disunions are inevitable:
This I say in
general, 'tis no part of my design to Rub up old Sores,
nor will it, I presume, be expected I should embroil
the present Subject by vindicating Sides or Parties ; let
the Consequences of former disunions be remembred.
But why should I dwell longer upon Arguments to
evince the admirable Frame of our Government,
when
it is so unanswerably
demonstrated
by its former
Splendid continuance for near 600 years ? by the glory
of our Princes, who, in Conjunction with their Parliaments, ever were, and thought themselves the greatest
and happiest in Europe : by their stupendous Atchievements in War, and by the former ready Adherence,
and large Contributions
of our Parliaments,
in what
tended to the Advantage or Honour of England; we
had no other form of Government in our Edward the
Third, or Henry the _ifth's time, who Successively
found Supplies of English Treasure and Courage enough
to Conquer France ; our Queen Elizabeth since, baffled
the Despotick, and then tremendous Monarchy of Spain,
which continuing absolute, is (notwithstanding
its vast
extent of Territory)
one of the weakest in Europe :
had our Henry the Seventh entertained
the Overtures
of Columbus, or our Councils in the Reign of King
James, or since the wise Observations
of Sir Walter
Raleigh, or followed the example of France, and other
Neighbouring
Nations, in easing and improving our
Trade, there is no doubt but the English Treasures and
Power had far surmounted both the Spanish and French
at this day; It is notorious that the Subjects of the
late Dukes of Burgundy,
under the Constitutions
of
Estates, or Parliaments,
for many succeeding Ages,
drove a mighty Trade, which gave those Dukes a long
Superiority over the Absolute French King's, till the
186
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Dukedom became annexed to Spain, and the Spaniards See Sir William Temple
by their Persecution for Conscience, and Tyrannous of the Dutch,
Attempts after Arbitrary
Government lost both the ¢ap. 1.
Trade and Traders, and Seven of the Provinces, whom
they forced into a Republick.
Treasures are those Vehicles which carry out men of
daring Spirits, mighty Thoughts and Abilities into the
Conquests of Forreign Countries: there is no Nation
but hath a breed of People naturally more fit for these
great Performances
than any other, who growing
Generals or other Commanders at Land or Sea; or
Intendants
in the greatest Negotiations,
might, this
way, prove highly Serviceable to the Publick, and find
business for Pen-men to write their Memoirs, as in
France they do: whereas, by the want of a sufficient
home-Treasure,
the more Couragious sort must either
be Hackneys to Forreigners, or degenerate into Hectors
or Thieves at home, and are killed in Brawles, or are
hanged for Murthers or Robberies.
The more Deliberative generously regarding the common Exigencies,
more than their own, may lie under the frowns of
Fortune, and great Men, and be thought burthensom
and dangerous: there are many other Disadvantages
which follow a National Poverty, as hath been noted
before, which ought not to be ascribed to this or that
mere Form of Government, or temper of the People.
That a speedy and Compleat Regulation
of our
English Trade may yet further appear highly necessary,
I shall briefly observe what have been the more Moc[ern
Effects of this mighty Trade in France.
This may too plainly be seen by the great perform_nces of the French in these last Wars, in which, the
French King hath been able to maintain above 250000
Men in Arms, whom he hath duly paid; and yet such
have been his Treasures, That he hath not been obliged
to put the event of the War to the push of a Battel/but
187
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wearies out his Enemies with Expence from year to
year, and being able to lay up mighty Stores, can keep
the Fields in the Winter, when his Adversaries, though
as valiant People as any on the Earth, are fain to lye at
home: Thus watching his Advantages, he hath Taken
and Burnt many strong Towns, laid many Provinces
wast, breathing out Death and Devastations as he goes.
This he hath done in the face of the world, in a War
with near 20 Princes and States, whose lamentable
Sufferings, with the Cries of their People, have long
pierced our cars; whilst the French King grows more
Vigorous and Powerful, and his Armies grow better
Disciplined continually, and hath at last reduced the
Dutch and Spaniards to the Terms of a dishonourable
Peace, by exposing their Allies to the French Power;
which hath obliged the rest to a Complyance on his
own Terms; and now he gives the Law to them All,
keeping mighty Armies on foot to Invade whom he
pleases : But that which is yet more Prodigious is, that
even during this War, he hath been able to carry on
the Building of his present great Fleet, consisting of
about 200 Ships of War, plentifully Armed with Brass
Guns, and accurately built for Service; he hath also
furnished himself with abundant Naval Provisions of
all sorts, at an immense Charge, every Ship having its
distinct Stores and Storehouse, and therefore may be
made ready on a suddain:
At the same time, he
hath imployed multitudes of Men in cutting of Canals
through Rocks and Mountains, in making, cleansing,
and securing Havens upon the Coasts opposite, or near
to England (whither by degrees, in these two or three
years past, he hath drawn down the greatest part of
his Navy) and at the same time hath answered mighty
Ammal Pensions to the Swedes, and Swisses, (whose
lives he buys with his Money:) besides all the other
vast privatc Pensions, Gratuities and Aids he bestows
188
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in the Courts and Countreys of other Princes, (by
which, perhaps he hath made as great Advantages
as
by his Arms :) and yet 'tis probable, that in all this he
hath not exceeded the bounds of his ordinary Kevenue.
That which most threatens the Trade of England,
is his Naval Force, which none of his Predecessors
ever had, and were checked if they pretended
to it ;
Queen Elizabeth forbad Henry the 4¢h. of France (on a
suddain called the Great) building great Ships, else she
would fire them in his Harbours:
Since which the
French have desisted, till about the year 1664. as may
appear by that excellent Treatise, intituled,
A free
Conference, Printed in 1667. by the special Appointment of the truly Honourable
the Lord Arlington,
where Pag. 49. we find these words, " Not above three
" years ago, France was hardly able to set out 20 Ships;
" (that is to say, Men of War) now they have 60 large
"' Vessels ready furnished,
and well Armed, and do
"' apply their Industry in every part to Augment the
number, _c. I shall forbear repeating
some sharp
Reflections which next follow.
And that the French King might want no Seamen of
his own, and might at least share in the Gain of Navigation, he hath for several years past endeavoured by
all Ima_nable
]_ncouragements to establish a mighty
Navigation in France ; so that for one Trading French
Ship there was 20 or 30 years mnce, there are now 40.
For this purpose he hath Propagated a Sea-Fishery, to
a very great degree, which Improves daily to the prejudice of our remaining English Fishery ; and besides,
hath yearly educated Supernumerary
Seamen on Board
the French Trading Ships, at his own Charge; so that
'tis to be feared he will stand in little need of Forreign
Seamen for his Ships of War; or ff he do, the Dutch
have Store, which perhaps he may have for his Money,
as 'tis probable he may the Fleets of Swedeland, Por1B9
tugal,
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tugal, and Algiers; these his Allies of Algiers, (as 'tis
1%re,most
of
said, by the assistance of his Money upon a general
that Fleet
which the At- Redemption of French Slaves) are on a sudden gotten
._er/neshad from 10 to above 40 Men of War; and as soon as our
which was
but small)
Applications in France had prevailed with the French
wasdestroyed to desist from taking our Ships, these Algiers Pyrats
by
lishthe
at EngCape fell upon us, and have continually pick't up our Mer_BTartell,
and chantmen, and Yassalized our Seamen and other People
uq.ia, about
eight years ever since ; they now do it before our faces, in our
since ; They Channel, finding Harbour in the French opposite ports,
have
Built since
40 Men which makes a great Addition to our late Losses ; and,
of War, from which is yet worse, hath so terrified our Seamen and
2Oto
5OGuns Merchants,
that many already think it necessary to
and upwards,
besides Bri- trade m Dutch and French Bottoms, a Consequence
gantines,
which 'tis probable might be foreseen by some of
Gallies,_c.
our Neighbours,
who wish we had neither Ships nor
Seamen.
At the same time our Gazetts weekly tell us of great
Squadrons of French Men of War, proudly rangln_ in
all Quarters of the World, in the Mediterranean,
in
the East and West Indies, and in our own Seas, viewing the Strengths and Weaknesses, and Sounding and
Commanding the Harbours of other Nations.
We find it said in the Free Conference, " That
"' France is our Hereditary Enemy, and hath so often
"' tryed what we are able to do against the enlarging of
" their Empire, who have graven it deep on their
" hearts, the injury of the Title, which to their shame
" England bears in all Public Treaties, and her Trophies
" in reference to that Crown ; This very France hath
" no greater desire than to take the Dominion of the
"' Sea from us, _'c.
If we look into the before-mentioned
French Politicks, they assure us of the same; of which piece,
because I so often cite it; I shall first give the Reader
some present Accompt; and farther, when I have done
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with it: " The English Preface tells us, the Author
"' was a person bred up under Monsieur Colbert, and
" to shew his Abilities, writ this Treatise, and in Manu"' script presented it to the French King, which was
" favourably received; but afterwards Vanity prompting
" him to publish it in Print, the King look't upon him
" as one that had discovered his Secrets, and turning his
" favours into frowns, caused him to be Imprisoned in
" the Bastile, where he continued a long time, and
" afterwards was Banished, _c. 'tis like to some place
where hc should not be able to aver the same, or
disclose more Secrets; what opportunities he might
have of learning Secrets by his Attendance on Monsieur Colbert, whether he might over-hear the Debates
and Results of the French Councils, or whether Casually, or by order he had a View of the Papers, and was
but the servile Compiler, or bare Porter of this Scheme
or Manual of Policies, I leave to be examined; a stupendious piece it is, which being written seven or eight
years since, and presaging so great a part of what hath
followed, gives so considerable an Authority to it self,
that its Credit need not depend upon that of the Author
of the Growth of Popery ; who, as 'tis hinted in the
English Preface, calls it the Measures of the French
King's Designs.
These Politicks having first delineated the Compre- Fag 162, 163.
hensive and steddy Foundations
of the French Monarchy, as built upon Trade, Treasure, and Populacy at
home, they then proceed to look abroad, and first they
project the Ingrossing
of all Commerce at Sea, and
this at a lump, by imploying part of this Treasure in
Building a Fleet of Men of War able to Command it,
in which they say, " All things Conspire to give the
" French hopes of Success; the work however is such
" as must be leisurely carried on, and perfected by little
and little, so great a Design conlinually Alarming
191
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Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, Friends and Foes;
" a Precipitation
of it would be its Ruine, Six or Ten
" years time might be Allotted for it : The King may
" keep 100 Gallics, and 100 Ships in the Mediterra" nean, and 200 Sail upon the Ocean, the more Vessels
" he shall have, the more enabled he will be to recover
" the Expenee made about them: The Sea will yield
•' Maintenance
for the Sea, either by Commerce or
,, War; There is Timber in France, there is Cordage,
"' there are Sails, there is Iron and Brass, _c. When
" things have taken their Course, Seamen will be had
" in time, and the profit that will accrew will afford
" Store, and bring them in from all Parts of the
" World.
Pag. 165.

" The Fleets with the King might keep upon the
" Ocean. would make him Master of all the Powers
'" and Trade of the North ; yea, though the Hollander
" and English should Unite against France, they could
" not avoid their Ruine in the end; for how could the
"' one or the other make good their Commerce (which
" is all they have to trust to) if they were forced to
" keep great Armadoes to continue it 7 The Point of
" Britain is the Gate to enter into, and go out of the
" Channel: Fifty Ships of War at Brest, would keep
"' this Gate fast shut, and they would not open it but
" by the King's Command.--Thus
there would need no
"' War almost to be made for all these things, nor His
"' Majestie's Forces hazarded: It will 5e suj_cient to
"give his Orders to Forreigners ; nor will it be all,cult
" to cut them out work in their own Countries, and by
" this means stay their Arms at home, and make them
"' spend their strengths there; something of this in its
'" place hereafter.
" His Majestie's Power being thus strongly setled
" in each Sea, it will be easie to secure Commerce in
'" France, and even draw the Merchants
thither from
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" all parts ; I say secure Commerce; for till this be
" done, it will ever be incertain and dangerous.
It may not be improper to observe, with some
reference to what hath been debated in the preceding
Sections, what further Expedients the French Politicks
dictate in this Chapter, for the securing of Commerce :
Amongst others we there find this Caution : " It must
" be studiously prevented that Commerce introduce
" not into a State, Superfluity, Excess, and Luxury, Pag. 169.
" which are often followed with Ambition, Avarice, and
" a dangerous Corruption of Manners : It is added, Pag. 171.
" That it hath been a question offered to debate,
" whether Traffick in France should be managed by Sub"'jeers or Forreigners, to make a short decision; _tis
" evident that Forreigners
must be allowed to gain by
" our Merchandizes, ff we would have them take them
" off, if we carry them into their Ports, we shall make
" less Sales; yet, That our Merchants may share in
" the profit, they may enter into Partnership
with
" them, or be their Commissioners
here, or Freight
" them themselves,
provided they sell at somewhat
" cheaper Rates, and so be content with moderate Gain. See Sir WilWhich passages I have cited to shew, That 'tis no liam Temple
of the Dutch,
part of their Politicks to increase Luxuries or Excess; Pag. cited benor to inclose their home and Forreign Market to fore, Sect. 1_.
their own Navigation or Merchants.
I have been thus long tracing the French Politicks,
and our own unfortunate
Methods in the matter of
Trade, and this out of a hope to occasion the Restitution and Increase of ours; but have gone so far in the
pursuit, that on a sudden I have step't into a Scene
of Horrors, by a necessary and inevitable Apprehension of the Dangers we are in, from the present French
Powers; it is impossible for any man to close up the eye
of his Reason_ when he sees a Ghastly Troop of Ruins
193
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making their regular Approaches against his Prince
and his Countrey, and therein threatening
many Millions of poor Innocents, and of these some Millions,
who hardly know their right hands from their left, with
Butcheries
and Violations of all kinds;
in such a
Case, Silence would be the greatest and foulest of Barbarities, and no better than an Apostacy from the
sacred Duties of Allegiance and Self-Preservation.
Shall we flatter our selves with an opinion that the
French have no inclination to turn their mighty Treasures, Land and Sea-Forces upon us ? How poor, weak,
incertain and dishonourable is such a Security ? Are
we so tenacious of every little pretence of Right at
home, and so busie to get a Penny, and yet shall be
content to enjoy our Lives and Estates by no better a
See T_eB_ck-Tenm'e than the discretion of the French ? whose
let o)' State Councils are dark and inscrutable, and who by their
and Justice,
Printed in
late Invasion of Flanders, contrary to former Leagues
(67) by the and Sanctions, and the then Assurances of the French
speciul Appointment of Ministers, have at least demonstrated,
that they most
the Honour- intend what they least profess ; Is England become so
able the Lord
Arlington.
despicable a Spot, as not to be worth the Acquest ? Is
it not equal to Flanders, or the Island of Sicily ? Is it
not evident that the present French King aims at the
Trade of the World, and particularly
of the North?
doth he not want Ports ? will it not be more grateful to
him to engross the Woollen Manufacture
by securing
the English Woollj than to stand to our Courtesie ?
Hath not England most other valuable Materials, by
which he might yet mightily enlarge the Trade of
France ? Can he hope to proceed in his Conquests on
the Continent, whilest he leaves so dangerous an Enemy
at his Rere?
Doth he not know the Spirit of our
People ? Are our Talbots, and Bedfords forgotten ?
Did he not see us raise a considerable Army the other
194
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to check his Progress ? Is he not exasperated by
late Prohibition
of French Goods, which touches
in the most tender Concern of his Trade ? Doth he
think himself affronted in the face of the World ?

What can be so grateful to a Prince Ambitious of Glory,
and to the French Nation in general, as to render
those English, their Hewers of lVood, and Drawers of
Water, who have so often Triumphed in France ? Will
they not endeavour to obliterate that Title England
bears in her publick Treaties?
Will not such an
Acquist ennoble the name of the present French King,
above all those of his Ancestors ? What a mighty and
useful Purchase will he have in a Seminary of able Men
and Horses, whose value he hath reason to understand,
and which he may then draw out into his Wars at his
pleasure, what spacious Possessions and Commanderies
would England and its Dominions afford to his French
Officers, to whom it may be no little Temptation to
have the deflowring and violating of our most beautiful
Women, being such as the whole Earth cannot Parallel: A thousand other particulars might be accumulated,
of which it is not the least that here would be a vast
accession of Preferments
for the numerous French
Popish Clergy, and then what would become of ours ?
And shall we think the French Councils are insensible
of these Advantages?
Have they who have been
nicely winnowing all the rest of their Neighbouring
Countreys, forgotten ours? if we resort again to the
French Politicks, we shall have no reason to think so ;
we see before what they design upon our Commerce,
from thence they proceed to project Conquests at Land;
The French Romances speak us nothing but Love and
Honour, and in truth make a very pleasing divertisement; but their politicks denounce Subjugation and
Vassallage : ff we follow them from Countrey to Countrey, what they say of ours will appear more consi195
derable ;
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derable/
thus they begin:
" It were to be wisht
" that the King did add to his Kingdom all the Low
"' Countries to the Rhine,--It would make him Master
c, of the Northern Seas, &c. (what Progress the French
King hath made towards this Conquest, and why he
found himself obliged to desist for the present, need
not be repeated, no doubt but the French bear it in
Pag. 154.
Memory.) '" Secondly, it were convenient the King had
" Strasburgh to keep all Germany in quiet, &c. (Our
Gazetts may inform us what Advances he hath made
towards the reducing this great strength, and that he
is now storing all his adjacent Magazines).
" In the
" third place he had need to have the French Comte to
" lay a restraint upon the Swisses, 8_e. (This he hath
since gotten).
"' In the fourth place, MiUan is he"eessary in respect of Italy, &c. (Of this we have yet
heard no more than that he hath been bargaining for a
passage by CasaU).
" In the fifth place, Genoa ;-"' Genoa would make the King Master of the Mediterc, ranean Sea, &c. (This he hath so far proceeded in,
The (Te_
that he hath obliged the Genoeses to harbour his Ships,
of late appear
unwilling,
and to almost what other Conditions he pleases.
In
Beg_nnlng
the fifth Chapter, Dictating how _France should act with
Pug. 183.
Forreign Princes after a most exquisite Scrutiny into
the ill adjusted Councils, and Luxuries of the Spanish
Pug. 186.
Grandees, 'tis said, "Their Forces are not to be feared,
Pug. 187.
'_ Sicily might easily make an Insurrection, &c. (We
Pug. lS8.
have seen what followed). " Portugal is a perpetual In'" strument for the weakening Spain, _c. (So it hath
"remained.)
" The Venetiaus and People of Italy are
" wise; to reduce them to our Intentions, we must
""work by down-right force, _c. The Pope will ever
,c Consider France, because of the County of Avignon :
" The Hollanders will keep themselves to our Alliance
" as much as possibly they may,--They
are rich. It
'_ were expedient the King did interpose in their Affairs,
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" and that some divisions be sown amongst them : (we
see what hath ensued :) "The Swisses are Mercenaries, Pag. 189.
" who will always serve the King for his Money : (so
" they have done ever since). The King of Denmark is
" a Prince whose State is but small, &c. Sweden will
""never break off from the Interests
of France, we Pag. 194.
" ought to consider them as instruments which for our
'" Money we may make Use of to divert the JEng'" lish or Holland Forces, when His Majesty makes any
" Enterprize which pleaseth them not, &c. (Success
hath verified this, and may further :) "The Friendship Pag. 195.
'" of the Turk is good for France, to be made Use of on
" occasion against the Emperor : (our Gazetts have informed us what Essays there have been; and at last
the Turk was brought upon Muscovy, whereby the
Swedish Army in Livonia was let loose upon the Confederates. )
Of All others, these Politicks speak most confidently of the Conquest of the English; they observe
that " We have no Friends,--and are positive, " that a
"' War of France for three or four years, would ruine
"us : (which 't-is evident must be said out of a sense Pag. 189.
they have of their odds in National Treasure; for by Pag. 190.
the Import of the words and Context, they cannot be
spoken on supposition the French should attacque us
unawares, (which God prevent) : Hereupon it follows,
" so it seems reasonable that we should make no Peace
"" with them, viz. the English: but on Conditions of the
"greatest Advantage to us, unless the King think fit
" to defer the Execution of this Project for another
" time: To make sure and quick work, 'Tis farther
thought fit that ways should be found to disable our
Government by great Expences, and by Disunions and
Convulsions; from which 'tis manifest, the French are
well aware in what the virtue of our Government consists, and therefore
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There are divers indirect Expedients proposed, which I
shall forbear, being somewhat Prolix, aad mixt with
Contemptuous and Reflective Expressions : It is enough
to observe here from whence these French Politicks
hope for their English Harvest, and that this is the
work at home before intended to be cut out for us.

This great Prince hath thought fit hitherto to defer
a formal l/Var upon us, at least, under that Denomination; but whether he hath deferred the Project as these
Politicks call it, may depend upon a Consideration of
what he hath been visibly doing ever since; he hath
been since building his Fleet, amassing his Naval
Stores, Educating
and Providing Seamen and Harbours, wasting and disabling those Neigbouring
Empires and States, who being jealous of his Power,
might otherwise have interposed in his Carriere, getting those great Passes and Strengths into his hands,
by which they might have entred his Countrey; he
hath been disciplining a victorious and mighty Army,
and exhausting us by his Trade, with a great Addition
of loss by his Capers; (the French are very curious at
Cooking their Morsels before they eat them) and at last
hath, as it were, forced a general Peace, even whilst
he was ¥ictorions, by which he is left at entire Liberty:
of which Peace, whilst it was under Negotiation,
and
The present drawing to a Conclusion, a wise and noble Lord of our
Lord Chan.
cellour in his tim% gave this his sence to both our Houses of ParliaSpeech$o
ment: " The influence such a Peace may have upon
both Houses ,, our affairs, is fitter for Meditation than discourse,
Parliament,
on the 23d of " only this is evident, that by the Preparations we have
l_ea?/, 1678.
" made for War, (viz. in the raising of our late Army,
" _c.) and by the Prohibition we have made of Trade,
" we have given no small Provocations to so mighty a
"' King, who may be at leisure enough to resent them
" if he please; and therefore it will Import us so to
" strengthen ourselves both at home and abroad, that
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" it may not be found a cheap and easie thing to put
" an Affront upon us. I need not inform any English
Reader, what fatal Apprehensions the same Parliament
had of the Consequences of such a Peace ; they are in
r The Gazett
ordinary Memory ; can we think this Fleet of Men oi for Monday,
War is built to be employed in the Fishery, or to lye Decem5.29.
gives us this
and rot in their Harbours ? Can this Army profitably, Advertiseor safely be supported Idle ? Will he suffer them to be merit. Hamburyh,Dec.22.
tainted with Luxury ? Will he hazard Animosities or The French
Factions amongst the numerous French Nobles (by have hired all
whom this Army is Officer'd) the Mutinies of the Sol- the Vesselsiu
this River,
diers, or Insurrections
of his own People?
Will he and the Weser,
not rather send these Armed Heards to graze in our which used to
go to France,
sweet Meadows, and to gather him fresh Laurels out and return
of our English Gardens ?
with Wines,
onwhich they
It may reasonably add to our Fear, that we see the mean to
French King hath lately made so strict Alliances with Transport
great QuantiSpain, and with Bavaria, by which he is farther secures ties of Oats,
from any Inroads from those Parts ; and that we also and other
find him so vigilant to prevent our Leagmng
.
.
(which
wtth
the Corn
they are
Dutch, and to come to some closer Conjunction with thereforebuythem himself; in which his Ministers use the utmost ing up in these
Parts) to CaArts, mixt with a sort of Menaces; I cannot but resort lai,, Dunkirk,
and other
again to the French Politicks,
where in
•
. the close of
. pl aceson that
those Methods by which the French King may obtain Coast.
an easie and intire Conquest of England, we find it
farther dictated thus, '" On the other hand, our League Pug. 192.
" with the Hollanders should be renewed, and they put
" into a belief, that we should give them all the Trade
" still, because they have the knowledge of it, and are
,c proper for it ; whereas (as "tis to be suggested) the
" French have no Inclination
that way, and Nature
" cannot be forced; they must be told that now they
" are come to the happy time for advancing their Affairs,
" and ruining their Competitors in the Sovereignty of the
199
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" Northern
Seas: we see these Politicks go through
stitch in the business.
And that upon the Whole they
were very unfit to be Printed: no man who had so
much Wit as to be the real Author, could have so little
as to publish them ; and the rather, because of Another
Secret amongst the rest very improper to be divulged
at that time, viz. a Projection how to suppress the
Exercise of the Protestant
Religion in France, as soon
as it might be done with Security, in respect of what
Assistance or Places of retirement,
they might have
from Neighbouring
Protestants,
and yet the Methods
proposed are not by direct Severities, which may give
us occasion to call to mind that discountenance oj' Protestants, we lately hear of in France ; of what Extraction
this piece is, I leave to be considered; only adding, that
it seems incredible a private French-man out of the
Mint of his own Brain, could foretel so great part of
the French Actions for the years succeeding ; That the
style of it is Majisterial, much in the Imperative Mood,
a sort of Expression we find in the Emperour Justinian's
Institutions, but little suitable to the Address of a Subject to a Sovereign ; 'tis also visible how little labour
he uses to evince the highest Conclusions and Maxims
of State, which are mostly proposed single, as if agreed
upon; should it be admitted the sole work of the supposed Author, the Consequence presses us more nearly,
when we see private Frenchmen arrived to that ripeness
of Policy, and in particular, know our Circumstances
so well ; What then are we to conjecture of the CaTital
French Councils ? I am not so vain as to think so great
a Prince as the French King, is wholly and meetly
Governed by this, or any other Scheme of Politicks, he
could doubtless take new measures, as subsequent Negotiations or Accidents, then unseen, have offered ; but
'tis as little to be doubted, but there was a time when
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he sate down and considered the grand Materials of
that mighty Tower which we already see mounted so
high.
What Success the present Overtures of the French
King will receive in Holland, a little time may shew;
perhaps things are gone so far, that the Hollanders will
not easily be flattered into an Opinion they shall be
Sovereigns of the Sea : But whether they may close with
him upon his Assurances of being Protected in a great
degree of Freedoms and Trade, may be a question.
They know the French King is a Considerate Prince,
and must be sensible that they are his Porters, That
their Countrey being naturally a bogg, can be no otherwise valuable to him than by supporting a Trade there,
and keeping the People together:
They may be told,
that the French King having already so vast a Revenue,
will stand in need of less Taxes from them than they
already pay, and can live without picking their Bones ;
and so it may be, as long as he pleases ; 'tis certain this
People are exhausted by the War, and know the Strength,
and will therefore fear the wrath of this mighty Borderer; the French Politichs say, that he will be able to
ruine them and us in Conjunction, by disturbing our
Commerce at Sea : He is now in a far better Capacity,
by the Neighbouring Acquests at Land he hath since
gotten : how soon therefore may he disable, or influence
this People, should they become our Allies ; and how necessary is it upon the Whole to trust to, and suddenly
Improve our own Strengths ? We see but the other
day how they were forced to desert, and give up their
late Allies, and are advised by the best of Councellors,
not to lean too much on a broken Reed, lest it pierce our
hands : This of all others, would be the most fatal, and
certain Expedient of our Ruine.
For my own part, I am one of those many whose
Life and Interests are imbarqued in the Publick, and
201
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who, upon a general Shipwrack, have no Prospect to
get off in the Long-boat ; but must expect to be swallowed
up in the Common inundation, or if I survive, to die
daily by a sence of my own misery, and the Sufferings
of those that are as near and dear to me as my life.
Self-preservation
is a Principle to which God, Nature,
and the Fundamental Constitutions of Humane Society
require us to adhere ; I do not project my own Security
only, but that of my Countrey, and therefore hope none
amongst us will be offended at it ; if any be, let them
examine with their own Consciences, and others judge,
whether their designs are not very different ; I make no
doubt but that all the generous part, even of the great
French Nation, will think I have done but my Duty ;
and that, should it ever lye in their Power to afflict or
ease me, which God divert, I could not more certainly
intitle my self to their favour, than by having once
asserted the Interests of this my Native Country.
I shall add, that those our other formidable Neighbours the Dutch, having now made Peace with the
French, remain the same Government and People, and
under the same Constitutions
and Capacities of outstripping us in Trade, as before ; nay, of offending us,
especially in Conjunction with France, whose Commodities they Buy and Barter off as before; their
Necessities are such, that they will utter more than
ever; unless, perhaps, for Politick Reasons restrained
by some Act of their State.
And now having examined the Different Policies and
Constitutions of Trade in France, the United Provinces,
and England, with the different Operations of it, and
the present Posture of things between us; It must
appear, that in order to our future National Security, it
is indispensably and speedily necessary to improve and
regulate our Trade to the utmost.
And here I was about to conclude, but that several
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Persons have objected, that our Trade is sufficiently
regulated by our late Prohibition of French Goods ; this,
by what I have said already, must appear a mistake:
But that I may leave no umbrage for private Interest,
I shall more particularly apply my self to clear it.
Perhaps this Prohibition hath somewhat prejudiced
the Trade of France, and may for the next year, which
yet I shall not admit.
But supposing this, yet it will not better the Trade of
England (though it might tend to the Security of England should the prejudice it brings to the French Trade,
be so great as to disable the French Monarchy,)But
this it will not do, for which I shall give these Reasons.
__rst, upon the Question how much it may prejudice
the French Trade, I shall observe that the Prohibition
it self extends only to Wines, Brandy, Linnen, Salt,
Silk, Paper, Vinegar and Manufactures made or mixed
with Silk, Thread, Wooll, Hair, Gold, Silver, or Leather ;
Now if we look back in Mr. Fortreys Accompt, we shall
find many other chargeable Commodities imported from
France; 'tis true many of them were prohibited by
former Laws, but then were, and still may be Imported
as freely as before the late Prohibition: The Yearly
value of these very Imported Commodities thus formerly Prohibited, have been usually computed at above
500000l. per Annum.
Secondly, 'Tis already found, and 'twill be more and
more discovered every day that great quantities even of
the Goods Prohibited by the late Act, are and will be
Imported;
For I shall again observe here, that meer
Prohibitory Laws never did, or can answer the ends
they were intended for, being made in restraint of the
Effects, without removing the Causes, whilst it remains
the Interest of Traders to elude the Prohibition : Nay,
the Importation of French Goods is now become a far
203
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more gainful business than ever; for now the mighty
Customs are taken off; which is so much clear gain to
the Importers.
Therefore there is no doubt but that private Traders
(whose business it is to increase their private Stocks)
will Import ff they can : Then let it be considered who
they are who must make the Seisurcs; These are the
Oj_cers of Ports, viz. Searchers, Waiters,
_c. upon
whose integrity and Diligence all the virtue of this or
any Prohibition does depend; Now how Indigent, Mercenary, and Negligent many of these are, we are not to
learn; nor are we to expect their extraordinary Industry
or Fidelity in this Case ; because this Prohibitory Act
gives them nothing for their pains ; so they must spend
their Money and Time in Seisures, and Suits, and all
for nothing; besides, we have long Tracts of Coasts and
Creeks in England, where hardly any Officers attend,
or ff they do, cannot hinder Clandestine Importations;
the Insufficiency of meer Prohibitory Laws is verified
by the Prohibited Exportation of Money out of Spain,
Portugal, and England, Wool] out of Ireland, and England, and the Exuberant Importation of many sorts of
See 3 Ed_. c. Goods from France, and other Parts long since Pro.
4. 15Rich.
12.
JEliz.7.
3d. hibited by our former Statutes ; and yet these Laws give
sufficient ineouragement to Informers.
Then ff the Goods last Prohibited may be Imported,
they will certainly find Vent. How few in England, ff
any, can positively Swear this or that is French Manufacture on the meet view ? Nor are our People apt to
Inform; and will be less, when it shall come to be the
Common Interest of Traders to connive i Nay, our
learned Wine-Drinkers
will tel] us, that the very Wines
may be vended in mixtures, making Sack of White
Wine and Malaga, Sherry of White Wine and Brandy,
Rhenish of White Wine, Porto-Port
of Clarets ; these
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they say are ordinary Performances:
But to prevent
this trouble, our Vintners commonly sell French Wine
as before.
Upon the Whole, I shall leave it to be computed how
near a Million our French overballanee may be, even
during the Prohibition, not forgetting the Curtesie of
our Merchants, who hearing of the Prohibition, Imported a Store of French Goods, to the value of about
a Million.
Then considering the mighty Trade the French still
drive with other Nations, the French Monarchy must
be so far from being disabled by our late Prohibition,
that we must expect it will grow more vigorous and
formidable ; and the rather because of the flowing
Treasures already Imported, and Warlike Stores provided in France; so Politicldy hath the French King
managed the matter, that (except his Forreiga Pensions)
his Wars have Exported little Treasure, since it hath
circulated back into France by the hands of his French
Purveyors and Sutlers, and thence again passes to his
Exchequer.
I shall now Consider, whether the late Prohibition
may better our Trade, and how much ; which is a question wholly distinct from the other, (though the violence
of our common resentments
against the French make
it seem almost the same :) For it does not follow that
every thing which will prejudice the Trade of one
Nation, shall better the Trade of another: But this
falls out to be so, or not, as other Nations are by their
Constitutions in Trade more or less capable of Trade ;
for Example, If the French Trade should fail, it would
not better the Spanish Trade, who by their high Customs
and other Cloggs on Trade, axe made incapable of it ;
nay it would hinder the Dutch Trade, because the
Dutch Trade consists so much in Carriage, at least till
the Dutch could be furnished with the same bulk of
205
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vendible Commodities from some other Nation;
so
would the mine of the Dutch Trade from Port to Port
injure the French Trade, till their own, or some other
Neighbouring
Navigation, could supply the Room of
the Dutch.
Now ff we look back to the Grounds and Reasons of
the decay of our English Trade, we shall find them to
be no other than our own ill Constitutions in Trade,
which are not a whir remedied by the French Prohibition, and therefore will prevent any advantage we
might perhaps otherwise receive from it.
Our Home and Forreign Markets remain obstructed
as before, we retain the same chargeable Navigation in
all the before mentioned particulars ; we are over
charged with Customs, and Interest Money; we are
under the same disadvantages by our Act of Navigation,
by the Monopolies of our Merchants, of our Trading
Companies, and Freemen ; nay of Forreigners upon us :
Our Manufactures and other Exportations are now as
much confined to the value of the Goods imported, as
before ; we have no more Manufactures, Merchants, or
other People, no more Ships, or Stocks, in Home, or
Forreign Trade, than before; no more National Riches
than before ; we have still the same Acts of 5 E//z. 4.
The same Acts against Protestant Dissenters : The Irish
and Scotch Trades remain diverted, the same encouragements of Scholar-like Educations, and necessity of the
Increase of Shop-keeping;
we have the same Laws
against the Naturalizing
of Forreigners; against the
introducing of Forreign Manufactures, Stocks, and
Riches ; the same debauched Elections, and all the
other burthens on our Trade mentioned before, with
the Consequential difficulties: There is the same Exportation of Wooll from Ireland, and JE_gland, and
there remains the same Delicacy, Luxury, Drunkennest, and Debauchery.
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The Consequence is, That the same Causes will have
the same Effects ; the growth of our Manufactures will
be stifled at home, and their Forreign Vent will remain
obstructed: The French and other Forreigners will supply
the Forreign Market with their Manufactures as they
did before; if our Prohibition hath any effect, it will
cause the French to sell cheaper than they did, which
will help them to beat us out more than ever. Which
of our Manufactures
can receive any greater Forreign
Vent ?
I expect 'twill be said our Woollen Manufacture, (for
we have Hobson's choice, and shall wear it threadbare
with often naming,) this at the best may be a question;
Nay, whether our Vent for it will not be less : France
will receive no more of it, the Dutch and French still
remain our prosperous Competitors in other Parts, all
the other Forreign Woollen Manufactures are still supported and increased, by which the Forreign Markets
are already over-clogged with it, whereof the same
Causes remain : And now will Forreigners (which have
been exhausted by the late Warr) he more hungry and
vigilant in this and all other Trade than before : Besides,
when the Prohibition of French Goods shall make Forreigners see we are under a greater necessity for their
Commodities, we must also expect they will take advantage of the Monopoly given them by the Act of
Navigation, as the French, Danes, and others have done s
and will insist to have our sweet Commodity called
Money, and reject our Woollen Manufactures;
this
they can have of our :Neighbours the Dutch, and French,
and perhaps cheaper, and as good, if not better ; we
already buy much of our Linnen at Hamburgh with
Money.
If our poor Clothiers cannot help us out, I know not
what will, for I hear of no new improving Manufactures
in England, but that of Perriwiggs; then for our Trade
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from Port to Port, we have as melancholiek a Prospect
that way: The Prohibition
will not better us to the
value of a Scullars wages: The Dutch and other Forreigners for the reasons before given will run away
with it as before, so will they shut us out of the Fishing
Trade.
In the mean time our Merchants being confined in
their Exportations from home, and disabled from the
Trade from Port to Port, as much as before, they must
resort to their present Commodities of Bullion, and
Money, for ordinary Exportation;
and must Import
Consumptive
Forreign
Commodities to be spent at
home as before, or else lye still.
Our late particular Overballance in the French Trade
swelled so high, because the French Shop had so great
variety of valuable Commodities, and somewhat cheaper,
and was nigh hand; which was an ease and advantage
to our Importers.
Now suppose they are forbid to go to this particular
Shop, and will Religiously observe the Prohibition; yet
they may and will furnish us with the same things from
other Ports ; they will bring us more Silks, Laces, and
Baubles from Italy, Flanders, Holland, &c. More Linnens and Paper from Holland, Hamburgh, and Genoa,
8_c. And more Wines from Italy, Portugal, Germany,
Spain, and Turky ; from Germany more Brandies:
There is hardly any of the French Commodities, but
what may be had else-where;
but with this odds, that
they will cost dearer in any other Nations than in
France, which by so much must increase our National
charge in Importations ; nay, we must expect that in
this alteration of the course of our Trade, our Importers
will find out new trifles and gewgaws for our silly
pebple : How suddenly do we find all the Women and
Children of any account in England, in Amber Necklae_s ? Which at the rate they are sold at, must cost
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England at least 100000/. And now we have a new
Sawce called Catch-up, from East-India, sold at a Guiney
a Bottle.
But should it be admitted, That our new Prohibitions
would any thing correct our ballance of Trade ; yet,
First, The Prohibition is to indurc but a year and a
little more.
Secondly, A general Prohibition
of Goods, being
looked on as a most injurious thing in all Nations, and
a kind of Denuntiation
of War, we must not think to
perpetuate ours, unless we resolve to be always under a
State of Enmity and War, with the French.
Then, ff
this be thought highly inconvenient, what mighty Effects
of our new Prohibition can we hope for in such a
time ?
Thirdly, Should this Prohibition
somewhat correct
the ballance of our Trade, yet ff it does not perfectly
restore the ballance, we shall be Annual losers by our
Forreign Trade, and compleat the beggary of the Nation.
But fourthly, Should we suppose that it would restore
the ballance ; nay, that it should render the National
Trade of England somewhat beneficial, yet it must be
confessed, That a compleat Regulation of our Trade
would render it prodigiously more beneficial, (perhaps
more than all the Trade of Europe besides) considering
how our advantages in Trade would reduce the Trade
of our Neighbour Nations, as ours does improve.
Lastly, The meet restoring of the ballance of our
Trade, nay, or a Trade which shall be but a little benetidal, must be very insecure to England, in the present
posture of things, when some of our Neighbour Nations
do already so much surmount us in Treasures and
strengths acquired by Trade ; and by the future course
of their Trade must grow so much richer, and stronger
daily. From the whole I conclude, That our new Prohibition is not a sufficient or satisfactory Regulation
209
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of our Trade, but leaves us open to many fatal and
threatning Consequences.
The Reasons of the decay of our English Trade being
understood, the Disease may be the more easily cured,
and the Nation thereby secured, of this we need not to
despair, provided the Medicines be speedily applied;
which I shall endeavour to demonstrate ; That after so
many soure Herbs, I may leave a more Agreeable rellish
with the Reader, and so conclude ; in order to this, I
shall first remember some of our Advantages in Trade.
We have a particular high advantage over France in
the Nature of our Government; under which Liberty
and Property are, by Law and publick Constitutions,
secured, which must be a vast Incouragement
to Trade
and Traders, as is noted before.
Whereas the French Traders are daily liable to Taxes
and Seisures at pleasure, which is as great a discouragement.
'Tis true, that the late Councils of France having been
successively studious how to improve the French Trade,
have exerted this Power very Judiciously towards Traders, yet are the Taxes high, and Arbitrary, and the
Sufferings of the greatest part must make the rest
ulleasie.

And whatsoever freedoms of Liberty and Property
the Dutch allow, the English have the advantage in the
sweetness and healthiness of their Countrey, and in the
extent of it, the Dutch Territory
being very narrow,
naturally loathsom, and most unhealthy, nor are the
English liable to suddain Inroads and Depredations,
a8 the Dutch are on the Continent ; which odds will
invite Forreigners to plant in England, rather than in
the United Provinces.
But what is yet more, the English Ports are numerous,
deep, safe, and open all the year ; the Dutch Ports but
few, dangerous in the Approach, unsafe within, and
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usually frozen three or four Months in the year, the
French Ports much fewer, and but five or six that will
carry Ships of any great Burthen, and those very far
asunder.
England hath, or may have, all the most considerable
and desireable materials of Manufacture
of its own
growth, except Silk: which is of a Prodigious Advantage, because the charge of Importing is saved, and
its Manufactures may rest undisturbed by a War at Sea:
whereas the Dutch have none, and the French fewer
than we, particularly they want the excellent Material
of Wooll, by which Millions of People at home may be
most profitably Imployed.
England is the most fertile of Nations, and out of its
own Stores, as it might be cultivated, might maintain
almost infinite Numbers of People. The United Provinces
so scanty of Provision, that they are forced to buy most
or all their Meat and Drink of Forreigners,
except
Fish (by which as many might be supported in England) ; France (though fruitful) doth not yield near so
much Cattle and Flesh-meat; which is most strengthning
and grateful to all, especially Laborious men, and is
necessary for Victualling of Ships.
Both in France and Holland are great Excises on
most, or all, ordinary Meats and Drinks, in England
on part of our Drink olfly, viz. That in Alehouses, and
Publick Brewings, (I hope there never will be any such
as shall burthen Trade.)
Our great Wasts, and void Lands, which are our present Grief and Scandal, may on the Regulation of our
Trade, prove highly beneficial to us, since they will
afford present room for a vast Increase of People,
whether Forreign Planters, or others; in the United
Provinces, or France, none such are to be found.
And lastly, England is far better situated for the
F_shing Trade, and other Forrcign Trade than either
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France, or the United Provinces, and its People are
naturally far more Adventurous and Valiant than theirs,
as Experience hath shewn, which makes no small odds
upon National Contests, between Nations emulous in
Trade, when they fight upon equal Terms of Treasure,
and Warlike Preparations:
and there is no question
but our National Industry in Trade, would be also more
Vigorous and Successful, were it put into suitable
methods ; but otherwise can no more Exert it self than
a generous Courser in a Horse-Mill.
From all which it must be evident, that were our
Trade eased as in Neighbour Nations, England would
have the Superiority, since the same Causes must produce greater Effects in England, being invigorated with
these our National Advantages, which no other Nation
doth or can enjoy.
The present Power of the French King would infallibly much Contribute to it, which being arrived to such
a swelling and tremendous height, does not only intimidate all men of Trade and Wealth in France, especially Protestants;
but all the adjacent Provinces and
People on the Continent, who either already groan
under the insupportable Oppressions and Insolencies of
the French, or are under deep and Contineutal Apprehensions of being wasted by his numerous Troops,
grown Proud and Wanton with Success, and ready to
make irresistable descents upon any private Order; in
which these his Neighbours can never think themselves
secure, because of his late sudden Invasion of Flanders:
and would therefore flye to our En_jlish World, as a
blessed and safe _4sylum, were it l_ut into a posture of
being so. Then if the suddain Populacy, Treasures,
Trade, and strength of the small Dutch Provinces, were
the Effects of the then Spanish Tyranny in the LowCountreys, what might we not hope for from far greater
Confluences of the richest and most Mercantile and
212
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Industrious
Protestants, or such as would be so, even
from Holland and France, as well as from many other
parts of Europe .2 whose Stocks being transported by
Bills of Exchange, and their Manufactures
with their
Persons, and this on a suddain, would give the odds of
Strength and Treasure to the English, who no longer
need to trust to the fallible Security of Leagues, which
are so often obstructed
and broken by the humour or
peril(tie of particular men, or frt_strated by incapacity
and accidents : And therefore this patching and piecing
a Strength together by Leagues, is the dependance of
small and weak estates, such as those of Italy and Germany ; where they are always tricking and betraying
one another;
yet at this time Leagues (though not to
be wholly rested upon) may be of great, and good consequence to England.
Had the French Monarchy never over awed the rest
of Europe, as it now does, it must be evident, that if
our Trade had been regulated and eased equally with
the Dutch, all those Merchants and People which have
setled in Holland, would have planted here, where
besides the former advantages, the extent of our Territory renders the Burthen of Taxes far easier on partieular men than in Holland, where they are also at a
much greater necessary charge for Garrisons on their
Frontiers;
nay the very Dutch would have forsaken
those Provinces for England, or if any had remained,
they would have been Carriers for the English, as they
have been to the French, and will rather be so for the
future, if our Shop were sufficiently furnished, because
they will more willingly transfer _he wealth of the
World to a Countrey where they themselves may securely share in it, when they please, than to an Arbitrary Power, which may in a moment swallow it up,
and oppress those that brought it to any the most
barbarous degree;
from all which, these things are
21S
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nothing

does or can so

formidably threaten the Trade, and by Consequence
the Monarchy of France, as the Modern Freedoms of
the English, and some other Neighbouring
Countreys.
Secondly, That the English Freedoms are at this day
so great an advantage to his most Sacred Majesty of
England, that they are a Weapon left in his hands,
with which, and a Concurrent Regulation of our Trade,
he may with ease and assurance attain a Superiority
over all the Monarchs and Powers of Europe put together; he will cut the Grass under their Feet, and draw
away their Treasures and People, notwithstanding
all
the Policies can be used : no mere Prohibition can stop
those whose Interests, quiet, and safety, shall oblige
them to depart : In which, besides a sufficient Guard at
Sea, (to use the words of the French Politicks) there
would need almost no War to be made, nor His Majestie_ s
Forces hazarded.
Thirdly, That for these Reasons it
is most evident, that it doth highly import the French
Monarchy, that the Freedoms of the English, and all
others in these parts should be subverted and evacuated,
of which, whether the French Councils, who have been
so long and so curiously projecting the Grandure of
that Monarchy, are insensible, I leave to be considered.
Fourthly, 'Tis also as evident, that upon such a Regulation of our Trade His Majestie's Revenue being (by
some Excise added to the then smaller Customs, and
other his present Funds) made but equal to what now
it is, would infallibly swell higher and higher yearly, as
Trade, People, and Treasures shall increase;
ff these
shall become double, treble, or s/x fold what they now
are, so would his Revenue: then what extraordinary
Supplies in Parliament
might he not expect, upon a
National Emergence;
nay, or for his own proper occasions, when by an increase of People, the Burthen
upon particular men will be answerably eased, and by
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the increase of Treasure, and the advance of private
Revenues and Stocks, these People should be enabled
to give largely, and often ; and this without any prejudice to their home-Trade, or Land-ttents,
and therefore
with such an Alacrity, as is agreeable to that true
Honour and Affection they really bear him.
I need not observe how much it will be in His
Majestie's Power to secure the making up of his present Revenue by new Funds, should he graciously
think fit to compute by a Moderation of the Customs;
but since I have now, and before mentioned Excises,
and have observed some men of Parts, almost to startle
at the naming of a new Excise, I shall thus far explain
and vindicate my self, and the proposal : First, I shall
agree that such Excises as affect and over-burthen the
beneficial parts of Trade, are of pernicious Consequence.
Secondly, that an Universality of Excise is both inconvenient and unnecessary;
But that there may be Excises Imposed on many Superfluities, and Excesses, in
Meats, Drinks, or Equipages, or upon some imported
Goods Consumed at home, which would be no prejudice
to any kind of Trade ; being no clog upon our Exports,
or l_e-exports;
or perhaps, a very small Excise on
ordinary Meats, Drinks, and Apparel, might be supportable : I do not propound all, but some of these, in
this Course there will be this odds of advantage on the
part of the King, That the Users, Wearers, and Consumers, being this way made chargeable, His Majesty.
would be less liable to be defrauded than in the Customs, which are perpetually smuggled, and then the
Imported Goods openly Vended, and used; This, on
the part of the People, That it will bring the like
Obligations of charge on men of Visible and Invisible
Stocks, in, or out of Trade, as on the Land-holders;
and therefore I do not see any shadow of reason why
Excises should appear such Bugbears in England, espo215
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See Sir W. cially to Land-holders, any more than in Holland and
_e of the in other Trading Nations, where the Publick Revenues
, Pug. are made to swell high by these small and almost insensible Payments.
It is Confessed, that it will be
highly fit to provide for a fair and easie Collection, and
against the Extortions,
Insolencies,
and Abuses of
Officers; for which we need to go no farther than to
learn by what Methods they are collected and ascertained in Holland, if any shall misbehave themselves,
we have a free recourse to the Law, as in Holland they
have, but in France they have not, though perhaps now
more than ever. Nor are Excises, or somewhat in the
Nature of them, so new amongst us, if we regard the
Ancient Tolls for things bought and sold in homeMarkets ; which, although they now seem small, were
before the Discovery and Diffusion of the Indian Treasure Considerable,
and originally belonging to the
Crown, but since appropriated
to private hands by
Grants, or long nsuages founded on Grants from the
Crown, which having also given Exemptions to some
Towns, we may presume them first intended for the
ease of Manufacturers, of which the Government had
an especial regard : having said this, ff the Reader will
reflect on All that I have said, he cannot think I have
any design in beggaring the English Subjects by an
invention of new Taxes ; 'twas Six Walter Raleigh's
Opinion, that the smaller and more numerous Payments of Custom, would rise far higher than before,
which he Confirms with Fact ; be they more or less,
the National Wisdom is at Liberty to exert it serf in
further Levies, by Excise, Land-Tax, Poll, or otherwise
as there shall be cause.
Having now written what I intended on the present
Subject, the Nature of it may sufficiently assure the
Reader, that I have not designed any peculiar Ends of
my own : On the contrary it hath been a trouble, which
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I wish an abler hand had undertaken, and being for
the Publick, may expect what usually ensues, when
men engage upon the cutting new of Common Rivers,
wherein they must have Contests with every one, who
hath a Lands End abutting upon the Work, who will
set a greager value upon six foot of Earth, than upon
all the Good the Countrey, and therein themselves, and
all their Posterity, might reap by the Accomplishment
of the Business; in which they are generally so tenacious, that they ordinarily ruin the Undertaker, and
thereby make great store of mirth for the Cunning men
of the adjacent Villages.
I am not insensible how
many mens Animosities I have hazarded, by ineountring their private Interests, or contrary Inclinations;
a thing no way grateful to me, being not one of those
(ff any there be) that, out of any petulancy of humour,
love Contention, or Innovations, or that would appear
considerable by opposing something that is already
thought so; or that delight in stirring Sediments, or
raking into realities; I affect quiet as much as any
man, and account it my ordinary duty to"give the least
offence I can, even to the little ones. Nothing but a
Consideration of our present Difficulties, and a hope to
be Instrumeutal
to the publick felicity, could have
moved me an inch beyond these common Prudentials:
to which I have yet conformed as far as I can ; I have
touched no man's Person, and I presume I need not
say I have forborn Reflections, in which I do not think
any one obliged to me, being but what I have judged
requisite for a Composure of things ; it hath been absolutely necessary that I should represent our ill Consti.
tutiogs in Trade, and some of the most important Consequences, that from a general apprehension
of the
Common Interest, there may ensue a National Union
in thc_e Methods which may be most for the Publick
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Advantage, and this upon the mighty Basis of our present form of Government, and under our present most
gracious Prince, whose Glories I hope to see expanded
by an exuberant increase of National Treasures, People,
and Royal Revenues, and to such a degree, as that the
days of our Queen Elizabeth shall appear but a faint
Type, or dawning of the greater Lustre and Happiness
of His now Majestie's
Reign: This is what I wish
for, and have to my utmost endeavoured, and therein
the real Advantage of all Ranks of Men in the Nation ;
If then these Excellent Ends appear obstructed by a
sort of antient or Innovated Laws or Usages, who can
speak of them, without much Resentment ? In which,
I hope, I am ]_xcusable.
These are the Spells by
which our innocent People are inevitably lead into
Courses destructive to the Publick.
How can our ]_Ierchants or Shop-keepers
now avoid
Trading in Forreign Consumptive Goods ? Have they
any sufficient Stores of Home-Manufactures?
Can
our Merchants Trade from Port to Port as the Dutch
and others do ? or must Men that are bred up to these
Gentile professions, that are Men of Family, Industry,
and Fortune, fling up, live lazily, or poorly ? Who doth
not know how many generous and intelligent Men are
to be found amongst our Merchants and Shop-keepers
of all sorts ? Such as bear a true affection to their
Country,

and are an honour to the Nation,

and such as

wish for a Regulation of our Trade, and would be ready
and capable to give all farther assistances, were they
called to it?
This I wish to see, being not so conceited, as to think I have said all that is material on
this Subject;
but on the contrary apprehend, That
there axe very few Paragraphs
of what I have written,
but may admit of farther Informations : In the mean
time_ from what hath been already said, it must be
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apparent to these and others, That as an open and free
Trade would be far more profitable to the generality of
Merchants, so would it be far more honourable to all ;
That the Consequential Increase of People and Wealth,
would better
support our great Increase of Shop.
keepers, Lawyers, Solicitors, Pen-men, &c. (of which
the present Numbers would then hardly be sufficient).
That the benefices of our Clergy must receive an inevitable Improvement
by it. And that our great and
famous City of London (which is the Seat Royal, where
our National Courts of Justice are, which is contiguous
to our most secure Harbour for Ships, which hath the
sweetest and most Commodious situation of any City
in Europe, and is so vastly peopled already)must
by
these advantages, for ever, have the greatest resort and
Trade of the Nation, (even under the utmost Improvments of our Trade) which must then be incomparably
more than now: Besides, the vast advantage our Gentry
would infallibly reap by the continual Rising of their
Rents, even such of these as desire more business, or
gain, will then have other and farther daily opportunities, by putting Stocks into Manufactures, or Forreign
Trade, and projecting and solliciting the Improvement
of either, or both.
In Florence, the very Nobility and
great Duke himself are Traders; hence might our
Members
of Parliament
be continually prepared to
make the most suitable Laws for the facilitating of
Trade.
Lastly, Nothing can so effectually and certainly
secure the peace of the Nation, as the Regulating of
our Trade, since it will set all Mens heads and hands
at work in all manner of Imloeent
and Profitable
Imployments, and introduce a general satisfaction and
Harmony.
Then, and never 'till then, shall we make up that
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invincible Phalanx, which must not only be terrible to
all Forreign Nations, but to all Enemies of the Government at Home, when they find it supported by the
8olid Pillars of Trade and Treasure, and a Consequential swelling Popnlacy and Navigation;
which will
deter Men of sence from Treasonable Machinations,
and of Fools there needs no fear : Whereas the defect
of these Suppol_s must continually administer temptation to all such as by reason of their particular circumstances, can hope for any greater advantage or security,
by the general ruin.
The Body Politick being in this
like the Natural, more subject to new Distempers when
it is infirm before, but when stanch in every part easily
bears off the Corruption or Acidity of any malignant
humours.
The Trade of the World hath long courted England,
but never with so much importunity, or with so much
advantage as now : This great Lady affecting Freedom
and Security, ha_h no Inclination to continue under
the Arbitrary Power of the French, nor the Uncertain
fate of the Dutch; with these she hath resided only as
a Sojourner, but is ready to espouse our Interest and
Nation, and with her self to bes tow upon us the Treasures of the World; but if we still continue inexorable
and stubborn, things are grown to such a Crisis, That
we may have reason to fear this is the last time of
her asking, and that she may suddenly turn this
Kindness into such a Fury as we shall not be able to
withstand.
Shall we then embrace so advantagious Overtures,
or shall we still proceed in our present Methods ? I
have heard it was a hard matter to reclaim the Irish
from drawing with their Horses Tails; shall the Irish
now beat us out of our Trade ? Shall we continue
rolling in Forreign

Silks and Linnens ? or be still
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satting in Forreign Wines, whilest they pick our pockets ? Shall we be Curious in Trifles, sneaking after
our private interests?
or like the blind Sodomite8
groping after our filthy Pleasures, whilest the Wrathful
Angels of God stand at our elbows ? Shall we like
the Reprobated Jews be under continual Decimations See Jo_2hu_
within
"
" are at the Gates. _ Shall of
Siege
" , whilest
our Enennes
andtheDestructhose of the High City, those of the Low City, and tion of H/_uthose in the Temple be picking out one anothers Eyes _/em.
to facilitate the Aggressions of more powerfid Forreigners?
or shall we be hunting or grasping after
false Shadows, and Imaginary Forms and Ideas, and
neglect that most valuable substance which we have
already in our Mouths, and which would turn into the
most solid Nutriment_ would we take the pains to
chew it ?
Which leads me to say, There is yet a farther Requisite to our happy procedure in the Whole, of greater
importance than any other; viz. a general Humiliation
of our selves towards God, accompanied with an abhorrence of our past Intemperances, Corrupt Passions,
Pride, Avarice, Lusts, Prophaneness, mutual Oppressions, Perfidies, and other Impieties, with such a Chris°
tian ._¢Ieekness, Charity, Purity, Truth, Holy Zeal and
Resolution as may render us Capable of his Mercy and
Protection; perhaps one false step at this time, may
be more Irreparable than ever: 'tis certain we shall
never be able to make a true one whilest we are under
the displeasure of the Almighty.
It is as undeniable, that the Laws which obstruct
our Trade, cannot be Repealed, or new ones requisite for
its Improvement or Security be made, otherwise than by
a Parliament:
Whether therefore, upon this and other
important Consideration% the Convening and Holding
of a Parliament be not under God, (who d_ee not work
$_1
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by Miracle) a necessary means to prevent the Ruine of
this Nation, and how Long it may now with any security be deferred, is that, which I most humbly submit
to the Determination
of Authority.

FINIS.
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Hese JPaFer, eavae directed to _ne, in order, oz I sui_ose
to be made Publick : And having transmitted them to
the _ress, which is the only means whereby the University of
Masked
is to be inform'd, I am absolv'd of that Trust.
The Author is pleas'd to conceal himself; which after
perusal of his _apers, Z do not ascribe to any_Oiw'Tdenee of his
2_eusons, the 39iagust, of Great Men, nor over-much Modesty,
which are the ordinary Inducements for lying hid; but rather
to avoid the Fatigue of diyesti_g, and l_olishing his Sentiments
into such aveu/rate Method, and clean Style, as the World
common_ e_peets fro_ Authors :Iam
confident he seeks only
the Publish Good, and little regards Gensure for the wa/nt of
2_reat_8, and aDress, whereof he seems to _naks a slight account,
and to rely whel_ upon the inruth, and Justice of his Matter ;
yet he may reasonobly decline the beiny noted, for either a
careless, or an illiterate -Person.
The 2ublick is an acute, as well as merciless J_east, which
_eithe_ ovor-sees a 2-_ailing, nor forgives it ; but staraps Judgraent and aExecution immediately,
the' _pon a _e_nber of
itse_; and is no less Ingrateful
thaa comnwn Beggars, who
affront their JBenqfaetor$, without whose Oharit!l their Under.
standings would starve.
Wherefore
Z cannot but e_eu_e our _l_riend', Y_etbreraent,
and shall take advantage of his absence so far, as to speak of
his Z)i_couvses with chore freedom, than I verib!l believe his
2_resence would bear.
As for the #tyle, you will find it ]_nglish, such as YJ£en
r2eaka , which, according to Horace,/8
the law and lgule of
I,a_uage.
_ATordo I perceive that the Gentleman if, tended
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more than his Title hold8 forth ; common _scourse$, which
loassibly were taken by an Amanuensis,
and dispatcht without
much Correction.
Su/rety _o J_a_ would rej_se the Oonvorsalion of an ingenious 2"riend, because he cloth not gTeak like
Tully; .and if the Gonversation be so desirable, why should
we _uarrel with the same thing in Writing ? Nay, it is very
imTolitiek, by such Exactions of labour
and _Pains, to discourage all Ingenious -persons from medling in _Print, whereby
we lose the benefit of their Judgment, in matters of common
_gneern.

Words are indeed a Felicity, which some have in great
Terfeetion ; but many times, like a fair _aee, prove Temptations to F'iee ; for I have known very good Senee neglected,
and Tost-poned
to an `Elegance of .Expression ; whereas if
Words are wanted, the whole .Effort is made by _vure strength
of Reason, and that only is relied on.
The lawyers
in their Deeds, wave all the X)eeorums of
_anguaoae , and regard only incontrovertible JExTressions. The
Merchants in their Policies and F_xchanges, use no one Word
but what is necessary to their _Point, because the Matter and
_ubstanee only is intended, and not the JOress ; Why then
should Reasoners be ineumbred, beyond what is necessary to
make their t_eason understood ?
To steak very short, and yet dear, is a Vertue to be envyed ;
and if directed to _Persons, or Assemblies whose business is
great, or made so by many Mess interposing in it, it is absolutely necessary; for your JDiscourse, if it be tedious, is better
spared than the time ; but it is not so in dealing with lazy
Ignorance of any sort, or an JEst.itching
Rabble, who are
actually imTertinent (a_ well as i_npetuous) and not sensibZe
of cheat.
And I may add, That in Writing, unless in the
JEFistolary way, (which being supposed hasty, ought to be short
and figurat#e)
an abundance of Words is more Tardonabte
than obscurity, or want of _enee, because we take our oum
time, and have leisure to peruse it.
Z will grant that amongst opulent and idle _Person¢, ae well
as Sehollars,
of language,

whose business lies in Words, the bare Tolishing
i_ one of the most commendable _ntertainmonts
;
and
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and to them we resign it ; for to Men of business,
most hateful thing, 1 mean, meet Idleness.
I grant also, that delwaey of Ivord_, now most
t_oetry, is useful for disposing wayward _People to
make them endzere to read. -But the llrorld is not at

it is the
used in
learn, or
such low

ebb of Curiosity in this Aye.
Men are forward enough torn/a
their Noses into Books, especially such as deal in _aetion and
Controversie : And it were well if they were either Wrote or
Read with as much Integrity as Inchtstry ; we have no need of
Sugar:plum devices to wheedle Men into _T?eading, they axe
Inquisitive enough; and if the Subject be their own Interest,
I am of Opinion, if you can make 'era understand
trust them.

it, you may

As for the Method used in these l_aTers, there is so little of
it qff_eeted, that I am afraid some will say there is none at all.
Inever thought that true Method consisted in a_ected _Divisions,
and Sub-divisions, JFirsts, Seconds, Sub-Jlrsts, #e. tho' all that
is very useful in IVories intended to be consulted as Repertories;
but where the 17nderstanding is to be informed, it is meet
trash, and the business is oj_en lost in it.
And in such Z)esigns it is enough, if Thugs lie in the Order
of _hrature, and the Conclusion is _iot put before the 1Jremisses,
so that the course of the Argument is limpid, and intelligible :
,4 .Friend of mine used to say, That if the First ChaTter were
before the Second, it was all the Method he cared for, meaning
on_ what I have observed, which I suppose you will find here.
This drudgery of JDigestiug, is another .Excise upon Senee,
which keeps back a great deal of it from coming forth ; and
zdthout a dnguZar taZlent, and much exercise, it makes composing extreamly all, cult. I do not understand why other
Men, as well as Mountaigne, may not be iadalged to ramble in
J_ssays, provided the Senee fails not.
The Scalligerana,
Pirroana,
Pensees, and Mr. Selden's
Table-i;alk, are all heats of incoherent scraps ; yet for the wit
and spirit esteemed; therefore let that which is most valuable,
-_eason and Truth, be encouraged to come abroad, without ira.
Toslng such chargeable J_,_uipages u/Ton it, whereby Writers
are made to resemble Brewers Horses, very useful ,4rituals,
but arrant 2)fudges.

Methink#
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Methinks when I meet with a great deal of Firsting, and
Eeeonding, I smell one who conceits himsdf
an Author, a
Greature a_ fulsome as any other sort of Imperti_ents.
If
there be Reason, and that understood, what eouM the formal
Methodist add ? let me have the Cockle, and who will take
the gay shell.
YVow after all this it will be injnst, not to say somewhat of
the Subject-matter of these JDiscourses, which is Commerce and
Trade; and the Author's manner of Treating it.
He seems to be of a TemTer different from most, who have
medled with th,8 Subject in 2ublick ; for it is manifest, his
Ignowledge and _xperienee
of Trade is considerable, which
could not be attained, unless he were a Trader hbmse_; and
yet it is not to be collected from any thing he says, of what
Nature his dealing hath been; for he speaks imTart,ally of
Trade in general, without wanting to the __'avour of any particular Interest.
It hath been observed formerly, when Merchants have been consulted, and the Questions concerned one/
Trade in general, they agreed in Opinion ; but when oTTodte
Interests were concerned, they differed toto ecelo. As for hi,
Opi, zion touching Interest of Money, wherein he is clear, that
it should be left freely to the Market, and not be restrained by
I_aw, he is lyable to the same suspicion, which attends those of
a different Judgment ; that is, Tartiality to his own Interest;
the difference is onbg in the supposed Cause, which in the one,
is Wealth, and in the other Want.
He hath given his Judgment with his tgea, ons, which every one is free to eanva, ; and
there is no other means whereby a wise and honest _Person ewa
justifle his Opinions in 2aublick Ooncerns.
In the next place, I find Trade here Treated at another
rate, than nsual_ hath been ; Imean _Phil_soThically : for the
ordinary and vulgar conceits, being meet Husk and tgubbish,
are waived; and he begins at the quick, from_PrineiTles
indisloutabbl/ true ; and so Troeeeding with like care, comes to a
Judgment of the nicest ZK_utes and Questions concerning
Trade.
And this with clearness enough, for he reduceth things
to their .Extreams, wherein all diseri_ninations are most gros,
and sensible, and then shews them ; and not in the state of
ordinary concerns, whereof the terrn_ are scarce distinguishable.
This
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This ,]fethod of Reasoning hath been in/roduc'd with the
new _Philosophy, the old dealt in Abstracts more than Truths;
and was employed about forming Hypotheses, to fit abundance
of precarious and insensible _Principles ; such as the direct or
oblique course of the Atomes in vacuo, Matter and __orm,
_Privation, solid Orbs, fuga vacai, and many others of like
nature ; whereby they made sure of nothing ; but upon the
appearance of Des Cartes' excellent d_ssertation de Methodo,
so much approved and accepted in our Ages, all those Chymera's
soon dissolved and vanisht.
And hence it _s, that JKnowledge in great measure is become
Mechanical ; which word I need not interpret farther , than by
noting, it here means, built upon clear and evident Truths.
_But yet this great Improvement of l_eason which the World
hath lately obtained, is not difus'd enough, and resides chiegq*/
with the studious and learned, the common People having but
a small share ; for they cannot abstract, so as to have a true
and just thought of the most ordinary things, but are posse_t
and full of the vulgar Errors of sense : _xcelgt i_ some few
things that fall within the compass of their day-labour, and so
gives them an Experience ; As when a Common-Seaman, unth
all his Ignorance, proves a better Mechanic]c, for actual Set.
vice, than the _Professor himself, with all his Learning.
The ease of Trade is the same; for although to bul/ and 8ell,
be the _'_,mTloymont of every man, moore or less; and the
Common -people, for the most part, depend upon it far their
daily subsistence; yet there are very few who consider Trade
in general upon true Principles, but are satisfied to understand their own particular Trades, and which way to let themselves into immediate ga_.
And out of this active Sphere
nothing is so fallacious, and.full of .l_rror, as mess IYotio_ of
Trade.
And there is another i_eason, why this matter seem_
less understood, than in truth it is. 1_'or whenever Men con.
sult for the _ublick Good, as for the advanvement of Trade,
wherein all are concerned, they asually esteem the immediate
Interest of their own to be the common Measure of Good and
.Evil.
And there axe many, w_w to gain a little in their own
Trades, care not how much others suffer; and each Man
strives, that all others may be fore'd, in their deah_gs, to act
subser_qently
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subserviently
2_ublick.

for

his ProJ_t,

but under

the

So Clothiers would have men be fore'd to
facture ; and I may mention such as sell
have men forc'd to buy of them at an high
Clothier loseth.
The Tinners would have

covert of

the

bu4/ their ManuWool, they would
Price, though the
their Tin dear,

though the Merchant proa_ts little : And in general all those
who are lazy, and do not, or are not active enough and cannot,
look out, to vent the _roduct of their Estates, or to Trade
urith it themselves, would have all Traders forc'd by Laws, to
bring home to them suffcient Prizes, whether they gain or lose
by it. And all the while, not one of them will endure to be
under a force, to Sell, or Let their own Estates at lower rates,
than the free Market of things u'ill produce.
_7Vowit is no wonder, that out of these Ingredients a strange
Medley of Error should result, whereby seldom any Publiek
Order, which hath been establisht, and intended, or at least
pretended for the good of Trade in general, hath had a suitable
JElrect ; but on the contrary, hath for the most part proved
prejudicial, and thereupon, by common consent, been discontinued.
But this is too copious Matter for a_Preface, and
the' many Instances occur, I leave all, and return to the matter
of _rulgar Errors in Trade.
Zt is not long since there was a great noise with Inquiries
into the Balance of Exportation
and Importation ; and so
into the Balance of Trade, as they called it.
b'or it was
faneyed that if we brought more Commodities in, than we
carried out, we were in the High-way to Ruin. In like manner
have we heard much said against the East-India
Trade, against
the French Trade, with many other like pohtiek conceits in
Trade ; most of which, Time and better Judgment hath disbanded ; but others succeed in their room, according as new
_)ersons find _Encouragement to invent, and inspire, for pro.
motimg their lrrivate Interest, by imposing on those, who desire
to be cunning.
And now we complain for want of Money in
specie , that Bullion is _7oorted or mis-empleyed to other uses,
than making Money;
and ascribe the deadness of Trade,
especial_ of Corn, and Cartel in the Country, to this ; and
hope by a 2_egulation of the _Bullion.Trade, and stinting the
_riae,
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_Price, except it be in Money, to make a through Reformation,
and give new Life to all things, with much more, ejusdem
farina, which Z do not particularize,
this being enough for a
taste.
z_ow it may appear strange to hear it said,
That the whole World as to Trade, is but as one 2Vation or
_People, and therein _hratious are as _Persons.
That the loss of a Trade w_th one _hTation, is not that only,
separately considered, but so much of the Trade of the World
rescinded and lost, for all is combined together.
That there can be no Trade unprofitable to the -publiek ;
for if any prove so, men leave it off; and wherever the Traders
thribe, the _Publiek, @which the 9 are a part, thrives also.
That to force Men to deal in any pre,crib'd manner, may
profit such as hcuppen to serve them ; but the Publwk gains
not, because it is taking from one Subject, to give to another.
That no Laws can set -przces in Trade, the _ates of which,
must and will raake themselves:
,But when such Laws do
happen to lay a_j hold, it is so _zuch Impedi/ment to Trade,
and therefore prejudicial.
That Money is a Merchandize, whereof there may be a glut,
as well as a scarcity, and that even to an Inconvenience.
That a -people cannot want Money to serve the ordinary
dealing, and more than enough they will not have.
That no Man shall be the richer for the making much
Money, nor have any part of it, but as he buys it for an
e_uivalen t Trice.
That the free Coynage is a perpetual Motion fownd out,
whereby to Melt and Coyn without ceasing, and so to feed
Goldsmiths and Coyners at the _Publiek Gharge.
That debasing the Coyn is defrauding one omother, and to
the _Publiek there is no sort of Advantage from it ; for that
admits no Character, or Value, but Intrinsick.
That the sinking Money by Allay or Weight is all one.
That :Exchange and ready Money, are the same, nothing but
_arriage and re-carriage being saved.
That Money :ExTorted in Trade is an increase to tae
Wealth of the Nation ; but spent in War, and _Payments
abroad, is so much Impoverishment.
In
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In short, That all favour to one Trade or Interest against
another, is an Abuse, and cuts so much of _Profit from the
-publick.
l/Vith many other like _Paradoxes, no less strange
to most men, than true in themselves ; but in _ny Ofli/nion,
clearly flowing from the Trineiples,
and JDiseourses that
follow, whwh you _nay freely peruse and censure, for now I
have done.
_Perhaps my umknown Confident may think me too saucy,
for putting ray Oar into his JBoat, and I will not excuse ray
self to him, otherwise than by demanding the same _berty he
hath taken ; that is, to have a fling at the World ; and as yet
the Advantage is his, for he hath two, and better, for ¢ny one.
And so Farewel.

A
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DISCOURSE
Concerning

Abatement

the

of I N T E R E S T.
many,

ARguments
viz.

for Abatement

of Interest

are

I. When Interest is less, Trade is incourag'd, and
the Merchant can be a Gainer ; whereas, when it
is great, the Usurer, or Money-owner takes all.
II. The Dutch, with whom Interest is low, Trade
cheaper, and under-sell us.
III. Land falls in value, as Interest riscth.
With divers others; whereof the Facts may be true,
but proceed from another Cause, and conduce nothing
to the purpose for which they are alledg'd.
I shall not formally apply my serf to answer all the
Arguments and Discourses, that commonly are found
in Pamphlets, and Conversation upon this Subject ; as
ff I were to Advocate the Cause of Interest : But give
my thoughts impartially in the whole matter, with
regard to the Profit of the whole Nation, and to no
particular Person's project : Wherein I hope to propose
that which may resolve any doubt that can be raised,
and leave every one to apply it, as they think fit.
1
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The Question to be considered is, Whether
the
Government
have reason by a Law, to prohibit the
taking more than 41. per Cent. Interest for Money lent,
or to leave the Borrower and Lender to make their own
Bargains.
In the Disquisition of this, many things are to be
considered, and particularly such as relate to Trade, of
which a true Notion will set right a World of Mistakes,
wherefore that now shall be chiefly treated of.
Trade is nothing else but a Commutation of Superfluities; for instance : I give of mine, what I can spare,
for somewhat of yours, which I want, and you can
spare.
Thus Trade, whilst it is restrained within the limits
of a Town, Country, or Nation, signifieth only the
Peoples supplying each other with Conveniences, out of
what that Town, Country, or Nation affords.
And in this, he who is most diligent, and raiseth
most Fruits, or maketh
most of Manufactory,
will
abound most in what others make, or raise; and consequently be free from Want, and enjoy most Conveniences, which is truly to be Rich, altho' there were no
such thing aa Gold, Silver, or the like amongst them.
Mettals are very necessary for many Uses, and are to
be reckon'd among the Fruits and Manufactories of the
World. And of these, Gold and Silver being by nature
very fine, and more scarce than others, are higher
pl_zed ; and a little of them is very reasonably esteem'd
equal in value with a great quantity of other Mettals,
&e. For which reason, and moreover that they are
imperishable, as well as convenient for easie stowage
and removal, and not from any Laws, they are made
a Standard, or common Measure to deal with; and all
Mankind concur in it, as every one knows, therefore I
need not inlarge further in this matter
Now it is to be consider'd, that Mankind being fallen
2
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into a way of commuting in this manner, to serve their
occasions, some are more provident, others more profuse ;
some by their Industry and Judgment raise more Fruits
from the Earth, than they consume in supplying their
own occasions ; and then the surplus remains with them,
and is Property or Riches.
And Wealth thus contracted, is either commuted for
other Mens Land (supposing all men to have had some)
or massed up in heaps of Goods; be the same of Mettals, or any thing valuable.
And those arc the Rich,
who transmit what they have to their Posterity; whereby
particular Families become rich i and of such are compounded Cities, Countries, Nations, &c.
And. it will be found, that as some particular men in
a Town grow richer, and thrive better than others ; so
also do Nations, who by Trade serving the occasions of
their Neighbours,
supply themselves with what they
have occasion for from abroad ; which done, the rest is
laid up, and is Silver, Gold, &c. for as I said, these
being commutable for every thing, and of small bulk,
are still preferr'd to be laid up, till occasion shall call
them out to supply other Necessaries wanted.
Now Industry and Ingenuity having thus distinguisht
Men into Rich and Poor ; What is the consequence ?
One rich Man hath Lands, not only more than he can
manage, but so much, that letting them out to others,
he is supplied with a large over-plus, so needs no
farther care.
Another rich Man hath Goods ; that is, Mettals,
Manufactures, &c. in great quantity, with these he
serves his own occasions, and then commutes the rest
in Trade; that is, supplies others with what they want,
and takes in exchange what they had of, beyond their
own occasions, whereby managing cunningly, he must
always advance.
Now as there are more Men to Till the Ground than
3
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have Land to Till, so also there will be many who want
Stock to manage ; and also (when a Nation is grown
rich) there will be Stock for Trade in many hands, who
either have not the skill, or care not for the trouble of
managing it in Trade.
But as the Landed Man letts his Land, so these still
lett their Stock; this latter is call'd Interest, but is
only Rent l_r Stock, as the other is for Land.
And in
several Languages, hiring of Money, and Lands, are
Terms of common use; and it is so also in some Counties in England.
Thus to be a Landlord, or a Stock-lord is the same
thing; the Landlord hath the advantage only in this :
That his Tenant cannot carry away the Land, as the
Tenant of the other may the Stock ; and therefore Land
ought to yield less profit than Stock, which is let out at
the greater hazard.
These things consider'd, it will be found, that as
plenty makes cheapness in other things, as Corn, Wool,
&c. when they come to Market in greater Quantities
than there are Buyers to deal for, the Price will fall ;
so ff there be more Lenders than Borrowers, Interest
will also fall; wherefore it is not low Interest makes
Trade, but Trade increasing, the Stock of the Nation
makes Interest low.
It is said, that in Holland Interest is lower than in
England. I answer; It is, because their Stock is greater
than ours. I cannot hear that they ever made a Law
to restrain Interest, but am certainly informed, that at
this day, the Currant Interest between Merchant and
Merchant, when they disburse Money for each others
Account, is 6 per Cent. and the Law justifies it.
I allow Money is many times lent at 3, and 4 per
Cent. but it is upon Mortgages, out of which the State
hath a Duty, and by the course of Titles there, such
dealing is perfectly safe; and this is still by private
4
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consent and agreement, and not by co-ersion and order
of Law.
The like often happens here, when poor
Widows and Orphans purchase the Security of their
Livelihoods, and punctual Payment, by lending at small
Interest, to such as need not the Money.
It might not be amiss in this place, to say somewhat
of the Pablick Banks that are in Forreign Parts, as
Amsterdam, Venice, &c. but that is a Subject I have
not time to dilate upon : I shall only say, that it is a
cunning way of supplying the Government once with a
great Sum; and as long as the Government stands, it
is no loss to them that have the Credit, nor no great
Inconveniency ; for all Bills of Exchange are made by
Law payable in Bank, and not otherwise; for Dealers
in Exchanges it is best that way, and such as want their
Money, find no difficulty in selling their Credits, the
price &which riseth and falleth according to Demanders,
as of other things.
I do not understand that true, two Banks pay any
Interest;
it is true there are several Funds, viz. The
Mint in Venice, and the Chamber in Amsterdam, with
several others in those, and other Cities, where Money
is put out at Interest for Lives, and several other ways,
and at different Rates, more or less, according to the
Credit these Funds have, which are the Security; and
these may, by mistake, be called the Banks, which they
are not, being only such as the Chamber of London,
East-India House, &c. were.
I do not believe, but the Usurer, according to the
saying, will take half a Loaf, rather than no Bread :
But I averr, that high Interest will bring Money out
from Hoards, Plate, &c. into Trade, when low Interest
will keep it back.
Many Men of great Estates, keep by them for State
and Honour, great Quantities of Plate, Jewels, &c.
5
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which certainly they will be more inclin'd to do, when
Interest is very low, than when it is high.
Such as have nothing to subsist by, but the Interest
of Money, must either let it out, or Trade with it themselves, and be contented with what they can get; but
that hinders not, but very many other Men, who are
rich, and not so prest, may, if Interest be very low,
choose to make use of their Stocks in Jewels, Plate, &c.
rather than run the hazards, and be at the trouble of
dealing with necessitous and knavish Men, such as
many Borrowers are, for inconsiderable gains.
So that it cannot be denied, but the lowering of Interest may, and probably will keep some Money from
coming abroad into Trade; whereas on the contrary.
high Interest certainly brings it out.
:Next is to be considered, that Dealings between Borrowers and Lenders are of two kinds : 1. Upon Mortgage, or Pawn.
2. Upon Personal Security, and that
either by single Bond, or with Sureties ; all which, as
they differ in goodness, so ought in reason to bear different Prizes. Shall any Man be bound to lend a single
Person, u.pon the same Terms, as others lend upon
Mortgages, or Joynt Obligations ?
Then again it is to be considered, that the Moneys
imployed at Interest in this Nation, are not near the
Tenth part, disposed to Trading People, wherewith to
manage their Trades; but are for the most part lent
for the supplying of Luxury, and to support the Expence of Persons, who though great Owners of Lands,
yet spend faster than their Lands bring in ; and being
loath to sell, choose rather to mortgage their Estates.
So that in truth an Ease to Interest, will rather be a
Support to Luxury, than to Trade ; the poor Trading
Man, who hath but a narrow Stock, or none at all,
supplies himself by buying Goods of rich Men at time,
6
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and thereby pays Interest, not at the rate of 5, 6, or 8,
but 10, 12, and more per Cent. And this is not in the
Power of any Legislature to prevent, or remedy.
It may be said, let him take Money at Interest, and
not buy at Time.
But then Men must be found, that
will lend; the Legislative must provide a Fund to borrow upon.
The Trade of setting out Ships, runs very much upon
this course, wherein it is usual to Bum 'era (as they call
it) at 36 per Cent. And this cannot be remedied ; and
ff it were, it would be a stop, as well to the Building, as
the setting out of many Ships; whereby, after all, not
only the pubhck, but the private Persons concern'd are
Gainers for the most part.
Thus when all things are considered, it will be found
best for the Nation to leave the Borrowers and the
Lender to make their own Bargains, according to the
Circumstances they lie uuder ; and in so doing you wiU
follow the course of the wise Hollanders, so often quoted
on this account: and the consequences will be, that
when the Nation thrives, and grows rich, Money will
be to be had upon good terms, but the clean contrary
will fall out, when the Nation grows poorer and poorer.
Let any one Answer me, why do not the Legislators
in those poor Countries, where Interest is at 10, 8_ 12
per Cent. make such Laws to restrain Interest,
and
reduce it for the good of the People ? If they should
attempt it, it wou'd soon appear, that such Laws would
not be effectual to do it. For when there are more
Borrowers than Lenders, as in poor Countries, where ff
a rich Man hath 100l. to dispose, and there are four,
five or more Men striving for it; the Law would be
evaded by underhand Bargains, making Loans in Goods,
drawing Bills, and a thousand ways beside; which cannot be prevented.
It is probable that when Laws restrain Interest of
7
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Money, below the Price, which the Reason of Trade
settles, and Traders cannot (as we will suppose) evade
the Law, or not without great difficulty, or hazard, and
have not Credit to borow at Legal Interest, to make, or
increase their Stock ; so much of Trade is lopt off; and
there cannot be well a greater obstruction to diminish
Trade then that would be. The consideration
of all
these Matters, makes out an universal Maxime, That
as more Buyers than Sellers raiseth the price of a
Commodity, so more Borrowers than Lenders, will raise
Interest.
And the State may with as much Justice make a
Law that Lands which heretofore have been Lett for
10s. per Acre, shall not now be Lett for above 8s. per
Acre, as that Money, or Stock, from 5 per Cent. shall
be Lett for 4 per Cent. the Property being as good, and
as much the Substance of the Kingdom in the one, as
in the other.
I will not say any thing to the Theological Arguments against Interest of Moneys ; by those 3 per Cent.
is no more lawful, than 4, or 12.
But this I shall
maintain Politically, that if you take away Interest,
you take away Borrowing, and Lending.
And in consequence the Gentry, who are behind hand, be it for
what cause soever, must sell, and cannot Mortgage ;
which will bring down the Price of Land.
And the
Trader whatever his skill is, if he hath no Stock, must
either sit still, or buy at Time, which is Interest under
another Name.
And they who are poor, will always be
so, and we should soon relapse into the state of One
Thousand Years ago.
And whereas the Stock of the :Nation is now reckou'd
great, let it be fairly valued, and it will be found much
less than it seems to be ; for all the Monies that are
owing upon Land Securities, must be struck off, and
not estimated ; or else you will have a wrong Account ;
8
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for if a Gentleman of 5001. per Annum, owes 8000l. and
you value his Land, and the Lender's Stock both, you
make an account of the same thing twice.
And whereas we make great Accounts of Money'd
Men in the Nation, in truth there are but few; for
suppose all that have lent upon Mortgage had Land
for their Moneys, as indeed in strictness of Law they
have, there wou'd be but few Money'd Men in the
Nation left.
The borrowing of Money of one, to pay
another, call'd, Robbing of Peter to pay Paul, so much
practi_'d now a.days, makes us think the Nation far
richer than it is.

9
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A Discourse ofCoY_ED MO_Y.
N the former Discourse, it hath been already made
appear, that Gold and Silver for their seareity,
have obtained in small quantities, to equal in value
far greater quantities of other Metals, &e. And farther,
from their easie Removal, and convenient Custody,
have also obtained to be the common Measure in the
World between Man and Man in their dealings, as
well for Land, Houses, &c. as for Goods and other
Necessaries.
For the greater Improvement
of this Convenience,
and to remove some Difficulties, which would be very
troublesome, about knowing quantities and qualities in
common and ordinary dealing : Princes and States have
made it a matter of Publiek concern, to ascertain the
Allay, and to determine the Weights, viz. the quantities
of certain Pieees, which we eaJl Coyn, or Money : and
such being distinguish'd
by Stamps, and Inscriptions,
it is made difficult, and highly Penal to Counterfeit
them.
By this means the Trade of the World is made easie,
and all the numerous species of several Commodities
have a common Measure.
Besides the Gold and Silver
being thus eoyned into Money, and so become more
useful for Commerce than in the Log or Block, hath in
all places, except in England since the free Coynage,
reasonably obtained a greater value than it had before :
And that not only above the real charge of making it
so, but is become a State-Revenue
(except as before)
tho' not very great.
Whereas if Silver eoyned and
uneoyned bore the same rate, as it doth with us in
10
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England, where it is ceyned at the Charge of the Publick, it will be lyable frequently to be melted down, as I
shall shew anon.
Money being thus the Common Measure of Buying
and Selling, every body who hath any thing to sell, and
cannot procure Chapmen for it, is presently apt to think,
that want of Money in the Kingdom, or Country is the
cause why his Goods do not go off; and so, want of
Money, is the common Cry; which is a great mistake,
as shall be shewn.
I grant all stop in Trade proceeds
from some cause ; but it is not from the want of specifick Money, there being other Reasons for it; as will
appear by the following Discourse.
No Man is richer for having his Estate all in Money,
Plate, &c. lying by him, but on the contrary, he is for
that reason the poorer.
That man is rmhest, whose
Estate is in a growing condition, either in Land at Farm,
Money at Interest, or Goods in Trade: If any man,
out of an humour, should turn all his Estate into
Money, and keep it dead, he would soon be sensible of
Poverty growing upon him, whilst he is eating out of
the quick stock.
But to examine the matter closer, what do these
People want, who cry out for Money ? I will begin with
the Beggar;
he wants, and importunes for Money:
What would he do with it if he had it ? buy Bread, &c.
Then in truth it is not Money, but Bread, and other
Necessaries for Life that he wants.
Well then, the
Farmer complains, for the want of Money; surely it is
not for the Beggar's Reason, to sustain Life, or pay
Debts ; but he thinks that were more Money in the
Country, he should have a Price for his Goods. Then
it seems Money is not his want, but a Price for his
Corn, and Cattel, which he would sell, but cannot.
If
it be askt, if the want of Money be not, what then is
11
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the reason, why he cannot get a price ? I answer, it
must proceed from one of these three Causes.
1. Either there is too much Corn and Cattel in the
Country, so that most who come to Market have need
of selling, as he hath, and few of buying : Or, 2. There
wants the usual vent abroad, by Transportation,
as in
time of War, when Trade is unsafe, or not permitted.
Or, 3. The Consumption fails, as when men by reason
of Poverty, do not spend so much in their Houses as
formerly they did; wherefore it is not the increase of
spccifick Money, which would at all advance the Farmers Goods, but the removal of any of these three
Causes, which do truly keep down the Market.
The Merchant and Shop-keeper want Money in the
same manner, that is, they want a Vent for the Goods
they deal in, by reason that the Markets fail, as they
will always upon any cause, like what I have hinted.
Now to consider what is the true source of Riches, or
in the common Phrase, plenty of Money, we must look
a little back, into the nature and steps of Trade.
Commerce and Trade, as hath been said, first springs
from the Labour of Man, but as the Stock increases, it
dilates more and more.
If you suppose a Country to
have nothing in it but the Land it self, and the Inhabitants ; it is plain that at first, the People have only
the Fruits of the Earth, and Metals raised from the
Bowels of it, to Trade withal, either by carrying out
into Foreign Parts, or by selhng to such as will come
to buy of them, whereby they may be supplyed with
the Goods of other Countries wanted there.
In process of time, if the People apply themselves
industriously,
they will not only be supplied, but advance to a great overplus of Forreign Goods, which
improv'd, will enlarge their Trade.
Thus the English
Nation will sell unto the French_ Spaniards, Turk, &,c.
12
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not only the product of their own Country, as Cloath,
Tin, Lead, &c. but also what they purchase of others,
as Sugar, Pepper, Callicoes, &c. still buying where
Goods arc produc'd, and cheap, and transporting them
to Places where they are wanted, making great advantage thereby.
In this course of Trade, Gold and Silver are in no
sort different from other Commodities, but are taken
from them who have Plenty, and carried to them who
want, or desire them, with as good profit as other Merchandizes.
So that an active prudent Nation groweth
rich, and the sluggish Drones grow poor; and there
cannot be any Policy other than this, which being
introduc'd and practis'd, shall avail to increase Trade
and Riches.
But this Proposition, as single and plain as it is, is
seldom so well understood, as to pass with the generality
of Mankind ; but they think by force of Laws, to retain
in their Country all the Gold and Silver which Trade
brings in; and thereby expect to grow rich immediately : All which is a profound Fallacy, and hath been
a Remora, whereby the growing Wealth of many Countries have been obstructed.
The Case will more plainly appear, ff it be put of a
single Merchant, or if you please to come nearer the
point, of a City or County only.
Let a Law be made, and what is more, be observ'd,
that no Man whatsoever shall carry any Money out of
a particlflar Town, County, or Division, with liberty to
carry Goods of any sort : so that all the Money which
every one brings with him, must be left behind, and
none be carried out.
The consequence of this would be, that such Town,
or County were cut off from the rest of the Nation;
and no Man would dare to come to Market with his
Money there;

because he must buy, whether
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or not : and on the other side, the People of that place
could not go to other Markets as Buyers, but only as
Sellers, being not permitted to carry any Moncy out
with them.
Now would not such a Constituhou as this, soon bring
a Town or County to a miserable Condition, with respect
to their Neighbours, who have free Commerce, whereby
the Industrious gain from the slothful and luxurious
part of Mankind ? The Case is the same, if you extend
your thought from a particular Nation, and the several
Divisions, and Cities_ with the Inhabitants
in them, to
the whole World, and the several Nations, and Governments in it. And a Nation restrained in its Trade, of
which Gold and Silver is a principal, if not an essential
Branch, would suffer, and grow poor, as a particular
place within a Country, as I have discoursed. A Nation
in the World, as to Trade, is in all respects like a City
in a Kingdom, or Family in a City.
Now since the Increase of Trade is to be esteem'd
the only cause that Wealth and Money increase, I will
add some farther Considerations upon that subject.
The main spur to Trade, or rather to Industry and
Ingenuity, is the exorbitant Appetites of Men, which
they will take pains to gratifie, and so be disposed to
work, when nothing else will incline them to it; for
did Men content themselves with bare Necessaries, we
should have a poor World.
The Glutton works hard to purchase Delicacies,
wherewith to gorge himself; the Gamester, for Money
to venture at Play ; the Miser, to hoard ; and so others.
Now in their pursuit of those Appetites, other Men less
exorbitant, are benefitted ; and tho' it may be thought
few profit by the Miser, yet it will be found otherwise,
if we consider, that besides the humour of every. Generation, to dissipate what another had collected, there
is benefit from the very Person of a covetous Man; for
14
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if he labours with his own hands, his Labour is very
beneficial to them who imploy him ; if he doth not
work, but profit by the Work of others, then those he
sets on work have benefit by their being employed.
Countries which have sumptuary Laws, are generally
poor; for when Men by those Laws arc confin'd to
narrower Expence than otherwise they would be, they
are at the same time discouraged from the Industry and
Ingenuity which they would have imployed in obtaining
wherewithal
to support them, in the full latitude of
Exponce they desire.
It is possible Families may be supported by such
means, but then the growth of Wealth in the Nation is
hindered ; for that never thrives better, then when
Riches are tost from hand to hand.
The meaner sort seeing their Fellows become rich,
and great, are spurr'd up to imitate their Industry.
A
Tradesman sees his Neighbour keep a Coach, presently
all his Endeavours is at work to do the like, and many
times is beggered by it ; however the extraordinary Application he made, to support his Vanity, was beneficial
to the Publick, tho' not enough to answer his false
Measures as to himself.
It will be objected, That the Home Trade signifies
nothing to the enriching a Nation, and that tile increase
of Wealth comes out of Forreign Trade.
I answer, That what is commonly understood
by
Wealth, v/z. Plenty, Bravery, Gallantry, &c. cannot he
maintained without Forreign Trade.
Nor in truth, can
Forreign Trade subsist without the Home Trade, both
being connected together.
I have toucht upon these matters concerning Trade,
and Riches in general, because I conceive a true Notion
of them will correct many common Errors, and more
especially conduce to the Proposition I chiefly aim to
prove ; which is, that Gold and Silver, and, out of them,
15
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Money, are nothing but the Weights and Measures, by
which Traffick is more conveniently carried on than
could be done without them : and also a proper Fund
for a surplusage of Stock to be deposited in.
In confirmation of this, we may take Notice, That
Nations which are very poor, have scarce any Money,
and in the beginnings of Trade have often made use of
something else ; as Sueden hath used Copper, and the
Plantations, Sugar and Tobacco, but not without great
Inconveniences;
and still as Wealth hath increas'd,
Gold and Silver hath been introduc'd, and drove out
the others, as now almost in the Plantations
it hath
done.
It is not necessary absolutely to have a Mint for the
making Money plenty, tho' it be very expedient; and
a just benefit is lost by the want of it, where there is
none ; for it hath been observed, that where no Mints
were Trade hath not wanted a full supply of Money;
because if it be wanted, the Coyn of other Princes will
become current, as in Ireland, and the Plantations ; so
also in Turky, where the Money of the Country is so
minute, that it is inconvenient for great Payments ; and
therefore the Turkish Dominions are supplied by almost
all the Coyns of Christendom, the same being current
there.
But a Country which usefh Forreign Coyns, hath
great disadvantage from it ; because they pay strangers
for what, had they a Mint of their own, they might
make themselves.
For Coyned Money, as was said, is
more worth than Uncoyned Silver of the same weight
and allay ; that is, you may buy more Uneoyned Silver,
of the same fineness with the Money, than the Money
weighs ; which advantage the Stranger hath for the
Coynage.
If it be said, That the contrary sometimes happens,
and coyned Money shall be current for less than Bullion
16
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shall _ sell for. I answer, that whereever this happens,
the Coyned Money being undervalued, shall be melted
down into Bullion, for the immediate Gain that is had
from it.
Thus it appears, that if you have no Mint whereby
to increase your Money, yet if you are a rich People,
and have Trade, you cannot want Specifick Coyn, to
serve your occasions in dealing.
The next thing to be shewed is, That if your Trade
pours in never so much Money upon you, you have no
more advantage by the being of it Money, then you
should have were it in Logs, or Blocks; save only that
Money is much better for Transportation than Logs are.
For when Money grows up to a greater quantity than
Commerce requires, it comes to be of no greater value
than uncoyned Silver, and will occasionally be melted
down agaim
Then let not the care of Specifick Money torment
us so much ; for a People that are rich cannot want it,
and if they make none, they will be supplied with the
Coyn of other Nations;
and ff never so much be
brought from abroad, or never so much coyned at
home, all that is more than what the Commerce of the
Nation requires, is but Bullion, and will be treated as
such ; and eoyned Money, like wrought Plate at second
hand, shall sell but for the Intrinsick.
I call to witness the vast Sums that have been coyned
in England, since the free Coynage was set up ; What
is become of it all ? no body believes it to be in the
Nation, and it cannot well be all transported, the Penalties for so doing being so great.
The case is plain, it
not being exported, as I verily believe httle of it is, the
Melting-Pot devours all.
The rather, because that Practice is so easie, profitable, and safe from all possibility of being detected,
17
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as every one knows it is. And I know no intelligent
Man who doubts, but the New Money goes this way.
Silver and Gold, hke other Commodities, have their
ebbings and flowings : Upon the arrival of Quantities
from Spain, the _Iint commonly gives the best price ;
that is, coyned Silver, for uncoyned Silver, weight for
weight.
Wherefore is it carried into the Tower, and
coyned ? not long after there will come a demand for
Bullion, to be Exported again : If there is none, but all
happens to be in Coyn, What then?
Melt it down
again ; there's no loss in it, for the Coyning cost the
Owners nothing.
Thus the Nation hath been abused, and made to pay
for the twisting of straw, for Asses to eat. If the Merchant were made to pay the price of the Coynage, he
would not have sent his Silver to the Tower without
Consideration;
and coyI)ed Money would always keep
a value above uncoyned Silver: which is now so far
from being the case, that many times it is considerably
under, and generally the King of Spain's Coyn here is
is worth One penny per Ounce more than our New
Money.
This Nation, for many Years last past, hath groaned,
and st411groans under the abuse of clipt Money, which
with respect to their Wisdom, is a great mistake ; and
the Irish whom we ridicule so much, when in Peace,
would not be so gulled, but weighed their (Pieces of
Eight) Cobbs, as they call them, Piece by Pieee;_this
Errour springs from the same Source with the rest, and
needs no other Cure then will soon result from Noncurrency.
Whereof I shall set down my thoughts.
There is great fear, that if elipt Money be not taken,
there will be no Money at all. I am certain, that so
long as clipt Money is taken, there will be little other:
And is it not strange, that scarce any Nation, or People
18
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in the whole World, take diminisht Money by Tale, but
the EngSsh ?
What is the reason that a New Half-crown-pmce, if
it hath the least stop taken from the edge, will not
pass; whereas an Old Half-crown
clipt to the very
quick, and not intrinsically worth Eighteen Pence, shall
be currant ?
I know no reason, why a Man should take the one,
more than the other; I am sure, that if New Money
should pass clipt, there would soon be enough served
so. And I do not in the least doubt, unless the currency of clipt Money be stopt, it will not be very long
before every individual piece of the Old Coynes be
clipt.
And if this be not remedied, for fear of the Evil now,
how will it be born hereafter, when it will be worse ?
surely at length it will become insupportable, and remedy
itself as Groats have done ; but let them look out, in
whose time it shall happen;
we are all shoving the
Evil-Day as far off as may be. but it will certainly
come at last.
I do not think the great Evil is so hard to be
remedied, nor so chargeable as some have judged; but
if rightly managed, it may be done with no intolerable
loss, some there will be, and considerable ; but when I
reflect where it will fall, I cannot think it grievous.
The general Opinion is, That it cannot be done otherwise, then by calling in of all the Old Money, and
changing of it, for doing which the whole Nation must
contribute by a general Tax ; but I do not approve of
this way, for several Reasons.
For it will be a matter of great trouble, and will
require many hands to execute, who will expect,
deserve good pay; which will add to the Evil,
increase the Charge of the Work ; and the Trust
is also very great, and may be vastly abused.
]9
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Now before I give any Opinion for the doing this
thing, let some estimate be made of the loss, wherein I
will not undertake to compute the Total, but only how
the same may fall out in One Hundred Pound : There
may be found in it Ten Pound of good :New Money,
then rests Ninety Pound ; and of that I will suppose
half to be clipt Money, and half good ; so there will
be but Five and Forty, in One Hundred Pounds, whereupon there will be any loss ; and that will not surely
be above a Third part : so I allow 15l. per Cent. for the
loss by clipt Money, which is with the most, and in
such Computes, it is safest to err on that side.
Now in case it should be thought fit, that the King
should in all the Receipts of the Publick Revenue,
forbid the taking of clipt Coyn, unless the Subject were
content to pay it by weight at 5s. 2d. per Ounce, every
Piece being cut in Two, (which must be especially and
effectually secured to be done) I grant it would be a
great surprize, but no great cause of Complaint when
nothing is required, but that the Publick Revenue may
be paid in lawful English Money.
And those who are to make Payments, must either
find good Money, or clip in two their cropt Money, and
part with it on such terms; by this Example it would
like wise be found, that in a short time, all Men would
refuse ciipt Money in common Payment.
Now let us consider, where the loss would light,
which I have estimated to be about 15 per Cent.
We are apt to make Over estimates of the Quantities
of current Money; for we see it often, and know it not
again ; and are not willing to consider how very a little
time it stays in a place; and altho' every one desires to
have it, yet none, or very few care for keeping it, but
they are forthwith contriving to dispose it; knowing
that from all the Money that lies dead, no benefit is to
be expected, but it is a certain loss.
20
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The Merchant
and Gentleman
keep their Money
for the most part, with Goldsmiths, and Scriveners;
and they, instead of having Ten Thousand Pounds in
Cash by them, as their Accounts shew they should
have, of other Mens ready Money, to be paid at sight,
have seldom One Thousand in Specie ; but depend upon
a course of Trade, whereby Money comes in as fast
as it is taken out • Wherefore I conclude, that the Specifick Money of this :Nation is far less than the common
Opinion makes.
Now suppose all the loss by cfipt Money should
happen and fall where the Cash is, it would be severe
in very few Places.
It could do no great harm to
Hoards of Money ; because those who intend to keep
Money, will be sure to lay up that which is good. It
would not signifie much to the poor Man, for he many
times hath none; and for the most part, if he hath any,
it is very tittle, seldome Five Shillings at a time.
The
Farmer is supposed to pay his Landlord, as fast as hc
gets Money ; so it is not likely he should be catcht
with much : Wherefore it will light chiefly upon Trading Men, who may sometimes be found with Hundreds
by them ; and frequently not with many Pounds. Those
who happen to have such great Cashes at such time
would sustain loss.
In short, clipt Money is an Evil, that the longer it is
born with, the harder will the Cure be. And if the
Loss therein be lain on the Publick, (as the Common
Project is) the Inconveniences are (as hath been shewed)
very great ; but in the other way of Cure it is not such
a terrible Grievance, as most Men have imagined it
would be.
So to conclude, when these Reasons, which have been
hastily and confusedly set down, are duly considered, I
doubt not but we shall joyn in one uniform Sentiment :
21
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That Laws to hamper Trade, whether Forreign,
or
Domestiek, relating to Money, or other Merehandizes,
are not Ingredients to make a People Rich, and abounding in Money, and Stock.
But ff Peace be procured,
easie Justice maintained, the Navigation not clogg'd,
the Industrious encouraged, by indulging them in the
participation
of Honours,
and Imployments
in the
Government, according to their Wealth and Characters,
the Stock of the Nation will increase, and consequently
Gold and Silver abound, Interest be easie, and Money
cannot be wanting.

POSTSCRIPT,

POSTSCRIPT.
Upon farther Consideration of the Foregoing Matters, I
think fit to add the following Notes.
HEN a Nation is grown rich, Gold, Silver,
Jewels, and every thing useful, or desirable, (as
I have already said) will be plentiful ; and the Fruits of
the Earth will purchase more of them, than before,
when People were poorer : As a fat Oxe in former Ages,
was not sold for more Shillings, than now Pounds.
The like takes places in Labourers' Wages, and every
thing whatever; which confirms the Universal Maxim
I have built upon, viz. That Plenty of any thing makes
it cheap.
Therefore Gold and Silver being now plentiful, a
Man hath much more of it for his labour, for his Corn,
for his Cattle, &c. then could be had Five Hundred
Years ago, when, as must be owned, there" was not
near so much by many parts as now.
Notwithstanding
this, I find many, who seem willing
to allow, that this Nation at present abounds with
Gold and Silver, in Plate and Bullion ; but are yet of
Opinion, That coyned Money is wanted to carry on the
Trade, and that were there more Specifick Money,
Trade would increase, and we should have better
Markets for every thing.
That this is a great Error, I think the foregoing
Papers make out : but to clear it a little farther, let it
be considered, that Money is a Manufacture of Bullion
wrought in the Mint.
Now ff the Materials are ready,
and the Workmen also, 'tis absurd to say, the Manufacture is wanted.
23
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For instance: Have you Corn, and do you want
Meal?
Carry the Corn to the Mill, and grind it.
Yes ; but I want Meal, because others will not carry
their Corn ; and I have none: say you so ; then buy
Corn of them, and carry it to the Mill you_ self. This
is exactly the Case of Money.
A very rich Man hath
much Plate, for Honour and Show; whereupon a poorer
Man thinks, if it were coyned into Money, the Publick,
and his self among the rest, would be the better for it ;
but he is utterly mistaken ; unless at the same time you
oblige the rich Man to squander his new coyn'd Money
away.

For if he lays it up, I am sure the matter is not
mended: if he commutes it for Diamonds, Pearl, &c.
the Case is still the same ; it is but changed from one
hand to another : and it may be the Money is dispatcht
to the Indies to pay for those Jewels : then if he buys
Land, it is no more than changing the hand ; and regarding all Persons, except the Dealers only, the Case
is still the same. Money will always have an Owner,
and never goeth a Beggar for Entertainment,
but must
be pprchast for valuable consideration in solido.
If the use of Plate were prohibited, then it were a
sumptuary Law, and, as such, would be a vast hindrance
to the Riches and Trade of the Nation : for now seeing
every Man hath Plate in his House, the Nation is possest of a solid Fund, consisting in those Mettals, which
all the World desire, and would willingly draw from us ;
and this in far greater measure than would be, if Men
were not allowed that liberty. For the poor Tradesman,
out of an ambition to have a Piece of Plate upon his
Cupboard, works harder to purchase it, than he would do
if that humour were restrain'd, as I have said elsewhere.
There is required for carrying on the Trade of the
Nation, a determinate Sum of Spceifick Money, which
varies, and is sometimes more, sometimes less, as the
24
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Circumstances we are in require.
War time calls for
more Money than time of Peace, because every one
desires to keep some by him, to use upon Emergencies ;
not thinking it prudent to rely upon Moneys currant
in dealing, as they do in times of Peace, when Payments
are more certain.
This ebbing and flowing of Money, supplies and accommodates itself, without any aid of Politicians.
For
when Money grows scarce, and begins to be hoarded,
then forthwith
the Mint works, till the occasion be
filled up again. And on the other side, when Peace
brings out the Hoards, and Money abounds, the Mint
not only ceaseth, but the overplus of Money will be
presently melted down, either to supply the Home
Trade, or for Transportation.
Thus the Buckets work alternately, when Money is
scarce, Bullion is coyn'd ; when Bullion is scarce, Money
is melted. I do not allow that both should be scarce at
one and the same time ; for that is a state of Poverty,
and will not be, till we are exhausted, which is besides
my subject.
Some have fancied, that ff by a Law the Ounce of
Silver were restrained to 5s. value, in all dealings, and
at the Tower the same were coyned into 5s. 4d. or 5s. 6d.
per Ounce, all the Plate in England would soon be
coyned.
The answer to this, in short, is: That the
Principle they build upon is impossible.
How can any
Law hinder me from giving another Man what I please
for his Goods ? The Law may be evaded a thousand
ways. As be it so: I must not give, nor he receive
above 5s. per Ounce for Silver; I may pay him 5s. and
present him with 4d. or 6d. more; I may give him
Goods in barter, at such, or greater profit ; and so by
other contrivances, ad Infinitum.
But put case it took effect, and by that means all the
Silver in England were coyned into Money ; What
25
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then ? would any one spend more in Cloaths, Equipages,
House-keeping, &c. than is done ? ] believe not; but
rather the contrary:
For the Gentry and Commonalty
being nipt in their delight of seeing Plate, &c. in their
Houses, would in all probability be dampt in all 6ther
Expences : W-hcrefore ff this could be done, as I affirm
it cannot, yet instead of procuring the desired effect, it
would bring on all the Mischiefs of a sumptuary Law.
Whenever the Money is made lighter, or baser in
allay, (which is the same thing) the effect is, that immediately the price of Bullion answers.
So that in reality
you change the Name, but not the thing: and whatever the difference is, the Tenant and Debtor hath it iu
his favour ; for Rent and Debts will be paid less, by
just so much as the intrinsick value is less, then what
was to be paid before.
For example: One who before received for Rent or
Debt, 3/. 2s. could with it buy twelve Ounces, or a
Pound of Sterling Silver; but if the Crown-piece be
worse in value than now it is, by 3d. I do aver, you
shall not be able to buy a Pound of such Silver under
3/. 5s. but either directly or indirectly it shall cost so
much,

But then it is said, we will buy an Ounce for 5s.
because 'tis the Price set by the Parliament, and no
body shall dare to sell for more.
I answer, If they
cannot sell it for more, they may coyn it ; And then
what Fool will sell an Ounce of Silver for 5s. when he
may eoyn it into 5s. 5d. ?
Thus we may labour to hedge in the Cuekow, but
in vain ; for no People ever yet grew rich by Policies ;
hut it is Peace, Industry,
and Freedom that brings
Trade and Wealth, and nothing else.
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To the Reader.
OST of the things in these Papers are directly
contrary to the receiv'd Opinions, and therefore ought not to be sent abroad without the clearest
Evidence ; For this, instead of using only comparative
and sui)erlative Words to amuse the Reader, the Author
has endeavour'd
after the manner of the Political
Arithmetick, to express himself in Terms of Number,
Weight, and Measure;
and he hopes, he shall not be
thought to speak with confidence, of any thing that is
not as certain as the very Principles of Geometry.
The
East-India Trade, the Division of the Companies, the
influence of that upon Publick Affairs, are become the
general Subject of Conversation;
every Man, with the
greatest
freedom, bestows his Censure upon these
things.
Some are for the Dissolution of one, others of
both the Companies; some are for an Union, many are
against the Trade itself, as that which carries away the
Bullion, destroys the Manufactures,
and abates the
Rents of the Kingdom.
The Author too, as well as
others, has thought of these things, and is convinc'd
himself, that the Bullion, the Manufactures,
and the
Rents of England, are inereas'd by the East-India
Trade; that the same is of all others, the most profitable to the Kingdom; that it is become still more so,
by the competition of the two Companies; and that by
the Dissolution of both, it wou'd be carried on to the
very

utmost

&dvantage.

He

has

often

said these
things

To the Reader.
things among his Friends; to these, his Reasons have
been so very convincing, that they have advis'd the
Author, that the present time were not unseasonable
to make 'em Publick.
But then, that the Season for
doing this shou'd not be over, the Composition has
been very hasty; the same attended with frequent and
very melancholy Interruptions,
and at last carried to
the Press without the Correction, and indeed without
so much as the Review of the Author.
Wherefore,
he thinks himself oblig'd to beg the Reader's Pardon
for his unnecessary Repetitions, for his Negligenees,
for his Affectations,
and for every other Fault,
but only want of Demonstration:
This he hopes is
never wanting, and ff it is, he does not ask Forgiveness. The Author has compar'd the Trade to the EastIndies with only that of Fishing; he had also dcsign'd
to compare it with other Trades, but was forc'd to
break off by the loss of his dearest Friend.
He has
too much Tenderness in his composition, to think at
such a time of any other Subject.

The

The Contents.
HE Matters contain'd in this Treatise, are,
_irst, Objections against the East-Zndia Trade, Chap. 1.
Second_y, Answers to those Objections.
I. To the First, v/z. The exportation of Bullion for
]_Ianufactures to be consum'd in E_g_and is answer'd and
prov'd :
1. That the same is an exchange of less for greater value,
Chap. 2. notwithstanding the ]_mulation of two Companies,
which indeed has made the Trade more profitable to the
Kingdom, Chap. 8. also notwithstanding the Destruction
of some of our .English, by the importation of the Indian
_¢Ianufactures, Chap. 4.
2. That the exportation of Bullion to the JEast-Indies for
_Ianufactures, is the way to import more Bullion, by increasing our :F__portations; and that accordingly, the Exports, the Bullion, and the l_Ioney, are increas'd, Chap. 5.
The exports are increas'd notwithstanding the increase of
our Luxury and Consumption, tho' the Indiam i_[anufactures are prohibited in Foreign Countries, and tho' Foreign
]_Iarkets are already full of ours, Chap. 6. the Bullion is
increas'd, tho' _he l_int stands still, Chap. 7. the Money,
tho' so much Paper is curreut every where as Money
Chap. 8.
8. That the Kingdom is not more impoverish'd by the
consumption of Indian than of Eng_i,h _Ianufactures.
II. To the next Objection, of the loss of the Labourer's
Imployment,

The

Contents.

Imployment, and the Destruction of our Manufactures; is
answered and prov'd:
1. That by means of this Trade, no Imployment of the
People is lost that is worth our keeping ; no manufacture is
destroy'd which is profitable to the Kingdom, Chap. 10.
2. That this very Trade is the way to make more Imployment for the People:
( 1. ) By inlarglng their Business in the former Ma"
nufact-ures, by reduction of their Price, Chap. 11. and
this without abating Wages, and without any other inconvenience to the Labourer, Chap. !2.
( 2. ) By setting on foot new Imployments for the People, Chap. 13.
III. To the last Objection against the East-Iadia Trade,
viz. The Abatement of Rents is answer'd and deny'd :
1. That the value of the Produce of the Estate is lessen'd
by exportation of Bullion, Chap. 14.
2. By diminution of Consumers, ibid.
8. By abatement of Wages, iMd.
4. By letting the Produce of India in_ all the _g/_
Markets, to destroy the _¢Ionopoly of the ]Sandholder: To
which is answered,
( 1. ) That the unwrought things of the _,ast-Indie8 do
not lessen the value of the Produce of _ngli_h Estates,
much less can the I_d/a_ ]Y[anufactures, ibid.
( 2. ) That the importation of Manufactures can only
abate the price of Labour mix'd with the Produce of the
Estate, and thereby must raise the value of the Produce of
the Estate it self. Chap. 15.
( 3. ) That this is confirm'd by _xamples, Chap. 16.
( _. ) That consequently, Money and Buyers increase as
Sellers, and like things for Sale; and thus the Landholder
is not the worse for the loss of his Yfonopoly, Chap. 1T.
Thirdly, A comparison of the East.I_dia and FishingTrades : Wherein it is affn*m'd,
I. That the Herring Fishing-Trade is not so profitable
as the importation of Ir_/_ Cattet, or of _rndian Manufactures

The Contents.
raptures,
and more likely than either
to abate ]_ents,
Chap. 18.
II. That in the present
circumstances,
the ]terring
l_ishlng-Trade is not practicable in Enffland, Chap. 19.
III. That the Ways to enable England to carry oa this
Trade, are,
1. To enable us to afford our Herrings for as little profit
as the JD_ttch ; and the Ways for effeeting this, Chap. 20.
2. To enable us to catch mad cure our Herrings as cheap;
which is to be effeeted,
( 1. ) By making all ]_aterials
for the Fishing-Trade
as
cheap in _nffland,
Chap. 21.
( 2. ) By making all oar Labour and Preparation in that
Trade as cheap, Chap. 22.

CHAP,

(

CHAP.

)

I.

The Objections against the East-India Trade ; viz. The
Exportation of Bullion for Manufactures to be consum'd in England;
the loss of the Labourer's Employment ; the Abatement of Rents are enforc'd.

T is
That
generally
it carries
objected
greatagainst
quantities
the East-India
of BullionTrade,
into
India, and returns chiefly Manufactures to be consum'd
in England; there are also particular Complaints against
this Trade by the Labourer, That he is driven from his
Employment ; by the Landholder, That his Rents must
be abated.
I shall endeavour to give as much Force to
every one of these Objections, as if I believ'd 'era all
my self.
To begin with the first, and most general Complaint The ge_wral
Complainer,
against this Trade, The Bullion must needs be exported that JBu_hon,
into India, for Manufactures
to be consum'd in England. The cheapest things are ever bought in India ;
as much Labour or Manufacture may be had there for
two Pence, as in England for a Shilling.
The Carriage
thence is dear, the Customs are high, the Merchant has
great Gains, and so has the Retailer; yet still with all
this Charge, the Indian are a great deal cheaper than
equal English Manufactures.
Every Man will buy the
best Penyworth;
if this is to be had from India, the
Bullion will be carried thither.
There is no reason to believe, that the Indians will and _wt Matake off any
a difference
as long as
Indies shall

of our Manufactures, as long as there is such
in the Price of English and Indian Labour,
the Labour or Manufacture of the Eastbe valued there at but one sixth Part of the
1
Price

nufactures,
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mu,t be
c_ang'dfor
Manufaeture_

Price of like Labour or Manufacture here in England;
an English Manufacture
worth a Shilling, after the
Charge of so long a Voyage, will be seldom sold for
more than two Pence, the Returns of this will be seldom
sold for twelve Pence here; and of this a great deal
must be paid to Freight and Customs.
Such a Trade
will soon undo the Merchant;
and therefore, unless
now and then for Curiosities, English Manufactures
will seldom go to India.
Without the help of Laws, we shall have little reason
to expect any other l_eturns for our Bullion, than only
Manufactures, for these will be most profitable ; for the
Freight of unwrought things from India is equal to the
Freight of so much Manufacture;
the Freight of a
Pound of Cotton is equal to the Freight of so much
Callico, the Freight of raw Silk to that of wrought
Silk; but the Labour by which this Cotton or raw Silk
is to be wrought in England. is a great deal dearer
than the Labour by which the same would be wrought
in India.
Therefore of all things which can be imported thence, Manufactures
are bought cheapest;
they will be most demanded here, the chief Returns will
be of these, little then will be return'd from India,
besides Manufactures.

to becon,um'd
And when these shall be imported, here they will be
iu England. likely to stay : in France, Venice, and other Countries,
Indian Manufsctures axe prohibited, the great consumption must be in England.
It has been prov'd by Arguments, that Bullion, and chiefly Bullion, is carried into
India, that chiefly Manufactures must be return'd, and
that these must be consum'd in England; But instead of
all other Arguments,
is Matter of Fact; Cargo's of
Bullion axe e_e_y Year curried into India, _vhile almost
every one at home is seen in Indian Manufactures.
And this is thought sufficient to make good the first
Charge against this Trade, That it carries great quan2
titles
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tities of Bullion into India, and returns chiefly Manufactures to be consumed in England.
The next Complaint against this Trade, is of the bourer'sCo_The LaLabourer, That he is driven from his Employment,
to plaint,
beg his Bread; by the Permission of Indian Manufactures to come to England, English Manufactures
must be lost ; Indian Manufactures
are imported with
less labour, they do not employ so many People, they
must therefore starve for want of Business so many
as wou'd be employ'd to make the English Manufactures more than are necessary, to procure the like
things from the East-Indies.
And first, to shew how much more labour is neees- That Indian
sary to make an English Manufacture,
than to procure Manufactures
are procur'd
a like thing from the East-Indies,
all that need be by Labour of
done, is to compare the Prices both of the one, and the _s Pr/_e,
other Labour.
Of an East-India Manufacture, a small
part of the Price is the Price of the Labour by which
it is procur'd, of a piece of Muslin of the price of six
Pounds, perhaps two thirds of this Price go either to
the King for Customs, or to the Merchant's
and Retailer's Gains ; if this be so, then not above one third
of this Price goes to pay the labour of fitting and providing a Ship and Cargo of Bullion out to India, of
conducting and returning
the Ship and Manufactures
thence: Whether this be exactly true or no, a great
part of the :Price of an Indian Manufacture
is to pay
the Customs of the King, the Merchant's,
and the
Retailer's Gains; and consequently, so much less of
the Price must pay the Labour by which it was procur'd.
But now of a piece of Cloth of the price of
six Pounds, almost all the six Pounds are divided to
Carders, Spinners, Weavers, Dyers, Fullers, and other
Labourers;
of an equal English Manufacture the King
has no Customs, the Merchant has no Gains, almost
the whole price is the price of Labour by which the
3
same
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same was made; a less part of the price of an equal
[ndlan Manufaeture suffices to pay the Labour by which
the same was procurJd.
Wherefore Indian Manufactures are procured by Labour of less price than equal
English Manufactures.
And therefore
The Labour here in England bears proportion to the
b_ lessLabour
than English Wages that are given for it, it must be measur'd by
Manufacture
the price, so that Labour of less price must be accounted
less Labour;
Indian Manufactures
are procur'd by
Labour of less price, and therefore
by less Labour
than equal English Manufactures.
A_ul therefore
The Manufactures
of this Kingdom by so many
must
starve
hands
perform'd,
yet
do not find imployment for all
the People.
the People in it ; many are already upon the Parishes,
many for want of imployment, are forc'd every Year
to sell themselves to the Plantations:
The East-India
Trades does not reduce the Manufactures
into fewer
hands, it procures them by less Labour, by the Labour
of fewer People than are necessary to make the like in
England; wherefore it must bring still more upon the
Parishes, it must drive still more out of England to
seek for imployment in other Countries.
The reason of the Thing is plain, and yet 'tis confirm'd by Matter of Fact.
Norwich and Canterbury
are imploy'd in the same kind of Manufactures that are
imported from the East-Indies:
As the East-India
Trade has increas'd, so have the _poor of those Cities;
of late the Trade has been driven so very close, that
both those Cities are almost reduc'd to Beggery.
We
need not for our instruction, resort to the Cries of
the Weavers ; the Rates to the Poor of every Parish,
are sufficient Evidence how many Beggars are made by
the East-India Trade.
Wherefore we are very safely
come to the conclusion which was propos'd before, The
East-India Trade starves for want of imployment, so
many as would be imploy'd to make the English Manu4
faetures
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factures more than are sufficient
from the East-Indies.
The last is the Complaint

to procure

the

like

of the Landholder

against The La,_lholder'sCornthis Trade, that his Rents must be abated by it. The plaint, That
value of the Produce of the Estate must be lessen'd, Re_usmu_t be
by the exportation of Bullion; by the diminution
of abatedby
Consumers ; by the abatement
of Wages ; by letting
the Produce of India into all the English Markets.
It cannot be imagin'd, that if there were but one Exportation
Million Sterling to buy the same quantity of Meat, or o/Bullwn.
Corn, or Cloaths, or other Produce of the Estate, that
as muca can be given for every Pound of Meat, or
for every Bushel of Corn, or for every Yard of Cloth,
as if the Sum were doubled.
An hundred and fifty
Years since, seldom more than Five Shillings were
given for a Quarter of Wheat, in our Age seldom less
than Forty Shillings; the proportion of Money to the
conveniences of Life, is greater now than so many Years
ago: Hence it is certain, the less the Proportion of
Money to the Produce of the Estate, the less must
needs be given for it: By the Exportation
of Bullion
into India, the Proportion of Silver to the Produce of
the Estate must needs be lessen'd, consequently the
Value of it must be abated.
And so it must, by the diminution of Consum6rs, Di_inution
the price of the Produce of the Estate cannot be so of Co_umers.
great when the number of Buyers shall be lessen'd:
The East-India Trade, by doing the same Work with
less labour;
by imploying fewer hands; must needs
remove great numbers of People from their Business ;
must force many out of England; must disable many
of those that stay behind ; the Buyers must be diminish'd, so consequently must the value of the Produce
of the Estate.
Also the Wages of People will be abated by this Abater,unto]
Trade ; by this they will be disabled to give the Land- W.aqe_.
5
holder
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so much

for the Produce

of his Estate.

The

Wages of all Men will be abated by the free Allowance
of Indian Manufactures;
some English Manufactures
will be intirely lost by the importation of the like, at
less prices from India; some that were imploy'd in
those, will betake themselves to other Manufactures,
and (as it always happens in a great increase of Labourers,) they will be forc'd to work at less Wages, and
by taking less Wages themselves, they will force down
the Wages of other People ; the abatement of Wages
will be universal : And thus English Labourers, that is,
the Body of the People, will have less to give the Landholder for the Produce of his Estate, and so the price
of it must be abated.
Destruction of But if there is never the less Bullion in England for
the
Landholde'r'
s Mo- what is carried into India, if Buyers are still as many,
nopoly.
Wages as high as ever; yet without an increase of
Money and Buyers, the value of the Produce of English Estates must be lessen'd, by letting the Produce of
India into all the English Markets, by the increase of
Sellers, and of like things for Sale beyond the former
Proportion of Money and Buyers.
The same Money and Buyers are not so much in
proportion to the Corn of Dantzick and England, as to
English Corn alone; nor to the English Cattel, Irish
Beef, and Dutch Herrings, as to only English Cartel,
nor to the Woollen and Indian Manufactures as to only
Woollen Manufactures;
consequently an increase of
Sellers, and like things for Sale, without an increase of
Money and Buyers, is an increase of them beyond the
former Proportion of Money and Buyers: The EastIndia Trade exports the Bullion, lessens the number of
Consumers, at least it increases neither Money nor
Buyers; but for the increase of Sellers and like things
for Sale, the East-India Merchant is become a Seller as
well as the Landholder of Eng/and, theProduce oflnd/a is
6
brought
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brought to the same Markets with the Produce of English Estates ; wherefore the East-India Trade increases
the Sellers, and like things for Sale against the English
Landholders, and the Produce of their Estates beyond
the former Proportion of Money and Buyers.
Lastly, If Money and Buyers shall not be increas'd,
can the Landholder demand as high a price for his Corn
in a Market stock'd with Corn from Dantzick, or for
his Beef and Mutton in a Market full of Dutch Herrings and Irish Cattel, or for his Wooll in a Market,
full of the Manufactures of India and other Countries,
as if all these things were prohibited, and he might
have all the Market to himself?
Wherefore, by the
increase of Sellers and of like things for Sale, beyond
the former Proportion of Money and Buyers, the Landholder is disabled to demand as good a price for the
Produce of his Estate: The East-India
Trade is very
guilty of this, of increasing Sellers and like things for
Sale, against the Landholder and the Produce of his
Estate, beyond the former Proportion of Money and
Buyers; consequently
by this Trade, by letting the
Produce of India into all the English Markets, the
value of the
lessen'd.

Produce

of En!]lish

Estates

must

be

Thus, by the Exportation of Bullion, by the Diminution of Consumers, by the Abatement of Wages,
by letting the Produce of India into English Markets,
the price of the Produce of English Estates, that is,
Rents are abated.
And therefore all the Objections against this Trade
are maintain'd, the Bullion is exported for Manufactures to be consum'd in England, the Labourer is
driven from his Imployment, the Rents are abated.

7
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CHAP.

II.

The Exportation
of Bullion for Indian Manufactures,
is an exchange of less for greater Value.

UTObjections.
now 'tis time
And totothink
the First,
of Answers
vlz. The
to L]aese
Exportation
of. Bullion and the Consumption of Indian
Manufactures,
may be said, That the Exportation
of
Bullion for Indian Manufactures, is an exchange of less
for greater value ; that 'tis the most likely way to import more Bullion; that the Kingdom is not more impoverish'd by the Consumption of Indian than by that
of English Manufactures.
To Export Bullion for Indian Manufactures,
is to
exchange less for greater value ; it is to exchange BnlThe things lion for Manufactures
more valuable, not only to the
that may 6e Merchant,
but also to the Kingdom.
Certainly the
exchang'd
abroad,_
worth of every quantity of Silver is not infinite : There
must be some way to state, determine,
and compare
the value of this with other things.
No Man will say,
that all the Manufactures in England are not worth a
Shilling; or that the least quantity of Silver is more
valuable to the Kingdom than the greatest of such
things.
The Manufactures,
or other things, which are
sufficient to procure from a Foreign Country any quantity of Bullion, are of so much value: Thus if an
Hundred Yards of Cloth may be exchang'd with Spain
for an Hundred Pounds in Money, they are of equal
value; and therefore, more than an Hundred Yards
being sufficient to procure a greater Sum, must needs be
more valuable. So that this is certain, our Manufactures,
or other things, or how much soever of them it is, that
may be exchang'd with a Foreign Country for Bullion,
are as valuable to the Kingdom as so much Bullion.
And so without doubt are the Manufactures, or other
8
things,
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things, which may be sold in England for Money; these a_t much
are certainly as valuable to the Kingdom as so much morethose
that may be
Money, that is, as so much Bullion.
For these are exchang'dat
better than the Manufactures which wou'd be exported home for Bullwn, are as
abroad ibr so much Bullion.
We cannot certainly valuable.
know how many things must be carried out of England
to purchase Bullion ; but in general we may be assur'd,
that more or better will not be sent abroad for any
quantity of Bullion, than can be bought for the same
in England.
The Merchant
wou'd soon be weary of
such a Trade.
The Cloth which he bought for an
Hundred Pounds in England, he will expect to sell for
more in Foreign Markets;
or, if he shall expect no
more abroad, he certainly bought his Cloth for less
at home.
So that of this we may be sure, better Manufactures will not be exported to procure Bullion than
can be bought for the same in England.
And therefore, if those that may be exchang'd with any Foreign
Country for any quantity of Bullion, are of so much
value; without doubt, the Manufactures
that may be
exchang'd in Engl'and for Bullion, are as valuable to
the Kingdom as so much Bullion.
The Manufactures that may be exchang'd with Foreign And therefore,
Countries, and much more those that may be exchangad the Manufac. tures

return'd

in England for any quantity of Bullion, are of so mucn from India
value to the Kingdom. But certainly, better are return'df_r Bullion,
from the East-Indies for the Bullion sent thither, _'han va/uab/e.are
more
wou'd be bought for the same in England.
This is the
very cause of Complaint against the Trade, and it is also
Matter of Fact.
Wherefore, better Manufactures
are
return'd from India for the Bullion sent thither, than
those which are prov'd to be equivalent to the same.
And thus the exchange is of less for greater value.
Again, That the Kingdom is a gainer by this Exchange;
the Manufactures
return'd
from India for
Bullion,

are not only better
9

than those that might be
exchang' d

,
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exchang'd in England, or abroad, for so much Bullion;
they may also themselves be exported and sold for more
in Foreign Markets.
The Consumption of Indian Manufactures
here in
England will last but little longer, the Prohibition is
drawing on apace, yet still the Bullion is running out
as much as ever for Manufactures,
which must not be
consum'd at home, and which therefore must be carried
out to Foreign Markets.
Now the Merchants wou'd
never venture their Money to India for Manufactures
which must not be sold in England at all, and which
cannot be sold in Foreign Markets for more Bullion.
Wherefore, to Trade with Bullion into the East-Indies,
is to Exchange the same for Manufactures which may
be exehang'd for more abroad, that is, to exchange less
for greater value.
TheManufa_- Lastly, The true and principal Riches, whether of
ture8return'd
private Persons, or of whole Nations, are Meat, and
and moreva- Bread, and Cloaths, and Houses, the Conveniences as
lua_ Riches. well as Necessaries of Life; the several Refinements
and Improvements of these, the secure Possession and
Enjoyment
of them.
These for their own sakes,
Money, because 'twill purchase
these_ are to be
esteemed Riches; so that Bullion is only secondary
thePrlnvipal,

and dependant, Cloaths and Manufactures are real and
principal Riches. Are not these things esteem'd Riches
over all the World ? And that Country thought richest
which abounds most with them ? Holland is the Magazin of every Countries Manufactures;
English Cloth,
French Wines, Italian Silks, are trcasur'd up there.
If these things were not Riches, they wou'd not give
their Bullion for 'em ; or they would soon convert 'era
into Bullion, without staying for the Market.
The
summ of this is, to shew, that Cloaths are part of the
true and principal Riches, and therefore more valuable
in their own nature ; and that Bullion is only secondary
10
and
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and dependent, and therefore by nature not so valuable; wherefore to exchange Bullion for Cloaths, is to
exchange the Riches naturally not so valuable, and
which are of no use but to be exchang'd, for the more
valuable Riches, and which are of more immediate
use; consequently,
to exchange
Bullion for more
Cloaths, for more Manufactures
than are to be had
elsewhere for the same Bullion, is to exchange the less
for the greater value: To export Bullion to the East.
Indies for the Manufactures
of those Countries, is to
exchange the Bullion for more and better Manufactures, than are elsewhere to be procur'd for so much
Bullion ; it is consequently to exchange the less for the
greater value.
To exchange Bullion for Indian Manufactures, is to
exchange the same for Manufactures
more valuable
than the Manufactures which were exported to procure,
and are equivalent to so much Bullion : is to exchange
the same for Manufactures
which may themselves be
exchang'd for more Bullion; is to exchange the seeondary, for more of the principal Riches than are elsewhere
to be had upon the same Terms: And therefore it is
sufficiently prov'd, that the Exchange of Bullion for
Indian Manufactures, is an Exchange of less for greater
value.

CHAP.

III.

A more Open East-India-Trade,
is more profitable
the Kingdom.

to

_pr_IS
objected, and deny'd, That the East-India1
Trade, as at present managed, is an Exchange
of less for greater Value; for that the Emulation of
two Companies contending one against another, has
11
utterly
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utterly destroy'd the Profit of the Trade, has driven
the Trade so very close, has run the Prices of things so
high in India, so very low in England, that no more can
be imported from India for any sum of Money, than will
be made in England for the same Money.
Bullion,
and so much Manufacture
as can be purchas'd for it,
are equivalent.
Wherefore for any quantity of Bullion,
if no more can be imported from India, than wou'd be
made in England, the Exchange is not of less for
greater value; the Kingdom is not the richer for this
Exchange.
The Bullion
First 'tis answer'd, That the Merchant still carries
is exchang'd
for moreMa- on his Trade to the East-Indies ; wherefore upon the
nufactures, return of his Manufactures, he finds sufficient value to
than will be
made*_nEng- pay the Freight and Cargo outwards, sufficient to pay
land for it. the Customs of the King, and some Profit to himself
besides; and still he is able to sell the Indian, cheaper
than he can buy an equal English Manufacture.
Therefore notwithstanding
the Emulation of two Companies, notwithstanding
the Prices rais'd in India, and
abated in England, still the Bullion is exchang'd Mth
India for more Manufactures
than will be made in
England
value.

for it ; still the Exchange

is of less for greater

But for a farther Answer to this Objection of two
Companies trading one against another, it must be
said, That the East-India-Trade,
the more open, and
the closer driven, must needs import more Profit to the
Kingdom, and less disturb the English Manufactures.
'Tis very probable the profit of an open Trade is a
great deal less in proportion to the Stock imploy'd in
it, and therefore the Merchant that feels the difference,
will be very ready with his Complaints;
'_is without
doubt, more profitable for a Merchant to imploy his
Stock in Trade, so as at the end of the Year to receive
his Principal again, with Gain besides of twenty for
12
every
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every Hundred, than to imploy as much Stock for half
as much Profit.
But 'tis better and more profitable
for the Kingdom, that 300/. should be imployed in
Trade for the profit of 10 per Cent. than but 100l. for
the profit of 20 per Cent. wherefore, less in proportion
and more in quantity, must be esteem'd as greater
profit.
This then will be the consequence of the East-India Companies
Trade, laid more open and closer driven ; the profit will trade at mort
....
, .
chargethan
be less m proportion but more m quantity.
Tls rea- private Personable to believe, that a Company cannot trade so sons.
much to the pubhck Benefit ; a Company of Merchants trading with a Joint-stock,
is but one only
Buyer, one only Seller ; they manage their Trade with
the pride and charge that become the State of Kings;
they expect to be follow'd by the Market, and therefore
never stir beyond the Warehouse, whither if Customers
come, they are forc'd to wait till the Auction is ready
to begin ; in an open Trade, every Merchant is upon his
good Behaviour, always afraid of being undersold at
home, always seeking out for new Markets in Foreign
Countries ; in the mean time, Trade is carried on with
less Expence: This is the effect of Necessity and Emulation, things unknown to a single Company.
A Trade
so far extended, so much better husbanded, however less
profitable in proportion to the Merchant's Stock, must
needs import more absolute Profit to the Kingdom.
Also, the Examples of parallel Cases make it very OtherExamcredible, that a more open East-India Trade and closer/ges.
driven, tho' it may be less profitable in proportion to
the Bulk of it, will yet be more profitable to the Kingdom.
In the time of Sir Thomas Gresham, perhaps he
was the only Merchant in England : Wonderful things
are storyed of Trade and profit of Trade in that Age ;
for every Hundred Pounds at the end of the Year, besides the Principal return'd again, Two or Three Hun13
dred
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dred Pounds are said to have been divided between the
Customs of the King and the Merchant's Gain. 'Tis
scarce credible, that at this time more than the profit
of 20 or 30 per Cent. can be divided between the Merchant and the King; but then from the difference of
Customs, and for other Reasons, we may very well
believe, that for every Hundred Pounds in the Age of
Sir Thomas Gresham, Ten Thousand Pounds are now
imploy'd in Trade ; and consequently, for every Hundred Pounds gain'd in that Age, at least a Thousand
Pounds are gain'd in this; indeed a great deal less in
proportion to the Stock, but more in quantity.
The
African Trade was very lately like that of the EastIndies, carried on by the Joint-stock of one single
Company: it is not laid quite open now, only private
Traders are admitted upon payment of a Mulct to the
Company ; the consequence of this is, that Ten ships
are imploy'd in that Trade for one before, Ten hundred
Pounds for one before. It will hardly be pretended by
the Company, that when the Trade was all their own,
they divided more to the King and Company than 100
per Cent. And it will hardly be deny'd by the present
Traders, that 20 or 30 per Cent. is divided to the Customs and their own Profit : and this is likewise less in
proportion to the present Bulk of the Trade, yet more
in quantity. Now, if this has been the consequence of
other Trades enlarg'd and closer driven, why should it
not be the same of the East-India Trade enlarg'd and
closer driven.
Also of the
But indeed, this is the consequence : The East-India
East-India Trade enlarg:d by the Emulation of two Companies,
Trade, _rove
an openTrade may be less profitable to the Merchant; certainly it
mo,t Trof_
must import more profit to the Kingdom.
While one
ab/e.
only Company enjoy'd that Trade, I will believe, that
every Hundred Pounds exported into India, return'd in
vMue besides the Principal, 50/. to the Customs, and
14
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double that Sum to the Merchant's Gain ; in all 150/.
this was great Profit.
But at this time, the Stock in
that Trade is four times as great as 'twas before, that
is, Four hundred
Pounds for one; Four hundred
Pounds must now return in value, besides the Principal,
as much in proportion to the Customs, in all Two hundred Pounds, and something over to the Merchant's
Gains, perhaps One hundred Pounds for all the four.
And thus the Trade is four times as great as 'twas
before ; the Profit is only doubled; the Profit is less
in proportion to the Bulk of the Trade, but more in
quantity.
Less Profit in proportion but greater in quantity, is
greater Profit; from Reason, from the Experience of
other Trades,-and even of this very Trade, it appears,
the more open the same shall be, and closer driven, it
may indeed import less Profit in proportion to the Bulk
of the Trade, yet must import more in quantity, and
consequently
must needs be more profitable to the
Kingdom : And thus again, notwithstanding
the prices
of things rais'd in India, abated here, the Bullion is
still exehang'd for greater value.
'Tis true, if this Trade shall be carried on with the Tho' driven
so closeas to
greatest freedom, if every one shall be permitted to beleft off.
imploy his Stock in it, by degrees it will be driven so
very close, that nothing of Profit will be glean'd from
it; the Merchant will be disabled to import the Indian
Manufactures
cheaper than as good things may be
made in England.
Then there will be truth in his
Complaint, the Exchange will be unprofitable,
and
must be given over. But then 'tis fit the Merchant
should be told, that the East-India Trade is not carried
on for his sake, but for the Kingdom's : when Manufactures are not to be imported cheaper from India than they
can be made in England, our End is gain'd; we have
reap'd the utmost Profit that is to be obtain'd by that
15
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or any other Trade; our Manufactures
will then be
quiet; they will not be disturb'd by the cheaper Indian
Manufactures ; these will not nile the price of ours,
neither in our own nor foreign Markets : And thus one
of the great Objections against this Trade wou'd be
answer'd;
the East-India
Trade the more open and
closer driven, will less disturb the English Manufactures, and import the greatest Profit into England.
05jectionsthat
Yet against a more open East-India Trade will be
a more open objected, That the Trade is not to be carried on at all
East-India
Trade not
without
Forts and Factories;
that these are not to be
good.
maintain'd without
the Joint-stock
of a Company;
and 'tis but reasonable the Company that bears the
charge, shou'd reap the Profit of the Trade.
Wherefore 'tis every day insinuated, That the late Act for
erecting a new Company, was gain'd by Violence and
Injustice ; that it is continu'd only for the sake of the
Loan to the Government, at excessive Interest ; that to
be restor'd to their former Right of the whole Trade,
the Old Company is ready to pay the Loan, and will
be content with half the Interest ; and 'twill be unreasonable, if an English Parliament
shall refuse to do a
piece of Justice so very profitable to the Kingdom,
where as it ought to be done tho' to our greatest Disadvantage.
And besides, Political Reasons concur with
this, that the Kingdom may he once more at quiet.
What Heats and Animosities have been cans'd by this
Division?
What Distractions in the Publick Counsels ?
Our Elections are not free, neither our Debates of Parliament.
The Publick Business is very often at a
stand; every one is engag'd on the side of the one or
the other Company.
If either can be gaiu'd to the
Publick Interest, this is sure, tho' for no other reason,
to meet with Opposition.
Indeed of late, the Resolutions have been brave; the King has been Address'd
to enter into great Alliances, for the preservation of our
16
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Selves, our Neighbours, our Religion, and the Peace of
Europe.
Nevertheless it cannot presently be forgotten,
that it was some struggle to resolve upon the Peace of
Europe, that Speeches were made in favour of the
Duke of Anjou's Title to the Crown of Spain, and that
it has been thought almost crime enough for an Impeachment, to advise the King to disown it. All which
is imputed to the Quarrel of the two Companies ; Men
are afraid, that this in time may clog the Wheels of
the Government;
so that we may be forc'd to stand
still, and see a coahtion of France and Spain, the Empire broken, Holland devour'd in one or two Campagnes, and England left alone to deal with all this
Power.
Our Mediterranean Trade is already at the
mercy of this Conjunction ; when Holland's gone, the
French are Masters of all the Coast upon the Continent; our Baltic Trade and all our Naval Stores are
gone. Our East and West-India Trades might languish yet a little longer, but must decay for want of
Places to take off our Returns, and may yet be sooner
broken by this united Power.
But why shou'd we be
in any Disquiets for our Trade, as if that alone were in
danger?
If this Conjunction holds, we must submit
our selves, and he contented with Laws and Vice-Roys,
such as France will please to send us. 'Tis said, that
this Division of the Companies must certainly disable
us to use our Naval Strength, to harass the Coasts of
France and Spain, to cut off their Communication with
their Indian Kingdoms, to intercept and confiscate their
Treasures there to the use of a War so necessary; leave
must be had of both the Companies to spirit the Discontents of Spain, to encourage the Friends of the
House of Austria to shew themselves, and call aloud
for change of Government:
These and an hundred
other invidious things, are charg'd upon this Division;
if they are true, we pay too dear for this Enlargement
17
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of our Trade ; 'twere far better that both the Cornparties were broken, and all the Profit of the Trade
were lost for ever.
Answer'd.

But certainly, to break both Companies is not the
way to lose the Profit of the Trade; the Trade is then
laid open, the Profit thereof must needs encrease; the
necessary Forts and Castles may be as well maintain'd
at the Pubhck Charge; and this may be better paid by
the greater Gain of an open Trade.
The want of Factories can be no Complaint:
A greater Trade must
needs increase these ; it has done so in every Country;
the Reason is ahke in all; our Factories must be as
well secur'd by Forts and Castles, under the immediate
care of the Government, as if the same were maintain'd
by the Joint-stock of a Company.
If it has really enter'd into the Thoughts of any
Gentleman of the Old Company, to offer to advance
this Loan to the Parliament
at half the interest for all
the Trade; ff this is intended to be propos'd to the
Wisdom of a Nation as a beneficial Bargain, this of all
things is most extravagant
and amazing.
The Kingdom, that is, the Body of the People, is neither richer
nor poorer, whether an Hundred thousand Pounds per
Annum be paid to a Company of English Merchants, or
remain at the disposal of the Government.
But the
Nation possibly, is by half a Million yearly richer, as
long as this Trade is so much enlargJd by the Emulation of two Companies, than ff 'twere reduc'd to the
Joint-stock of one.
If so great a yearly Profit is not
to be given up to Peace and Justice, 'twill never be
given away for nothing;
the Wisdom of Parliament
will never be so far over-reach'd
by the cunning of
Merchants.
I rather hope to hear of Ways and Means to pay this
Loan of both the Companies, to buy their Forts and
Castles, and whatsoever is their Right of Trade : These
18
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might be valu'd by a Jury of Twelve indifferent and
understanding
Men ; whatever
by these shou'd be
Awarded, wou'd soon be paid by the Customs of this
Trade: And thus the Trade wou'd be laid quite open
to all the good People of England; by this means no
Injustice wou'd be done, and these Advantages wou'd
be obtain'd.

_i

R

j

,

First of all, an end wou'd be put to the Trade of ..__
._._.The
d/eso/_
Stock-jobbers;
unskilful and unwary Men are entie'd _o.,,_,_°_°Jt"_,
away, from certain Profit to pursue uncertain Hopes; the _wa3/todeafter great Revolutions of the Game, their Hopes at _t_ _tocklast are disappointed, their Stocks are left among the _ o nq,
Artists, their Industry is lost to the Kingdom, their
Families are undone.
'Tis in vain to forbid the thing
by Laws; Laws are eluded by the subtlety and cunning
of Men; the thing is practis'd more than ever: To
break both Companies, is not only to forbid the Corruption, but to tear it up by the very Roots.
Stocks in the Warehouses of private Merchants rise I'o restore
and fall, and no Man knows it but themselves; however, Freedo_ to
the p_ick
they rise in value in spight of Wars.
Companies are DeMUs,
frighted by Wars and rumours of Wars; the Jointstocks fall, and every one must hear it: And this engages the private Interest of some, the Fear of others,
to disturb the publick Resolutions; to be rid of this
inconvenience were worth a great deal to the Nation ;
to break both Companies were half the way to do it.
Of Companies, Committees have always separate in- To put an end
terests of their own ; Commands of Ships, Places, and to ,u_ny
Governments to sell ; however it fares with the Joint- ru_twns,
stock, the Trade to these Men is always profitable.
These do not care to part with their places; and this
perhaps has chiefly held off the Union of both the
Companies.
The Corruptions
which they have practis'd themselves, they have learn'd to practise upon
greater Men than themselves
Vast sums are gone,
19
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which are not yet, nor ever will be brought to account.
To break both Companies, is the surest way to break
these Practices;
to make Men honest, is to take from
them all Temptations to be otherwise.
To restore
By this, our Heats and Animosities will be remov'd,
Peaceamong
our
Breaches heal'd, the Kingdom once again in peace.
the People.
If such Mischiefs have been created by the distracted
Counsels of both Companies, what may be fear'd from
the united Strength of both ?
To purchase these Advantages, nothing is given away
that's valuable;
the Trade already enlarg'd by the
Emulation
of two CompaIfies, by the dissolution of
both, will yet be more enlarg'd.
A Trade more open
and closer driven, will be more profitable to the Kingdom. Prices of things may be rais'd in India, abated
here; nevertheless, as long as this Trade shall be carried on, the same will be an exchange of less for greater
value ; and when it ceases to be such, 'twill then be
time to give it over.

CHAP.
The East-India

IV.

Trade does not so much diminish

Riches of some private
Riches of the Kingdom.

Persons,

as it increases

the
the

An Objection,_GAIN,
it is objected against this Trade, If the
That
as
much
_
same
is
an Exchange of less for greater value,
Valueof English Mar_uJac- yet the Kingdom, the Body of the People is not the
twreis destroy'd,a_ is richer for this Exchange.
The East-India Trade proimported of cures Manufactures
at less Price, and by less Labour
IndianManufacturaB,
than the like wou'd be made in England; perhaps as
much value at the price of one Shilling, and consequently by one Man's Labour, as will he made here by
thrcej and for the price of three
20
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two are depriv'd of their Employments ; for every one
brought from India, so much English Manufacture
is
destroy'd:
the East-India Trade does the Work with
fewer Hands, but then no more is done. Few do the
Business of many, but then the rest are forc'd to stand
still; few possess themselves of all the Riches, and
leave nothing for the rest of the People.
Thus the
Riches of the Kingdom are not greater, they are only
translated into fewer Hands;
what is gain'd by the
exchange of Bullion for a better thing, is lost again by
the loss of so much English Manufacture.
Wherefore,
tho' indeed the Exchange is for greater Value, yet all
the Benefit is to private Persons ; many others are
undone; the Body of the People is not the richer, the
Kingdom is not enrich'd.
To this Objection may be answer'd, If the Riches The sameis
of the Kingdom by this Trade are only translated into Answer'd.
fewer Hands, if they are not greater, yet they are not
less for this Translation.
Of an 100/. the Value is the
same, whether collected into the Hands of few, or distributed into the Hands of many.
The same quantity
of Silk, or Cloth, or Callico, or other Manufacture,
will cloath as many Backs, the Value of 'era will feed
as many Bellies, whether procur'd by the Labour of
one, or by the equal Labour of three.
If the same
Work is done by one, which was done before by three;
if the other two are forc'd to sit still, the Kingdom got
nothing before by the Labour of the two, and therefore loses nothing by their sitting still. And thus if
the Riches of the Kingdom are not greater, they axe
not less for being procur'd by fewer Hands.
Nevertheless, this is not an Answer to the Objection, That
tho' the Exchange is profitable to private Persons, yet
the Kingdom is not the richer for it.
Therefore certainly the publick Stock must be increast.
If one Man procures as much Value by his

21
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Labour from India, as three produc'd before in England :
if one Man does the Work of three, his Riches are
increas'd, he possesses as much as all the three before.
The Riches of the other two are not reduc'd to nothing;
perhaps their Labour is less valuable, yet still it is
worth something;
and whatsoever it is worth is Gain
to the Kingdom.
The Riches of one are as great as of
all the three before, those of the other two are not
reduc'd to nothing: And thus the increase of the Stock
of a Part exceeding the diminution of that of the rest
of the People, must be esteem'd an increase of the
Riches of the whole People.
If any English Manufactures are destroy'd by the Importation of those of
the East-Indies, yet still there is left Employment for
the People; and thus the Exchange of Bullion for
Indian Manufactures
is not only profitable to those
that make it, but also to the Kingdom.
Whence it may be concluded, that notwithstanding
the Emulation of two Companies, and the Influence of
that upon the prices of things both here and in the
East-Indies;
notwithstanding
the loss of some English
Manufactures
by the Importation
of like and cheaper
things from India, yet still the Trade with that Country
is an Exchange
of Bullion for _[anufactures
more
valuable than those equivalent of so much Bullion; of
Bullion for Manufactures that may be exchang'd for
more ; of less of the secondary for more of the principal Riches than are otherwise to be had upon the
same Terms, is consequently an exchange of less for
greater Value.
And this may serve for a first Answer
to the Exportation of our Bullion.
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V.

Trade is the way to Increase
Bullion.

our

-_UT
if without regard to quantity, Bullion shall be India
The EastTrade
l_J
esteem'd more valuable than Manufactures, be- the most likely
cause these are to be consum'd, and that may be pre- _rayto import
serv'd; it must be affirm'd, That the exchange of re°re 2_ullion.
Bullion for Indian Manufactures,
is the most hkely
way to procure more, by enabling us to export more
Manufactures than were exported for so much Bullion.
For this does not grow in England, 'tis imported
from abroad; it is receiv'd in exchange for the Manufactures which are exported; these are exported and
Bullion is return'&
Thus, for an Hundred Yards of
Cloth carried into Spain, an Hundred Pounds in Money
are return'd:
so, for Three Hundred Yards of Cloth
or equivalent Silks and Callicoes, more Silver is return'd;
therefore
the more Manufactures
shall be
exported, more Bullion will be imported.
By the
exportation of this into India for Manufactures,
we
have more of these than were carried out to procure
this Bullion; we are therefore enabled to export more
Manufactures, and consequently to import more Bullion.
And thus the exportation of Bullion into India for the
Manufactures of that Country, is the most likely way
to increase it.
And indeed, by whatsoever means the Bullion is And has aoincreas'd, more Plate is seen in Churches, more in vrca_'d
t_y inthe
Private Houses, more Goldsmiths, and Men who deal Bullion.
in Bulhon, than ever heretofore.
Besides, the plenty
of Money is greater, more Money is given for Lands,
more for Merchandizes, more for all manner of Pur23
ehaces.
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Before the noise of a War with France, the

Joint-stocks
and Funds were rising every day; the
credit of the Government was very much inereas'd.
Money lyes at less interest, it Trades for less profit, it
makes a greater shew than ever; all this is demonstration that Bullion is inereas'd.
And, what other
thing is so likely to be the cause of this, as the EastIndia Trade ? It exchanges the Bullion gain'd by one
for more and better Manufactures;
it increases our
Plenty, it must needs increase our Expgrtations,
it
must consequently
be the cause of importing more
Bullion.

C It A P.
The East-India

VI.

Trade must increase our Exportations.

objected, That the
W Obethisno iscause
of increasing

East-India Trade can
our Bullion, that it
cannot increase our Exportations;
that Indian Manufactures are forbid in Foreign Countries, and Foreign
Markets are already stock'd with ours; so that neither
can the former be again exported, nor by being consum'd in England, can they be the cause of exporting
more of English Manufactures.
Consequently
our
Luxury and Consumption may increase with our Abundance, our Exportations cannot be greater, our Bullion
cannot be increas'd.

ing the inIVotwithstando
crease @our

Luxury;

Nevertheless,
the most likely way to increase our
Exportations,
is the East-india
Trade, and that by
increasing our Plenty too fast for our use, too fast for
our Luxury and Consumption.
This Trade is a continual exchange of the Bullion procur'd by less for
more and better Manufactures ; and therefore of less
for more and better Manufactures;
it is therefore of
24
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all other Trades, the most likely to increase our Plenty
of those too fast for our Luxury and Consumption.
Again, Nothing will be kept in England to perish
without use, all that is too much to be spent at home
will be exported.
Of all Trades, the East-India Trade
is most likely to increase our Manufactures too fast
tbr our Luxury and Consumption ; it is therefore most
likely to increase our Exportations.
Wherefore, in spight of Prohibitions,
our Indian Notwithstands i ht ir_ the FoManufactures will find out Foreign Markets.
In p g reign Prohiof Laws people will buy cheapest, Foreigners will find bitions of
Indian

Ma-

out ways to get such things into their own Countries, nufactures;
or they will come after 'era into ours. Nothing can
be so cheap in Europe as Indian Manufactures : Therefore such of these as are too much for the use of
England, will be exported, or Foreigners will come
hither; as our Plenty shall increase our People will
increase.
Or, if all that are imported
shou'd be consum'd Notwlthwithin England, so many of our Manufactures will be standi_. Foreiqn Markets
spar'd ; for if we shall have too many either of our are stock'd
own, or of Indian Manufactures,
either those will be with English
Manufacconsum'd at home, and then the Indian will be ex-tw_z.
ported; or these will be consum'd in England;
and
then, tho' Foreign Markets are already stock'd with
English Manufactures,
yet these will be exported.
Foreign Markets perhaps will not take off more at the
present price; by the free Allowance of Indian, the
price of English Manufactures
must be abated, (and
this without inconvenience
to any one as shall be
shown hereafter) and then more of these will be
exported.
Of all Trades, that of the East-Indies is most likely
to increase our Plenty beyond the power of our Luxury
and Consumption ; and therefore, notwithstanding
the
Foreign Prohibitions of Indian Manufactures, and tho'
25
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Foreign Markets are already full of ours, the East.
India Trade is the likeliest way to increase our Exportations, and consequently our Bullion.

CHAP.

VII.

Notwithstanding
the idleness of the Mint,
and the Bullion are increas'd.

the Money

An Objection A
Gain, That the East-India Trade may not have
that neither _
the credit of having increas'd our Bullion, 'tis
Mo_y
nor
deny'd
that this is increas'd.
If our Bullion were
Bullion is
increas'd l_ increas'd (say some) there wou'd be a greater plenty of
causethe
The whole Increase of Bullion wou'd not be
Mint stands Money.
still,
manufactur'd into Plate ; some wou'd be carried to the
Mint ; this has had no business but to recoin the Old
Money, otherwise it has stood still for many Years;
wherefore the Money is not increas'd, nor by consequence the Bullion.
The _ameis
answer'&

Yet notwithstanding the idleness of the Mint, Money
is increas'd;
and tho' this were not, the Bullion is
inereas'd.
Foreign Money becomes every day more
and more current, Fre_tch Pistoles at Par with so much
English Gold, are as plenty every where as Guineas;
Spanish Silver is easie to be had on payment of the
Difference.
A plenty of Foreign Money very easily
supplies the want of English Coin ; tho' our own Mint
stands still, with a sufficient plenty of Foreign Money
we can never be in want; and thus notwithstanding
the idleness of the Mint, the Money is increas'd.
And yet, tho' it were not, it cou'd be no Argument
against the Increase of Bullion.
The Increase of
which does not prove that any of it must be carry'd to
the Mint.
Bullion by being coin'd, is made current
only here in England; 'tis restrain'd from going into
26
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any other Country; beibre, when 'twas current over
all the World, 'twas more valuable than now, when 'tis
confin'd to only England, so that 'tis made less valuable
by being coin'd.
It is not likely therefore that any
Man will coin his Bullion, that it may become less
valuable than 'twas before; wherefore the increase of
the same is no necessary Argument,
that any of it
must be coin'd, consequently,
notwithstanding
the
idleness of the Mint, the Bullion may be increas'd.
Tho' the Mint has stood still for many Years, the
Money is increas'd, and if it were not, yet the Bullion
is; the former Arguments
are not shaken by this
Objection.

CHAP.

VIII.

The increase of Paper Money is to be ascrib'd to the
increase of real Money, rather than the apparent
plenty of Money to the increase of current Paper.
The apparent

l_UT
Men are more ready to assign any thing as P/enty
_1_
a reason of the greater apparent plenty of Money, hey/s by,ome
than the East-India Trade; and therefore they say, the ascr/b'd eothe
in_a_e of
increase is all imaginary, Paper is current every where; current
tile great plenty of this it is that makes a shew; that Paper.
makes so much Money for Purchaces, so much to lye
at low Interest, so much to Trade at little Profit.
The
current Money is little else but Paper; the increase
of this is great, but not of real Money.
Notwithstanding
all which, the apparent plenty of
Money is not to be aserib'd to the increase of current
Paper; the increase of this is rather to be ascrih'd to
that of real Money.
And first, it is not Paper that lyes at low interest ; But umru/y.
that trades at little profit. If I deposit Money with a
27
Banker,
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Banker, and take his Bills to answer the Demand, tho'
these shou'd pass Ten thousand times in Payment, yet
as long as so much Money lyes in the Hands of the
Banker, his Bills are real Money, For while these are
current, that in the mean time lyes dead ; if the Bills
were call'd in, the Money wou'd do the work as well,
wou'd pass as well in payment.
So that such kind of
Notes as these are not a new created Species, are not
imaginary or Paper only, but so much real Money.
In like manner, if I take up Bills of a Banker, and
bring no Cash into his Bank, those are no longer
imaginary or Paper only, than till an equal Cash is
paid in ; when that is done, these are also real Money.
So that meer Paper money are Bills without a Cash to
answer them.
And these are always paying excessive
Interest to the Banker, above the common Interest
above the ordinary Profit of Trade.
For a Banker will
not make himself liable to answer the Demands of
ready Money for nothing; he will therefore expect to
receive the Value whensoever he gives out Bills, or
Interest above the common Rate, if without Money he
undertakes himself to answer the Demand; wheretbre
meer Paper is always paying excessive Interest.
Such
Money will neither endure to be let out at low Interest,
nor to be employ'd in Trade for little Profit; not by
the Borrower, he will not take up Money of the
Banker at high Interest to let out the same again at
less, or to Trade with it for little Profit; he therefore
borrows to pay off Debts that will not stay, to satisfie
his impatient Creditor.
Nor by his Creditor, he is not
so impatient for his Money, as to oblige his Debtor to
borrow the same at higher Interest, that he may let it
out again at less, he wou'd rather take high Interest of
his Debtor than oblige him to pay it to the Banker ;
so that he also wants his Money for more pressing
Occasions.
Therefore this new created Species, this
28
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imaginary or meer Paper Money, is never lett at little
Interest, is never imploy'd in Trade for little Profit, is
not the Money that makes this mighty shew; and
thtts the apparent plenty of Money _s not to be aserib'd
to Paper.
Rather the increase of this must be ascrib'd to that
of real Money.
When there was but little Money, the
Credit also was very little ; we have had late and sad
Experience of this ; Bills were discounted every day ;
so that Credit is always most, when there is most
Money to satisfie the same. Paper Money is nothing
else but Credit ; from the increase of _'hmh, we are
sure that Credit is increas'd; this is the present State
of England, and consequently there is a greater plenty
of real Money.
Real as well as Paper Money may be increas'd ; 'tis
very possible for both to be increas'd together; then
the abundance of current Paper is no Argument
that
real Money, much less that Bullion, is not increas'd.
The present plenty of Money is not apparent only,
'tis also real ; the little Profit for which it is employ'd
in Trade, is the best Argument
of the plenty of real
Money.
The idleness of the Mint is no Argument
that Money, much less that Bullion is not increas'd.
Of all Trades, this of the East-Indies is most likely
to make our Plenty too great for our Luxury and
Consumption, 'tis most likely to increase our Exportations, and consequently to increase our Bullion. And
thus a second answer is given to the Exportation of
Bullion for Manufactures to be consum'd in England.
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IX.

The Kingdom is not more impoverish'd by the Consumption of Indian than of English Manufactures.
The Oonsumption of -_
Astly, The Kingdom is not more impoverish'd
English Ma- _1_
by the Consumption of Indian than of English
nufaaure* is
a lossof more Manufactures.
Indeed whatsoever
is consum'd in
valw.
England, is loss, it can be no profit to the Nation; but
yet to permit the Consumption of the Indian, is not
the way to lose so much as if we shall restrain our
selves to only English Manufactures.
Things may be
imported
from India by fewer hands than as good
wou'd be made in England;
so that to permit the
Consumption of Indian Manufactures, is to permit the
loss of few Men's labour; to restrain us to only English,
is to oblige us to lose the labour of many ; the loss of
few Men's labour must needs be less than that of many :
Wherefore,
if we suffer our selves to consume the
Indian, we are not so much impoverish'd
as if we
were restraind to the Consltmption of only English
Manufactures.
It must be confess'd, that of Manufactures, whether
English or Indian, of equal value, and already in our
possession, the Consumption of one can be no more
loss than of the other.
But a Law to restrain us to
use only English Manufactures, is to oblige us to make
them first, is to oblige us to provide for our Consumption by the labour of many, what might as well be
done by that of few; is to oblige us to consume the
labour of many when that of few might be sufficient.
Certainly we lose by being restrain'd to the Consumption of our own, we cannot be so much impoverish'd
by the free and indifferent use of any Manufactures.
It was the first and most general Objection against
30
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the East-India Trade, That it carries great quantities
of Bullion into India, and returns chiefly Manufactures
to be consum'd in England; the Matter of Fact is not
deny'd, but then it has been answer'd
and made
evident, That the exportation
of Bullion for Indian
Manufactures,
is an exchange of less for greater value,
is the way to import more Bullion into England, and
that we are not more impoverish'd by the consumption
of Indian than of English Manufactures ; and these are
sufficient Answers to the first Objection.

CHAP•

X.

The East-India
Trade destroys no imployment of the
People which is profitable to the Kingdom.

to mak_
ND thus I think, I have remov'd the first great _loy'd
PeopleimCharge against the East-India Trade.
The next Manufactures
is, That Manufactures
are procur'd from thence by the that might
labour •of fewer hands than the like, or as good can be from
imported
India,
made m England;
that therefore, many must stand are imTlo_/'d
still at home for want of implovment.
_ _w_aroflt of
•
.
.
the/_nqaom.
To whmh is answer'd, That the East-India
Trade
cannot destroy any profitable Manufacture, it deprives
the People of no business which is advantagious to the
Kingdom ; contrary, it is the most likely means to make
full employment for the People.
The East. India Trade destroys no profitable English
Manufacture ; it deprives the People of no imployment,
which we shou'd wish to be preserv'd.
The foundation
of this Complaint is, That Manufactures
are procur'd
from the East-Indies
by the labour of fewer People,
than are necessary to make the like in England; and
this shall be admitted.
Hence it follows, that to reject
the Indian Manufactures that like may be made by the
31
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labour of more Hands in England, is to imploy many
to do the work that may be done as well by few ; is to
imploy all, more than necessary to procure such things
from the East-Indies, to do the work that may be done
as well without 'era.
A Saw-mill with a pair or two of Hands, will split
as many Boards as thirty Men without this Mill; if
the use of this Mill shall be rejected, that thirty may
be imployed to do the work, eight and twenty arc
imploy'd more than are necessary, so many are imploy'd to do the work that may be done as well without
'era.
Five Men in a Barge upon a Navigable River,
will carry as much as an hundred times so many Horses
upon the Land, and twenty times as many Men ; if the
Navigation of this River shall be neglected, that the
same Carriage may be perform'd by Land, nineteen in
twenty of these Men, and all these Horses, are more
than are necessary to do the work, so many are imploy'd to do the work that may be done as well without
them.
So, if by any Art, or Trade, or Engine, the
labour of one can produce as much for our consumption or other use, as can otherwise be procur'd by the
labour of three; if this Art, or Trade, or Engine, shall
be rejected, ff three shall rather be imploy'd to do the
work, two of these are more than are necessary, so
many are imploy'd to do the work that may be done as
well without 'era ; so in all cases, all that arc imploy'd
more than are necessary to do any work, are imploy'd
to do the work that may be done as well without 'era:
Wherefore, the People imploy'd to make Manufactures
here, more than are necessary to procure the like from
India, axe People imployed to do the work that may be
done as well without 'em, so many are imploy'd to no
profit of the Kingdom.
For, if the Providence of God
wou'd provide Corn for England as Manna heretofore
for larael, the People wou'd not be well imploy'd, to
82
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Plough, and Sow, and Reap for no more Corn than
might be had without this labour.
If the same Providence wou'd provide us Cloaths without our labour,
our Folly wou'd be the same, to be Carding, Spinning,
Weaving, Fulling and Dressing, to have neither better
nor more Cloaths than might be had without this
labour.
Again, if Dantzick wou'd send us Corn for
nothing, we shou'd not refuse the Gift, only that we
might produce the same quantity of Corn by the sweat
of our Brows.
In like manner, if the East-Indies
wou_d send us Cloaths for nothing, as good or equivalent of those which are made in England by prodigious
labour of the People, we shou'd be very ill imploy'd to
refuse the Gift, only that we might labour for the same
value of Cloaths which might be as well obtain'd by
sitting still. A People wou'd be thought extravagant
and only fit for Bedlam, which with great stir and
bustle shou'd imploy it self to remove Stones from
place to place, at last to throw 'era down where at first
they took 'em up. I think the Wisdom of a People
wou'd be little greater, which having Cloaths and Victuals, and other necessaries of Life already provided
sufficient for their use, shou'd nevertheless
abstain
from the use of these things, till after the Penance of
having carry'd them seven Miles upon their Shoulders;
so in no case are any number of People well imploy'd,
or to any profit of the Kingdom, who only do the work
which might be done as well without 'era, who with great
pains and labour provide for their own, or for the use of
other People, the same or no better things than might be
had without this pains and labour. Wherefore, to imploy
to n_ake Manufactures here in England, more People than
are necessary to procure the like from India, to imploy so
manyto do the work which might be done as well without
them, is to imploy so many to no profit of the Kingdom.
Then Manufactures
made in England, which, or the
33
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like of which, might be procur'd by the labour of fewer
Hands from the East-Indies, are not profitable to the
Kingdom ; wherefore, to procure such things from
India by the labour of fewer Hands, to spare a great
many Hands which wou'd be imployed in England to
do the same things, is not to deprive the People of any
imployment which we shou'd wish to be preserv'd, is
not to lose any profitable Manufacture ; still the same
things are done, only the lahour of doing them is a
great deal less than it was before.
To imploy to make Manufactures here, more Hands
than are necessary to procure the like things from the

favtureswhich East-Indies, is not only to imp]oy so many to no profit,
might
l_from
ira- it .is also to lose the labour of so many Hands which
_onrted
dia,_a/os, might be imploy'd to the profit of the Kingdom.
Certo
t_Kin#tainly,
every
individual
Man
in
England,
might
be
dam.
imploy'd to some profit, to do some work which cannot
be done without him ; at least, the contrary is not
evident, as long as England is not built, beautify'd, and
improv'd to the utmost Perfection, as long as any
Country possesses any thing which England wants, Spain
the Gold and Silver of America, Holland the Fishing
and other Trades, France the Wines, as long as Campagne and Burgundy are not drunk in every Parish;
some of these things might be appropriated to England;
English Labour might be exchang'd for others; these
things wou'd be imployment enough for all, and a great
many more than all the People of the Kingdom, tho'
every one were imploy'd to the best advantage, tho' not
the labour of any Hand in England were thrown away;
whence it may very well be concluded, that every individual Man in England, might be imploy'd to some
profit of the Kingdom.
Then to imploy to Manufacture things in England,
more Hands than are necessary to procure the like
from India, is to imploy so many to no profit, which
34
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might otherwise be imploy'd to profit, is the loss of so
much profit.
If nine cannot produce above three
Bushels of Wheat in England, if by equal Labour they
might procure nine Bushels from another Country, to
imploy these in agriculture
at home, is to imploy nine
to do no more work than might be done as well by
three ; is to imploy six to do no more work than might
be done as well without them ; is to imploy six to no
profit, which might be imploy'd to procure as manl_
Bushels of Wheat to England; is the loss of six Bushels
of Wheat ; is therefore the loss of so much value. So, if
nine by so much Labour, can make in England a Manufacture but of the value of 10s. ff by equal Labour they
can procure from other Countries, thrice asmuch value
of Manufactures,
to imploy these Men in the English
Manufacture,
is to imploy to no profit six of the nine
which might be imploy'd to procure twice as much value
of Mamffactures from abroad, is clearly the loss of so
much value to the Nation. Thus Idleness, vain Labour,
the unprofitable imployment of the People, which might
be imploy'd to profit, is the loss of so much profit.
Wherefore, to imploy in English Manufactures
more
Hands than are necessary, to procure the like from the
East-Indies,
and Hands which might be imploy'd to
profit, is the loss of so much profit to the Nation.
Manufactures
made in England, the like of which
may be imported from the East-Indies, by the labour
of fewer Hands, are not profitable, they are a loss to
the Kingdom; the Publick therefore loses nothing by
the loss of such Manufactures.
We are very fond of being restrain'd
to the
sumption of English Manufactures, and therefore
trive Laws either directly or by high Customs, to
hibit all that come from India; By this time, 'tis
to see some of the natural Consequences of this
hibition.
35
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It is to oblige the things to be provided by the
Labour of many, which might as well be done by few;
'tis to oblige many to labour to no purpose, to no profit
of the Kingdom, nay, to throw away their Labour,
which otherwise might be profitable.
'Tis to oblige us
to provide things for our own Consumption by the
labour of many, when that of few wou'd be sufficient.
To provide the conveniences of Life at the dearest and
most expensive Rates, to labour for things that might
be had without.
'Tis all one as to bid us refuse Bread
or Cloaths, tho' the Providence of God or Bounty of
our Neighbours wou'd bestow them on us; 'tis all one
as to destroy an Engine or a Navigable River, that the
work which is done by few may rather be done by
many.
Or, all these things may be comprehended
in
this, to prohibit the consamptiou of Indian Manufactures, is by Law to establish vain and unprofitable
Labour.
Again, instead of making work, 'tis the direct way
to lessen the business of the People ; to imploy more
Hands than are necessary, is the way to make our
Manufactures
too dear for Foreign Markets.
By
having less to do in Foreign Markets, we shall have
so much the less imploymcnt for our People here at
home.
If to make work for the People, a Law is
made this Year to destroy the Trade of the East-Indies,
some other such Law will be wanted the very next.
We may well hope, that in time the Navigation of the
Thames, of every other River, will be destroy'd, that
many may be imploy'd in the Carriage, which is now
perform'd by few. By degrees, not an Art or Engine
to save the labour of Hands, will be left in England.
When we shall be reduc'd to plain Labour without any
manner of Art, we shall live at least as well as the Wild
Indians of America, the Hottantots of Africa, or the
Inhabitants of New Holland.
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As often as I consider these things, I am ready to
say with my self, that God has bestowed his Blessings
upon Men that have neither hearts nor skirl to use
them.
For, why are we surrounded with the Sea?
Surely that our Wants at home might be supply'd by
our Navigation
into other Countries, the least and
easiest Labour.
By this we taste the Spices of Arabia,
yet never feel the scorching Sun which brings them
forth; we shine in Silks which our Hands have never
wrought;
we drink of ¥inyards
which we never
planted;
the Treasures of those Mines are ours, in
which we have never digg'd; we only plough the Deep,
and reap the Harvest of every Country in the World.

CHAP.

XI.

The East-India
Trade is the most likely way to inlarge
the business in the present Manufactures.
Anufactures are procur'd from the East-Indies by The Eastthe labour of fewer Hands than the like can be India Trade,
made in England; if by this means any numbers of
People are disabled to follow their former business, the
East-India Trade has only disabled so many to work to
no profit of the Kingdom ; by the loss of such Manufactures, of such ways of imploying the People, the Publick
loses nothing. Nevertheless, to the Labourer's Objection
of being driven from his imployment, it must be also
answer'd, That the East-India Trade is the most likely
way to make work for all the People, by inlarging their
business in the present, by being the cause of setting
on foot new imployments for the People.
It is very true, that English Manufactures cannot be
sold dear, as ff as good shall be imported cheap from
India; so that the importation of cheaper must needs
abate the price of the same kind of English Manufac.
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Of equal Labour in one and the same Country,
the price will not be very different ; and therefore, if
the East-India Trade shall obhge Men to work cheaper
in some kind of Manufactures, this very thing will have
an influence upon others.
Or thus, the East-India
Trade will put an end to many of our English Manufactures;
the Men that were imploy'd in these, will
betake themselves to others, the most plain and easie;
or to the single Parts of other Manufactures of most
variety, because the plainest work is soonest learn'd:
By the increase of Labourers, the price of work will be
abated ; and thus the East-India
Trade must needs
abate the price of Engli_h Manufactures.
and con_If the price of English Manufactures shall be abated,
quently by in-more
People will be enabled to buy in the former
creas_nff their
Vent,
Markets, the abatement of the price will pay for the
Carriage into new Markets.
Thus of Cloth, perhaps a
Yard may be sold abroad for Ten Shilhngs, it were as
easie to sell two if a fifth part of that price might be
abated.
It is certain, that more Stockings are sold
since the Framework has reduc'd the price. For the
same reason that more of the cheaper labour of Engines
can be sold than of the dearer labour of Hands, more
of Indian than of the dearer English Manufactures ;
for the very same, the cheaper English Manufactures
can be sold, the more will be sold: Wherefore
the
East-India Trade by abating the price, must increase
the vent of English Manufactures.
and conaeAgain, The more English Manufactures
can be sold,
q_easintlyby.in'the
more
of
them
will
be
made;
consequently,
the
the
.
.
Man_u_2
tures,
ma]_e_more
•

East-India Trade by increasing the vent, will also increase the English Manufactures.
Lastly, More People will be imploy'd to make Two

hu
eed
Yards
ofCloth
toproduce
asmany
ushels
of
Wheat, to procure from the East-Indies as many pieces
of Callicoe,

and

so of other things,
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but half the quantity of these things; more People are
imploy'd to make a greater than a less quantity oi
Manufactures:
Wherefore the East-India
Trade, by
causing an increase of our Manufactures, is the most
likely way to increase the imployment of the People.

CHAP.

XII.

By being the cause of the Invention of Arts and Engines,
of order and regularity in our Manufactures,
the
East-India
Trade, without abating the Wages of
Labourers, abates the price of Manufactures.

UTof if East-India
the LabourerManufactures
was afraid thatwou'd
the importation
It is byobjevted,
lessen his that
abating theprice
imployment, he will not be better pleas'd that to in- of Manufa_crease the same, the price of English Manufactures tures,
Wages
must be
shou'd be abated.
For by this, the price of Labour, abated,
that is Wages, will be abated.
And consequently, the Labourer will be oblig'd to consequently
the labourer
work more for Wages enough to buy the same con- must wor]c
venienees of Life.
For, tho' there is a mixture of more for the
Labour with these things, tho' the price of Labour is a samethings.
part of the price of the conveniences of Life, tho' by
the abatement of Wages the price of these things is
also abated, yet the price of the conveniences of Life
is not so much abated as the Wages which are to buy
them.
This might be prov'd by Reason; but an Example will serve instead of Demonstration.
Suppose
that a third part of the price of Labour, a third part
of every Man's Wages is abated, then my Wages of
Ten Shillings for Ten days Labour, are abated to Six
Shillings and Eight Pence : Again, Of a yard of Cloth
of the price of Ten Shillings, a part of the price is the
price of Labour by which the same was wrought, per39
haps
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haps One Shilling is the price of Wool, Nine Shillings
the price of Labour bestow'd upon it; by abatement
of a third part of the price of Labour, the price of
Wool is not abated, the price of the Manufacture is
abated to Six Shillings;
and thus the price of the
Cloth is reduc'd to Seven Shillings : With my Wages
of Ten Shillings for Ten Days labour, I was able to buy
a Yard of Cloth of the price of Ten Shillings;
but
with the Wages of Six Shillings and Eight Pence for
Ten Days labour, I am not able to buy the Yard of
Cloth of the price of Seven Shillings, I must be oblig'd
to work more than Ten Days for Wages enough to buy
the Yard of Cloth; and therefore, if the East-India
Trade shall abate the Wages of the Labourer, he will
be oblig'd to work more for Wages enough to buy the
same things.
AIso,his_hare Again_ By abatement of the price of Labour, the
of Thinq_
share of things is lessen'd_ there is a mixmust
_ [¢s- Labourer's
*en'd.
ture of Labour with all the conveniences of Life: As
of a piece of Cloth, a great part of the price is the
price of Labour by which the same is made, the
Labourer's share of the Cloth is as much in proportion
to the whole Cloth as the price of Labour is in proportion to the whole price; then, if the East-India Trade
shall abate the price of Labour without abating the
rest of the value of Things, it will render the price of
Labour less in proportion to the whole price of Things,
it will consequently
abate the Labourer's
share of
Things.
Then he will have no reason to be pleas'd
with the East-India Trade, if to increase the imployment of the People, it must abate the price of Manufactures.
Wa#e_arenot I am very ready to believe, that the East-India Trade
aba_d,
by the importation of cheaper, must needs reduce the
price of English Manufactures ; nevertheless it is Matter of Fact, that the Wages of Men are not abated.
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As much Wages are given to the Plough-man, to the
Sea-man, to the Weaver, to all kinds of Labourers as
ever heretofore ; so that the East-India
Trade by reducing the price of Manufactures, has not yet abated
Wages.
That this thing may not seem a Paradox, the East- The EastIndia Trade may be the cause of doing things with less the
India
Trade
cause
of
Labour, and then tho' Wages shou'd not, the price of doing things
Manufactures might be abated.
If things shall be done wlth.Art_,and
,
_nff_nes, gnu
with less labour, the price of it must be less tho the moreRe#uWages of Men shou'd be as high as ever. Thus a Ship/ar/ty.
is navigated with a great number of Hands at very
great charge; if by being uudermasted and spreading
less Canvass the same shou'd be navigated by two-thirds
of that number, so as the difference of Speed shall be
very inconsiderable, the Ship wou'd be navigated with
less charge, tho' the Wages of Sea-men shou'd be as
high as ever. In like manner of any English Manufacture perform'd by so many Hands, and in so long a
time, the price is proportionable, if by the invention of
an Engine, or by greater order and regularity of the
Work, the same shall be done by two-thirds of that
number of Hands, or in two-thirds of that time; the
labour will be less, the price of it will be also less, tho'
the Wages of Men shou'd be as high as ever. And
therefore, if the East-India Trade shall be the cause of
doing the same things with less labour, it may without
abating any Man's Wages abate the price of Manufactures.
Arts, and Mills, and Engines, which save the labour
.
.
.
of Hands, are ways of doing things with less labour,
and consequently
with labour of less price, tho the
Wages of Men imploy'd to do them shou'd not be
abated.
The East-India
Trade procures things with
less and cheaper

labour than would
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make the like in England; it is therefore very likely to
be the cause of the invention of Arts, and Mills, and
Engines, to save the labour of Hands in other Manufactures.
Such things are successively invented to do
a great deal of work with little labour of Hands ; they
are the effects of Necessity and Emulation ; every Man
must be still inventing himself, or be still advancing to
falther perfection upon the invention of other Men ; if
my Neighbour by doing much with little labour, can
sell cheap, I must contrive to sell as cheap as he. So
that every Art, Trade, or Engine, doing work with
labour of fewer Hands, and consequently
cheaper,
begets in others a kind of Necessity and Emulation,
either of using the same Art, Trade, or Engine, or of
inventing something like it, that every Man may be
upon the square, that no man may be able to undersel
his Neighbour.
And thus the East-India
Trade by
procuring things with less, and consequently cheaper
labour, is a very likely way of forcing Men upon the
invention of Arts and Engines, by which other things
may be also done with less and cheaper labour, and
therefore may abate the price of Manufactures,
tho'
the Wages of Men should not be abated.
Andso
does
Again, The East-India Trade is no unlikely way to
Orderand
Regularity
introduce more Artists, more Order and Regularity into
our English Manufactures, it must put an end to such
of them as are most useless and unprofitable;
the
People imploy'd in these will betake themselves to
others, to others the most plain and easie, or to the
single Parts of other Manufactures of most variety; for
plain and easie work is soonest learn'd, and )JIen are
more perfect and expeditious in it ; And thus the EastIndia Trade may be the cause of applying proper Parts
of Works of great variety to single and proper Artists,
of not leaving too much to be pcrform'd by the skill of
42
single
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single Persons; and this is what is meant by introducing greater Order and Regularity into our English
Manufactures.
The more variety of Artists to every Manufacture, if/otis;
the less is left to the skill of single Persons ; the greater
the Order and Regularity of every Work, the same
must needs be done in less time, the Labour must be
less, and consequently
the price of Labour less, tho'
Wages shou'd not be abated.
Thus a piece of Cloth is
made by many Artists; one Cards and Spins, another
makes the Loom, another Weaves, another Dyes, another dresses the Cloth ; and thus to proper Artists
proper Parts of the Work are still assign'd ; the Weaver
must needs be more skilful and expeditious at weaving,
if that shall be his constant and whole imployment,
than if the same Weaver is also to Card and Spin, and
make the Loom, and Weave, and Dress, and Dye the
Cloth.
So the Spinner, the Fuller, the Dyer or Clothworker, must needs be more skifful and expeditious at
his proper business, which shall be his
constant imployment, than any Man can
same work, whose skill shall be pusled and
with variety of other business.
A Watch is a work of great variety, and
for one Artis_ to make all the several Parts,

whole and
be at the
confounded
'tis possible Watch_;
and at last

to join them altogether ; but if the Demand of Watches
shou'd become so very great as to find constant imployment for as many Persons as tl_mreare Parts in a Watch,
if to every one shall be assign'd his proper and constant
work, if one shall have nothing else to make but Cases,
another Weels, another Pins, another Screws, and several
others their proper Parts; and lastly, if it shall be the
constant and only imployment of one to join these
several Parts together, this Man must needs be more
skilful and expeditious in the composition of these
several Parts, than the same Man cou'd be ff he were
also

(

8hips made
with
Order more
and
Regularity,
are e_a_r.
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also to be imploy'd in the Manufacture of all these
Parts. And so the Maker of the Pins, or Wheels, or
Screws, or other Parts, must needs be more perfect and
expeditious at his proper work, if he shall have nothing
else to pusle and confound his skill, than if he is also to
be imploy'd in all the variety of a Watch.
But of all things to be perform'd by the labour of
Man, perhaps there is not more variety in any thing
than in a Ship: The Manufacture
of the Keel, the
Ribbs, the Planks, the Beams, the Shrouds, the Masts,
the Sails, almost thousands of other Parts, together
with the composition of these several Parts, require as
much variety of skill.
And still as the Sizes and
Dimensions of Ships differ, the skill in the Manufacture
of the several Parts, and again in the Composition of
them, must needs be different ; it is one kind of skill to
make the Keel, or Ribbs, or Planks, or Beams, or Rudders, or other Parts of a Ship of One hundred Tons,
and another to make the same Parts of a Ship of Five
hundred ; and in the same manner, the composition of
Parts of different Scantlings and Dimensions must needs
be different.
Wherefore, if the Demand of Shipping
shall be so very great, as to make constant imployment
for as many several Artists as there are several different
Parts of Ships of different dimensions, if to every one
shall be assign'd his proper work, if one Man shall be
always and only imploy'd in the Manufacture of Keels
of one and the same dimensions, another of Ribbs,
another of Beams, another Rudders, and several others
of several other Parts, certainly the Keel, the Ribbs,
the Beams, the Rudders, or other Parts, must needs be
better done and with greater expedition, by any Artist
whose whole and constant imployment shall be the
Manufacture of that single Part, than if he is also to
work upon different Parts or different Scantlings. Thus
the greater the Order and Regularity of every Work,
44
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the more any Manufacture of much variety shall be distributed and assign'd to different Artists, the same must
needs be better done and with greater expedition, with
less loss of time and labour ; the Labour must be less,
and consequently the price of Labour less, tho' Wages
shou'd continue still as high as ever. And therefore
the East.India
Trade, if it is the cause that greater
Order and Regularity is introduc'd into every Work,
that Manufactures of much variety are distributed and
assign'd to proper Artists, that things are done in less
time and consequently with less labour, then without
abating the Wages of the Labourer, it may well abate
the price of Labour.
The East-India
Trade, whether by setting forward
the invention of Arts and Engines to save the labour of
Hands, or by introducing greater Order and Regularity
into our English Manufactures, or by whatsoever other
means, lessens the price of Labour.
However, Wages
are not abated; wherefore, without reducing Wages,
this Trade abates the price of Labour, and therefore of
Manufactures.
The East-India Trade abates only the price of Manufactures, not the Wages of the Labourer;
then he is
able to buy more Manufactures, more conveniences of
Life with the same Labour ; he is not obliged to labour
more for Wages enough to buy the same things.
Lastly, If Wages are not abated, if only the price of
things is abated, the Labourer's share of the conveniences of Life may well be lessen'd without any inconvenience, without taking from the share of the
Labourer, but by adding to the share of other People :
And this is no hurt to any Man. Among the wild
Indians of America, almost every thing is the Labourer's,
ninety nine Parts of an hundred are to be put upon the
account of Labour : In England, perhaps the Labourer
has not two thirds of all the conveniences of Life, but
45
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then the plenty of these things is so much greater here,
that a King of India is not so well lodg'd, and fed, and
cloath'd, as a Day-labourer of England.
_nus, without any Objection, without abating the
Wages of any Man, without any inconvenience to the
Labourer, the East-India Trade, by abating the price of
Manufactures, increases their Vent; by increasing the
Vent increases the Manufactures;
by increasing the
Manufactures makes more imployment for the People.

CHAP.

XIII.

The East-India Trade is the most likely way to set on
foot new Manufactures for imployment of the People.
HE East-India Trade is the most likely way not
only to increase the business in the former Manufactures, it is also the way to introduce new Manufactures, new Imployments,
into England, by creating a
gloater plenty of Money for this purpose; the greater
the plenty shall be of Money, the same will be less
likely to be hoarded, less likely to lye still; wanton
Purses will be always open to build, beautifie, and improve the Kingdom;
Shipping and Navigation
will
every day increase, new Trades will be discoveFd.
Trade will be driven so very close, till as little is to
be gain'd by it as is the present Interest of Money _ and
as Money shall every day be drawn out of Trade, to ly_
at Interest, to purchace Lands, the value of these will
rise, the interest of Money will fall, till at last Land
shall become too dear for Purchasers, till too little is to
be gain'd at Interest; and thus the restless Treasure
will be driven into Trade again.
When the plenty of Money shall become as great as
among any of our Neighbours, some of their Manufactures may be attempted ; perhaps this is the way to
46
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carryon the Fishing-Tradein England: For this,in
vain, Corporations have been projected, Incouragements
have been given ; Movey is not drug enough in England ; more is to be gain'd at present, by letting it out
to Interest, by imploying the same in every other Trade :
Corporations will not be contented more than private
Persons to trade to loss, or to manage a less profitable
Trade, while more profit is to be made of any other.
The price of Labour is not enough abated ; there is not
a sufficient plenty of Money in England to do the thing
as soon as we shall have enough of this, private Persons
will be able to carry on the Trade; there can be no
need of Incouragements,
no need of Corporations.
Then the East-India Trade, by doing more work with
fewer Hands, by increasing our Superfluities, by increasing our Exportations,
by making more Returns of
Bullion into England, by increasing our Money, is the
most likely means to set on foot new Imployments for
the People.
The East-India
Trade, by inlarging the business of
the old, by setting on foot new, Manufactures, is the
most likely way to make most imployment
for the
People; however, it deprives the People of no Manufacture which can be thought profitable to the Kingdom; and it were altogether as well that the People
shou'd stand still, as that they shou'd be imploy'd to
no profit. And this is what may be answer'd to the
Labourer's
Objection against the East-India
Trade,
the destruction of English Manufactures,
and the loss
of his Imployment.
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CHAP. XIV.
The East-India Trade does not abate the Rents, by the
exportation of Bullion, by the diminution of Conaumers, by the abatement of Wages; the importation
of Indian Manufactures is less likely to abate Rents
than the importation of the unwrought Produce of
India.
HE last Complaint is of the Landholder, that his
Rents must be abated by the East-India Trade;
that the value of the Produce of the Estate must needs
be lesscn'd by the exportation of Bullion, by the diminution of Consumers, by the abatement of Wages, by
letting the Produce of India into all the English
Markets.
Rents not
To the exportation of Bullion, it has been already
abatedby.the answer'd, That there is never the less Bullion in the
exporta_wnof
Bullion ;
Kingdom ; that the Carriage of it into India is the
way to increase our Exportations, to make I_eturns of
more Bullion.
Then there will be still as much in
England to be given for the Produce of the Estate ; the
price of this is not likely to be abated for want of
. Bullion.
nor by dimiTo the diminution of Consumers, may be answer'd,
nution
of
That
the East-India Trade reduces the price of Labour,
Conawmera
;
by which the Produce of the Estate is manufactur'd;
then more will be enabled at home, more will be invited
from abroad to buy it : This Trade does not lessen the
number of Buyers, it does not abate the value of the
produce of the Estate.
nor by abateTo the abatement of Wages, may be answer'd, That
meritof
the
Matter of Fact has been deny'd ; the East-India
Wage,.
Trade indeed may have abated the price of Labour, by
shortning every Work, by introducing Arts and Engines,
48
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Order and Regularity into every Manufacture, by which
the same may be done with less labour and greater
expedition ; yet no Man's Wages are abated; every
Labourer has still as much to give the Landholder for
the Produce of his Estate.
To the Argument, That the value of the Produce of
English Estates must be abated, by letting the Produce
of India into all the English Markets, by destroying
the Monopoly of the Gentleman, by increasing the
number of Sellers and of like Things, for Sale, beyond
the former proportion of Money and Buyers, may be
answer'd, That Landholders think the Produce of their
Estates is in no danger from the unwrought Things of
India, they have less reason to be afraid of Indian
Manufactures ; the importation
of these can reduce
only the price of Labour, and therefore the price of the
Produce of the Estate cannot be abated by it; indeed,
there is very good reason that the value of that shou'd
be advanc'd by it; and this is also confirm'd by the
experience of many Countries in like cases; upon all
which, it must be deny'd, That the East-India Trade
increases the Sellers and like Things for Sale, against
the Landholder and the Produce of his Estate, beyond
the former proportion of Money and Buyers : And thus
the Landholder is not at all the worse for the loss of
his Monopoly.
Indian Manufactures

cannot hurt the Rents of Eng- The unwrough2
land; for, 'tis the sense of People, that the unwrought Things of
Things of India cannot do it; Men are very careful to India are
more likely to
preserve their Rents ; for this reason they keep every abateRent,
thing out of England from whence any danger may be than the
apprehended ; Irish Cattel are prohibited, and so are Manufactures.
the Manufactures of many Countries ; we must rather
want plenty at home, than import the same from abroad;
and all this is done, that the value of the Produce of
English Estates may be preserv'd.
But above all,
49
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Gentlemen are in the greatest disquiets for their Wool ;
this is watch'd with as much care and jealousie as the
Golden Apples of the Hesperides ; a poor Man must
not have leave to carry an old Sheet to his Grave ; both
the Living and the Dead must be wrapt in Woollen ;
indeed, no other Law is wanted to complete the business, but only one, That our Perukes shou'd be made
of Wool.
This demonstrates the great care of the
Gentleman, to suffer nothing that may be dangerous
to his Rents.
Nevertheless, the unwrought Things of
India are let alone; these are neither directly, nor by
high customs prohibited ; these therefore, in the opinion
of Gentlemen, are not dangerous to the Rents, are not
likely to abate the price of the Produce of the Estate.
But certainly, the importation of Indian Manufactures is not so likely to abate the value of the meer
Produce of English Estates, as the unwrought Things
of India: To import Irish Cattel, does not take up so
many Hands, does not draw so many Labourers from
the Plough, from the Loom, from the Manufacture of
the rest of the Produce of English _states, as the Fishing-Trade, which requires as many Hands to import so
much value of Fish, and many more to build Busses,
make Netts, and to work in all the Appendages of this
Trade.
In like manner, to import Callicoes, Stuffs,
wrought Silks, and other Indian Manufactures, does not
require so many Hands, does not draw so many from
the l_anufacture
of the meer Produce of the Estate, as
to import Cotton, Wool, Raw-silk, and the other unwrought Produce of India, which requires as many
Hands to import them, and many more to perfect them :
So in all cases, Foreign Manufactures are not likely to
spend so much of our Labour as the unwrought Things
of Foreign Countries; they are less likely to make a
scarcity of Labourers to work up the Produce of the
Estate,

less likely to obstruct
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raising the price of Labour that must be bestow'd upon
it. And thus the importation
of Indian Manufactures
is not so like to abate the value of the meer Produce
of the Estate, as the unwrought Things of India ; these,
as is already shewn in the judgment of Gentlemen, are
not like to do it ; wherefore, they ought not to apprehend any danger to the Produce of their Estates from
the importation of Indian Manufactures.

CHAP.

XV.

The Importation
of Indian Manufactures
the price of Labour, but raises the price
duce of the Estate.

abates only
of the Pro-

HEis only
foregoing
credible,
Argument
that Gentlemen
is not demonstrative,
do not mistakeit
their own interest: Wherefore, that Indian Manufactures cannot abate the price of the meet Produce of
the Estate, is now to be demonstrated
from Principles
which are evident.
I believe it will be granted, That a Manufacture will
not be made in England by dearer, if as good an one
shall be procur'd from India by cheaper Labour ; so
that the Labour that makes the English, must not be
dearer than the Labour that produces the Indian Manufactttre ; the price then of that which makes the
English must be abated, till the same is nothing higher
than the price of the Labour
that procures
the
Indian Manufacture;
or so much of the difference of
the price between both manufactures
as is caus'd by
dearer Labour, must be abated upon Labour.
And this is the whole difference; for Wool is not
dearer than so much Cotton, Raw-silk, or other the
unwrought Produce of India; wherefore, whatsoever
51
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the English exceeds in price the Indian Manufacture;
the difference is not from the dearness of the unwrought
Produce of England; this is not dearer, the Labour
only that makes the English is dearer than the Labour
that procures the Indian Manufacture;
the whole difference of the price betwixt both Manufactures,
is
caus'd by dearer Labour.
All the difference of the price caus'd by dearer Labour, is abated upon Labour, and that is the whole
difference; wherefore the whole difference is abated
upon Labour.
By the importation of Indian Manufactures,
only so
much of the price of the English as exceeds the price
of an Indian Manufacture
is abated:
for, ff more
shou'd be abated, then the English Manufacture wou'd
be cheapest, then the Indian cou'd not be sold, and consequently wou'd not be imported, contrary to the Fact,
and also contrary to the Supposition;
therefore, all
that is abated of the English Manufacture
is the difference of the price : All this is abated upon Labour ;
so that all that is abated, is abated upon Labour.
Or only the price of Labour that makes the .F_,ngli_h,
is abated by the importation of Indian Manufactures,
therefore the price of the Produce of the Estate is not
abated.
On the contrary, the value of the Produce of the
Estate is very likely to be rais'd by the importation of
Indian Manufactures;
_or by this, the price of Labour
will be abated, the demand of the Produce of the
Estate will be increas'd, more will be invited, more
will be enabled to buy the same at higher prices.
More of our own People will be able to buy Wool at
two Shillings per pound, with the Labour and Manufacture of the price of Six Shillings, than to buy so
much Wool for One Shilling ff the Manufacture
must
be Nine.
Or, if at home Men might be compell'd to
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buy at any price, yet Foreigners are not subject to
F_nglish Laws, they will rather buy our Wool with the
price of Manufacture abated.
The abatement of the
price of the Manufacture, will pay for the carriage of
our Wool into distant Markets ; so then, if the JEastIndia Trade shall reduce the price of the Labour and
Manufacture,
it must needs invite and enable more
People to buy the Produce of the Estate.
Again, If almost every one in England shall be able
to buy the Gentleman's Wool, the Demand of it must
be greater, and so must the price, than ff Multitudes
shall be disabled.
Also, ff People upon the Coasts of
Foreign Countries shall be invited and enabled to buy
the Wool, than ff the same shall be restrain'd to only
English Markets.
Lastly, If People at greater distances from those Coasts shall buy our Wool, than if
only English Men, or the Coasters of Foreign Countries, shall be our Customers.
So in all cases, the
more People shall be enabled to buy the Produce of the
Estate, the Demand must be the greater, and so must
the Price. Then the importation of Indian Manufactures,
abates the price of Labour, invites and enables so many
the more to buy the Produce of the Estate, increases
the Demand, increases the value of the Produce of the
Estate.
C H A P.
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And this is confirm'd by Examples.

HISexperience
is Reason,
of many
and this
Countries:
is also The
eonfirm'd
Romansbyconthe/V_
Za.d_Roman
not ira., Tair'd by the
quer'd great Nations,
they injoin'd the conquera T_i_ute,;
People to send them Tributes of their Manufactures,
the Manufactures
of every Nation were to be seen at
Rome; from Sicily, Africa, and other neighbouring
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Provinces, they reeeiv'd their Corn; this was not done
for want of Land enough for Tillage in Italy ; we are
taught by their Historians, that Italy was always able
to bear Corn sufficient for their Inhabitants.
Yet in
such quantities 'twas imported, that the Romans were
forc'd from their antient Husbandry, they were disabled
this way to make profit of their lands ; yet their Lands
did not lye idle, the Produce of their Estates preserv'd
its value, their Rents were not abated.
Nor the Dutch But, Men are afraid of comparisons with the Romans,
lands
bE their
va_
Imports
; therefore later instances must be given : The Dutch import things of Foreign Growth and Manufacture, not so
cheap indeed as the antient Romans, and'tis to be hop'd
they never will, yet cheaper far than like things can be
brought into any other Country, and this they do with
the greatest Freedom. They import into Holland, Corn,
Wine, and grown Cattel, so very cheap, that they quite
deprive themselves of the Articles of Tillage and Breeding. Pasture, Dairy, and the production of Flax and
Madder, are almost all the imployment they have for
Lands in Holland; yet, as if they wou'd have no use of
their Pasture, they import such quantities of Herrings
and fatted Cattel, as are sufficient for many such
Countries as Holland, and so very cheap that no Country can do the like. As if they intended to spoil their
Dairies, they import from Sweden such quantities of
Butter, that they are forc'd to look out Foreign Markets
for their own. And, as if they intended to run down
the price of every thing at home, they import with the
greatest freedom and in the greatest quantities, Hemp
and Flax from the East Country, Linens from Germany, and other Manufactures from the East-Indies.
They labour as it-were, to abate the value of the Produce of their own Lands ; in vain, for in no other
Country are the Rents of Lands
Holland.
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Again, England imports neither so many things, nor 2got indeed
so cheap as Holland; yet of late, the Importations have the English.
been very great; the Customs are greater far than ever
heretofore.
Prodigious quantities of Silks, Callicoes,
and other Indian things have been imported, equal as
is said, to all the Woollen Manufacture.
Norwich and
Canterbury are almost beaten out of their Trades:
However, in general the Woollen Manufacture
has
flourish'd, Wool has carried a better price, and generally Rents have been rais'd over all the Kingdom.
If the price of Wool is not abated by the importation
of Indian Manufactures,
why shou'd the importation of
Corn, of Wine, of Cattel,
of Herrings, abate the
Rents of England?
Why shou'd the price of the
Produce of the Estate be abated by any Importations ?
The Rents of Lands in Holland, are generally higher
than the Rents of the same kind of Lands in England,
and perhaps at a medium are as high again.
If the
importation
of Wine, of Corn, of Cattel, has not
abated the higher Rent of Holland, Why shou'd it
abate the lesser Rent of England?
If the Dutch Pasture is not abated below the Rent of Forty Shillings,
by the importation of Butter, Fish, and Fatted Cattel,
why shou'd the Rent of as good Pasture here be less
than Twenty Shilfings, tho' all these things shou'd be
imported into England.
It is in vain to say, There is but little Land in Hol- A _uTquanland, that therefore Rents are higher there than in any tit2/of
Land
doesnot
thereother Country, but if they had Land as much as Eng- fore y_elda
land, their Rents wou'd be soon affected by such mighty greaterRent.
Importations.
This can never be a reason that the
Rents are high in Holland.
Indeed, where there is
little Land and many Purchasers, the Purchace must
be dearer; but the Tenant, the Yearly Renter, will
give no more Rent than can be made of the Produce
of the Estate; and besides the Rent for the Landlord,
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he will expect a living Profit for himself.
Wherefore
Rents in Holland are not high, a great price is not given
for the Produce of the Estate, because there is but
little Land in Holland.
Besides, Holland is upon the Continent; the Lands
adjoining are large enough in reason; Are any other
Lands impair'd in Yearly value by their Neighbourhood
to Holland ? The Rents of Holland are higher far than
those of any other Country; the Yearly value of other
Lands is always greater, the less their distance is from
thence ; great Importations into Holland have neither
abated the Rents of that nor any other place: And
therefore, as great Importations wou'd not abate the
Rents in England, neither upon the Coast, nor in the
midland Country.
The most
XVherefore, better Reasons may be given; that the
likely
ways
to
importation
of things of Foreign Growth and Manuraise the
/_nts.
facture, is not the way to impair the Yearly value of
the Lands of any Country.
It is certainly the way to
create a plenty of the conveniences of Life; this will
invite Purchasers and People thither, and these will
preserve the Yearly value of the Lands.
Again, if
plenty shall invite People into any Country, the value
of such a Country must needs be rais'd; the People
will give more for the Produce of Lands at home, than
for hke things at a greater distance, to be at the charge
of Carriage.
Besides, the increase of our Superfluities
must needs increase our Exportations,
must return
more Bullion into England, must multiply Money to
be given for the Produce of the Estate.
Lastly, The
importation of things of Foreign Growth and Manufacture is the most likely way to abate the price of
Labour, which is to be mix'd with the Produce of the
Estate, it is consequently the way to raise the value of
the Produce of the Estate.
Whatsoever shall become of these
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of Fact is certain; great Importations
have always
rais'd the value of every other Country, there is no
reason to believe they can impair the Rents of England.
And thus the Experience of several Countries, especially of our own, might teach Gentlemen to apprehend but little danger from the Indian Manufactures.
CHAP.

XVII.

_The East-India Trade does not abate the Rents of the
Landholder by destroying his Monopoly.
ND now the Answer will be very easie to the last
part of the Objection, That the permission of
Indian Manufactures to be sold in English Markets,
destroys the Monopoly of the Gentleman.
As good a
price as ever is given for the Produce of the Estate;
wherefore it is deny'd, That by the permission of
Indian Manufacture, the Sellers and like things for
sale, are increas'd beyond the former proportion of
Money and Buyers, which before were ready for the
Produce of the Estate.
It is very true, That an Hundred thousand Pounds
in Money, and as many Buyers, are not in proportion The increase
so much to any quantity of Meat, or Corn, or Cloaths, not
of thi,¢,
doe_
reducethe
as the same Money and Buyers wou'd be to haft theTr/ce of
quantity of any of those things : But, to the single _oney, a_u/
•
l_?_yersz_
Butcher of a Country-Village,
add as much Meat and crea_ in proas many Butchers as are in London, if the People and port/on.
Money shall increase in proportion, Meat will bear as
good a price.
To the English Corn, add all the Corn
of Europe , yet ff all must come to the English Markets,
ff Money and Buyers shall increase in proportion to
the increase of Corn, the price of Corn will never fall.
So to the Woollen Manufach_res, add those of Ind/a
and other Countries, yet if Money and Buyers shall
increase in proportion, the price of Cloth may be as
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high as ever. The reason why the increase of Sellers
and of like things for sale, abates the price of things,
is because the increase is beyond the proportion of
Money and Buyers; and therefore, if these shall increase as fast, ff there shall be still as great a proportion of them to the Produce of the Estate, the price of
it will not be abated.
Now the importation of Indian Manufactures, and the
permission of them to be sold in English Markets, does
indeed abate the price of English Manufactures; so that
the proportion of Money and Buyers to English Manufactures must needs be lessen'& But then the whole abatement is upon the price of Labour by which the same
are made ; and by the abatement of the price of Labour,
more are invited and enabled bo_h at home and abroad,
to buy the Produce of the Estate.
In Fact as much is
given for this as ever, the proportion of Money and
Buyers to the Produce of the Estate, is not abated;
and therefore, Money and Buyers are increas'd to the
Produce of the Estate, in proportion to the increase
which is made of Sellers and of like things for Sale, by
the importation
of Indian Manufactures.
And consequently, this does indeed destroy the Monopoly of the
Landholder;
nevertheless, the value of the Produce of
his Estate is not abated by it.
What has been said of the permission of Indian Manufactures to be sold in English Markets, is, That Indian
Manufactures are not so likely to abate the price of
the meer Produce of .English Estates as the unwrought
Produce of India ; they can only abate the price of
Labour; by abating the price of this, they must raise
the value of the Produce of the Estate; this is reason,
and this is confirm'd by experience.
And thus, by the
destruction
of his Monopoly, the Landholder loses
nothing;
Money and Buyers increase,
as Foreign
Things are added to the Produce of the Estate; the
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value of this is not abated by the permission of Indian
Manufactures to be sold in all the English Markets.
There is still, notwithstanding the exportation of Bullion, as much Money in the Kingdom, as much Money
and as many Buyers for the meet Produce of the
Estate; the Labourer is still able to give as good a
price; and indeed, as the price of Labour shall be
lessen'd, both he and others must be forc'd to give
a better : So that Rents are not abated by the importation of Indian Manufactures.
And thus Answers are given to every Objection
against this Trade: to the exportation of Bullion for
Manufactures to be consum'd in E,ngland; that the
exchange is of less for greater value, of less for more
Bullion; and that nothing more is lost to the Kingdom
by the consumption of Indian, than of English Manufactures. To the complaint of the Labourer, and the
loss of his imployment; that the loss of this is no loss
to the Publick; and on the contrary, that the /_astIndia Trade is the most likely way to make imployment for the People. The last Objection is deny'd,
the Rents are not abated.

CHAP.

XVIII.

The Fishing-Trade is not so tn ofitable as the importation
of Irish Cartel, or of Indian Manufactures;
and is
more likely than either to abate the Rents of England.

taken orfrom
Fishing-Trade,
O instances
illustrate were
a Reason
two the
of this
Discourse,
from the importation
of Irish Cattel, and of Indian
Manufactures.
Men are all fond of a Fishery; certain
Landholders are jealous of the Irish Cattel, but every
one is afraid of Indian Manufactures.
Wherefore, it
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may not be altogether improper to make a comparison
of these things, that it may be seen with how little
reason Men take up Aversions and Inclinations,
how
easily they mistake their Country's Interest and their
own. The comparison may farther recommend
the
Indian Manufactures.
First then, The Fishing-Trade
is not so profitable to
the Kingdom as the importation of Irish Cattel, or of
Indian Manufactures.
It procures no greater value of
Herrings, but with greater Labour than is necessary to
procure so much value of Irish Cattel, or of Indian
Manufactures.
Herrings are not catch'd and cur'd
with so little labour as will procure the same value of
Irish Cartel or of Indian Manufactures.
Let any quantity of Herrings be taken of any value
whatsoever, of these the King has no Customs, the
King is to pay a Reward upon their exportation, and
he has no increase of Tonnage and Poundage upon the
Returns: Yet with all this Encouragement,
the Merchant does not fit out busses.
Wherefore, no part of
the price is the share of the Met.chant; when he shall
have paid for the Labour by which the Fish were taken,
there will be nothing left for himself.
The whole
price of the Herrings will do no more than pay the
Labour.
It is not so in the case of Irish Cartel of the same
price or value ; ff the Merchant were to have no part
of the price, he wou'd not import, there wou'd be no
need of Prohibitions,
but the contrary is evident;
wherefore, the whole price of the Irish Cartel did not
go to pay the Labour by which they were procur'd.
Of Indian Manufactures
of the same value; the
King has great Customs, the Merchant and Retailer
have great Gains ; a small part of the price is sufficient
to pay the Labour by which they were procur'd.
Wherefore,
Herrings
are purehac'd
by Labour of
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greater price than the same value of Irish Cattel, or of
Indian Manufactures.
And, because Labour is proportionable to the price,
and Labour of greater price is greater Labour, they
are also procur'd by greater Labour.
Lastly, Since to procure the same value of things
with greater Labour than is necessary, does not leave
so many Hands at liberty to purchase other Benefits
to the Commonwealth,
it is not therefore so profitable;
it follows, that to procure any value of Herrings with
greater Labour than were sufficient to procure the
same value of Irish Cattel, or of Indian Manufactures,
is by no means so profitable to the Kingdom.
Again, The Fishing-Trade
is more likely to abate
Rents than the importation
of Irish Cattel, or of
Indian Manufactures ; it is natural to believe, That it
must take up more of the People's Labour, and leave
a great deal less to the Plough, to the Loom, to the
Manufacture of the rest of the Produce of the Landholder's Estate; whence it is also natural to believe,
That it is more likely to raise the price of Labour, and
consequently to abate the value of the Produce of the
Estate than the importation
of Irish Cattel, or of
Indian Manufactures.

C H A P.

XIX.

The Herring-Fishery not practicable _n the present Circumstances of England;
the Dutch can sell cheaper.
EN are very full of Panegyricks upon the Fishing Trade, as if by this we were to increase
our Shipping and Navigation, to make imployment for
every individual Creature in the Kingdom;
as ff by
this we were to enrich the Shoat with all the Spoils of
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the Sea, to extend our Trade into Foreign Countries,
to gain the Balance of Trade over all the rest of
Europe ; they see these Effects of the Fishing-Trade in
Holland ; they expect presently the same Effects in
England, and without any more ado we are to apply
our selves to Fishing.
And indeed, I shou'd be of
their opinion, when Herrings can be catch'd and cur'd
at less charge than will be paid by all their value,
when the Merchant can obtain such a price for his
Herrings, as besides the hire of the Fisher-man,
and
all the rest of his Charges, shall leave sufficient profit
to himself; then these Panegyricks
may be allow'd,
then the Labourer may wish for the Fishing-Trade;
the Landholder will have no reason to be jealous of it,
he will have no reason to be afraid that his Rents will
be abated by it. Whenever this shaft happen, Money
will be very much increas'd;
more People will be
invited into England; there will be more Purchacers
to buy the Produce of the Estate; the Fishing-Trade
has not abated the Rents of Holland ; all the Lands
adjoining are the richer for it ; the Fishing-Trade
will
not abate the Rents of England.
But in the present posture of Affairs, whether profitable or unprofitable,
'tis neither to be hop'd nor
fear'd, that the Fishery can be ours ; the Dutch can
afford their Herrings cheaper, and are therefore sure
of all the Markets.
England has
few Advantages
for Fishi_g
which
Holland
wants,

Some have fondly imagin'd, that we might do the
business cheaper, that we might wrest the FishingTrade from Holland; They content themselves to give
no better Reasons than these for their opinion, That
we have Timber of our own growth, and that there is
none of this in Holland;
that the Dutch pay great
Excises upon their Victuals, and therefore
English
Fisher-men may work at less Wages; that the Herrings are upon our own Coast, and therefore we are
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not to pay for the loss of so much time in sailing to
and from our Ports; that we are nearer to the Land
for taking in of Fresh-water, for drying of our _Tetts,
which are Privileges that might be deny'd to Holland.
Yet possibly these Advantages are not very great ; for
ff Timber for building Busses is bought in Foreign
Countries and imported cheaper into Holland, than as
good Timber can be bought in England, and brought
to any place of Building;
ff the Dutch-man
pays
Excises upon his Victuals, yet if his Victuals are so
much cheaper, or ff he pays no Excises upon the Fish
he eats at Sea; Lastly, If we are nearer to the Herrings, yet if we are so much farther off from almost all
the Markets
our Advantages are but little. And if
we were upon the square in other things, whether by
these Advantages we are able to fish cheaper than the
Dutch by One Shilling in twenty, or not by One in an
hundred, must be left to others to determin.
But indeed, we are not upon the square in other
things; the Dutch have advantages for the FishingTrade greater far than we; they catch and cure their
Herrings with less charge, they can also sell for less profit.
Tho' the ordinary charge of catching and curing Law is less
Herrings were alike to both, yet the Dutch are able to expensive
dilato_ inand
sell cheaper; they do not manage their Trade with so Bolland.
much contingent charge and hazard as we in England.
They have no Law-suits upon controverted Titles of
their Busses; indeed they can have none ; their Busses
are all registred; the Owners can borrow Money upon
'era every where, without the charge of Procuration.
Their other Controversies in the Fishing and other
Trades, are in a Summary way with little charge determin'd by Men of Skill in the business.
In England
all is contrary; no certain Titles of Busses, frequent
Controversies_ dilatory and expensive Suits, but the
gain of the Fishery is to pay for all; the Herrings
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must be sold for such a price, as besides the rest of the
charges may be sufficient to pay for this contingent
Charge and Hazard.
The Dutch do not want any
price upon this account ; wherefore, they are able to
sell their Herrings for less profit.
/'he Dutch
The Dutch pursue their Fishing-Trade
for little
mu,tbe
tent
withconless profit, because they can make no more by any other
profit,for
Trade: In England, more is to be made of Mony in
want of more trading to the Plantations, to the Straights, to Afrwa,
Trades;
to the East-Indies ; also, in the Purehace of Tallies, of
Annuities upon the Government, of Joint-Stocks.
As
long as this can be done, no single Person, no Corporation in England, will level it serf to such Gains as
must content the Dutch in Fishing.
And
a/soby
Besides, there is a greater plenty of Money in Holtheir greater
plenty of
land ; there are so many lenders, that every one is
l/'onoj,
forc'd to be contented with half the Interest that will
be expected here in England: and for the same Reason,
there are so many trading one against another, that
every one must be well satisfy'd with half the English
profit. Let it be suppos'd then, that for an Hundred
Pounds imploy'd a Year in the Fishing-Trade,
a like
quantity of Herrings
may be catch'd and cur'd by
both; if the English Merchant
will expect for his
Herrings, all his Principal with a profit of Twenty per
Cent. it follows, tha_ the Dutch Merchant will sell a
like quantity of Herrings for Ten _ver Cent. besides his
I'rincipal, that is, he will sell as many Herrings Ten
Pounds cheaper.
So that a greater plenty of Money
obliges the Dutch Fisherman to be contented with less
profit than will serve in England.
The Dutch are not subject to so much contingent
Charge and Hazard in carrying on their Fishing-Trade ;
they are not invited from the little profit of Fishing
to so many other more profitable ways of imploying
their Money; they are obhg'd by the greater plenty
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of Money and Traders there, to the expectation of more
modest Gains: Wherefore, tho' the ordinary Charge
were alike to both, yet the Dutch can afford their
Herrings for less profit than the English Fishermen,
they can therefore sell cheaper.
But, the charge of catching and curing Herrings is Thefirst Costs
of thi_s

he-

not alike to both ; the Dutch have all Materials for eessary to the
the Fishing Trade cheaper; the Labour also by which Fishi_Trade, less to
these things are fitted and prepaFd for use, is a great Holland.
deal cheaper.
Salt is a very great part of the price of
Herrings, and this they make as cheap again as we.
They lye upon the Mouths of the great Navigable
Rivers of France and Germany ; they have Iron thence,
and Wood for Casks, at almost such prices as they are
pleas'd to give themselves.
They buy in the East
Country their Timber, Iron, Hemp, their I_ozen, Pitch,
and Tar, as cheap as we, for building Busses, for
making Netts and Cordage.
Their distance from these things is not so great as T]wir Car.
ours, their Carriage therefore must be less; yet still to r/aye/ess.
make the charge of Carriage less, they navigate their
Ships with fewer Hands.
To England these things are imported with an heavy _rT_dr
Gusload of Customs, to Holland Custom free.
tov_ less.
In Holland, the Demand of these things is great and Materlal_for
constant;
the Merchants
who import them, cohabit the
Fishiny.
Trade, are
close together ; no Man there must presume upon the sold in HolNecessities of l_cople, or think to raise his price ; every landfor less
Man must live frugally, aud sell for little profit, for propz.
fear of being undersold by his more frugal Neighbour.
In England, where the Demand of necessary Materials
for the Fishing-Trade
is neither so great nor constant,
the Merchants
few and more dispers'd, Cheats and
extravagant Prices are not so well prevented.
Besides
if the Dutch Man manages the Fishing-Trade with less
contingent charge and hazard, if he is not so much
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invited to other Trades more profitable; if for these
Reasons, and by the great plenty of Money and Traders
there, he is oblig'd to sell his Herrings for less profit
than will be thought enough in England: For all these
Reasons the Dutch Merchant that imports things necessary for the Fishing-Trade,
must sell the same for
less and more modest Gains than will suffice in England.
Wherefore, Materials for the Fishing-Trade are bought
in England, dearer by all the difference of greater
Costs, of dearer Carriage, of higher Customs, of greater
Merchant's
Gains; such things are cheaper much in
Holland.
Work in Hol
And, so is the Labour by which these things are
land/s more fitted and prepar'd for use : the Demand of them in
orderly and
rtyular.
Holland is great and constant;
the People imploy'd
to work them, very numerous;
Busses and other
things, are Works of great variety:
To make them,
there is as great variety of Artists; no one is charg'd
with so much Work, as to abate his Skill or Expedition.
The Model of their Busses is seldom chang'd,
so that the Parts of one wou'd serve as well for every
Buss; as soon as any such thing can be bespoke in
Holland, presently all the Parts are laid together, the
Buss is rais'd with mighty Expedition.
In England,
the Demand of these things is little, the Artists few,
every one overcharg'd with variety of Work; the Contrivance and the Workmanship
keep equal pace ; the
Work is slow and clumsily perform'd.
The Work in
Holland, perform'd with so much more Order and
Reglflarity, with so much greater Expedition, is therefore perform'd with less Labour, and consequently the
price of Labour must be less.
Oarr/a_s
In Holland, the People of this Trade cohabit tolessand
dreamt,
gether; there must be frequent occasions for the Carriage of things from one Workman to another; in so
close a cohabitation of the People, the Carriage must
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needs be less; and yet 'tis lessen'd still by artificial
Cutts and Channels, that all may be perform'd
by
Water.
In England, the Workmen are but few, and
these dispers'd, and almost all the Carriage perform'd
by Men and Horses upon the Land; and this must
raise the price of Labour here.
The Buss is not constantly imploy'd, there must be The B_se_
intervals;
in these, the Dutch Buss is lodg'd secure Harbour'd.
are cheaper
from Wind and Weather, in artificial Trenches before
the Door of the Fisherman,
without the charge of
Anchor, Cable, or of Watchman.
In England, at all
this charge the Buss must ride in the River, must
endure the unkindness of frequent Tides, must suffer
more Damage, must be refitted with greater Cost and
Labour.
In Holland,

they abound

with Mills and Engines;

They abound
morewith
such things are there promoted atrd incourag'd, to save Arts and
the labour of Hands:
But, has more than one only Em]ines.
Saw-mill been seen in England ? By wonderful Policy,
the People here must not be depriv'd of their Labour;
rather every Work must be done by more Hands than
are necessary.
Certainly, such tifings must make the
Labour less, must also make the price of Labour less.
Lastly, the Dutch are already in possession of the
Trade ; they are therefore able to husband all their
equal Advantages better, by saving time, making less
waste, an hundred other things that cannot all be
thought of on the suddain.
The Work is done in Holland with great order and
regularity : the Carriage there is less, and all perform'd
by Water ; their Busses are better secur'd in the intervals of Fishing, are with less Expence and Labour
refitted;
they have more Mills and Engines, more
Ways and Means to save the work of Hands.
Upon
all which, it may be concluded, That their whole Preparation for this Trade is cheaper far than ours.
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They catch and cure their Herrings cheaper, they
sell for less profit:
Indeed, we find by experience,
That the Dutch can sell Herrings for half the price for
which they can be catch'd and cur'd by England.
Wherefore the Trade must all be theirs.
And must we for this, quarrel with the Dutch ?
They have been our best Defence against the successive Powers of Spain and France, they axe now our
only hopes against the united Strength of both; 'tis
certainly the interest of England to preserve and cherish
the States of Holland.
It is true, some of our Princes
have had other Thoughts, or other Interests.
It has
been .the craft of Ministers to cajole the People, to
make their Court the better with their Masters: The
Flag, Amboyna, and the British Herrings, have been
their most persuasive Arguments.
Amboyna and the
Flag are antient Stories ; I do not know whether it be
fit to rake into them : But by this time, 'tis very plain,
They do not keep the Fishing-Trade
from us by
violence or injustice, or by any other than the most
honest Methods of selling better pennyworths.
When
we can be able to do this, 'twill then be time to think
of Fishing, till then we are disabled.

CHAP.

XX.

The way to bring England to be contented with as little
profit in the Fislting-Trade as Holland.
UT I am not willing to believe, That this Disability is perpetual, nor to give such discouragement to my Country; and therefore I do believe, we
may come to have our share in the Fishing-Trade;
only first, we must be able to catch and cure the
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Herrings as cheap, and to sell them for as little profit
as they do in Holland.
That we may sell for as little profit ; our Fisher-men
must not be at more contingent charge or hazard ;
they must not be invited from the Fishing Trade to
other more profitable ways; our plenty of Money must
be as great as it is in Holland.
Our Busses and all other Ships might be registred; Registers and
by this many Controversies wou'd be prevented ; for a Law-Metmore easie and speedy Determination of others, a Law- chant.
Merchant might be erected.
The Forms of Tryals in
other cases might continue still the same without any
Alteration;
but these are not thought altogether so
convenient for this purpose.
Perhaps ff this were
done, our Fishing-Trade
wou'd not be carried on with
any more contingent charge or hazard.
That no Man might reject the small gain that is Corporations
made of Fishing, for the greater profit of any other in Trade
Trade;
all our Trades both foreign and domestick, hurtful.
might be driven with the greatest freedom, Corporations and other Restraints might be destroy'd ; consequently,
so many wou'd be trading
one against
another; all kinds of Trade wou'd be driven so very
close, till at last no Man in England wou'd be able to
gain more by any other way, than every Man in
Holland does by that of Fishing; then certainly, no
Man wou'd reject the small profit that is made of
Fishing, for the hopes of greater profit by any other
Trade.
By such an universal Freedom of Trade, our Super- Fr_-Trade
fluities wou'd be multiply'd,
our exportations
wou'd the
way to
increa_
our
be enlarg'd, our Bullion wou'd be inereas'd, and the Money.
more Money wou'd be still imploy'd in Trade.
The
profit of this wou'd be run as low as the present
Interest of Money;
and still as Money shou'd be
drawn out of Trade to purchace
Lands or lye at
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Interest, the Value of those wou'd rise, Interest wou'd
fall, Men wou'd be forc'd to trade on for little gain.
When Interest shall be the same, when the profit of
Trade shall be no greater than it is in Holland, our
plenty of Money must be as great.
And thus, when our hazard in Trade shall be no
greater, whea we shall be able to make no greater
profit by any other Trade, when our plenty of Money
shall be as great, we shall be content to afford our
Herrings for as little profit as does content the Dutch.

CHAP.

XXI.

That the way to enable England to catch and cure their
Herrings as cheap as Holland,
18, first to have
Material, for that Trade as cheap : and that this is
most likely to be done, by discharging the Customs
upon such things, by making the 75"adefor them free
and open, by making the Carriage of them as cheap
as it is in Holland ; and that the last is not to be
done without reduction of the price of Shipping : And
the way for effecting this.
Ourfirst
NI'_ttAT
Costs of things |
........

we may also catch

and cure Herrings
. •

as

necessaryfor .1_
cheap as _nose oi _ouana, our things necessary
the Fishing- for the Fishing-Trade, our Labour bestow'd upon them,
Trade, are or

ma_/beas
little as in
Holland.

must be as cheap.
It is said, That Salt as good and sizable for curing
Herrings, may be made so very near the Coal-pits, so
near a Navigable River, that tho' it should be sold for
more profit by the Maker, it may nevertheless
be deliver'd as cheap to English Fisher-men,
as like Salt
can be sold in Holland.
Timber fit for building Busses, grows as cheap in
Ireland, and perhaps in England, as in any Countrey
fix)m whence 'tis carried into Holland. Iron also might
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be made as cheap.
And by a Law, to oblige of the
Lands of every Parish a small proportion to be sown
with Hemp and Flax, the Tax wou'd be very small upon
the Kingdom, and new Materials for imployment of the
People would be cheaply distributed up and down the
Country.
Now by opening the Navigation of some of
our Rivers, perhaps these things might be brought as
cheap to any place convenient for the Fishing-Trade, as
like things are brought to Holland.
However, we buy the Timber, Iron, Hemp, the Rozin, Our S]@s
Pitch and Tar, of the East-Country, as cheap as Hol- ,_.ig_.tbeN..,awffazea w,_n
land; from the East-Country we might Navigate our azfewHa_w_s;
_-.

and things

Ships with as few Hands, we might import these mmgs _night beiraas free of Customs : By the same Methods by which ported as free
Fishermen wou'd be oblig'd to sell their Herrings for of Customs;
•
.
_
and azfree a
as little profit, the importers of Materials for the Fish- Trade wou'd
ing-Trade, must also afford such things for as little as °bhye us to
•

sell for as

will suffice in Holland. If the Merchant buys Materials little _rofitas
for the Fishing-Trade
as cheap, ff he imports these t/_y
_ in
Holland.
things as free of Customs, ff he must also sell for as
little profit, if he imports with as few hands, why shou'd
not our English Fisher-men buy them as cheap as they
are bought in Holland ? There can be no other reason
_hy they shou'd not, unless that Sea-men's Wages are
higher, and Ships are dearer Victuall'd here, or that
our Voyage for these things is longer, and consequently
more of the price of them must go to the Wages of the
Sea-man, to the Provisions, to the Wear and Tear of
the Ship; or, that our Shipping for the importation of
these things, is dearer than it is in Holland. Certainly,
neither are our Wages nor the price of Provisions so
great as they are there. But, the length of our Voyage
is something greater, our Shipping is a great deal dearer.
Wherefore, ff by any Method this last shall become so
much cheaper as to be sold for sufficient profit into
Holland, this will ballance our greater distance from
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That

English

mightbe
cheaperthan
that
l_olland,ofthey
must tmildia
the Plantatio_.
Materialsare
cheaper there

the East-Country ; this will enable our People to buy
their Timber, Iron, Hemp, their Rozin, Pitch and Tar,
as cheap as they do in Holland.
Wherefore, that the English Shipping may be cheaper
than that of Holland, Ships might be built in our Plantations, to be sold for sufficient profit to the Dutch,
altho' the Freight from the Plantations were not enough
to pay their Passage hither.
Ships are built in the Plantations of cheaper Materials,
and might be also by cheaper Labour.
Materials there
for Building, are cheaper.
'Tis true indeed, that Iron,
Sails and Rigging, are bought in Europe, and therefore
must be dearer in the Plantations ; however, these
things are carried thither in Ships that otherwise must
carry empty Holds and Ballast, so that they are not
dearer for the Carriage: Besides, the Customs upon
these things to England, arc drawn back upon their
Exportation;
so that they are cheaper in our Plantations than here in England, and indeed but little dearer
than in Holland.
But, if these things are something
dearer, Timber, Rozin, Pitch and Tar, are so much
cheaper ; that at a medium, Materials
so dear in our Plantations.

are nothing near

Ilow Negroes
Materials for Building there are cheaper ; that these
might
build
may
be wrought by cheaper Labour, the Work might
with as much
,Sk//t,
be perform'd by Negroes.
To single Parts of Ships,
single Negroes might be assign'd, the Manufacture
of
Keels to one, to another Rudders, to another Masts ; to
several others, several other Parts of Ships.
Of which,
the variety wou'd still be less to puzle and confound
the Artist's Skill, if he were not to vary from his Model,
if the same Builders wou'd still confine themselves to
the same Scantlings and Dimensions, never to diminish
nor exceed their Patterns.
And of Ships for the same
kind of Trade, and for ordinary and common use ; when
once a good Model can be found, why shou'd the same
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be often cbang'd.
So that the same Negroes might be
imploy'd in only single Parts of Ships of the same
Scantlings and Dimensions, by which the Work of every
one wou'd be render'd plain and easie. That it may
not seem impossible for Negroes to be always imploy'd
in the same Parts of Ships ; either by Law, or by some
small encouragement
to begin the Work, our Ships for
that Trade might all be built in the Plantations : Such
Fleets are every Year us'd between England and the
Plantations, as wou'd find full and constant work for
Numbers of Builders equal to all the different Parts:
And therefore, Negroes might always be imploy'd in
only single, plain, and easie Parts of Ships. And, thus
a way is shewn to build in our Plantations by the hands
of Negroes, to render a Work of such variety plain and
easie, to enable Negroes to build with as much skill as
those in Holland.
The Strength of Negroes is as great; a way is shewn and/_'x_to make their Skill as great ; wherefore, they might be dition,
taught to build as well, and with equal expedition.
The Wages of Negroes are not so great as of the and for as
little Waz]esaa
Dutch Builders ; the annual Service of a Negroe might Dutch Bullbe hir'd for half the Price that must be given to one of ders.
these.
Only high Wages, or slow and clumsy Workmanship, make Labour dear. Negroes may build as
good Ships with equal Expedition, for half the _Wages
that must be given in Holland.
And therefore, Ships
of cheaper Materials built by cheaper Labour in our
Plantations, must needs be cheaper than equal Ships in
Holland.
If Ships of Materials a great deal cheaper,
built in our Plantations
by Labour of half
that must be given in Holland, they must
cheaper, and possibly by 20 or 30 per Cent. or
or Forty Shillings in every Ton.
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,_hipsball, in
the P/antatio_, miflU
be Navigated
to England
¢_ithout
charge,

Such Ships indeed, wou'd be built at a very great

distance from England, but yet 'twou'd cost us nothing
to get them hither; their Passage hither might well be
paid by the present usual Freight from thence, and
perhaps by one quarter of the present usual Freight,
tho' all the Mariners to Navigate these Ships were still
to be hired out of England.
I have heard, that for Ships not Overmasted, five
Mariners are enough to every Hundred Tons; and that
so many might be hired for Forty Pounds from England; so much wou'd be sufficient to pay the Wages
and Passage of Seamen from England to any of our
Plantations.
As much more wou'd be sufficient to pay
their Provisions and Wages back again to England; and
this is all discharg'd by Freight of Sixteen Shillings for
every Ton. Less than this wou'd pay the Wear and
Tear of a Ship for a Voyage of so few Weeks; so that
Thirty Shillings per Ton wou'd then be thought enough
to pay the Passage of Ships from our Plantations into
England.
'Tis true, that Freight so low will pay no profit to the
Owner ; but if a Ship can be built of Materials as cheap
again, by Labour of half the price, that is, Thirty or
Forty Shillings per Ton cheaper than such another can
be built in Holland; the same wou'd bring sufficient
profit to the Owner, tho' it shou'd come for Freight so
low, nay, tho' all the Freight to England were not
enough to pay the Passage ; 'tis gain sufficient to the
Builder, to sell his Ship for the profit of Twenty
Shillings for every Ton.
Con_uence_
And thus a Method is propos'd for building Ships in
of reducing
]Freight from
America, that may be sold for sufficient gain to the
the llamaDutch, altho' the Freight from our Plantations hither,
tions by cheap were brought down to Thirty, Twenty, or less than
_hiptnng.
Twenty Shillings for every Ton.
If Ships might be
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built so cheap in our Plantations, 'tis very likely the
Freight from thence to England wou'd be run so low
by emulation of our Plantation Builders.
For Freight so low from the Plantations, no Ships
from England wou'd carry empty Holds and Ballast
thither ; the greatest part of those that come from
thence, wou'd be sold and left in England ; the few that
wou'd return, wou'd always carry Cargoes of Manufactures and Mariners; the former for the use of the
People there, the latter to navigate their Ships from
thence: 'Twou'd be some benefit to England, to save
the Carriage of empty Holds and Ballast, so long a
Voyage, to save so much vain and unprofitable Labour.
By Freight so low from our Plantations, Tobacco,
Sugar, and all the Produce of those Places, wou'd be
imported so much cheaper ; more wou'd be sold from
England, our Foreign Trade wou'd be enlarg'd;
and
this wou'd be a greater benefit.
Timber, Pitch and Tar, and other Naval Stores, are
bought for half the price in the Plantations, for which
they can be bought in Europe : but Freight has always
been too high to import such things so long a Voyage
for profit: For Freight so low from our Plantations,
these things might be imported thence a great deal
cheaper into England, than they can be bought in any
place in Europe.
Certainly, 'twou'd be beneficial to
England to become the Magazine of Naval Stores for
all the rest of Europe.
Besides, this were the way for
England to have many Materials for the Fishing-Trade,
'
cheaper than the same can be had in Holland.
'Tis not to be thought, that Busses, Dogger-boats
and Vessels, for the immediate use of l_shermen, nor
many other kind of Ships, can come from our Plantations ; but Rudders, Masts and Keels, and other Parts
of Ships of any kind, already fitted to certain Sizes and
Dimensions, by the cheaper Labour of those Places,
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might be imported into England;
nothing need be left
to English Labour, but only to lay these several Parts
together.
If Freight from the Plantations eou'd be
redue'd so low, England might either build Busses to
Fish her self, or cheap enough to sell to Holland. Then
for the present, we might allow the Dutch to catch the
Herrings, if they wou'd buy of us their Busses.
Ships of any kind brought to England so very cheap,
will reduce the price of others here ; no Ships will be
dear as long as any kind is cheap.
To build as cheap
in England, Men will be forc'd to keep more to the
same Models in Ships of ordinary and common use ;
they will be fore'd upon the invention of Mills and
Engines, to save the charge of Hands: they will be
fore'd to work with more Order and Regularity, by
which their Labour may be afforded cheaper.
To reduce the price of building Ships by Methods such as
these, wou'd be a benefit to England.
But far the greatest benefit of all, wou'd be, that our
Shipping shou'd be render'd cheaper than that of Holland. The Dutch wou'd then buy their Ships of us ;
however, they must be contented to let us trade with
cheaper Shipping.
This were the way for us to become
the Carriers of the World, to profit by all that others
eat, and drink, and wear : This were a surer way, and
less odious to our Neighbours, than any Act of Navigation for only English Bottoms to be impley'd, in the
Carriage of Things to and from our own Country.
The' our distance is a little greater than that of Holland
from the East-Country,
this wou'd balance that Disadvantage, our Carriage thence wou'd be as cheap.
We buy our Fishing-Stores
as cheap as Holland;
these may be biought hither as free of Customs; by
reducing the price of Shipping by the Methods that
have been propos'd, the Carriage hither might be as
cheap; a way is shewn for the Importer to expect as
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little profit: And this is all that is necessary to render
Materials for the Fishing-Trade, as cheap in England
as they are in Holland.

CHAP. XXII.
The way to make English Labour in the Fishing-Trade
as cheap as that of Holland; that the People here
must cohabit as close together : and the most probable
Methods for effecting this, are to erect a Free-port, to
impower Parishes to send their Pensioners to it, to
give Privileges to such a Place: Also, all other Arts
of working cheap must be aUow'd.

Astly,
Dutch may by
have
no cheaper
Advantage
over
us for that
the the
Fishing-Trade
their
Labour,
The People might be brought to live as close together
here for the better carrying on of this Trade, as they do
in Holland.
In England, they might for this purpose
be brought as close together,
without any publick
Charge, and with exceeding Profit to the Kingdom.
First, By erecting any convenient Place in England
.
into a Free-Port ; this wou'd be a way of bringing great
Numbers of People close together, very easie to the
Public]{; the thing wou'd be done at the voluntary
charge of Merchants.
The Merchant must be very
much disabled to gain by his Trade, if either he shall
be compell'd to carry out his imported Merchandises
within the Year before the Foreign iYIarkets call for
them, or after the Year without drawing back the Customs.
It is without doubt, the interest of Merchants
to be oblig'd to neither of these things.
:Now the way
to be compell'd to neither, is, that a Free-Port shou'd
be erected in any convenient Place in England, that
Houses and Ware-house shou'd be built for the reception of Goods, which at all times may be freely imported
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and to the
PuSlick
Beneftt.

hi_.her, and may again be as freely exported.
Such a
Place wou'd soon be built and peopled ; the Interest of
Merchants wou'd do the thing; it wou'd be done without any publick Charge.
This wou'd be a way very
easie to the Kingdom, of drawing great Numbers of
People close together.
And it were also a very profitable way; from a FreePort at all times, all things may be exported, they pay
no Customs at their coming in, and therefore are not
limited to Times for drawing back their Customs, in
order to their being carried out again ; so that to erect
a Free-Port, is to enable the Merchant to wait his own
time ; not to oblige him to carry out his Goods before
the Foreign Markets call for them: it is consequently
to enable him to sell his Goods so much dearer, it is to
increase the Riches of the Merchant.
The Riches of
every individual Man is part of the Riches of the whole
Community.
Wherefore, if to erect a Free-Port is to
increase the Riches of the Merchant, it must increase
the Riches of the Kingdom.
A Free-Port then wou'd
be a very easie, 'twou'd be likewise a very profitable
way of drawing great Numbers of People close together.
And indeed, if this were done, if it shou'd please God
to press the Dutch with greater difficulties than they
will be able to overcome, whither is it so likely that
they wou'd run their great Estates for shelter as into
England ; but the want of a Free-Port, together with
the Act of Navigation, (which in other respects, is the
best that was ever made for the security and improvement of our Trade,) makes England more dangerous
than Rocks and Sands to Holland.

Parishes
For increasing the People of this Place, Parishes
might se,_d might be impower'd to send their Pensioners to it ;
thePenswn*rs
to this Free- this also wou'd be done at the voluntary charge of
Port, this every Parish, like the present way of removing poor
wou'd not be
chargeable,
Persons from one Parish to another ; the Publick
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wou'd not feel it, the Way must needs be easie to the
Kingdom.
And also, it wou'd be very profitable ; the poor People but very
coUeeted thus together, wou'd find more variety of_hrofii_/_ict;.
Imployments,
fit for Persons of all conditions, in a
place exceeding Populous, abounding with variety of
Business and full of Manufactures,
than as now, dispers'd over all the Kingdom, confin'd to Parishes, in
which they are of little use, disabled to go where proper
Business calls for them.
The Blind and Lame, Young
and Old, Women and Children, by their united Labours,
might be serviceable to one another, they are now dispers'd ; they are neither useful to the Publick nor
Themselves.
Collected altogether, the Poor wou'd be
more likely to provide their own Maintenance, to ease
the Publick of this Charge ; so that, to impower Parishes
to send their Pensioners to this Free-Port, wou'd be a
profitable way of bringing great Numbers to cohabit
close together:
At least, thus the Poor cou'd not be
more chargeable to the Kingdom, than when dispers'd
and confm'd to Parishes that have no Business for them,
and which are therefore willing to part with them ; so
that if to collect the Poor together shou'd import no
profit, yet it cou'd never hurt the Publick. But for the
Reasons before, we may venture to conclude, That to
impower Parishes to send their Pensioners to this Place,
wou'd be a very easie and a very profitable way of
making great Numbers of People cohabit close together.
Lastly, To give present Privileges to such a Place, Pr/v/le#e_of
to give it a Freedom from Taxes, Customs, and Ex-a way
Place,
to the
cises, must needs increase the People.
And what hurt invreasethe
were this to the Pubtick, that people who chiefly live People.
on Charity, shou'd be eas'd of Charges which they
cannot bear ? That it shou'd be made more easie for
them to earn their own Living, by abating the prices of
things ? By this the Publick wou'd suffer no damage,
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and _thout doubt great Numbers of People wou'd be
added to the place. So that Ways are shewn for bringing People together without any Publick Charge, and
with exceeding Profit to the Kingdom.
The Dutch
Now, after all other Preliminaries
settled, the chief
thenbeableto
wou'd Application of this place, must be to Fishing, to building
_ot
work d_aper Busses,
making Netts, and the several Appendages of
_jthelr
closer
this
Trade;
it must be suppos'd, that all things necescohabitation,
sary might be imported hither as cheap, and might be
sold here for as little profit as they are in Holland.
Why then, in so close a cohabitation of People of the
same Trade and Profession;
besides that, Cheats and
extravagant
Prices wou'd be prevented ; every one
wou'd be a cheque upon his Neighbour's
Price, every
one wou'd be oblig'd to live frugally, and sell cheap,
for fear of being undersold by his more frugal Neighbour.
It wou'd follow also, that every Work of as
great variety, might be done with as much Order and
Regularity as any like is done in Holland.
No sdch
wou'd be left to the slow and clumsy performance of
single Persons; every one wou'd have his proper Share
of every Manufacture;
'twou'd be the emulation and
care of every one, to work as well and as cheap as
others; so that every one wou'd be still advancing to
farther Perfection upon the Invention of others.
And
thus perhaps, our whole Business might be done with
as much Perfection and Expedition, with as little and
as cheap Labour as it is in Holland.
AEothcr_ays
So close a cohabitation of the People, wou'd still
of_heapmuet abate the price of things, by abating the Labour beI,a_ur
l_al_w'd,
stow'd upon them ; the Carriage of things from one
Work-man
to another, wou'd be so much less: And
yet, still it might be lessen'd by Navigable Cutts and
Channels, to save the charge of Carriage.
Treuches also might be made, where, in the intervals
of Fishing, the Buss might lodge secure, and be refitted
8O
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with less Cost. Mills, and Engines, and all other Arts,
shou'd be allow'd to save the Labour of Hands.
And
whatsoever other Obstructions
there are, these also
shou'd be remov'd.
But, perhaps I have already nam'd
enough to create a despair of the thing, to make it
credible, That our Herrings are not likely to pay the
Cost and Charge that must be bestow'd upon them.
If I have done so, I have reinforc'd my former Argument ; The Fishing-Trade
is not so profitable as the
Importation of Irish Cartel, or of Indian Manufactures.

FINIS.
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INDEX.

A
Absolute Government--Sea
Government
Abyssinia, bullion brought from, 15 ;
character of its inhabitants, zb.
Account of comparative cost of sprees,
indigo, and silk, at Aleppo and m
the East Indies, 11, 12; of cost of
spices, &c. iu India, and of their
sale in England, 20 ; account of
our carnage of gold and silver, from
Oct. 1599, to Nov. 1675, (76
years,) 386--390
Accounts, knowledge of, necessary to a
merchant, 122 ; he ought to be a
good accountant by the noble order
of " Debtor and Creditor," in use
only among merchants, lb.
Acres, extent of England m acres, 352,
452
Acts of Parliament--Act
called "Trade
Encouraged," quoted as favourable
to inclosureS, 267; evil operation
of navigation laws on trade, 317,
318, 327, 624 ; evil effects of acts
against the importation of Irish
cattle, 318; the 12 Chas. II.,
cap. 22, against export of wool ineffectual, 323; acts as to navigetion enumerated, 327
Adulteratiem
of wine with molasses,
arsenic, &c., 420
Africa, corn furnished from thence to
ancient Rome, 601,602
African Company, patent of, and its injnrioLs effects on trade, 332, 333 ;
great privileges of the Company,
lb.; partial opening of the African
trade, and benefits thereof, 562
Ale]louses, their increase and evils thereof, 376, 379 ; selling ale, &e., and
letting lodgings in London too cammanly end in the gallows, 380
Aleppa, its former importance as a mart,
10; cost of spices, &e. there, 11;
tradcof, 13 ; decay of its trade, to
England, 32
42

Alexander, wealth taken by him from
Darius, 186
Alexandma,
its former importance as a
mart, 10, 13
Algiers, our loss by the pirates of, 451,
472 ; encouragement gwen to them
by the French, 472
Aliens, arguments for and against the
settlement of foreigners m England, 219, 224, 226, 263, 265,
358, 359 ; why foreigners deswe to
dwell here, 220 ; colonies of forelgners settled in different parts of
England, 264, 398; hst of laws
against aliens, 358; uaturahTation
of foreign
Protestants
recommended, 358, 359
Alliances--See Leagues
Alloy, quantaty used for carnage m
England and elsewhere, 243, 244
Alsatia, destruction of villages in, 263
Alva, Duke of, Flemish manufacturers
drlvenby his tyranny rata England,
398, 431
Amerzca, discovery of, 102, 103, 386 ;
English and Spanish emigration
thereto, 350; cheap ship-braiding
in America, 622,623
Ammu_tion--See
Mu_it_ens
Amsterdam, her merchant companies s
mare cause of her great traffic, 86 ;
while London has 100,000 shopkeepers, Amsterdam has but 5000,
445 ; bank of Amsterdam, 519
An_rwers to objections to the East India
trade, 7-47, 556-607
Antiquity, we prize all the sapless papers
and fragments of antiquity, while
notions of trade are turned into
ridmule, 357
Antwerp, trade of, temp. Henry VII.,
103, 104 ; decay of its trade, and
cause thereof, 105, 432 ; Enghsh
staple there, 399
Apparel, expense in apparel to be courttenaneed under restrictaons, 235;
Enghsh preferable to French tailors,
234 ; influence of fashion, 234,
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235, 372, 373; the sedentary professions occasion greater curiosity
in apparel, 376
Apprentweship,
operation of 5 Eliz.
cap. 4, on this subject, 353, undue
length of applentlceshlp, 353 ; ten.
dency of the Act to create a monopoly m thewoollen manufacture, 353
zdrable Land, pasture preferable to it, in
England, 229
Archangel, our tradeto, 431
Arithmetic, knowledge of_necessary, to a
perfect merchant, 122
Arms--See Mutations and Soldiers
Army, the French King mamtmns above
250,000 men, 469, 470
Artiza_, number of, employed on shipping in the India trade, 34 ; importance of their skill and abihty
m manufactures, 63, 64 ; the policy
of corporate guilds to exclude skilful artlzaus, 355
Arts and Sciences, how beneficial to the
commonwealth,
59; high living
improves the arts, 261 ; the word
impossible a great discourager of
art, 271. (See also Inventions)
Assurance, a marme assurance office
shouldbe erected to encouragetrade,
85 ; a knowledge of the laws of
marine insurance essential to the
perfect merchant, 123
Authors, some remarks on style, 278 ;
the most angehcal writers have their
failings, 280; evils of authorship,
ib., the true use of writing, 281 ;
accurate method and clear style expeered, 507 ; in much Flrstmg and
Seconding you smell one who conconceits himseff an author, 510

B
"Balance of Trade," explained and exemplified, 22, 23, 125, 126, 142,
145,146, 157, 158, 160-162, 234,
236,239,
324, 325,371-374,
392,
393, 422, 456 ; the rule in foreign
tradeis "to sell more to strangers
yearly than we consume of theirs in
value," 125; this balance, either
geneial or particular, 159, 160;
means whereby we may draw up
the balance of our foreign trade,
204; difficulties in the way of
drawing it up, 394-6
Ballastage, charge for, an obstruction
to trade, 319

Bankers, supposed feats of hankers,
and the merchants' exchange, 164,
165; profit of, 170, 171 ; treatmcnt of, in France, by Lores XI,
and other kings, 176
Bankruptcy, our traders were never so
poor or broke so fast (though never
so fine,) as now, 455
Banks, use of, pubhc and private, in
Italy, 137, 138, 171, 172; quantitles of money that lie dead in
banks, 452
Barter, great trade by barter when httle
money stirred m the world, 137,
530 ; exchange of goods for goods
compulsory
m a nation having
nelther mines of gold or silver,
nor foreign trade, 289, 290
Batavia, nearly as big and rich as Am.
sterdam, 340
Bavaria, her league with France, 481
ricer, export of Enghsh hops and beer
to Ireland has ceased since the
Irish Aet, 405
Beggary, excess and bounty bring beggary and extortion, 187; increase
of, produced by commons lands,
228; priestsand beggars a fourthor
fifth of the population of Spare,
350;
alleged increase of beggars
by the East India trade, 552
Bills, use of, an encouragement to trade,
87 ; the Italians use them in trade
instead of money, 137 ; their hature and use explained, 158; the
mere exchange of money by bills
cannot increase or decrease our
treasure, 162, 163
Blackwall, famous storehouses and yards
of the India Company there, 25 ;
poor of, relieved by India Company, 35
JBombay, the East India Company have
but 200 or 300 people at Fort St.
George, and at Bombay fewer, 340;
the necessary forts may be as well
maintained by the Government as
by the Company, 566
Books, a treatise on trade not so attractive as a new play, 278, 396;
the importunity of friends the common midwife of books. 28q; love
of controversial works, 509 ; no
need of sugar-plum devices to
wheedle men into reading, 509.-See also Authors and C$'itics
Bo_rowmg--(See Loan#)
Brandy, import of brandy_ and disuse
of Enghsh distilled waters, 418 ;
quantities of French brandy iraported in various years, 425

INDEX.
Bread and B_scmt for East India shipping, always made of French corn,
27, 28
Brewers, neglect of our o_n wholesome
dnnks fashionable, 419 ; general
taste for wine, and abuse of our
own hquors by the brewers, 420
" Britannia Zanguens, or a Discourse
of Trade," 275-504;
groundwork
of the calculations
therein contamed, 396; suggestion as to the
authorship of this tract, Preface x
Bmtons--Dum sznguh pugnant, univers_
Vzncuntur--Tacltua
m V_t. Agricol_ quoted, 275
Brittany, cited by Sir Walter lCaleigh
as flee of customs, 369 ; manufacture of hnen there, 423
" Buckler of Stale and Justice"
referred to, 476
Bulhon, quantities brought from Abyssinla_ 15 ; cause of the export of
our coin and bullion, 239, 240,
390, 391; statutes forbidding its
export enumerated,
307; its export licensed by 15 Chas. II.,
cap. 7, zb.; reasons against exporting it, 307-311, 549_ 553 ; the
surplus of coin beyond the wants
of commerce is but bullion, 531;
money a manufacture of bullion,
537 ; when money is scarce bulhon
is coined, and when bullion is
scarce money is melted, 539 ; its export cannot be prevented, 540; our
bulhon increased by the East India
trade, 543,571, 572, 574, 577 ; the
export of bullion for Indmn mannfactures, an exchange of less for
greater value, 556,559; this demonstrated, lb.; bullion but secondary
and dependent, manufactures are
realriches, 558,559,570--(See
also
Corn, Gold and Salver, and Money)
Buoys, the maintenance of buoys, hghts,
&c. at sea, an encouragement to
trade, 80
Burgundy, Dukes of, prosperity of their
subjects under parlmments,
468,
469
Bua#_a--Sec _shing
Butter, our trade m butter and cheese
now taken by the Irish, 404
C
Gabot, Sebastian, employment of, by
Henry VII, 103
Cairo, large quantxty of bulhon corned
there, ] 5
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Calazs, one of the chief foreign markets
for our silk stockings, 421
Calicoes, the manufacture of Infidels,
and in great part the wear of
Christians,
9 ; our East Indian
trade in, 147, 320, 344; more
profitable to consume calico than
any other foreign linen, 259, 260 ;
our great consumption of Indian
cahcoes, 417
(See also Manufaetures.)
Cambrws, excesslve price of, 9
Canals, advantages of, to the Dutch, 615
Canary Islands, our trade with, 327;
our export of treasure to, 391;
decay of our trade thither, 410 ; our
consumption of Canary wines, 419
" Canker of JEnyland's Commonwealth,"
by Gerard Malyncs, referred to,
162
Canterbury. its colony of foreigners,
264, 398, its manufactures, 552
Cape of Good Hope. advantages of navlgation to India by the Cape, 7,
10; the African Company's patent
extends from the Straits' month to
the Cape, 339
Capers--See France
Carhsle, Earl of, his ineffectual embassy
to Russia regarding our trade, 441
Carrzage, the commodious carriage of
goods serves to augment trade, 79 ;
great cost of the land-carriage of our
manufactures, &c. 344, 615 ; great
facllmes of carriage by canals in
Holland, 615
Carrying trade very much engrossed by
the Hamburgers and Flcmmgs, _ho
run hackney all the world over,
242; defimtlon of, 295, 296 ; the
Dutch the common carriers of the
world, 297 ; trade from port to port,
305, 306 ; whereto it differs from
mere carnage and mere importation,
306, 307 ; how the Enghsh may become the carriers of the world, 624
Carthagena, trade of, 17
Cattle, Enghsh, export of cattle more
profitable than that of corn, 227 ;
lmpechments to the trade in cattle,
and means of removirg them, 227239 ; evil effects of the Act against
the importatmn of Irish cattle, 318,
351-353,403-408
; Acts agmnst the
importation of Irish and Scotch
cattle, projected to raise land-rents,
351 ; Act against this importation
gave a monopoly to a few Enghsh
and Welch breeding couutms, 353 i
successful competitmn of the Imsh in
cattle-dealing and victualling ships,
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408 ; the free importation of corn
and fat cattle into Holland does not
abate the rent of land, 602-604; the
fishing-trade not so profitable as
theimportatlon
of Ilish cattle, 607609
'" Centre of Trade," by Gerard Mslyrics, referred to, 162
Chancery, grievous delays of this court,
368; many stats hung up for 7
years and more, 368
Charges on shipping--See
Ballaslage,
Customs, Passes, &c., they tend
to introduce the disease of trade, 328
Chamty, mumfieent chamty of the East
India Company, 34, 35
Charles I, plate converted into corn by
him at Oxford, 392
Charles II, dedication of Fortrey's
" England's Interest and Improvement" to his Majesty, 213
Cheese, our trade in butter and cheese
taken by the Irish, 404
Cheshsre, former seat of the hnen trade,
416
Chddren, employment of women and
children m manufactures,
300;
education of, 462
China, pmce of raw silks m India and
England, 20; not an acre of corntoon land in China, 266; our East
Indm Company have no trade there,
339 ; the Dutch East India Cornpuny drive it, 339
Church of England, danger of toleratmg
any other church, 222; what is
chiefly regarded m settling strict
uniformity, 224 ; impohcy and oppressive nature of the laws against
Protestant
Dissenters,
359-361;
the Church of England deserves
the support of the natton, 361 ; toleration its true pohcy, 366
Church of Rome, arguments
against
tolerating this church in England,
222
Clergy, necessary for the information of
consciences, but their employment
being for private gum, adds no treasure to the nation, 302 ; their benefices would be benefited by free
trade, 502
Climate of Indsa, its influence on Enghsh manners, 30
Cloth, of Gold, 15; our export of
cloth, 23, 32, 400, 411, 448 ;
the manufacture of, the best eraployment of our poor, 193, 194;
England should not trust so wholly
to the making of cloth, zh.; evils
that would arme from the prohlbi-

tlon of its use m foreign eountmes,
194 ; mismanagement of our cloth
trade, 320;
competition
of the
French and Dutch, 320, 321; their
exports of coarse cloths to Spain,
&c., 321 ; the Venetian cloth trade
in Turkey subverted by the Enghsh
and Dutch, 322 ; export of, by the
East In&a Company,
399, 400;
we import cloth from the Dutch,
and druggets from the French, 401;
French eustoms dutms on our broad
cloth, 427 ; advantage of the dlvlslon of labour in its manufacture,
591--See also Manufactures
Clothiers, their poverty, compared with
the riches of the London metchant, 345
Cod--See l_shmg
Coffee, most useless, as it serves neither
for nourishment nor debauchery,
420
Coin, large quantity of bulhon coined at
Carro, 15 ; quantity annually exported by France and Venice to
Turkey, 22 ; our exports to In&a
down to 1620, 31; black or copper
coin m use in Spare, 68 ; current coin
should be constant and good, 81 :
evils of enhancing or debasing carrent, or using forelgu coin, 142,
148-152,
513-540 ;
merchants
ought to know the weight and fineness of foreign corns, 152 ; the
currency of foreign coins &sadvantageous, 152,530;
reason why
our coin and bullion is exported,
239, 240, 391, 513 ; our money or
coin but a commodity, 240, 391,
513 ; irregularities in our system of
coinage, 241 ; great advantage of
exporting money, 259, 513; six
statutes against its export enumerated, 307 ; its export licensed by
15 Chas. II, cap. 7, lb.; reasons
against its export, 307, 311; our
coinage of gold and silver from
1599 to 1675 (76 years), 386, 387 ;
melting of coin for export, 391, 351,
532 ; plate converted into coin by
Chas. I, at Oxford, and by the
Parliament in London, 392; oar
silver coin much clipped or worn,
450; the surplus of coin beyond
what commerce reqmres is but
bulhon, and will be treated as such,
531 ; the merchant should pay the
cost of coming, 532; chpped coin,
532,533; _cnre for this evil, 533 ; the
tenant and debtor can alone benefit
by the debasing of money, 540--
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See also Bulhon, Gold and Szlver,
Mint, and Money
Coke, Roger, his tl eatl_es of trade cited,
318, 327, 330, 399, 400; eulogy
on his writings, 400
Colchester, colony of foreigners there,
264,398
Colonzes---See Plantat_o_
Colurnbus, neglectedbyHenryVlII.,102;
employed by Isabella, 102, 103 ; he
found out the Indms in his study,
280
Commerce--See Trade
Commodities, natural and artificial, 60 ;
thexr profitable d_stributlon constatutes riches, *b.; natural cornmodttms, mineral and vegetable, zb.,
artafielal commo&taes defined, 63 ;
they cannot enrich without traffic,
63-65; what wares should be exported and what not, 66,236, 237 ;
native commodities
of England,
312; staple and native commodlties to be first cared for, 74 ; next,
foreign commodltms that employ
the people, _b. ; what commodlties should be imported and what
not, 76, 77, 236, 237 ; hmxtations
necessary, 78 ; encouragement gaveu
to art, manufacture, &c., by the
use of our own in preference to
forexgn commodxties, 235 ; money
orcornbut a commodity,240
Co_n_ons,House of--SeePorlzament
Commons, or Common Fmlds, 111managed, and productiveof no increa_e but beggary, 228, 266 ; they
should be enclosed, 228, 2_0, 265;
(see also Inclosures) they cause the
poor to waste their tame, 266; where
there is most common land there
is least good building, and most
poor, zb.; not an acre of common
land m China, 266 ; great wastes in
England, 452; these our present
grief and scandal, 493
Commonwealth--See
Wealth
Compauzes--See
Joint-Stock
Com.
panics
Competition, advantages of, m trade,
128, 129; effects of, 315, 316;
successful eompetitaon of the Dutch,
&e. with us, 319, 399-401, 409411,484, 489, 609, 616; how they
undersell the English, _b., 320,321;
the competition of Indian manufactures complained of, 551
" Conszderatzous on the East Indza
Trude," 541-629;
suggestion as
to the authorship of this tract,
Preface xv.
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Constantznopte, trade of, wRh Persia,
13
Copper--( See Co_n )
Corals, trade m, 15
Cordage, our manufacture of cordage,
cables, &e. decayed, 418
Corn, its cheapness complained of by
the farmers, 28 ; Dutch corn staple,
89, 304, 602 ; wxsdom of estabhshing public storehouses for it,
190, 304 ; Enghsh export of cattle
more profitable than of corn, 227 ;
groundless fears of its scarcity
through inclosures, 229 ; when the
Enghsh may cxpo_t it, 304, Su
Walter Ralcxgh quoted on dearth,
304, formerly there were laws against
its export, 352; French export of,
434; our late exports of, 448, 451 ;
Ancmnt Rome supplied with corn
by Smlly, Africa, &c., though Italy
was always capable to bear sutIicmnt, 602; why should the iraportatmn of corn, &c. abate the
rents of England > 603
Corn Laws, projected for raising landrents, 351
Corporatwns, monopoly of trade claimed
by freemen of corporatmns, 354 ;
admission of freemen by purchase,
lb.; evils of the system, 355, 356,
617; they become oppre_slve ohgarcl_es,355; saved by special
provisom 21 Jac. agamst monopohes, 356; drinking and debaucheryatlateelectrons
in,367-See also Joint Stock Companies and
Monopohes
Corruptzon, the dissolution of the East
Indm Companies would pat an end
to many corruptmus. 567
Cortes--See Spazn
Council--See Privy Council
Court of merchants should be estabhshed
to settle disputes about traffic, 81
Courts---See Chancery,
Justice,
and
]Law
Credzt, paper money and credit synonymous, 577
Creme, the consequence of continual
beggary, 288, 376; tendency of
restrictions on trade to increase
it, 354, 375,376; increase of crime,
380, 381
Critics, our great masters in expression,
277; the most angelical writers
have had their failings, 280; whosoever pubhshes his thoughts, exposes his quiet to the malice and
lmpertinencvs of wllgar reflections,
rb., the public is an acute as well
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as merciless beast, 507_See
also
Authors and Books
Cromwell, his war with Spain injurious
to our trade, 442
6_rrants, expenditure on, 37
Ouatoms, great customs on merchandise
should be discharged, 81, 133, 236,
237, 317, 369, 370; light customs
increase, and heavy customs ruin
trade, 90; comparisonofEnglishand
Dutch customs, 91, 92, 317, 368,
369; small customs increase the
revenue, 95, 498 ; state of, m Elizabeth's time, 104 ; increase of, in England, in 50 years, from 14,000/ to
500,000l., 104 ; knowledge of customs and other charges on imports
and exports essantlal to a merchant,
122 ; customs officers must balance
our foreign trade, 204; how we must
value our exports and imports, ib.,
207 ; English customs heavier than
Dutch or French, 317, 319,368369 ; evil effects of this, 317, 369;
drawback of one-half the customs
on re-exportahon,
a boon more
apparent than real, 347 ; its disadvantageons operation on dye-stuffs
and raw sugar, 348; Sir Walter
Raleigh quoted on the evils of heavy
customs, 368-369; heavv customs
the rum of Genoa, and hght ones
the cause of prosperity to Leghorn,
369 ; increase of customs may
cause amend of trade while it is
decaying, 375; custom-house books
do not afford informatmn as to some
partmulars
of trade, 394-395;
French customs on our cloths, 427;
Enhghtened policy of Richeheu in
moderating customs and port dues,
461; high customs in Spain, 487;
arguments for excises in preference
to customs, 497-498 ; great increase in amount of our customs,
603; materials of every kind for
fishing should be customs free m
England as in Holland, 618-619

D

Dantzic, imports of linen from, 416
Dar/u$, wealth taken by Alexander from
him, 186
Dav/d. treasure amassed by King David
end squandered by Solomon, 186
Deaf'th not caused by the victualling of
ahil_ , 27--See also Famine

Debasing money, evils of enhancing or
debasing the current coin, 142,148,
152
Debt, debt of the East India Company,
341; imprisonment for small debts
caused by the evil system of our
petty courts, 368
De Gerrard, Lord of Haillan, his work
on " The Estate and Success of the
affairs of France," presented to
Henry III. of France, 459 ; quoted,
460; re-dedicated to Henry IV, 460461 ; cited, 463, 466
Demand and Supply, operation of, 290
--See also Markets
Denmark, Danes not known in India,
109; Dutch trade with, 3u7, 400;
ship-timber there half the prme of
Enghsh, 3]7 ; evil effects of our
navigation laws exemphfied in our
trade with the Danes, 327 ; our
former trade with them, 399
DepOeord, yards and storehouses of the
India Company there, 25
Des Cartes' dissertation "De Mcthodo,"
referred to, 511
Deslaotssm-.SeeGovernment , Monarchy,
and Princes
Devonshire,
scat of ticking manufaeturn, 417
Dieppe, trade of, 17
Dwt of sailors ia the India Company's
ships, 28
Discontent, natural to mvn, 270 ; evils
of murmuring and discontent, ib.,
274 ; pumshment of the Israehtes
for this sin, 271, 273 ; heartburnings
and convulsions concom_ltants of national poverty, 382383
" Discourses upon Trade," 505 ; postscript to ditto, 537 ; this Tract
written by Sir Dudley North,
preface xi.
D_seases, d_seases and lawsuits increase with population and trade,
292 ; increase of venereal diseases,
and remarks thereon, 380-381
Dissenters,
ewl influence of our laws
against Protestant chssenters, 359,
440, 488 ; laws against non-conformists intended to apply only to
Papists, reach all Protestant dissenters, 359-360; sufferings of these
dissenters, 360 ; arguments in fayour of toleration, 360-367 ; our
Protestant dissenters hear much
of Magna Charts, but do not enjoy
it, 365 ; execrable cruelty of Spain
to dissenters, 365 ; civil disabilities
of the Jews in England, 366;
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emigration of Enghsh dissenters to
Holland, 440
Dlsstpalton,
its prevalence
and evil
effects on the English people, 192193; 380-381
Distzllerzes, loss to English distfllemes
by the use of foreign brandy, 418
Dodone_s,
]_embert, his history
of
plants, referred to, 8
Drawback of nne-half the customs on
re-exportation, a boon more apparent than real, 347, 348
Dress--See
Apparel,
Fashwn,
and
Sumptuary Laws
Druggets,
coarse wools, of different
kinds, fit for thmr manufacture,
322; oar imports of, from France
and Holland, 401, 418
Drunkenness, the frmt of idleness, 192193 ; prevalent at elections, 367 ;
increase of in England, 376, 377,
379, 488
Dunkzrk, no sooner m the hands of the
French King than he made it a
free port, 359
Dutch--See Holland
Dye-Muffs, influence of the African
Company on the price of, 334 ;
disadvantageous operation of regulatlons as to drawback, on dye-stuffs,
348; lmport_ of, pecuhar to the
English, 348

E.
Jgarthenware,
our imports of, from
Holland, 420
East India Company (Dutch), a jointstock company, 337 ; its orlgm and
constitution,
338, 432 ; its great
trade to Indra, China, &e., 339,340 ;
the original stock of the company m
1602, ._600,000, 34l, 342; in 1608
it was near three millions, 342,432 ;
large number of shareholders and
their influence, 342
East India Company (Enghsh), enterprize of the company, 13, 14 ; advantages of their trade, 259, 543 ;
authorized to export a small quarttity of foreign silver only, 17, 18 ;
their export thereof from 1601 to
1620, 18; their export of goods m
the same period, ib. ; their navy and
stores available for the public servme
in ease of need, 25 ; account of their
shipping down to 1620, 31; trade
of the company, 31, 32, 36-38, 333,
344 ; char]tins and liberality of the
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company, 34, 35 ; proposal to put
down their trade answered, 37, 39 ;
fetters on It, 105,106 ; their export
of money advantageous, 259 ; their
patent, and its evd effects on trade,
333 ; reasons for and against the
pnnmple of its constitution, 336339 ; great powers and pnvflegeslo
tbmr patent, 338; httle advantage
to which they are turned, 338,339 ;
book m defence of the company
quoted, 339 ; small number of their
people at Fort St. George and Bornbay, 340;
the company buy the
protection of thelndlan princes, lb.;
the subserabers to our East India
stock originally few and the stock
small, 3il; shares being bought m,
there are not above sLxty or eighty
considerable holdels, lb.; debt of
the company, _b. ; stock actually
paid m 1660 but £368,000, 342;
the company supported by the export of bulhon, _b.
East India Companies (Engl_h),
the
Iudm trade improved by the cornpeUtion of the two compames, 543,
560, 561 ; it would be carried on to
the utmost advantage by the chssolutmu of both, 543,566,567 ; compames trade at more charge than
private persons, 561; the erection
of a new company attlxhatedto rio.
lence and mjustme, 564 ; evil eff.eet
of the oval companies on the freedom of elections and debates of Parliament, &c., 564, 565, 567, 568;
the necessary forts in India may be
as well maintained by Government
as by the company, 566; the dissolution of the companies would end
many eorruptmns, 567, 568
East Indies --" Discourse of Trade to
the .East Ind_es," 1-47 ; objectmns
to this trade, 7-47,543, 549-559;
answers thereto, 7-47, 556-607 ;
the Turk formerly maaterof the Indlan trade, 10; cast of spices, indlgo, and silk, in In&a, 12, 20;
how the East India trade enriches
us, 17, 33, 34, 36, 37, 45,206,559
;
influence of its climate on English
sadors, 30 ; Dutch trade thcret o, 39,
40, 307,335 ; Fetters on the Ealt
Indm trade, 105, 106; Spanish
trade thlther, 143,144 ; advantages
of an open trade to Ind)_, 335,543 ;
small amount of our shipping erap]oyed m this trade, 339, 340; vast
navlgatmn nf the Portuguese while
they had this trade, 340 ; imports of
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silk from, 423 ; the French desire to
establish
an East India trade, 436;
the bulhon
manufactures
and rents
of England
are increased
by the
East India trade, 543-609
; m spite
of prohibitions,
our In&an manufactures
will find out foreign
markets, 573 ; the East India trade destroys no profitable
employment
of
the people, 579-585 ; it m a stlmulus to invention,
&c., 587-594 ; it
is the most likely way to set on foot
new manufactures,
594-595 ; this
trade
does not, by destroying
his
monopoly,
abate the rents of the
landholder,
605-607
Eastland
Company, a regulated company,
332;
_ts former trade
and prosperlty, 399, 400
Economy
of Labour--see
Labour
Education,
multitude
of our endowed
flee
schools.
356 ; every ordinary
mail's son is taught Latin and Greek
fgr a small matter,
357 ; our youth
never read anythlngof
manufactures
or trade m Homer and Virgil, 357,
"JFrench
Pohtwks"
cited as to the
educatmn
of children,
462
Edward
Iil, his wisdom in bringing
the
Ftemings
hither
for
the woollen
manufacture.
303, 397, 398 ; his
wars wilh France
and Spain, 445;
value of our exports in his time, zb.
.Edward
1/1, his staple of trade, 59 ; his
practice
regarding
trade, 104, our
discovery of the north-east
passage
to Muscovy
in his reign, 431
El5e, the Elighsh had formerly the whole
trade on the Elbe, 399
JElect2ons,
ewl effects of debauchery
at
electrons, 367 ; evil operation of the
rival lndm companies on the freedom
of electrons
and debates, 564
Ehzabeth,
her practice
regarding
trade,
104;
om customs
farmed
in her
time at ._14,000
per annum,
104;
the falmer
complained
he was a
loser, _b ; her hospitality
to the
Flemish manufacturerspersecuted
by
Alva. 398, 431 ; her support
of the
Dutch, 433
Elyos,
Sir Thomas,
his " CasHe of
Health"
referred
to, 8
Embden, trade of the Embdeners
in corn,
304
Emigratzon
from England
to Ireland,
350, 380;
Enghsh
and Spanish
em_gratmn to America, 350; raising
the price of vmtuals
by taxatmn
would
lead
to emigration,
352,
English
emigration
to the Planta-

tions, the Low Countries,
France,
Germany,
and Poland,
380, 440;
arguments
against emigration,
414415
Employments,
if unprofitable,
are soon
rellnqmshed,
314,315
Engines,
mills and engines
abate
the
price of manufactures
w_thout abating wages, 589, 590 ; more abundant m Holland,
615
England,
vent for our wares greatly increased in india, 18; prices of spices,
&c.,in England,
20, English counties whwh furnish provisions
to the
East India Company,
25 ; our natural and artificial riches, 40, 4l, 191;
our fame spread over the world by
trade,
107, 262;
our commerce,
and not our conquests,
has made us
famous
in India, 108; comparison
of Great Britain and Holland,
191204,309
; frmts of idleness
whmh
are our reproach,
192; the Enghsh
alliance
the main
support
of the
Dutch,
200;
our chief manufactures, 2]7, 218;
our elements
of
greatness,
218, 312, 493 ; superior
advantages
of this country
and of
our laws, trade, and rehgmn,
220,
312, 493;
danger of tolerating
any
but the Protestant
rehg_on, 222;
annual value of our exports
to and
imports from France, 234 ; the use of
our own materials
and tailors would
save us a million
per annum,
234,
235 ; our strength
is in our ships,
238, 294 ; lmprovementof
rent and
land in England,
292 ; our sorerelguty
of the sea, 295;
average
annual
gmn by our foreign trade,
297 ; immense value of the fishery
on ou- coasts, 303, 312, 813,493
;
these are engrossed
by the Dutch,
303 ; our great capacity
for trade,
312, 313;
our native eommo&ties,
and their aptitude
for manufacture,
312,493;
fertility of England,
312,
493,
our numerous
and safe hathours, and convenient
situatmn, 312,
492,493
; character
of the English,
313,
494,
extravagant
mode of
building
and manning
our ships,
317,318
; we pay s_x per cent. for
money, the Dutch
but three, 318,
345;
how the Dutch
manage
to
undersell
us, 318, 321;
woolsacks
placed
in Parliament
to mark the
importance
of our wool, ,321, 322
constitution,
&c., of our foreign
trading companies,
331-348;
great
expense of our land carriage, 344,
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615; our Immoderate use of foreign
commodltms, 346, 415, 446, 490,
491 ; extent of England m acres,
352, 452 ; maps of England referred
to, 352 ; our former trade, 430, 431 ;
relative power of Spare, England,
and France, 437 ; slgIls of our povertv, 446 ; superior advantages of
our government, 463, 464 ; aeslgns
of Louis XIV on England, 479,
480, 483 ; England might maintain
almost mfnite numbers of people,
493 ; general nse of our land rents,
603 ; we cannot compete with the
Dutch m the herring fishery, 609 ;
law less expensive and dilatory in
Holland than in England, 611,612;
advantages of the Dutch alliance to
England, 616; how the English
may sell herrings as cheap as the
Dutch, 616-625 ; how we may become the careers of the world, 624
"'England's Great Hai_plne_s," 251-274
" England's Interest a_d Imlorovement,"
by Samuel Fortrey, 211-246
"England's TreasurybyFore_gnTrade,"
by Thomas Mun, 115-209
Engross:ag, effect of sales to engrossers,
339; encouragement given to engrossing, and its evil effects, 347 ;
engrossing and smuggling the ordlnary methods of gettmg an estate on
a sudden, 34 7
Enhanczng, evils of enhancing or debaslag the current coin, 142, 148-152
Exchange, abuse of the exchanges causes
the export of our gold and silver, 41,
42 ; exchange of monies a trade for
monied men, instead of an accommodation to merchants, 43 ; knowledge
of the rate of exchanges by bills essenhal to the melchant, 123 ; plenty
of money makes the exchange cheap,
159 ; its operation explamed, 160162 ; supposed feats of bankers and
the merchants' exchange, 164, 167;
the exchange goes beyond conjuring, 167; the principal cause of
loss by exchange, 167, 168 ; exchange hinders not princes of their
customs, 171 ; exchange and ready
money the same. 513
B_'c/se, as the food, &e., of the pool is
made dear by excise, the price of
thelrlabour uses, 182; anexclseon
extravagances, &c., recommended,
370 ; heavy excises on ordmary
meats and drinks m France and
Holland, 493,498 ; some men of
parts almost startle at the name of
a new excise, 497 ; arguments for
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excise m preference to customs, 497,
498
Exports, export of gold and silver forbidden in France, 16 ; such prohibmon ineffectual, 16, 240 ; export
of corn by the India Company from
1601 to 1620, 18; export of goods
by the India Company from 1601 to
1620, 18, 31 ; export of cloth, 23,
32,400;
export of silver, 38; law
against export of money from England evaded, 42, 240, 390, 391 ;
what wares should be exported, 66,
236 ; reasons for forbidding the export of gold and silver, 67 ; value of
our exports of native commodities
communibus
ann:s _2,200,000,
192, how we must value our exports
and lmports, 204-207; annual value
of exports to and Imports from
France, 234 ; advantage of exporting money, 259, 556-559 ; exports of home manufactures better
than raw materials or money, 298,
299, 308; corn not a profitable
expoxt from England, 304, 305 ;
six statutes restraining the export
of money and bulhon enumerated,
307, export of bullion licensed
by 15 Chas. II, cap. 7, lb. ; reasons against the export of bullion,
/b. ; act declaring the export of
wool a felony, ineffectual, 323 ; clogs
on exportation
and importation
should be removed, 324 ; exports of
gold and silver by the East In&a
Company in 1673- 74, &c., 340 ;
decay of our export trade, 397 ; our
export of woollens estimated formerly at about two mfihons per annum, 403 ; exports to our plantations, 406 ; value of our exports
temp. Edward III, 445 ; the cxport of bullion for Indian manufac.
tures an exchange of less for greater
value, 556-570 ; the East India
trade must increase our exports,
572-574

F.
Famine, wisdom of laying up stores of
grain in case of famine, 190, 304,
305 ; Sir Walter Raleigh quoted as
to the effects of the last dearth in
England, 304
Farmers, they cry out that cheap corn
dtsenables them to pay dear r_t_p
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28 ; they eat out the benefit of the
earth, to the prejudice of the owner,
62 ; they are greedy after pasture,
when they may have arable land at
half the value, 229; their growing
poverty, 377,452
Fashmn, ltsmfluenceontheCourt,
gentry,
and people, 234, 235, 374, 375 ;
prevalence of silk In dress, 421 ;
French fashions aped by the Enghsh,
429 ; Fresch kings called Fashionmongers, 435
Fen_ acts for the enclosure of; 267
Ferrara, Duke of, improvements effected
by him on his estatesj 62
F/s/_, value of fish exported from England, 205 ; curing of fish in Holland, 303 ; tithe of fish objectionable, 367
_-tahzng, a source of great wealth to the
Dutch, 46, 47, 130,303, 432 ; proposal to employ the poor m this
trade, 95, 625-629;
this is our
natural wealth, 130, 180, 181,230,
231,303, 312, 313 ; advantages of
our fishing plantatmns in Newfout_dland,&c., 130; we should attend to
fishing and tillage, and not trust
wholly to making cloth, 194 ; proelamation of the States-General as
to the importance of, ]95, 196;
advantages of money and fishing
compared,
197 ; Iceland,
Newfoundland, and Greenland
fisheries, 303, 409 ; Great Dutch fishcries on the coast of England and
Scotland, 303 ; fishing trade a great
and certain nursery of seamen, 311;
our fisheries could be managed with
more ease and advantage by us than
by the Dutch, 313; reasons why
the English can never drive any
conmderable fishmgtrade, 319, 595,
-_98, 612; decay of the Enghsh
fishery, and effects thereof, 351,
409, 412, 432, 433, 443 ; fishing
encouraged by Louis XIV, 471 ; it
will never be prosecuted by us whde
every other trade is more profitable,
595, 598, 612; this trade not so
profitable as the Importation
of
Irmh cattle or Indmn manufactures,
607-609, 629; more likely than
either to reduce rents in England,
607-609 ; absurd panegyrics on the
fishing trade, 609, 610; we cannot
compete with the Dutch m the herring fishery, 609-611;
the Dutch
pursue it for little profit, 612 ; how
we may be enabled to compete with
the Dutch, 616-620; cheap busses

to be made of colonial timber, &c.,
623, 634
Flanders, Flemmgs drawn into England
by Henry VII, &c., to form our
manufactories,
58, 59, 103, 264,
303, 397, 398; Margaret of Flanders set up Perkm Warbecque
agmnst llenry VII, 103 ; their carryingtrade, 242; their former wealth
and prospemty, 397, 398 ; dmven
away by the cruelties of Alva, recelved by Ehzabeth, and planted at
Norwich, Colchester, and Canter.
bury, 397. 431 ; imports of iron
from, 418
F/ax, tithe of flax and hemp objectionable, 367 ; imports of foreign flax,
420
Fleet, extra number of sailors employed
in our fleet, 29
Flesh meat most strengthening and grateful to all, especially to laborious
men, 493
Florence, trade of, 15, 16, 73, 100, 101,
421 ; excellent government of, 124 ;
extraordinary taxation necessary for
its safety, 182, 184; wasteful expen&ture rare in such a state, 183 ;
the nobility and the duke himself are
traders, 501 (see also Tuscany)
Flushing, Enghsh colony there, 440
Foreign Countrzes, the perfect merchant
should know the revenues, expenses,
strength, laws, customs, manners,
religmn, &c., of foreign countries
124
Foreigners--see
Aliens
Forezgn Trade--see Trade
Forests, royal forests and chases should
be lmparked, 268
1_ortreg, Samuel_ "England's
Interest
and Improvement,"
211-246;
his
dedicatmn to Charles 1I., 213 ; the
work referred to. 260, 401. 422,
424,425,426,
427, 434,435,446,
485; quoted, 444
Fort St. George--see Madras
Fox's "Martyrs"
referred to, 362
Framework, effect of this invention to
reduce the prme and increase the
consumption of stockings, 586
France, her manufacture of silk, 9; her
trade descmbed, 14, 22, 218, 296,
307, 434-437 ; export of gold and
silver forbidden there, 16 ; prohibitmn ineffectual, ib ; trade of Marseilles, 16, 17, 23, 105, 366 ; annual export of coin from France to
Turkey, 22 : treatment of bankers
by Lotus IX, 8_c. in, 176 ; French
exports to England, £2,600,000
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annually, 234, 423 ; English exports
toFrancebut one millionper annum, 234, 424; Francenotsuited
forbreeding
horses,
238; ourtrade
with France, 260, 822, 323, 327,
391,401,409,
416, 417, 418 ; all
nations go to France for their gewgaws, 26; increase of her wealth
and power, 283, 296,438,476;
she
invites most exquisite manufacturers
from all parts of the world, 303,
359 ; her ship-timber halt the price
of English, 3 l 7 ; no interest allowed
for money in France, 318, 345,462;
coarseness of her wool, 322 ; extent
of religious toleration in France, 360,
364,365, 434,460, 461; protection
given to the Jews at Marseilles, 366 ;
emigration of English Protestants to
France, 380 ; hst of her produce
and manufactures exported to Eng.
land, 423; French towns in which
these manufactures are seated, 423 ;
our losses by the Freoch capers,
428,A29 ; rise of the French trade,
434-437 ; toys, 435 ; her design to
engage m an East India trade, 436 ;
relative power of Spare, England,
and France, 437; hst of French
kings who courted the Enghsh
alliance, 437, 438; tribute pead by
them to England, lb. ; poverty of
Louis XI., 437; acqmsttions of
territory by Henry IV and Louts
XIII, 438 ; our prohibition of the
import of French 'goods, 446, 451,
477, 485, 490, 491; her despotm
form of government not the source
of her power, 458 ; her encourage.
ment of trade a necessity, 459;
enlogy on the ancient eonstltuUon
of her Parliament by the Lord of
Hafllan, 460 ; enlightened policy of
Richelieu, 460 ; relaxatmn of the
despotic Government of, 463 ; in.
strnction of theplebeiansin the use of
arms, lb. ; improvement of her trade
after the suppression of the estates,
accidental, /b.; Cardmal Mazarin,
his difficulties,
465,
466; her
great army and fleet, &c., 469474 ; should her trade be managed
by subjects or foreigners ? 475 ; her
desire for Strasbourg and the Low
Countries to the Rhine, 478 ; her
league with Spain and Bavarm,
481 ; evils of her Government, 492 ;
her heavy excise on ordinary meats
and drinks, 493
_l_ranlOeort,trade of, 16
l_md, proposed judicature to supervise
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manufactures and prevent fraud,
355
"Free Conference,"
quotedastoFrench
navalforce,
471,172
Freemen (see Corporations ), odds between freemen and slaves, 465
Free Schools--see Schools
Free Trade, all obstructions to trade
should be removed, 80, 288, 314,
323, 324, 348, 501 ; companies of
merchants are not impediments to
free trade, 244, 245 ; injurious
effects of monopolies, 333 ; advam
tages of an open trade to India, 335,
560, 566, 568 ; illustrations, 560,
5bl; benefimal effects of free trade
on land rents, 349, 602 ; evil effects
of corn laws, &c., 351 ; advantages
of free trade, 501, 502, 602-617
(see also Trade)
"' Free Trade," by Gerard Malynes,
cited, 162,164, 177
Freight, the perfect merchant should be
familiar with the rates and condittons of freight, 123 _ letting ships
on hire increases the national treasure, 306 ; reduction of freights by
cheap ship-braiding in America, 622,
623
"French Avademy," the 2nd part referred to on the use of drugs and
splces, 8
" French Pohtleks"
quoted, 461, 462,
473, 474, 475, 478, 479,481,482 ;
the author was bred under M. Colbert, but thrown into the BasUlc for
printing this work, 473 ; surmises
as to Its Royal anthorshlp, 482,483
Frieze, Irish manufacture of, 418
Fruyal_ty, industry and frugality the
true watchmen of a kingdom's treasury, 6

G.
Gain--See Profit
Gao/s, thousands perish in gaol or fly
the country from the evil system of
our petty courts of justme, 368;
increase of crtme, 380; the gaols
become fuller every day, 380
Gardens, advantages of horticulture, 265
Genoa, trade of, 15, 16, 17, 130, 172,
421,422 ; excellent government of,
124, 130; present state of, 172;
her
Levant
trade
injured
by
Venice, 172 ; her exchanging of
money, ib. ; her government and
aristocracy, 173 ; her nobility are
merchants, lb. ; extraordinary tax-
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ation necessary for her safety, 18.o,
184; wasteful expenditure rare m
such a state. 183; heavy customs
the ruin of her trade, 369, 3_6
Germany, trade of, 15, 307, 329, 399 ;
prod uctivenessof its mines, 17 ; industry of the Germans in their
eides, 64; Germans not known m
India, 109; ship t_mberln Germany
half the price of Enghsh, 317, the
Dutch have nearly beat us out of
the cloth trade with Germany, 321 ;
German manufactures of coarse
wool, 321,322; religi, us toleration
in,365 ; emigration of Enghsh protestants to, 380; our trade with,
399,416, 418, 419
G/ores, imports of French gloves, 423
Gluts, evils of t 306, 374, 375
Gold, cloth of, trade in, 15
Gold and S:lver, store of in Turkey,
14, 15; quantity coined in Cawo,
15; bullion brought trom Abyssiren, z'5.; export of, forbidden in
France,
16; laws ineffectual to
prevent export of, 16, 42, 240, 390,
391,393, 486; the mines of Hungary and Germany produetive, 17 ;
not wasted by the East Indm trade,
17, 559; large quantity of plate
possessed by the English people,
38, 392, 393 ; quantity of precious
metals craned at the Mint in five
years, 38 ; exports of sdver by Indm Company, 38, 39 ; causes which
carry away our gold and silver, 41,
239, 240, 450, 451; some princes
forbid the export from fear of
scarcity, 67; sca:city does not exist where free exportation
_s allowed, ib. ; oppomte pohcy of the
King of Spain and Duke of Florence, 68, 69 ; arguments m favour
of the export or, 69, 132, 134, 137,
141, 259, 527, 528; oni) so much
treasure will be broug'ht m or carried out, as the foreign trade over
or under balances, 208; relative
value of gold and silver m England
andelsewherc, 240 ; amount of, exported by the India Company in
1673-74, &c., 340 ; account of our
coinage of gold and silver, from
October, 1599, to November, 1675
(76 years), 386-390 ; they are made
the standard or common measure
to deal with, 516, 524 ; their fitness
as a standard, 524 ; corned and ancoined of the same value in England, 5_24,525 ; gold and silver but
tha weights and measures by which
trade is carried on, 529, 530

Government, differencebetweenamonarchy and a republic, t73; reasons
why Papists are dangerous
to
government, 363 ; no danger flora
the toleration of Protestant dlsseaters, 364, 365 ; neither absolute moaaichy
nor a free government can give security to a
poor nation, 384, 385 ; men are
httle better than brutes under an
absolutegovernment,
385; despotic
form of the French Government
not the source of its power, 458 ;
evil influence of strong Govern*
ments of T,,rkey, Muscovy, and
Spain on trade, 459; adtmratlon of
the Hobblsts for absolute governroen!s, 463 ; s,_perior advantages of
the English form, 463, 468, 492,
496, 500; evils and inconveniences
of an ab,olute monarchy, 465-468,
492
Granaries, wisdom of laying up store of
gram in case of famine, 190, 304,
305
Greeh ]_Snes, consumption of in England, 419
Greenland, important fisheries there,
130, 303, 433 ; decay of our Green*
land fishery, 409
Gresham, Sw _[homas, perhaps the only
merchant in England of his day,
561 ; great changes in trade and
profits of trade since his timc_ 561,
562
Guilds, monopoly claimed by freemen of
our corporatmns, 354; purchase of
freedom, 354, evils inherent in the
syster_, 355, 356

H.
Halls, origin of our halls m London, &c.,
64; many princes have been free
of them, _b.
Hamburgh, cmr)mg trade of the Hambmgers, 242; their trade m corn,
304; their free export of treasure,
309; constitution of the Hamburgh
Company, 332 ; rehgious toleration,
365 ; freedom of thew constitution,
381 ; cloths sent thither, 399; decay
of the Hamburgh Company, 399 ;
Hamburgh a market /or our sdk
stockings, 421
Hanse Towns, flourishing state of, 59,
64; thew practice w_th regard to
trade, 79, 242-304
Harbours, harbours of England more
numerous and safer than those of
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almost all other nations put together, 3t2 ; erection of a free port
for the encouragement-of
fishing
suggested, 625-629
Hats, cessation m export of. &c., from
England to Ireland, 404; decay of
our export trade to Spain, 410,
imports of French hats, 423
Hemp, tithe of flax and bump objecUonable, 367 ; imports of foreign
hemp, 420
Henry IV o/ France, his annexation of
territory to the Crown, 438
Henry VII. of England, his practice regardmg trade, 58, 59 ; he prohihHed
the export of wool, 5a, 103; his
neglect of Columbus, 102; his eraploymeut ol Sebastian Cabot, 103:
manufactories of clothing settled
here by him, lb.
Henry VIII made more profit fi_r himself and kingdom, by the woollen
manufacture,
than by the suppression of religmus houses, 59
/'/errzngs, importance of tl:-e herring
fishery to the Dutch, 195, 196, 303,
312 313, 609, annual profit from
herring and cod sold by them to
foreigners about £5,000,00.0, 303,
409; decay ot our trade m _hzte
herrings, 409; our uade in red
herrings, zb ; herrings not caught
and cured with so htfle labour as
will procure the same value of
Irish cattleor Indtan manufactures,
608
Heylin, .Dr., his book on geography
quoted as to toleration, 364, 461;
cited, 437; quoted as to tleasure
collected by French kings, 438
Hobbes, his opinion of absolute toonarchy cited, 384, our new pohtieians the Hobbists, place all the
virtue of the French Government
in its absoluteness, 463
Holland (United Provinces), Dutch Navigation to Indta by the Cape, l0 ;
trade of Holland, 14, 23, 39,40, 73,
79, 89, 90, 101. 218, 329, 400; our
India Comp_ny'sshlpscaptured
by
the Dutch, 30; benefits of peace
with them, 33 ; fishing trade a
great source of their wealth, 46, 47,
195, 196, 303 ; their great shipping,
59, 197, 297, 303, 400; improvements effected by the States m the
Low Countrms, 62, 194, 292, 431,
494; their staples, 89, 90; moderattan of their customs, 91.92, 368,
369 ; Dutch fame spread by trade,
107, 108, 262 ; sale by the Dutch
of munitions of war to their erie-
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roles, 112, excellent government
of, 124,386 ; they do not act on the
proverb of " live and let others
bye," 132 ; extraordinary taxation
necessary for their safety, 182,184 ;
wasteful expenditure seldom seen
m such a state, 183; comparison
between England and Holland, 191,
204, 309, 400, 401, 616; mgratltude of the Dutch, 193 ; their rlght
to fish m our seas qL_esUoned. 196,
198 ; the author of Mare I, zberum
cannot give them a Utle. zb.; haturatty bound
to athance with
England, 197 ; they yam-gloriously
brag that they are England's bun
wark, 200; the Enghsh alliance
their main support, _b.;
their
scheme to possess and fortify the
i_land of Lewis, in Scotland, 201 ;
" when force fails, money prevails,"
a Dutch maxim, 202 ; not cordial
allies of England, 203, increase of
their wealth and power, 283, 430;
alleged causes thereof, 285, 431,
432 ; their register of titles, &c.,
and cheap and easy dccismn of
lawsmts, 285, 611,612;
improvement of rent and land m, 292, they
are the common carriers of the
_orld, 297; the_" employ 30,000
tradmg vessels, tb i her trade m
and conservatories for corn, 304;
a dearth m England or France,
&c., enrmhes Holland for 7 years,
_b.; she is the mighty storehouse
of the world, 307, 558; export of
treasure from, 309,
economical
mode of bmldmg and manning
Dutch ships, 317,613;
Dutch rate
of interest half that of England,
318, 345; how they manage to
undersell the Eughsh, 318-321,
399-400, 409, 411, 413, 441 ; sueeessfui competition of the Dutch,
319, 609, 616 ; the forcible subversion of their trade will not
bet,er ours, 323 ; they allow free
commerce to all foreigners, 330.
359; their East India Company,
337, 432 ; work on " the present
state of the Low Countries" cited,
338 ; the Portuguese supplanted by
the Dutch in the IndJa trade, 340,
432; their army and navy, 340,
341 ; the Umted Provinces hardly
as b_g as Yorkshire, 352 ; religious
toleratmn in Holland. 360, 365 ;
emigration of English protestants
to the Low Countries, 380 ; Surinam, 414 ; our imports of earthenware from, 420 _ silk manufactures
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of, 421 ; rise of her trade, 430434; designs of Louis XIV on
Holland, 483 ; Holland naturally a
bog, 483 ; unhealthiness of climate,
liablhty to invasmn, and scarcity of
harbour_, 492, 493 ; their heavy
excises on meats and drinks, 493 ;
their great charge for frontier fiatrisons, 495 ; despite free trade, rent
of land _s higher there than elsewhere. 602-604; plenty of mom.y
and small profits in Holland, 612,
614 ; faclhtles ofcarriige by canals,
615 ; division of labour and use of
machinery iv, 615,6t6;
advantage
of the Dutch alliance to England,
616
Holstein, our trade with, 399
Honours should be conferred on merchants, 82-85
Hops, export of hops and beer to Irelaud has ceased since the Irish Acts,
105
Horses, advantage of exporting horses,
237; ob._ectmns thereto and answers, _b.-239
Horticulture, advantages of, 265
Hosp_al Boys much employed by the
East India Company in India, 341
HugUenots, their reduction by Louis
XIII, and of 300 walled towns,
438; enlightened pohcy of Richelieu towards them, 461
Hungary, trade of. wLth Turkey, 15;
mines of, productLve, 17
ltusbandmen, torelgncrs employed as
husbandmen
m the Fens, 264,
"
r
the e cannot be me great a numher of husbandmen m France,"
461

I.
Iceland, important fisheries there, 303_
433 ; decay of our Iceland fishery,
409
Idleness, the fruits of idleness, England's
common reproach, 192; besotting
with pipe and pot, m a beastly
manner sucking sThoke and drinkmg healths, 193
Imports, imports of spices, 45 ; how we
mast value our exports and imports,
204-207; what may be freely iraported and what hindered, 236, 237,
301 ; raw materials for manufac*
ture imported with advantage, 299 ;
excessive imports of consumptive
commodities the disease of trade,
806,328,371-374,380-382;clogson

importation and exportation should
be remove J, 324; increase and ex.
cess of foreign imports, 415-446;
prohibition of French imports mexpedient, 446. 451,477, 490, 491 ;
importation of Indian manufactures
abates only the price of labour, but
raises the prme of the produce of
the estate, 599-601 ; fishing trade
not so profitable as the importation
of Irish cattle or Indian manufactures, 607-609
frnposts--See Customs and Tolls
]mpnsonment for Debt--See Gaols, 368
[mprevementz, little land in England
but may be improved to double or
treble _ts present value, 292
[ncome--See Revenue
Inclosures, advantages of, as a means of
national wealth, 127.265-269 ; orguments for and against them,
227-230; anxiety of landlords and
tenants for inclosures, 228, 229;
whether it be lawful to enclose, 263269; Acts of Parliament cited as
favourable to them, 267 ; inclosure
of the fens, _b.; conducive to populotion, 267; a way to enclose in
spite of the rabble, 268, 269
In&a--See JEastIndtes
Indies--See
West Indzcs
In&go, importance of, 9; cost of, at
Aleppo and in the East Indies,
11, 12; cost of, in India and price
m England. 20 ; prices of, now and
formerly, 36
Industry and frugality the true watchmen of a kingdom's treasury, 6 ;
effects of natmnal industry, 41;
more honour and profit in an industrious hfe than in a great inheritance, 125 ; natural wealth of little
avail without industry, 133, 134;
penury and want make people wl_e
and industrious, 194; our poor
manufacturers inconsiderately repreached with sloth by such as live
at ease, 348; industrycannot thrive
under absolute power, 385 ; the
various spurs to industry, 528.
Inquisition, the requisition in Spain a
mum cause of its weakness and
poverty, 263 ; it is one of her expedients to get rid of her poor, 351
lnsuranve_See
21ssurarwe
]nterest, arguments in favour of usury,
178, 179, 510, 516, 521,522 ; what
is the proper interest for money,
245, 246 ; the use of money here
should be as low or lower than in
neighbouring countries, 246 ; the
English pay six per cent. for
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money, and the Dutch but _hree.
318. 345, 518 ; no interest allowed
in Frat_ce, 318,345; the East India
Company pay 5 per cent. on their
debt, 341; interest should not be
restrained by law, 510, 516-523 ;
usual arguments for the abatement
of, 515; answers thereto, 516;
interest only rent for stock, 518;
causes of the rise and tall thereof,
518 ; more lenders than borrowers,
ib.; effect of high interest m drawing money from hoards, &c., 519,
520; mortgage and personal seeunty,
520 ; _hen
the natron
thrives, money will be had on good
terms, but the clean contrary when
she is poor, 521 ; all laws to restrain
interest ineffectual, 521, 522; it
would be as just to restrain the
rent of land as the interest of
money, 522; "if you take away
interest, you take away borrowing
and lending," lb.
Inventmr_s, operattons of laws as to
patents, 367 ; advantage of iuventions for economy of labour, 580,
581, 615; frame-work forstockmg_,
586 ; the East India trade a stimolus to invention, 587 ; they are the
effects of necessity and emulatmn,
590.
Ireland, yearly store of timber and
other provismns imported thence
by the India Company, 24; evil
effects of the Acts prohibiting the
importation
of Irish cattle, 318,
351, 403, 404, 405; wool openly
exported thence at the low price
of 6e. or 78. the tod, 321,406 ; the
peoplingof Irelandafterthe Irish
massacre,
350; Euglishemlgration
to, 380, 442 ; Irish woollen manulactate, 402 ; successful competitmn
of Irish butter, cheese, beef, &c.,
404, 406, 407.408 ; former cessation
oI exports from England to Ireland,
404,405; Irish exportsto the planlations, 406 ; rise ()f rents m Ireland
whale the Enghsh sink, 407 ; expiring of the Irish Acts and consequence thereof, ib, 408; Irish
shipping.
414;
manufacture
of
frieze, 418 ; a hard matter to reclaim the Imsh from drawing with
their horses' tails, 502 ; our fishing
trade not so profitable as the importation of Irish cattle, 607-609.
1ran, oar imports of, from Sweden,
Flanders, and Spain, 418; iron
works in Kent, Sussex, and Surrey, 418; number of families de-
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pendent on our iron manufacture,
:b.
Israehtes,
their
discontent
and its
pumshment, 271-273
Italy, encouragement
of the arts by
some of the Itahan states, 15, mdustry, trade, and manufactures of
the Itahans, 133, 137, 307, 402;
banks in, 137 ; how the Itahans
turmsh Spare with money In Flan
ders, 175 ; woollen manufacture m
Italy, 402; our former export of
fish to, 409 ; Itahan wines, 419;
she was always able to bear sufliclent corn for her inhabitants, 602
J.
Jamaica, the English population nearly
trebled since Sir Thomas Muddlford was Governor, 415
James I, his care that English cloth
was dyed before being exported, 75 ;
Dutch fishing trade in his t_me, 432
Japan, the Eaghsh East India Company
have no trade there, 339; trade
thither of the Dutch East Iudm
Company, 339
Jesuits, collections of money carried out
of the country by them, 207, 429,
451
Jews, Riches and discontent of the
ancient Jews, 272, 273, 503 ; encouragement given to the Jews by
the French King, and the Duke of
Tuscany, 366; ciwl dmabihtms of
Jews in England, 366
Joint Stach Companies, joint companies
for foreign merchand_ze an eno
couragement to traffic,
85, 86;
answertoobjection
thatCompaniea
are impediments to free trade, 244,
245 ; constitution of our foreign
trading companies, and their consequence in trade, 331-348 ; distmctmn between regulated and joint
stock companies. 332 ; injurmus
effects of the patents of the East
Incha and African Companies, 333;
account of the original stocks of
the Enghsh and Dutch East India
Cmnpanies, 341, 342 ; compames
trade at more charge than private
persons. 561
Josephus referred to, 503
Justwe, Courts of, tedious and chargeable proceedings complained of,
368 ; evils of the little courts about
London, 368 ; a disputable groat
forces the expenditure of £3or ,g4,
368
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Justices of the Peace, arbitrary latitude
given to them b_ 43 Ehz., cap. 2,
for the mamtenanee of lazy people,
353
Jutland, our trade with, 399

K.
Kent, ironworks in, 418
Kings, llst of French kings from Lores
XI to Lores XIV, 437, 438; see
Monarchy/and Princes
Koha_me, Szr Win., and others, their
patent for dyeing and dressing
cloth, 440

L.
.Labour, advantages of the economy of
labour, 580-584_587; division ofla.
hour, 590, 591; instances of cloth,
watches, and ships, 591, 592 ; the
advantages of this division understood in Holland, 515; Negro laboar, 621; how to make.English
labour in fishing as cheap as that
of Holland, 625 629 ; pric_ of--See
Wages
Labourers, their objections to the East
India trade answered, 578. 595; a
day labourer
in England better
lodged, fed, and clothed than a
king of the Indians, 593, 594
Lace, imports of lace called Points de
Venice, 422
]_,adzes, housewifery of the En_'hsh, 416
.[,a_.cashtre, formerly a seat ot the linen
manufacture, 416
Land, neglect and ignorance of the
owners of land, 62 ; farmers eat out
the benefit of the earth to the prejudlce of the owners, ib. ; inclosures
of wastes recommended, 127, 265 ;
foreign trade the only means of
improving the price of our lands,
141-143, 291, 292 ; arguments for
raising cattle rather than corn_ 226,
227; arguments for and against
pasture and inclosures, 227-230,
265 ; horticulture, its advantages,
265, 266; sympathy between land
and trade, 277, 292, 374, 375; fall
of land rents, 283, 377; causes
thereof, 284, 285. 377; fall in the
value of land, 285 ; definition of
znoney rent, 290, 518; principle supposed to regulate rent, ib. ; most of
the land in England is capable of

improvement to double or treble its
present value, 292, 352 ; inevitable
improvement of the earth by lndustry, 292; depressing effects of
restricted, and beneficial effects of
free trade on land rents, 349 ; corn
laws and acts against importation
of cattle, expedients to raise rents,
351 ; extent of England in acres,
352; plenty of money to lend on
land securmes a s)mptom that personal security is subverted, 453 ;
nature and constitutmn of property,
517; alleged evil influence of the
East India trade on rents, 553-555 ;
this trade does not abate rents,
596-601, 605-607;
it raises the
prme of produce, 599-601, b06;
examples, 601-605;
high rent ot
land in Holland, 602-604
Landlords, inclosures much desired by
them, and therefore opposed, 228 ;
they are ready to thrust all pubhc
taxes on trade, 285, 346 ; some
consider bade necessary only to
support youvgerbrothers,
285,336;
evil influence of a decaying trade
on their fortunes, 374, 375; their
growing poverty and debt, 377;
advantage of the landlord over the
stocklord, 518 ; not the worse for
the loss of his monopoly, 597, 598
Land-tax,
the adoption of a land-tax
recommended,
370 ; freedom of
the French
nobihty
from the
Taille, 460
Languages, the perfect merchant should
speak divers languages, and learn
Latin m his youth, 124 ; reason
why the French language xs so
universal, 436
Laws, tbe establishment of mercantile
and maritime laws an encouragemeat to trade, 81 ; register of titles,
&c., and cheap and easy decision of
lawsuits, in Holland, 285, 611 ;
evil effects of our navigation laws,
317, 318; no statutes can prevail
with necessitous men, 376 ; registers and law merchant suggested
for England, 617
Lawsuits, more vexation and charges
from lawsuits in England than m
the restof Christendom, 179 ; easy
decismn of them in Holland a
cause of her prosperity, 285, 611;
lawsuits and diseases grow with
the increase of people and trade,
292 ; tedious and ruinous proceed°
ings in English courts, 368, 611 ;
writs of error and stats in chancery,
368

INDEX.
Lawyers, the muhiphcity of lawyers and
suits in law do not affect trade,
179; their noble profession necessary for all, 180; though necessary,
they add no treasure to the nation,
302 ; lawyers get most when estates
are rending, as bricklayers gum by
the burning of a city, 375 ; great
increase of lawyers whmh occasions
quirks, tracks, and cheats, 378, 379
Lead, export of, 23, 410, 411
Leagues are the dependence of small
and weak states, as those of Ital)
and Germany, which are alwa)s
tricking and betraying one another,
495
Leather, increase of our manufacture of
gilded leather, 261
Leghorn, trade or, 17, 23, 100, 101, 139,
Jews planted there, and encouraged
by the Duke of Tuscany, 366 ;
small customs led to its rise, 369,
381 ; made a free port by the Duke,
386
Lewzs, design of the Dutch to obtain
and fortify the island of Lcwm, m
Scotland, 201
"Lex $lereatorm," by Gerard Malynes
cited, 162, 164, 171
Leyden, En_hsh colony there, 440
Liberty of Consczenee--See Toleration
L/re--See Mortalzty
L_ghts, the maintenance of hghts, buo) s,
&c., at sea, an encouragement
to
trade, 80
Linen, excessive price of, 9 ; decay of
Enghsh manufacture,
328, 416,
417 ; Cheshire, Lancashire,
&c.,
seats of the manufacture, 416 ; iraports of foreign, 416, 417, 489;
Scotch, 417 ; a growing manufacture m Ireland, 417
L_terature, artificial wealth favourable
to hterature and the arts, 203, 204;
we are not inferior to the French
or Dutch in most parts of literature,
284 ; alleged that the employment
of literary men brings no increase
of natural riches, 302 ; all preferments dependent on hterature are
made easy, while the avenues to
manufactures are choked up, 356;
men of learning are rather silent as
to trade, or speak of it with contempt, 357
Lw,ng, high or expensive living leads
to improvement of the arts, 261,
262
Loans from the Treasury to merchants
an encouragement
to traffic, 86;
ff there be more lenders than berrowers interest will fall, 518 ; loans
4t
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on mortgage and personal security,
_b. ; far more money lent to
owners of land, than to trading
people, 520 ; "If you take away
interest you take away borrowing
and lending," 522 ; common practree of bolrowmg from one to pay
another, or "robbing of Peter to
pay Paul," 523
Logic, logic and philosophy do not add
two pence a year to national riches,
357
London, origin of the halls of, 64 ; her
joint companies of merchants
a
main cause of her great traffic, 86 ;
increase in the size of London, 270 ;
£560,000 worth of gold and silver
exported by the Indm Company
from London alone, during
the
year
1673--1674,
340 ;
great
cost of land carrmge to London of
our manufactures,
344; ruinous
proceedings in the httle courts m
London, 368 ; evils of the increase
of London, at the expence of the
country, 879 ; bad character of the
ale-houses and lodgings in London,
380; the quanUty of money m
London n() index to the quantity in
the co,retry, 454, 455 ; London is
the great sluice of our treasure,
454; 100,000 retailers in London,
and but 5,000 in Amsterdam, 455 ;
sweetness and advantageous situatlon of London, 501 ; how it would
benefit by free trade, zb.
Lord Chancellor's speech on the designs
of the French, 480-481
Lores XI, of France, symptoms of his
poverty, 437
Louis XIII, enhghtened policy of, with
respect to trade, rehgton, &c., 460461
Louts XIV,
difficulties of the admirestratmn during his infancy, 465,
466; his army and fleet, and mcreasing wealth and power, 470471,494 ; his mercenaries and peastoners, 470, 471, 487 ; his eneouragement of commerce and mannfactures, 476, 477; his ambitious
projects. 477, 482, 494; his discountenance
of protestants, 482 ;
ills designs on England and Hallaud, 483, his design to subvert the
free government of England, 496
Low Countries, manufacture of silk in,
9 ; work on the present state of the
" Low Countries by M. A.." c_ted
388
Low Countries, United Provinces of.._
see Ho//and
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Lucca, trade of, 15, 16 ; excellent government of, 124
Luxury, great increase of luxury in
England, 379, 429, 430, 488, 490,
491 ; _ro._ing luxury of our planters, 406;
Sir Wdliam Temple
quoted on this subject, 445; evils
of, 475; far more money lent for
luxury than to encourage trade,
520
Lyons, decay of Its trade, and causes
thereof, 105.

M.
Machinery--See
Mzlls
Madezras, export of wines from, to our
colonies, 406
Madras, the India Company have but
200 or 300 people in Fort St.
George,
including
factors
and
agents, 340
Madrzd, increase of, in size and population, 380
Marina Charta, our Protestant dissenters
hear much ofMagna Charta, but do
not enjoy it, 365
Malaga, trade of, 17
Malynes, Gerard, fallacies in his work
referred
to, 162; and exposed,
164-177
Man, no man is born for himself, but for
his country, 57 ; effect of vice and
poverty on his understanding, 381 ;
men hide better than brutes under
an absolute government, 385
Manchester commended, 73
Mandelsloe's travels cited, 338, 341,342
Manning of Shzps--See Seamen
Manufactures,
importance of the sdk,
9, 260, 264; cahcoes the manufacture of infidels, and the wear of
Christians, 9; proposal to employ
the poor m manufactories, 95 ; home
manufactures
of foreign materials
advantageous, 132, 299 ; we should
l_ot depend wholly on the manufacture of cloth, 194; chief manufactures of England enumerated, 2171
218; increase of our manufactures,
260; manufacture of wool an argument for pasture, 230; _mportance
of the woollen manufactures, 231,
297; reasons of the decay of our
manufactures, 231, 234, 285, 286,
313-325, 328, 329, 374, 375, 377,
378, 397-446 ; remedies for the
evil, 234-237; eveouragement due
to them, 236; great increase they
add to the value of raw materials,
298; much more advantageous to

export manufactures than raw materials, 298,299 ; the names of the
different species of manufacture
would fill a volume, 299 ; even women and children may get good
livelihoods in manufactures,
300;
plenty, glory, and prosperity, the
result of, 301, 302; how manufactt_res may be mcreased or xmproved,
302, 303; manufacture of t]shmgnets and curing of fish in Holland,
303; the native commodities
of
England capable, according to Sir
Walter Raleigh, of 1000 sorts of
manufactures,
312; origin of foreign manufactures, 320; effects of
the deadness and cheapness of any
manufacture
on wages, 346; tLe
exuberance of population serviceable to manufactures,
350; evil
effects of corn laws, 8_c., on manufactures, 351; proposed judicature
to supervise manufactures and prevent fraud, 355, 356 ; evil effects of
corporations
or guilds, 355, 356;
passages to preferments by hterature made easy, while the avenues
to manufactures
are choked up,
351 ; every ordinary man's son is
taught Greek and Latin, and then
is above manufacture, 356; ordinary artificers called at best "mechamck fellows," 357 ; our youth
never read of manufacture or trade
in Homer or Virgil, 357; sympathy
between land and manufactures,
375 ; our stocking manufacture,
409, 410, 421; our linen manufacture decayed, 414---417 ; ticking,
417; French
manufactures,
423,
424; our manufactures increased
by the East India trader 543; corn°
petition of Indian manufactures,
complained of, 551; exportation of
bulhon for Indian manufactures, an
exchange of less for greater value_
556, 570; this demonstrated_ 556559 ; bullion only secondary and
dependent, clothes and manufactures are real and principal riches,
558, 559; the kingdom is not more
impoverished by the consumption
of Indian than of Enghsh manufactures, 578; the Indian trade destroys no employment whmh is
profitable, 579-585; illustrations of
the economy of labour, 580-584;
the consequence of prohibiting Indian manufactures, 583; the India
trade the must likely way to enlarge our present manufaeture_
585-587; mills and engines abate
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the prme of manufactures without
abating wages, 587,615, _29; advantages of order and regularity m
manufactures,
590-593, 614, 629;
advantages of the division of laboar, 591-593; the Indla trade the
most likely to start new manufactures, 594, 595; indian manufactures cannot hurt our rents, 597599 ; not so hkely to be hurteul at
tile raw matemals, lb., 606 ; miporration of Indmn manufactures abates
only the price of labour, but raises
the price of produce, 599-601; examples,601-605;
the manufactures
of every natron sent to Rome as
tribute, 601
21larkets, foreign trade will advance
home markets, 291; gluts the disease of trad% 306 ; a qmck market
the hfe of trade, 314, 316 ; sympathy of the home and foreign
markets, 315; how our trading m
money has "debosh'd"
the Indmn
market, 344 ; the want of a foreign
vent causes thedecay of our manufactures, 346 ; the markets of foreigners, unlimited, compared with
ours, 349; evil mtluence of corporations on markets, 355
Marriage, decrease in number of marriages and increase of vice and
disease, 380, 381; suggestmns in
" French pohtwks" for obliging men
and women to marry, 461,462
2l_arsedles, trade of, 16, 23; how it is
furnished with ready money, 17;
decay of its trade and causes thereof. 105; declared a free port, and
Jews invited to settle there, 366
Mazarin, Car&hal, his difficulties in
admm_sterlng the Government during the infancy of Louis XIV,
465, 466

his country before a mere statesman, 112, 113; necessary knowledge and qualmes of a perfect
merchant, 113, 121 ; eulog'y on the
merchant, ll3, 500, noblhty of hit
vocation and art, 113, 124; he is
the _teward of the nation's stock,
122 ; companies of merchants not
prejudmlal to fi'ee trade, 244, 245,
eompames are clogs on trade, 3d3,
617 ; _ounger sons of our gentry
usually merchants, 285, 336
Me_sma, trade of, 16
Mlddleburgh, Enghsh colony there. 440
Mills and engines abate the prme of
manufactures without abating wages, 589, 590
Minerals, export of minerals from England, 297; vamety of our mineral
products, 312
M*nes, productiveness of German mines,
15; great value of the Spamsh
West Indm mines. 143; produce
of the English mines, 230
Mint, quantity of gold and silver carried
there m five years, 38 ; the comage of the precious metals not decreased b_ the Indian trade, lb. ;
weight and size of every p_ece
shotfld be attended to, 43, 44, 241 ;
lmperfeetmns
of our Mint, and
abuses consequent
thereon, 241;
remedy proposed, _b., 242 ; account
of cmnage of gold and silver from
1599 to 1675, 386-390 ; conversion
of plate into cmn by Charles I and
the Parhament,
392 ; harp and
cross money, 447_ 448 ; proportions
of the old and new money m currency, 448-451 ; guineas, 449, 450;
origin of coinage, 524 ; no selffnorage on corn m England, 525 ; the
merchant should pay the cost of
coinage, 532, effects of peace and

Measures--See
Wez_hts and Measures
Me&cal Men--See Physicians
Merchandzze, the touchstone of a kingdora's prosperity, 5---(See Trade)
Merchants, unskilful merchants overthrowour trade, 44; merchants by
edacatmn are alone fit to trade m
foreign parts, 45 ; the merchant's
advme best m matters ot foreign
commerce, 58; proposed court of
merchants to settle d_sputes about
traffic, 81; honours should be conferred on merchants, 82-85; their
occupation the most profitable in a
state, 83 ; a body of merchants to
regulate trade, should be sworn of
the Pmvy Council, 93-99 ; a merchant in many things may advance

war on the operations of the Mint,
539 ; though the Mint be Idle our
money and bulhon are increased,
574, 575
Mocha, trade of, 13
Monarchy, distmet_on bet tveen a monarchyand a republic, 173; Poland
a regulated monarch), 365 ; neither
absolute monvrchy nor free governmeat can give secmlty to a poor
nation, 384, 385 ; hst of French
kings from Louis XI to Louis
XIV, 437, 438; evils and inconvenienees of an absolute monarchy,
465 ; prerogatives of the Enghsh
crown, 466; great achievements of
English sovereigns, 468
Money sent to India all foreign coin,
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1_rDV,
X.
19; English heavy money exported or melted at home, 43,
44; arguments in favour of the
export of money in trade, 69, 132,
134, 136, 1_7-141. 259,527, 528 ;
knowledge of the denominations
and values of all forelgu coins he.
cessary to the perfect merchant,
122, 152 ; money begets trade, and
it mcreaseth money, 135 ; plenty
of money in a kingdom makes
native commodities dearer,
138,
159 ; export of money compared to
sowing seed, 141 ; evils of enhancmg or debasing our money,
142, 148-152 ; money the measure
of our other means, 149 ; all our
ready money esteemed at bat ene
million,
150; plenty of money
makes the exchange cheap, and all
other things dear, 159 ; advantages
of money and fishing compared,
197 ; " where force fads, moneyprevads," 202 ; money carried abroad
by priests and jesmts never returns, 207 ; 'tls the life and sinews
oft_ade, 245; money and people
make national strength, 293 ; Its
enormous power for good and evil,
tb., 294; six Acts against its export enumerated, 307 ; Its export
hcensed by 15 Car. I[. cap 7, _b. ;
reasons against its export, 307-311 ;
harp and cross money, and Jts proportion to currency before and
after 1660, 447-449 ; proporUon of
old and new mone._, 448, 449 ;
money a merchaudzze
whereof
there may be a glut as well as a
scarcity, 513 ; interest of money,
how it is regulated,
518-523 ;
origin of the common but mistaken
cry, want of money, 525, 526,
evils of hoarding, 525 ; money but
the weights and measures by which
traffic is catr_ed on, 530; none endure chpped money but the Enghsh, 532, 533, cure for the evil,
533 ; cost of effecting it, 534-536,
goldsmiths and scllveners, the deposltarles of, 535 ; greater amount
of currency required during war,
539; the ebbing and flowing of
money accommodates itself" without
aid, 539 ; when money is scarce
bullion is corned, and _ hen bulhon
is scarce money is melted, 539;
though the Mint be idle our money
and bullion are increased, 574, 575;
increase of paper money owing to
the increase of real money, lb.577; restless fluctuation of money

between the investments of land
and trade, 594; money not sufficlently a drug m England to be
employed in the fishing trade, 595,
plenty of money and smallness of
profits in Hollaud. 612, 613; free
trade the way to increase our
money, 617, 618--(See also Alloy,
Banks, Cozn, Gold and Stlvel, In.
terest, Paper Money, and Usury)
Monopolies, the abohtlon of: a great encouragement to t_ade, 80; proposed
monopoly of " the King's Royal
Exchanger" objected to, 177 : monopohes created by our nawgatlon
laws, and evil effects thereof, 327 ;
patents el the East India and Afrocan Companies, and their evil elfects, 333-348, 443; laws against
monopohes cited, 335, 336 ; mnnopolies created by the landholders
and merchants, 346 ; how they have
la_d us open to foreigners, 346,
monopoly created
by the Act
against the _mportation of cattle,
352, 443 ; monopoly m woollen
manufacture
caused by 5 Eliz.,
cap. 4, on apprenticeships,
353,
354; the tendency of monopolies
to depopulate the country, and mcrease crime, zb. ; freemen of incorporatmnsand gu_lds._b ,355; the
Act 21 due. 1, against monopolies
spares corporations, 356 ; patents
for inventions, 367; every branch
of trade would relish a monopoly
at the expense of the rest, 512 ; all
favour to one trade at the expense of another, an abuse, 514;
advantage of the parual opening of
the Afrman trade, 552 ; the dissohtion of both East India Comparues would end many corruptions,
567 ; the landlord not the worse for
th_ loss of his monopoly, 597, 598,
605-607 ; eorporatmns
in trade
hurtful, 617
Jloors, their trade with the Turks, 13
Morahty may be short of true religion,
yet no religion can be pure without
true morahty, 222
Morta2tty, touching the term of hfe, 28 ;
effect of Indian chmate on Enghsh
mariners, 30
Mun, Thomas, his "D*scourse of Trade
from .England unto the East In&es," 1-47; "England's
Treasure
by Forra2gn Trade,"
115-209 ;
dedication of the latter to the Earl
of Southampton,
by John Mun,
son of the author, 117; his letter
of 1677 on the East India Trade

I_DEX.
cited, 260, 373, 409, 427, 457;
quoted as to the value of our trade,
442, 443
Munztmns,
arms, ammumtion,
&e.,
should not be exported where they
may be used to our hurt, G_; pohcy
of the Dutch m selhng munmons
of war to their enemies, ll 1, 112
Muscovy--See Russia
Muscovy Company, a regulated
Cornpaay, 332
Mythology, our knowledge of ancient
mythology, and contempt for trade,
357

N.
Naples, trade of, 16
Nations, the intercourse of, performed
by trade, 5 ; cause of natmnal
rmhes and poverty, 58, 60
Naturahzatmn--See
Alzens
2v'awgatwn, discovery of nawgation to
lndm by the Cape, 10; skill m
navigation
essential to the perfect merchant,
123; importance
of our shipping and navigatmn,
242; foreign trade carried on by
home or by foreign nawgatmn,
295, 296; supermr advantage aecrumg from the former,
zb. ;
home navigation of two sorts. 296 ;
cheap navigatmn of the Dutch, &c.,
the origin of foreign manufactures,
320; we should ease our nawgatmn
and trade to be equal with foreigners, 323; vast navtgatlon of the
Portuguese
while they had the
trade to Indm, 340; we should
open the navigation oi some of oar
rivers to save laud ean'tage, 619
Nawgation Laws, evil effects of our nawgauon laws, 317, 318, 327-330,
404, 443, 624 ; monopohes created
by them, 327; Acts referring" to
navigation enumerated, _b.; Navlgat_on Act made by the Rump,
330, 443
.Navy, the navy of the East India Company at the service of the State, 25 ;
the streng"th of England is m her
ships, 238;
England often conquered by forelgners from her want
of sutficmnt naval force 294; increase of the French navy and proposed use of it, 470-474
Negroes, proposed employment of hegroes in ship building in the plantations, 620-622
Nero, lavish expenditure of Nero on his
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flatterers, and unworthy persons,
186
Netherlands--See
Holland
New England--See
Plantations
Newfoundland, advantages of our fishing
plantation there, 130, 433, importanee of the Newfoundland fisherms
to the Dutch, 303 ; decay o£ our
fishery there, 409
Nobzl_ty of this kingdom, unhke those
of other states, do not engage m
the noble vocation of a meTchant.
124, insolence of the Fr_-nch noblhty to traders, 460; their freedom from taxes, and their despotm
power within their own fiefs, 460
Nonconformists. laws against them, ratended to apply to Papists, reach
all Protestant dissenters, 359, 360
Norway, _ur Norwa:_ trade profitable,
260, 399; Dutch trade with, 307,
310, 400, Imports from, 420
Norwzch, colony of forelgner_ there,
264, 398 ; its manufactures, 552
Nutmegs--See Spwes

O.
Objections to the East India Trade answered, 7-47, 556-607
Obstructlons--See
Monopohes, Proh_bltwns, Restrwtwns, and Taxatwn.
Operattves--See Labourers
Orchards, advantages of horticulture,
and the conversmn of common
lands into orchards, gardens, &e.,
265
Overseers of the Poor, the 43 Ehz., cap.
2, gives them an arbitrary power to
maintain lazy people, 353
Owner_ of I.and--See Landlords

P.
Palatinate, great emigration
of our
n_anufactures thereto, 443
Palermo, trade of, 16
Paper, imports of, from France, 423
Paper Money, increase of paper money
to be ascribed to the increase of
real money, 575-577;
common
error as to paper currency, 575577 ; paper money and credit synonymous, 577
Papists, laws against Nonconformists
intended to apply to them, but
reach all Protestant
dissenters,
360; treasure carried abroad by
Papists, 429, 451
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Paris, trade of, 17
Parhament, address of Lewes Roberts
to both Houses, 51 ; the invention
of Parliaments
an excellent pohcy
of Government, 187, 466, 467 ; inclosures worthy the countenance
and care of Parliament, 230 ; the
wool sacks in Parliament, a tribute
to the wool trade, 321, 322; Act
of Navigation made by the Rump,
330 ; petmon of the clothiers to the
Commons, 343 ; parliamentary return of gold and silver coined from
1599 to 1675, 386-390, coinage of
plate by the Parliament and Charles
I, 392; the disposition to give or
refuse supphes lies in the representatives of the people, 452, 453 ;
growth of power in Spain but accidental after the dissolution of the
Cortes, 463; were France in great
distress she must again convene
her Parhaments, 466 ; po.erof
the
English Parhament, 466,467; prosperity of the Burgundians under
Parliaments,
468 ; evil effects of
the rival Indm Companies on the
freedom of election and debates,
564, 567, 568
2_a*ses, the cost of, an incumbrance to
trade, 319
Pmmons, the fermentations
of private
interest, 386
,Pasture preferable to arable land in
England, 229 ; favourable to the
manufacture of wool, 230
Patents--See
Monopolies
,Patent, for Inventions, operation of, 21
Jac. I., cap. 3, 367 ; patent of Sir
Y¢.Kokayne and others for dyeing
and dressing cloth, 440
g='enrnanshzp, a merchant ought to be a
good penman, 122
er--See Spices
secutzon of the Flemings by the
Duke of Alva, and its effects,
398
,Persia, trade of, in silk, 13, 421 ; great
trade of the Dutch East India Compuny thither, 339, 340
,Pewter, oar manufacture and export of,
410, 411 ; fall in its price, 411
"Phdanglus,"
Pseudonymous author of
'*Br_t_nma .Languens," 281
Ph_losophjl, logic and philosophy, however useful, do not add twopence a
year to the riches of a nation, 357 ;
we search the moon with telescopes,
weigh the air on Teneriffe, turn
our lice and fleas into balls and
pigs by our magnifiers, while notions of trade are ridiculed, 357 ;

different modes of reasoning in
new and old philosophy, 511
Physicians, though highly necessary,
they add no treasure to the nation,
302 ; great increase of physicians
and men ofmedmme, 379
Pirates, their destruction necessary, 79 ;
our losses by those of Algiers. 451,
472
Pitch, imports of from Norway, 420
Plantatzons, benefit of foreign plantations, 243, 244 ; _ hen they should
be undertaken, and when avoided,
244 ; effects of the plantatlou trade
not beneficial, 370 409, 411-415 ;
English emigration
thither, 380,
Irish trade with r*ur plantations,
406 ; exports from New England
to the other colonies, *b., 414 ;
growing luxury of planters, 406 ;
export of foreign wares thither,
406; plantation trade temp. James I,
431,432 ; reasons for building our
sh_ps in the plantations, 620, 621
Plate, large quantity of silver plate
possessed by the English, 38, 519,
538, 571 ; unbecoming
a great
kingdom to melt its plate, except
in great extremity, 141; conversion of_ into coin by Charles I and
the Parliament,
392 ; estimated
annual increase of, in England,
393; its acquisition commendable,
538, 540
Poland, trade of, 15, 307 ; her manufacture of coarse wool, 32], 322, 400 ;
religious toleration there, 365 ;
emigration of English Protestants
thither, 380
" Political A_ilhmetw" referred to, 533
Poor, provision _br, by all well-governed
commonwealths,
15; proposal to
employ them in manufactures, &c.,
95, 625--629; where there is most
common land there are most poor,
266; children of poor cottagers
turn merchants
and tradesmen,
271 ; vast increase of poor in England, 283, 318; no statutes or
preaching,
however
learned or
florid, can prevail with necessitous
men, 376 ; thew maintenance costs
the nation £400,000 per annum,
378
Poor Laws, effects of E_lgli._h Poor
La_s and Act of Settlement, 350,
351 ; arbitrary latitude given to
overseer* and justices by 43 Eliz.,
cap. 2, 353
Pope. the Pope will ever consider France
on account of Avignon, 478
Population, riches and people necessary

INDEX.
to national greatness, 218,293, 457,
461; how to increase population,
219, 302, 625-629 ; objections to
the settlement of foreigners answered, 224-226; alleged depopulation by inclosures, a mistake, 229,
267, plenty and depopulation cannot go together, 229, the advanrages of multitudes, _63 ; foreign
trade necessitates a vast increase of
people 291,302 ; lawsuits and disease grow _xth population, 292 ;
dangerous effects of poverty and
vice on a people, 294, Spain dispeopled from want of ruanufactures, 300; manufactures admit of,
and oblige, an increase of people
even to mfimty, 302 ; alleged tendeacy of the export of bullion to
depopulate, 309; character of the
English people, 313; effect ofpopulatmn on wages, 349-351 ; the exuberance of population serviceable
to manufactures, 350 ; depopulation
of our inland corporations, &c., and
causes thereof, zb., 378-381 ; effect
of our poor laws on population,
350, 351 ; effects of corn laws, &c.,
on population, 351 ; prostitution,
380, 381, English population of
Jamaica, 415 ; people the capital or
raw material of a nation, 458 ; encouragement to be given to marriage in France and increase of
husbandmen, artificers, &c., 462 ;
England might maantam an almost
infimte number of people, 493
Ports--See Harbours
Portugal, Portuguese Navigation to Indin, 10; trade of, zb., 102,108,262,
307, 402 ; her practice regarding
trade, 102 ; her fame spread through
Africa and Asm by traffic, 108 ;
trade of the Portuguese to Iodm
open, 337 ; their vast navlgatmn
while they had that trade, 340;
supplanted by the Dutch, _b., 432 ;
decay of our trade with Portugal,
402,409 ; her woollen manufacture,
402 ; she is a perpetual instrument
for weakening Spare, 478
Postage, the maintenance
of posts by
sea and land, and letter carriers, an
encouragement to trade, 80
Poverty, circumstances which produce
national poverty, 45, 301,378, 379,
451 ; crime the consequence of contmual beggary, 288, 454 ; dangerous effects of vice and poverty on
a people, 294, 380-386;
definition
of poverty, 446 ; syptoms of it in
England, _b.; general cry of pover-
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ty, 447; in such a ease the voice of
the people is like the speech of
God, 447, crede quod babes ethabes,
no logm m such matters, ib.
Preachzng,
no preaching,
however
learned or florid, can prevail with
necessitous men, 376
Precwus Metals--See
Bullion, Corn,
Gold and Sdver, and Money
Pre-emption--See Corporations
Prefaces, preface to this collectmn, ill ;
pre£_ce to Brztanma Lang_ens, 277;
preface to D_scourses on Trade, 507
Prerogatwes of the Crown m England,
466
Pr2ces, comparative prices of sprees,
silk, &c., at Aleppo and m India,
ll, 12 ; ditto m India and in England, 20; in former times and at
present, 36; principle supposed to
regulate the price of home commodmes, 290 ; fluctuation of, zb.;
prices of wool, 321 ; evil effects of
monopolies on prices, 333-336 ;
prices of French wines from 1667
to 1674, mclu_lve, 426 ; no laws
can fix prices in trade, 513 ; mflaence of a plentiful suppl) of gold
and sllxer ou prices, 537; m_lls and
engines, without
abating wages,
abate the price of manufactures,
589, 590. (Prwe of Labour--See
Wages)
Priests, money carried out of the country by priests and jesmts never returns, 207 ; priests and beggars
form a fourth or fifth of the population of Spain, 350
Princes, the practice of sundry princes
to augment trade, 58, 59, 62, 63, 75,
99-105, 138, 139 ; their care to set
their people to work, 72 ; a prince's
example, if good, ts an encouragemeat to trade, 87 ; illustrations, 87,
88 ; why princes court trade. 107 ;
their gums by foreign trade, 146 ;
how their revenues may justly be
raised, 181-185 ; they should prevent waste, 183 ; when and why
they should not tax their subjects
heawly, 184; sinister views of some
m levying heavy taxes, 185; some
• term it baseness in princes to lay
up treasure, _b.; wealth of King
David and others in ancmnt ames,
186 ; princes wlth stores of money
do not necessarily hate peace, zb. ;
they must lay up treasure to avmd
poverty, contempt, and danger, 187;
how much a prince may conveniently lay up yearly, 188 ; he cannot accumulate much if hts subjects
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have but little foreign trade, 189;
duties incumbent on him, 189, 190,
236 ; necessary provisions against
famine and invasion are a prince's
jewels, 190; majesty without cornpetent force and provisions is unassured, 191; advantages of the
Protestant rehglon to a prince on
higher grounds, as well as those of
expediency, 220-222
Privy Council, reasons why merchants
should be sworn of the Privy
Council, 93-99
Products, our natural store divided into
corn, mines, and fish, 221, corn,
cattle, &c., 226 ; those things to be
chiefly increased that are rats_d at
least charge and are of greatest
value abroad, zb.; minerals, 230,
312; fisheries, _b., 231; manuiactares, 231 ; horses, 237
Professwns, profes_i(_nal incomes depend indirectly on trade, tor lawsuits and diseases melease w_th it,
292, professmnal and hterary men,
though highly necessary, add no
treasure to the n._tion, 302 ; incomes of professional men not so
soon affected by the decay of trade,
375

324, 327 ; hst of Frer, ch articles
prohibited here, 485.--(See
Exports, Free Trade, and Imports)
Property, security of propert) in England, and its insecurity m France,
492; nature of property or rmhes,
517
Prost_tutwn, increase of, and its evils,
380, 381
Protestant Rehgmn--See Dzssenters and
Rehgwn
Proverbs, "He that hath ware, hath
money by the )ear," 137 ; "When
force fails, money prevails," 20'2
Prowswns, purchase of, by the East
India Company, m heland,
24 ;
large stores of the Company available for the King's selvtcc m case
of need. 25; pubhc granames saggested as a remedy for famines,
190, 304, 305; majesty without
necessary provisions is unassured,
191 --(See also _Famine and Granarzes)
Prussia, Dutch trade with " Pomerland
and Sprusland," 307
Public, " The public is an acute as well
as merciless beast," 507

Profit, profits of trade between India
and England exemplified, 20, di-

Q.

versity of gain by foreign trade,
146; gains of the commonwealth,
the merchant and the king, lb. ;
private advantages
often impediments to public profit, 218, 219 ;
our net annual gain by foreign
trade, 297 ; natmnal gain by manufactures, 300; variety of profits
distinguished, 301 ; immense profit
of the Dutch by sale of fish, 303;
this esttmated at five millions per
annum, and the entire profit of
their fishery at ten millions, lb.;
profits of the East Indm trade fllustrated, 563; plenty of money
and smallness of profits in Holland,
612, 613
Proh*bitlons, export of various articles
prohibited in different countries, 71;
m_possible to enfm'ee prohibitions,
zb., 323, 390, 391. 485 ;knowledge of
all prohibited artle|es essentml to
the merchant, 123; argument m
favour of prohlbltmns, 127, 128;
imports to be hindered, 236; prohibltion of the export of our wool
but a cobweb, 323 ; Act 12 Car. II,
cap. 22, qmte ineffectual, 323, 485 ;
ewl effects of clogs on our trade,

Quacks, great increase of quack doctors,
379
R.
Raleig]_, S*r Walter, his observations
on the causes of the magmficence
and opulence of c_es referred to,
263; h_s obserxatmns
on trade
quoted, 304; quoted, 307, 312. 368,
369; cited as to our antiquated
notmns of building and manning
ships, 319 ; quoted on the evils of
heavy cus'oms, 368, 369_ cited,
432. 434, 439. 461,498
Raw S_/h--See Silk
Reading, decay of, as a manufacturing
town, 403
Reading. a treatise on trade not so attractive to the general reader as a
new play, satire, or romance, 277,
278; we have no need of sugarplum devines to _heedle men into
re_dingthey
arc inqmsilive
enough, 509--(See also Books)
Registration of Tztlea. the s)stem adopted
in Holland a cause of her prosperity, 285, 6ll, 612

1ND_X.
Regulated Compan,es--See
Joint Stock
Companzes
Religwa, advantages of the Protestant
religion, 220-222 ; constraint and
danger to which Protestants arc
exposed in some countries, 220;
the Protestant rehgmn the only
true model of pmty and virtue, zb ,
danger of tolerating any but the
Protestant rehgmu m England, 222,
224;
morahty may be short of
true rehgion, yet no rebgmn can
be pure without true morahty, 222,
naturahzatmnofforeign
Protestants
recommended, 358; evil effects of
laws against Protestant dissenters,
359-367 ; toleration
m Holland,
360 ; in France. lb. 364. 365 ; God
never planted his truth by temporal
power, 362; no preaching, however learned or florid, can prevail
with necessitous men, 376 ; persecution of the Flemings by Alva,
398
.Rent, fall of land rents, 283 ; variety of
causes to which this Is ascribed by
casual observers, 284, 285 ; defimtlon of money rent, 290 ; pimmple
supposed to regulate the rise and
fall of rent, 290, 292 ; sympathy of
laud rent with national trade, 292,
349, 374, 375; use of, in Holland
and thmkly peopled parts of England, 292 ; low rents in Spare and
Turkey, tb. ; depressing influence
of restricted trade on land rents,
849, 374, 375; land rents will rise
under heavy taxes, if tl ade be free,
349 ; corn laws and Acls against
the import of cuttle expedients to
raise rents, 351; rise of rents m
Ireland, and fall in England, 407 ;
interest is only the rent of stock,
518 ; it would be as just to restrain
rent as interest of money, 522;
rents m England increased by the
East India trade, 543, 596-607 ;
landholders say rents suffer fi'om
theexportatmn of bullion, 553-555;
high rent of land in Holland, 602604; general rise of, m England,
603; the most hkely way to raise
rents, 604, 605 ; the lndm trade, by
destroying
the landholders'
toonopoly, does not abate rents, 605607 ; the fishing trade more likely
to abate rents than the lmportanon
of Irish cattle or Indmn manufactures, 609
Repairs--See Shipping
Republw. dlstmctmn between
a toonarchy and a repubhc, 173
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Restrwtzons, evils of restrictions on
trade, 80, 154-156, 157,324, 345,
348-370, 408 ; clogs on importation
and exportation should be removed,
324, 345---(See Free Trade, Monopohes and Prohzbdtons)
Retader_ and Shopkeepers do not add to
the wealth of the nation llke manufacturers, 301; over much shopkeeping
objected to, 302, 376 ;
they may grow rich while trade
and navigatmn are going to decay,
374, 375, 422, 430 ; 100 000 retaflers in and about London, and
but 5 000 m Amsterdam, 455
Revenue, that of the state may gain
most when private men get least,
128 ; how the revenues of princes
may be justly raised, 181-185 ; revenue of France, 439---(See also
Taxation)
t_hemsh Wines, large consumption of, in
England, 419
Rhine, desire of France to possess the
Low Countries to the [thine, 478
Rwheheu, Cardinal,
his enhghtened
pohcy as to trade and religion, 460,
461
Rwhes--See Wealth
Rwers, no tolls should be levied thereon, 79
Robbers, the suppression of highway
robbers a great encouragement to
trade. 80
tieberts, Lewes, his "Treasure of Traffike," 49-113
Rochelle, trade of, 17 ; cited by Sir W.
Raleigh as free of customs, 369
Rome, pohcy of atmient Rome to invite
strangels thither, '2-63, 264; causes
of her decay, 464; the manufactures of every nauon sent to Rome
as tribute, 601, supplied with corn
from Sicily, Africa, &c., zb., 602 ;
the rents of Roman land did not
suffer thereby, 602
Romish Church, arguments against roleratmgthis church m England, 222 ;
Papal tyranny
supennduced
on
Christlamt_, by a conspiracy of
Romish prtests, 362
Rotterdam, a fourth part of the inhabltants are English, or of Enghsh
extraction, 440
tfouen, trade of, 17
Royal Forests and Chases--See Forests
Russia,
disturbances
offered to the
Muscovy Company, 106 ; Dutch
trade with Muscovy, 307,400, 409,
411; rehgmus intolerance there,
365 ; decay of our trade with her,
399,400,409; our free trade to Arch-
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angel, 431; the Earl of Carlisle's
unavaihng embassy to Russm regardmg our trade, 4il ; evil mfluenee of her strong government on
trade, 459
Russza Company--See
Mascot T Cornparty

S.
Smlors, Breeding of marir, ers by the
India Company, 29, 33; good mariners worthy men m a commonwealth, 29;
number of, m the
royal fleet, tb. ; 400 landsmen annually shipped by the Company,
ib.; number employed in the Indmn trade, 34 ; sailors will not now
adventure the cannon's mouth without pay, 293; operation of thin m
favour of the richest natron, _b ;
fishing a great nursery for seamen,
311, 312 ; economy of the Dutch in
manmng
their ships, 317, 619 ;
the Act obhging us to sail with
one-fourth Enghsh seamen, an obstructmn
tu trade, 318 ; it has
rinsed their wages, zb., 319, our
antiquated notmns Jn bufldlng and
manning ships, tb., 619; we sail a
ship of 200 tons with 30 men, while
the Dutch sail it with nine or ten,
319; rearing of French seamen by
Louis XIV_ 471 ; five mariners the
ploportmn to 100 tons burthen,
622; their wages, lb.
St. Malo, trade of, 17
Salt, Dutch staple thereof, 90; French
trade in, 424, 434_ 435
Sardanapalus, wealth accumulated by
him, 186
Satins, trade in, 15; imports of. from
France, 423
Sauce, a new sauce ("catch up from
East Indta") sold at a gmnea a
bottle, 491
Schools, multitude of our endowed free
schools, 356--See Educatwn
Science, scientific tastes more thshionable than notions of trade, 357.-(See also Arts and Sciences)
Sclavoman fine wool not as good as
English, 322
Scotland, design of the Dutch to possess
themselves of the island of Lewis,
201 ; great value of the fisheries on
the coasts of Enghmd and Scotland,
303 ; evils of Enghsh exclusion of
Scotch and Irish cattle, 351,404,
405 ; Scotch manufactures
and

foreign imports m consequence,
405; Scotch taxation of English
Imports, 90 per cent., _b.
Seaport Towns--See Towns
Security, plenty of money to be lent ou
laud security assigned as a s_ mptom of poverty, and the subversion
of personal security, 453
Sezgnornge, none charg'ed m England.
525, the merchant should pay the
cost of coinage. 532
Selden's Table Talh a heap of mcoherent scraps, yet esteemed for wit
and sprat, 509
Selfishness private interest sways rren's
affections more than reason, 219,
332, 510, private interest a many
headed monster. 287 ; passmns the
fermentatmn
of private interest.
386, private interest usually esteemed the common measure of
good and ewl, 511; examples, 512
Sh_fpzug employed in the Indmn trade,
21, 33 34, value of the materials
thereof, 2t ; alleged waste uf the
In&a Company disproved, 23-26 ;
great numbels emplu)ed in braiding ships, 24, 34 ; facflmts of the
India Company for repamng their
sh_ps, 26; account of the Cornpany's sh_pping from the beginning
to 1620, 31 ; knowledg'eofbmldmg,
repairing, wctualhng, &c, of ships
necessary to the merchant, 123;
extensive shipping of the Dutch,
197, 297 ; strength of England m
her ships. 238, 242; arguments for
aud ngamst foreign bottoms, 242 ;
great shipping
employed in the
Norwegian timber trade, 260 ; the
Dutch employ 30,000 trading vessels, 297; much shipping reqmred
for the fishing- trade, 312. economieal mode of manning and buildmg Dutch ships, 317, 319, 613;
Enghshvessels of thesametonnage
cost two-th_rds more for wages and
v_ctuals, 317; evil effects of the
Act of Navigation and 14 Car. II,
cap. II, confining oar trade to
sh_ppmg built of Enghsh timber,
_b.; the French and Dutch victual
their ships cheaper than the Enghsh, 319 ; Sir Walter Raleigh cited
as to our antiquated nuuuns in
bmldmg and manmng ships, 319 ;
the nav_ganon laws a discouragement tu sh_p budding, 327, 328 ;
our purchase of cables, sails, &c.,
flora the Dutch, French, &c., 329 ;
small amount of shipping employed
m our trade to India, 339 ; Irish
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shipping, 414 ; s_lzme (_four ships
by the French, 428,42q, 455, 456 ;
increase of French shipping, 470472; it is usual to bum ships at
86 per cent., 521 ; advantages of
the dlvlslon of labour m ship building, 592; reasons for bmldmg our
shipsm tbeplantations,
621, cheap
shlpbmld_ngm
America, 622
_ettlement of poor--See Poor Laws and
Populatmn
Shopkeepers--See
Retazlers
Szcdy, an msurrecuon there suggested
as a diversion
fm the Spanish
t_oops, 478; Rome supplied with
corn by Smlly, Afrma, &c, 601,
602
8desian, manufacturers of coarse wool,
821, 822, 400
Sdh, Importance of the manufacture, 9,
264, costof raw silk at Aleppo and
m Iadm, ll, 12; trade ofPersmm
silk, 13 ; our increased manufactnre of raw silk, 132 ; s_Ik weavers
m Spltalfields, 264, decay of Enghsh manufacture,and
causes thereof, 328 ; m_ports of raw silk from
Turkey m exchange for cloth, 347,
420, 421 ; th_s caused the Increase
of our silk manufacture, 847; mlportsof, from Indm, 421 ; silk now
m general use, 421
S_lk Stoch_ngs--See Stockings
S_lver--See Gold and S_lver
Slaves, Odds between
freemen and
slaves, 465, negro labour m the
plantatmns cheap, 620, 622
Smith, Mr., his work on lrnprovements
cited, 303, 409
Smugg£ng and Engrossing. the ordinary
methods of getting an estate on a
sudden, 347 ; faclhtles for smuggling, 486
Smyrna W_nes, consumption of, m England, 419
Soldzers, they will not now adventure
the cannon's mouth _lthout pay,
293 ; spirit and fidehty of soldmrs
when well paid, 382, 383; plebeians of all sorts m France instructed in the use of arms, 463 ;
overwhelming influence of the soldiery in ancient Rome, 464 ; every
patlon has a breed of people naturally more fit for this employment,
469; numerical strength of the
French army, iS.
Solomon cited as a lavish and extravagaut prince, 186
Soraersetshwe, a seat of the ticking
manufacture, 417
Southampton, Earl of, declination of
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hlLm's ' E_gland's Treasure
by
Fol raign Trade," to hm lordship,
117
Sovereigns--See Prznees
Spa_n, though richest m mines, she forbids the export of gold and silver°
68 ; not benefited by this restllc_
tmn 68, 390, 391, 486 ; she, notwithstanding,
is obllged to use
black or copper monies. 68 ; Spain
at her lowest ebb acqmred the West
Indies, 69, 70; support given to
Columbus by Ferdinand and Isabella, 102, 103; her fame spread
through Amerma by traffic, 10S,
trade of Spain, 133, 143, 144, 307,
325 ; mines of gold and silver her
sinews of strength, 143 ; the Spaniards have the "canker of war."
which exhausts their treasure, 144,
145; Spare has the fountain of
money, 174; low and turbulent
state of the Netherlands under the
Spamsh Government, 194 ; change
since they threw off the Spanish
yoke, _b ; the Spaniards were great
traders, 262 ; the mqulsltmn a mum
cause of Spamsh weakness and po_ert), 263, 365, 469 ; waste lands
of, 292; thoug[_ supphed _lth the
wealth of the Indies she is the
pooreqt and weakest of all natmns,
300, 325 ; hlgh price of fine
Spamsh wool, 322 ; our trade with
Spare, 325,401 ; population of, 350;
emigration to America, zb.; the
$pam;rds had doubtless some expedlent like the English poor laws,
as well as the iaquismon, to get rid
of their poor, 351 ; they would now
be glad of them to encounter the
French, _b.; her execrable cruelty
to dissenters one cause of her
poverty and weakness, 365, 469 ;
increase of Madrid in size and
population at the expense of the
country districts, 380; the French
and Dutch share largely with us in
the Spamsh trade, 401_ 409; our
import of iron from, 418; prme of
Spanish wine and its general use in
England, 419 ; relative power of
Spare, England, and France, 437 ;
Cromwell's war with Spain injurious to our trade. 442 ; evil influo
enee of her strong government on
trade, 459 ; her league with France,
481; high customs and clogs on
her trade, 487
Specie, prohibition of its export ineffectual, 390, 391--(See also Bullmn,
Coin, Gold and Sdver, and Money)
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_qpeeches, very short and clear speaking
suitable for assemblies whose business is great, 508; tedious speeches
fit for lazy ignt, rance, or an earitching rabble, not sensible
of
cheat, zb.
Spices, necessary to preserve health
and cure diseases, 8 ; cost of, at
Aleppo, and in India, 11, 12 ; cost
of, in India, and sale in England.
20, 130, 131, 205, 206; prices of,
in former times and at present, 36 ;
import and export of, 45; East
India trade in pepper, 320_ 344;
great trade of the Dutch East India Company in spices, 339
Spies employed by foreign princes, 207
Spitalfields--See
Silk
Standard. the debasing of foreign coin,
its effeCt on the exchanges,
42 ;
gold and silver are made a stundard or common measure to deal
with, 516
Staple, the erection of a staple an encouragcment to traffic, 88; definition of the term, lb. ; benefit of, 89 ;
example of Holland, lb., 90, 130;
benefit to _rise from a staple in England, 92, 93, 96, 130 ; our staple at
Antwerp, 399
States General--See Holland
Statute_, operatmn of the statute of employment explained, 154; many
statutes are enacted and suddenly
repealed, 177 ;_See also Acts and
Laws
Stockings, decay of our trade in wove
silk and knit woollen stockings,
409, 410 ; chief markets for our
silk stockings, Calais and Hamburgh, 421 ; effect of the invention
of the framework to reduce the
price and increase the consumption
of, 586
8rock-jobbing, evil influence of the trade
ot stock-jobbers, 567 ; the dissolutmn of both the East India Cornpanies the best way to destroy it, zb.
Strasbour9, desire of the French to posseas it, 478
Strong Waters--See.Distilleries
Style, the laconic or Ciceronian way,
curious phrases, metaphors, spruce
words, or the renowned antithesis,
not suitable for a treatise on trade,
278 ; accurate method and clean
style commonly
expected, 507 ;
words are indeed a fehcity, 508;
good sense sometimes neglected for
elegance of expression, lb. ; lawyers
waive all the decorums of language,
ib. ; the merchants' style, ib. ; the

epistolary way, ib. ; delicacy of
words most used in poetry, 509;
method, ib. ; divisions and subdivisions mere trash, zb. ; the argument should be hmpid and intelliglble, lb.
Sugars, d_sadvantageous operations of
Customs regulations on re-exporta,tion of raw sugar, 348 ; imports of
raw sugar from the West Indies
peculiar to us, i5. ; Dutch su,_,ar
baking twenty times greater than
the English, 413; Surinam sugars,
414.
Sumptuary Laws, their adoption recommended, 127, 129 ; effects of pomp
in apparel, buildings, and the like,
180, 181 ; expense in apparel to be
countenanced
under restrwtions,
235 ; finery a sign of wealth_ 272 ;
contentment with bare necessaries
would make a poor world, 528 ;
evils of sumptuary laws, 529, 538_
540
Supply--See Demand and Supply
Surinam, if retained and cultivated by
the Dutch, will produce as good
sugars and tobaecoes as any part of
America, 414
Surrey, iron works in, 418
Sussex, iron works in, 418
Sweden. Swedes not known in India-,
109; Dutch trade with "Swedeland," 307. 310; our trade with
Sweden, 399; her woollen manufactures, 400; our imports of iron
from, 418 ; Swedes in the service of
Louis XI_r, 470
Switzerland, religious toleration there,
365; Swiss mercenaries of Louis
XIV_ 470_ 479

T.
Tackling--See
Shippin 9
Taffaties, trade in, 15
Tapestry/, foreign tapestry makers, in
Hatton-garden, Clerkenwell, &e.,
264; the Flemish taught us this
manufacture, 398-399
Tar_ imports of, from Norway, 420
Taxation_ all heavy customs and iraposts should be discharged, 81, 90;
moderatecustoms in Holkmd,91,92;
small customs increase th2 revenue,
95, 286 ; increase of our customs
in 50 years, from _£14,000 to
.¢500,000, 104 ; how revenue may
j.astly be raised, 181, 185 ; oppress*ve nature of certain taxes, 182 ;
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abuse of taxation, 183 ; extraordinary taxation necessary in small
states, such as Holland, &c., 182;
Heavy contributions not so hurtful
asthey are supposed to be. 182 ; as
the food, &c.,ot the poor _re made
dear by excise, the prme of their
labour rises, ib. ; eontmbutlons are
just and profitable when treasure
is la_d up 1br the public goad, 183 ;
#ore_gners m England, pay neither
scat nor lot, 264 ; increase of eustoms, excise, and chimney money,
270 ; some landlords are ready to
thrust all taxes on trade, 285, 346 ;
a revenue from corn laws, or the
price o[ vmtuals, not tolerable, 352 ;
land tax and excise on extravagances and foreign commodities,
recommended,
370; the mamtenanee of thepoor costs us £400.000
per annum, 378 ; effects of taxation
on a rmh and a poor country, 382 ;
freedom of the French nobihty
from tazlle,460 ; former impatience
of the French under taxation, 463 ;
taxes of France high and arbitrary,
492; heav_ exc_ses on ordinary
meats and drinks in France and
Holland, 493 ; arguments for excise in preference to customs, 497 ;
anctent tolls for things bought and
sold in home markets, 498
Temple, S_r 14r_lham, h_s book on the
Dutch trade referred to, 307, 350,
359, 360, 469, 475, 498 ; quoted,
444
Twlang, manufacture of, m Devonshire
and Somersetshire impaired, 417
Tillage, we should attend moreto tillage,
and not trust wholly to making
cloth, 194; pasture preferable to
tillage, 227
Tzmber, the conversion of trees into
ships their most noble and profitable use, 24 ; no timber in Holland,
yet the Dutch have the staple, 89 ;
our timber trade with Norway, 260,
420 ; evils of the Act confining our
trade to shipping built of English
timber, 317 ; foreign ship timber
half the price of English_ 317 ; not
sufficient m England for any considerable navigatmn. 329, 420 ; our
colonial timber excluded by the
dearness of freights, 623 ; remedy
proposed, lb.
Tin. exports of, 23, 410-411 ; fall in its
price, 411
Tithes, tithes of fish, hemp, and flax
most mjurmus to trade, 367-368
Tobacco, " whereof there is no want,
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but rather too much smoake," 19 ;
expenditure on, 37; proposed mcrease of this trade, by colomal
ship-building, and cheap freights,
623
Toleratwn, arguments for and against
toleration in reh_lon,
2'22-224,
361-367 ; toleration of pro'estanl
dissenters recommended, 359; extent of toleration m Holland and
France, 360, 460 ; papists unfit for
toleration, 363 ; toleration of protestants by Cardinal Rmhelieu, 460,
461--See D_ssenters and Relzglon
Tolls, the abolition of tolls on rivers or
bridges encourages trade, 79 ; ancient tolls for things bought and
sold in home markets, 498
Tonnage of English shipping employed
m the Indm trade, 21p 33 ; proportmn of mariners to tonnage, 319,
622--(See also Sailors and Shippzng)
.
Toulouse, trade or, 17
Towns, cause of the depopulatmn of our
roland and sea port towns, 350, 409
Toys a great part of the French trade,
435
Trade, " A Discourse of Trade from
Eng'laud to the East Indies," 1-47 ;
trade defined, 5, 221, 516, 526 ;
unfounded
clamours against the
East India trade, 6, 37, 39, 543,
609 ; the legitimate ends of foreign
trade, fi; importance of our new
trade of calmoes, 9 ; causes of the
decay of Turkish trade with India,
10-15 ; discovery of navigation by
the Cape, 10; increase and advanrages of our Indmn trade, 18, 20,
21, 45, 131 ; shipping employed in
this trade, 21, 33, 34; trade our
ordinary means to procure treasure,
22; account of the East India
Company's trade to India, 31, 32,
35-37, 333-344 ; no decay in
Turkey trade, 32 ; Dutch trade to
India, 39, 40; fmeign trade a
means of natmnal riches, 58-60.
110, 568, 570; the merchant's advice, the best in matters of foreign
commerce, 58, 93-95 ; of the profitable use and dlstrLbutlon of eommodlties, 60. 64. 128-134 ; traffic
alone can enrich a barren country,
65 ; the practices of sundry princes
to augment trade, 79; fetters on
the East India made, 106, 107 ;
numerous advantages
of foreign
trade, 107 ; eulogy on trade, 107,
209 ; how traffic begets strength,
111 ; paramount importance of
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trade, 112, 113,286-288;
foreign
trade the rule of our treasure, I25;
balance of trade, 125, 126, 142,
145, 146, 394, 395; the rule in
f.reigu trade is '"to sell more to
strangers yearly than we consume
of thelrs m value," 125 " Remote
trades most gainful to the cornmonwealth." 136; the diversity of
gain by formgn trade, 146-148;
how foreign trade is destroyed,
154; e_ll operatmnof
restricUons
on trade, 156, 288, 314-348, 370,
372, 386, 488, 501, 522, 536, 583,
585, 617 ; if our trade decays_ we
must live more lik_ Iz_sbmen than
Enghshmen, 156; when subjects
have but little foreign trade, the
Sovereign cannot lay up much
money, 188, 189 ; trade, home and
_oreign, 218; encouragement due
to it, 236 ; the art of dealing with
strangers ts to sell dear and buy
cheap, 237 ; carrying trade, 242,
295, 296, 297,305, 306; our trade
with Norway and France profitable, 260; the multitude of traders
a great advantage, 269, 270. 560,
568; sympathy between land and
trade, 277, 286, 374 ; a treatise on
trade not attractive to the general
reader, 278; some landlords are
ready to thrust all taxes on undo.
285, 346; trade either national or
private, 289 ; definition of private
trade, ib. ; national trade diwded
into home and foreign, lb. ; foreign
trade will advance home markets,
and the value of land, 29 l ; it ma_
be driven with foreign or home
navigation, 295; the net annual
gain by our foreign trade would be
from £250,000 to ._300,000, on an
average of 20 years, 297 ; trade
from port to port, 305-307 ; wherein
this duffers from mere carrying,
306 ; the disease of trade, 306, 328,
272. 374, 394 ; Roger Coke's Trearise of Trade cited, 318 ; why the
forcible subversmn of the Dutch
trade would not benefit ours, 323 ;
frade with Spain, 325; evil effects
of navigatmn laws, 3"27, 328 ; our
foreign trading companies, their
constitution, privileges, &e., 331 348 ; trade of the Dutch East India
Company, 339; though no great
commendation, the East India may
be called the most flourishing
b_anch of our trade, 342 ; beneficial
effects of free trade on the rent of
land, 349; opposite effects of re-

stricted trade, ib.; mqnopoly of
trade by freemen of corporations
and guilds, 354, 617; our knowledge of ancient mythology and
contempt for trade, 356, 357 ; trade
considered by the Dutch. French,
&c., as an honourable and almost
sacred thing, 358; tithes of fisb,
flax, and hemp injurious to trade,
367, 368;
a free government
necessary
to its improvement,
385 ; difficult to calculate the
balance of trade, 395; parucalar
decays in our t_ade, 397-447, 489,
490; plat.ration trade, 411; evil
influence on trade, of strong governments, of Turkey, Museovy_
a_d Spain, 459; regulation of our
trade necessary, 485, 486_ 501 ;
care for the decay of trade, 492,
501 ; our advantages in trade over
the French and Dutch, 492 ; few
consider trade in general on true
principles, 511 ; vulgar errors, 512,
527, 529, 537, 540; the whole
world as to trade is but as one
nation, and the loss of any trade,
is so much trade of the world reseinded, 513; all favour to one
trade at the expense of another a.u
abuse, 514 ; trade but a commutation of superfluities, 516; origin
and development of trade. 526,
527; mutual dependence of the
home and foreign trade, 529 ; the
export of bullion for Indian manufactures an exchange of less for
greater value, 556; this demonstrated,
556--559 ; the
more
open the East Indls trade and
the closer it is driven, the more
profitable it will be, 550 ; the
India trade the way to increase
our bullion, 571, 572 ; the Iudta
trade mast increase our exportstions, 572-754 ; this trade destroys
no employment that is profitable to
the kingdom ; 579-585 ; the consequences
of prohibiting
Indian
manufactures,583;
the India trade,
the most likely way to enlarge our
present manufactures,
585- 587 ;
this trade, without abating wages,
abates the price of mauuihctures,
587-594 ; the most likely to set on
foot new manufactures, 594, 595 ;
money not sufficiently a drug in
England to be employed in the
fishing trade, 595, 598 ; increase of
oar trade by cheap shipbuilding in
the plantatmns, and cheap freight,
622, 623

INDEX.
Trade--See
Trade
Treasure, " Treasure of Tra:fflke," by
Lewes Roberts, 49-113;
"Eng.
land's
Treasure
by Forrazgn
Trade," by Thomas Mun, 115209; home treasure either corned
money or plate, 392; average annual
increase of our treasure by trade,
394
Turhey, her trade, 10, 23, 307; the
Turk formerly master of the india
trade, 10; sale of India wares in,
23 ; tendency of Turks and infidels
to rob and spoil all Christian nations, 29 ; our trade to Turkey not
decayed, 32; Turkey though always at war with Spain, has abuudance of Spamsh reals, 69, 145;
disturbances offered to the Turkey
Company, 106; waste lands m
Turkey, 292 ; the Dutch share with
us in' the cloth trade with her,
321,401 ; the English and Dutch
have nearly subverted the Venetian
cloth trade there, 322; imports of
raw silk from Turkey, in exchange
for our cloths, 317, 420, 421 ; religious intolerance there, 365 ; evil
influence of its strong government
on trade, 459
Turkey Company, constitution of, as a
regulated Company, 332
Tuscany, ilnprovements effected by the
Duke about Leghorn, &c., and in
its trade, 62, 79,100, 101,139, 366,
369, 385, 386, 501 ; though without
mines, she permits the exportation
of gold and silver, 69 ; fertility of,
attributed more to its trade than _ts
soil, 70 ; observable in three points
of traffic, zb.; liberal encouragemerit to merchants given by Ferdinando I., 138-139; encouragemerit given to the Jews, in Leghorn, 366
U.
Understanding--See
Man
United Provinces--See Holland
Usury, arguments in favour of, 178,
179, 510, 522; trade and usury
rise and fall together, 179 ; "what is
the proper interest for money, 245,
246 ; the use of money should be
as low here, or lower, than in
neighbouring countries, 246 ; it is
higher, 318 ; high rate of interest in England and low rate
in Holland, 318,345, 518; no interest allowed in France under
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heavy penalties, 318, 345, 462;
usu_'ers do not suffer like others by
the decay of trade, 375; interest
should not be restrained by law,
510; usual arguments for theabatement of interest, 515; answers
thereto, 516-523, interest only the
rent of stock, 518, the usurer w_ll
take half a loaf rather than no
bread, 519; no laws can restrain
interest, 521,522; it would be as
just to restrain the rent of land, a_
the interest of money, 522

V.
Value, fall in the value of land, 285 ;
foreign trade will advance tbe
value of lands, 291 ; little land m
England but may be improved to
double or treble its present value,
292 ; the revenue and value of
land will sympathize with national
trade, 292. 374, 375
Velvets, trade m, 15 ; imports of, from
France, 423
Venereal Dzsease--See D_seases
l_emce, trade of, with Turkey
and
Persia, 14, 17, 22 ; how she is furnished with ready money, 17 ; her
annual export of corn to Turkey,
22 ; her improvements, 62; her
practice with regard to trade, 79,
101, 102, 130 ; excellent government of, 124 ; extraordinary
taxation necessary, 182 ; wasteful expenditure rare in such a state, 183 ;
her famous arsenal, 191 ; her great
trade, 262 ; the English and Dutch
have nearly subverted the Yenetian cloth trade in Turkey, 322;
Her manufacture, 402, 421 ; laces
called Points de Venice, 422
Vessels--See Sh_pping
Vwe, dangerous consequences of poverty
and vice in a people, 294, 376 ; increase of drunkenness, 367, 376379 ; praetmes of the vicmus for a
maintenance, 376; increase of renereal sins, 380, 381.--See also
Crime
Vwtories--See
War
Vwtuals, stores of, kept by the India
Company, 25 ; how the India Compuny victual their ship_, 27; diet
of the sailors described, 28 ; knowledge as to victualling ships essential to a merchant, 123 ; the Dutch
and French _ictual their ships
cheaper by using Irish provisions,
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whmh are forbidden in England,
318, 403, 404 ; evil effects of corn
laws, &c., in raising the price of
victuals, 351
Villages, causes of the depopulation of
our villages, 350
Vine!/ards--See
Wines

W.
Wayes, a knowledge of the wages of
commanders of sh_ps and of msriners essential to the perfect merchant, 123 ; as the food and raiment
of the poor is made dear by excise,
so doth the price of their labour
rise m proportion, 182 ; the Act of
Navigation obliging us to sail with
one- fourth English seamen has
raised their wages, 318, 319 ; effect
of the deadness of a_y manufacture
on wages, 346 ; effects of pupulation on wages, 349-351 ; influence
of a plentiful supply of gold and
silver on wages and prices, 537;
alleged evil influence of the East
India trade on wages, 553; mills
and engines abate the price of
manufactures, without abating wages, 589-593 ; wages of negroes,
621 ; wages of seamen, 622
tValloons--See Flemings
War, munitions of, m stores of India
Company, 25; these available for
the service of Her Majestyin case of
need, lb. ; influenceof our war with
the Dutch, 30, 33 ; a chargeable,
bloody, and hazardable way of enriching a kingdom, 58, 291 ; Solo_non saith "w_sdom is better than
the weapons of war," 96; exhausting
effects of war by sea or land, 141 ;
effects of " the canker of war" on
the Spaniards, 144, 145 ; some menarchs shadow their covetousness
with some fair pretence of sanctity,
as '° the Catholic cause, the propagation of the church, the suppression of heretics, and such hke de]usions_" 185 ; weak argument that
a prince with store of money hates
peace. 186 ; munitmns
of war
should be kept in divers places to
defeat treachery, 190; munition
more than treasure the sinews of
war, lb. ; famous arsenal of the
Venetians, 191; the remembrance
of his victories makes the French
king go on with courage, 271 ; war
cannot be carried on without the

assistance of foreign trade. 291,
293 ; neither soldiers nor sailors
will now adventure the cannon's
mouth whhout pay, ib. ; the richest
nation will be the victor with htfle
or no fighting, 293 ; difference between the ancmnt and modern
course of war, lb., Enghsh timber
should be reserved for our ships of
war, 329; ineapaeity of a poor
country for war, 382, 383 ; dangerous positron of a poor natron when
it has a rich and powerful one for
_ts next
neighbour, 383, 384;
greater amount of currency required during war, 539 ; heroding, lb.
Waste, wastefulexpendlturecontemned,
183, 186, 187 ; seldom seen in such
states as Holland, Vemce, &c., 183;
excess and bounty bring beggary,
187 ; Solomon and his su-cessors
cited as examples, lb.; waste m
common fields, 229
Waste .Lands--See Commons and l_closures
Watches, the manufacture of, an illustration of theadvantageousdlvisidn
of labour, 591
Wealth, industry and frugality the true
watchmen of the treasury, 6 ; natural and artlflclai riches, 40, 41,
127. 133-134, 191, 204, 217-218 ;
three ways in whmh a kingdom is
enrmhed, 58 ; to enrich his kingdora is the fittest study of a sorereign, 58 ; definition of natural
rmhes, 60, 517, 558 ; that which
begets wealth also begets strength,
I Il ; the veneral rule whereby this
kingdom is enriched, 125; artificial superior to natural wealth,
133-134 ; wealth accumulated by
king David, Sardanapalus, Darius.
&c.. 186 ; d_ffercnt effectS of natural
and artificial wealth, 191, 204 ; narural wealth makes a people careles% proud, and given to excess,
203-204 ; artificial wealth enforceth
vigflaney, hterature, arts, and poliey, 203-204 ; riches and people
necessary to national greatness, 218,
293,453, 461 ; signs of wealth, 271272; nationalgainbymanufactures_
300 ; what trades and professions
do, and what do not enrich a hation, 301; men, ships, and riches
do not grow on the trees, nor drop
from the clouds, 358 ; wealth accumulated by some of the French
kings, 438; treasure does not grow
on people's backs like wool, 439 ;

INDEX,
exhaustion of cur treasure, 446 ;
nature of property or riches, 517 ;
how to reckon the national stock,
522-523;
far fewer monied men
in the nation than is supposed, 523 ;
elements of a nation's prosperity,
536. 558; no nation ever grew
rmh by policies ; peace, industry,
and freedom bring wealth and
trade, 540
Weavzng---See Manufactures
Wezghts and Measures, knowledge of
all foreign weights and measures
necessary to a merchant, 122; gold
and silver are but the weights and
measures by which traffic is carried
on, 530
West Indzes, the great value of the gold
and silver mines m, 143;
Dutch
trade with, 307; the imports of
raw sugar from the West Ind_es
peculiar to the E_ghsh, 348
Wines, stores of, kept by the India
Company, 25 ; no vineyards
in
Holland, yet she bath the staple of
wine, 90 ; our large consumptmn of
fore_gu wines, 419 ; cost of Spanish
wine, lb.; French wine prohibited,
_b.; our use of Portuguese, Rhenish, Italian, Greek, and Smyrna
wines,_b.; generalpretence to acntical palate for wine, 420 ; adulteratmn of, ib. ; imports of French
wines during _ariaas years, 424,
425 ; prices of French wine from
1667 to 1674. 426; the mixture
and manufacture or, 486
Wood---See Shipping and T2mber
YFool, trade m woollens, 15 ; benefit of
prohibition of the export of wool
by Henry VII, 58 ; Dutch woolstaple, 90; pasture favourable to the
growth of the manufacture, 230;
that of wool our principal manufacture, 297. 433, 439 ; fears that
the French and Dutch may destroy
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it, 320, 401,441 ; their successful
competition in coarse cloths, 321,
400-401 ; fall in the price of our
raw wool, zb., the woolsacks m
Parliament a sign of the importance
of thin trade, 32t, 322 ; h_gh prme
of fine Spamsh wool, 322; high
prme of Enghsh wool, as compared
with Pohsh or F[each, zb.; fine
Sclavoman not so good as Enghsh,
ib. ; the prohtbltion of the export
of wool a mere cobweb, 323, 486,
488; the Act, 12 Charles II, cap.
22, making the export of wool
a felony, is ineffectual, 323, 398 ;
monopoly created in the woollen
manufacture
by 5 Eliz., cap. 2,
the statute of apprentmeship,
353 ;
origin of our woollen manufacture,
397-398;
Swedish manufacture,
400, 443; Portuguese, Venetian,
and Irish manufaetules,
402 ; our
late monopoly ofthewoollenmanufacture has vamshed, zb., 417-418,
433, 441 ; our wool is watched _lth
as much care as the golden apples
of the Hesperides, 598 ; both the
hying and the dead
must be
wrapped in woollen, _b.
Women--employment
of women and
children in manufactures,
300 ;
English women are such as the
whole earth cannot parallel, 477
Writers--See Authors and Crztws
Writs of Error--See
Justice

Y.
Yeomanry, growing poverty of the English ) eomaury, 377, 452 ; statement of the change in their clrcumstanees, 377
Youth, our youth not trained to respect
manufactures, 356-357

